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ABSTRACT 


A Corpus-Linguistic Verb Analysis of the Pauline Letters: 
The Contribution of Verb Patterns to Pauline Letter Structure 

Philip D. Burggraff 
McMaster Divinity College 
Hamilton, Ontario 
Doctor of Philosophy, 2011 

This dissertation addresses the question of whether the empirical data gathered 

from an analysis of verb categories within the primary clauses of the Pauline corpus 

reveals letter structure. It begins with a discussion of the classification and structuring of 

the ancient Greek letter, with focus on the New Testament Jetter tradition. It shows that 

no real consensus has been reached concerning the classification and structure of ancient 

letters, especially the New Testament letters. This lack of consensus serves as the impetus 

for attempting a different approach for the description of Pauline letter structure. After 

providing a brief description and history of corpus linguistics and its application to New 

Testament studies, a corpus linguistic application similar to one presented by Douglas 

Biber is suggested to analyze the verb patterns within the Pauline letter corpus. This is 

accomplished by analyzing and describing the patterns revealed in each of the letters of 

the Pauline corpus and then comparing them with attempts made within Greek texts, 

Bible translations, and commentaries at structuring the letters. This analysis not only 

reveals verbal patterns but also discovers other key features found within the primary 

clauses that seem to contribute to the structure of the letters, such as conjunctions, 

JV 



formulaic verbs, and vocatives/nominatives of address. The combination of the verb 

patterns and the occurrence of these features leads to the presentation of structural 

outlines for each of the letters within the Pauline corpus according to a five-part (letter 

opening; thanksgiving; body; parenesis; and letter closing) letter structure. With these 

structural parts established, the verb occurrences within each part are counted to test 

whether the verbal categories of mood, person-number, and aspect contribute to the 

structuring of the Pauline letter. The tracking of these occurrences reveals a statistically 

significant shift between the body and parenetic section of the letters. This further 

validates the assumption that verb patterns contribute to the structuring of Paul's letters. 

v 
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CHAPTER 1 


INTRODUCTION TO GREEK LETTERS 


The impetus for the ancient letter is somewhat unparallelled in our modern world 

where cellular phones, text-messaging, and e-mail make it all too convenient to enter into 

conversation with someone else. In the ancient world, when one person needed to tell 

something to another person, but could not immediately do so face to face, the letter 

served as an appropriate medium to relay information. In fact, this is how John White 

defines the ancient letter: "The letter arises because of the inability of two or more parties 

to communicate face to face. Thus, the letter becomes the written means of keeping oral 

conversation in motion." 1 In combining the contextual and formal characteristics that 

make a text a letter, Michael Trapp writes, 

A letter is a written message from one person (or set of people) to another, 
requiring to be set down in a tangible medium, which itself is to be physically 
conveyed from sender(s) to recipient(s), by the use at beginning and end of one of 
a limited set of conventional formulae of salutation (or some allusive variation on 
them) which specify both parties to the transaction. One might also add, by way 
of further explanation, that the need for a letter as a medium of communication 
normally arises because the two parties are physically distant (separated) from 
each other, and so unable to communicate by unmediated voice or gesture; and 
that a letter is normally expected to be of relatively limited length.2 

From these definitions, it is apparent that ancient letters served a practical function as 

well as being differentiated by formal characteristics. Koskenniemi similarly points out 

that the essence of ancient letter writing was the maintenance of friendship 

1 White, "'New Testament Epistolary Literature," 1731. 
2 Trapp. Greek and Latin Letters, I. 
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(philophronesis),3 whereby two individuals that had previously shared life experiences 

could once again be present with each other through the device of letter writing 

(parusia).4 The letter, then, serves a conversational purpose (homilia) between the writer 

and addressee as this friendship is maintained.5 Letter writing was usually a solitary 

endeavor, either written by the author him/herself or using a secretary .6 It was an 

important part of life in the Greco-Roman world because, by the use of letters, 

correspondence was kept between families, military officials, and government leaders.7 

This chapter discusses the classification and structure of both Greco-Roman and 

New Testament letters. It will become obvious that no real consensus has been reached 

in these matters, especially in relation to the structure of New Testament letters. This 

frustrating position will lead to the positing of the thesis of this dissertation concerning a 

proposed model for empirically describing the structure and classification of Paul's 

letters. 

Pertinent Issues concerning First Century Greek Letters 

Background to the Ancient Letter 

Because of the archaeological findings of the past century, scholars have 

recognized the letter as a popular form of communication within the ancient world at the 

3 Koskenniemi, Studien, 35. 
4 Koskenniemi, Studien, 38. 
5 Koskenniemi, Studien, 42. 
6 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, I. 
7 White (Light) provides a succinct collection of ancient non-literary letters that reveals individuals from 
different levels of society engaged in the process of producing letters. Examples of letters between 
government officials include PHib I 40, PHib I 41, PHib I 43, PYale 33 (letters 1-4 in White, Light). The 
Zenon correspondence represents a sample of business letters between a finance minister and his personal 
agent (letters 5-26 in Light), including some lengthier letters such as PCairZen I 59015 (letter 6 in Light), 
PSI V 502 (letter I 8 in Light), and PCol IV 66 (letter 22 in Light). Family letters include correspondence 
between siblings (PAmh II 135 and PMich VIII 481, letters 108and112 in Light) and soldiers with family 
members (PMich VIII 464; POxy XII 1481; SelPap I 112; BGU II 632; PMich VIII 490-1; PMich VIII 
466; these represent letters 101-105 in Light). 
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time both the Old and New Testaments were written. The impetus for the emergence of 

letter writing in ancient times was the need for communication for officials ruling in large 

states and kingdoms.8 Most Old Testament correspondence fits into this diplomatic letter 

type (1 Kgs 5:2-6; 5:8-9; 2 Chronicles 2:3-10 and 2: 11-15). Individual states also 

directed many of their affairs through the exchange of administrative letters back and 

forth between superiors and subordinates at any level of govemment.9 With the 

emergence of papyrus as an inexpensive writing material on which to compose letters, the 

"non-official" use of letters started to become prevalent within Greco-Roman society .10 

While the letter allowed communication between two parties separated by 

distance, the ancient epistolary theorists still recognized two problems with this mode of 

communication. First, a reader could more easily misinterpret the letter than a 

conversation; and second, the recipient could not ask for immediate clarification from the 

writer. 11 Thus, the theorists maintained that above all clarity was the most essential 

aspect in writing a letter.12 In the first extensive discussion on letter writing, Pseudo-

Demetrius (third century B.C.E. to third century C. E.) 13 said that epistolary style should 

8 White, "Ancient Greek Letters," 85. 
9 White, "Ancient Greek Letters," 86. 
10 White, "Ancient Greek Letters," 86 
11 White, ''Ancient Greek Letters," 86. 
12 At both the beginning and ending of his discussion on epistolary style, Demetrius (De Elocutione, §223 
and §235) epitomizes literary style as clear or plain ('tcrxvo~): 'Ertel OE xal 6 £nt0tOAlxoi; xagaxti]Q 
OEitm ioxv6tT]t0i;, xa'L nEQl auwu Ai:~oµEv (223) and Ka86A.ou OE µEµlx8w f] £nt0t0A.Y] xata ti]v 
EQµrjvE(av EX ouoiv xagaxtf)QOLV tOVtOlV, tOV tE xagiEVToi; xal tOU ioxvo'D (235). The discussion on 
epistolary style is found within the lengthier unit concerning plain style (lcrxvo~) that runs from §I 90
§239. Pseudo-Libanius (Characteres Epistolici, §48) also highlights the need for clarity, which should be 
present in all discourse, especially epistolary discourse: xooµEiV OE OEL ti]v £rct01:0A.11v oa¢rivE(~ tE 
µaA.wta xal ouvtoµ(~ µEµEtQT]µEvn xal agxaLoµ<{l Ai'.:~Ewv. oacpf)vaa yag aya811 µEv TjyEµwv 
rcavtoi; A.6you, µaA.wta bE £rcwt0Af1i;. 
13 White (Light. 189) suggests that the third century B.C.E. to third century C.E. dating for this work. 
Stowers (Letter Wnting, 34) narrows this dating down to a probable date of the first century B.C.E. 

http:Ka86A.ou
http:letter.12
http:writer.11
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be plain and written as if it were one of the two sides of a dialogue (De Eloc. 223).14 This 

led theorists to advise against using affected styles common to oration and rhetoric and 

against using the letter for a technical subject.15 Yet, as time passed, letter writers 

incorporated treatises and essays into the letter-form to instruct their audience through a 

variety of means. 16 

Due to the archaeological findings of the past century within the confines of the 

Greco-Roman world, especially within Egypt, there exist today a substantial number of 

letters, mainly written on papyrus, to analyze and compare, ranging greatly in length. 

Papyrus documents have been found primarily in three sources: rubbish heaps, ancient 

collapsed buildings, and tombs and cemeteries (in the Fayum cemeteries of Egypt it was 

customary to wrap mummies in old discarded papyri).17 According to Richards' 

numbers, there are approximately 14,000 extant private papyrus letters in Greco-Roman 

antiquity. These range in size from the shortest at 18 words to the longest at 209 words. 

The average length of a papyrus private letter is 87 words. Literary masters wrote longer 

letters. For instance, the shortest letter by Cicero is 22 words in length, and the longest is 

14 Referencing the comment made by Aristotle's letter editor, Artemon, Demetrius (De Elocutione, §223) 
writes, "AQTEµwv µEv ouv 6 Tac; AgtoTOTEAOlJ<; avayga'lj!ac; EJtLOTOACt<; <l>TJCTLV, cm 6fi EV np aimp 
TQ6ncp 6uiA.oy6v Tf yga<j>nv xal EmaToA.ac;· dvm yag TT]v EJttoToA.T]v olov To ET£Qov µEgoc; Toil 
6taf..6yov ." 
15 White, "Ancient Greek Letters," 86. Demetrius (De Elocutione, §225) chides one who would write a 
letter in which he is conversing with a friend and would choose to use language similar to oratorial speech 
like Aristotle. He concludes by saying, "6 yag oihwc; 6taf..ey6µEvoc; btt6£LxvvµEvcp fotxev µd.Af..ov, ov 
A.aA.oi:JvTt." He also argues, §228, that letters that lengthen beyond their bounds are not in truth letters at all 
but treatises: "To 6£ µEye8oc; ovvrnTaA8w Tf]c; EJ1ww/..f]c;, &am:g xal ii /..tstc;. al 6£ ayav µaxgal xal 
ngoaht XaTa TTJV EQµTjVf(av 6yxw6foT£Qat ov µa TT]V aAij8£LaV EJUCTTOAal YEVOLVTO av, af..Aa 
auyygaµµma i:o xatg£Lv £xovi:a ngoayEygaµµiovov, xa86.m:g i:wv I1A6.i:wvoc; nof..Aai xai ii 
8ouxv6(6ou ." 
16 White, "Ancient Greek Letters," 86. Refining Demetrius' earlier assessment that letters could not be 
lengthy (De Elocutione, §228), Pseudo-Libanius (Characteres Epistolici, §50) maintains that length must 
be proportional to the subject being described: "i:o µ£v ouv_µtye8oc; i:f]c; El1LCTTOAf]c; we; ngoc; i:a 
ngayµma, xal oiJ rravnJ)I; i:o nAf]8oc; xa8an£Q xax(av anµas£LV xa/..6v, a/..Aa 0£1 xa( nvac; 
EJ1LCT1:0Aac; anoµ11xuvnv EV XaLQ</J JTQO<; i:T]v armti:oi:Jaav XQ£tav..." 
17 White, Light, 4. 

http:EmaToA.ac
http:papyri).17
http:subject.15
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2,530 words in length, with the average letter containing 295 words. Seneca's shortest 

letter is 149 words, and his longest is 4,134 words, with an average letter length of 995 

words. Yet, none of the literary masters can even compare with the letters of the apostle 

Paul. Paul's shortest letter (Philemon) is 335 words in length, and his longest letter 

(Romans) is 7 ,114 words in length, with an average of 2,495 words per letter.18 These 

figures seem to suggest that while one may compare Paul's letters to other ancient letters, 

the length of his letters indicate that he was either going into greater detail or trying to 

accomplish something with his letters that the vast majority of ancient letter writers never 

attempted. 

The Classification of Ancient Letters 

The classification of Greek letters has proven a difficult task. On this difficulty, 

Nils Dahl states, "Letters can be classified according to several criteria which often 

overlap: writing materials; mode of preservation; private, official, or public character; 

level of style; and what was most important to ancient letter theory - occasion, scope, and 

mood." 19 In his discussion of letters, Stirewalt orders his discussion along the lines of 

personal letters versus official letters.2° His discussion focuses on the societal level of the 

writer and recipient as well as the different circumstances surrounding the delivery of the 

letter. Richards speaks in terms of public and private letters.2' He focuses on whether or 

not the letter was intended to be received and read in and by the public, or whether the 

letter was written for a family member or friend. These simple classifications are 

18 Richards, Paul and First-Century Letter Writing, 163. 

19 Dahl, "Letters,'' 539. 

20 See especially Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, I-24. 

21 Richards, Paul and First-Century Letter Writing, 122-7. 
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delineated in greater detail in both ancient and modern approaches to the classification of 

ancient letters. 

Ancient Letter Classifications 

Classification of ancient letters goes back to the Greco-Roman world. Possibly as 

early as the first century B .C.E., rhetoricians were classifying letters according to the 

functions they served. While epistolary theory belonged to the domain of the 

rhetoricians, letter writing was not originally part of their rhetorical systems.22 Thus, 

letter writing drew the interest of rhetoricians but only gradually attached itself to the 

rhetorical systems.23 The extant handbooks of epistolary theory that have come down 

through history give practical instruction in letter writing, but the type of letter writing 

described was reserved for advanced students.24 According to Pseudo-Demetrius, letters 

could be written in a number of styles, but they should fit the particular circumstance to 

which they are addressed.25 The author listed the following epistolary types which are 

named after the style to which they belong: <t>LALXO£ (friendly), ouo-ta-nx6£ 

(commendatory), µcµmtx6£ (blaming), ovnOWTLXO£ (reproachful), nagaµu 8rrnx6£ 

(consoling), £ntnµrrnx6£ (censorious), vou8nllTLXO£ (admonishing), cutcLAllTLXO£ 

(threatening), 'l!JEKtLXO£ (vituperative), £nmv£TLXO£ (praising), ouµ~ouA.EU'tLXO£ 

(advisory)' supplicatory ( a~LwµaTLXO£), EQW'TllµaTLXO£ (inquiring)' responding 

(anoq>avTLX6£), aA.A.llYOQLXO£ (allegorical), alTLoA.oyLXO£ (accounting), xa'tllYOQLXO£ 

(accusing), anoA.oyllTLXO£ (apologetic), ouyxaQllTLXO£ (congratulatory), £LQWVLXO£ 

22 Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, 2. 

23 Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, 3. 

24 Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, 4. 

25 Pseudo-Demetrius, TvnOL 'EmaroA.txoi, proem line I ff.. "Twv £mawA.txwv TVJtWV, w'HgaxAElC\11, 

EXOVTWV TllV 8£wg(av TOU CTUVECTTclVaL µ£v cXJtO JtAHOVWV Eio<Jw, ava~aAA.rn8m bE EX TWV ad JTQO<; 

TO rragov agµo~OVTWV," 
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(ironic), and arreuxaQLOLLXO£ (thankful).26 Producing a later classification of letters, 

Pseudo-Libanius identifies 41 unique letter types.27 

Another type of letter being produced at this time was the fictitious letter. 

Because of the interest in the theory of letter writing and the impact of the sophists and 

rhetors on their students, individuals wrote fictitious letters for two main reasons. Some 

(Aelian, Alciphron and Philostratus) composed "imaginary" or "comic" letters to practice 

their own skill and further develop their own argumentation and rhetoric. Others wrote 

letters attributed to famous historical or philosophical characters in order to "show a clear 

affinity with the historical declamation, in which a famous figure is made to speak 'in 

character' in some defined situation."28 These fictitious letters have received little 

attention in the description of Greco-Roman letter writing, but some have seen in them a 

correlation with letters purported to be written by an individual like Paul.29 

26 The translations for these terms are taken from Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists, 30-31. These are 
further explained and illustrated in Tv1fOl Emawlt.1Ko1 §§ 1-21 found on pp. 32-41 in Malherbe; for 
further introduction and discussion concerning these letter types, see Klauck, Ancient Letters, 194-205. 
27 Pseudo-Libanius (Characteres Epistolici, §4 line 2) lists the following (translations are Malherbe's, 
Ancient Epistolary Theorists, 66): JtaQmVEilKYJ (paraenetic); µeµmtxf] (blaming); JtaQaXAT]nXf] 
(requesting); <JUCTTfft:LXf] (commending); ELQWVlXf] (ironic); cvxagwnxf] (thankful); <j>LAlXYJ (friendly); 
EVKnxf] (praying); amtAT]Ttxf] (threatening); cotaQVT]TlXll (denying); nagayyEli.µauxf] (commanding); 
µnaµeAT]TLXYJ (repenting); ovELOlOTlXf] (reproaching); ouµna8T]Ttxf] (sympathetic); 8EQCXJtEUTLXYJ 
(conciliatory); <JUYX<XQT]Ttxf] (congratulatory); nagali.oywTtxf] (contemptuous); avTqxA.riµauxf] 
(counter-accusing); aVTEJtL<JTaATtxf] (replying); nago~uvuxf] (provoking); nagaµu8T]Ttxf] (consoling); 
ll~QlOTLXfj (insulting); ari;ayyEATLXYJ (reporting); <JXETALCX<JTLXfj (angry); JtQE<J~EUTLXfj (diplomatic); 
E:nmvnixf] (praising); OtOammli.txf] (didactic); E:li.qxwtf] (reproving); Ota~AT]TLXf] (maligning); 
EJtLTLµT]TLXf] (censorious); EQW"tljµauxf] (inquiring); JtaQa8agguvuxf] (encouraging); ava8snxf] 
(consulting); arro<j>avnxf] (declaratory); <JXWJt"tLXij (mocking); µET(lta<JTLXfj (submissive); atvtyµauxf] 
(enigmatic); imoµvrianxf] (suggestive); AUJtT]TLXil (grieving); E:gwuxf] (erotic); µix1i1 (mixed). Pseudo
Libanius goes on to briefly characterize each of these types in §§5-45. Of interest here is his last style, 
µixi;f] (mixed), which he further defines in §45 as '"\)v E:x 0La<j>6gwv xagaxi;f]gow ouvwT6:Jµev ,"which 
indicates that the ancients recognized that certain letters did not exhibit one particular style throughout but 
could be composites of these other styles. 
28 Costa, Greek Fictional Letters, xii. 
29 Costa, Greek Fictional Letters, xv. 
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Recent Classifications of Greco-Roman Letters 

Over the last century, numerous scholars have provided their own classifications 

of Greek letters. While the ancient classifications indicated by Pseudo-Demetrius and 

Pseudo-Libanius consist of numerous letter types, the more recent classifications provide 

considerably fewer letter forms. These recent smaller classifications are due to the 

recognition that the ancient handbooks on letter writing were not trying to provide a 

complete list of unique letter types but rather the various styles a letter writer could 

employ in given situations and circumstances.30 In what follows, various individuals will 

be discussed concerning their understanding and contribution to the classification of 

Greco-Roman letters. The discussion will begin with Deissmann's controversial 

differentiation between the letter and the epistle, followed by the classification schemes 

proposed by numerous scholars within the past few decades. 

Deissmann's differentiation between letter and epistle 

While addressing the classification of New Testament letters, Adolf Deissmann, 

at the beginning of the twentieth century, initiated a significant change in how ancient 

letters are understood. Responding to the position that the New Testament was composed 

almost exclusively of small literary works, he attempted to swing the pendulum in the 

complete opposite direction through his interpretation of the non-literary papyri. In the 

everyday life depicted by the papyri, Deissmann found nothing in these scraps of paper 

that led him to believe that the average person was writing literature; on the contrary, 

these scraps simply depicted real life. 

3°Koskenniemi, Studien, 62; White, Light, 190. 
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In response to these findings, Deissmann posited two distinct entities: the letter 

and the epistle. Defining the letter, he wrote, 

A letter is something non-literary, a means of communication between persons 
who are separated from each other. Confidential and personal in its nature, it is 
intended only for the person or persons to whom it is addressed, and not at all for 
the public or any kind of publicity .... There is no essential difference between a 
letter and an oral dialogue.31 

In contrast to the letter, Deissmann defined the epistle as follows: 

An epistle is an artistic literary form, a species of literature, just like the dialogue, 
the oration, or the drama. It has nothing in common with the Jetter except its 
form; apart from that one might venture the paradox that the epistle is the opposite 
of a real letter. The contents of an epistle are intended for publicity - they aim at 
interesting "the public."32 

For Deissmann, the letter was a piece of life, while the epistle was merely a literary 

product.33 Deissmann's differentiation between the personal letter and the literary epistle 

serves as a starting point for most of the Jetter classifications that follow .34 

Deissmann' s polarizing approach to ancient letter classification opens itself up to 

criticism. Positively, he brought the common non-literary letters into focus, which 

enabled the New Testament letters to be compared with them instead of just in 

comparison with the highly stylized literary letters of the Greco-Roman world. This has 

proven to show a great deal of similarity between features found in the non-literary letters 

and the New Testament letters.35 While he provided an important corrective through his 

reliance on the non-literary papyri, he seems to have swung the pendulum too far and 

31 Deissmann, Light, 218. 
32 Deissmann, Light, 220. 
33 Deissmann, Light, 221. 
34 Deissmann's differentiation between epistle and letter will be further discussed later in this chapter 
within the discussion of the relation of New Testament letters to ancient epistolary letters. 
35 Murphy-O'Connor (Paul the Letter-Writer) recognizes this contribution when he writes. 'The point of 
the distinction, as far as Deissmann was concerned, was to force those among his contemporaries, who 
thought of the new testament writings as something apart and therefore timeless and rootless, to recognize 
that what Paul wrote were letters, a medium of genuine communication and part of real life in the mid-first 
century A.D." 
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overemphasized their importance to the letter writing process. First, letter writing found 

in provincial Egyptian towns should not be seen as representative of all Greco-Roman 

letter writing, especially as it may have been practiced in Hellenistic cultural centers like 

Corinth or Ephesus.36 Second, Deissmann's distinction between the private letter and 

public epistle for either Greco-Roman society or New Testament literature is highly 

suspect, since Paul's letters seem to represent both private and public correspondence.37 

Today, most scholars reject Deissmann's complete contrast between the letter and 

the epistle as representative of two distinct types of literature. It would seem better to 

view the literary and non-literary features of a letter as two poles on a single continuum, 

which can be used to classify individual letters.38 

Doty' s letter types 

Before describing the use of the ancient Greek epistolary handbooks, Doty 

provides the "range of epistolary types" that are found in the handbooks and other literary 

remains from the Hellenistic world.39 He lists and describes five letter types. The business 

letter represents the first type in which everyday business communication was carried out 

including the writing of contracts, surveys, and wills and testaments.40 Second, official 

letters consist of the correspondence directed by a ruler or leading official, including 

36 Stowers, letter Writing, 18-19. 
37 Stowers, Letter Writing, 19. Further Stowers notes that to these two could be added a third criticism 
concerning Deissmann 's "romanticized" view of the letter writing process that he saw for private letters 
versus the conventionality and artificiality he thought the literary letters possessed. As Porter and Pearson 
("Genres of the New Testament," 150) point out, "Of course, this delineation really had more to do with the 
perceived social make-up of society at the time of the New Testament writings, reflecting contemporary 
German Romantic ideas of natural religion and the stagnancy of the church at the time, against which the 
idealized New Testament Church was held up as an example. Had Paul been shown to be 'literary' 
(meaning 'upper class', 'conventional' or 'hierarchical'), then the whole contention that there was an ideal 
pattern of an early Church which could be emulated in modern times would have disappeared.'' 
38 Pearson and Porter ("Genres of the New Testament," 151) recommend such an approach. 
39 Doty, letters, 5. 
40 Doty, Letters, 5. 
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juristic decisions and military communications. These letters convey the presence of the 

ruler and could be used to direct or inform a large body of people in one 

correspondence.41 Third, public letters were composed by ancients in order to influence 

public opinion, and these usually represent pleas, apologies, or attempts at persuasion. A 

normal feature of these letters is the suggestion of intimacy with the addressee by which 

the author tries to lend credence to his plea.42 Fourth, the non-real letter mainly consists 

of pseudonymous letters which are written under the name of individual who is not 

actually the author of the letter. Doty maintains that these letters were not thought of as 

forgeries or falsifications by ancients as much as "legitimate extensions" of the original 

writer used to express how the stated author may have written, in order to meet 

"apologetic needs, or to supply biograghical or edifying information."43 Fifth, the 

discursive letter, standing at the opposite end of the ancient letter spectrum from the 

private letter, represents the group of letters commonly called letter essays, which include 

various astrological and scientific communications as well as paraenetic didactic letters 

used to provide advice on how one should live.44 Recognizing the commercial and 

political motivation of many of these letters, Doty maintains that in many cases these 

letters are of little direct relevance for the study of the Christian letters.45 

Doty's approach narrows the number of letter types down to a reasonable size 

compared to the ancient classifications, while at the same time avoiding Deissmann's 

over-simplistic approach of distinguishing only between the real/non-literary letter and 

41 Doty, Letters, 6. He further adds that these letters could make for interesting comparison with the letters 

of early Christianity since in these letters an authoritative figure is directing a large body or community, a 

similar situation to the earlier church communities. 

4

:! Doty. letters, 6. 

43 Doty, Letters, 6-7. 

44 Doty, letters, 7-8. 

45 Doty. letters, 5. 
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the unreal/ literary epistle. Yet, his approach seems to alienate the New Testament letters, 

and the subsequent letter tradition that it initiated, from categorization. They seem closest 

to the public letter or the discursive letter. Yet, the New Testament tradition, especially 

the Pauline letters, do not feel forced or contrived but seem to be describing real 

situations.46 If they cannot be placed within one of these categories, how can features that 

typify these categories be used to interpret the New Testament letters? Doty's approach 

seems to create categories, then, that dismiss a large representative group, the New 

Testament letter tradition, from categorization. 

John White's four types of letters 

Along more formalistic lines, White classifies the Greek letter according to fixed 

patterns and stereotyped phrases. He lists four types of letters: letters of introduction and 

recommendation, petitions, family letters, and royal letters of diplomacy .47 The functions 

of both the letter of recommendation and the petition are similar in that both are 

requesting something from the recipient; they differ essentially in that the author of the 

recommendation letter writes from a position of equality with the recipient, while the 

author of the petition writes from a position of inferiority .48 The family letter is 

addressed to some member of the family and basically deals with the welfare of the 

parties involved (both author and recipient).49 The royal letter was issued by the king and 

was sent to either an individual or city in order to present the decree the king was making 

in regards to the recipient. In general, in the Greco-Roman world, individuals wrote 

46 While Deissmann may have gone too far in highlighting this aspect of the Pauline letters. he shows that 

these letters represent real life situations. 

47 White, "Ancient Greek Letters," 88. He provides a similar classification (Light, 193-97) but replaces the 

royal letter with the classification of memoranda, which are not petitions but rather "are intended to be 

reminders of future business" or "about business dealt with in the past" ( 197). 

48 White, "Ancient Greek Letters," 90-91. 

49 White, "Ancient Greek Letters," 93. 
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letters to 1) convey information, 2) request or command/instruct something, and 3) 

enhance or maintain personal contact.50 

As will become evident from later discussion of and interaction with White, he 

relies heavily on the impact that formal features play within the letters themselves. This 

leads to his broad categorization of letters. Yet, reliance on such broad categories seems 

to eliminate the differentiation between similar letters, at least according to formalistic 

criteria.51 Further, within such a scheme, the New Testament letter tradition seems to 

avoid categorization, since it would prove difficult to locate a New Testament letter 

completely within one of these four categories. White's letter classification moves toward 

formal criteria, but still does not seem to encompass the New Testament letter tradition. 

Stirewalt' s classification of the official letter 

Because of the variety within his broad categories of personal and official letters, 

Stirewalt has further dassified the official letter. The first class of official letter is that 

which substitutes for a speech. This type stemmed from the context of the city-state in 

which an orator was not able to present his speech before the assembly in person. It thus 

became necessary to write the speech out, which could not escape the epistolary 

context.52 The second class evolved when kingdoms replaced city-states. The kings 

needed to communicate with their officials throughout the empire in order to conduct the 

affairs of state. Eventually, lesser officials used these administrative letters to conduct 

50 White, "Ancient Greek Letters," 95; White, Light from Ancient Letters, 218-9. These parallel 

Koskenniemi 's description of what the ancient letter accomplished (Studien, 34-47). 

51 White (Light, 202-03) recognizes this and maintains that many of the ancient letters can be further 

described by what types of epistolary styles (following the classification of a theorist such as Pseudo

Demetrius) the body of the letter conveys. He also argues that many of the papyri letters fall within 

Libanius' mixed category. 

51 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, 30. 
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daily business.53 The third class came into existence through the need for citizens to 

communicate with officials. Because of the formality of dealing with a person of power, 

these letters were influenced by the conventions of official letter writing.54 

Such a classification points out an important aspect in relation to New Testament 

letters, namely that they were written within a context in which the writer was superior to 

those to whom he was writing. Thus, one would theoretically expect to find parallels 

within royal/official correspondence and the writings of the New Testament. At the same 

time, many official letters deal with subject matter that finds little similarity with what is 

found in the New Testament letters.55 Stirewalt's emphasis on the official letter, while 

helpful, seems limited in its applicatory impact on the whole of New Testament letters. 

Aune and Klauck's three letter types 

Aune and Klauck believe the Greco-Roman letter can be categorized within three 

letter types: private/documentary letters (Aune) or nonliterary (Klauck), official letters, 

and literary letters.56 The private/documentary or nonliterary letters are those represented 

by the thousands of personal correspondence found in the sands of Egypt relating the 

day-to-day happenings of the average person living in the last centuries B.C.E. and first 

centuries C.E. These letters are determined by their function and can be categorized as 

(1) letters of request or petition, (2) letters of information, (3) letters of introduction, (4) 

53 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, 30. 
54 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, 31. 
55 For instance, the four letters that could be considered diplomatic letters in White, Light, PHib I 40, PHib I 
41, PHib I 43, PYale 33 (letters 1-4), share very little similarity in either content or length to New 
Testament letters. CPJud II 153 (letter 88 in Light), a letter from the emperor Claudius to the Alexandrians. 
reflects a length that is consistent with New Testament letters, but the way in which Claudius speaks places 
him in an elevated position that rarely comes across within the New Testament tradition. This is seen in the 
almost exclusive use of first person singular reference with the Claudius' letter versus Paul's use of both 
first person singular and plural reference by which he brings the audience into closer relationship with 
himself. 
56 Aune, The New Testament in Its Literary Environment, 161-9; Klauck, Ancient Letters, 67-71. 
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letters of order and instruction, (5) family letters, and (6) business letters.57 Official 

letters are those written by a government head to other officials, which were many times 

published and displayed for public consumption.58 Klauck differentiates within this 

category of official letters, everyday official correspondence among lower level officials, 

and diplomatic letters, royal or imperial letters that carry significant weight.59 The literary 

letters are those that were written for literary means either as models or examples of 

literary artistry .60 These have been mostly preserved as copies, rather than as actual 

letters.61 Within this category, Aune discusses letters of recommendation, letter-essays, 

philosophical letters, novelistic letters, imaginative letters, and embedded letters.62 

This approach seems to rely on formal features found within the letters as well as 

the function the letter was trying to accomplish in order to classify a letter. However, it 

still creates boundaries between the categories of letters that make it difficult to 

categorize a particular letter that displays features found in more than one category. For 

instance, how can features displayed in papyri letters be used to discuss letters that fall 

more in line with a letter-essay? Creating boundaries between these categories would 

again seem to make it difficult to adequately categorize New Testament letters. 

Stowers' functional typology 

Stowers classifies the letters he discusses according to the following categories: 

letters of friendship, family letters, letters of praise and blame, letters of exhortation and 

57 This list is from Aune, The New Testament in Its Literary Environment, 162-3; Klauck (Ancient Letters, 

68) produces a similar listing. 

58 Aune, The New Testament in Its Literarv Environment, 164. 

59 Klauck, Ancient Letters, 69. . 

60 Aune, The New Testament in Its Literary Environment, 165. 

61 Klauck, Ancient Letters, 69. 

62 Aune, The New Testament in Its Literary Environment, 166-9; Klauck (Ancient Letters, 69) produces a 

similar list minus letters ofrecommendation. 
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advice, letters of mediation, and accusing, apologetic, and accounting letters. He does so 

based on the functional role letters played in Greco-Roman society and the classification 

the ancient epistolary theorists gave to letters.63 Further, he provides a number of 

examples for each of these categories of letters including New Testament examples, non

literary (documentary) letters, and literary letters. 

Stowers approach seems to represent the clearest way in which to describe ancient 

letters as well as New Testament letters. It allows for a particular letter to be analyzed 

according to features found within either non-literary papyri or literary letters, such as 

letter-essays. A possible problem, though, could arise if one tried to describe a lengthier 

New Testament letter, which displays more than one of these functions, according to only 

one category, thereby diminishing the role of the neglected function(s). 

These various recent approaches embrace neither the tendency to list every 

possible purpose accomplished through letter writing as a letter type (the ancient 

epistolary handbooks) nor Deissmann's overly simplistic distinction between the personal 

letter and the literary epistle. At the same time, the differences in how they classify the 

letters and the different emphases found within each approach reveals that ancient letter 

classification is somewhat subjective.64 This leads further to disagreements over how to 

apply these classifications to the understanding of New Testament letters, which will be 

taken up after a discussion of the ancient letter structure. 

63 Stowers, Letter Writing, 49-57. 

"4 Klauck (Ancient Letters, 67) recognizes this when he states. 'The multitude of letters that have come 

down to us from antiquity presents us with considerable problems of classification that have not found a 

single-simple or widely accepted solution." 
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The Structure of the Ancient Letter 

Many individuals have recognized the basic structure of the Greco-Roman letter 

as displaying at minimum three parts: opening, body, and closing.65 The essential feature 

of the letter opening consists of the prescript (address/salutation) in which senders 

identify themselves and greets the letter recipient. It also can include a health wish,66 

which at times took on the form of a prayer (JtQoox.uvriµa).67 In most letters of antiquity, 

the letter closing typically stated "farewell" (either EQQWOO or EUTUX,Et)68 to the 

recipients and by the first century could also include a statement of "greetings" 

(indicative or imperative, or both forms of the verb aon:a~Eo8m).69 The body of the 

letter consists of the part of the letter in which the various styles or functions of the letter 

would be displayed as the author accomplishes the purpose of the letter. Numerous 

formulaic features have been identified within the letter body.70 Each of these parts has 

received attention in its own right and needs to be discussed in more detail. 

Exler's Work on Letter Openings and Closings 

In the early 201 
h century, Francis J. Exler wrote a dissertation that focused mainly 

on the formulae found in the papyri from the third century B.C.E. to the third century 

C.E. The main contribution of this work was in the areas of the opening and closing 

65 Aune, The New Testament in Its Literary Environment, 162; Murphy-O'Connor, Paul the Letter-Writer, 

45; Richards, Paul and First-Century Letter Writing, 45; Schnider and Stenger, Briefformular, vii-viii; 

White, "Ancient Greek Letters," 45; White, Form and Function, 7; White, "New Testament Epistolary 

Literature," 1731. 

66 PMich VIII 476 (=White, Light 110), "rrpo µi::v 7tUV'tCOV i::uxoµai cre uyiaiveiv Kat eU'tUXetV µat," 

and PMich VIII 479 (=White, Light 111 ), "'tpo µi::v 7tUV'tCOV i::uxoµai cre uyiaivi::tv K<Xt eU'tUXetv." 

67 PMich VIII 490 (=White, Light 104), "rrpo rrav'toc; eppcocro µat uyiaivoucra 'tO 7tpOCTKUVrtµa crou 

7tOHOV rrapa ml.at 1:01c; eeo\c;," and SelPap I 120 (=BGU Ill 846, White, Light 114), "Kat 8ta 7tUV't(l)V 

i::uxoµai crm uyi::tatVetv. 'tO 7tpOO"KUVrtµci crou." 

68 For eppcocro see PRyl IV 560 (=White, Light 21). Numerous other examples can be found in White, 

Light; for eU'tUXt see PMich I 29 (=White, Light 20). 

69 PMich VIII 476 (=White, Light I I 0). lines 23-30, include both greetings and requests to greet. 

70 See note below on discussion of White's work in the letter body. 
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formulae of papyri letters. Exler showed that the opening formulae of Greek letters 

grouped according to the nature of the letter written. In familiar, business, and official 

communications, the predominant opening formula is A-to B-xaipnv.71 In petitions, 

however, the formula used was "To B- xaipEtV A-"72 or "To B-from A-."73 In 

those familiar letters with "A-to B- xaipEtV," the closing is marked by €pprocrn or 

one of its modifications,74 while the closing formula EUtUXEt follows the opening 

formula "To B- xaipEtV A- ,"75 and in petitions and similar documents, it or 

btEUtUXEt follows "To B-from A-."76 He also showed that, during the Roman period, 

greetings at the end of letters were commonly added, sometimes accumulating to a rather 

large size (e.g., Paul's letters), and the final phrase in petitions was in many instances 

very extensive through the use of a purpose clause or conditional clause with a genitive 

absolute in the protasis.77 While Exler moved the discussion of opening and closing 

along, it was not until the latter part of the twentieth century that the structure of the 

middle, or body, of the letter was analyzed. 

White's Three-part Letter Structure and Discussion ofthe Letter Body 

John White's dissertation focused on the body of the Greek letter, and in this 

work he defined the body as "that part which comes immediately after opening 

71 Exler, The Form ofthe Ancient Greek Letter, 133. Examples include PHib I 40 (=White, Light 1), 

"IloA.£µcov 'Aptµou0T]t xaipEtv," PHib I 43 (=White, Light, 3), "KaA.Atdfj~ 'Aptµou0T]t xaipEtv," 

and SelPap I 99 (=UPZ I 66; PParis 43; White, Light, 40), "I:apanicov fft0AEµaicot Kat 'AnoAACOVt(\) 

101~ <iocA.cpo'i~ xaipEtv." 

72 An Example is PMich I 29 (=White 20), "Zl\vcovt xaipctv LEVXcOV~,'' 

73 Exler, The Form ofthe Ancient Greek Letter, 133. Examples include PTebt I 48 (=White, Light, 50), 
"MtyXEt KCOµoypaµµa-tEt KcpKEOO'tpECO~ napa "Qpou Kcoµcipxou" and CPJud II 151 (=BGU IV 
1140; White, Light, 86), "faicot Tuppavicot napci · EA.£vou." 
74 So PHib I 40 (=White, Light I) and PHib I 43 (=White, Light, 3), which both use £ppcocro. 
75 So PMich I 29 (=White 20), "EU'!UXt." 
76 Exler, The Form ofthe Ancient Greek Letter, 134. 
77 Exler, The Form ofthe Ancient Greek Letter, 136. In general, when a letter opening or closing is full of 
content, this indicates that the sender and recipient were friends and maintenance of the friendship was 
important to the writer (White, Light from Ancient letters, 19). 
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conventions and immediately before the closing formulas"; like the letter in general, the 

body is made up of three parts: the body-opening, body-closing; and the body-middle.78 

He characterizes the function of the body as follows: 

The general function of the body is the imparting of information to someone at a 
distance and the role that the respective body parts play in the execution of this 
function may be stated as follows. The body-opening posits the basis of mutuality 
(i.e., whither disclosing new information; recalling previous communication of 
which both parties are cognizant; or reassuring the addressee about the present 
status of a business matter; the body-opening introduces the most pressing matter 
of mutual concern). The body-middle - once the basis of common concern has 
been introduced - carries the message forward; either by developing its relevant 
details, introducing new and equally important matters of mutual concern, or by 
introducing new but less important matters. The role of the body-closing may be 
grasped on the basis of the interaction of its two principal functions: (1) the means 
whereby the principal motivation for writing is finalized (either by accentuating 
or reiterating what was previously stated); (2) the means of establishing the basis 
of future communication.79 

To identify and differentiate the three parts of the body, White posits two criteria that 

mark transition - stereotyped phraseology and position. The body-opening and closing 

are major transitional sections of the body and are easily identified by their position 

within the letter. The body-opening follows the completion of the letter opening 

elements (salutation, greetings, health-wish, and proskynema formula) and introduces the 

main motivation for writing the letter; the body-closing immediately precedes the closing 

of the letter (health-wish, closing greetings, and the farewell proper) and in many 

instances reemphasizes the principal motivation for the Ietter.80 The body middle is 

differentiated by numerous transitions through "phraseology ."81 

78 White, Form and Function ofthe Body, 8-9. 
79 White, Form and Function ofthe Body, 64. 
80 White, Form and Function ofthe Body, 65. 
81 White (Light, 211) mentions a number transitional conventions within the letter body. These include 
conjunctions such as ouv, 016, and oScv, which typically transition from background to request. The 
prepositional phrase 7tepi 0£ plus the genitive is employed, according to White, to reply to some inquiry by 
the recipient. Also, disclosure formulae such as yivffiCTKe and ytvcOO"Ketv O"e eEJ... ffi on can appear at the 
beginning of new sections of text within the body. For the particular transitional phrases and wording that 

http:Ietter.80
http:communication.79
http:body-middle.78
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While the basic letter-form is a three-part structure, the various letter types have 

their own letter form, based on the function of the letter. In relation to the letter of 

petition, White posited a four-fold structure of opening, background, petition/request, and 

closing.82 The opening contains such elements of salutation, lineage item, vocation item, 

and residence item. The background is the most unstructured of the other four parts, but 

it has at least one unit that delineates the occasion surrounding the writing of the petition. 

The heart of the letter is the petition/request section, which is characterized as displaying 

three key loci which have their own features peculiar to them. The first locus is the 

address, which may consist of (1) a petition verb, (2) a conjunction connecting with the 

background section, (3) and a pronominal object referencing the official being addressed. 

The second locus is the request, which may contain (1) an infinitive clause, which 

indirectly requests the official to act on behalf of the petitioner, (2) the desired action 

anticipated in the request by means of an infinitive clause, a purpose clause, or the 

combination of the two, and (3) the desired action qualified even further through the use 

of an infinitive clause, purpose clause, or the combination of the two. The third locus is 

the statement of the anticipated justice for the petitioner if the request is carried out by 

means of a conditional construction, purpose clause, or a combination of the two.83 The 

letter ends with the closing, which primarily is characterized by a word of farewell with 

the possibility of attendant items such as a date formula or signature. 

While White distinguishs differences in structure according to letter function in 

his earlier writings, he gravitates back to a three-part structure in his later writings. This 

sets off the body-middle, refer to White, Form and Function ofthe Body, 51-62. Differences in 

phraseology also characterize the body-opening and body-closing (32-50). 

82 White, Form and Structure ofthe Official Petition, 13-19. 

83 White, Form and Function ofthe Body, 15-18. 


http:closing.82
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can be seen in his consistent use of a three-part structure to describe each of the four 

letter types discussed in Light from Ancient Letters.84 Further, he describes the various 

epistolary functions and letter elements in relation to the three parts of ancient letters: 

letter opening, body, and letter closing.85 

Kim's Five-Part Structure ofRecommendation Letters 

In his study on the letter of recommendation, Chan-Hie Kim expounded a five 

part structure for this particular letter type. First, the opening consists of a salutation 

formula and formula valetudinis. This is followed by the background section in which 

the person being recommended is identified, and background proper (consisting of 

reasons, motives, circumstances, and necessities) for the recommendation is given. The 

third section is the request period in which the writer indicates "the favor he is asking of 

the recipient on behalf of the recommended."86 This request period is usually comprised 

of a request clause, a circumstantial or conditional clause, and a purpose or causal 

clause.87 The fourth unit is that of the expression of appreciation for responding to the 

request period, and this exclamation of appreciation is absent in many recommendation 

letters. Finally, the letter ends with closing valetudinis and a closing salutation.88 

Stirewalt's Three-part Pattern for the Official Letter 

In his discussion of the official letter, Stirewalt orders his discussion around a 

three-part pattern of letters: salutation, body, and subscription.89 According to Stirewalt, 

the salutation marks off whether the letter is to be understood as an official letter in 

84 White, Light from Ancient Letters, 193-7. 

85 White, light from Ancient Letters, 198-211. 

86 Kim, Form and Structure, 61. 

87 Kim, Form and Structure, 64. 

88 Kim, Form and Structure, 7. 

89 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, 34. 


http:subscription.89
http:salutation.88
http:clause.87
http:closing.85
http:Letters.84
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contrast to a family or personal letter. In the salutation of an official letter, the writer 

introduces himself as an authority figure and addresses the audience as a corporate body 

for which the author is the authority .90 Stirewalt points out that in many letters it was 

hardly necessary to fully identify oneself because the circumstances surrounding the 

situation of the letter would not require such an identification (family relation, business 

transaction, and ruler whom everyone knew).91 Yet, in three types of letters, the sender 

was fully identified. The first type of letter was that sent by the Roman emperor who did 

this to highlight his own prestige. The second type was sent by citizens specifically 

petitioning for official action to be done. The third type, in which full address of the 

sender was given, was written by those who held a high office yet were responsible to a 

higher official for the jurisdiction of the addressees under their own authority. Such a full 

address displayed by the sender gave credence to this being an official communication.92 

The reference to co-senders was utilized for two different purposes. The first is when an 

official refers to the superior body to which he belongs, and in this circumstance the 

chain of authority and the writer's position are mentioned. The second reference to co-

senders occurs when other individuals or colleagues are named in order to take part in the 

authority and responsibility of the sender. In such a case, they serve as witnesses to the 

letter-event.93 While personal letters are typically addressed to one recipient with 

possibly other family members named, a sender composing an official letter was 

frequently addressed to multiple recipients being spoken to as a community .94 

90 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, 34. 
91 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, 35. 
92 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, 35-7. 
93 Stirewalt, Paul. The Letter Writer, 42. 
94 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, 45. 

http:letter-event.93
http:communication.92
http:knew).91
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In Stirewalt' s scheme the second structural unit to an official letter was that of the 

body, which was broken up into two parts. The first part laid background to the letter and 

could consist of a short notice, a reminder, or a lengthier recording of previous events or 

transactions.95 Stemming from the background, the second part of the body was the 

message, consisting of an order, request, or announcement. To the message a writer 

could add a basis or explanation of the decision and a promise/threat.% 

The official letter also distinguishes itself in the subscription at the end of the 

letter. In many cases the simple word for farewell ends the correspondence. However, in 

letters written by another hand, the subscription usually indicates that the letter was 

written by someone else, and the sender signs off in his own hand. In personal 

correspondence, this addition by the actual sender approves the message and identifies 

the letter as a gift to the recipient.97 Yet, in official correspondence, this subscription 

confirms and authenticates the message in the letter.98 

K/auck 's Three-part Structure for Typical Letters 

One of the most recent and detailed discussions of the basic structure of ancient 

letters is found in Hans-Josef Klauck's work on ancient letters and their importance for 

understanding New Testament letters.99 Similar to White's presentation, Klauck details 

the various components that can be found within the letter: the letter opening, the letter 

body, and the letter closing. The letter opening consists of the prescript, containing the 

sender, addressees, and greetings, and the proem, transitional expressions including 

95 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, 46. 
96 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, 46. 
97 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, 48. 
98 Stirewalt, Paul, The Letter Writer, 49-50. 
99 Klauck, Ancielll Letters, 17--4l . 

http:letters.99
http:letter.98
http:recipient.97
http:transactions.95
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thanksgiving and prayer wish.100 Similar to White, Klauck describes the Jetter body as 

consisting of body opening, body middle, and body closing, which each possess certain 

formulae and features. 101 The body contains an epilogue of concluding exhortations and 

plans for a possible visit as well as a postscript in which are found elements such as 

greetings and "farewell" statement.102 Klauck details each of these in what he labels the 

model Jetter, displaying the three letter parts and identifying the various features found 

within them. He clearly points out, however, that this model is not representative of 

particular letters, but rather "each letter draws from the stock of formulas, adapts the 

existing letter template for its own purposes, and also includes distinctive material 

depending on the specific situation and the individuality of each author." 103 

The function of letters was tied closely to the structure of the letter. As stated 

earlier, people wrote letters to (1) convey information, (2) request or command/instruct 

something, and (3) enhance or maintain personal contact. Thus a letter writer would use 

the opening and closing of his/her letter to convey sentiments for the purpose of 

maintaining friendly relations with the recipients (3). In the body, the writer would 

express the occasion the message was intended to convey (1 and 2).104 

The Relation of the Ancient Greco-Roman Letter to the New Testament Letter 

The issues of classification and structure that concern the Greco-Roman letter also 

pertain to the handling of New Testament letters. Both the classification of and the 

im Klauck, Ancient Letters, 17-23. 

wi Klauck, Ancient Letters, 23-24. 

rn2 Klauck, Ancient Letters, 24-25. 

rn3 Klauck, Ancient Letters, 40. 

104 White, "New Testament Epistolary Literature," f73 I. 
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proposed structures that interpreters have given to New Testament letters will be 

discussed in what follows. 

Classification of New Testament Letters 

Deissmann 's Distinction between Letter and Epistle 

Deissmann's bifurcation of the letter and the epistle worked its way out in how he 

viewed and described the various "letters" of the New Testament. Comparing the New 

Testament "letters" to the papyri findings, he viewed all of Paul's letters as non-literary 

letters in the mode of the papyri letters. 105 Alongside the letters of Paul, he placed 2 and 3 

John as non-literary letters. In contrast to these letters, the writings attributed to James, 

Peter, and Jude, along with 1 John, Hebrews, and even the Apocalypse of John were said 

to be literary epistles. 106 

Deissmann' s views made a profound impact on the understanding of the New 

Testament writings for over half a century. John White notes, "With regard to the 

Pauline letters (and the New Testament letters in general), literary analysis has lagged 

behind comparable advance in the Synoptic Gospels and Acts primarily because of the 

influence of one man, Adolf Deissmann."107 The last quarter of the twentieth century 

witnessed the shift away from this strong dichotomy of letter and epistle back to a more 

neutral stance. 

Recent Classifications ofNew Testament Letters 

Most scholars today describe the New Testatment letters as a mixed form, which 

has affinities to both the more personal papyri letters and the more literary letters. Prior 

105 Deissmann, Light, 225. 

106 Deissmann, Light, 235-8. 

107 White, Form and Function ofthe Body, 2. 
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maintains that Paul's letters do not resemble either the letters from the papyri collections 

or royal letters. Rather, they find themselves somewhere between the two poles of 

private and official letters. 108 Aune maintains that the best arrangement in trying to 

classify New Testament letters is to follow a two-part typology that labels each letter as 

either a circumstantial/dialogical letter, which is closely linked to specific historical 

situations, or a general/monological letter, which is not connected to specific historical 

settings. 109 Stowers states that the New Testament letters as a whole do not resemble the 

common papyri letter nor the works produced by those with strong rhetorical training. 

Rather, they fall somewhere in between these two poles.no In line with his classification 

of letters, Stowers describes how sections of the New Testament letters, especially Paul's 

letters, display aspects of each of these letter categories. 111 For Stowers, the exhortation 

found in paraenetic letters probably represents the category most commonly found within 

New Testament letters.ll2 He even labels certain New Testament letters, such as 2 

Timothy and 1 Peter, as examples of parenetic letters, and praises Malherbe' s 

recognition 113 of 1 Thessalonians as a parenetic letter.114 Yet, in a recent work, Pitts has 

108 Prior, Paul the Letter-Writer. 52. 
109 Aune, The New Testament in Its Literary Environment, 204. With in the first category of circumstantial 
letters, he places most of Paul's letters, Hebrews, and the Ignatian letters (204). In the second category of 
general letters, he places Romans, Ephesians, the Pastorals (probably because he views both Ephesians and 
the Pastorals as non-Pauline), I and 2 Peter, James, Jude, and 2 Clement (218). 
110 Stowers, letter Writing, 25. 
111 Stowers, letter Writing, 58-173, cites New Testament examples for each of the letter types he 
delineates. For instance, he notes that although the New Testament does not contain any examples of 
friendship letters, there are examples of common features and language found in friendship letters, such as 
the "absent in body. but present in spirit" statements found in 2 Cor 5:3, Col 2:5, and 1 Thess 2: 17, or the 
theme of "longing to be with the loved one" found in 2 Corl :16, l Thess 3:6-10, Philemon 22. 2 John 12, 
and 3 John 14. 
112 Stowers, letter Writing. 96-97. He notes that exhortation, as displayed in pareanetic letters, can be 
found in all the letters of Paul and the Pauline school, with the exception of Phi lemon, as well as in 
Hebrews, James. l Peter. and I and 2 John. 
113 The two works that Stowers draws upon are Malherbe, Moral Exhortation, and "Exhortation in First 
Thessalonians:· 238-256. Since Stowers" work. Malherbe has also written Paul and the Thessalonians: 
The Philosophic Tradition of Pastoral Care and The letter to the Thessalonians. 

http:poles.no
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tried to show that Malherbe's view that Paul drew upon the paraenetic letter tradition 

found in Hellenistic philosophy is misguided, since such an approach fails to recognize 

the differences between philosophical parenesis and epistolary parenesis. 115 

From this discussion of letter types, it becomes apparent that little agreement 

exists as to how letters, especially the New Testament letters, should be classified. 

Further, the unique nature of the New Testament letters, as (1) non-literary letters (2) 

written to communities, rather than individuals, (3) displaying abnormaIIy long length, 

further complicates a classification of these letters. While scholars have moved beyond 

the simplistic approach of Deissmann's classification of letter and epistle, a concensus on 

letter typology seems like a remote possibility. 

The Structure of New Testament Letters 

While the letters of the New Testament have remained difficult to classify, their 

structure has received a great deal of attention. Numerous schemes have been proposed 

for understanding the letter structure in line with epistolary conventions. These normally 

follow either a three-, four-, or five-part description of New Testament letter structure. 

Three-part Scheme ofNew Testament Letters 

Aune discusses his understanding of the structuring of New Testament letters 

under two headings, "Framing Formulas" and "The Central Section." It appears from 

this that he basically follows a three-part structure to the composition of Paul's letters.116 

White has shown that the body has an opening, closing, and middle, but this still relays 

little as to how the bulk of the letter progresses and what features are involved in this 

114 Stowers, Letter Writing. 25-26 and 96-97. 

115 Pitts, ''Philosophical and Epistolary Contexts," 269-306. 

116 Aune, The New Testament in Its Literary Environment, 183-91. 
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movement. As is evident from the earlier discussion of the letter-form, this description of 

Jetter structure is extremely simplistic. Attention has been paid to the beginning and 

ending sections of the letter, yet the structure of the body of the Jetter is still relatively 

unexplored. 

Schnider and Stenger' s Discussion of Briefformular (Letter Formulae) 

In relation to the New Testament, the most extensive discussion of the various 

features found within a three-part letter structure is the work done by Franze Schnider 

and Werner Stenger. While it may not necessarily be an attempt to set out a particular 

letter structure, their treatment of letter formulae (Briefformular) makes a number of 

significant suggestions for understanding the ancient letter structure. While not overtly 

stated, the way in which they segment the various formulae into three main sections 

the letter opening (der Briefanfang), the letter ending (der Briefschluss), and appendix, 

focusing on letter-body formulae (annex) - seems to suggest that they adhere to a three

part letter structure. 117 Within each of these sections, they discuss a number of formulaic 

features and expressions found within the New Testament letters. 

The letter opening (Briefanfang) consists of three elements, the prescript 

(Praskript), the epistolary thanksgiving (Briefliche Danksgung), and the epistolary self

recommendation (Briefliche Selbstempfehlung). Their discussion of the self

recommendation as a distinct unit within the letter opening stands out as they see this 

117 Schnider and Stenger, Briejjormular. vii-viii. 
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element serving as the final element of the letter opening, separating the thanksgiving 

from the body of the letter. 118 

Under letter closing (Briefschluss), 119 they discuss a number of elements under 

two distinct formulaic categories: final exhortation (Schlussparanese) and postscript 

(Postskript). The final exhortation (Schlussparanese) 120 section consists of request for 

intercession (Bitte um Furbitte), apostolic tradition and treatment of deviants 

(Apostolische Vberlieferung und Behandlung van Abweichlern), church officers (Amt), 

interceding blessing (Furbittender Segenwunsch), literary functions (Briefliche 

Funktion), and travel plans (Apostolische Parusie). 121 The postscript (Postskript)1 22 

typically possesses greetings ( GrujJteil), the command to greet ( GrujJauftrag) and the 

sending of greetings from others (GrujJausrichtung), and the closing statement 

(Eschatokoll), under which they discuss the Christological closing greeting 

(Christologischer SchlufigrujJ), and the personal note and the author's signature statement 

(Eigenhandigkeitsvermerk und Namensunterschrift). 173 

The short appendix (Annex) highlights some formulaic expressions found in the 

body of New Testament letters, including appeals formula (Rekursformel), announcment 

formula (Kundgabeformel), request formula (Ersuchensformel), expression of surprise 

118 Schnider and Stenger, Briefformular, 50--52. They argue that the purpose of this element is to move the 
focus from the readers (the outcome of the thanksgiving section) back to the author (54) and his intended 
subject (52-54). 
119 Schnider and Stenger, Briefformular, 71-167. 
120 Schnider and Stenger, Brieffonnular, 71-107. 
121 Schnider and Stenger (Briefformular, 92-107) place travel plans within their discussion of letter closing 
elements, a possibly significant point since most treatments locate these as elements marking the closing of 
the Jetter body (see White, Light from Ancient Letters, 219-20 and Klauck, Ancient Letters, 42, who 
actually places them in both the letter body closing and the letter closing). 
i:!

2 Schnider and Stenger, Briefformular, 108-67. 
123 Schnider and Stenger (Brieffonnular, 135-67) cover the author's signature in great detail and conclude 
that the signature establishes a legal relation between the author and the recipient(s), in contrast to an 
authenticity marker. 
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(Ausdruck des Erstaunens), expression of joy (Ausdruck der Freude), oath formula 

(Schwurformel), and eulogies and doxologies (Eulogien, Doxologien).124 While it 

provides a compendium for the various letter features, Schnider and Stenger's treatment 

of the various letter features serves to highlight the great amount of attention and detail 

pertaining to the opening and closing of the letter while also revealing the lack of 

attention to features found in the letter body. 

Four-Part Scheme ofNew Testament Letters 

A few authors have described the New Testament Letters as consisting of four 

parts. 125 Although he explicitly states that a letter consists of three parts (address, body, 

farewell), 126 Murphy-O'Connor describes the letter form, especially the Pauline letter 

form, under four categories: address, thanksgiving, body, and conclusion. That the 

thanksgiving section is differentiated as a unique unit in Murphy-O'Connor's scheme is 

evident by the lengthy treatment it receives, as well as discussion of its recognition and 

occurrence within other letters outside of the New Testament. 127 After a brief discussion 

of attempts to find an epistolary structure to the letter's body, he dismisses such attempts 

in favor of rhetorical approaches to explain the size and content of the body of Paul's 

letters.128 

124 Schnider and Stenger, Briefformular, 168-81. 

125 Murphy-O'Connor, Paul the Letter-Writer, 45-113. See especially his organization of this section of the 

book in his "Contents" (iv); also, Weima, Neglected Endings, 11. 

126 Murphy-O'Connor. Paul the Letter-Writer, 45. 

117 Murphy-O'Connor, Paul the Letter-Writer, 55-64. 

128 Murphy-O'Connor, Paul the Letter-Writer, 65-86. He criticizes the forcing of the letters into particular 

rhetorical schema when the content does not cooperate and argues that the propositio (the main point the 

author wants to convey) should be the controlling factor in applying rhetorical techniques to the 

interpretation of the Pauline letters (83-6). 
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Five-Part Scheme ofNew Testament Letters 

Others have offered five-part129 divisions to the structure of Paul's letters. 

Roetzel's approach is typical of a five-part scheme.130 He outlines the Pauline letters 

accordingly: salutation, thanksgiving (prayer), body, closing commands, and conclusion. 

The salutation is the most stable element in the ancient letter. While it was stereotyped 

and stable in most correspondence, Paul felt free to manipulate it to serve his purposes. 

The thanksgiving is a formal element within the Pauline letters, which ends the letter 

opening. It also relates the basic intent of the letter and may possibly serve as an outline 

for other topics to be discussed. The body is marked by a request or disclosure formula 

with the end marked by announcement of Paul's travel plans. The command section 

(parenesis) can consist of three elements in Paul's writings: (1) clusters of moral maxims 

strung together, (2) vice and virtue lists, and (3) prolonged exhortations on a particular 

topic. Like the letter opening, the conclusion is a rather stable element, which usually 

contains a peace wish, greetings, and a benediction.131 

Critique of the Approaches to New Testament Letter Structure 

In relation to the number of letter parts, the New Testament letters, especially the 

Pauline letters, represent an expansion of the three-part letter structure and should thus 

probably be discussed in relation to five-parts. Each of these parts has received treatment 

by scholars, and the following listing is just representative of the discussion of them: 

129 Doty, Letters in Primitive Christianity, 27-43; Porter, "Exegesis of the Pauline Letters," 543-50. A five

part letter is also defended in Porter and Adams. Paul and the Ancient Letter Form, as they include chapters 

on each of the five sections of ancient letters. 

130 Most four-part schemes contain the same divisions with one of the elements (either the thanksgiving or 

the parenesis) subsumed into the body of the letter. 

131 Roetzel, The Letters ofPaul, 29-39. 
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Third, as a result of the frustration of describing the larger body and parenesis 

from the perspective of epistolary categories, numerous individuals today have moved 

away from epistolary descriptions of the letter body and have embraced rhetorical 

approaches instead. Even individuals who have made significant contributions to 

understanding the epistolary nature of ancient letters have embraced rhetorical 

approaches. In more recent work, White has shifted his focus in relation to the body 

material. He writes, 

My earlier analyses of Paul's letters were overly formalistic and the choice of 
comparative materials too narrow. I tried to understand the entirety of Paul's 
letters in terms of conventions found in nonliterary papyrus letters. It is still 
feasible to delineate the beginning and the end of Paul's letters by such means 
but, for the large intermediate part of the letter's body, we need to look to the 
literary letter tradition for our model.173 

What then is the proper tool by which to better understand the structure of the letter 

body? White's answer is to look to rhetorical analysis, specifically chiastic patterns and 

classical argumentation.174 

While certainly not wanting to abandon the importance of epistolography as the 

main tool for understanding ancient letters, including the New Testament letters, Klauck 

also embraces rhetorical descriptions of most of the New Testament letters he analyzes. 

After pointing out the lack of any description of the use of rhetoric in letters within the 

epistolary and rhetorical handbooks before the fourth century C.E.175 and strongly 

cautioning against the abuse of applying rhetorical categories to ancient Ietters,176 

especially New Testament letters, Klauck, nevertheless, accepts the use of rhetorical 

173 White, "Apostolic Mission," 148-9. 
174 White, "Apostolic Mission," 153-9. 
175 Klauck, Ancient Letters, 206-8. 
176 Klauck, Ancient Letters. 208-9. 
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Letter opening: Exler,132 Koskenniemi,133 Schnider and Stenger, 134 Adams, 135 and 
Tite 136 

Thanksgiving: 
Thanksgiving section proper: Schubert,137 O'Brien,138 Schnider and 

Stenaer 139 Arzt-Grabner 140 Reed 141 Pao 142 and Collins143 

:::,, ' ' ' ' 
Transition from thanksgiving to letter body: Sanders 144 and Schnider and 

Stenger145 

Letter body: 
Letter body as a whole: White,1 46 Klauck,147 Martin,148 and Westfall 149 

Unique body sections and Formulaic Expressions: Mullins,150 

Bjerkelund,151 Funks,152 Jewett,153 White,154 Olson,155 Roberts,1 56 

Reed 157 

Parenesis: 158 Schnider and Stenger,159 Starr and Engberg-Pedersen,1 60 Pitts,161 and 
Whana

b 

162 

132 Exler, Form ofthe Ancient Letter. 

133 Koskenniemi, Studien Zur /dee und Phraseologie, 155--67. 

134 Schnider and Stenger, Briefformular, 3-41. 

135 Adams, "Paul's Letter Opening and Greek Epistolography ," 33-55. 
136 Tite, "How to Begin and Why?" 57-99. 
137 Schubert, Form and Function. 
138 O'Brien, Introductory Thanksgivings. 
139 Schnider and Stenger, Briefformular, 42-49. 
140 Arzt-Grabner, "The 'Epistolary Introductory Thanksgiving,"' 129-58; "Paul's Letter Thanksgiving," 
129-58. 
141 Reed, "Are Paul's Thanksgivings 'Epistolary'?" 87-99. 
142 Pao, ''Gospel within the Constraints of an Epistolary Form," 101-27. 
143 Collins, "A Significant Decade," 159-84 
144 Sanders, "Transition," 348--62. 
145 Schnider and Stenger, Briefformular, 50--67. 
146 White, Form and Function and Light from Ancient Letters, 202-13. 
147 Klauck, Ancient Letters, 299-434. 
148 Martin, "Investigating the Pauline Letter Body," 185-212. 
149 Westfall, "A Moral Dilemma," 213-52. 

150 Mullins, "Petition," 46-54; "Disclosure," 44-50; "Formulas," 380-90; "Benediction," 59-64. 

151 Bjerklund, Parakalo. 

152 Funk, "Apostolic Parousia," 249--68. 

153 Jewett, "Form and Function," 18-34. 

154 White, "Introductory Formulae," 91-97; "Epistolary Formulas," 289-319. 
155 Olson, "Epistolary Uses," 585-97; "Pauline Expressions," 282-95. 
156 Roberts, "Pauline Transitions," 93-99. 
157 Reed. "Philippians 3: l and the Epistolary Hesitation Formulas," 63-90. 
158 Helpful introductions to the definition and understanding of parenesis can be found in Semeia 50: 
Paraenesis: Act and Form; Starr and Engberg-Pederen, Early Christian Paraenesis 1n Context. 
159 Schnider and Stenger, Briefformular, 76-107. 
16°For applications to the New Testament letters, see especially Starr and Engberg-Pederson, Early 
Christian Paraenes1s, 235-430. 
161 Pitts, "Philosophical and Epistolary Contexts." 269-306. 
162 Whang. "Paul's Letter Paraenesis," 253--68. 
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Letter closing: Exler,163 Koskenniemi,164 Gamble,165 Wiema166 

Even with these added categories, the discussion of ancient epistolography and 

New Testament letters remains open to at least three criticisms. First, Stowers points out 

that while modern research on epistolary form has focused a great deal of attention on the 

opening and closing formulas, the ancients showed little interest concerning them in their 

reflection on letter writing. He notes, "Discussion of openings and closings is virtually 

absent from extant ancient epistolary theory, and in collections of letters, the opening and 

closing formulas are often abbreviated or omitted."167 He further criticizes formal 

attempts at describing the literary parts of letters on the grounds that the ancients did not 

approach the letters in the same way that many formal approaches have today. Greco-

Roman writers who reflected on letter writing described the process through the function 

of the "body" or the letter as a whole. Modern research on letters has focused on what 

makes letters unique, their openings and closings, but has had little to say about the 

"body" of the letter.168 Stowers also argues that to try to divide the "body" of the letter 

from the "paraenetic" section of the letter is wrong, and such an attempt is based on a 

wrong view of parenesis.169 Correcting the understanding of parenesis, Stowers writes, 

"Paraenesis includes not only precepts but also such things as advice, supporting 

163 Exler, Form ojthe Ancient Letter. 

164 Koskenniemi, Studien Zur !dee und Phraseologie, 148-54. 

165 Gamble, Textual History, 56-83. 

166 Weima, Neglected Endings; "Sincerely, Paul: The Significance of the Pauline Letter Closings," 307-45. 

167 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, 20. 

168 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, 22. 

169 The subsequent analysis developed here will test to see whether or not the verb forms clearly mark a 

parenetic section within the Pauline letters. No doubt, Stowers is right to emphasize the fact that parenesis 

cannot be separated from the letter body, since parenesis flows out of the expositional sections of letters as 

well as is supported by expositional elements. That being conceded, the verb pattern may still reveal that 

certain sections are more "parenetic" than others within the letter and could be called the ''parenetic" 

section of the letter. 
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argumentation, various modes of encouragement and dissuasion, the use of examples, 

models of conduct, and so on."170 Obviously, there is dissatisfaction among New 

Testament scholars over the interpretive results from the formal analysis of the Jetter

form. 

Second, even though a number of individuals have described aspects of it and 

formulaic expressions found in it, these studies have still said very little concerning the 

structuring of the letter body and parenetic sections from an epistolography perspective. 

While the letter opening and closing sections are important for understanding aspects of 

the communicative process of ancient letters, the body and parenesis contains and fills 

out the content and purpose of what is being communicated by the letter. On the fact that 

these formulaic elements do not help much in the characterization of letters, Ellis writes, 

As some have noted, the letter contained an opening, a body and a closing 
characterized by certain formulas which may, however, be varied or missing. But 
this only states the obvious and hardly amounts to a definition. Even when letters 
such as Paul's are observed to have, in addition, a thanksgiving and paraenesis as 
recognized elements, they are not defined as letters by these elements, and 
conclusions about a 'letter form' based on such features are little more than a 
description of the letter examined and not the identification of components of a 
literary genre.171 

Similarly, on the difficulties of comparison of formal features between ancient letters and 

New Testament letters, Aune writes, 

The formulaic features of ancient letters (particularly documentary papyrus 
letters) have been extensively analyzed in comparison with New Testament 
letters. Considerable progress has been made, not only with regard to opening 
and closing formulas, but also on the matter of epistolary forms, which tend to be 
found at the beginning and end of the body or central section of ancient letters. 
Yet there are limitations in this approach, since the analysis of the central section 
of early Christian letters remains problematical. 172 

170 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, 23. 
171 Ellis, Making ofthe New Testament Documents, 51. 
172 Aune, The New Testament in Its Literary Environment, 183. 
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descriptions of ancient letters. Following his numerous cautions of connecting ancient 

letter writing and rhetoric, he writes, 

Nevertheless, one common thread remains intact despite this analysis: public 
speaking and letter writing are both forms of human communication through 
language, and as such they are bound to bear some similarities. Some 
rapproachment has also been fostered by the fact that over the centuries rhetoric 
developed into a primary force in education and permeated all aspects of culture, 
resulting in an increasing rhetorization of diverse literary genres. 177 

After pointing out the lack of education in rhetorical training for most of the New 

Testament letter writers, including Paul, Klauck writes, 

Yet this does not make recourse to classical rhetoric useless. The New Testament 
letter writers could have taken over some of the rhetorical features of their letters 
more subconsciously by imitation, through their confronting texts and a cluture 
bearing a rhetorical stamp, and with the purpose of arguing persuasively in their 
own rhetorical situation .178 

In his description of the New Testament letters, Klauck purposefully separates epistolary 

discussions from rhetorical descriptions of each New Testament letter. In many cases, 

however, this produces confusion over the best way to understand the structure of the 

letter - whether from an epistolary or rhetorical perspective. Would the rhetorical 

categories and schemes presented for each of these letters depict such rhetorical precision 

and perfectly align with the epistolary structure, when the writers of these letters had very 

little if any rhetorical training and were only intuitively applying rhetoric as they wrote? 

Klauck's approach also runs into problems because the categories of rhetoric and 

the writing of letters do not equally coincide in ancient times. While acknowledging the 

influence of rhetoric on the formation and classification of letters, Stowers notes that 

categorizing letters according to the three forms of rhetoric only partially works because 

many letter types correspond to kinds of exhortation which were only "tangentially" 

177 Klauck, Ancient Letters, 209-10. 
178 Klauck, Ancient Letters. 226. 
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connected to rhetorical theory .179 In a more thorough critique, Jeffrey Reed notes that 

there were functional parallels between the epistolary types and the sub-genres of rhetoric 

Uudicial, deliberative, and epideictic) in ancient times, but these functional parallels do 

not mean that letter writers patterned their entire letters according to the rules of rhetoric 

found in the rhetorical handbooks. Rather, such parallels display universally accepted 

norms for argumentation whether in written or oral form. 180 He adds, 

A fundamental distinction between the epistolary and rhetorical genera (sub
genres) is that the former were relegated to spatially-separated communication, 
limiting the extent to which they could parallel the typical oral, face-to-face 
context of judicial, deliberative, and epideictic speech.181 

The most important argument against seeing any formal tie between epistolography and 

oral rhetoric is that the epistolary theorists and letter writers did not explicitly say 

anything about structuring letters according to rhetorical categories.182 Also of 

importance is the fact that the letters that display rhetorical influence lack many of the 

epistolary formulas and conventions found in personal letters.183 Thus, it is difficult in 

applying such a rhetorical approach to Paul when his letters contain the standard and 

added formulas. While it would be a mistake to completely keep any and all rhetorical 

analysis away from the interpretation of New Testament letters, the wholesale equation of 

the two disciplines seems faulty and could lead to wrong interpretation. 

Although criticism has been leveled at both the classification and structuring of 

the New Testament letters, the study of ancient letters and their relevance to New 

Testament studies is still important. While the formal structural analysis of the papyri 

179 Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, 52. 
180 Reed, A Discourse Analysis ofPhilippians, 444. 
181 Reed, A Discourse Analysis ofPhilippians, 446. 
182 Reed, A Discourse Analysis ofPhilippians, 450. 
183 Reed, A Discourse Analysis ofPhilippians, 454. 
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may not ultimately help one understand the development of Paul's message in a letter like 

Romans, it still allows major divisions to be seen. The papyri are also relevant to New 

Testament study especially in the field of social studies of the world at that time.184 

With the plethora of criticisms and literary approaches available today for text 

analysis, new approaches have and will emerge to explain New Testament letter 

structure. Attempting to describe structure utilizing grammatical and syntactical features 

below the level of the sentence (the strategy of traditional grammars) has resulted in the 

discovery of key features at the beginning and end of letters; yet, such analysis has not 

been able to significantly contribute to the structuring of the much larger body, where the 

message is located. Thus strategies that analyze discourse levels beyond the sentence 

may make a stronger contribution to both the classification and understanding of the 

structure of New Testament letters. 

Thesis of this Dissertation 

Due to the lack of consensus concerning the structural pattern of the New 

Testament letters, this dissertation will test the theory that a corpus linguistics model of 

tracing verb patterns in a group of letters, in this case Paul's letters, helps reveal the 

structure of the letters. This analysis of the verb patterns in Paul's letters shows that (1) 

the co-occurrence of verbs according to certain verbal categories such as mood, person-

number, and aspect serves as a cohesive device within certain segments 185 of text; (2) at 

times, shifts in the occurrence of verbal categories, in combination with other features 

184 White, Light from Ancient Letters, I 8. 
185 Throughout this dissertation, I typically use the word segment to describe what most would normally 
think of as a paragraph. The word section may be used to describe either my or another author·s 
combination of segments into a larger stretch of text. Letter part refers to one of the five major movements 
within the Pauline letter as discussed above: letter opening, thanksgiving, letter body, parenesis, and letter 
closing. 
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(conjunctions, formulaic verbs, and markers of address), help delineate breaks between 

segments of text; and (3) the number of occurrences of certain verbal categories 

(including the differences in their distribution) help distinguish certain letter parts. 

Drawing from what has already been discussed concerning the structure of 

ancient and New Testament letters, this dissertation maintains a five-part structure to the 

Pauline letters. (1) The letter opening is the beginning segment of text in which the 

author typically identifies himself along with any co-senders, addresses the audience, and 

extends an opening greeting, which contains a xapt~ and c:tp~vri statement. In certain 

letters, any of these features can be expanded. (2) The thanksgiving represents a segment 

of text typically initiated by the use of the formulaic verb c:uxaptcr'tEro, by which Paul 

expresses thanks to God on behalf of the recipients. It normally is found between the 

letter opening and the body of the letter. (3) The letter body denotes the part of the letter 

that typically deals with matters of Christian belief/doctrine and personal matters 

concerning the situation of Paul or the recipients.186 As will become evident from this 

study, the Pauline letter body is distinguished by the consistent appearance of the 

indicative mood in its primary clause verbs. ( 4) The parenesis designates the part of the 

Pauline letter that overtly deals with the conduct of the recipients through exhortation. 

Within the Pauline corpus, this part distinguishes itself from the letter body by a shift in 

verb forms, especially seen by the emergence of the imperative mood within its primary 

clauses. (5) The letter closing brings the letter to an end and is distinguished in the 

Pauline letters by formulaic features, which typically include the sending of greetings and 

the commands to greet (forms of acrnasoµat) and the closing xapt~ statement, as well 

186 Porter, "Exegesis of the Pauline Letters," 546. 
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as other features. These parts receive further elaboration throughout the dissertation as 

they are discussed in the descriptions and analyses of the Pauline letters. 

Plan for Succeeding Chapters 

Chapter two will provide a description of the model that will be used to analyze 

the verbs in Paul's letters. It will begin with definitions and descriptions of terminology 

pertinent to corpus linguistics. The next movement will be to briefly trace the history of 

corpora use that led to the arrival of corpus linguistics. Various aspects of corpus 

linguistics will be described, including a discussion of the use of corpora studies in 

relation to the New Testament. The chapter will conclude with a presentation of Douglas 

Biber's application of corpus linguistics to verb patterning within a corpus of texts. This 

approach will serve as the basis for the model used in this dissertation to analyze Paul's 

letter structure. 

Chapters three through five present the verb analysis of the Pauline corpus. 

Chapter three will handle Romans, 1 Corinthians, 2 Corinthians, and Galatians; chapter 4 

will examine Ephesians through 2 Thessalonians; and chapter 5 will analyze the Pastoral 

Epistles and Philemon. These divisions were chosen according to the length of the first 

three and the personal addressees of the Pastorals and Philemon. The second group 

shares the commonality of being shorter letters written to churches. The structure of each 

of these three chapters will be as follows: (1) a discussion of how various Greek texts, 

translations, and commentators have segmented the text, (2) a description/discussion of 

the primary clause verbs found in the particular letters, (3) a brief comparison and 

contrast with other outlines of the letter, and (4) conclusions that can be drawn 
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concerning verb patterns, verbal categories, and other syntactical features that contribute 

to the letters segmentation. 

Chapter six will deal with a byproduct of this analysis - certain features beyond 

just the verbal categories that appear in relation to the primary clauses of the Pauline 

corpus. These features include conjunctions, formulaic verbs, and vocatives and 

nominatives of address. First, each feature will be briefly introduced by discussing how 

scholars have utilized them to segment sections of the New Testament. The letters will 

then be analyzed to see if these features occur at the major structural breaks of the letter 

structure proposed for these letters. Finally, the letters will be analyzed to see where these 

features occur at segment/paragraph breaks. The chapter will conclude with proposed 

outlines for each of the letters in the Pauline corpus, according to the verbal pattern 

analysis and the occurrence of these key features. 

Chapter seven will discuss how the verbal categories of mood, person-number, 

and aspect contribute to the segmentation of the various letters. This differs from the 

previous chapters in that it compares and contrasts the findings of the individual letters 

with each other. Utilizing a five-part letter structure, this chapter shows which categories 

of the verb contribute to the location and differentiation between the various letter parts. 

The categories of mood, person-number, and aspect will be discussed in turn with a brief 

introduction concerning the importance of the category, the contribution of the category 

to the location of letter structure, and the contribution of individual members within each 

category to letter structure. 
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An appendix is added to this study in which the same verbal analysis is applied to 

the letters of Ignatius. This serves to further test the significance of verb patterns for the 

identification of letter structure within another recogized corpus. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter begins with a definition and description of the ancient Greek letter. 

It provides background information into the classification and structure of this letter-form 

by both ancient and recent interpreters. Like their secular counterparts, the New 

Testament letters prove to be just as difficult to describe in a consistent and agreed-upon 

manner. Scholars describe the structure of the New Testament letters according to a 

number of patterns (3, 4, or 5 parts). Even with the greater number of segments, little is 

said concerning the structure of the body of the letter. 

Recognition of the lack of consensus concerning the letter body leads to the 

statement of the thesis. This dissertation will test the theory that a corpus linguistics 

model of tracing verb patterns in a group of letters, in this case Paul's letters, helps reveal 

the structure of the letters. This analysis of the verb patterns in Paul's letters shows that 

(1) the co-occurrence of verbs according to certain verbal categories such as mood, 

person-number, and aspect serves as a cohesive device within certain segments of text; 

(2) at times, shifts in the occurrence of verbal categories, in combination with other 

features (conjunctions, formulaic verbs, and markers of address), help delineate breaks 

between segments of text; and (3) the number of occurrences of certain verbal categories 

(including the differences in their distribution) help distinguish letter parts. The chapter 

concludes with the plan for the rest of the dissertation. 



CHAPTER2 

PROPOSED MODEL FOR TRACKING VERB PATTERNS TO INVESTIGATE 

THE CLASSIFICATION AND STRUCTURE OF NEW TESTAMENT LETTERS 

Introduction to Corpus Linguistics 

Because of its recent emergence on the scene, many respond with confusion to the 

mention of corpus linguistics. This field of study, though, is rather easy to define and 

simple to understand. Two key concepts, corpus and corpus annotation, need to be 

defined and explained in order to better grasp this area of linguistics. 

Definitions and Characteristics of Key Terms concerning Corpus Linguistics 

Defining and Characterizing "Corpus" 

An explanation of "corpus" is critical to understanding the discipline. According 

to Kennedy, "a corpus is a body of written text or transcribed speech which can serve as a 

basis for linguistic analysis and description." 1 In defining "corpus" Leech states the 

following: 

Traditionally, linguists have used the term corpus to designate a body of 
naturally-occurring (authentic) language data which can be used as a basis for 
linguistic research. This body of data may consist of written texts, spoken 
discourses, or samples of spoken and/or written language. Often it is designed to 
represent a particular language or language variety. In the past thirty-five years, 
the term corpus has been increasingly applied to a body of language material 

1 Kennedy, An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, I. 
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which exists in electronic form, and which may be processed by computer for 
various purposes such as linguistic research and language engineering.2 

As Biber, Conrad, and Reppen note, 

A corpus is not simply a collection of texts. Rather, a corpus seeks to represent a 
language or some part of a language. The appropriate design for a corpus 
therefore depends upon what it is meant to represent. The representativeness of 
the corpus, in turn, determines the kinds of research questions that can be 
addressed and the generalizability of the results of the research.3 

What is evident from these definitions is that a "corpus" is a body of text(s) that seeks to 

represent a language or part of a language, and it is used as the basis of linguistic 

investigation. The impact of computers on the discipline has become so pronounced that 

it is becoming part of the definition of "corpus." 

Although it might seem easy to develop a corpus, numerous criteria are involved 

to make the corpus effective. For one, the size of the corpus is usually seen as important, 

so that linguistic items to be researched can be analyzed in a large number of text 

examples. Other criteria come into play in judging a corpus's worth. Diversity (variety of 

represented registers and text types) is as important if not more so than size because it 

allows for testing of a language rather than a specific text-type or register. Another factor 

is the care taken in the compilation of the corpus. The corpus must be accurate even in 

orthographic features for authentic claims to be based on it. Finally, the level to which 

the text has been annotated adds to the value of the corpus for research to be done on it, 

as well as for consequent research to further develop the corpus.4 

The characteristic that seems to stand out in modern corpora, however, is size 

because corpora are growing to incredible sizes in comparison to what was possible just a 

2 Leech, "Introducing Corpus Annotation," I. 

3 Biber, Conrad, and Reppen, Corpus Linguistics, 246. 

4 Leech, "Introducing Corpus Annotation," 2. 
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few decades ago. For instance, two famous early sample copora (1960's-1970's), the 

Brown corpus and the Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen corpus, each contained a 1,000,000 word 

count, whereas the latest edition of the British National Corpus possesses 100,000,000 

words.5 In contrast to these sample corpora, a monitor corpora remains open-ended in 

size as new texts are added. For instance, the Bank of English project presently consists 

as a collection of texts with over 450,000,000 words.6 

At the same time, size must be kept in perspective. While size is an area that 

requires consideration in the development of a corpus, it must be remembered that no 

matter how big a corpus is, it is still an incredibly small sample in comparison to what is 

produced on any given day by the speakers and writers of a Janguage.7 While large 

corpora are needed when rare linguistic phenomena are being studied, enormous corpora 

are of little use if one is not able to work with the output from them. Further, it does not 

necessarily follow that a large corpus better represents a language or a variety of 

language than a smaller corpus.8 The real point is that "a corpus is more or Jess adequate 

according to the extent to which the corpus matches the purposes to which it is put."9 

In summation, the use to which the textual material is put is of greater importance 

and significance than specific design features of a corpus. Thus, a corpus does not 

necessarily have to be made up of samples from various authors, but rather can consist of 

5 See discussions of these corpora and the defintions of sample and monior copora in McEnery and Wilson, 
Corpus Linguistics, 30-31: O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 71-73. 
6 See "Bank of English User Guide" athttp://www.titania.bham.ac.uk/docs/svenguide.html. 
7 Kennedy, An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, 66. 
8 Kennedy, An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, 68. See also O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 74-76. 
9 Kennedy, An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, 68. 
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a single book or of a number of works by a single author or several authors.10 The goal is 

to design the corpus around the specific research needs of the investigator. 

Finally, when compiling a corpus, the one doing the compiling should do his/her 

work with the intention that someday the corpus could be used by others. Therefore, it is 

necessary to produce a corpus that is comparable and compatible with other corpora so 

that others can use the produced corpus with ease.11 This will be further discussed in 

relation to "corpus annotation." 

Defining and Characterizing "Corpus Annotation" 

After a corpus has been selected or put together, the corpus needs to go through 

the process of "annotation" in order for it to be used in most linguistic studies. Defining 

corpus annotation, Leech writes, 

It can be defined as the practice of adding interpretative, linguistic information to 
an electronic corpus of spoken and/or written language data. "Annotation" can 
also refer to the end-product of this process: the linguistic symbols which are 
attached to, linked with, or interspersed with the electronic representation of the 
language material itself.12 

In this definition, "interpretive" refers to the fact that, to some extent, annotation is the 

product of some person's understanding of a text. This person is usually a "linguistic 

expert" who supposedly has "insight into, or knowledge of, the linguistic features of the 

text." 13 There is no purely objective way of labeling a linguistic phenomenon without 

some kind of human decision process.14 Even in corpus linguistics, annotation still 

involves a level of subjective choice. There is also a difference between the "annotation" 

'° Kennedy, An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, 4. 

11 Kennedy, An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, 70. 

12 Leech, "Introducing Corpus Annotation," 2. 

13 Leech, "Corpus Annotation Schemes," 275. 

14 Leech, ''Introducing Corpus Annotation," 2-3. 
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of the text and the "representation" of the text. The "representation" of a written text is 

essentially the electronic document of whatever text is being analyzed, while the 

"annotation" is the "metalinguistic" features added to the text that present information 

about the language of the text.15 The "representation" is the actual corpus and any 

movement beyond the text itself results in either an implicit or explicit descriptive or 

interpretive stance towards the text.16 

It is important to annotate a text for a variety of reasons. First, annotation must be 

done to allow grammatical information to be extracted from a text.17 The text itself 

contains no direct information about such issues as grammar, syntax, semantics, and in 

order for these to be studied one must have an annotated text that is marked or tagged for 

such phenomena. Second, annotation allows for others to "re-use" the text after it has 

been annotated. Leech states, "Once the annotation has been added to the corpus, the 

resulting annotated corpus is a more valuable resource than the original corpus, and can 

now be handed on to other users."18 Third, grammatical annotation provides the initial 

step for analyzing a text that allows for the "multi-functionality" of corpora study. The 

original annotators may have had one purpose behind why they annotated a text (possibly 

to track a specific grammatical feature), but other annotators may want to use the same 

annotation scheme to analyze a different phenomenon.19 

Because so many annotators are working on various corpora around the world, it 

is easy for differences in annotation to take place because of differences in preference or 

15 Leech, "Introducing Corpus Annotation," 3. 
16 Leech, "Introducing Corpus Annotation," 4. 
17 Leech, "Introducing Corpus Annotation," 4. 
18 Leech, "Introducing Corpus Annotation," 5. 
19 Leech, "Introducing Corpus Annotation," 5-6. 

http:phenomenon.19
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philosophy of each of the annotators. Therefore, Leech has suggested some practical 

guidelines whereby discourse annotation should be practiced: 

1. 	 It should always be possible, and easy, to dispense with the annotations, and 
to revert to the raw corpus. The raw corpus should be recoverable. 

2. 	 The annotations should, correspondingly, be extricable from the corpus, to be 
stored independently if there is a need. 

3. 	 The scheme of analysis presupposed by the annotations - the annotation 
scheme - should be based on principles or guidelines accessible to the end
user. (The annotation scheme consists of the set of annotative symbols used, 
their definitions, and the rules and guidelines for their application.) 

4. 	 It should also be made clear how, and by whom, the annotations were applied. 

5. 	 There can be no claim that the annotation scheme represents "God's truth". 

6. 	 It is preferable for annotation schemes to be based as far as possible on 
consensual or theory-neutral analyses of the data. 

7. No one annotation scheme should claim authority as an absolute standard.20 

Annotation schemes have been developed at a variety of levels in order to track various 

linguistic phenomena. These annotation schemes include orthographic, phonetic, 

prosodic, grammatical, syntactical, semantic, and discourse varieties.21 The most 

extensive "tagging" or attaching of annotation information has been done to parts of 

speech. This has served as the basis for syntactic annotation as well. The final two levels 

- sentence and discourse - have proven the more difficult because studying these 

levels moves away from the objective to the more subjective side of analysis; therefore, 

annotation at these levels has found little agreement. 

20 Leech, "Corpus Annotation Schemes," 275; "Introducing Corpus Annotation," 6-7. In relation to 

number 7, Leech points out that this does not mean that some kind of standardization of corpus practices is 

a wrong goal. Rather, standardization should be and likely will be sought in the future. 

21 Leech, "Corpus Annotation Schemes," 275-9. 
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History of Corpus Studies 

While corpus linguistics is viewed as starting in the 1960's with machine-readable 

corpora, linguists were utilizing corpora to accomplish numerous goals well before this 

decade. Accomplishments were achieved in areas such as biblical studies,22 lexical 

studies,23 dialect studies,24 language education,25 and grammatical studies.26 Just as the 

1950's were coming to a close and corpus-based, descriptive grammar was beginning to 

make serious headway in linguistic circles, Noam Chomsky offered a critique of corpus

22 See Kennedy, An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, 14. Already in the l 81
h century, biblical scholars 

were utilizing lists and concordances of words found in the Bible to argue for the factual consistency of 
Scripture in the face of attacks against its veracity by critics. Alexander Cruden (Complete Concordance to 
the Old and New Testaments) produced one such concordance of the King James Version of the Bible in 
1736, which went through 42 editions before 1879. After the importance of such a work was recognized, 
scholars began producing concordances of other famous and important works such as those by 
Shakespeare. 
23 See Kennedy, An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, 14-15. He mentions the following 
accomplishments in the area of lexical studies: (1) Samuel Johnson collected on slips of paper a large 
corpus of sentences from other writers to show how English words were used and what they meant. 
Working with assistants, he collected over 150,000 citations for the approximately 40,000 headword entries 
in his Dictionary ofthe English Language, and it is probable that the word count of these citations came to 
over a million words. (2) The Oxford English Dictionary was also corpus-based and went beyond the scope 
of anything previous to it. In this dictionary, over 2000 volunteer readers collected approximately 5 million 
citations (totaling around 50 million words) to illustrate the meanings of the 414,825 entries of the 
dictionary. Initially, this work took 71 years to complete (1928). (3) Similarly, the third edition of 
Webster's New International Dictionary (1961) utilized a corpus of over I 0 million citations slips to 
illustrate the meanings of its almost half a million headword entries. This dictionary was probably the last 
major English dictionary to utilize such techniques without the aid of a computer. 
24 Kennedy (An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, 15) mentions two important works that observed 
variation in regional dialects by accounting for variation in word choice, forms of spelling, and 
pronunciation: Wright, English Dialect Dictionary and Ellis, The Existing Phonology ofEnglish Dialects. 
25 Kennedy (An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, 15-16) provides two examples of use of corpora in 
language education. In an attempt to improve the training of stenographers in Germany during the 1890's, 
J. W. Kaeding along with over five thousand assistants gathered statistical information on the use of 
German words using a corpus of over 11 million words. In the United States in the l 920's, E. L. Thorndike 
(Teacher's Wordbook) produced a corpus of 4.5 million words from forty-one sources, such as the Bible, 
classic works of English fiction, letters, newspapers, and school readers, in order to improve the teaching of 
literacy for native English speakers in America. In the I 930's, this corpus (Thorndike and Lorge, The 
Teacher "s Wordbook of30,000 Words was increased to 18 million words, and the lexical analysis and 
published works that came out of this work were highly influential for the teaching of English around the 
world over the next 30 years. 
26 Kennedy (An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, 17-19) lists the following descriptive grammarians 
utilizing corpora studies: Jesperson, A Modern English Grammar on Historical Principles; Kruisinga, A 
Hand book ofPresent-Day English; Poutsma, A Grammar ofLate Modern English. He further mentions C. 
C. Fries contributions in the following works: American English Grammar, Monograph 10; The Structure 
ofEnglish. 

http:studies.26
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based approaches that slowed the advance of the discipline.27 Following a more rationalist 

approach to language which highlights competence in language description, he attacked 

two commonly held beliefs by corpus linguists of his time - (1) that the sentences of a 

natural language were finite and (2) that these sentences could be collected and 

enumerated - by first of all demonstrating that the sentences of a language are infinite 

and subsequently questioning why anyone would analyze a corpus of incredible size that 

a native speaker can arrive at through introspection. 28 Over the next couple of decades, 

Chomsky's critiques were taken into consideration29 and with the advent of the computer, 

corpus studies emerged even stronger. McEnery and Wilson conclude, 

The availability of computer-based corpus material, the acceptance that a corpus 
could never be the sole explicandum of language and a growing awareness of the 
usefulness of quantitative data provided major impetuses to the re-adoption of the 
corpus-based language study as a methodology in linguistics. Most important of 
all, it was realised that the corpus and the linguist's intuition were 
complementary, not antagonistic.30 

Over the past few decades, corpus-based studies have exploded. The main 

distinction between later corpora and earlier examples is seen mainly in the area of size. 

While corpora in the millions of words existed a few decades ago, researches are pressing 

into the billions of words today. While more and more researchers and linguists are 

performing corpora studies, this field of research has taken on a life of its own. 

27 Two of Chomsky's more influential works were Syntactic Structures and Aspects ofthe Theory of 

Syntax. 

28 For a brief summary of Chomsky's critique with rebuttal, see McEnery and Wilson, Corpus Linguistics, 

4~11. 
29 McEnery and Wilson (Corpus Linguistics, 16) make the following points as well. Criticisms were also 
leveled at Chomsky's "rationalistic" approach because of its reliance on the linguist's imagination. While 
some of Chomsky's criticisms were valid, he aimed them at the notion of"corpus" rather than at the 
methodology of early corpus linguistics. Thus, the rationalists too easily discarded corpus studies rather 
than seeing the benefit that a corpus can bring to analysis of language data. 
30 McEnery and Wilson. Corpus Linguistics, 18. 

http:antagonistic.30
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Definition and Descrintion of Corpus Linguistics 

Definition ofCorpus Linguistics 

In seeking to define corpus linguistics, Kennedy writes, "Corpus linguistics is not 

an end in itself but is one source of evidence for improving descriptions of the structure 

and use of languages, and for various applications, including the processing of natural 

language by machine and understanding how to learn or teach a language."31 Corpus 

linguistics is not another branch of linguistics because it does not refer to a domain of 

study but rather to a methodological basis for doing linguistic research. Thus, corpus 

linguistics easily fits in with other branches of linguistics by allowing those areas of 

linguistics to use corpora in their study.32 As O'Donnell points out, corpus linguistics is 

more easily described than defined.33 

Description ofCorpus Linguistics 

According to Leech, some of the methodological and theoretical characteristics 

include: 

1. 	 Focus on linguistic performance, rather than competence - Corpus linguistics 
automatically focuses on the "behavioral manifestation of language" in 
naturally-occurring discourse.34 

2. 	 Focus on linguistic description, rather than linguistic universals - While many 
describe linguistics in terms of the dichotomous relations of "theoretical" 
versus "descriptive," corpus linguistics is theoretical as well as descriptive. 
Its focus is on the description and theory of a particular language rather than 
all human language (universals).35 

3. 	 Focus on quantitative, as well as qualitative, models of language -The use of 
quantitative measures for language do not need to reduce the qualitative 
aspects of a linguistic theory. Rather, "quantities can be added (as a separate 

31 Kennedy, An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, I. 

32 Leech, "Corpora and Theories," 105. 

33 O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics,25-33. 

34 Leech, "Corpora and Theories," I 07. 

35 Leech, "Corpora and Theories," I 09. 
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stage of description) on to any model of language, without sacrificing any of 
the existing features of that model ."36 

4. 	 Focus on a more empiricist, rather than rationalist view of scientific inquiry 
Corpus linguistics emphasizes testability over independently obtained data.37 

Thus, corpus linguistics is able to utilize the computer to study language as it is used. 

According to one of its practitioners, it is "not an end in itself but is one source of 

evidence for improving descriptions of the structure and use of languages."38 

Corpus Linguistics and the New Testament 

While the application of corpus linguistics to the New Testament is rare, some are 

using it, and others are unknowingly using it through the use of Biblical annotation 

software. One individual utilizing corpora studies will be discussed as well as an 

annotated text project, which he is working on. 

Matthew Brook O'Donnell 

The scholar who has done the most work in the application of corpus linguistics to 

the New Testament is Matthew Brook O'Donnell.39 In his chapter on the use of 

annotated corpora for New Testament discourse analysis, O'Donnell begins by noting 

that discourse analysis of the New Testament must begin with and focus primarily on the 

textual component because the communicative and sociological aspects are only limitedly 

accessible.40 The goal of the discourse analyst is then the discovery of "patterns of 

36 Leech, "Corpora and Theories,'' 110. 

37 Leech, "Corpora and Theories," 111. 

38 Kennedy, An Introduction to Corpus Linguistics, I. 

39 The culmination of O'Donnell's works is found in Corpus Linguistics and the Greek ofthe New 

Testament. See also his work with Stanley Porter in "Theoretical Issues for Corpus Linguistics and the 

Study of Ancient Languages;"' "Building and Examining Linguistic Phenomena." 

40 O'Donnell, "The Use of Annotated Corpora," 71. 
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language use that may reveal the structure and nature of the interpersonal and ideational 

functions in the text."41 Such an analysis requires a detailed and careful analysis of the 

text, which today is made easier by the aid of computer-based annotated texts. 


O'Donnell focuses on the various levels of annotation that can take place and argues that 


these levels must be kept distinct from one another.42 He defines a corpus as "an 

intentional grouping of particular texts, according to specific criteria."43 Corpus 

annotation is "the addition of linguistic information to a text or group of texts that meets 

the definition of a corpus."44 

He then focuses his attention on describing the types of annotation that are 

possible and their associated discourse levels. These include orthographic annotation 

(grapheme level), morphological/phonological annotation (morpheme/word level), 

grammatical annotation (word level), syntactical annotation (clause, sentence level), 

semantic annotation (word, clause, sentence, and paragraph levels), and discourse, both 

pragmatic and stylistic, annotation (paragraph and discourse levels).45 In performing such 

annotation a critical point to remember is that consistency must be maintained as 

annotation is given at each level. A clear separation should exist between grammatical 

information and syntactical, semantic and discourse information.46 Too many annotation 

schemes that deal with the word level have attached syntactic and discourse level 

considerations to morphological annotations. While there are annotation schemes that 

have been applied to the New Testament at the grammatical and morphological level, the 

upper levels have proven more difficult. O'Donnell proposes using a scheme such as 

41 O'Donnell, "The Use of Annotated Corpora," 71 
4?- O'Donnell, "The Use of Annotated Corpora," 72. 
43 O'Donnell, "The Use of Annotated Corpora." 73. 
44 O'Donnell, "The Use of Annotated Corpora," 74. 

http:information.46
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Halliday's systemic-functional approach as especially well-suited for annotating texts at 

upper levels:17 

Towards the end of the chapter, O'Donnell shows how discourse analysis can 

make use of annotated corpora at the levels of grammatical annotation, semantic 

annotation, and discourse annotation. For instance, in the grammatical annotation he 

traces certain grammatical features through the text of Jude to see in which sections 

certain patterns of occurrences exist for these features.48 

In this chapter, O'Donnell has given a concise presentation of how the New 

Testament corpus can be annotated, as well as solid examples of how corpus linguistics 

can be applied to discourse analysis of the New Testament. His influence is felt more 

strongly in his work on a specific annotated Greek New Testament text. 

OpenText.org 

OpentText.org is made up of a collaborative group working together specifically 

to produce a syntactically annotated Greek New Testament text. Along with O'Donnell, 

others are contributing to the methodology as well as the practice of annotating the text 

including Stanley E. Porter and Jeffrey Reed. This group exists as a web-based initiative 

to develop annotated Greek texts along with tools for their analysis, and they annotate the 

text with various levels of linguistic information, including text-critical, grammatical, 

semantic, and discourse features.49 

45 O'Donnell, "The Use of Annotated Corpora," 74-92. 
46 O'Donnell, "The Use of Annotated Corpora," 81. 
47 O'Donnell, "The Use of Annotated Corpora," 89. 
48 O'Donnell, "The Use of Annotated Corpora," 98-104. 
49 O'Donnell et al., "Overview." 

http:features.49
http:OpentText.org
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While numerous morphologically and lexically analyzed texts exist for the study 

of the Greek New Testament, what they all have in common is that they attach their 

various formal and semantic features to the word unit.50 The OpenText.org project 

recognizes that words only partially contribute to the grammar of the text. Grammar of 

language is made up of both morphology and syntax, and syntax moves beyond the 

boundaries of words to focus on how words combine together and relate to one another to 

communicate meaning through certain structures and patterns.51 Their syntactic analysis 

seeks to provide a model that consists of the following five characteristics: (1) it is 

descriptive, accounting for the range of structures and patterns without assuming certain 

normal or idealized patterns; (2) it is able to account for various levels of grammar, 

ranging from the word up to the discourse level, while keeping the levels distinct; (3) it 

makes use of the smallest number of categories to account for the fundamental 

components within the syntax; (4) it bases its categories primarily on formal distinctions; 

and (5) it is flexible and extensible so that future analysis can be built on these units and 

structures .52 

The results, so far, are that the boundaries have been marked for the two levels 

above the word unit - the word group and the clause.53 The core components within a 

clause have been labeled according to their function (subject, predicator, complement, 

and adjunct). As well, the relations between words in word groups have been analyzed 

50 O'Donnell, "Introducing the Opentext.org." 

51 O'Donnell, "Introducing the Opentext.org." 

52 O'Donnell, "Introducing the Opentext.org." 

53 Following Halliday's lead, this group recognizes the clause as the "primary building block" in their 

annotation model because it is at this level that propositions are made. O'Donnell et al., "Introduction to the 

Annotation Model." 
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and labeled. Finally, the basic relations of coordination and dependency between clauses 

have been shown.54 

While much more could be said to describe what OpenText.org is doing, this 

should suffice to show that they have developed a sample corpus, including the entirety 

of the New Testament, and a functional model for interpreting the data represented in it. 

The result is an extremely powerful tool whereby the text of the New Testament has been 

tagged and can now be searched at a variety of discourse levels. What follows attempts 

to show how such a corpus can be used to locate and analyze linguistic features. 

Proposed Corpus Linguistic Model for Analyzing the Letters of Paul 

Application of Corpus Linguistics to Discourse Analysis 

Effectiveness ofCorpus Linguistics for Analyzing Discourse 

A corpus-based approach can be applied to any empirical investigation in almost 

any area of linguistics.ss This approach places the study of lexical items and grammatical 

features in their proper context by observing and recording how these items and features 

occur in actual usage. It also allows for the study of the style of a particular author by 

examining more texts and language features at one time.56 These characteristics make it 

ideal for use in the analysis of discourse. 

In addressing discourse characteristics, most studies of discourse analysis have 

used texts as the basis of their analysis, but they are not typically corpus-based. That is, 

they do not use quantitative measures to describe the extent to which certain features are 

present or absent. Some approaches may try to generalize about findings across texts and 

54 O'Donnell, "Introducing the Opentext.org.'' 
55 Biber, Conrad, and Reppen, Corpus Linguistics, 11. 
56 Biber. Conrad, and Reppen, Corpus Linguistics, 12. 
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registers, but these generalizations are not formally based on specific features of texts. A 

corpus-based approach is beneficial in two ways to help investigate discourse features: 

(1) interactive computer programs exist and can be developed to analyze discourse 

characteristics; and (2) automatic analyses can be performed to track surface grammatical 

features over the course of a text. These analyses can be used to map discourse patterns 

throughout texts, compare texts to find typical patterns in a given register, or see how a 

particular text compares with the general pattern of a register.57 

Biber 's Use ofCorpus Linguistics to Analyze Verb Patterns ofDiscourse 

One proponent of corpus linguistics, Douglas Biber, has utilized the discipline to 

analyze discourse in a way that has significant ramifications for developing a model to 

analyze the structure of documents. He and some of his colleagues asked a critical 

research question as the basis for using corpus linguistics to analyze discourse. The 

initial question and subsequent questions were: 

How does the sequence of verbs within a text develop with respect to the marking 
of tense and voice? Some specific questions relating to this issue are: To what 
extent is there a prototypical sequence of verbs - or a "discourse map" of verbs 
for all the texts in a register? To what extent do such discourse maps correspond 
to the underlying rhetorical divisions marked within a text?58 

The goal of this particular analysis was to track the shifts in communicative 

purpose within the course of a text. The authors noted that many texts are divided into 

sub-texts (chapters or sections), which are overtly marked with chapter or section titles. 

These divisions, however, are not just ways to segment a text, but rather they indicate 

major shifts in communicative purpose within a text. They argued that differences in 

communicative purpose correspond to linguistic differences. While communicative 

57 Biber, Conrad, and Reppen, Corpus Linguistics, 107-08. 
58 Biber, Conrad, and Reppen, Corpus Linguistics, 108. 
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purpose can be marked by section headings, it actually evolves continuously throughout a 

text rather than shifting abruptly at marked section boundaries. Thus, it is of utmost 

importance to understand how linguistic features reflect difference in purpose .59 

The texts that were used were research articles in experimental science because 

this particular register clearly distinguishes among internal purpose-shifts. Experimental 

studies tend to follow a four-part organization scheme of Introduction, Methods, Results, 

and Discussion. Each section is overtly marked and has distinct communicative 

functions, which make it ideal for testing discourse analytical techniques. The procedure 

consisted of comparing frequency counts of linguistic features throughout each of the 

sections, interpreting any linguistic differences in terms of the primary communicative 

purposes of each section.60 Each article section was treated as a separate text with counts 

taken for each of these texts for English present tense, past tense, and passive voice 

occurrences. Once this step was complete, the mean or average frequency counts could 

be tabulated for each type of section. The analysis was conducted on 19 medical articles 

published in the same year that were grammatically tagged. 

The results showed that all three grammatical features had significant differences 

across the various sections and the patterns that they showed were relatively strong. It 

was concluded that such frequency counts provided useful average characterizations of 

each section and that consideration of such patterns across all four sections revealed an 

overview of the discourse organization of an article as a whole.61 

A further analysis was done on two articles whereby a computer program ran 

through a tagged text and mapped every occurrence of past versus non-past verbs and 

59 Biber. Conrad, and Reppen, Corpus Linguistics, 123. 
60 Biber, Conrad, and Reppen, Corpus Linguistics, 124. 
61 Biber, Conrad, and Reppen, Corpus Linguistics, 126. 
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active versus passive voice in order to test whether such changes marked significant 

shifts among the various sections of the text. This process produced a visual map with 

each occurrence marked in four columns. The section headings were also marked on the 

figure. The result was that the two articles showed very similar discourse progression 

among and between the various sections of the articles. While these maps showed 

similar results to what was expected from the frequency counts analysis, they proved 

additionally useful in identifying systematic departures from the expected patterns, which 

led to the identification of rhetorically salient shifts in the progression of the discourse.62 

One noticeable area of rhetorical saliency was at the transition zones between sections. 

Rather than moving abruptly from section to section, the maps revealed that the writers 

often began a transition at the end of one section or continued the transition into the 

beginning of the following section.63 The researchers concluded that this application of 

corpus linguistics proved helpful in providing comprehensive analyses of these articles as 

well as highlighted text chunks that depart from expected norms.M 

The Importance ofa Corpus-based Approach to Pauline Letter Structure 

If Biber and his colleagues could demarcate the structure of scientific articles by 

tracking shifts in verbs, one could possibly use the same approach to study Paul's letters 

in order to provide a more empirical means to discuss his letter structure. The difficulty 

is that the Biber group had a clearly segmented corpus in which each text was divided 

into four clearly marked sections indicated by headings. With the structure already in 

62 Biber, Conrad, and Reppen, Corpus Linguistics, 127. 
63 Biber, Conrad, and Reppen, Corpus Linguistics, 127. 
64 Biber, Conrad, and Reppen, Corpus Linguistics, 130. 
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place, they were able to show that various grammatical features of the verb grouped 

according to the sections in which they were located. 

Yet, the same approach could be used in reverse to discover letter structure.65 

While Paul's letters are not clearly segmented into their individual parts, one can rather 

easily analyze the verbs of Paul's letters with the tagged texts in existence today. A 

verbal pattern analysis could be performed on the letters in order to discover segments 

within the letters. Since there are no explicitly marked boundaries in the original text, this 

verbal pattern analysis would be performed on the verbs along both formal and semantic 

lines. Once the texts are segmented, other grammatical and syntactical features can be 

analyzed to see how they contribute to the structuring of the letters. The patterning of the 

verbs would then lead to a discussion of letter structure according to the statistics that 

various verbal categories display within each of the stuctural parts. The ultimate goal of 

such an approach is to describe Paul's letter structure according to more formalistic 

means with an understanding that semantic choices need to be made along the way, rather 

than simply abandoning the approach as some have already done. Corpus linguistics 

makes such a venture possible. 

Usefulness ofMethod/or Generating and Verifying Conclusions 

The usefulness of this method is seen in the fact that the method itself generates 

empirical data upon which to draw conclusions. The method requires that conclusions be 

drawn only after a rigorous examination of all the evidence has taken place. The great 

benefit of doing a corpus-based analysis is that the data can be examined and re

65 A number of studies have been done on New Testament texts that utilize shifts in verbal categories to 
help segment letters into smaller units such as paragraphs. For applications to the book of Hebrews see 
Guthrie, The Structure ofHebrews; Westfall, Discourse Analysis. For such an approach to the Pastoral 
Epistles, see Van Neste, Cohesion and Structure. 

http:structure.65
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investigated continually with relative ease and without loss of data. Ultimately, the 

conclusions concerning Paul's letter structure will be based significantly upon the 

empirical evidence generated by the computer analysis of the grammatical and syntactical 

features. These conclusions, based on formal-semantic evidence, can then be used to 

address how others have approached Paul's letter structure and to decide whether or not 

such a formal-semantic approach is more valid than other approaches, such as rhetorical 

analysis, for analyzing Jetter structure. 

Proposed Model for the Analysis of Paul's Letters 

This study seeks to show that verbal patterning contributes to the understanding of 

the Jetter structure of the Pauline corpus. In any study of the Pauline corpus, questions 

arise as to what letters constitute this corpus. Rather than entertaining questions of 

authenticity, this analysis will procede from the claims made by each of these letters that 

has resulted in them being included in the Pauline letter corpus.66 While such an approach 

may already be considered biased, these letters represent a recognized corpus of letters, 

both from the perspective of the text itself and history as they have been collected and 

grouped together from the earliest stages of the church.67 Further, this corpus, then, 

consists of a sample size similar to Biber's study of verb patterns described in the 

previous section. The letters are divided into chapters according to canonical order 

chapter 3: Romans-Galatians; chapter 4: Ephesians-2 Thessalonians; chapter 5: 1 

Timothy-Phi lemon - rather than some theory of letter collection or authenticity. This 

66 In his approach to describing the New Testament letters, Klauck (Ancient Letters, 299-333) includes all 
the letters under the heading Pauline letters, while treating the issue of authenticity only as it arises in 
relationship to important epistolgraphic issues. 
67 For recent discussions of the collection process. see Trobisch, Paul's Letter Collection; Richards. "'The 
Codex and the Early Collection of Paul's Letters," 151-66; and Porter, "When and How.'' 95-127. who 

· provides a useful summary of the discussion. 
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procedure, however, results in the Hauptbriefe and the letters addressed to individuals (1 

and 2 Timothy, Titus, and Phi lemon) being contained within the same chapters. 

Following Biber's example of mapping and tracking the shifts in verb patterns in 

order to empirically describe the structure of discourse, this dissertation will seek to 

isolate and trace each finite verb within the primary clauses68 of the Pauline corpus. This 

will begin with the isolation of the independent clauses of the letters.69 Once the primary 

clauses have been isolated, the presence or absence of a primary-clause verb can be 

determined. The verbs can then be tagged according to the various grammatical 

categories associated with them: person-number, aspect/tense-form, and mood.70 In 

chapters 3-5, these verbs will be analyzed in each letter to see how their various 

grammatical categories help contribute to the formation and cohesiveness of text 

segments and Jetter parts, as well as indicate breaks between segments. Along with these 

grammatical categories of the verb, other features including conjunctions, formulaic 

68 My understanding of primary and secondary clauses follows Opentext.org's description of these terms. 
The editors note, "Primary clauses provide the developmental flow of information, while secondary clauses 
develop themes and concepts introduced in primary clauses" (O'Donnell et al., ''Paragraph Level 
Annotation"). In Opentext.org's scheme (O'Donnell et al., "Introduction to the Annotation Model"), 
clauses are divided into two levels: primary clauses and secondary clauses. The distinction between the two 
has to do with the two types of logical dependency expressed - dependence (hypotaxis) or equality 
(parataxis). Primary clauses connect to each other (parataxis), while secondary clauses are connected to the 
primary clause on which they are dependent (hypotaxis). Most primary clauses contain a finite verb, 
although verbless primary clauses are also possible. Secondary clauses typically are initiated by a 
subordinating conjunction. While Opentext.org's scheme relies heavily on MA.K. Halliday's 
understanding of systemic functional grammar, it differs with Halliday concerning this explanation of 
primary and secondary clauses. Halliday (Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 
375-77) describes the relationship between two clauses as a clause nexus. A clause nexus is either a 
paratactic nexus, in which the initiating clause is primary and the continuing clause is secondary; or it is a 
hypotactic nexus in which the dominant clause is primary and the dependent clause is secondary (For an 
application of this to New Testament studies, see Reed, 'The Cohesiveness of Discourse," 33). While 
Halliday's description agrees with Opentext.org's sheme in relation to the description of primary and 
secondary clauses in hypotactic relationships, it differs in the description of the clauses in paratactic 
relationships. Halliday would describe two equal (independent) clauses in a clause nexus as primary (the 
initiating clause) and secondary (the continuing clause). In contrast, Opentext.org would label both clauses 
as primary. 
69 The starting point for this step will be the use of Opentext.org' s classification of the primary and 
secondary clauses in the Pauline Corpus. 
70 The morphological tagging of the primary clause verbs in Paul's letters is found in Appendix I. 
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expressions, and vocatives and nominatives of address will also be traced in order to see 

if these categories occur at significant points within the text. These features will be 

discussed at length in chapter 6. 

From this analysis, the extent of the contribution of primary clause verbs to an 

understanding of the structure of Paul's letters can be determined. The findings from the 

verb analysis and the subsequent discussion of other key features (conjunctions, 

formulaic expressions, and vocatives and nominatives of address) will be used to propose 

an outline for each letter of the Pauline corpus .71 In chapter 7, a statistical analysis 72 for 

each of the verbal categories (mood, person-number, and aspect) found in the primary 

clause verbs will be presented to show the contribution of each verbal category (and the 

individual members within each category) to the structuring of the letter parts. The end 

result will be a description of the structure of each letter within the Pauline corpus of the 

New Testament according to patterns suggested by primary clause verbs, in combination 

with other features (conjunctions, formulaic verbs, and vocatives and nominatives of 

address) found in these primary clauses. 

71 The outlines for each of the letters are found toward the end of chapter 6. 
72 The statistical analysis begins with a display of the frequency counts for each member of the verbal 
categories found in the individual letters of the corpus. Each display tracks the occurrence of a verbal 
category's members within the five-parts of the Pauline letter form. For the category of mood, indicatives, 
imperatives, optatives, and subjunctives are counted. For person-number, first, second, and third person 
singular and plural forms are each displayed. For aspect, the present, imperfect, aorist, perfect, pluperfect, 
and future tense-forms are counted (This allows for the various tense-forms to be seen, regardless of one's 
approach to aspect theory). The statistical analysis also uses a x2 test in order to test whether significant 
difference occurs in each of the verbal categories between the letter body and parenesis (for explanation of 
the X2 test, see Larson and Farber, Elementary Statistics, 551-77; see also http:! /math .hws .edu/javamath/ 
ryan/ChiSquare.html). A x2 test is used to compare counts of categorical responses from two or more 
independent groups. In the analysis presented here, the various verbal categories represent the categorical 
responses and the letter parts represent the independent groups. This test was accomplished by combining 
the occurrences in all 13 letters of each member of the categories analyzed (mood - indicative and 
imperative; person-number- first, second and third singular and plural forms; aspect - all the tense-forms, 
with the exception of the pluperfect) and testing to see whether there was significant difference in the 
occurrences between the letter body and parenesis. Since the x2 test requires that at least 5 occurrences must 
be present within a given sample (McDonald, Handbook ofBiological Statistics, 80-83), the test could not 
be performed on the other letter parts because they contain so few primary clause verbs. 
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Chapter Summary 

This chapter shows the significance of corpus linguistics for the analysis of texts. 

It begins with a description of terms such as corpora, corpora annotation, and corpus 

linguistics. It discusses how researchers have utilized the development and analysis of 

corpora to better describe and study language usage. The strengths of this approach are 

the rigor and empiricism that are a by-product of utilizing computers to analyze texts. 

The chapter concludes with the introduction of the method used in this 

dissertation to trace the verb patterns in Paul's letters. Douglas Biber has applied the 

analysis of verb patterns to the structural identity of certain research papers. The goal 

here will be to test such an approach by analyzing the verbs in Paul's letters to see if they 

reveal similar patterns to better describe the structure of his letters. 



CHAPTER3 


ROMANS, 1AND2 CORINTHIANS, AND GALATIANS 


Introduction 


As discussed in the methodology section, this chapter will analyze the verbal 

patterns found within the primary clauses of the letters of Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, 

and Galatians. In order to see if the analysis is finding recognized section breaks, each 

letter analysis will begin with a look at how various texts, translations, and authors have 

segmented the letter. Following this discussion, the verbal analysis will take place by 

describing the recognized verb patterns reflected in the primary clauses of the letter. 

Following the analysis, conclusions will be made concerning which features of the verb 

and other attached elements contribute to the segmentation of the letter. A proposal will 

be made concerning the segmentation of the text, which will be briefly compared to the 

segment outlines generated by the various texts, translations, and authors. 

Romans 

Proposed Outlines to Romans 

Although the longest of the letters within the Pauline corpus, Romans still 

displays a noticeable structure. As Fitzmyer has noted, the structure of Romans is not 

much of a disputed matter. 1 There is some debate about the conclusion of the letter, 

concerning whether or not chapter 16 belongs, but the commentaries used here agree that 

1 Fitimyer, Romans, 96. 
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it should be part of the text. 2 Further, the question of what to do with chapter 5, whether 

to place it with what precedes (1: 18-4:25) or with what follows (6:1-8:39), has also 

caused discussion.3 The real debate concerning Romans, however, has to do more with its 

size. While having the necessary features of a letter opening and closing, the large body 

of the letter has led to much speculation concerning its content and categorization. This 

study seeks to analyze Romans to see whether or not the verbs help demarcate its 

structure. Then it can be compared to the rest of the Pauline corpus to see if it reflects 

similar patterns within its letter body. 

Segmentation by Greek Texts and Bible Versions 

The various translations show strong agreement in relation to the segments found 

in Romans. While Figure 1 reveals a number of differences concerning how many sub

units the translations and texts display, all the texts and translations recognize forty-seven 

discernible sections within the letter. The Greek texts tend to find less segments in 

comparison to the translations, as the translations seem to segment the text into smaller 

and smaller units. The NIV, by far, displays the most sub-units. Again, while certain 

translations reveal more sub-units than others, they still show strong agreement over 

where the major breaks are found in the text. 

Segments 

I 

2 

3 

UBS4 
1:1-7 

1:8-15 

1:16-17 

NA27 
1:1-7 

1:8-15 

1:16-17 

NRSV 
1:1---<i 
1:7a 
1:7b 

1:8-15 

1:16-17 

NIV 
1·1---<i 
l.7a 
I 7b 

1.8-10 
1:11-13 
1:14-15 
1:16-17 

NASB95 
1:1---<i 

1:7 

1:8-15 

1:16-17 

ESV 
1:1-6 
1:7a 
1:7b 

1:8-15 

1.16-17 

2 A strong case for the inclusion of chapter 16 as the letter closing is made by Gamble (Textual History, 84
95). who discusses this ending in relation to the letter ending form (56-65) and the other endings in Paul's 
letters (65-83). For recent commentators, see Moo, Romans, 8-9; Schreiner, Romans. 8-10; Fitzmyer. 
Romans. 63-64. who actually admits to changing his mind on this in response to Gamble's work. 
3 For a recent treatment of this issue, see Jae Hyun Lee, Paul's Gospel, in which he argues that chapter five 
actually serves as the most significant peak within chapters 1-8 of Romans. 
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Segments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB95 ESV 
1.18-23 1.18-32 1:18-23 1:18-20 l· 18-23 I 18-23 

1:21-23 
4 J·24-32 	 ]·24-25 I 24-25 1.24-25 1:24-25 

1.26-27 1.26-27 1:26-27 1:26-27 
1:28-32 1.28-32 l 28-32 1.28-32 

2·1-16 2:1-11 2.1-11 2·1-4 2 1-11 2 1-5 
2:5-11 

5 
2·6-11 

2:12-16 2:12-16 2:12-16 2·12-16 2:12-16 
2:17-29 2: 17-24 2:17-24 2.17-24 2:17-24 2:17-24 

6 2:25-29 2 25-29 2.25-27 2:25-29 2·25-29 
2:28-29 

3:1-8 3.1-8 3:1-8 3:1-2 3:1-8 3 1-8 
7 3·3-4 

3.5-8 
3·9-20 3:9-20 3:9-18 3:9-18 3:9-18 3:9-18

8 
3:19-20 3:19-20 3:19-20 3:19-20 

9 3·21-26 3:21-26 3·21-26 3·21-26 3:21-26 3·21-26 
3:27-31 3:27-31 3:27-31 3:27-31 3:27-30 3:27-31

IO 
3:31 

4·1-12 4:1-8 4·1-8 4 1-3 4:1-8 4·1-8 
11 4·4-8 

4:9-12 4·9-12 4:9-12 4:9-12 4:9-12 
4:13-25 4.13-25 4:13-15 4:13-15 4·13-15 4:13-15 

12 4:16-25 4·16-17 4:16-25 4·16-25 
4:18-25 

5:1-11 5:1-11 5:1-5 5:1-5 5.1-5 5:1-5 
13 5.6-11 5:6-8 	 5 6-11 5:6-11 

5:9-11 
5.12-14 5:12-21 5:12-14 5 12-14 5:12-14 5 12-14 
5:15-21 5:15-17 5:15-17 5·15-17 5.15-17

14 
5:18-21 5:18-19 5:18-21 5:18-21 

5:20-21 
6:1-11 6·1-11 6:1-4 6 1-4 6.1-7 6:1-4 

6:5-11 6:5-7 6:5-11 
15 6·8-10 6·8-11 

6·11-14 
6.12-14 6:12-23 6:12-14 6:12-14 6.12-14 
6.15-23 6:15-19 6:15-18 6.15-19 6:15-19 

16 6:19-23 
6:20-23 6:20-23 6:20--23 

7:1-6 7:1-6 7:1-3 7:1-3 7:1-3 7:1-3
17 

7:4-6 7:4-6 7 4-6 7:4-6 
7:7-12 7:7-13 7:7-12 7.7-12 7:7-12 7:7-12 

7.13-25 7:13 7:13 7:13 7:13-20 
18 7.14-25 7:14-20 7:14-20 7:14-20 7·14-20 

7:21-25a 7.21-25a 7:21-25 7:21-25 
7:25b 7.25b 

8:1-11 8:1-11 8:1-8 8:1-4 8:1-8 8.1-8 
19 8:5-8 

8:9-11 8:9-11 8.9-11 8:9-11 
20 8:12-17 8: 12-17 	 8:12-17 8.12-17 8·12-17 8:12-17 

8: 18-25 8:18-30 8:18-25 8:18-21 8·18-25 8:18-25 
8:22-25

21 
8.26-30 8:26-27 8:26-27 8:26-27 8·26-30 

8:28-30 8 28-30 8:28-30 
22 8:31-39 8:31-39 8:31-39 8 31-39 8 31-39 8:31-39 
23 9:1-5 9:1-5 	 9:1-5 9·1-5 9.1-5 9.1-5 

9:6-18 9:6-9 9:6-18 9:6-9 9·6-13 9 6-13 
9 10-13 9:10-13 
9 14-29 9:14-18 9·14-18 9·14-18 

24 9: 19-29 	 9.19-26 9.19-21 9· 19-26 9:19-26 
19:22-26 

9.27-29 9.27-28 9.27-29 9 27-29 
9:29 


25 
 9 30-33 9:30-33 	 9·30-33 9:30-33 9:30-33 9 30--33 
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Segments 

26 

UBS4 
10· 1-4 

10·5-13 

NA27 
10:1-13 

NRSV 
10 1-4 

]0·5-13 

NJV 
10:1-4 

10:5-13 

NASB95 
10:1-4 

10.5-13 

ESV 
IO·l-4 

10:5-13 

27 
1014-21 JO: 14-21 JO 14-17 

10· 18-21 

10:14-15 
10:16-21 

10:14-15 
JO 16-17 
10:18-21 

10·14-17 

10·18-21 

28 
JJ·l-10 I l·J-10 J l: 1-6 

11·7-10 
11.1-6 

11 7-10 
11.1-6 
11:7-10 

11:1-6 
J 1·7-10 

29 

11:11-12 
11.13-16 
11.17-24 

]]·]J-24 11:11-12 
11:13-16 
11:17-24 

11 11-12 
11 13-16 
11:17-21 
11:22-24 

11.11-16 

!l ·17-24 

11 11-12 
11·13-16 
11:17-24 

30 
11.25-32 11:25-32 11:25-32 11.25-27 

11:28-32 
11:25-32 11 25-32 

31 11.33-36 11:33-36 11:33-36 11:33-36 11 33-36 11:33-36 
32 12:1-2 12:1-2 12:1-2 12:1-2 12.1-2 12:1-2 
33 12:3-8 12:3-8 12:3-8 12:3-8 12·3-8 12:3-8 

34 
12:9-21 12:9-21 12:9-13 

12:14-21 
12.9-13 
12:14-16 
12.17-21 

12:9-13 
]2·14-21 

12·9-13 
12:14-21 

35 
13:1-7 13:1-7 13:1-7 3:1-5 

3 6-7 
13:1-7 13:1-7 

36 
13:8-10 
13:11-14 

13:8-14 13.8-10 
13:11-14 

13:8-10 
13.11-14 

]3·8-10 
13:11-14 

13:8-10 
13:11-14 

14:1-12 14:1-12 14:1-4 14:1-4 14.1-4 14:1-4 
14 5-6 14:5-8 14:5-9 14:5-9 

37 14:7-9 
14:9-12 

14:10-12 14.10-12 14:10-12 

38 

14·13-23 14:13-23 14:13-23 14:13-18 
14.19-21 

14:22-23 

14.13-23 14:13-19 

14:20-23 

39 
15:1-6 15:1-6 15:1-6 15:1-4 

15:5-6 
15:1-6 15:1-7 

15:7-13 15·7-13 15:7-9 15:7-12 15 7-13 
15:8-13 

40 
15_10 
15_11 

]5·12-13 
15_13 

41 

15:14-21 

15:22-29 

15:14-21 

15:22-29 

15:14-21 

]5·22-29 

15:14-16 
15:17-22 

15:23-29 

15.14-21 

15:22-29 

15.14-21 

15:22-29 

42 15·30-33 15:30-33 15:30-33 15:30-33 15:30-33 ]5·30-33 
43 16:1-2 16:1-2 !fr 1-2 16:1-2 16 1-2 16:1-2 
44 16:3-16 16:3-16 16:3-16 16:3-16 16.3-16 16.3-16 

45 
16:17-20 16:17-20 16:17-20 16:17-19 

16_20a 
16:20b 

16 17-20 16:17-20 

46 

16:21-23 16:21-23 16:21 
16·22 
16-23 

16:21 
16:22 
16.23a 
16:23b 

16·21 
16·22 
16:23 

16:21 
16.22 
16:23 

47 16 25-27 16:25-27 16:25-27 16:25-27 16:25-27 16:25-27 

Figure I. Segmentation ofRomans by various texts and translations 

Although there is strong agreement, Figure 1 also reveals a few locations in Romans 

where the texts and translations disagree over where a segment or unit begins and ends. 
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The first of these concerns the segmentation of 7:7-25. To begin, differences arise over 

how to handle 7:13. NA27 stands alone in keeping verse 13 with verses 7-12 to form a 

single paragraph unit. The NRSV, NIV, and NASB95 all split verse 13 off as its own 

unique paragraph, probably signifying that in some way it could go with either and may 

form its own unit. UBS4 and the ESV place verse 13 with verses 14-25 to form a 

paragraph unit of7:13-20 (ESV) or 7:13-25 (UBS4). Later in chapter 7, the translations 

show more dissimilarity. While the Greek texts each display only one paragraph for the 

last half of chapter 7, the translations split this section up into smaller units. The NASB95 

and ESV agree that 7:14-20 and 7:21-25 form individual units of text. In contrast to 

them, the NRSV and NIV agree that 7 :25 should be split into two parts, so they leave 

7:25b dangling as its own sub-unit between the end of chapter 7 and the beginning of 

chapter 8, possibly as a summation of what precedes it. 4 

The second location where these texts and translations somewhat disagree is 

found in 9:6-29. The UBS4 proposes that this section of text segments at 9:6-9, 10-13, 

and 14-29. In contrast, NA27 and the NRSV break the text at 9:6-18 and 9:19-29, with 

the NRSV adding a further segment beginning at 9:27-29.5 Similar instances of minor 

variation concerning one translation occur in segments 3 7 (NIV), 3 8 (between the NIV 

and ESV), 40 (ESV), and 41 (NIV). Other than these relatively few segments, the texts 

and translations show strong agreement in their segmentation of Romans. 

4 Moo (Romans, 467) speaks of this verse as a summation of the preceding section (7: l 3-25a). This may be 

the reasoning of why the translations set it off as its own unit. 

5 It is difficult to determine which breaks the NIV, NASB95, and ESV agree with since their segmentation 

of 9:6-9. 9: 10-13, and 9: 14-18 could fit in either scheme. 
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Segmentation by Various Authors 

Along with the texts and translations, the various commentators used for this 

comparison show a great deal of agreement over where the breaks in Romans occur.6 

Figure 2 reveals fewer segments than with the texts and translations partly because of the 

inclusion of Cranfield's outline, which in places tends to display larger segments oftext.7 

Allowing for overlap of smaller units, the authors strongly agree concerning segments 1, 

4, 9, 10, 13, 14, 22-27, 31-40, and 43-47. The other segments show varied levels of 

disagreement. 

Segments Schreiner Moo Cranfield Fitzmyer Stuhlmacher Dunn 
l l:l-7 l.l-7 l 1-7 1:1-7 l 1-7 1:1-7 

I 8-15 1:8-15 1:8-16a 1:8-9 1:8-17 1:8-15 

2-3 
1:16-17 1:16-17 

1:10-15 
1:16-17 1:16-17 

1:16b-17 

4 
1:18--23 
1:24-32 

1:18--32 1:18--32 1: 18--32 1:18--32 I: 18--32 

2:1-16 2:1-16 2:1-3:20 2:1-11 2·1-11 2·1-11 
2:12-16 2:12-16 2:12-16 

2:17-29 2:17-29 2:17-24 2:17-29 2:17-24 
5-8 2:25-29 2:25-29 

3:1-8 3.1-8 3:1-9 3:1-8 3:1-8 
3:9-20 3:9-20 3:9-20 3:9-20 

3:10-20 
9 3:21-26 3:21-26 3:21-26 3·21-26 3:21-26 3·21-26 
10 3.27-31 3·27-31 3:27-31 3:27-31 3 27-31 3:27-31 

4:1-8 4·1-8 4:1-25 4:1-8 4·1-25 4:1-25 
4:9-16 4:9-12 4:9-12 

l l-12 4· 13-22 4:13-22 
4·17-22 
4.23-25 4:23:-25 4:23.-25 

13 
5·1-5 

5:6-11 
5:1-11 5:1-11 5·1-11 5·1-11 5·1-11 

5:12-14 5:12-21 5:12-21 5:12-21 5 12-21 5:12-21 
14 5:15-19 

5·20-21 
6:1-14 6:1-14 6.1-14 6:1-11 6:1-14 6·1-11 

15-16 6: 12-23 6· 12-23 
6-15-23 6:15-23 6:15-23 6:15-23 

17 7:1-6 7:1-6 7:1-6 7-1-6 7-1-6 7.1-6 
7.7-25 7:7-12 7:7-25 7.7-13 7·7-12 7:7-25 

18 
7:13-25 

7:14-25 
7: 13-25a 

7:25b-8.I 
8.1-17 81-13 8:1-11 8:1-13 8·1-11 

19-21 8 2-11 
8:12-16 8:12-17 8 12-17 

6 Schreiner, Romans. 23-27; Moo, Romans, 32-35: Cranfield. Romans, 28-29; Fitzmyer, Romans, viii-xii: 

Stuhlmacher, Romans, 14-16; Dunn, Romans, viii-xi. 

7 Cranfield. Romans, 28-29. For instance, Cranfield's outline displays the following larger segments: 2: 1
3:20: 4:1-25: 7:7-25: 9:30-10:21; 11:1-32; 14:1-15:13; and 15:14-16:27. 
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Segments Schreiner 

8.18-25 

8:26-27 
8 28--30 

Moo 
8 14-17 

8· 18--30 

Cranfield 

8:17-30 

Fitzmyer 
8:14-17 

8:18-23 
8·24-25 
8:26-27 
8.28--30 

Stuhlmacher 

8:18-30 

Dunn 

8.18--30 

22 8.31-39 8:31-39 8·31-39 8:31-39 8·31-39 8·31-39 
23 9·1-5 9:1-5 9:1-5 9:1-5 9:1-5 9·1-5 

24 

9·6-13 
9:14-18 
9:19-23 
9:24-29 

9·6-13 
9:14-23 

9.24-29 

9:6-29 9:6-13 
9:14-23 

9:24-29 

9:6-13 
9·14-29 

9:6-13 
9 14-23 

9·24-29 

25-27 

9:30-10 13 

10 14-21 

9:30-33 
10.J-4 
10:5-13 

IO 14-21 

9:30-10 21 9:30-33 
IO:J-4 
I 0:5--13 

10.14-21 

9.30-33 
JO:J-J3 

10:14-21 

9:30-33 
10 1-4 

10:5--13 
10:14-21 

28-30 

11: 1--6 
11.7-10 

11 ll-16 

11: 17-22 

11:23-27 
l J·28--32 

11:1-10 

JJ·II-15 
11:16-24 

l I ·25-32 

11:1-32 11:1-10 

11:11-24 

11:25-32 

11:1-10 

11:11-24 

11.25-32 

I 1·1-10 

11:11-24 

11 25-32 

31 I J·33-36 l I ·33-36 11 :33-36 I 1·33-36 11:33-36 1 I ·33-36 
32 12 1-2 12·1-2 12:1-2 12:1-2 12:1-2 12.1-2 
33 12.3-8 12.3-8 12:3--8 12:3-8 12:3--8 12:3-8 

34 
12.9-16 
12·17-21 

12 9-21 12:9-21 12.9-21 12:9-21 12 9-21 

35 13·1-7 13:1-7 13:1-7 13:1-7 13.1-7 13:1-7 
36a 13:8--10 13 8--10 13:8--10 13:8--10 13:8--10 13:8--10 
36b 13:11-14 13:11-14 13:11-14 13:11-14 13:11-14 13:11-14 

37-40 

14:1-12 
14: 13-23 

15: 1--6 
15.7-13 

14 1-12 
14.13-23 

15: 1--6 
15·7-13 

14:1-15·13 14:1-12 
14:13-23 

15:1--6 
15:7-13 

14:1-12 
14:13-23 

15·1--6 
15:7-13 

14:1-12 
14:13-23 
15:1-6 
15:7-13 

15.14-21 15.14-21 15:14-16:27 15:14-24 15•14-21 15:14-21 
15·22-29 15:22-29 15:22-24 15·22-33 

15:25-29 15:25-33 
15·30-33 15:30-33 15:30-33 

41-47 16· l-2 16:1-2 16:1-2 16.1-2 16:1-2 
16:3-16 16·3-16 16:3-16 16-3-16 16:3-16 

16 17-20 16:17-20 16:17-20 16:17-20 16:17-20 
16-21-23 16·21-23 16.21-23 16:21-23 16.21-23 
16·25-27 16:25-27 16:25-27 16.25-27 16:25-27 

Figure 2. Segmentation ofRomans by various authors 

The strongest disagreements occur within segments 18, 19-21, and 41-42. As 

with the texts and translations, the commentators vary concerning their handling of 7:7

25. While Cranfield and Dunn leave this as one large segment, Schreiner, Moo, and 

Stuhlmacher agree that 7:7-12 and 7:13-25 belong together, while Fitzmyer keeps verse 
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13 with what precedes, with the result that he splits the text into 7:7-13 and 7:14-25.8 

While Stuhlmacher agrees with Moo and Schreiner concerning the split between 7: 12 and 

13, he differs from the rest by breaking verse 25b off from chapter 7 and placing it with 

8: 1.9 Segments 19-21 reveal disagreement over the handling of the beginning of chapter 

8. Schreiner, Cranfield, Stuhlmacher, and Dunn all agree that a break exists between 8:11 

and 8:12, while Moo and Fitzmyer break the text between 8:13 and 8:14.io Later within 

the chapter, Cranfield places a break between verses 16 and 17, while the rest break the 

text between verses 17 and 18. In segments 41 and 42, Schreiner and Moo split the text 

into the same segments of 15:14-21, 15:22-29, and 15:30-33. 11 Fitzmyer splits the first 

two segments between verses 24 and 25, while Stuhlmacher agrees with both and splits 

the text between verses 21 and 22 and verses 24 and 25. Unlike Schreiner, Moo, and 

Fitzmyer, Stuhlmacher does not split the text between 29 and 30. Other minor variations 

occur in segments 2-3 (Cranfield), 5-8 (Fitzmyer), 15-16 (Fitzmyer and Dunn), and 28

30 (Schreiner), as an author differs from the rest in his segmentation of the text. While 

disagreements occur among the various translations and authors concerning certain 

segments, they still reveal broad agreement regarding the overall structure of Romans. 

8 Part of the rationale for this segmentation by Fitzmyer (Romans, 463 and 473) is the presence of aorist 
tense forms in verses 7-13 and the present tense forms in 15-25. Moo (Romans, 451-52) recognizes the 
"bridging" nature of v. 13 but keeps it with what follows because it asks a question, which parallels the 
situation in 7:7 to begin that section. 
9 Stuhlmacher (Romans, 113-14) explains that 7:7-24 contains Paul's lament, while 7:25a reflects his 
thanksgiving in contrast to this lament. 7:25b is the first summarizing maxim and 8:1, the second. 8:2-11 
develops both of them further. 
wMoo (Romans. 472) argues that 8: 12-13 belong with vv. 1-11 since they contain the application and 
exhortation for these verses. as well as continue the theme of "life" introduced in the earlier verses. 
Schreiner (Romans, 418-19) points out that 8: 12-13 does not constitute an explicit exhortation (indicative 
in form), but rather they begin a section that represents an inference (marked by apa ouv) drawn from 
8:5-11. 
11 Moo (Romans. 885-86) maintains that 15: 14-21 pertain to Paul's past travel plans, 15:22-29 to his future 
travel plans, and 15:30-33 to his request for prayer concerning his visit to Jerusalem. According to Moo, 
these thematic reasons are further distinguished by the use of address (Ub£Acpoi) in vv. 14 and 30, as well 
as the transitional conjunction ouv in v. 22. 

http:15:30-33.11
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Verbal Analysis of Romans 

Analysis ofPrimary Clauses 

As with the other letters in the Pauline corpus, Romans begins with a prescript, 

which contains the identity of the sender12 and recipients, and a salutation. Also in 

agreement with the other letters, this prescript does not contain any primary clause verbs. 

While some of the prescripts in the Pauline corpus are long, Romans is the longest, 

especially due to its lengthy excursus on the sender Paul as the slave of Jesus Christ. 13 

The prescript identifies the recipients as "all the beloved by God in Rome" (v. 7a), and 

also provides a lengthy xapt~ statement (v. 7b). 

The next section of the letter is marked by a lengthy thanksgiving statement, 

which is introduced in 1 :8 with the occurrence of the first primary clause verb. 14 The 

thanksgiving section begins with the typical first person singular present indicative 

euxapta"t"&, but unlike the majority of other letters in the Pauline corpus, it also contains 

other primary clause verbs (in vv. 9, 11, 13, 14). The majority of these verbs are first 

person singular present indicatives, which provides cohesion to this section. While I: 16

17 plays an important role as theme to Romans, 15 it does not really stand on its own 

(introduced by yap), but could go with either what precedes it, since it begins with a first 

person singular present indicative E7tatoxuvoµat, or what follows it, since 1: l 8ff. are 

12 Schnider and Stenger (Studien, 7) point out that of the seven typically accepted Pauline letters, Romans 

stands alone as the only one that does not include co-senders. In their opinion, the reason that Paul seems to 

not mention others as co-senders is that a primary concern of the letter is to establish a personal relationship 

with the Roman church, since he did not establish it. He, however. mentions his fellow workers in the 

closing greeting. Klauck (Ancient Letters, 301) suggests that his associates were unknown to the recipients, 

and thus remain unmentioned. Of the letters within the whole Pauline corpus, only Ephesians and the 

Pastoral Epistles lack co-senders. 

13 See Moo. Romans, 40-54; also Klauck. Ancient Letters, 301-02. 

14 For a detailed analysis of this section, see O'Brien, Introductory Thanksgivings. 197-230. 

15 Moo. Romans. 6-+: Schreiner, Romans, 29. 
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connected to it by yap and shift to third person verb forms. 16 It may be best to treat 1: 16

17 as a bridge section that is not differentiable from its surroundings but stands at a point 

where the letter shifts from its opening into its body .17 At this stage in the analysis, the 

verb patterns do not seem to mark a significant shift within 1:8-17. 

Starting in 1: 18, a discernible shift occurs in verb forms as third person forms 

(mainly singular) control the primary clauses. 18 These third person singular forms begin 

in 1: 18 with anoKaAU1t'tct<Xt, which announces that the wrath of God is being revealed 

against the ungodliness and unrighteousness of humanity, and continue with the triple use 

of napebroKEV ( 1 :24, 26, and 28) to form a pattern in which God gives them over to 

behaviors that spiral downward into further sin. 19 The mood throughout remains the 

indicative. Aspect factors into the chaining of the verbs as the primary clause verbs other 

than cX7tOK<XAU7t'tE't<Xt are perfective aspect (aorist tense forms). 

The third person forms give way to second person singular forms beginning in 

2: 1. Being introduced by the conjunction bto, second person singular forms control the 

16 This contrasts with all of the translations analyzed in the previous section, which contain paragraphs 
consisting of 1 :8-15, 1: 16--17, and I: 18-23 (NA27 displays 18-32 as a single paragraph), with the 
exception of the NIV which further breaks I:8-15 into paragraphs consisting of I:8-10, I: 11-13, and 1: 14-
15. While recognizing that 1:16--17 belongs to the proem of the letter (1:8-15), Moo (Romans,63-64) still 
breaks it into its own unique section as it serves as the theme of the letter and transitions into the letter 
body. Similarly, Schreiner (Romans, 58-59) treats 1:16--17 as a unique section in his discussion, but states 
that these verses are "connected vitally" with v. 15. See also Fitzmyer, Romans, 253; Dunn, Romans 1-8, 
37-38. 
17 As O'Brien (Introductory Thanksgivings, 200-02) notes, there really is nothing in 1 :8-17 that marks the 
typical shift out of the thanksgiving section into the letter body. Further, he maintains that vv. 8-17 focus 
on Paul's apostolic ministry. These two factors force him to conclude that the thanksgiving section of 
Romans at least extends down to 1:15 and possibly to 1:17 as verses 16 ad 17 serve as "a bridge passage 
leading from Paul's entire preoccupation with preaching the gospel to an exposition of that gospel." 
18 Many of the texts and translations analyzed within the previous section break 1: 18-32 into smaller 
paragraphs, with the exception of the NA27. In contrast, the commentators, except for Schreiner, keep 
1: 18-32 together within their discussions. Schreiner (Romans, 83) argues for two subsections consisting of 
I: 18-23 and l :24-32. Moo (Romans. 93-94) actually argues that vv. 18-32 can be broken into three 
smaller sections, which he marks as paragraphs consisting of I: 18-20, I :21-31, and I :32. Dunn (Romans 
1-8. 52) splits l: 18-32 into two paragraphs, vv. 18-25 and 26--32. 
19 Schreiner (Romans. 83) and Dunn (Romans 1-8, 53) maintain that the threefold usage of n:ap£8wJC£V 
serves as the key indicator that l :24--32 hold together as a unit. 
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primary clauses in 2: 1-11 20 and 2: 17-2321 (headed by the combination()£ cru in 2: 17). 

Again, every primary clause verb form throughout the entire section is in the indicative 

mood. The section can be further segmented by noting the shifts that take place in person 

and number on the verbs in combination with the second person indicative verbs. These 

internal shifts are both headed by the conjunction yap in 2:12-1622 and 2:24-29. The 

three primary clause verbs in 2:12-16 are all third person plural, the first two being future 

tense form and the last a present tense verb form. The primary clause verbs in 2:24-29 

are all third person singular forms. The presence of the second person singular verb forms 

in 2: 1-11 and 2: 17-23, which are in turn further supported by sections introduced by the 

conjunction yap, vv. 12-16, and 24(25)-29, seem to indicate from the verb pattern that 

the whole of chapter 2 can be kept together as a single segment of text, divided into 

smaller sub-units of2:1-16 and 2:17-29. 

While not apparent initially, 3:1 displays a shift from 2:1-29 in relation to the 

verb pattern. This is marked by a series of questions (vv. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8) that are 

headed in 3: 1 by the phrase 'tt ouv, which will appear at a number of sections breaks 

:o Dunn (Romam 1-8, 77-78) recognizes 2: 1-11 as a single coherent segment. Moo (Romans, 127) and 
Schreiner, Romans, 105 and 111) further divide 2: 1-11 into subsections consisting of 2: 1-5 and 2:6-11. 
While breaking 2:6-1 I into its own unit, Schreiner (111) maintains that v. 6 actually serves as the grounds 
for v. 5 (marked by oc;), vv. 7-10 form a chiasm to further enunciate the principle contained in v. 6, and v. 
11 serves as the grounds for the whole of vv. 6-10. Thus, the whole of vv. 6-1 I connect back to v. 5 
through the relative pronoun oc; and would seem to lend credence to seeing 2: 1-11 as its own subsection. 
21 The commentators indicate paragraphs consisting of 2: 17-24 and 2:25-29. See Dunn, Romans 1-8, 108 
and I 18; Moo. Romans, 157; Schreiner, Romans. 128 and 136; Fitzmyer, Romans, 314 and 319; and Lee, 
Paul's Gospel, 167 and 177. The verbal analysis presented here does not indicate this break due to the third 
person singular found within 2:24 and its continuance throughout the rest of chapter 2. 
:: Schreiner (Romans, 116-17) argues that the yap introducing the opening clause of v. 12 seems to be 
providing an illustration or explanation of God's impartiality, introduced in v. 1 I. This would seem to 
indicate that 2: 1-16 form a larger unit of text. See also Moo, Romans, 144. Lee (Paul's Gospel, 155) argues 
for a significant shift at 2: 12 due to primarily the topic of voµoc; which is introduced in 2: 12. This is similar 
to Bassler (Divine lmpartialitv. 124-128). who, along with Lee, argues for a distinct unit extending from 
l: 16 (Bassler) or I: 18 (Lee) through 2: l I. Fitzmyer (Romans, 298) disagrees with keeping these units 
together. based primarily on the shift in person from third person plural to second person singular at 2: I. 
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from this point on in Romans.23 The shift is further marked by the appearance of the 

optative mood in the expression, µ'fi yc'.vot-ro, another set phrase that will appear 

throughout sections of Romans in response to Paul's own questions.24 An imperative 

mood verb occurs in 3 :4, but it stands out as an anomaly since it is not directed at the 

audience, but rather towards God (third person singular form with God as subject).25 This 

section further separates itself from 2:1-29 as the first person singular verb form appears 

again in 3 :5 and 3 :7, while it was absent in the whole of chapter 2.26 The series of 

questions binds the entire unit together through v. 8.27 

As with the previous segment, 3 :9 begins with the phrase 'ti ouv and possesses a 

shift in verb pattem.28 Three first person plural indicative verb forms, npoc:xoµc:Sa 

(present) in 3:9, nponnacraµc:Sa (aorist) also in 3:9, and 01'.0aµc:v (perfect) in 3:19, 

govern the primary clauses. In between these last two primary clause verbs, a lengthy 

series of Old Testament quotations is strung together to prove Paul's point that all are 

23 Moo (Romans, 180-81) briefly discusses the use of 1{ ouv to further Paul's argument in Romans. 

14 For a brief discussion that introduces the use of µi] y£voi10 in the diatribe of Paul, see Malherbe, "MH 

rENOITO," 231-40. 

25 Rather than serving as a command, both Moo (Romans, 185-86) and Schreiner (Romans, 151) take this 

command (yiv£cr0ro) to be expressing a confessional truth about God, rather than a command for God to 

become something. 

16 Lee (Paul's Gospel, 195) recognizes the shift from second person reference in 2: 17-29 to first and third 

person forms as indicators of 3: 1-8 as a distinct segment. 

27 A number of the commentators treat 3: 1-8 as a distinct unit. See Dunn, Romans 1-8. 128; Moo, Romans, 

177; Schreiner, Romans, 146; and Lee, Paul's Gospel, 187. Lee (197) argues that the dialogue that takes 

place within the questions and responses of this section provide cohesion within it. Moo (177) actually 

splits this section into two smaller paragraph units, vv. 1--4 and 5-8, within his translation of the text. 

Fitzmyer (Romans, 324-25) carries the unit beyond v. 8 through v. 9 by stating that v. 9 is a reformulation 

of his basic thesis for the entire section (this seems to extend back to 1: 18). 

28 Contra Fitzmyer, Romans, 326. He believes that rather than marking a new section, 1{ ouv here forms an 

inclusion with 3:1. It seems better to see 1i ouv as marking a new section, as it does in 3:1, 6:1,6:15, 7:7, 

7: 13, 8:31, 9: 14, and 9:30. 
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sinners. These first person plural indicatives along with the lengthy string of Old 

Testament quotations tie 3:9-20 together as a segment.29 

In contrast to the depressing situation of no one being able to be justified by the 

works of the Law (3 :9-20), in 3 :21 Paul announces that the righteousness of God has 

been revealed (neqmviponat). This contrast is marked by the phrase vuvi 8£,30 and 

signals another shift away from the first person plurals back to third person verbs. While 

these verbs have different subjects, they still display a shift away from the first person 

plural that controlled the previous section and continue through v. 26.31 

In 3:27, Paul begins a series of questions, as marked by the reemergence of first 

person plural verb forms in contrast to the third person forms found in 3 :21-26. 

Beginning with the conjunction ouv, first person plural forms are found in 3 :27, 28, 31, 

and 4: 1. The last first person plural occurrence, epouµev in 4: 1, makes the terminus of 

this unit difficult to locate, since this verse is unanimously recognized as starting a new 

section by the texts, translations, and authors analyzed earlier (see Tables 1 and 2).32 

While ouv introduces the section in 3:27, it also begins primary clauses in 3:31and4:1. 

Possibly the greatest difficulty from what we have seen so far in Romans (and will see 

later) concerns 3:31 with the combination of ouv plus the question connected with the 

29 Dunn,Romans 1-8, 144; Moo, Romans, 197-198; Schreiner, Romans, 161; Lee, Paul's Gospel, 198
200. Due to his inclusion of 3:9 with the preceding segment, Fitzmyer (Romans, 333) maintains that the 

segment consists of 3: 10-20. 

30 Dunn (Romans 1-8, 164) recognizes vuv{ 0£ as an emphatic expression clearly marking a transition 

from the preceding section. 

31 Dunn, Romans 1-8, 163; Moo, Romans, 218-19; Schreiner, Romans, 178-79: Lee, Paul's Gospel, 216; 

Fitzmyer, Romans, 341. 

32 Lending further support for 4: 1 starting a new section is the opening phrase 'tt ouv, which starts a 

number of segments within Romans. including ones already discussed in 3: I and 9. Each of the 

commentators mentioned sees 3:27-31 as a distinct segment of text. See Dunn, Romans 1-8, 183-84; Moo. 

Romans, 245; Schreiner, Romans, 200; Fitzmyer. Romans. 358-59; Lee. Paul's Gospel, 231-32. 
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verb Ka'tapyouµcv and answered by the optative expression µl) yivat'to.33 This 

combination of factors normally stands at the beginning of a section, rather than the end 

of one.34 As with 1: 16-1 7, it may be best to see this section, beginning with 3 :27, as a 

fluid transitional section from the expression ofjustification in 3 :21-26 into the prime 

Old Testament example of such justification, Abraham (chapter 4). 35 

Wherever the next section begins, whether 3 :31 or 4: 1, it is strongly marked by 

the overwhelming number of third person singular verb forms within the primary clauses 

continuing down to 4:25. This chain is only interrupted once by the first person plural 

A.eyoµcv in 4:9. The section contains only indicative verb forms within its primary 

clauses. While some may want to further segment this section, there really are no strong 

indicators of breaks in relation to the verb pattern or conjunctions that begin the primary 

clauses.36 The only exception is the 8to in v. 22, which in this case does not seem to be 

indicating a new section as much as bringing this section as a whole to a close.37 

33 The only text or commentator analyzed in the previous section concerning the consensus outline that 

indicated a break at 3:31 is the NASB95, which indicates distinct paragraphs consisting of 3:27-30, 3:31, 

and 4:1-8. 

34 Malherbe ("MH fENOITO," 232) makes the point that in many cases (Rom 3:4, 6; 6:2, 15; 7:7, 13; 

11: 1, 11; 1 Cor 6: 15) Paul uses the expression µ~ yevot'to to introduce a new stage in his argument by 
emphatically denying false conclusions that might have been drawn from his teaching and then setting out 
the correct understanding. According to Malherbe, this contrasts with the use of the expression by 
Epictitus, who normally uses the expression at the end of a section or argument. Of interest here in 3:31, 
Malherbe states that this is the only place in the Pauline literature that uses the expression at the end of a 
section to strengthen or affirm the argument being made. 
35 While still maintaining that 3:27-31 stand as its own segment distinct from chapter 4, Moo (Romans, 
244--45) highlights the close relationship between these two sections of text as indicated by the parallel 
vocabulary found in each segment. See also Dunn, Romans 1-8. 190; Lee, Paul's Gospel, 248. 
36 While commentators indicate other shifts within chapter 4, disagreement persists over where segment 
breaks occur. Moo (Romans, 255-256) suggests paragraphs consisting of vv. 1-8, 9-12, 13-22, and 23-25. 
Schreiner (Romans, 210) recognizes paragraphs at vv. 1-8, 9-16, 17-22. and 23-25. Fitzmyer (Romans, 
382-83) and Lee (Paul's Gospel, 240-70) simplify Moo's position by displaying paragraphs consisting of 
vv. 1-8, 9-12, and 13-25. 
37 Moo (Romans, 286) points out that 810 concludes the previous paragraph (for him vv. 13-22) but with its 
allusion again to Gen 15:6, introduced back in v. 3, it could quite possibly being bringing the entire chapter 
to its conclusion. 
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A marked shift, however, takes place in the verb pattern at 5:1. Again, this shift 

occurs in the category of person, as the third person forms ~ive way to the first person 

plural. The first person plurals also bind this section together as they stand at both the 

beginning (exoµEv in v. 1, KauxroµESa in v. 2, and KauxroµESa again in v. 3) and end 

of the section ( crroSTJcrOµESa twice in vv. 9-10).38 Sandwiched between these verbs, 

which express the great benefits of having been justified, are a series of third person 

singular primary clause verbs, which describe God's love through Christ's sacrifice (5:6

8). This section of 5:1-11 is introduced in v. 1 by the conjunction ouv.39 

This pattern of first person plurals gives way again to third person verb forms in 

5:12. 40 These third person verb forms control the primary clauses through 5:21.41 Similar 

to just about every section preceding this one, the primary clause verbs are solely in the 

indicative mood. Four of the eight primary clause verbs occurring in 5:12-21 are in the 

perfective aspect, a shift away from the imperfective aspect characterizing the primary 

clause verbs of the previous section. 

Introduced again by the phrase ti ouv, first person plural future indicative verbs, 

epoi>µEV and SltO'OµEV in 6: 1, shift the control of the primary clauses away from third 

38 Lee (Paul's Gospel, 288) similarly indicates that vv. 1-3 and 9-11 contain parallels that bind this 
segment of text together as a whole. Yet, he focuses on the lexical parallels rather than the similar verb 
forms found within these verses. 
39 Fitzmyer (Romans, 393-94) and Lee (Paul's Gospel, 274-76) maintain that 5: 1-11 signals a single 
coherent segment. Moo (Romans, 295-97) breaks this larger "paragraph" into smaller paragraphs 
consisting of vv. 1-4, 5-8, and 9-11. Schreiner (Romans, 253 and 259) breaks the segment into two 
paragraphs, vv. 1-5 and 6-11 . 
40 Similarly, Lee (Paul's Gospel, 304) recognizes the shift from first person plural to third person singular 
forms as indicating a shift to a new unit at 5: 12. Fitzmyer (Romans, 410) also notes the significance of the 
shift away from first person plural forms in 5: 12-21, as opposed to their presence in 5: 1-11 and 6: 1-8. 
41 Moo (Romans, 314- I6) argues that the section of 5: 12-21 can be further dissected into four smaller 
paragraphs consisting of vv. 12-14, 15-17, 18-19, and 20-21. Schreiner (Romans, 268) breaks the text into 
three sections: vv. 12-14, 15-19, and 20-21. Fitzmyer (Romans, 405) and Lee (Paul's Gospel, 291-307) 
discuss the entirety of 5: 12-21 as a single segment. 
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person forms which characterize 5:12-21.42 As has been the case in previous sections, 

these verbs ask rhetorical questions, the first of which Paul responds to with the optative, 

µ~ y£vovro. The verbs that follow fluctuate between different person and aspectual 

categories, but eventually lead into the first set of imperatives, addressed to the readers, 

found in Romans. The four imperatives found in 6: 11-13 and the one found in 6: 19 are 

the only imperatives that occur before chapter 11. The unit seems to end with 6: 14, as 

another question introduced by 'tt ouv begins v. 15, marking a new unit.43 

While another imperative is found in 6: 19 (n:apEcrt'tjcHX.'tE), the raising of a 

question by the expression ti ouv and the optative responseµ~ y£voito seems to 

indicate a break between 6:14 and 6:15. The primary clause verbs following 6:15 consist 

of second person plural forms, which control the primary clauses through 6:23.44 

Third person singular verb forms come back into focus starting in 7:1 as they 

appear within five primary clauses, extending down to 7:6.45 The other noted shift in this 

section is the move away from imperative mood verbs back to strictly indicatives. The 

segment begins in 7: 1 with the nominative of address, UOEAq>Ot, which introduces 

42 Lee (Paul's Gospel, 322) remarks that the shift away from third person singular to first and second 
person plural verb forms found in 6:1-14 indicates a distinct break from 5:12-21. 
43 Schreiner, Romans, 302--03; Lee, Paul's Gospel, 310-25. Moo (Romans, 353-55) supports 6: 1-14 as a 
distinct unit but breaks it in smaller paragraphs (vv. 1-5, 6-11, and 12-14). Fitzmyer (Romans, 431-32) 
maintains that the segment actually ends earlier by indicating the section as 6: 1-11. A significant reason for 
this break after v. I I stems from the shift to indicatives in vv. I-I I from imperatives in vv. 12-23 (432). 
Yet, this neglects the presence of the imperative A.oyil;co0£ already in v. 11, as well as misses the 
significance of rhetorical questions asked in vv. 1 and 15 as indicators of new segments. 
44 Schreiner, Romans, 329-30. Moo (Romans, 396-97) breaks this larger section into three smaller 
paragraphs, vv. 15-19a, 19b,and 20-23, based on the presence of the imperative in 19b.As a result of his 
choice to split the text after 6: I I, Fitzmyer (Romans, 443--44) maintains that the section consists of 6: 12
23. Lee (Paul's Gospel. 325-46) argues for a larger segment consisting of 6: 15-7:6, based on semantic and 
logical connections within it. 
45 Schreiner, Romans, 345-46; Fitzmyer, Romans, 454; Moo (Romans, 410) further segments this segment 
into paragraphs consisting of vv. 1-4 and 5-6. Lee (Paul's Gospel, 325-46) seems to discuss 7: 1-6 at times 
as a distinct sub-unit, but he formally keeps it within the larger unit of 6: 15-7:6. 
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another question governed by the primary clause second person plural present indicative 

A shift takes place in 7 :7 as marked by the use of another question expressed by 

the first person plural use of £pouµev and the phrase 'tt ouv. The optative µl} y£vot't'O 

is found again in response to this question Paul raises. Other than this optative, first and 

third person indicatives represent the primary clause verbs from 7:7 through 7:12.46 

Further, no particular verbal aspect is exclusively found throughout this section, but the 

majority of the verbs are perfective (aorist tense forms). 

Although the perfective aspect continues into the two verbs in 7: 13, this verse 

seems to initiate a new section, as 7: 13 again introduces a question headed by the 

conjunction ouv and answered with the optative expression µl} y£vot'to.47 While 7:7-13 

consists of a mix of third person singular and first person verb forms, 7: 14 initiates a 

chain of almost exclusively first person singular verbs, which continues to 7:25. All these 

first person singular verbs are present indicatives and serve to help bind this section 

together.48 

The first person singular present tense verbs end at 7:25, and a new section begins 

in 8: 1, as third person singular and plural verb forms, starting with the aorist 

46 Moo, Romans, 431-32; Schreiner, Romans, 357-58; Lee, Paul's Gospel, 346--61. Fitzmyer (Romans, 
462-63) ends this segment after v. 13 rather than v. 12 based primarily on 7-13 being in the past tense 
(aorist verbs) and 7:14-25 being in the present tense. 
47 Lee (Paul's Gospel, 358-59) adds to this a further proof found in the clause ot8aµ£v yap on in v. 14, 
which "denotes Paul's reliance on the shared knowledge for unfolding his argument" as in previous 
segments such as 6:3, 15, and 7: I. Yet, this further seems to argue against Lee's decision to keep 7: 1-6 
with 6: 15-23, rather than making it a distinct sub-unit. 
48 Moo, Romans, 441-42; Schreiner, Romans, 371-72; Lee, Paul's Gospel, 361-78. Based on his decision 
to keep v. 13 with the previous segment, Fitzmyer (Romans, 472) starts this segment with v. 14. The 
continuous chain of first person singular present verbs, which ends with 7:25b argues against 
Stuhlmacher's view that 7:25b and 8: I should be linked together to form their own segment of text. 
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TJAcu8£prom£v in v. 2, control the primary clauses through v. 11.49 The section begins 

with the combination conjunction-adverb &.pa vuv, and the third person forms control 

the primary clauses, with the exception of one second person plural form, Ecr'tE, found in 

v. 9. 

Beginning in 8: 12, the verb pattern changes again as second person plural forms 

play a predominant role over the next stretch of text. These second person plural forms 

combine with third person forms (plural in v. 14 and singular in v. 16), and these second 

and third person forms control the primary clauses through 8: 17.50 This section of text 

begins with the combination of apa and this time ouv along with the nominative of 

direct address, acScA.<poi. 51 

The second person plurals give way to a consistent interplay of first person plural 

and third person singular forms starting in 8:18. While this section does not begin with as 

strong an indication that it is a new section (the conjunction is simply yap and no 

question appears), the shift to the first person singular A.oyisoµat in 8: 18, followed by 

the consistent interplay of first person plural and third person singular indicative verb 

49 Dunn (Romans 1-8, 413-14) maintains that 8: 1-11 serves as a distinct segment of text. Schreiner 
(Romans, 395) recognizes a larger section of text consisting of 8: 1-17, dividing this section into smaller 
paragraphs consisting of 8: 1-4, 5-11, and 12-17. He maintains that the major break within this larger 
section, though, occurs between 5: 11 and 12. Moo (Romans, 470-71) displays similar paragraph breaks to 
Schreiner but maintains that the major break in the text occurs between 5:13 and 14. Fitzmyer (Romans, 
479) agrees with Moo by displaying one large paragraph unit consisting of 8: 1-13. Lee (Paul's Gospel, 
384-402) discusses the whole of 8:1-17 as a sub-unit. 
50 Dunn (Romans 1-8, 446-47) and Schreiner (Romans, 418-19) both see 8: 12-17 as a distinct segment. 
Dunn (447) recognizes the significance of the second person verb forms in l 3-l 5a as indicators of 
cohesion within this section, but further adds the presence of first person forms as well. He fails to 
differentiate the distinction between their presence in secondary clauses in vv. l 5b-l 7. Moo (Romans, --l96
97) and Fitzmyer (Romans, 497) indicate that this section begins in v. 14, rather than 12. 
51 The conjunctions apa ouv serve as a key indicator for this break according to Schreiner (Romans. 395 
and 418), although he believes the inference intended should be drawn from vv. 5-11, rather than the whole 
of 5: 1-11. 
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forms within the primary clauses through 8:30, produces cohesion for this section.52 

While the second person plural plays a prominent role in 8: 12-1 7, it completely 

disappears in 8: 18-30. 

The use of questions, which are expressed through future tense verbs, produces a 

marked shift at 8:31. These questions appear in 8:31-34 (marked by clauses beginning 

with -r{c;, and an occurrence of n&c; in v. 32), the first being introduced by the now 

familiar expression -r{ ouv. These questions are expressed through future tense forms 

(epouµc:v in v. 31, eyKa.A£cret in v. 33, and xropicret in v. 35), and the section concludes 

with primary clauses headed by first person forms in vv. 37-38.53 

While not overtly marked by conjunctions, direct address, or another question, 9: 1 

starts a new segment,54 and this is specifically marked by the consistent use of first 

person singular verb forms within the primary clauses that follow. All three primary 

clause verbs in this section are first person singular indicatives. Further, 9:5 ends this 

small introductory section with the small berakah doxology to God (Christ) at the end of 

9:5, combined with the aµ'flv expression.55 

Beginning in 9:6, a new segment begins as initial verbless primary clauses give 

way to third person singular verb forms. These third person singular verbs introduce 

52 Dunn (Romans 1-8, 464-66) and Moo (Romans, 506-07) both argue for a larger section consisting of 
8: 18-30. Dunn breaks this into two paragraphs, vv. 18-25 and 26-30, while Moo (310) argues for four 

smaller paragraphs, vv. 18, 19-25, 26-27, and 28-30. Schreiner, Romans, 430-68, argues for the larger 

subsection to consist of 8: 18-39, with smaller paragraph units indicated in vv. 18-25, 26-27, 28-30, and 

31-39. Fitzmyer, Romans, 504-28, indicates the following paragraphs: vv. 18-23, 24-25, 26-27. and 28
30. 

53 Dunn (Romans 1-8, 496-97), Moo (Romans, 537), Schreiner (Romans, 456-57), and Fitzmyer (Romans, 

528-29) all agree that 8:31-39 forms a distinct segment. Moo actually divides it further into two smaller 

paragraphs, vv. 31-34 and 35-39. 

54 Dunn (Romans 9-16, 522-23) and Moo (Romans, 555) both indicate that the abrupt transition between 

8:39 and 9: 1 actually signals a significant shift. 

55 Dunn (Romans 9-16, 521-22), Moo (Romans. 555), Schreiner (Romans, 478), and Fitzmyer (Romans, 

539) recognize 9: 1-6 as a distinct segment. In arguing for the connection of 0£6<; with Xptcn6<; in 9:5, 

Moo (Romans, 567) points out that doxologies are normally closely tied to preceding arguments made by 

Paul (Rom 1:25; 11:36; 2 Cor 11:31; Gal 1:5; 2 Tim 4:18). 
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examples from the Old Testament to support the claim that "all Israel is not Israel.'' These 

verb forms continue through 9: 13.56 

A more marked shift occurs in 9: 14 with another occurrence of a question 

introduced by 'tt ouv £po"6µ£v and followed by the answer µ'il y£v0t'tO. This section is 

characterized by the presence of third person singular verbs introducing Old Testament 

quotations with first person singular verbs expressing God's actions. From these Paul 

draws a conclusion concerning God's actions in 9:18, marked by &pa ouv, and 

expresses this through third person singular verbs. 57 

The combination of a question, introduced by ouv, and second person singular 

verb forms introduces another segment of text beginning in 9: 19.58 These second person 

singular verb forms in 9:19-20 separate this section from 9:14-18, which is controlled by 

third person singular forms. The segment also contains a rather lengthy section of 

subordinated material and Old Testament quotations that run from 9:22-29.59 

Another segment begins in 9:30, as the first person plural indicative verb 

£po"6µ£v introduces another question beginning with 'tt ouv. The verbs that follow 

consist of a first person plural in 9:30 and first person singular in 10:2, as well as third 

person singulars in 9:30 and 31 and third person plurals in 10:2 and 3. This section seems 

56 Schreiner (Romans, 491) and Fitzmyer (Romans, 558) both recognize 9:6-13 as a single distinct segment. 

Dunn (Romans 9-16, 538) and Moo (Romans, 570) split the segment into two smaller paragraphs, vv. 6-9 

and 10-13. 

57 Schreiner (Romans, 505) agrees with recognizing 9: 14-18 as a distinct segment. Dunn (Romans 9-16, 

550), Moo (Romans, 588-89), and Fitzmyer (Romans, 564) recognize the larger segment of 9: 14-23, with 

Fitzmyer keeping this larger section as one paragraph, while Moo and Dunn further divide it into two 

paragraphs, vv. 14-18 and 19-23. 

58 Schreiner (Romans, 513) identifies a segment break between vv. 18 and 19. 

59 Dunn (Romans 9-16, 550 and 569-70). Moo (Romans, 609-11), Schreiner (Romans, 525), and Fitzmyer 

(Romans, 571-72) all argue for breaking this segment into two smaller segments: vv. 19-23 and 24-29. 

They do so mainly based on a shift in content rather than a syntactical break. The syntax actually argues 

against such a break as v. 24 begins with a relative clause following the pronoun oui; and contains a series 

of Old Testament quotations that are connected back to this clause. 
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to hold together from 9:30-10:4,60 although one could break it at 10:1 with the direct 

, s;: '\ '61address, au£A«j)Ot. 

A more noticeable shift occurs at 10:5 with the emergence of third person singular 

verb forms governing the primary clause verbs from 10:5-13.62 While the subject 

changes within this section, Paul does not interrupt the flow of the text with further 

questions in the second person or place himself in the discussion with first person 

singular verb forms. Further, the primary clause verbs in this section, other than the ones 

that are found in Old Testament quotations (10:5; 10:11), are third person singular 

present tense indicatives. 

This section ends as the next one begins with another set of questions begun by 

the conjunction ouv in 10: 14. 63 The initial verbs found in this section are third person 

plural aorist subjunctives (E7ttKC:X.AECHOV'tC:X.t, 7ttCT't£UCTffiCHV, aKOUcrrocrtv, KT]pu~rocrtv, 

and un~Koucrav) in 10:14-16a. The rest of the section, through v. 21,64 contains a 

fluctuation between first and third verb forms as various Old Testament quotations and 

questions are integrated into the discussion for further support. 

In 11: 1, another marked occurrence of a question introduced by ouv followed by 

the optative µ'il y£vot't0 begins a new section. 65 It seems to continue down to the 

60 Schreiner (Romans, 534) and Dunn (Romans 9-16) treat 9:30-10:4 as a distinct segment, although Dunn 

further breaks it into smaller paragraphs. 

61 Moo (Romans, 620 and 630) and Fitzmyer (Romans, 576 and 581-82) each treat 9:30--33 and 10: 1-4 as 

distinct segments, and Moo argues for this precisely because of the presence of a5£A.q>oi in 10: 1 (631 ). 

61 Dunn (Romans 1-8, 599), Moo (Romans, 643-44), Schreiner (Romans, 550-51), and Fitzmyer (Romans, 

587) all agree concerning the segmentation of 10:5-13 as representing a single segment. 

63 Moo, Romans, 662. 

64 Dunn (Romans 1-8, 618-19), Moo (Romans, 661), Schreiner (Romans, 564-65), and Fitzmyer (Romans. 

594) are in agreement that IO: 14-21 represents a unique segment. Moo further breaks this segment into two 

smaller paragraphs, vv. 14-15 and 16-21. 

65 Moo (Romans. 671) argues that the repeat of this formula in 11: 11 actually serves to split the whole of 

chapter 11 into two smaller segments. 
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occurrence of the same expression found in 11: 11. In 11: 1-10,66 the verbs fluctuate 

between first, second, and third person forms with a cluster of third person forms found 

in 11 :7, which may form a minor break with another occurrence of 'tt ouv with a 

question.67 

A more substantial break occurs at 11: 11 with the ouv, question, µii yevoi'to 

formula occurring once again. This section of text appears to extend from 11: 11 down to 

11 :24,68 as a number of second person singular verb forms occur, with a few of them 

being imperatives (Ka'taKaux& in 11:18, cppovn and cpo~ou inl 1:20, and toE in 

11 :22). These imperatives are the first such forms since chapter 6, and they seem to 

provide cohesion to this section of text. 

The imperatives give way to indicatives again in 11 :25, as Paul brings to a close 

the discussion of the relation of the Jewish people to God's present plan for salvation. 

The section begins with a nominative of direct address, a8EA.cpoi, and a first person 

singular present indicative disclosing Paul's desire that the readers understand this 

"mystery."69 He concludes his explanation with two third person primary clause verbs in 

66 Dunn (Romans 1-8, 632-33), Moo (Romans, 670), and Fitzmyer (Romans, 602-03), keep 11: 1-10 
together as a distinct segment of text. Dunn further divides it into paragraphs consisting of vv. 1-6 and 7
10, while Moo marks paragraphs consisting of vv. 1-4, 5-6, and 7-10 (670-71) and argues for partitioning 
the passage into three smaller sections, vv. l-2a, 2b--6, and 7-10 (672). 
67 This is Schreiner' s position (Romans, 577 and 585). He indicates two segments consisting of vv. 1-6 and 
7-10. He bases this on the 'tt o\iv in 11 :7 as referring back to the whole of 9:30-11 :6, rather than simply 
11: 1-6 (585). 

68 Dunn (Romans 1-8, 650-51) and Fitzmyer (Romans, 608) keep 11: 11-24 together as a distinct segment. 

Dunn further divides it into smaller paragraphs: vv. 11-12; 13-16; and l 7-24. Moo (Romans, 684-85) 

argues for two segments within this segment, vv. 11-15 and 16-24, while Schreiner (Romans, 592 and 603) 

breaks the text into segments consisting of vv. 11-16 and 17-22, with vv. 23-24 being included with what 

follows. 

69 Schreiner (Romans. 612-13) points out that the disclosure formula OU yap eo.. (J) uµd~ ayvociv, 

cXOEA<j)Ot in 11 :25 makes a significant statement, but fails to recognize its importance as a transitional 

marker used to introduce new sections of text. 
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11 :31, discussing the disobedience (T)rrcie11crav) oflsrael, and 11 :32, discussing God's 

work of imprisoning ( O''UVEKA.etcr EV) for the purpose that he can show mercy. 70 

This section ends with a doxology in 11 :33-36 containing only third person 

singular indicative verbs, which question if anyone can comprehend God (third aorist 

forms and one future). 71 

A major shift occurs at 12:1 with the onset of the imperative verb form. 72 While 

imperatives have surfaced in a few locations already, they occur more readily from here 

through the rest of the letter. This section begins with the conjunction ouv plus the 

nominative of direct address, aDEA<poi, and the first person singular present indicative 

rrapax:aA.ro by which Paul urges these believers to offer their bodies as living sacrifices 

to God (12:1-2). The imperatives pickup from this initial exhortation and control almost 

all the primary clauses throughout the rest of chapter 12.73 These occur as second person 

plural presents in 12:14-19 and give way in the end to second person singular 

imperatives in 12:20-21. With the exception of DO'tE in 12:19, these imperatives are all 

imperfective (present tense forms). While some commentators describe other breaks 

within this section of text, the verb pattern does not seem to support it.74 

Chapter 13 begins with the shift away from second person imperatives with a 

third person singular imperative urro'tacrcr£creco, calling for the readers to submit to the 

70 Dunn (Romans 9-16, 676), Moo (Romans, 710-11), and Fitzmyer (Romans, 618) each argue that these 

verses form a distinct segment of text. Schreiner (Romans, 611 and 624) argues for segments consisting of 

11 :23-27 and 11 :28-32. 

71 Dunn (Romans 9-16, 697), Moo (Romans, 739-40), Schreiner (Romans, 631), and Fitzmyer (Romans, 

634) all agree concerning the recognition of 11 :33-36 as a distinct segment. 

72 Dunn, Romans 9-16, 705; Moo, Romans, 744; Schreiner, Romans, 640; Fitzmyer, Romans, 637. 

73 The exception to this is the first person singular present indicatives found in 12:3 and 5, the first of which 

combines with µii U1tEpq>poveiv to produce a mitigated command. 

74 Dunn (Romans 9-16, 705-06), Moo (Romans. 747), Schreiner (Romans, 641), and Fitzmyer (Romans, 

638). all indicate segments consisting of 12: 1-2, 3-8. and 9-21, with Schreiner adding a further break, 

resulting in two more segments, vv. 9-16 and 17-21. Due to the lack of primary verb clauses in this 

section. the break is missed by the verbal analysis. 
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authorities over them. This third person singular imperative gives way to second person 

singular and second person plural imperatives that continue down through 13:14.75 To 

these are added three first person plural aorist subjunctives in 13:12b-13 that provide 

further exhortations within this section. A number of the indicatives that are found in 

13:1-14 are connected into the discussion by the conjunction yap (vv. 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 

9). 

In 14:1, a second person singular imperative, npocrA.a:µ~avccr0c, provides a 

command to accept the weak in the faith, and this institutes a lengthy section of text 

concerned with this issue of acceptance of brothers and sisters that differ from each other. 

In contrast to the preceding section with its second person imperatives, this section (14: 1

12)76 contains third person singular imperatives (£~o'U0cvci'tro and KptVE'tro in 14:3 and 

nA.11po<popcicrero in 14:5), as well as a large number of indicative forms (29 in all), 

specifically third person singulars. 

The conjunction ouv in 14:13 seems to indicate a shift, as the verbs within the 

primary clauses shift back to a higher percentage of commands. This is evident by the 

imperatives found in 14:13b, 15, 16, 20, 22, and 15:2, as well as the first person plural 

subjunctive exhortations Kpivroµcv in 14:13 and 8tro1Croµcv in 14:19 and the indicative 

mitigated exhortation O<pciA.oµcv ... ~a:cr'tasctv in 15: 1. This section ends with the 

75 Dunn (Romans 9-16, 757-58), Moo (Romans, 790), Schreiner (Romans, 677-81), and Fitzmyer 
(Romans, 661) further divide this text into three distinct segments, vv. 1-7, 8-10, and 11-14. The verbal 
analysis does not find these further breaks, as the primary clause verb forms does not show any significant 
chaining or shifting. Further, these segments are not introduced by any strong indicators (conjunction or 
nominative of address) that a new segment begins. 
76 Dunn (Romans 9-16, 795-96), Schreiner (Romans, 711-12), and Fitzmyer (Romans, 686) suggest that 
14: 1-12 consists of one segment. Moo (Romans, 833-34) also treats 14: 1-12 as a distinct segment of text, 
but further suggests smaller paragraphs. which include vv. 1-3, 4-9, and 10-12. 
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petition by Paul to God on the readers' behalf in the form of a third person singular aorist 

optative (oq}11), which serves as the primary clause verb in 15:5-6.77 

The shift to a second person plural imperative rcpocrA.aµ~avc:crSc: in 15:7 in 

combination with the conjunction Oto78 seems to introduce a new section, which again 

begins with an imperative and ends with a petition to God on behalf of the readers by 

way of a third person singular aorist optative (rcA.11procrat) in 15:13.79 While not as 

strongly evidenced as some of the sections earlier in Romans, 13: 1-15: 13 falls into 

noticeable segments around the shifts in mood and the presence of the optative to mark 

the end of units. 

Beginning in 15:14, a strong shift occurs from what precedes by the presence of 

the indicative and the lack of the imperative that characterizes the primary clauses that 

follow. Following 15:14, first person singular verb forms dominate the primary clauses 

through 15:29, with the exception of a small string of third person plural forms in 15:26

27. While breaks may be made on the basis of certain conjunctions at 15:2280 and 15:28, 

the verb pattern does not seem to validate such segmentation, but rather suggests that 

15:14-29 represents a single segment. 

77 Dunn (Romans 9-16, 815 and 835-36), Moo (Romans, 848-49 and 864-65), Schreiner (Romans, 726-29 
and 745), and Fitzmyer (Romans, 694-95 and 701) all further segment 14: 13-5:6 into two segments 
consisting of 14: 13-23 and 15: 1-6 based on the shift in emphasis to the "strong" in 15: 1-6. While still 
maintaining the shift, Moo (864-65) argues for a strong continuation between 14: 13-23 and 15: 1-6. 
78 Dunn (Romans 1-8. 845), Moo (Romans, 874), and Schreiner (Romans, 753), point out that 8t6 
introduces a segment that brings the discussion of the "weak" and "strong" to a conclusion. 
79 Dunn (Romans 9-16, 844), Moo (Romans. 872-73), Schreiner (Romans, 752-53), and Fitzmyer 
(Romans, 704-05) all recognize 15:7-13 as a distinct segment. 
80 Dunn (Romans 9-16, 869-70), Moo (Romans, 898), and Schreiner (Romans, 773) divide the text 
between vv. 21 and 22 with the appearance of the conjunction 8t6. Fitzmyer (Romans, 709 and 720) 
actually divides the ·text later between vv. 24 and 25. 
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The next significant shift occurs at 15:30 with the only primary clause verb in 

15:30-33,81 the first person singular present indicative napaKaA.&, by which Paul 

exhorts the readers to pray for him. This section's ending is marked by a wish for the God 

of peace to be with the readers in v. 33, which closes with an aµ~v. 

In the last chapter of Romans, a number of segments emerge. 16:1-2 seems to 

form its own unit, more so by the obvious segments which surround it. In 16: 1-2 Paul 

commends (first person singular present active indicative cruvicr1T)µt) Phoebe to the 

Romans.82 

This commendation is ended by the strongly marked command to greet various 

individuals that is introduced in 16:3. 16 of the next 17 primary clause verbs are the 

second person plural aorist imperative acrm:icracrSc. The final verb (acr11:a~ov1ai) in 

the segment, found in 16: 16, announces "greetings" from the churches of Christ back to 

the Roman believers. 83 

Inv. 17, Paul begins a final exhortation section with napaKaA.ro and the 

imperative EKKAtVc'tc to warn the readers about dissenters. This section closes with a 

xaptc; statement at the end of V. 20.84 While this statement normally closes Pauline 

letters, Paul and Tertius (v. 22) still send more greetings in 16:21-23.85 The letter closes 

with a lengthy verb less primary clause doxology in 16 :25-27. 86 

81 Moo (Romans, 907), Schreiner (Romans, 781), and Fitzmyer (Romans, 724), indicate 15:30--33 as a 
distinct segment. While marking it as a smaller paragraph, Dunn (Romans 9-16, 870) keeps vv. 30-33 
together with vv. 22-29. 
82 So Dunn, Romans 9-16, 885; Moo, Romans, 912-13; Schreiner, Romans, 786; Fitzmyer, Romans, 728. 
83 So Dunn, Romans 9-16, 890; Moo, Romans, 916-17; Schreiner, Romans; 789; Fitzmyer, Romans, 733
34. 

84 So Dunn, Romans 9-16, 900-01; Moo, Romans, 927-28; Schreiner. Romans. 800; Fitzmyer, Romans, 

744-45. 

85 So Dunn, Romans 9-16, 908; Moo, Romans. 933; Schreiner. Romans, 807; Fitzmyer, Romans, 747-48. 

Rn So Dunn, Romans 9-16, 912-13; Moo, Romans. 936; Schreiner. Romans, 810: Fitzmyer, Romans. 753. 
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Segmentation ofRomans according to Verbal Patterning 

From the verbal analysis performed in the previous sections, a number of 

observations can be made concerning features related to the primary clause verbs that 

contribute to the segmentation of Romans. First, in relation to the verb itself, the category 

of person contributes either by shifting or chaining together to help establish the various 

segments of Romans. The following represent just some of the more obvious examples of 

sections containing a high concentration of its primary clause verbs having the same 

category of person: 1:8-1:17 (first person singular); 1: 18-32 (third person singular and 

plural); 2: 1-29 (second person singular; with further segmentation due to third person 

plurals and third person singulars); 3:9-20 (first person plurals); 3:21-26 (third person); 

4:1-23 (third person singular); 5:12-21 (third person); 6:15-23 (second person plural); 

7:13-25 (first person singular); 12:1-21 (second person); 14:1-12 (third person singular); 

16:3-16 (second person plural). Many of the shifts that occur in the text correspond with 

shifts from one of these sections to another due to the change in the verbal category of 

person. 

Second, the mood of the verbs also contributes to the segmentation of the text. 

From a macrostructural look at Romans, the shift from indicative to imperative at 12: 1 

signals a major shift in the letter, as Paul moves from a strongly expositional section into 

a more overtly marked exhortational section of the letter. Further, the presence of the 

imperatives earlier in the text (6:11-13, 19; 11:18, 20, and 22) contributes to the 

segmentation of the stretches of text in which they occur. The presence of these 

imperatives earlier in the letter shows that the more expositional section of the letter is 

not purely instructional, but rather these teachings possess application for the living out 
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of these truths by the audience. The shift back to strictly indicative verb forms marks 

15: 14-29 off as a unique unit. While not devoid of imperatives, the higher percentage of 

third person singular indicatives in 14:1-12 also causes this section to stand out in 

relation to the surrounding segments controlled by imperatives. Finally, the lengthy 

section of commands to greet various individuals is clearly delineated based on the 

imperative verbs. While the imperative contributes significantly, as it does in the other 

letters within the Pauline corpus, to the recognition of shifts within the text, the optative 

also plays a significant role in segmenting Romans. Its most obvious contribution, in the 

expression µ'il y£votto, is discussed below. However, apart from this usage, optative 

verbs mark the end of sections 14: 13-5:6 and 5 :7-13. 

Third, verbs displaying the same aspectual choice by the author play a minor role 

in the segmentation of Romans. For instance, Paul uses imperfective aspect throughout 

1: 8-17. This shifts in 1: 18-32 with the preponderance of perfective aspect verbs. 

Perfective aspect verbs play a role in locating segments in 5:12-21, 7:7-12, and 16:3

16a, since these verbs stand out as unique within the surrounding sections dominated by 

imperfective aspectual forms. Finally, the discussion of the "I" in Romans 7: 13-25 

contains a prominent chain of imperfective aspect verbs, especially following 7 :7-12, 

which possesses a high concentration of perfective aspect verbs. 

Fourth, a number of features are found in conjunction with the primary clause 

verbs that contribute to the segmentation of Romans. The most prominent of these is the 

combination of questions, marked by the interrogative pronoun tic;, the conjunction ouv, 

and the optative response µ'il y£vot't0. These combine to mark the beginning of the 

following segments: 3:1-8; 6:1-14; 6:15-23; 7:7-12; 7:13-25; 9:14-29. Further, ti ouv 
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without µT) y£v01:rn stands at the beginning of3:9-20, 8:31-39, and 9:30-10:4. The 

conjunction ouv with µT) y£v0t10 heads sections 11: 1-10 and 11: 11-24. Finally, ouv 

alone, followed by a question, begins 10: 14-21. It also fronts sections without being 

attached to questions at 12:1 and 14:13. 

Other features contributing to the segmentation of Romans include the phrases 

vuvi OE in 3:21-26 and Ota 'tOU'tO in 5:12-21. The direct address, aocA.cpoi, is found at 

the beginning of sections 7:1-6, 11:25-36, 8:12-30, 12:1-21, and 15:14-29.87 The first 

person singular present indicative napaKaAro is found at the shift from indicative to 

imperative in 12:1 and also introduces further exhortational sections at 15:30-33 and 

16: 17-20. The statement, 6 OE 0£0<; 'tll<; cip'tjVT]<; µ£'ta TCUV't(l)V uµ&v, aµ'tjv and a 

similar xapt<; statement ends sections at 15:33 and 16:20. Finally, doxologies are found 

at 11 :33-36 and 16:25-27, which respectively end the doctrinal section of Romans and 

the letter as a whole. 

The verbal analysis of the primary clause verbs suggests a five-part epistolary 

outline for this letter to the Romans: 

I. Letter Opening ( 1 : 1-7) 
II. Thanksgiving (1:8-12, 15, 17) 

III. Letter Body (1: 13, 16, 18-11:36) 
IV. Parenesis (12:1-15:13) 
V. Letter Closing (15:14-16:27) 

From the standpoint of the primary clause verbs, the letter opening distinguishes itself by 

containing no primary clause verbs. The thanksgiving section opens with the formulaic 

verb cuxaptcn&, expressing Paul's thanks to God on behalf of the addressees. The 

closing of this section is rather difficult to ascertain at this stage in the analysis since it 

H? Another would be at 15:30, if a8t:A.qio{ belongs in the text. 
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appears from the primary clause verbs that it could be placed at v. 12, 15, or 17.88 This 

results in the letter body beginning at either v. 13, 16, or 18, but this section distinguishes 

itself with the preponderance of indicative primary clause verbs, which dominate the 

primary clauses until the opening of the parenesis in 12: 1. The letter closing seems to 

begin with the shift away from imperative clause verbs back to indicative that occurs at 

15: 14 as Paul discusses his future travel plans and moves into conventional letter closing 

formulae. 

Taking these features into consideration along with the verbal analysis, the 

following segments can be proposed for Romans: 1 :1-7; 1 :8-17; 1 :18-32; 2:1-29; 3:1-8; 

3:9-20; 3:21-26; 3:27-30; 3:31-4:23; 5:1-11; 5:12-21; 6:1-14; 6:15-23; 7:1-6; 7:7-12; 

7:13-25; 8:1-11; 8:12-17; 8:18-30; 8:31-39; 9:1-13; 9:14-29; 9:30-10:4; 10:5-13; 

10:14-21; 11:1-10; 11:11-24; 11:25-36; 12:1-21; 13:1-14; 14:1-12; 14:13-15:6; 15:7

15:13; 15:14-29; 15:30-33; 16:1-2; 16:3-16; 16:17-20; 16:21-23; 16:25-27. 

Comparison with Other Proposals for Romans 

The verbal analysis of Romans shows strong agreement with the segmentation 

schemes found in the various translations and commentaries. While the verbal analysis 

does not find every single break recognized by the translations and commentaries, it 

discovers a great many of them. It does not delineate further segmentation to 2:1-29, 9:1

13, 11:25-36,12:1-21, 13:1-14, 14:13-15:6, and 15:14-29, as do the translations and 

commentaries. 

From the pattern of the verbs, 1: 16-17 serves as a bridge between the first person 

singulars of the thanksgiving section and the third person singulars that follow in 1: 18

88 Decision on this break between thanksgiving and Jetter body is discussed in chapters 6 and 7. 
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32. More difficulty is encountered concerning the segmentation at the end of chapter 

three. The conflation of questions headed by the conjuntion ouv at 3 :27, 3 :31, and 4: 1 

makes it difficult to decide where the break belongs. The choice for 3 :31 is based on the 

presence of ouv combined with the optative µ~ y£vm'to which stands at the front of a 

number of sections throughout Romans. From this verbal analysis of Romans, it appears 

that the segmentation of the text relies heavily on the chaining and shifting of verb forms. 

Conclusions concerning which of the features contributes the most to this segmentation 

will have to wait until after the analysis of the rest of the letters. 

1 Corinthians 

Proposed Outlines to 1 Corinthians 

Like Romans, 1 Corinthians is a rather long correspondence between Paul and the 

believers in the church of Corinth. While not quite as long as Romans in word count, 1 

Corinthians contains over 200 more primary clause verbs than Romans. Thus, this letter 

is lengthy. What follows will introduce how others have seen this letter unfold followed 

by an analysis of its verb patterns. 

Segmentation by Greek Texts and Bible Versions 

The Greek texts and translations portray a good deal of agreement over how they 

divide the letter of I Corinthians (see Figure 3). The Greek texts tend to group things in 

larger segments, while the translations divide the text into further sub-units. Although 

exceptions occur, the vast majority of the segments are agreed-upon, especially when the 

Greek texts are separated from the translations and viewed on their own. 
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Segments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB95 ESV 

I 
I 1-3 I. 1-3 I 1 

1·2 
1.3 

I. I 
1:2 
1:3 

1 I 
1.2 
1:3 

I I 
1:2 
1.3 

2 I 4-9 I 4-9 1:4-9 1.4-9 1.4-9 1:4-9 

3 
I 10-17 l·J0-17 J·J0-17 J·J0-12 

J · 13-17 
1:10-17 J:J0-17 

4 1:18-25 1:18-25 J·JS-25 1:18-25 1:18-25 1:18-25 
5 I 26-31 1:26-31 1.26-31 1:26-31 1:26-31 1:26-31 
6 2.1-5 2·!-5 2·1-5 2:1-5 2:1-5 2:1-5 

7 
2 6-16 2.6-16 2:6-13 

2:14-16 

2:6-!0a 
2:!0b-16 

2:6-13 

2:14-16 

2:6-13 

2:14-16 

8 

3:1-9 

3:10-17 

3·1-17 3: 1--4 
3·5--9 

3:10-15 
3 16-17 

3.1--4 
3:5--9 

3:10-15 
3:16-17 

3.1--4 
3:5--9 

3:10-15 
3:16-17 

3:1--4 
3·5--9 

3·10-15 
3:16-17 

9 3· 18-23 3· 18-23 3:18-23 3· 18-23 3:18-23 3:18-23 
JO 4·1-5 4 1-5 4:1-5 4:1-5 4.1-5 4:1-5 

II 
4.6-13 4 6-13 4:6-7 

4·8-13 
4:6-7 

4:8-13 
4:6-7 

4:8-13 
4·6-7 

4:8-13 

12 
4:14-21 414-21 4·14-21 4:14-17 

4:18-21 
4:14-21 4:14-21 

5:1-8 5:1-13 5.1-2 5:1-5 5:1-2 5.1-2 
5:3-5 5·3-5 5:3-5 

13 5:6-8 5:6-8 5:6-8 5:6-8 
5·9-13 5:9-13 5:9-11 5:9-13 5:9-13 

5: 12-13 

14 
6:1-11 6.1-11 6-1-6 

6.7-8 
6:9-11 

6:1-6 
6:7-8 

6.9-11 

6:1-6 
6.7-8 

6:9-11 

6-J-8 

6:9-11 

15 
6 12-20 6.12-20 6: 12-20 6:12-17 

6:18-20 
6: 12-20 6: 12-20 

16 
7:1-7 7·1-7 7:1-7 7:1-7 7:1-7 7:1-5 

7 6-7 

17 

7·8-16 7:8-16 7:8-9 
7.10-11 
7:12-16 

7.8-9 
7:10-11 
7.12-14 
7: 15--16 

7.8-9 
7:10-11 
7:12-16 

7:10-11 
7:12-16 

18 
7 17-24 7·17-24 7:17-20 

7:21-24 
7:17-24 7:17-20 

7:21-24 
7:17-24 

7·25--35 7:25--40 7:25--31 7:25--28 7:25--31 7:25--31 
7 29-31 

19 7-32-35 7:32-35 7:32-35 7:32-35 
7 36-38 7.36-38 7·36-38 7:36-38 7:36-38 
7:39--40 7:39--40 7.39--40 7.39--40 7:39--40 

20 
8:1-6 8 1-6 8:1-3 

8:4-6 
8·!-3 
8:4-6 

8.1-3 
8:4-6 

8:1-3 
8:4-6 

21 
8.7-13 8:7-13 8:7-13 8:7-8 

8 9-13 
8:7-13 8:7-13 

9 1-2 9:1-18 9:1-2 9:1-2 9:1-2 9.1-2 
9 3-1 Ja 9:3-7 9:3-6 9 3-7 9:3-7 

9:7-12a 
22 9:8-12a 9:8-14 9:8-12a 

9:llb-18 
9:12b-14 9:12b-14 9:12b-14 
9·15--18 9: 15--18 9:15--18 9:15--18 

23 9 19-23 9·19-23 9 19-23 9:19-23 9:19-23 9· 19-23 
24 9:24-27 9 24-27 9.24-27 9:24-27 9·24-27 9:24-27 

25 
10:1-13 JO 1-13 JO 1-5 

JO 6-13 
IO:J-5 

10:6-10 
JO:JJ-13 

10:1-5 
10:6-13 

JO·J-5 
10:6-13 

26 
JO 14-22 JO 14-22 JO 14-22 JO 14-17 

10:18-22 
10·14-22 10:14-22 

27 
I 0-23-32 JO 23-11 I 10:23-30 JO 23-24 

10:25--26 
10-27-30 

IO 23-30 10.23-30 
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Segments UBS4 

II I 

NA27 NRSV 
10:31-11·1 

NIV 
1031-11·1 

NASB95 
10.31-10 33 

11:1 

ESV 
10:31-33 

11'1 

28 
11.2-16 11 2-16 11.2-16 11.2 

11:3-10 
11:11-16 

11:2-16 11:2-16 

29 11.17-22 11.17-22 11:17-22 I 1·17-22 11.17-22 11:17-22 
30 1 I ·23-26 11.23-26 I I ·23-26 11:23-26 11:23-26 I 1 ·23-26 

31 
11 27-34 11:27-34 11 27-32 

11:33-34 
I I ·27-32 
I 1:33-34a 

ll.34b 

11.27-32 
11:33-34 

11:27-32 
I 1 :33-34 

32 12:1-3 12·1-3 12:1-3 12:1-3 12:1-3 12:1-3 

33 
12:4-1 I 12:4-11 12:4-11 12:4-6 

12:7-11 
12:4-11 12:4-11 

12.12-26 12:12-31a 12:12-13 12: 12-13 12:12-13 12·12-13 
12 14-26 12:14-20 12:14-26 12.14-20 

34 12'21-26 12:21-26 
12:27-31 12:27-31a 12:27-31 12:27-31a 

12.31b 12:31b 12:31b 12:31b 
35 13:1-3 13:1-3 13:1-3 13:1-3 13·1-3 13:1-3 
36 13·4-7 13 4-7 13 4-7 13:4-7 13.4-7 13:4-7 

37 
13:8-13 13 8-13 13·8-13 13:8-12 

13.13 
13·8-13 13:8-12 

13:13 
38 14.1-5 14.1-5 14.1-5 14·1-5 14:1-5 14:1-5 

39 
14.6-19 14·6-12 

14 13-19 
14:6-12 

14·13-19 
14.6-12 

14:13-17 
14:18-19 

14:6-12 
14:13-19 

14:6-12 
14:13-19 

40 
14.20-25 14 20-25 14:20-25 14·20-21 

14:22-25 
14:20-25 14:20-25 

14:26-33a 14.26-33a 14:26-33a 14.26-28 14:26-33 14·26-33a 
14:29-33a 

14:33b-36 14.33b-36 14:33b-36 14:33b-35 14.33b-35 

41 
14:36-38 

14:34-36 
14.36-40 

14:37-38 
14:39-40 14:39-40 

14·37-40 14:37-40 14·37-40 

42 
15 1-11 15·1-ll 15·1-2 

15·3-11 
15:1-2 
15:3-8 

15:9-11 

15.1-2 
15:3-11 

15:1-2 
15.3-11 

43 15:12-19 15·12-19 15:12-19 15:12-19 15:12-19 15·12-19 
44 15:20-28 15·20-28 15 20-28 15:20-28 15·20-28 15:20-28 

45 
15.29-34 15 29-34 15:29 

15.30-34 
15 29-34 15:29-34 15·29-34 

46 
15·35-41 
15:42-49 

15 35-49 15:35-41 
15:42-49 

15.35-41 
15:42-44a 
15 44b-49 

15:35-41 
15:42-49 

15:35-41 
15:42-49 

47 
15.50-58 15.50-58 15:50-57 

15·58 
15.50-57 

15:58 
15:50-57 

15:58 
15:50-57 

15:58 
48 16:1-4 16:1-4 16:1-4 16:1-4 16:1-4 16:1-4 
49 16 5-9 16·5-9 16:5-9 16:5-9 16-5-9 16:5-9 

50 
16.10-11 

16:12 
16·10-12 16:10-11 

16:12 
16:10-11 

16.12 
16:10-11 

16:12 
16:10-11 

16:12 
51 16:13-14 16·13-14 16:13-14 16:13-14 16:13-14 16:13-14 
52 16.15-18 16.15-18 16:15-18 16.15-18 16:15-18 16:15-18 
53 16.19-20 16:19-20 16.19-20 16:19-20 16:19-20 16.19-20 

54 

16.21-24 16 21-24 16:21-24 16.21 
16:22 
16:23 
16 24 

16·21-24 16:21-24 

Figure 3. Segmentation of1 Corinthians by various texts and translations 
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Areas that display some disagreement among the translations include the handling 

of9:1-18. NA27 groups the entire section together as one unit, while UBS4 splits it into 

sections consisting of 9:1-2, 9:3-12a, and 9:12b-18. While adding in a few further 

segments, the NRSV, NIV, and the ESV agree for the most part with the UBS4 breaks. 

Rather than splitting the text in verse 12, the NASB95 chooses to split the text at verse 

14, producing segments of 9:8-14 and 9: 15-18. Another complication concerns the 

handling of 11: 1. NA27, NRSV, and the NIV choose to keep it with what precedes it, 

while UBS4, NASB95, and the ESV each choose to treat it as its own separate unit. A 

similar situation occurs with the handling of the clause Kat en Kaff U1tEppo).;f1v 68ov 

uµiv CietKV'Uµt at the end of 12:31. UBS4, NA27, NIV and ESV each separate it from 

both what precedes and what follows, while the NRSV and the NASB95 keep it with the 

paragraph begun in 12:27. One last disagreement concerns the handling of 14:33b. Five 

of the six texts analyzed placed the phrase o)~ EV nacrat~ 'tat~ EKKAT\CTtat~ 'tIDV 

ayicov with what follows (14:34-36), which would tend to make Paul's teachings 

concerning women here something that he did in all the communities to which he 

ministered. The NASB95 keeps this phrase with what precedes (14:26-33), which 

removes it from the teaching concerning the women in the church and places it with 

Paul's teaching concerning the practice of tongues and prophecy in the church. 

Segmentation by Various Authors 

The various authors analyzed display both agreement and disagreement 

concerning the segmentation of 1 Corinthians (Figure 4).89 They show their strongest 

89 Fee. 1 Corinthians. 21-23: Collins. 1 Corinthians. 29-31; Witherington, Conflict and Community. vi-vii, 
Thisleton, 1 Corintluans. vi-xiii; Mitchell. Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, x-xi; Fitzmyer, I 
Corinthians. viii-x. 
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agreement with each other in the segments at the beginning and ending of the letter ( 1 : 1

17 and 16:1-24). Strong agreement also occurs in locating the major topics found in 1 

Corinthians. These can be seen by the agreement concerning the division of the larger 

units of text: 5:1-13; 6:1-20; 7:1-40; 8:1-13; 9:1-27; 11:2-16; 11:16-34; 15:1-58. Also, 

smaller units would more clearly be seen if the less detailed outlines of Witherington and 

Mitchell were removed. 

Segments Fee Collins Witherington Th1selton Mitchell Fitzmyer 
I 1.1-3 1.1-3 J·J-3 1:1-3 1:1-3 1:1-3 
2 1:4-9 1:4-9 1:4-9 1:4-9 1:4-9 1:4-9 

3 
1.10--17 1.10-17 I: IO 

1:11-17 
I: 10--17 1:10 

1:11-17 
1:10--17 

1.18-2:5 1:18-31 I 18-31 )·)8-25 )·18-4·21 1:18-31 
1:26-31 

2:1-5 2.1-16 2:1-5 2:1-3:4 
2:6-16 2:6-16 2·6-16 
3·1-4 3 1-9 3 1-23 3.1-4 

3 5-17 3:5-17 3·5-17 
4-12 3.10--17 

3:18-23 3·18-23 3:18-4:5 3·18-23 
4:1-21 4.1-5 41-21 4:1-21 

4 6-7 4.6-21 
4.8-13 

4:14-16 
4· 17-21 

13 
5:1-13 5·1-8 

5 9-13 
5·1-13 5·1-8 

5.9-13 
5.1-13 5:1-13 

14-15 
6.1-11 
6.12-20 

6.1-11 
6:12-20 

6:1-20 6:1-11 
6-12-20 

6:1-11 
16:12-20 

6·1-11 
6: 12-20 

7.1-16 7:1-7 7·1-40 7:1-7 7:1-40 7:1-9 
7 8-16 7:8-9 

7:10--11 7:10--I I 

16-19 
7·17-24 7.17-24 

7·12-16 
7·17-24 

7·12-16 
7:17-24 

7.25-40 7 25-35 17:25-38 7:25-35 
7:36-40 7:36-38 

7:39-40 7:39-40 

20--21 
8:1-13 8:1-3 

8:4-6 
8.7-13 

8·1-13 8:1-13 8:1-13 8:1-13 

22-24 

9:1-27 9 1-14 
9·15-18 
9 19-23 
9:24-27 

9:1-27 9:1-27 9·1-27 9·\-27 

25-27 
IO 1-22 

10:23-11:1 

IO 1-13 
IO 14-22 

I0:23-I I· J 

IO 1-11 I I0.1-13 
10:14-22 

10:23-11:1 

IO·J-13 
IO:I4-22 

I0:23-J J · J 

IO: 1-22 

10:23-11:1 

28 
11:2-6 
II 7-12 

11:13-16 

11 2-16 11 2-16 J 1·2-16 11·2-16 11:2-16 

29-31 

11.17-22 
I I ·23-26 
11 27-32 
J J ·33-34 

11:17-22 
11 23-26 
11 27-34 

11 17-34 11:17-34 11:17-34 ) )·)7-34 

32-41 
12.1-3 
12 4-31 

12 1-3 
12 4-11 

12 l-31a 12 1-3 
12.4-7 

12.8-1 I 

12:1-3la 12·1-3 
12 4-11 
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Segments Fee Collins 
12.12-26 

Witherington Thiselton 
12:12-31 

Mitchell F1tzmyer 
12:12-31 

12.27-31a 

13.1-13 
12·31b-13·3 12 31b-13.13 

13·\-13 
12.3lb-14:la 

13:1-13 
13 4-7 

13:8-14 la 
14:1-25 14·1-40 14:1-25 \4·1-25 

14.lb-5 14:1b-40 
14.6-12 
\4·\-19 

14.20-25 
14.26-40 14 26-40 14.26-40 14:26-33 

14:34-36 
14:37-40 

15:1-11 15 1-11 15:1-58 15:1-11 15:1-57 15:1-11 
15·12-34 15.12-19 15.12-34 15.12-19 

15:20-28 15:20-28 
15:29-34 15:29-34 

42-47 15.35--49 15:35--44a 15:35-58 15:35--41 
15:42--49 

15 44b-49 15:50-58 
15:50-58 15.50-58 

15:58 
16:1-4 16·1-4 16:1-12 16·1-4 16:1-4 16:1-4 

48-50 
16:5--11 16 5--9 

16.10-12 
16 5--12 16:5-12 16:5-9 

16:10-12 
16:12 

16.13-18 16·13-14 16.13-18 16-13-24 16:13-18 16.13-18 

51-54 
16:19-24 

16: 15--18 
16.19-21 16:19-24 16:19-21 16:19-24 
16·22-24 16:22-24 

Figure 4. Segmentation of I Corinthians by various authors 

On the other hand, enough disagreement exists for there to be a lack of consensus 

concerning the segmentation of certain sections. For instance, 1: 18-4:21 contains no 

further segmentation because the authors did not agree on where the boundaries of the 

various sub-units either began or ended. Whereas most commentators include a break 

between 1: 18 and 2: 1, Fee continues his larger section down through 2:5. While most 

agree that a break in the text belongs at 2:5 as well, Witherington has 2:1-16 as a 

continuous unit, while Fitzmyer treats 2:1-3:4 as comprising a unit. Unlike what was 

seen in the translations, the commentators keep 11: 1 attached to 10:23ff. In common with 

the translations, these authors are evenly split over whether 12:31 b should be attached to 

what precedes (Fee, Thiselton, and Fitzmyer) or with what follows (Collins, 

Witherington, and Mitchell). In a similar vein, Collins and Mitchell both keep 14: 1 a 
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connected to what precedes. In chapter 15, Collins identifies the sub-unit of 15:35-44a, 

while Fitzmyer sees the split occuring earlier with the result that 15:35-41 and 15:42-49 

are units. 

General Conclusions from Proposed Outlines 

While disagreements occur concerning the segmentation of certain units of 1 

Corinthians, the texts and authors agree concerning the major movements within the text. 

Both groups show strong agreement concerning the segmentation of the beginning and 

end of the letter due to the epistolary conventions found in these sections. 90 They also 

agree over the larger units found within 1: 18-16:2. 

Most of the authors further recognize that the letter splits after chapter 4. The first 

part of the letter deals with Paul's preaching to Corinth, and the second part deals with a 

number of different issues. Following Mitchell's suggestion, most of the commentators 

recognize that the letter as a whole seeks to unite these believers as one, in contrast to the 

factions they seem to have fallen into, as expressed in the thematic 1 : 10. 91 A rough 

outline of the letter with such a scheme in mind would result in the letter opening ( 1 : 1-9), 

statement ofletter theme (1: 10), statement of how Paul came about this information 

(1:11-17), the body ofthe letter, part 1 (1:18-4:21), the body ofthe letter, part 2 (5:1

16:2), and letter conclusion (16:3-24). 

90 While both discuss I Corinthians from a rhetorical perspective, Witherington (Conflict and Community. 

76) and Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation. 76) recognize that this is still a letter with 

obvious epistolary conventions at the beginning and ending of it. 

" 

1 See Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 36-37. 
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Verbal Analysis of 1 Corinthians 

This section will analyze the various primary clause verbs found in 1 Corinthians 

to see whether or not they reveal similar patterns. Other elements that are found in 

combination with these verbs will also be noted. Due to the amount of primary clause 

verbs found in this letter, the analysis will not discuss each one individually but rather 

will focus on the various segments that result from the chaining and shifting of these 

verbs and other elements found within the primary clauses. 

Analysis ofPrimary Clauses 

The letter of 1 Corinthians begins with a standard Pauline prescript as well as 

thanksgiving section. The prescript contains no primary clause verbs as it introduces Paul 

as the letter writer (along with Sosthenes) in 1: 1, the church at Corinth as the recipients in 

1 :2, and provides a xaptc; and dp'tjvri statement from "God our Father and the Lord 

Jesus Christ" in 1 :3.92 The thanksgiving follows in 1 :4-9,93 being introduced by the 

typical Pauline statement consisting of the first person singular present cuxaptcrtro. 

While different than the thanksgiving section in Romans, this thanksgiving aligns with 

other thanksgiving sections in the Pauline corpus, which only possess this one primary 

clause verb. 94 The thanksgiving section closes with the verb less primary clause found in 

9 
:! For discussion of the prescript to 1 Corinthians see Fee, 1 Corinthians, 27-35; Mitchell, Paul and the 

Rhetoric of Reconciliation, 192-94; Collins, 1 Corinthians, 41-54; Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 20-22. 
93 Fee (1Corinthians,35-36), Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 194-97), Collins (1 
Corinthians, 55), and Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 22-23) agree with the designation of l :4-9 as the 
thanksgiving section of the letter. Mitchell extensively discusses themes present in this thanksgiving (see 
also Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 22-23), that foreshadow the key thesis to this letter found in 1: l 0 - urging 
the readers on towards unity. The thanksgiving culminates in l :9 with the expression of fellowship found in 
Jesus Christ (mcno~ 6 0Eo~, 8i' ou eKA.~errrE Ei~ KOtVffiViav 1:01> uiou afrrou 'I11crou Xpunou 1:01> 
Kupiou ~µ&v). 
94 Fee (1 Corinthians, 36) notes that the thanksgiving section here lacks the explicit reference to 
intercessory prayer found in the thanksgiving section of Romans (1:9-10). 
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1:9, which speaks of God's faithfulness by which these believers were called into 

fellowship with Jesus Christ. 

With the close of the thanksgiving section, the letter moves right into an 

exhortation for the readers. While not an imperative command, the verb Paul uses, the 

first person singular present indicative rcapaKaA.&, calls for action on the part of the 

readers. First person singular indicatives remain the focus of most of the primary clause 

verbs down through 1:17 .95 This section also begins with the combination of the 

conjunction OE and the direct address, aoEA.cpoi. The two verbs in 1: 13, £cr1aupc0e11 and 

£parc1icr01)'tE, which are not first person singular verb forms, still have Paul as their 

focus, as he asks rhetorical questions of these readers concerning whether he died for or 

baptized them. 

In 1: 18, a shift takes place in the verbs from the first person singular forms that 

characterize 1: 10-17 to third person singular and plural forms that permeate the primary 

clauses through v. 25.96 The content of Paul's preaching, the "word of the cross," serves 

as subject in 1: 18 and gives way to God as subject in 1 :20-21.97 Paul then contrasts what 

the Jews look for and the Greeks seek in contrast to what he and his associates preach.98 

95 Fee (I Corinthians, 51) and Collins (I Corinthians, 67) recognize l: l 0-17 as a distinct segment. 
although Fee further breaks it into paragraphs consisting of vv. 10-12 and 13-17. Mitchell (Paul and the 
Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 198-202) splits 1: 10 off from 1: 11-17, as she highlights l: 10 as the thesis 
statement and 1: 11-17 as narrative statement of facts. Keener (l-2 Corinthians, 23-26) breaks the text into 
two segments, vv. 10-12 and 13-17. 
96 So Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 27. Fee (1 Corinthians, 67-68) recognizes I: 18-25 as a distinct segment of 
text while also further splitting this "paragraph" (his word) into smaller orthographic paragraphs consisting 
of vv. 18-19 and 20-25. Collins (1 Corinthians, 89-91) argues that 1: 18-31 serves as a single larger 
literary unit, that can be divided into two discrete smaller literary units of vv. J 8-25 and 26-31. 
97 While two first person singular primary clause verbs are found in I: 19. they actually are contained within 
a quotation of Isa. 29: 14, and as such do not function here as primary clause verbs. but rather provide 
further support to Paul's argument. 
98 KTJPUCHJOµEv represents the only true first person primary clause verb in I: 18-25, as Paul contrasts his 
and his associates message with what the Jews and Greeks are searching for. 

http:preach.98
http:20-21.97
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The verbs shift again in 1 :26 with the readers coming into focus by way of the 

second person plural primary clause verbs ~AE7tc'tc in 1 :26 and tcr-rE in 1 :30, as well as 

the direct address, aOEA<poi.99 Sandwiched in between these second person plurals are 

three third person singular aorist occurrences of E~EAE~a-ro with God as the subject. By 

this Paul calls these readers to recall (~AE7tc'tc) 100 that God has not chosen the great and 

wise things of this world, but rather the foolish, weak, and lowly things, which has 

resulted in their salvation. 

The verb pattern shifts again, away from these second and third person indicatives 

to first person singular forms in 2:1, which serve as the primary clause verbs for 2:1-5. 101 

Like the previous two sections, this shift is accompanied by the occurrence of aOEA<poi. 

While the first person singulars end after v. 3, the verbless primary clauses that follow in 

v. 4 still have Paul as the focus through the use of the possessive pronoun µou, as he 

describes his words and preaching. 102 

The first person singulars in 2: 1-5 give way to first person plural and third person 

(mainly singular) forms in 2:6-16. The first person plurals appear throughout the section 

(vv. 6, 7, 12, and 16),103 while the third person singulars emerge later in the section, 

depicting the actions of God and the Spirit (2:10, l lb), a universal person (2:1 la), and the 

99 Fee (1 Corinthians, 78) and Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 31) recognize I :26-31 as a distinct segment. 

100 Fee (1 Corinthians, 79) takes ~A.€7tE1:E as an imperative, rather than as an indicative. Contrast Barrett (1 

Corinthians, 56), who argues for an indicative. While not explicitly stating so, Collins (1 Corinthians, 109) 

also seems to understand it as an imperative. 

101 Fee (1 Corinthians, 88-89), Collins (1 Corinthians, 115), and Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 34) similarly 

mark 2: 1-5 as a distinct segment. 

102 In support of the notion that Paul is at focus in vv. 4-5, Collins (1 Corinthians, 119) states, "Paul's 

phrase lacks a principal verb. Its line of thought is dominated by the preceding 'I was among you."' 

103 Collins (1Corinthians,122-23) highlights the significance of the first person plurals within this section. 

when he states "the first person plural exposition of 2:6-16 is sandwiched between two sections of the 

letter in which Paul reflects on himself and his ministry" (123) as indicated by the first person singular 

verbs in 2:1-5 and 3:lff. 


http:aOEA<poi.99
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contrast between the actions of the \lf'UXtK6c; person and the rrvEuµanK6c; person (2: 14

15).104 

The verbs shift again in 3: 1 as first person plural and third person singular forms 

(2:6-16) give way to first person singular and second person plural forms. These first 

person singular and second person plural forms continue as the primary clause verbs 

through 3:4. 105 Two first person singular aorists (i}()uv~ST]V and erroncra), accompanied 

by aDEAcpoi, introduce the section as Paul states that he cannot speak to them as spiritual 

individuals, but rather as crapKivoic; since they are still babes (3:1). The first person 

singulars give way to six second person plural verbs (3:2-4) displaying imperfective 

aspect, and these verbs reveal the immature actions of the readers. 

Paul continues from the factious claims of 3:4 to go on to describe the work of the 

ministry in which he and others are engaged. This new section, beginning in 3:5, is 

marked by the presence of mainly third person singular primary clause verb forms 

(sixteen in all, plus a plural form), although an occasional first person (3:6, 9, 10) and 

second person (3:9, 16) form appears. While God serves as the subject towards the 

beginning and end of this section (3:5-17),106 the bulk of the verbs concern the actions of 

those (the various ministers - Paul and others) working in God's field and constructing 

God's building (the Corinthian believers). The section ends with a question for the 

104 Fee (1Corinthians,97-98) and Collins (I Corinthians, 121-22) also agree that 2:6-16 represents a 
distinct segment. Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 37) actually ends the section at 2: 13 and places 2: 14-15 with 
the following segment. 
105 Fee (1 Corinthians, 123) recognizes 3: 1-4 as a distinct segment of text. Collins (1 Corinthians, 139) 
extends the section to v. 9 (3:1-9). Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 39) ends the segment at 3:4 but begins it back 
in 2:14. 
106 While recognizing 3:5-17 as a larger unit, Fee (1 Corinthians) further segments it into smaller 
paragraphs consisting of vv. 5-9 (129), vv. 10-15 (135-36), and vv. 16-17 (145). Although he kept 3:5-9 
with the previous section, Collins (1 Corinthians, 148) concludes this section at the same point as here, v. 
17. He also, though, chooses to mark vv. 16-17 as a separate paragraph. Keener U-2 Corinthians, 41-42) 
enlarges the segment of 3:5-17 to also include 3: 18-4:5. 
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Corinthian believers to make them realize that they are God's temple, and God will judge 

anyone who destroys this temple. 

While already appearing sporadically within 1 Corinthians (probably 1 :26 and 

3: 10), imperative verb forms contribute to the identification of the next section as they 

begin this next section of text. The verbal shift is marked by two third person singular 

imperatives in 3:18 (£~ana'tchco and ycvecr8co) and another imperative in 3:21 

(Kau:xacr8co), with this last one introduced by the conjunction &cr'tE. A fourth third 

person singular imperative (A.oytl;:ecr8co) calls the readers to think of Paul and his fellow-

workers as "servants" of Christ and "stewards" of God's mystery (4:1). The section ends 

with Paul stating, through the use of first person singular verb forms in 4:3-4, that he is 

not really concerned with their evaluation of him because the one whose judgment really 

counts is the Lord. This leads to a concluding command, a second person plural 

imperative (KptVE'tE) introduced by the conjunction ro<J'te, that the readers should not 

pass judgment but rather allow the Lord to do so in his timing. Then each worker's praise 

will come (yEvtjcrE'tat) to him or her from God. This section, 3:18-4:5, 107 consists of 

exhortations that recall themes discussed in the previous sections (the 

"wisdom"/"foolishness" theme and the "boasting" in various Christian workers). 

Beginning with 4:6, the next text segment distinguishes itself by the contrast 

between second person singular (4:7) and plural indicatives (4:8) and first person singular 

(4:6 and 9) and plural verb forms ( 4: 11-13). 108 After addressing them as acSEA<poi, Paul 

107 Fee (1Corinthians,150 and 157-58) and Collins (1Corinthians,162 and 167) recognize two distinct 
segments here, 3: 18-23 and 4: 1-5. Fee (158) sees 4: 1-5 as the first paragraph within a larger segment 
consisting of 4: 1-21. The verb analysis presented here does not seem to mark a break between 3: 18-23 and 
4: 1-5, nor are conjunctions present that would seem to indicate such a break. Keener (1-2 Corinthians. 41
42) keeps 3:18--4:5 together but also includes 3:5-17 as a singular segment. 
w 8 Fee (I Corinthians, 164-65) marks 4:6-13 as a distinct segment, but further divides it into smaller 
paragraphs consisting of vv. 6-7 and 8-13. Collins (1 Corinthians) separates these two smaller paragraphs 
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begins this section with a first person singular verb (µE'tccrxriµancra) in order to tie 

what follows into what precedes. He states that he has given himself and Apollos as 

examples in order that the readers do not become too proud. He returns to the theme of 

their evaluating themselves as superior (third person singular foaKpivtt) to start a 

contrast between how they view themselves (second person singular and plural verbs) 

and his own portrayal of his situation as an apostle (first person plural verbs in 4: 11

13).109 

Another shift in primary clause verb forms takes place at 4:14 as Paul uses mainly 

first person singular indicatives and a second person plural imperative to admonish the 

readers ( 4: 14-16) and convey his future plans concerning them ( 4: 17-21 ).110 After the 

string of first person plural verb forms in 4:11-13, the first person singular verbs in 4:14

15 stand out as Paul states that he did not write ( ypacpro) to shame the readers but to 

admonish them as children, because in Christ he has become their father (£y£vvricra). He 

then exhorts these readers to be imitators of him, even in the situation that he has just 

described (4:11-13). He does so by using the first person singular rrapaKaAro and the 

second person plural imperative µtµ1')'tai in 4: 16. Using mainly first person singular 

indicatives, he goes on in the rest of the section to explain that for this reason he has sent 

Timothy to them, and he plans to come to them soon with the result that he will see how 

powerful the boasters are (4:17-21). 

into distinct segments within his discussion - 4:6-7 (175) and 4:8-13 (182). As with the previous 
segment, Keener (J-2 Corinthians, 44) combines 4:6-13 and 4: 14-21 into one segment. 
109 Fee, J Corinthians, 178. 
110 Fee (1 Corinthians, 182-83) marks 4: 14-21 as a distinct segment, while at the same time separating it 
into smaller paragraphs, vv. 14-17 and 18-21. Collins (1 Corinthians) recognizes 4:14-16 as Paul's 
characterization of this letter as one of admonition and 4: 17-21 as a recommendation of Timothy. Keeping 
4: 14-21 together as a single segment seems to capture better Paul's admonition (4: 14-16) and the reason 
why, marked by oia 'Wiho at the beginning of v. 17, the Corinthians should heed it (4: 17-21). 
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As mentioned earlier, with the end of chapter 4, most scholars recognize a shift to 

various topics that have come to Paul's attention either by letter or by testimony from 

those who had been at Corinth. The expression ncpi OE that stands at the front of a few 

of the sections within the rest of the letter has been recognized as a marker of topic 

shift. 111 The shift to various topics also affects the verb patterns in these sections. Simply 

tracing the verb shifts and chains becomes rather difficult throughout this section because 

of the mixing of first, second, and third person forms. Yet, a pattern seems to emerge 

around first person verbs that express wish/desire, saying, or writing as well as the 

presence of imperatives. Within the sections discussing certain topics, the section 

normally contains a verb of wishing/desiring, saying, or writing, followed by a section of 

indicatives that either gives further exposition on the topic or raises issues concerning the 

topic, and concludes with imperatives that give the proper response to the particular 

topic. On occasion, Paul also states, normally towards the conclusion, his own attitude or 

response to the topic at hand. This pattern will be tested throughout the discussion of the 

next chapters of 1 Corinthians. 

In 5: 1, Paul states that he has heard about nopvcia. in the congregation. The 

rehearsal of these events is given in first and second person primary clause verbs, which 

may show that the emphasis is not so much on the sinner but the congregation's response 

(second person plural verbs in 5:2 and 6). 112 Interspersed are first person singular verbs 

that give Paul's response to the situation. He follows this with an imperatival command 

in 5:7 and a first person plural subjunctive command in 5:8, calling for the sin to be 

111 Mitchell ("Concerning IlEPI ilE," 233-34) demonstrates from numerous other letters and its 

occurrence in the New Testament that m:pi 0£ serves as a topic marker to introduce the next subject of 

discussion. 

112 So Fee, I Corinthians, 197. 
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cleaned out of the community. He returns to the situation concerning this individual by 

stating that he wrote to them about such immorality before (5:9 and 11). He concludes 

with a second person imperative (e~apa'tE) by which he calls them to remove the 

1tOVllPOV (5:13). 113 

Before giving further teachings concerning immorality, Paul addresses the 

situation concerning judging and taking judgments outside the church. This section 

begins with a series of questions addressed to the readers (mainly second person plural 

indicatives) in 6:1-4. Paul says (first person singular 'Aeyro) these things to the shame of 

the readers. He further describes the foolishishness of this situation through more second 

person plural and third person singular indicatives, before enterning into a chain of 

almost exclusive use of second person plural forms ( 6:7b-11 ).114 The imperative comes 

near the end of the section in 6:9, with the command for these readers not to be deceived 

(ttA.avacrSE) because those who defraud their fellow brothers deserve the same 

punishment as the most wicked of sinners. 115 

The verbal pattern shifts back to indicative forms in 6: 12 before moving again 

towards imperatives in 6:18-20. 116 In 6: 12, the verbs also shift in person from the string 

113 So Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 47-48. While recognizing 5: 1-13 as a larger unit of text, Fee (1 
Corinthians) splits the text into three separate segments consisting of vv. 1-5 (198), 6-8 (214), and 9-13 
(220). Collins (1 Corinthians) breaks the unit into two segments, vv. 1-8 (205) and 9-13 (216), which he 
further divides into smaller paragraphs consisting of vv. 9-11and12-13. 
114 Fee (1 Corinthians, 239-40) comments on the significance of the second person plural forms within this 
section of text and argues that Paul addresses the two men who are in the dispute by way of involving the 
entire congregation. 
115 Collins (1 Corinthians. 224-25) displays 6: 1-11 as a single segment, while dividing it into two smaller 
paragraphs, vv. 1-6 and 7-l l. Fee (1 Corinthians, 228) recognizes this section as a larger unit, but breaks it 
into two segments consisting of vv. 1-6 (229-30) and 7-11 (239). Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 51-55) 
displays two segments but rather than placing the break after v. 7, he does so after v. 8. This creates 
segments consisting of vv. 1-8 and 9-11, in which the vice list stands on its own. For a brief discussion of 
6: 1-11 as a whole segment, see also Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 230-32. 
116 Fee (1 Corinthians. 249). Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 232-34), Coll ins (1 
Corinthians, 239). and Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 56) recognize 6: 12-20 as a distinct segment. Fee further 
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of second person plurals in 6:7b-11 to third person singular as Paul raises issues that are 

either believed or slogans that are promulgated by some concerning their ability to do 

anything. Paul states his view to such claims through the first person singular future 

indicative, £~oucnacre~croµat, at the end of 6: 12. He then proceeds to explain the 

illogic of such premises by Christians in vv. 13-15, using all indicatives, save for the 

emphatic optative µ~ y€vouo that answers his rhetorical question ofjoining a body that 

belongs to Christ with that of a harlot in 6: 15. The imperatives are found near the end of 

the section again, by which Paul calls them to flee immorality ( 6: 18) and, after another 

rhetorical question concerning the body as God's temple, to glorify (8o~acra-n:) God 

with their body (6:20). 

Chapter 7 concerns a number of different topics related to marriage. 117 This 

lengthy segment on marriage is introduced by 7tEpi ()£in 7:1, and throughout this 

chapter, Paul has the tendency to raise an issue with a statement of "saying" (first person 

singular A.€yro) or "thinking" (first person singular voµisro ), and to follow this with 

teaching on the topic and imperatives concerning the topic before he moves on to the next 

issue related to marriage. The first such instance is found in 7:1-7. 118 In this instance the 

imperatives actually begin the section in 7:2, 3, and 5, while the first person singular 

A,€yro and 8€/..,ro occur in verses 6-7. Verse 8 indicates a different topic, introduced by 

divides it into smaller paragraphs consisting of vv. 12-17 and 18-20, while Collins divides it into vv. 12
14 and 15-20. 
117 As will become apparent within this discussion of chapter 7, the verb pattern does not clearly mark any 
of these sections off as unique. This is the reasoning for discussing the whole of chapter 7 within a single 
paragraph. Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 236-37) argues that the whole of chapter 7 
forms a unit that is subdivided according topics. Witherington (Conflict and Community, 173) argues for a 
similar internal structure as proposed in this paragraph with the exception that he breaks 7:39-40 off from 
7:25-38. 
118 So also Fee (1 Corinthians, 271-72) and Collins (1 Corinthians, 251) recognize 7: 1-7 as a segment. 
Keener (J-2 Corinthians. 61) maintains the initial segment of chapter 7 continues through v. 9. 
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/...£yro and followed by an imperative (yaµricra:-rrocrav) in 7:9. 119 7:10-11 and 7:12-16 

follow a similar pattern as the verbs rcapayy£/.../...ro (in v. 10) and /...£yro (in v. 12) 

introduce the situation addressed and imperatives follow (µEVE'tro and Ka-raA./...ay'tj-rro in 

v. 11 and aq>t£-rco in 12 and 13, and xcoptsf.creco in 15).120 While still applying to 

marriage, 7: 17-24 speaks to the issue of staying in the situation of life that God has 

called one to. 121 Again, Paul states that he directs (cha-r<icrcroµat) this same teaching to 

all the churches (7:17). This is followed by a number of second and third person verbs, 

which are mainly indicative but interspersed with imperatives to give his instruction. At 

v. 25, the text shifts back to issues of marriage, this time for the unmarried to remain in 

this state, by the use of 7tEpi 8£ and Paul's expression of his thoughts concerning this 

issue with the first person singular indicative voµisco in 7:26. 122 He gives his direction 

through imperative verbs in 7:27. He explains why he maintains this opinion in vv. 28

35, a section containing no imperatives, before addressing a further situation with more 

imperatives in 7:36-38 and concluding with his opinion concerning the happiness of a 

widow (7:39-40). 123 

119 So Fee, I Corinthians, 286. 
12°Fee (1 Corinthians, 286) emphasizes this pattern when he writers concerning v. 8, 'The way this 
paragraph begins is similar in form to the beginning of vv. 10 and 12. Each has a connective 0£ ("now"), a 
verb of speaking or commanding in the first person singular, and the people addressed in the dative. This 
suggests that Paul is taking up a series of situations." He displays vv. 8-9, 10-11, and 12-16 as distinct 
segments. Collins (1Corinthians,262) keeps vv. 8-16 together as a distinct segment, but divides it into 
smaller paragraphs in line with Fee's segments and according to the same pattern that Fee mentions. 
Having placed vv. 8-9 with the previous segment, Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 64) only displays one segment 
consisting of 7: 10-16. 
121 So Fee, I Corinthians, 306-07; Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 237; Collins, I 
Corinthians, 274; Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 65-66. Collins argues that 7: 17-24 is bracketed by an inclusion 
dealing with the topics of marriage - vv. 1-16 and 25-40. 
122 Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 235 n. 278) states that rrepi oe does not always have 
to introduce a distinct argument or segment of text but can be used to introduce sub-arguments as well as to 
refocus a topic that has momentarily left, which is the case here in 7:25. 
123 Neither the verbal analysis nor clues from conjunctions seem to demarcate any further topics or smaller 
sections within 7:25-40. Fee (I Corinthians, 322) would concur that 7:25-40 represents a unit dealing with 
the topic of "virgins," but he divides the text into three segments: vv. 25-28 (324-25); 29-35 (334-35); 
36-40 (349-50). Collins (1 Corinthians) locates two segments in this stretch of text, vv. 25-35, which he 
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The rri::pi 8£ at the beginning of 8: 1 initiates a new topic, 124 the believer's 

freedom, specifically in relation to food offered to idols, which will actually remain the 

topic down through chapter 10.125 The various sections within these chapters are 

characterized by the shift from indicative to imperative. 

In 8: 1, Paul begins a chain of indicatives, mainly first person plural and third 

person singular forms, that runs from verses 1-8 and continues, after an imperative in v.9, 

through v. 13. 126 In vv. 1-8, these verbs express what "we know" concerning the fact that 

idols do not really exist but rather the believer is only responsible to God. Yet, others lack 

such knowledge, and this leads to Paul's imperative ~AETCE'tE in 8:9, which expresses 

warning concerning the use of one's liberty becoming a stumbling block. Following a 

few more indicatives, Paul concludes with an example of his actions through the use of 

the first person singular indicative ( <payro) in 8: 13. 

In 9: 1, another lengthy chain of indicative statements begins that shifts back and 

forth between first, second, and third person verbs forms. The opening questions that 

extend from 9: 1-13 and the first person verbs that present Paul as example in 9: 17-23 

stand out within this section of text, but these all lead to the imperative in 9:24 ('tPEXE'tE), 

again towards the end of the section, that each of these believers run their life's race in 

such a way as to win, rather than doing whatever they desire with their liberty. The 

breaks into further paragraphs of vv. 25-28, 29-31, and 32-35 (287-88), and vv. 36-40, which contains 
smaller paragraphs consisting of vv. 36-38 and 39-40 (298). Similarly (Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 67-71) 
marks 7:25-35 and 36-40 as distinct segments. 
124 Mitchell. "Concerning IlEPI i1E," 236 
125 Fee, J Corinthians, 357-63; Collins, 1Corinthians.304. 
126 Both Witherington (Conflict and Community, 186) and Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 72) display 8: 1-13 as 
one segment of text. Fee (1 Corinthians, 363) sees it as a larger unit, broken up into smaller segments 
consisting of vv. 1-3 (364), 4-6 (369). and 7-13 (376-77). Collins (1 Corinthians, 308-327) maintains the 
same three segments. 
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section concludes with Paul's own example, expressed in the first person singular 

indicative verbs found in vv. 26-27 .127 

Similar to chapter 9, in chapter 10 the primary clause verbs fluctuate greatly 

according to person as well as mood. The chapter opens with an expression of Paul's 

wish for the readers, expressed by the first person singular etA.ro combined with the 

direct address, a8eA.cpoi. Following the example of the wilderness generation (10:2-6),128 

the text moves immediately into imperative and subjunctive commands in 10:7-10. 

Starting in 10: 11, indicative and imperative forms fluctuate through verse 18, until 

indicatives take over in verses 19-23. These give way to imperatives in 10:24-28. The 

text ends within another fluctuation of indicative forms in 10:29-30 and imperatives in 

10:31-11: 1. The strongest indication of a break in this section of text may be at 10: 14 

with the combination of 8t67tep with the direct address, a:yan111oi µou. It is rather 

difficult, however, to segment the text according to verb patterns. Maybe the strongest 

indication from the verb pattern is the abundance of imperative forms that runs 

throughout the entirety of this section. The section concludes with Paul's own example, 

given this time in the subordinate clauses of 10:33. This is followed by a final command 

(µiµ111ai) to follow his example in 11: 1. 129 

127 Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 243), Witherington (Conflict and Community, 203), 
and Keener (1-2 Corinthians,76-77) discuss chapter 9 as one lengthy segment. Again, Fee (I Corinthians, 
392) recognizes 9: 1-27 as a larger unit of text but further subdivides it into the following segments: vv. 1-2 
(394); 3-14 (397-98); 15-18 (414); 19-23 (422); and 24-27 (433). Collins (1 Corinthians) indicates four 
segments: vv. 1-14 (327-28); vv. 15-18 (343-44); 19-23 (349); and 24-27 (357). 
128 This depiction of the actions of the wilderness generation contains only one primary clause verb form, 
£ycvr]8T]CTCXV, in l 0:6. The adversative aA.A.ci found in l 0:5 contrasts with the content of the 0-n clause 
begun in l0: 1 b. Thus, a new sentence is unwarranted until after v. 5 (contra Fee, I Corinthians, 449). 
129 Witherington (Conflict and Community, 217) discusses I 0: 1-11: l as an entire segment. Fee (1 
Corinthians, 441 and 475) sees two larger segments, vv. 1-22 and 10:23-11: l, broken up into smaller 
paragraphs, vv. 1-5 (441-42), 6-13(450-51),14-22 (462). and 10:23-11:1. Mitchell (Paul and the 
Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 250-58) breaks it into three smaller segments: vv. 1-13; 14-22; and I 0:23
11: I. Collins (1 Corinthians, 363-91) agrees with Mitchell's segmentation. Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 83
90) only displays two segments, l 0: 1-22 and 10:23-11: I. 
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The high fluctuation in verb forms ends with 11 :2 as first person singulars in 

11 :2-3 and a first person plural in 11: 16 bracket a lengthy section dominated by third 

person singular verb forms. 130 Paul begins this segment with an expression of praise (first 

person singular indicative E7tatv&) for the way in which these believers had held to 

traditions taught by him. The teaching and topic is introduced by the first person singular 

verb ec'.A.ro, and deals with understanding the God ordained order, especially as it relates 

to covering one's head. In the midst of his teaching, marked by mainly third person 

singular indicative verb forms, which continue down through 11: 15, imperatives are 

found in 11 :6, 9 and 13.131 

If 11 :2-16 began with a note of praise, Paul cannot say the same about them this 

time as he negates the same first indicative verb (enatv&) to open up the next section in 

11: 17 concerning the difference in how certain groups are being allowed to partake of the 

Lord's Supper. The description of the situation (11: 17-22) and the recollection of the 

Last Supper (11 :23-26) are given in indicative verbs (with the exception of the 

subjunctives in the questions of 11 :22). Imperatives emerge toward the end of the section, 

beginning with 11 :26, as Paul calls the readers to examine ( 8oxtµa~E'tro) themselves to 

see whether they are partaking unworthily as described in 11: 17-22. The section 

concludes with two further imperatives in 11 :33-34 that deal with practical concerns so 

that everyone is treated fairly at the Lord's Supper. Paul states that he will deal with other 

130 Only one second person plural imperative, KpivCH£ in v. 13, interrupts the third person singular string 

that runs from 11 :4-15. 

131 Fee (1 Corinthians, 491 ), Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation. 260), Collins (1 

Corinthians. 393 ). Witherington (Conflict and Community, 231 ), and Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 90-91) 

agree that 11 :2-16 forms a distinct segment. Fee (491-98) has a lengthy discussion of the structuring of 

this segment. He argues for three "stibparagraphs" consisting of vv. 2-6, 7-12, and 13-16. 
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matters when he comes, as expressed in the first person singular indicative 

(ota'ta~oµat) in v. 34. 132 

Starting with 12:1, Paul begins a new section as indicated by m~pi OE. This 

section is carried along exclusively by the indicative, which controls the primary clause 

verbs from 12:1through12:30. Smaller units within this larger section can be seen by the 

third person present indicative chain that runs from 12:4-11 which describes the varieties 

and uniqueness of the gifting by the Spirit. Other than this, not much else can be derived 

from a look at the verbal patterns within the text. The one exception actually serves as a 

conclusion and transition into the next sections. Only one imperative occurs within this 

section, and it is found at the very end of the section in 12:3 la. Thus, this section serves 

as an exposition concerning spiritual gifts and ends with a call to desire the greater gifts, 

which will emerge again after chapter 13.133 

The exclusive use of the indicative marks 12:31b-13:13 as a distinct segment. 134 

The section begins with first person indicatives in 13:1-3, shifts to third person singular 

forms with a description of what "love" does (13 :4-8), before shifting back to first person 

forms in verses 9-12. After a final statement concerning the primacy oflove (13:13), 

m Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 263), Witherington (Conflict and Community, 241), 
and Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 95) treat 11: 17-34 as a single segment. Agreeing that this represents a larger 
unit, Fee (1 Corinthians) further divides the text into paragraphs consisting of vv. 17-22 (534), 23-26 
(545), 27-32 (558), and 33-34 (567). Collins (I Corinthians, 435) agrees with Fee's first two paragraphs 
but combines the last two into one segment consisting of 11 :27-34. 
133 Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric of Reconciliation, 267) and Witherington (Conflict and Community, 
253) discuss the whole of 12: 1-3 la as single segment. Fee (I Corinthians, 574-625) indicates segments 
consisting of 12: 1-3, 12:4-11, 12: 12-14, 12: 15-26, and 12:27-31. Collins (1 Corinthians, 445-471) breaks 
the text into the following segments: 12: 1-3; 12:4-11; 12: 12-26; and 12:27-3 Ia. Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 
99 and 102) splits this larger unit into two segments, 12: 1-11 and 12: 12-30. 
134 Each commentator displays a slightly different outline for these verses. Witherington (Conflict and 
Community, 264) agrees with the outline presented here that 12:31b--13:13 represents a single segment. Fee 
(1 Corinthians, 625-52) breaks the text into three segments beginning with 13: 1: vv. 1-3, 4-7, and 8-13. 
Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 270) discusses 12:31 b--14: la as an entire segment. 
Collins (l Corinthians, 471-88) follows Mitchell's understanding of the larger segment and splits it into 
12:31 b--13:3, 13:4-7. and 13:8-14: la. Keener (J-2 Corinthians, 106-07) discusses the segment as a whole 
beginning with 12:3 l and ending with 13: 13. 
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Paul shifts back to the greater gifts, as he seeks to get these readers to desire prophecy 

over tongues. 

The verb pattern shifts in 14: 1 with the appearance again of imperatival forms. 

Like chapter I 0, imperative verbs are found throughout this section. They begin in 14: 1 

and appear at 14:12, 13, 20 and 26ff. While indicative chains are found in 14:2-11, 

14:14-19, and 14:21-26, the fluctuation in the category of person with the change in 

subjects does not really allow for extensive segmentation. The one exception occurs at 

the end of 4:19, and thus allows chapter 14 to be broken into two segments: vv. 1-19 and 

20--40. This location stands at the end of an indicative series of verbs, which begins in 

14: 14. Further, the first person singular verbs found in 14: 17-19 state Paul's desire and 

example concerning tongues and prophecy (he would rather have the gift of prophecy 

than tongues). First person singular verb forms are found throughout vv. 1-19, but are 

noticeably absent (with the exception of A.a.A.iloco in v. 21) in vv. 20--40. 135 

Introduced by abEAcpoi, 14:20 seems to introduce a shift in verb pattern as first 

person verb forms disappear while second and third person imperatives and indicatives 

are found throughout 14:20--40. Within 14:20--40, the verb pattern does not seem to 

indicate any major breaks. 136 

In 15: 1, Paul opens another section of text as indicated by the shift to first person 

singular indicative verb forms accompanied by the direct address, a8cA.cpoi. First person 

135 Fee (I Corinthians, 652) sees the larger segment consisting of 14:1-25, which he further breaks into 
smaller segments consisting of vv. 1-5, 6-12, 13-19, and 20-25 (653-89). With the exception of starting 
the first segment with 14: 1 b rather than 14: 1, Collins (1 Corinthians, 489-511) agrees with Fee's segment 
breaks. Witherington (Conflict and Community, 274) discusses 14: 1-40 as a whole segment, while Keener 
(1-2 Corinthians, 111) agrees with Fee as he discusses the section according to two segments, 14:1-25 and 
26--40. 
130 As stated in the previous note, Fee and Keener keep vv. 20-25 with 14:1-19. They both (Fee, 1 
Corinthians, 688 and Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 115-16) display 14:26-40 as a unit. Fee (689-713) further 
indicates smaller segments of vv. 26-33, 34-35, and 36--40. Collins (1Corinthians,504-24) splits vv. 20
-1-0 into two segments, vv. 20-25 and 26--40. · 
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singular forms control the majority of primary clauses through verse 11, 137 thus marking 

15: 1-11 as a distinct segment. 138 

In 15: 12, the verb pattern shifts as verb forms fluctuate between first, second, and 

third person indicatives (vv. 12-19), until third person, especially singular forms, take 

over the primary clauses in 15:20-28 to describe Christ's work through his 

resurrection. 139 

A shift in the verb pattern occurs in 15:29 as questions introduced by third person 

plural indicatives give way to first person forms (15:30-32). 14°Further, imperatives 

appear within primary clauses in 15:33-34 for the only time in chapter 15, with the 

exception of 15:58. These imperatives call the readers, in light of Christ's work, to be 

sober-minded (EKVJ\'lfU'tc) and to stop sinning (µii aµap'tcXVE'tc). 141 

In 15:35, the verb pattern indicates another change as the imperatives found in 

15 :29-34 shift back to indicatives, as the subsequent segment focuses on the resurrected 

body, through the use of third person singular verbs. These third person singular 

indicatives represent the vast majority of verbs through v. 49. 142 

137 While verb forms other than first person singulars occur within vv. 10-11, the presence of the pronoun 

f,yffi still keeps Paul as a major focus of these verses. 

138 So Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 287; Collins, 1Corinthians,528-29; 

Witherington, Conflict and Community, 298; Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 121. Fee (1 Corinthians, 717) 

recognizes this as a single segment but subdivides it into smaller paragraphs consisting of vv. 1-2, 3-8, and 

9-11. 

139 So Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 286. Fee (1Corinthians,737) maintains that the 

larger segment here consists of 15: 12-34, as do Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 125) and Witherington (Conflict 

and Community, 298). Fee further divides this unit into smaller segments: vv. 12-19 (738); 20-28 (745
46); and 29-34 (760-61). Collins (1Corinthians,540-62) breaks the text up according to the same 

segments as Fee. 

140 Fee (1 Corinthian, 762) argues that the personal pronouns and subsequent changes in the verbal category 

of person indicate the movements within this segment. 

141 So Fee, 1 Corinthians. 760-61; Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 286; and Collins, 1 

Corinthians, 556, who marks further smaller paragraphs at vv. 29-3 la, 31 lr-32, and 33-34. 

142 So Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 289. Witherington (Conflict and Community, 298) 

and Keener U-2 Corinthians, 129-30) extend the segment down to 15:58. Fee (I Corinthians, 778 and 

786-87) and Collins ( l Corinthians. 562 and 568) indicate two segments here. Fee marks the split after v. 
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A shift takes place at 15 :50 with the first person singular verbs ( <ptiµt and AE"(W 

in v. 51) leading to the description of the resurrection. This break is further marked by the 

inclusion of the direct address, abEA<poi. The second person plural imperative yivEcrSe 

ends this section of text (headed by the conjunction rocrte) with a call to the readers, 

addressed by the expression abEA<poi µou aymtti'tOt, to be persevering in the Lord's 

work since its not worthless. 143 

The last 7tepi 8£ expression occurs at the beginning of chapter 16 as it introduces 

one more topic, the collection for the Jerusalem church. While the theme concerning the 

delivery of the gift carries over into the next segment, this section is governed by two 

imperatives (7tot~crCX't£ and n8£tro) found in 16:1-2.144 

The verbs shift to indicatives at 16:3, and this chain, governed mainly by first 

person singular forms, extends down through 16:9 as Paul discusses his travel plans.145 

Imperatives CPA.£rre'te in v. I 0 and rrpon£µ\jf<X'te in v. 11) and a hortatory 

subjunctive ( E~ou0Ev~crn in v. 11) mark a further shift beginning in 16: 10, as they give 

instruction concerning the treatment of Timothy. 146 This section concludes with 

43, while Collins indicates it in the middle of v. 44 after G1tctpe1m a&µa. \jl'UXU(OV, eycipe1m a&µa 
Jrveuµa.uK6v. 
143 Fee (I Corinthians, 795-96) and Collins (1 Corinthians, 573) both indicate 15:5{}-58 as a single 
segment, although Fee segregates v. 58 as a separate smaller paragraph while Collins marks a smaller 
paragraph break at v. 57. Similar to Fee, Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 29{}-91) 
actually indicates two separate segments here, vv. 5{}-57 and 58. She maintains that 15:58 simultaneously 
serves as the closing to the letter body and a restatement of the central argument of the letter. 
144 Fee (I Corinthians, 810), Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 293), and Collins (1 
Corinthians, 585) recognize the first segment of chapter 16 as vv. 1-4, which deals with the topic of the 
Jerusalem gift. While the topic continues past v. 2, the verb pattern shifts earlier in v. 3 with first person 
singulars coming to the forefront. 
145 Collins U Corinthians, 590) indicates a segment break after v. 9 (vv. 5-9). 
146 Fee (1 Corinthians, 817) indicates the terminus of a segment at v. 11 (vv. 5-11), due to the nepi 0£ that 
begins v. 12. He maintains that this is another response by Paul to the Corinthian letter sent to him. 
Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric of Reconciliation, 293) argues that the significance of nepi 0£ here does 
not imply a response to a Corinthian letter but rather is Paul's way of introducing a figure well-known to 
both himself and the audience. 
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indicatives concerning Paul's encouragement of Apollos to come to Corinth and Apollos' 

response (16:12). 147 

Four second person plural imperatives and a third person singular imperative 

control the primary clauses in 16: 13-14 and call the readers to heed commands presented 

early in the letter. 148 

Beginning in 16:15, Paul urges (through the use of the first person singular 

indicative napaKaAro) the readers to submit to the leadership of those that are coming to 

them, and to acknowledge ( £mytvrocrKE't E) them as leaders. 149 

The greetings section follows with the sending of greetings (acrna~ovtat) and 

the request for greetings ( acrnacracrec) to be sent with a holy kiss (16: 19-20). 

Following this is a signature statement concerning the greeting, a curse (third 

person singular imperative litro) upon those who do not "love the Lord," a request for the 

Lord to return, and a final xapt~ statement and ayan11 statement to the Corinthians. 150 

Segmentation of I Corinthians according to Verbal Patterning 

In contrast to Romans, 1 Corinthians proves more difficult to segment according 

to verbal patterns. It still possesses conventional patterns at both the beginning and 

ending of the letter, but the main body of the letter is not clearly differentiated into large 

segments according to verbal patterns, such as a major shift from indicative to 

147 Collins (I Corinthians, 594) recognizes this same segment consisting of 16: 10-12. Fee (1 Corinthians, 

823), MitchelJ (Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation, 293), Witherington (Conflict and Community, 

313), and Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 135-36) indicate a segment closing with v. 12. 

148 ColJins (1 Corinthians, 599) indicates that 16: 13-14 represents a unique segment. Fee (1 Corinthians, 

826) and Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric of Reconciliation, 294) both extend the segment through v. 18, 

although Fee indicates a smaller paragraph break between vv. 14 and 15. 

149 So Collins, 1 Corinthians, 602. 

15°Fee (I Corinthians, 833) includes all of 16: 19-24 into a single segment. Mitchell (Paul and the Rhetoric 

ofReconciliation, 294) and Collins (I Corinthians, 607-18) split these final verses into two segments 

consisting of 16: 19-21 and 22-24, as they place the signature statement with the greetings. 
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imperative. Further, commands appear earlier in 1 Corinthians and are sustained within 

just about each section after 5: 1. Yet certain patterns still surface, and they will be 

discussed before an attempt is made to outline the letter according to verbal patterning. 

First, in relation to the verb itself, the category of person contributes to the 

segmentation within the first part of the letter ( 1 : 1-4:21 ). Person shifts played a 

contributing role in locating the following sections: 1 :4-9 (first person singular); 1: 10-17 

(first person singular); 1: 18-23 (third person singular/plural); 1 :26-30 (second person 

plural/third person singular); 2:1-5 (first person singular); 2:6-16 (first person 

plural/third person singular); 3: 1-4 (first person singular/ second person plural); 3:5-17 

(third person singular); 4:6-13 (second person plural/first person plural). On the other 

hand, with the exception of a few sections (for instance 15:20-28 and 15:35-49) the 

category of person contributes significantly less to the segmentation of 5: 1-16:2. The 

exception to this is found in the occurrence of first person singular indicative verbs which 

conclude sections with Paul's opinion or position concerning the matter at hand. 

Examples of this include 8:13, 9:26-27, 10:33 and 11:1, 11:34, 14:18-19. One could 

possibly argue that the whole of chapter 13 (beginning and closing with first person 

singulars) serves this purpose for the lengthy discussion of gifts found in chapter 12. 

Second, the category of mood contributes to the segmentation of the text in both 

parts of the letter. In 1 : 18-4:21, the text reflects a noticeable shift at 3: 18 with the onset 

of the imperative mood. Thus, the indicative mood controls 1: 18-3:17, while imperatives 

play a contributing role in 3: 18-4:21, as this section serves as the exhortation section to 

this part of the letter. The category of mood also serves as the key indicator, from the 

perspective of the verb, to the segmentation in 5: 1-16:2. This can be seen in the general 
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movement of sections beginning with indicative verb forms and gradually moving to 

imperative forms toward the end of the section. This holds true for the following 

segments: 6:1-11; 6:12-20; 8:1-13; 9:1-27; 11:17-34;12:1-31; 14:20-40. In other 

sections, the indicatives and imperatives appear throughout, making it difficult to further 

segment the section. Examples include chapters 5, 7, and 10. 

Third, certain features occur regularly within the primary clauses that help 

distinguish segments of text. The most recognizable feature is the expression 1ccpi 8£ 

that stands at the beginning of five sections: 7:1; 7:25; 8:1; 12:1; 16:1. 151 In all these 

occurrences, new topics are introduced. Another feature is the direct address, a8eA.cpoi. It 

stands at the beginning of the following segments of text: 1: 10; 1 :26; 2:1; 3: 1; 4:6; 10:1; 

12:1; 14:20; 15:1; 15:50; 16:15. Further, it is also found at the beginning of clauses at the 

end of segments in 7:24, 11 :33, and 15:58. 

In relation to a five-part letter-form, the verb pattern analysis seems to suggest the 

following structure for 1 Corinthians: 

I. Letter Opening (1:1-3) 
II. Thanksgiving ( 1 :4-9) 

III. Letter Body (1:10-4:21) 
IV. Parenesis (5:1-16:2) 
V. Letter Closing (16:3-24) 

The letter opens with a typical prescript containing no primary clauses ( 1: 1-3) and 

transitions into a standard thanksgiving governed by the first person singular 

euxaptcr'tffi. The body of the letter opens with the statement of the letter's theme within 

the context of Paul relaying to the readers how he came about information concerning 

them ( 1: 10-17). Paul highlights the message he preaches, the word of the cross, which is 

151 The expression is also found at 16: 12. which may serve to separate the discussion of Timothy in 16: I0
11 from Apollos in 16:12. 
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viewed as foolishness according to the world's wisdom (1: 18-25), but has resulted in the 

calling of the Corinthian believers (1 :26-31 ). He reminds them again of his coming and 

delivery of the message (2:1-5), which in fact is wisdom to the spiritually mature 

individual (2:6-16). Yet, the Corinthian believers cannot handle such teaching because 

they remain "fleshly" due to their disputes concerning which faction they belong (3: 1-4). 

Paul then relates the real truth behind being a worker on God's building (3:5-17). This 

leads into the exhortations to not measure according to the world's standards but rather 

regard Paul and others as God's servants (3:18-4:5). Paul then compares their mindset 

with his (4:6-13), and must admonish them to be imitators of him, rather than measuring 

themselves by faulty standards, or else he will have to come with a rod (4:14-21). 

The parenesis of the letter is structured around the periodic 7r:Epi ot statements 

beginning in 7: I and further shifts in verb patterns, which indicate a number of topics 

concerning the Corinthian church. These include the acceptance of the immoral man 

(5:1-13), lawsuits against one another outside the church (6:1-11), immorality (6:12-20), 

marriage issues (7: 1-40), issues pertaining to idolatry and Christian freedom (8: 1-13; 

9: 1-27; 10: 1-11: 1), the God-ordained order within the marriage (11 :2-16), the Lord's 

Supper fiasco (11:17-34), spiritual gifts (12:1-31; 13:1-13; 14:1-19; 14:20-40), the 

resurrection (15: 1-11; 15: 12-19; 15:20-28; 15:29-34; 15:35-49; 15:50-58), and the gift 

for the Jerusalem church ( 16: 1-2). 

The letter closes with a discussion of Paul's travel plans (16:3-9), the sending of 

Timothy and the situation concerning Apollos (16: 10-12), summary commands (16: 13

14), an exhortation to receive individuals like Stephanus ( 16: 15-18), greetings (16: 19

20), and letter closing (16:21-24). 
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Comparison with Other Proposals for I Corinthians 

For all the difficulty in locating section breaks according to verbal patterns, the 

segmentation of I Corinthians proposed in the previous section shows a great deal of 

agreement with the outlines of the various translations and commentaries. It does not, 

however, lead to the further segmentation of7:1-24, 10:1-11, 12:1-31, as the texts and 

commentaries suggest. While it remains to be seen how this approach will handle other 

letters, from what has been observed so far, the verbal analysis seems to contribute to the 

segmentation of the text. 

2 Corinthians 

Paul's second letter to the Corinthians produces much discussion over whether 

this letter is a unified whole or can actually be partitioned into two separate sections, 

chapters 1-9 and 10-13 .152 This analysis will examine the final form present in the 

Pauline corpus and see if the verb pattern contributes in any way to this discussion. 

Before this can happen, a look at what others have done with the structure of this letter is 

a necessary prerequisite. 

Proposed Outlines to 2 Corinthians 

Segmentation by Greek Texts and Bible Versions 

The various Greek texts and versions show a great deal of agreement concerning 

the segmentation of 2 Corinthians. From a look at Figure 5, the editors of the various 

translations agree concerning how the text should be segmented, with one or two arguing 

for further segmentation within a certain unit of text. Only a few segments show any 

significant disagreement. 

152 Barnett, 2 Corinthians, 15-23: Garland, 2 Corinthians, 33---14; Keener. 1 and 2 Corinthians, 146-51. 
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SeEments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB95 ESV 

l 
1:1-2 1.1-2 I la 

I. I b 
I 2 

I la 
I: lb 
I 2 

I la 
!:lb 
1.2 

I la 
l:lb 
]·2 

2 1·3-7 1:3-7 1·3-7 I 3-7 1·3-7 1·3-7 
3 1.8--11 1.8--11 I 8--11 1.8--11 1.8--11 1:8--11 
4 l.!2-14 I 12-14 I.12-14 I·J2-l4 I 12-14 I 12-14 

5 
1:15-22 1:15-22 1:15-22 1:15-17 

I: 18--22 
1:15-22 1:15-22 

6 
1:23-24 
2:1-4 

]·23-2:4 I 23-2 4 1:23-2:4 1:23-24 
2.1-4 

I 23-24 
2.1-4 

7 2:5-11 2:5-ll 2:5-l l 2:5-ll 2:5-11 2:5-ll 
8 2:12-13 2:12-13 2:12-13 2.12-13 2:12-13 2:12-13 
9 2.14-17 2:14-17 2:14-17 2:14-17 2:14-17 2:14-17 
10 3:1-3 3:1-3 3.1-3 3.1-3 3 1-3 3·]-3 

II 
3:4-6 

3:7-11 
3:4-11 3:4-6 

3:7-11 
3:4-6 

3.7-11 
3:4-6 

3·7-11 
3:4-6 

3:7-11 

12 3:12-18 3:12-18 3:12-18 3:12-18 3:12-18 3:12-18 
13 4:1-6 4:1-6 4:1-6 4:1-6 4:1-6 4:1-6 

14 
4:7-15 4:7-15 4:7-12 

4:13-15 
4:7-12 

4:13-15 
4:7-12 

4:13-15 
4:7-12 

4·13-15 
15 4.16--18 4·16--18 4.16--18 4:16--18 4.16--18 4:16--18 

16 
5 1-5 

5:6-10 
5:1-10 5 1-5 

5:6-10 
5:1-5 

5.6-10 
5.1-5 

5:6--10 
5.1-5 

5:6--10 

17 
5:11-15 
5·16--21 

5:11-21 5.11-15 
5:16-21 

5.11-15 
5:16-21 

5:11-15 
5:16--19 
5.20--21 

5:11-15 
5:16-21 

18 
6.1-10 6:1-10 6.1-10 6:1-2 

6:3-10 
6:1-10 6:1-10 

19 6:11-13 6.11-13 6.11-13 6.11-13 6:11-13 6:11-13 

20 614-18 6:14-18 6:14-18 6:14-18 614-18 6•14-18 

21 7:1 71 71 7:1 7:1 7:1 
22 7:2-4 7·2-4 7·2-4 7.2-4 7·2-4 7·2-4 

23 

7:5-13a 

7·J3b-16 

7:5-16 7:5-13a 

7 13b-16 

7:5-7 
7:8--13a 

7 13b-16 

7:5-13a 

7:13b-16 

7:5-9 

7:10--13a 
7.13b-16 

24 

8.1-7 
8:8--15 

8·1-15 8 1-7 
8:8--15 

8·1-7 
8.8--9 

8· J0--12 
8:13-15 

8·1-7 
8:8--15 

8:1-7 
8:8--15 

25 
8.16-24 8·16-24 8 16-24 8:16-21 

8:22-24 
8· 16-24 8 16-24 

26 9:1-5 9:1-5 9:1-5 9.1-5 9:1-5 9:1-5 

27 
9·6-15 9:6-15 96-15 9:6-11 

9:12-15 
9:6-15 9:6--15 

28 10:1-6 IO 1-6 10.1-6 10.1-6 IO·J-6 IO·J-6 

29 
10.7-11 
10:12-18 

10:7-11 
10:12-18 

]0·7-11 
10:12-18 

10:7-11 
10.12-18 

107-11 
10: 12-18 

10.7-12 

10:13-18 

30 

11:1-6 

11:7-11 
11:12-15 

11:1-4 
11:5-11 

11:12-15 

II 1-6 

11:7-11 
11:12-15 

11:1-6 

11:7-12 

11:13-15 

11:1-6 

11.7-11 
11:12-15 

11:1-6 

11:7-11 
11:12-15 

31 
II: 16-29 

11 :30--33 

l 1:16--21a 
l 1:21b-33 

11:16-21a 
I 1:2lb-29 
11 30--33 

II 16-2la 
II :21b-29 
11.30--33 

11:16-2la 
II 21b-29 
11 30--33 

11:16-21a 
11 ·21 b-29 
11 :30--33 

32 
12 1-10 12 1-6 

12.7-10 
12:1-10 12 1-6 

!2·7-10 
12:1-10 12:1-10 

33 
12.11-18 12:11-13 

12:14-18 
12:11-13 
12 14-18 

12.11-13 
12:14-18 

12·11-13 
12:14-18 

12•11-13 
12:14-18 

34 12:19-21 12:19-21 12.19-21 12:19-21 12 19-21 12·19-21 
35 13:1-4 13.1-4 ]3·]-4 13·1-4 13 1-4 13:1-4 
36 13:5-10 13.5-10 13·5-IO 13:5-10 13·5-!0 13·5-10 

37 
13 11-12 

13 13 
13· 11-12 

13·13 
13·1 J-12 

13·13 
13 II 

13:12-13 
13.11-13 13:11-13 

38 13 14 13:14 13:14 

Figure 5. Segmentation of2 Corinthians by various texts and translations 
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Segment 23 reveals a slight disagreement between the NIV and the ESV concerning the 

further segmentation of 7:5-13a, with the NIV placing a break between verses 7 and 8, 

while the ESV places the break between verses 9 and 10. In segment 29, the ESV differs 

from the others by marking a shift at 10: 13, while the other texts and translations make 

the shift one verse earlier at 10: 12. In segment 30, NA27 indicates that 11: 1-4 and 11 :5

11 form separate units, while the others possess sections consisting of 11: 1-6 and 11 :7

11. Finally, in this same segment, the NIV differs from the others, which mark 11: 12-15 

off as a unit, while the NIV breaks the text into a unit of 11: 13-15. None of these are 

strong disagreements, as in each case, only one translation differed from the rest. Thus, it 

is apparent that the texts and translations analyzed here show strong agreement 

concerning the segmentation of 2 Corinthians. 

Segmentation by Various Authors 

While the texts and translations reveal strong agreement over the segmentation of 

2 Corinthians, the same cannot be said of the commentators analyzed. 153 As is evident 

from Figure 6, these authors hardly display any unanimity concerning the segmentation 

of the text. 

Segments Keener Garland W1then~ton Barnett Barrett 
1:1-11 1 1-2 1:1-2 1.1-2 1:1-2 

1:3-7 1·3-7 1:3-7 1.3-11 
I 8-2: 13 1:8-2.16 1 8-11 

1:12-22 1 12-14 1:12-22 
1:15-17 
1·18-22 

1-23 1.23-2:11 I 23-2·2 1 23-2:13 
2:3-4 

2 5-11 
2:12-13 2.12-13 
2 14-17 2 14-7 3 2:14-17 2 14-3 3 

2.17 
3:1-18 3.1-18 3 1-3 

153 Keener, 1 and 2 Corinthians, ix-x; Garland. 2 Corinthians, 45; Witherington, Conflict and Community. 
viii-ix; Barnett, 2 Corinthians. 51-52; Barrett, 2 Corinthians, 51-52. 
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Segment' 

24--27 

28-29 

30-36 

37-38 

Keener 

4:1-15 

4·16-5·10 

5:11-6'10 

6.11-7.4 

7·5-16 

8:1-15 

8.16-9:5 

9:6-15 
10:1-18 

ll·l-21a 

I 1.21b-33 
12:1-10 

12.11-18 

12:19-13 IO 

13:11-13 

Garland 

7:4-16 

8:1-15 

8:16-9:5 

9:6-15 
10:1-11 

10:12-18 
ll:l-21a 

I 1:21b--12:13 

12:14-21 

13: I-IO 

13:11-14 

Withenngton 

4:1-5·10 

5:11-6:2 

6:3-13 

6:14--7:1 
7:2-16 

8:1-9:15 

10:1-18 

11:1-12:10 

12:11-13:4 

13:5-IO 
13:11-14 

Barnett 
3·4--6 

3:7-11 
3:12-15 
3 16-18 

4:1-6 
4 7-12 

4:13-15 
416-18 

5·1-5 
5 6-10 
5.11-13 
5: 14--17 
5:18-6.2 

6·3-IO 
6.11-13 
6.14--7: I 

7.2-4 

7·5-7 
7:8-12 

7:13-16 
8·1-7 

8.8-15 
8 16-24 

9 1-5 
9:6-15 
10:1-6 

IO 7-11 
10:12-18 

11·1-12:13 

12·14-19 

12·20-13:4 

13 5-10 
13:11-14 

Barrett 
3 4--18 

4:1-6 
4 7-18 

5 1-10 

5:11-21 

6:1-13 

6:14--7:4 

7:5-16 

8 1-24 

9·1-15 

10:1-6 
10:7-18 

11:1-15 
11 16-33 

12·1-10 
12:11-18 

12:19-13:10 

13•11-14 

Figure 6. Segmentation of2 Corinthians by various authors 

From a macrostructural look at the letter, there is agreement concerning the breaks that 

isolate the section on giving in chapters 8 and 9, as well as Paul's self description in 

chapter 10. Other than these sections and the letter closing (13:11-13), however, the 

authors did not completely agree concerning any other segmentation. Garland's 

commentary discusses 2:14-7:3 as a single large unit of text; but even if he is taken out 

of the comparison, the authors still do not completely agree concerning a segment. Even 

when Garland ends this unit at 7:3, others disagree, with some seeing the break at 7:4 
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(Keener, Barnett, and Barrett), while Witherington sees it earlier between 7:1 and 2. 

While it is beyond the scope of this study to analyze each author's approach to see why 

so much disagreement occurs, some of this probably stems from the differing strategies 

that these authors believe Paul was utilizing to write this letter. As will become evident 

from the verbal analysis, the preponderance of first person verb forms would seem to be a 

likely catalyst for the difference of opinion concerning the structure of 2 Corinthians. 

It is hard to believe that the editors of the texts and translations analyzed here 

could display such agreement concerning the segmentation of this letter, while the 

various authors display as much disagreement. Even so, the letter can basically be 

outlined into a prescript ( 1: 1-2), blessing section to God ( 1:3-7), letter body part 1 (I :8

7: 16), letter body part 2 (8:1-9: 15), letter body part 3 (10:1-13:10), and letter closing 

13: 11-13. With these broad movements in mind, the verbal analysis can now take place. 

Verbal Analysis of 2 Corinthians 

Analysis ofPrimary Clauses 

In relation to the primary clause verbs of 2 Corinthians, the single greatest 

characteristic that emerges is the preponderance of first person verb forms. Not only do 

they appear throughout the letter, but they are the dominant verb form in almost every 

subsection of the letter. This causes some difficulty in locating various breaks in the text 

according to verb shifting, but, as will become evident, second person and third person 

verbs occur with these first person verbs to help segment the text. Also, the presence of 

imperatives in various sections of the letter contributes to segmentation as well. 

As is typical within the Pauline corpus, the letter opens with a prescript that 

contains no primary clause verbs. 1: 1-2 introduces Paul and his associate Timothy as the 
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senders, the church of God at Corinth as the recipient, and a xapt~ and Eip~v11 salutation 

to the believers in this church. 154 Following this prescript, 2 Corinthians does not contain 

the usual thanksgiving section, but rather has a lengthy berakah segment that begins in 

1 :3. 155 This verbless expression of blessing (EUAoy11t6~) in 1 :3 governs verses 3-7, 

before the introduction of the first primary clause verb in 1 :8. 156 

In 1 :8, the first person singular primary clause verb e€A.oµEv initiates a section of 

text controlled largely by first person verb forms. This verb serves as the primary clause 

verb for 1 : 8-11. While the third person singular Ecrtiv in 1: 12 and a string of third person 

singular indicatives in 1: 19-23 (with God as their subject) occur, the section consists 

mainly of first person singular and plural forms, by which Paul portrays his and his 

associates' actions. Continuing down through 2:13, Paul speaks of his motivation for 

writing and his great anguish over having to write what he did in the past (2: 1-10). 157 

A shift takes place at 2:14. While the verbs still consist of predominantly first 

person forms, they shift to strictly plural forms as Paul speaks of his and his associates' 

154 For discussion concerning the prescript to 2 Corinthians see Witherington, Conflict and Community, 
353-5; Barnett, 2 Corinthians, 5~; Garland, 2 Corinthians, 47-52. 
155 For a discussion of this section as well as reasons why Paul may have used this instead of the normal 
thanksgiving section, see O'Brien, Introductory Thanksgivings, 233-258. 
156 Witherington (Conflict and Community, 356--59), Barnett (2 Corinthians, 65), and Garland (2 
Corinthians, 52) recognize 1 :3-7 as a distinct segment. 
157 Garland (2 Corinthians, 72) maintains that 1:8-2:13 serves as a major section within the letter dealing 
with "Paul's love for the church and his dependability." He further divides the text into smaller segments 
consisting of 1:8-11 (72), 1: 12-14 (83), 1: 15-22, which he further divides into smaller paragraphs 
consisting of vv. 15-17 and 18-22 (94), I :23-2:4, further divided into smaller paragraphs consisting of 
1:23-24,2: 1-2, and 2:3-4 (108), 2:5-13, further divided into vv. 5-11 and 12-13 (116). Barnett (2 
Corinthians, 91) indicates a similar larger section consisting of 1: 12-2: 13. Barnett maintains that 1 :8-11 
belongs with 1: 1-7 as the introduction to the letter (55), based mainly on the conjunction yap at the 
beginning of v. 8, which indicates its connection to vv. 1-7 (82). Of interest is that 1: 12, which he views as 
the introduction of a new segment, also begins with yap. He explains that in I: 12, this use of yap does not 
connect back to what precedes but introduces a new segment (92). He further divides 1: 12-2: 13 into 
smaller segments consisting of I: 12-14 (92), I: 15-17 (99), I: 18-22 (103), 1:23-2:2 (113-14), 2:3-4 (118). 
2:5-11 (122), and 2: 12-13 (132). Similar to Barnett, Keener (1-2 Corinthians. 158--63) sees I: 12-2: 13 as a 
larger unit of the letter, which is split into three segments: I: 12-22, I :23-2: 11, and 2: 12-13. Witherington 
(Conflict and Community. 360) indicates a slightly larger segment of text, 1:8-2:16, which he labels as the 
rhetorical segment narratio. 
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action in ministry. While the first primary clause verb of this section does not occur until 

verse 17, the shift is introduced back in verse 14 with the expression of thanks to God for 

his use of Paul and his associates to effectively preach the word of God in the power of 

Christ. The larger unit here consists of2:14-3:18,158 as the first person plural verb forms 

serve as backbone to the structure of this section, but the section can be split into two 

smaller units around the inclusion of third person singular verb forms. The first sub-unit 

consists of2:14-3:11 159 as the first person plural forms give way to a string of third 

person singular primary clause verbs beginning in verse 6. The subjects "letter" and 

"Spirit" contrast with each other as Paul shows the superiority of the latter to the 

former. 160 The second sub-unit is marked by the conjunction ouv and an initial 

occurrence of the first person plural (xproµE8a) again, speaking of Paul and his 

associates' boldness in their speech, before giving way to the third person singular verbs 

that speak of Moses and the veil of the old covenant in verses 14-17. The section 

concludes with a shift back to first person plural forms in 3: 18 (µE1aµop<pouµc8a). 161 

The next segment is introduced by <5ta 'tOU'tO in 4: 1, and the dominance of first 

person plural verb forms is reestablished. Of the nineteen primary clause verbs in this 

section, fourteen are first person plural forms. As has been the case so far, these are 

exclusively indicative forms, with the vast majority displaying imperfective aspect 

158 Both Barnett (2 Corinthians, 145) and Garland (2 Corinthians, 137-39) see 2: 14-3: 18 as part of a larger 

segment which continues from 2: 14 through 4:6. Witherington (Conflict and Community, 371) sees 2: 17 as 

a propositio, and 3: 1-18 (375) as the first argument as proof to 2: 17. Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 163 and 

165) indicates two segments, consisting of 2: 14-17 and 3: 1-18. 

159 Within 2: 14-3: 11 Barnett (2 Corinthians) further indicates four segments consisting of 2: 14-17 ( 145). 

3:1-3 (159), 3:4-6 (170), and 3:7-11 (178). Garland (2 Corinthians) suggests two segments, 2:14-3:6. 

which he further divides into paragraphs consisting of 2: 14-17. 3: 1-3, and 3:4-6 (139-40). and 3:7-18, in 

which he indicates two paragraphs, vv. 7-11and12-18 (167). 

160 Barnett, 2 Corinthians, 138. 

161 Barnett (2 Corinthians) divides 3:12-18 into two segments, vv. 12-15 (188) and 16-18 (195). which 

continue the chain of segments begun back in 2: 14. Garland (2 Corinthians, 167) marks 3: 12-18 as a 

smaller paragraph within the segment of 3:7-18. 
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(twelve of the fourteen are present tense forms). While some may want to introduce a 

break at 4: 16 or 5: 1, the verb pattern does not seem to indicate this, but rather continues 

the string of first person plural forms through 5: 10. 162 

A break is introduced at 5: 11 with the occurrence of the conjunction ouv. While 

the text continues the first person plural chain of verbs, it is interrupted in 5: 11 with a 

first person singular ( tA.nisro), which may contribute to the start of a new section. Of 

greater significance is that 5: 11-19 paves the way for the second person plural aorist 

imperative (Ka'taA.A.ayT)'te) that occurs in 5:20. 163 

This imperative is followed by a mitigated command (first person plural present 

indicative napaKaA.ouµev) in 6: 1, urging the readers not to receive God's grace de; 

Kcv6v. The delineation of how such a reception should occur is spelled out in the lengthy 

section of 6:3-10, which contains only one primary clause verb, s&µev, in 6:9. 164 

Accompanied by the direct address, KopivOwt, a new segment begins in 6:11 as 

the verbs shift, in one of the rare occasions in 2 Corinthians, away from first person 

dominance to second person plural forms. First person forms do not end, but the second 

person plural plays a more prominent role as imperatives are given in 6:13 and 6:14, 

162 Witherington (Conflict and Community, 385) recognizes 4: 1-5: l 0 as a distinct segment, serving as the 
second part of the argument begun in 3:1-18. Barnett (2 Corinthians) divides this section into a number of 
segments. He sees 4: 1-6 as the last segment of 2: 14-4:6. Parallel to 2: 14-4:6, he maintains that 4:7-15 and 
4: 16-5: IO represent two more larger units, which are made up of segments consisting of 4:7-12 (227), 
4: 13-15 (238-39), 4: 16-18 (249), 5: 1-5 (255), and 5:6-10 (267). Garland (2 Corinthians) sees three 

segments represented here: 4: 1-6 (202); 4:7-15 (218); and 4: 16-5: IO (238). Similar to Garland, Keener (1
2 Corinthians, 172 and 176) indicates two segments, 4: 1-15 and 4: 16-5: 10. 

163 While 5:20 begins with another ouv, this does not seem to introduce a second section but rather 

introduces the command for being reconciled, after this topic was introduced in 5: 18-19; so Garland. 2 

Corinthians, 267-68, who marks 5: 11-21 as a distinct segment. Barnett (2 Corinthians. 299) continues the 

segment through 6:2, with the result that he indicates three segments here: 5: 11-13 (277); 5: 14-17 (286): 

and 5: 18-6:2 (299). This is similar to Witherington (Conflict and Community, 392). who marks the 

segment as 5:11-6:2. 

164 So Garland, 2 Corinthians, 302. Although he begins the segment at 6:3, Barnett (2 Corinthiam, 321) 

ends it at 6: IO as well. Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 181-82) combines all of 5: 11-6: I 0 into one segment. 

Witherington (Conflict and Community, 398) carries the segment through 6: 13. 
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within the Old Testament quotation of 6: 16-18, and finally in 7:2. Due to these 

occurrences of the imperative, this section ( 6: 11-7:2) is the most explicitly marked 

hortatory unit within the letter. 165 The terminus of this segment is difficult to locate, as 

7:2-4 seems to serve as a hinge for what precedes and follows it. 166 

From the perspective of the verbs, the text shifts again at 7:3, due to the re

emergence of the indicative as well as first person singular verb forms. At this point the 

second person plural form disappears from the primary clause verbs as well. This section 

is controlled by first person indicatives, with two third person singular forms found in the 

middle of the section (the first one still referring to Paul as "our flesh" serves as the 

subject). It focuses on the comfort that God has provided due to the communication from 

Titus. This section continues down through verse 16 with Paul's announcement of his 

rejoicing (xaipco) that he has confidence in these believers. 167 

As indicated in the discussion concerning how the various authors segment 2 

Corinthians, interpreters of this letter recognize a major break at 8: 1. 168 While first person 

plural and singular forms continue in this section, the break is marked by the presence of 

the mitigated exhortation in 8:7 (the second person plural subjunctive 7tEptcHJEUTJ'tE) and 

the imperative E7tt'tEAEcran: in 8:11. The section begins with the direct address, 

165 Barnett (2 Corinthians, 337 and 341) refers to this section as the climax of the argument begun in 2:14. 
166 Barnett, 2 Corinthians, 358-59; Garland, 2 Corinthians, 347. Barnett indicates three segments here: 
6: 11-13 (334); 6: 14-7: l (337), which he further subdivides; and 7:2-4 (358), which for him concludes the 
whole of 2: 14-7:4. Garland, 2 Corinthians, 314-315, recognizes only one larger segment (6: 11-7:3), which 
he divides into smaller paragraphs consisting of 6:11-13, 6: 14-18, 7: 1, and 7:2-3. He places 7:4 with what 
follows. Witherington (Conflict and Community, 402) indicates one segment consisting of 6: 14-7: l, with 
7:2-16 constituting its own segment. Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 190) indicates a segment that begins in 6:1 l 
and continues through to 7:4. 
167 The commentators surveyed here agree on the recognition that 7: 16 concludes a unit of text begun 
somewhere around the beginning of the chapter. See Witherington, Conflict and Community, 407; Barnett, 
2 Corinthians, 365, who further subdivides the text into segments at vv. 5-7 (366). 8-12 (371-72), and 13
16 (382); Garland, 2 Corinthians, 346, who indicates segments at vv. 4 (347), 5-7 (349), 8-l 3a (353), l 3b
l 5 (359), and 16 (360); and Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 197-98. 
168 Barnett, 2 Corinthians, 387-89; Witherington, Conflict and Community, 411-13; Garland, 2 
Corinthians, 363; Keener, 1 and 2 Corinthians. 201-02. 
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aoc/...cpo{, as well as the first person plural indicative yvwpil;;oµcv, expressing that Paul 

and his associates are making something known to these readers. 169 This section closes 

in 8:15, as imperatival primary clauses end in v. 11 and a string of primary verbless 

clauses concludes the segment (8: 12-15). 170 

A new segment begins in 8:16 as the commendation of Titus is introduced in with 

the expression of thanks to God for his work in Titus. 171 This section (8: 16-9:5) 172 is 

characterized once again by first person primary clause verb forms, interspersed with an 

occasional third person singular verb. In contrast to the previous segment, no imperatives 

are found within this segment. 

The next shift is marked in 9:6 by the disappearance of these first person verbs as 

third person singular forms serve as primary clause verbs for all of the primary clauses 

possessing finite verbs in 9:6-15. Further, with the exception of the present tense 

ouvatci found in 9:8, the primary clause verbs in 9:6-15 are future tense forms. 173 As 

8:16 begins with an expression of thanks to God, this section ends in 9:15 with a parallel 

verb less expression of thanks (xapt<; 't0 0c4'>). 174 

169 This resembles the disclosure statement that opened the letter in 1 :8. 

170 Barnett (2 Corinthians, 389 and 404) recognizes two distinct segments in 8:1-15, vv. 1-7 and 8-15. 

While displaying 8: 1-15 as a single unit, Garland (2 Corinthians) divides it into the following segments: 

vv. 1-5 (365), vv. 6--8 (371 ), v. 9 (376), vv. 10-12 (379), and vv. 13-15 (382). Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 

200-01) keeps the whole of 8: 1-15 together as a segment. 

171 xapt<; M: -rtj) 01:::4) here parallels the beginning of the segment in 2: 14. See Barnett, 2 Corinthians, 418. 

m So Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 208. Garland (2 Corinthians, 390) also recognizes 8:16--9:5 as a distinct 

unit, but he further divides it into two segments: 8: 16--24 (390) and 9: 1-5 (400). Barnett (2 Corinthians, 

416 and 428) displays the same segments as Garland but treats them as their own separate units. 

173 The primary clause verbs actually end in v. 10, and the clauses that constitute vv. 11-15 are either 

verbless or controlled by participles. 

174 Barnett (2 Corinthians, 435-36), Garland (2 Corinthians, 404), and Keener (1-2 Corinthians. 212) 

consider 9:6--15 a distinct segment. 
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In 10: 1, Paul initiates the next segment of 2 Corinthians. 175 This section begins 

with the first person singular verb rcapaKaA.ro, which initiates a section of exhortation. 

The primary clause verbs within this segment consist mainly of first person singular and 

plural forms along with occasional third person singular forms. Of greater significance to 

the verbal pattern are the four imperatives within this segment of text (~AETCE'tE176 in 

10:7, AOYtstcreco in 10:7, AOYtsEcr8co again in 10:11, and Kauxacreco in 10:17), which 

seems to carry down through 10:18. 177 

After the last verses of chapter 10, the imperative forms disappear for the time 

being, which seems to initiate a new segment beginning with 11: 1. This new section 

begins with second person plural primary clause verbs in 11: 1 and 11 :4, but these fade 

away as first person singular forms take over the primary clauses. This section of text, 

11: 1-15, is marked by the indicative as Paul builds a case for his ministry in contrast to 

the "super-apostles" that have undermined his authority (11 :5). 178 

Paul seems to begin another section, further contrasting his ministry with that of 

these false teachers/apostles, in 11: 16. This section begins with a reiteration of what he is 

talking about (rcaA.tv A.tyro) and marks its shift from the previous section by the presence 

of command verbs in 11 :16 (the subjunctive o6~n and the imperative o£~acr8E). After a 

175 For discussion on whether 2 Corinthians 10-13 should be seen as a separate letter, see Barnett, 2 
Corinthians, 450-55, and Garland, 2 Corinthians, 417-22. In relation to the verbal pattern, it would seem 
odd that Paul begin this letter immediately with a segment containing imperatives, which is not the case 
with either 1 Corinthians nor 2 Corinthians 1-9. 
176 This verb can either be an indicative or an imperative. As both Barnett (2 Corinthians, 470) and Garland 
(2 Corinthians, 439-40) point out, in almost every case of pA.e7tE'tE within the Pauline corpus, it carries the 
imperatival sense. See I Cor 1:26; 8:9; 10:18; 16:10; Gal 5:15; Eph 5:15; Phil 3:2; and Col 2:8. 
177 So Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 215. Barnett (2 Corinthians, 456-79) recognizes 10: 1-11, which he divides 
into two segments, vv. 1-6 and 7-11, and 10: 12-18 as distinct units, he but places 10: 12-18 within the next 
larger unit of 10: 12-12: 13. Similarly, Garland (2 Corinthians, 423 and 457) splits 10: 1-18 into two 
segments, but does not further separate them by connecting the latter with what follows. 
178 While both start the segment at 11: I , Barnett (2 Corinthians, 457) and Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 223) 
extend it further down through 11 :21 a. Barnett (2 Corinthians, 496) as well indicates that 11: 1-21 a 
represents a larger unit, but he further divides the text into the following segments: vv. 1-4 (496); 5-6 
(506); 7-12 (511);13-15 (522); and 16-21a (528). 

http:rcapaKaA.ro
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few verses into this section, the second person primary clause verbs end, and Paul 

contrasts himself with the "super-apostles." This is evident from the first person singular 

verb forms versus the third person plural verbs in 11 :21-25. While the third person 

singular verbs stop describing the actions of the "super-apostles," the occurrence of the 

first person singular verbs continues down through 12: 10 with little interruption in 

relation to the verbs themselves, with the exception of the exchange with God, indicated 

through third person singular verbs, in 12:9. 179 

The next verbally marked segment initiates in 12: 11 as the second person plural 

contrasts with the first person singular. In this section, Paul engages the readers to 

challenge them on their treatment of him in comparison to these others that have come 

along and undermined his ministry. Imperatives occur at 12:13, 12:16, and 13:5, as this 

section, from the perspective of the verb, seems to continue all the way down to 13:10.180 

The verbs consist mainly of first person singular (with occasional plural) indicatives with 

second person plural forms sprinkled throughout. The second person plurals culminate in 

the imperatives found in 13:5 that call the readers to test themselves, as they have been so 

eager to test Paul and his ministry, to see whether they truly are "in the faith." 

179 As stated in the previous note, the commentators surveyed carry the previous section down through 
11 :2la, with the result that their next segment begins in 11 :21 b. Barnett (2 Corinthians, 534) maintains that 
11 :21b-12:10 represents an entire unit, which he further subdivides into 11 :21 b-23a (534), 11 :23b-33 
(539), 12: 1-6 (556), and 12:7-10 (566). Garland (2 Corinthians, 490 and 507) and Keener (J-2 
Corinthians, 232 and 236-37) only distinguish two segments: 11 :21 b-33 and 12: 1-10. 
18°Keener (1-2 Corinthians, 241 and 244) resembles this segment the closest as he indicates two segments 
consisting of 12: 11-18 and 12: 19-13: 10. Barnett (2 Corinthians, 577) and Garland (2 Corinthians, 527) 
both have 12: 11-13 closing a larger preceding unit. Barnett sees 12: 14-13: 14 as one large unit with smaller 
segments found at 12: 14-19 (582), 12:20-3:4 (593), and 13:5-10 (606) comprising the rest of the segment 
indicated here. Garland indicates distinct segments at 12: 14-21 (530) and 13: 1-10 (539). 
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The final exhortations to the readers are contained in 13: 11 with the occurrence of 

five second person plural present imperatives. 181 This section is set off from what 

precedes by the adverb AOt7tOV combined with the direct address, a8EA.<poi. Following 

this is a brief command to greet one another with a holy kiss, and the passing on of 

greetings from all the saints (13:13). The letter concludes with a lengthy, expanded xapt<; 

statement in 13: 14. 182 

Segmentation of2 Corinthians according to Verbal Patterning 

While 2 Corinthians proves difficult to segment due to the preponderance of first 

person verb forms, verbal patterning is still noticeable and plays a role in the 

segmentation of the text. First, in relation to the verb itself, the category of person 

contributes to the segmentation of the text, even in the midst of the plethora of first 

person singular and plural forms. This even occurs as the first person verbs switch from 

singular forms to plural forms. An obvious example is the shift from the dominance of 

first person singular forms in 1:8-2:13 to first person plural forms in 2: 14-3: 18 (and 

beyond). More than the shifts between first person singular and plural, though, is the 

tendency for other verb forms (second and third) to shift between sections in conjunction 

with the stable first person form. This can be seen in the following sections: 2:14-3:11 

(first person plural plus third person singular); 3:12-18 (first person plural plus third 

person singular); 10: 1-18 (first person singular plus third person); 11: 1-15 (first person 

181 In 13: 11, xaipne seems to be serving as an imperative commanding the readers to "rejoice" rather than 
as a formal "goodbye" since it has the meaning of rejoice in 13:9 and since it parallels a similar use at the 
head of an exhortations list in 1 Thess 5: 16, where it means "rejoice." See Witherington, Conflict and 
Community, 474; Barnett, 2 Corinthians, 615; Garland, 2 Corinthians, 552. 
182 The commentators utilized here recognize 13: 11-14 as a distinct segment: Witherington, Conflict and 
Community, 474; Barnett, 2 Corinthians, 614; Garland, 2 Corinthians, 552; Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 246. 
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singular plus second person plural); 11: 16-12: 10 (first person singular plus third person 

plural); 12: 11-13: I 0 (first person singular plus second person plural). 

Second, the category of mood further contributes to the recognition of certain 

segments. The presence of imperatives is evident in 5:11-6:10, 6:11-7:3, 8:1-15, 10:1

18, 11:16-12:10, 12:11-13:10 and 13:11. These segments gain significance because of 

their presence among the large amount of first person indicative forms. 

Third, a few other features attach themselves to these primary clauses at 

significant shifts in the text. These include the use of AOtnov in 13: 11 to mark the last 

exhortational section and the presence of the direct address, KopivStot and aOEA<.poi, at 

6: 11 and 8: 1. Certain conjunctions appear at the beginning of sections, including yap 

I :8, 8ta 'tOU'tO in 4:1, ouv in 5:11, and 8£ in 10:1. Finally, statements of"thanks to 

God" (xapt~ 't0 8£0) appear at the boundaries of sections. Twice this expression 

introduces segments (2:14 and 8:16), and on one occasion it ends a section (9:15). 

The verb patterns coupled with these features seems to suggest the following five-

part letter outline for 2 Corinthians: 

I. Letter Opening (1:1-2) 
II. Blessing Statement (1 :3-7) 

III. Letter Body (1 :8-5:21) 
IV. Parenesis (6:1-13:10) 
V. Letter Closing (13:11-14) 

As is typical of these letters, the letter opening contains no primary clause verbs, but the 

next section exhibits a unique form, a blessing statement, which contrasts with the 

thanksgiving sections found in Romans and 1 Corinthians. This statement begins with the 

noun EUAOYTJ'tO~ introducing the verbless primary clause that controls the entire 

segment (1 :3-7). The letter body begins in 1 :8 with the first primary clause verb and 
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continues down to 5:21 as indicatives control every primary clause until 5:20. Following 

6: 1 and its statement of exhortation (napaKaAouµcv), commanding forms appear more 

often through the rest of the letter, which results in this section being labeled the 

parenetic section. The letter closes in 13: 11-14 rather quickly with commands, greetings, 

and a postscript. 

In addition to this five-part letter structure, the verb pattern analysis also suggests 

the following segments in 2 Corinthians: 1: 1-2; 1:3-11; 1: 12-2: 13; 2: 14-3:11; 3:12

3: 18; 4:1-5:10; 5:11-6:10; 6:11-7:3; 7:4-16; 8:1-15; 8:16-9:5; 9:6-15; 10:1-18; 11 :1

15; 11 :16-12:10; 12:11-13:10; 13:11; 13:12-13; 13:14. Concerning the integrity of the 

letter, the verb patterns show a preponderance of first person forms throughout the 

canonical form of 2 Corinthians. While some may want to conclude that the first person 

plural dominates chapters 1-9 and first person singular 10-13, this would be skewing the 

facts. Yes, first person plural forms control more of the primary clauses in the first nine 

chapters, while first person singular forms control more of the clauses in 10-13, but both 

first person singular and plural forms are present in each section. Of the 73 first person 

primary clause verbs in chapters 1-9, 45 are plural and 28 singular. Of the 79 first person 

primary clause verbs in chapters 10-13, 65 are singular and 14 are plural. According to 

verb patterns, these numbers reveal a tendency toward splitting the letter, but they do not 

mandate it. Rather the occurrence of both first person singular and plural forms 

throughout the letter would seem to indicate continuity within the letter. 

Comparison with Other Proposals for 2 Corinthians 

In comparing the segmentation of 2 Corinthians according to verb patterns with 

the paragraph breaks and outlines found in the various translations and commentaries, a 
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significant amount of agreement exists. The verbal analysis locates a number of segment 

breaks in agreement with the translations and some of the commentaries: between 2:13 

and 2:14; 3:18 and 4:1; 5:10 and 5:11; 7:16 and 8:1; 8:15 and 8:16; 9:5 and 9:6; 9:15 and 

IO: 1; IO: 18 and I I: 1; 12: 10 and 12: 11. At the same time, the translations and some of the 

commentaries indicate further segmentation in a number of areas, including 2:14-3:11, 

4:1-5:10, 5:11-6:10, and 12:11-13:10. 

Galatians 

The letter to the Galatians stands out in some unique ways to the rest of the letters 

within the Pauline corpus. For instance, this letter has one of the longer prescripts, yet 

contains no thanksgiving or eulogy section. It also contains one of the shortest endings 

among Paul's letters since it lacks travel plans and any formal greetings. This probably 

stems from the urgency and severity of what Paul is writing to correct. Without these 

elements, it will be interesting to see how Galatians segments. 

Proposed Outlines to Galatians 

Segmentation by Greek Texts and Bible Versions 

As has been the case with the letters discussed so far, the various texts and 

translations agree considerably concerning the segmentation of the text (Figure 7). 

Segments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB95 ESV 

J 
J:J-5 J:J-5 I J-2a 

1:2b 
J·3-5 

l:l-2a 
l.2b 

J:3-5 

J:J-2a 
J 2b 

1:3-5 

J·J-2a 
l 2b 
J:3-5 

2 1.6--9 1:6--9 1.6--9 1:6--9 1:6--9 1:6--9 

3 

I: IO 
J:l J-J2 
J:J3-J7 
J:J8-24 

J J 0--24 I: JO 
l:J J-J2 
l:J3-J7 
1:18--24 

J:IO 
l:J J-12 
J:l3-17 
1:18--24 

J JO 
J JJ-J2 
J·J3-J7 
1.18--24 

I JO 
J:J J-17 

4 
2.J-10 2.1-10 2:J-JO 2.J-5 

2·6-10 
2 J-JO 2 I-JO 

5 
2 I l-J4 2:11-2J 2·11-14 2·J l-13 

2 J4 
2:11-14 2:1 l-J4 

6 
2 J5--2J 2.15--2J 2· J5--J6 

2· 17-2J 
2 J5--2J 2 J5--J6 

2·J7-2J 
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Segments 

7 

8 

9 

IO 
II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 
19 

UBS4 
3:1-6 

3.7-I4 

3 I5-20 

3:21-22 
3 23-25 
3.26-29 
41-7 

4:8-11 
4 12-20 

4·21-31 

5:01 
5:2-6 

5:7-12 
5:13-15 
5 16-21 

5:22-26 

6·1-10 

6.11-16 

6' 17 
6:18 

NA27 
3:I-5 
3:6-9 

3:IO-I4 
3.15-18 
3:19-22 

3·23-29 

4·1-7 
4.8-11 
4 12-20 

4:21-31 

5 1-6 

5:7-12 
5:13-26 

6:1-5 
6:6-10 

6:11-16 

6:17 
6:18 

NRSV 
3·I-5 
3 6-9 

3:IO-I4 
3:15-18 
3:19-20 
3:21-22 
3:23-29 

4:1-7 
4.8-II 
4:12-20 

4:21-5:1 

5.2-6 
5:7-12 
5:13-15 
5:16-21 

5:22-26 

6:1-5 
6.06 

6.7-10 
6: 11-16 

6:17 
6:18 

NIV 
3 I-5 
3.6-9 

3.IO-I4 
3:I5-18 
3· J9-20 
3·21-22 
3:23-25 
3:26-29 
4:1-7 

4.8-11 
4:12-16 
4.17-20 
4:21-23 
4:24-27 
4·28-31 

5:01 
5 2-6 
5:7-12 
5.13-15 
5:16-18 
5 19-21 
5:22-26 

6:1-5 
6.06 

6:7-10 
6.11 

6:12-I6 
6:17 
6:18 

NASB95 
3·I-5 
3 6-9 

3 IO-I4 
3.15-I8 
3:19-22 

3 23-29 

41-7 
4:8-11 
4:12-20 

4.21-31 

5 01 
5:2-6 

5:7-12 
5: 13-15 
5:16-24 

5:25-26 
6 1-5 

6:6-10 

6:11-16 

6·17 
6:18 

ESV 
3:I-6 

3 7-9 
3 IO-I4 
3:I5-18 
3:19-20 
3·2I-22 
3·23-29 

4·I-7 
4:8-II 
4:12-20 

4 21-31 

5·01 
5:2-6 

5.7-12 
5 13-15 
5 16-24 

5.25-26 
6:I-5 

6.6-10 

6:11-16 

6·17 
6 18 

Figure 7. Segmentation ofGalatians by various texts and translations 

While certain translations seem to segment the text into smaller units, the main segments 

are easily noticed from the breaks agreed upon by the editors. Certain segments stand out, 

though, in how these texts and translations divide the letter. For instance, UBS4, NRSV, 

NIV, and NASB95 all divide segment 3 (1:10-24) into five distinct parts, while the ESV 

only divides it into two parts and NA27 keeps it together as one unit. In segment 7, the 

ESV goes against the other translations by placing 3 :7 with what follows, while the 

others keep it with what precedes it. This is an interesting choice since this is the lone 

imperative within that section of the text. A similar situation arises in the handling of 6:6 

in segment 16 and where to place it. This also occurs in segment 13 concerning the 

placement of 5: 1. Should this verse stand on its own (UBS4, NIV, NASB95, ESV), go 
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with what precedes (NRSV), or go with what follows (NA27)? Finally, in segment 15, 

the texts and translations disagree over where to place the imperative commands in 5:25

26. 

Segmentation by Various Authors 

While the authors surveyed here agree at times concerning the segmentation of 

Galatians, they seem to disagree more frequently (Figure 8). 183 In fact, they only have 

eight breaks in the text on which they unanimously agree. 

Segments Bruce Witherington Matera Nanos Fung Betz 
I 1:1-5 1:1-5 1:1-5 1:1-5 1·1-5 1 1-5 

1:6--9 1:6-10 1:6-10 1:6--9 1:6-10 1:6-11 

2-3a 
1:10 

1:11-12 1:11-12 1:11-12 
1: 10--12 

I 11-12 
1·12 

3b-6 

1·13-14 
1·15--17 
1: 18--20 
1:21-24 
2:1-10 

2:11-14 
2:15--21 

1·13-2:14 

2: 15--21 

1:13-17 

1·18--20 
1.21-24 
2·1-10 

2: 11-14 
2: 15--21 

1·13-2:21 1:13-14 
I ·15--17 
1 18--20 
1.21-24 
2 1-10 
2:11-14 
2.15--21 

I· 13-24 

2 1-10 
2:11-14 
2: 15--21 

3:1-6 3:1-5 3:1-6 3.1-5 3:1-6 3·1-5 
3:6-14 3:6-14 3.6-14 

7 3:7-9 3:7-14 3:7-9 
3: 10-14 3·10--12 

3·13-14 
3 15--18 3 15--18 3: 15--20 3: 15--22 3:15--18 3: 15--18 
3:19-22 3.19-22 3:19-22 3 19-25 

3·21-25 
8-11 3·23-25 3:23-29 3:23-4 11 3 23-25 

3 26--29 3:26--29 3.26--29 3:26--29 
4 1-7 4:1-7 4:1-11 4 1-7 4 1-7 

48-11 4.8--11 4:8-11 4:8-11 
12 4•12-20 4:12-20 4:12-20 4:12-20 4 12-20 4:12-20 

.n1-5:1 4:21-5·1 4:21-31 4:21 4:21-23 4:21-31 
4:22-30 

4·24-27 
4·28--30 

4:31-5.1 431-5.1 
5:1-12 5 1-12 

5.2-6 5:2-6 5:2-18 5:2-6 

13-16 
5:7-12 

5:13-15 
5:7-12 

5:13-15 5:13-15 
5:7-12 

5:13-15 5:13-24 
5·16--18 5: 16--21 5 16--26 5·16--18 
5·19-21 5:19-23 5·19-21 
5:22-26 5 22-26 5 22-23 

5·24-6:10 5:24-26 
5·25--6 10 

6.1-10 6:1-5 6 1-10 6:1-10 
6·6-10 

rn3 Bruce, Galatians, 57-58; Witherington. Grace in Galatia, vii-ix; Matera, Galatians, v-vi; Nanos, The 
Irony ofGalatians. 70-72; Fung, Galatians, v-viii; Betz, Galatians, vii-viii and 16-23. 
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Segments Bruce W1thenngton Matera Nanos Fung Betz 
6 11-16 6.11 6.11-18 6:11-17 6:11-16 6 11-18 

17-19 
6:17 

6 12-17 
6:17 

6 18 6.18 6-18 6.18 

Figure 8. Segmentation ofGalatians by various authors 

This occurs early in the segmentation with the disagreement concerning 1 :6-12. This 

disagreement concerns whether 1 :6-9 comprises a unit with verse 10 left on its own 

(Bruce) or placed with what follows (Nanos). Further, while most have 1:11-12 as a 

distinct unit, Betz groups all of 1 :6-11 together as a unit and leaves verse 12 on its own. 

While Bruce, Matera, and Fung produce a number of smaller units within the third 

segment, Witherington only splits it into two parts, while Nanos displays this as one 

singular unit of text running from 1: 13-2:21. While other examples of this occur, the 

greatest one is found in the seventh segment, which comprises 4:21-6:10. While each 

author splits this segment into a number of different smaller units, there is no unanimity 

concerning where those breaks should be located. They agree that a break occurs around 

5: 1, but some place this verse with what precedes it (Bruce, Witherington, N anos, and 

Fung) and others with what follows (Matera and Betz). Later in this same segment, Betz 

takes the two imperative commands at the end of chapter 5 (verses 25-26) and connects 

them with what follows. While N anos does the same, the other four authors keep these 

imperatives with what precedes them. Other examples of disagreement could be pointed 

out, but this should suffice to show that these various authors agree concerning some of 

the breaks in the text, but differ over a rather large number of other breaks, especially in 

comparison to the texts and translations. The verbal analysis to follow will see if these 

same segments and segment breaks are supported by the primary clause verbs and what 

features contribute to this segmentation. 
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Verbal Analysis of Galatians 

Analysis ofPrimary Clauses 

The letter opens with a rather lengthy prescript in which Paul introduces himself 

as the sender, the recipients as the churches of Galatia, and a lengthy xaptc; and dp'tjVTJ 

salutation. Both the sender and the salutation receive further elaboration, as Paul 

delineates his calling ( 1 : 1) and breaks into doxology after reflecting upon the work of 

Christ (1:4-5). 184 Of interest here in Galatians is the absence of a thanksgiving section 

that typically follows Paul's prescript. Rather he begins with the matter at hand. 185 

Following the prescript, Paul opens the body with first person singular present 

indicatives in 1 :6 (8auµal;;ro) and 1 :9 (A.eyro) and follows each of these with third 

person singular imperatives (ecnro) in 1:8 and 9, evoking a curse (combination of the 

imperative with avaSc:µa) on anyone who preaches another Gospel than the one initially 

preached to the Galatian believers. 186 Although imperative forms occurred early in the 

first letter to the Corinthians, Galatians represents the earliest appearance of such forms 

in comparison to the letters discussed so far. At the same time, following 1:9-10, 187 Paul 

184 Bruce, Galatians, 71; Betz, Galatians, 37; Fung, Galatians, 35; Matera, Galatians, 37; Witherington, 
Grace in Galatia, 69. Of interest is that both Fung and Matera combine the prescript in I: 1-5 with the 
following segment expressed in I :6-10 into a larger unit of text. 
185 While most scholars have seen this as an indicator of the severity with which Paul was addressing the 
Galatians (they should recognize the severe tone since he leaves off the thanksgiving), a recent article by 
Van Voorst ("Why ls There No Thanksgiving Period," 153-72) suggests that the Galatian Christians would 
not have been familiar with the fact that Paul left this off since thanksgiving sections were not that common 
in ancient letter writing and they would not have been familiar with Paul's practice of including one in his 
letters. 
186 Fung (Galatians, 46-47) suggests that this means that Paul was delivering such preachers over to the 
judicial wrath of God. 
187 Bruce (Galatians, 79), Fung (Galatians, 43), who further segments the text into vv. 6-7 (43), 8-9 (46), 
and IO (48), Matera (Galatians, 44-45), and Witherington, Grace in Galatia, 79, all recognize I :6-10 as a 
distinct segment. Betz (Galatians. 44) actually extends the segment beyond v. I 0 to also include v. 1 I. In 
his rhetorical scheme, he has the exordium ending in v. 9 and the narratio beginning with v. 12, which 
leave him with a question as to what to do with vv. I 0-11. He maintains that they serve as a transition 
between the two segments and keeps them with vv. 6-9 (46). 
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shifts back to indicatives, which control the primary clauses until imperatives reemerge in 

3:7. 

Following this section of text that contains both indicatives and imperatives, the 

next segment begins in 1 : 11, as Paul shifts away from the use of imperatives to mainly 

first person singular indicative verbs. This section begins with the direct address, 

a8£Acpoi, as well as a verb of cognition (yvropil;;ro) by which Paul reveals to the readers 

that the Gospel he preaches did not come from man, but rather he received it directly 

from the Lord ( 1: 12). He reminds them of what they have heard concerning his past life 

with a second person plural aorist indicative (TJKOUO"CX'tE), which is the only second 

person primary clause verb within this section. The rest of the verbs with the exception of 

the third person plural indicatives in verses 23 and 24 consist of first person singular 

indicatives. 188 The vast majority of verbs throughout this section are perfective aspect 

(aorist tense form), a definite shift away from the imperfective aspect verbs in 1:6-10. 

While Paul continues to recount his past experiences concerning the gospel, the 

verb pattern shifts in 2: I. This is due to the interplay between first person singular and 

third person verbs (both singular and plural), as Paul relates his visit to Jerusalem with 

Titus before the leadership of the church. Third person verbs involve the subjects Titus 

(2:3), James, Cephas, John (2:9), and Peter (12-13). Many of these verbs continue to 

IRS Bruce (Galatians, 87-105) and Fung (Galatians, 51-84) recognize a larger segment concerning an 
autobiographical sketch dealing with Paul's gospel beginning in l: l l and continuing through 2: 14. They 
indicate seven segments of text within these verses, the first five of which are found within the segment 
argued for here: vv. 11-12: 13-14: 15-17: 18-20; and 21-24. Although starting the unit at 1: 12 rather than 
I: 11, Betz (Galatians, 62) also extends the first main section of the letter down to 2: 14. In relation to the 
rest of chapter one, he includes segments at vv. 12 and 13-24. Matera (Galatians, 52) sees the larger unit as 
encompassing I: 11-2:21. and he further divides chapter one into vv. 11-12, (52) 13-17 (57), and 18-24 
(65). 
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display perfective aspect, with the exceptions of the imperfectives found in 2:12 and 

toward the end of the section (18, 20, and 21). 189 

A noted shift occurs in the verb pattern at 3: 1, as the first person singular, 

characteristic of previous sections, gives way to primarily second person plural verb 

forms in vv. 1-7 and third person verb forms in vv. 8-14. This section begins with a 

strong direct address of the readers, ro avchyrnt f'aA.a:tat. After the rhetorical question 

of 3: 1, Paul expresses his wish (first person singular indicative SeA.ro) to know from them 

how they received the Spirit, through works of the Law or hearing through faith. Five 

second person plural indicatives follow, four indicatives in 3 :2-4 and an imperative, 

ytvrocrKE'tE, in 3:7.190 Paul follows the imperative with a string of third person 

indicatives, explaining that no can be justified by the Law but rather are justified through 

Christ's work, that begins in 3:8 and controls the primary clauses through 3:14. 191 The 

change from second person plural forms to third person forms seems to signal a segment 

break. The break should be made at the beginning of 3:6 as the imperative in 3 :7 

introduced by the conjunction apa seems to be drawing an inference from the quotation 

of Genesis 15:6 in 3:6, and the third person indicatives in 3:8-14 provide further 

189 The commentators begin segments at 2: I and end segments at 2:21, but most recognize a major shift at 
2: 15 (so Bruce, Galatians, 135; Betz, Galatians, 113, and Witherington, Grace in Galatia, 169, who see 
2: 15-21 as indicating the propositio; Fung, Galatians, 112. 
190 Betz (Galatians, 141) argues for interpreting ytvrocrKE'tE as an imperative, while Witherington (Grace 
in Galatia, 226) sees it as an indicative. 
191 Bruce (Galatians, 147 and 153). Fung (Galatians, 128 and 137), and Matera (Galatians, 117) indicate a 
segment shift between 3:6 and 7. Both Betz (Galatians, 128 and 137) and Witherington (Grace in Galatia. 
197) split this segment between vv. 5 and 6 as 3: 1-5 and 3:6--14 represent the first and second arguments of 
the probatio. While splitting the segment at v. 7 would allow for the third person forms that begin in v. 8 to 
constitute their own segment, it would also separate the last second person plural from the chain beginning 
in v. 2. 
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evidence for this quotation and its interpretation in vv. 6-7 . 192 Thus, two segments are 

found here, vv. 1-5 and 6-14. 

In 3: 15, Paul again uses direct address, ab£Aq>oi, and the verbs shift with the 

double use of the first person indicative 'Aeyro in 3: 15 and 17. Fallowing each of these 

first person indicatives, Paul chains together strings of third person indicatives (mainly 

singular) to reveal the true intent of the Law. 193 These continue down through verse 22. 194 

In 3:23, the pattern shifts again as first person plural forms appear, along with 

second person plural forms that speak of the intent of the Law for these Gentiles (3 :26

29). 195 The verb pattern then for chapter 3 indicates segments at 3: 1-5, 3 :6-14, 3: 15-22, 

and 3:23-29. 

Paul initiates a new section beginning in 4: 1, as a first person indicative verb of 

saying, A.tyro, introduces his teaching. As in the different segments of chapter 3, third 

person singular, first person plural, and second person plural verbs follow in order to (1) 

illustrate the teaching (the third person singulars in 4:1-2), (2) show the meaning for him 

and the readers (first person plural in 4:3), (3) introduce God's solution to the situation 

(third person singulars in 4:4-6), and ( 4) list the benefits for the readers (second person 

plurals in 4:7). Paul focuses back on the readers as he continues with the second person 

192 Betz, Galatians, 138. 
193 The exception to the indicatives is the third person singular optative µi] yevot'tO in 3:21. While this 
expression served as a section marker in Romans. it does not quite seem to indicate the same here in 
Galatians. 
194 So Fung, Galatians, 153-66. who like Bruce (Galatians, 168 and 174) further segments this unit into 
two segments, vv. 15-18 and 19-22. Witherington (Grace in Galatia, 240 and 252) as well indicates two 
segments here. although he sees vv. 15-18 as the last division of an argument begun in 3: 1 and vv. 19-22 
as the first division of another argument that will continue to 4:7. 
195 Fung (Galatians. 167) and Witherington (Grace in Galatia, 261) indicate that 3:23-29 represents one 
segment. Bruce (Galatians, 181 and 183) splits it into two segments, vv. 23-25 and 26-29. 
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plural indicatives by questioning how they could go back to basic things that enslave 

them (4:8-11). 196 

A shift in the verb pattern occurs with the fronted imperative command yivi::cr8£ 

at the beginning of 4: 12. The direct address, aocA.cpoi, combined with a first person 

singular verb, this time not A.tyro but the more urgent otoµat, follows the command and 

further serves to signal a shift from the previous section. A string of indicative verb forms 

follows 4:12 and continues through 4:20, shifting between second person plural (4:12b

13), first person singular ( 4: 15, 16, and 20), and third person plural forms ( 4: 17). 197 

Another imperative in 4:21, the second person plural A.tyE'tE, introduces the next 

segment as Paul shows the readers that they are not descendants of the slave woman but 

of the free woman. Like its predecessor, this section begins with an imperative and is 

followed by indicative verbs that contain the teaching and continue through 4:31. 198 

As was noticed in the various approaches to this section, the commentators and 

translations differ on how to handle 5:1 with its summary statement in the third person 

singular, followed by two imperatives ( O"'tllKE't£ and £v£xccr8£). Part of the difficulty in 

choosing what to do with this verse is found in the primary clause verb A.tyro in 5 :2, 

especially as it follows the rather emphatic "IOc eyffi IIauA.o<;. The last two segments, 

4:12-20 and 4:21ff. were introduced by imperatives, but other previous units were 

introduced by first person singular indicatives including A.tyro (3: 15 and 4: 1 ). There is 

196 Matera (Galatians. 148) maintains that 4: 1-11 represents one segment. Bruce (Galatians, 191 and 201). 

Betz (Galatians, 202 and 213) Fung (Galatians, 179 and 188), and Witherington (Grace in Galatia) 

indicate two segments here, vv. 1-7 and 8-11, although Witherington again sees them as connected to two 

different arguments. 

197 All the commentators analyzed here agree that 4: J2-20 represents a single segment. See Bruce, 

Galatians, 207; Betz, Galatians, 220; Fung. Galatians, 195: Matera, Galatians. 158-59: Witherington, 

Grace in Galatia, 303. 

198 Matera (Galatians, 167-68) and Betz (Galatians, 238) display 4:21-31 as a single segment. Bruce 

(Galatians, 214), Fung (Galatians, 204), and Witherington (Grace in Galatia, 321) include 5: l in the 

segment. 
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little doubt that the teaching that follows 5 :2 is connected to the commands in 5: 1, but the 

way in which 5 :2 is introduced would suggest a break. It is probably best to see 5: 1 as 

stemming from what precedes, as well as leading to what follows. Thus, keeping it as its 

own separate unit seems to be the best solution. 199 

Following the first person singular in 5:2, the verbs fluctuate back and forth 

between first person, second person, and third person indicatives. The indicative chain 

that begins in 5 :2 and continues through 5: 12 seems to be the best indication from the 

verb pattern of a coherent unit,200 as 5: 1 precedes with imperatives and 5: 13 follows with 

imperatives. 

Following the second person plural indicative at the beginning of the verse 

(eKA.tjerin:), 5:13 introduces two second person plural imperatives C>ouA£U£'t£ (5:13) 

and ~A.err£'t£ (5:15), with a third person singular perfect indicative rr£rrA.tjponat (5:14), 

introduced by yap, appearing in between the imperatives. This section is introduced 

again by the direct address, aC>cA.<poi.2°1 

As was the case in 5:2, the first person singular indicative A.eyoo introduces a new 

segment of text in 5:16, which begins with the conjunction OE. The content of Paul's 

saying in this case is not an indicative, but a second person plural imperative 

rr£ptrra't£t't£, whereby he calls the readers to walk by the Spirit with the result that they 

199 Fung, Galatians, 216, although he keeps it with what precedes in his outline. Matera (Galatians, 180) 

argues for it going with what follows since 5: 1 does not begin with a connecting particle to connect it with 

what precedes it. 

200 Bruce (Galatians, 228 and 233) and Fung (Galatians, 221 and 235) both divide 5:2-12 into two 

segments, vv. 2-6 and 7-12. Witherington (Grace in Galatia, 359-89) indicates these same segments but 

adds to them 5: 13-15 as part of a larger argument. Betz (Galatians. 253) and Matera (Galatians, 179) 

include 5:1, resulting in a segment consisting of 5:1-12. 

201 Bruce (Galatians. 239). Fung (Galatians. 243). Matera (Galatians. 192). and Witherington (Grace in 

Galatia, 375) recognize 5: 13-15 as a distinct unit. Betz (271) includes it with 5: 16-24 to create the larger 

segment of vv. 13-24. 
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will not carry out the desires of the flesh.202 This leads to the contrasting description of 

the deeds of the Law and the fruit of the Spirit as indicated by the third person singular 

indicatives that follow. The section concludes in 5:25-26 with two first person plural 

subjunctives ( cr'tatxroµEv and ywroµt:Sa) by which Paul includes himself in his appeal 

to the readers to live in conformity with the Spirit and not become boastful.203 

In 6: 1, the re-occurrence of the second person plural imperative indicates a shift in 

the verb pattern. Again introduced by aC>t:A.cpoi, 6: l begins the next segment, which 

consists of a number of commands given in second person plural (Ka'tap'tt/;;E'tE in v. 1, 

~acr'tasE'tE in v. 2, andµ~ 7tAavdcr8E in v. 7) and third person singular (80Ktµas1hro 

in v. 4 and Katvrovd'tro in v. 6) imperative verb forms, as well as first person plural 

subjunctive forms (£yKaKroµEv in v. 9 and £pyasroµt:0a in v. 10). While indicatives 

occur within this section, a number of them are connected through the conjunction yap 

to provide basis for the commands (see vv. 3, 5, and 9). This segment (6:1-10), then, 

parallels the previous one (5:16-26) in regards to the verbal pattern as imperatives initiate 

each section and culminate in first person plural subjunctive commands.204 

While 1'.8£'t£ in 6: 11 is another imperative, it does not call the reader to action, but 

rather seeks the reader's attention as Paul summarizes through third person indicatives 

the teaching of this letter concerning those who proclaim a contrary gospel. Through the 

202 Betz (Galatians, 278) takes this subjunctive as a promise. The one who walks by the Spirit will have the 
added result of not carrying out the fleshes desires. 
203 Matera (Galatians, 198-99) treats 5: 16-26 as a single segment. Witherington (Grace in Galatia, 389) 
sees this segment as a single argument in the probatio, but he divides it into two smaller segments, vv. 16
21 (390) and 22-26 (407). Bruce (Galatians, 242-58) and Fung (Galatians, 248-78) see 5:13-26 as a 
single unit, and indicate a number of subdivisions including, vv. 16-18, 19-21, 22-26 (which Fung further 
divides into vv. 22-23 and 24-26). 
204 Bruce (Galatians, 259), Matera (Galatians, 212), and Betz (Galatians, 291) indicate only one segment 
in 6: 1-10. Betz, though, extends the segment back to include 5:25-26. He maintains that 5:25-6: 10 
represent a collection of sententiae (general principles that deal with life issues), similar to that found in the 
philosophical writings of Menander or Epictetus (292). Fung (Galatians, 284 and 292) and Witherington 
(Grace in Galatia, 418 and 430) recognize 6: 1-10 as a unit, but further divide it into segments consisting of 
vv. 1-5 and 6-10. 
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use of the negated third person singular optative (µ'il y£voi10), he makes a petition to 

never boast except in the cross of Christ. Introduced by 'tOU A.omou, Paul utilizes one 

more imperative (napEXE'tCD) to command the readers in 6:17 not to let anyone cause 

more trouble for him, since he already bears the marks for Christ on his body. The letter 

6 18 2051 . h a xapt~ ' statement m . :c oses wit . 

Segmentation ofGalatians according to Verbal Patterning 

The verb analysis of Galatians reveals significant features that contribute to the 

segmentation of the letter. First, the category of person contributes significantly to the 

location of a number of segments. The major shift in the letter at 3: 1 is marked by the 

shift from first person singular control of the primary clauses throughout much of 

chapters 1 and 2 to a much more equal control of the primary clauses in relation to person 

in chapters 3-6. That being said, the first person singular verb still indicates a number of 

shifts within chapters 3-6, due mainly to verbs of saying. A£yro introduces segments at 

3:15, 4:1, 5:2, and 5:16, and 8£oµat is found near the beginning of the segment started in 

4:12. 

Second, the category of mood also contributes to text segmentation both through 

chaining and by shifting. After the rare use of imperatives at the beginning of the letter, 

the indicative controls the primary clauses from 1:11-2:21. Even with the onset of an 

imperative in 3:7, the indicative still remains the sole verb form in segments consisting of 

3:15-3:22, 3:23-29, 4:1-11, and 5:2-12. The imperative mood stresses the seriousness of 

the letter by its early use in 1:6-10. While it really only chains together towards the end 

205 Betz (Galatians. 312) discusses the whole of 6: 11-18 as a single unit representing the epistolary 
postscript. Matera (Galatians, 224) also discusses this as a single segment but argues (229) for a division of 
vv. 11 (letter signature).12-17 (summary of the letter's argument). and 18 (closing grace). Witherington 
(Grace in Galatia, 439-59) argues for similar segments as Matera. Bruce (Galatians. 267-78) and Fung 
(Galatians. 300-15) treat vv. 11-16 as a segment and discuss vv. 17 and 18 individually. 
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of the letter in 6:1-10, it marks the beginning of various sections in chapters 3-6. These 

occur at 4:12, 4:21, 5:1, 5:16, and 6:11. 

Third, the category of aspect plays a minor role in the first part of the letter. This 

can be seen in the preponderance of perfective forms (aorist tense forms) found in 1 : 11

2:21. 

Fourth, two features connected to the primary clauses also deserve mention. First, 

a noun of direct address, mainly a8cA.cpoi, is found at the beginning of segments at 1 : 11, 

3:15, 4:12, 5:13, and 6:1. In addition, the expression ffi UVOT)'Wt faA.a'tat is also found 

at the beginning of 3:1. Second, the conjunction 8£ occurs at section breaks at 3:23, 4:1, 

and 5:16. 

In contrast to the five-part letter schemes Romans and 1 and 2 Corinthians 

display, the verb pattern of Galatians suggests a letter consisting of only four parts: 

I. Letter Opening (1: 1-5) 
II. Letter Body (1:6-4:31) 

III. Parenesis (5:1-6:10) 
IV. Letter Closing (6:11-18) 

After the verbless primary clause letter opening, Paul immediately moves into the body 

of the letter without a thanksgiving section. The peculiarities of Galatians do not end with 

the missing thanksgiving as, for the first time within the corpus, the body of the letter 

opens with a segment containing imperative primary clause verb forms. Yet, the 

imperatives give way quickly to indicative forms, which control the primary clause verbs 

until 4:12.206 With the emergence again of imperative forms, the parenesis begins in 4:12 

and command forms are present throughout the rest of the letter until the letter closing 

(6:11-18), with its formulaic elements. 

206 As indicated earlier, the only imperative found in 1:11--4:11 is in 3:7. 
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The verb analysis reveals the following segments for the letter of Galatians: 1: 1

5; 1 :6-10; 1: 11-24; 2: 1-21; 3: 1-14; 3: 15-22; 3:23-29; 4:1-11; 4:12-20; 4:21-31; 5: 1; 

5:2-12; 5:13-15; 5:16-5:26; 6:1-10; 6:11-16; 6:17; and 6:18. 

Comparison with Other Proposals for Galatians 

The verbal pattern segmentation again strongly agrees with the outlines proposed 

by the various translations and commentators. The verbal pattern segmentation tends to 

reveal lesser segments in the early part of the letter, but indicates more in the latter part of 

the letter. Concerning 5: 1, a controversial verse as indicated by the various authors and 

texts analyzed, it seems best from the combination of elements to treat it as its own 

segment of commands, which points back to the instruction that precedes, as well as 

anticipates what follows. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter analyzes the letters of Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, and Galatians 

for various patterns related to the primary clause verbs that would contribute to the 

segmentation of these letters. These analyses demonstrate that the verb categories of 

person and mood are key contributing factors in segmenting the text, with the exception 

of 1 Corinthians, which fails to clearly delineate shifts in relation to the category of 

person in chapters 5-15. These categories also mark the major shifts in both Romans and 

Galatians as evidenced by the letter's move from indicative to imperative. The analysis 

also points out other elements found within these primary clauses that further delineate 

each letter's segmentation. These include the use of direct address in all the letters, the 

occurrence of the question-conjunction 'tt ouv followed by the optative µii y£vat't:O that 
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begins a number of sections within Romans, the expression rccpi ()£in 1 Corinthians, and 

the first person singular indicatives (especially /...i.:yffi) that initiate a number of segments 

in Galatians. 



CHAPTER4 


EPHESIANS, PHILIPPIANS, COLOSSIANS, 1 & 2 THESSALONIANS 


Introduction 


This chapter continues the verbal analysis of the primary clauses in the Pauline 

corpus by discussing Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and the Thessalonian 

correspondence. The discussion of each letter will begin by looking at how other scholars 

have segmented the text of that particular letter. The verbal analysis will then be 

discussed by looking at the various primary clause verbs within the letter, while taking 

special note of any significant words or phrases that appear in these clauses. Once the 

analysis is completed, the various features of the verb, as well as significant words or 

phrases that contribute to the segmentation of the letter will be presented. Each letter 

discussion will conclude with a proposed segmentation of the letter according to the 

findings of the verbal analysis and a brief comparison with the outlines found in the 

various texts, translations, and commentaries that were surveyed. 

Ephesians 

Proposed Outlines to Ephesians 

The main point of agreement with all proposals to the structure of Ephesians is 

that the text is segmented into two main parts - chapters 1-3 and chapters 4-6. These two 

segments are divided around the doctrinal emphases and ethical/exhortational emphases 
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found in the two parts respectively .1 Further, the beginning of the letter and the end of the 

letter are universally recognized as containing the letter formulas of prescript ( 1: 1-2) and 

letter closing (6:21-24). Within the two main parts of the letter, more agreement exists 

as to the segmenting of the first part (1 :3-3:21) in contrast to the second (4: 1-6:20). 

Segmentation by Greek Texts and Bible Translations 

Figure 9 shows how various editorial boards for texts and translations have 

attempted to segment Ephesians. 

Segment UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB 1995 ESV 
I 1:1-2 1:1-2 1:1-2 1:1-2 I 1-2 1·1-2 

2 
1·3-14 1·3-14 1:3-14 1:3-IO 

1.11-14 
1:3-14 1·3-10 

1:11-14 
3 1·15-23 1:15-23 1.15-23 1:15-23 1.15-23 1.15-23 

4 
2:1-10 2:1-10 2:1-10 2:1-10 2:1-10 2:1-10 

2:11-13 2:11-22 2:11-22 2.11-13 2:11-22 2:11-22 
5 2:14-22 2: 14-18 

2:19-22 
3:1-13 3:1-7 3:1-6 3:1 3:1-13 3:1-6 

6 
3:7-13 

3:2-6 
3:7-13 3 7-13 

3:8-13 
7 3·14-19 3:14-19 3:14-19 3:14-19 3:14-19 3.14-19 
8 3:20-21 3.20-21 3:20-21 3:20-21 3:20-21 3 20-21 

4 1-6 4:1-16 4:1-6 4:1-6 4:1-6 4:1-16 

9 4:7-8 4:7-16 4:7-13 4:7-16 
4:9-16 

4:14-16 
4:17-24 4:17-19 4:17-24 4 17-19 4·17-24 4:17-24 

4:20-24 4:20-24 
4·25-32 4.25-32 4:25-5:2 4:25-28 4.25-32 4:25-32 

4:29-32 
ID 5·1-5 5:1-2 5:1-2 5.1-2 5:1-2 

5:3-14 5:3-5 5:3-7 5:3-6 5·3-14 
5:6-14 5:6-14 

5:7-14 
5:8-14 

5.15-20 5.15-20 5:15-20 5.15-20 5:15-21 5 15-21 

II 
5.21-33 5:21-24 5·21 

5·22-24 
5:21 

5:22-24 5·22-24 5 22-24 
5:25-33 5.25-33 5:25-33 5:25-33 5 25-33 

12 
6:1-4 6:1-4 6:1-3 

6:4 
6:1-3 
6:4 

6-1-3 
6:4 

6·1-4 

13 
6 5-9 6:5-9 6:5-8 

6:9 
6:5-8 

6:9 
6:5-8 
69 

6 5-9 

6 10-20 6-10-20 6:10-17 6-10-18 6:10-17 6·10-20 
14 6:18-20 6 18-20 

6:19-20 

1 Hoehner, Ephesians, 61-63; O'Brien, Ephesians, 66; Reicke, Re-Examining Paul's Letters, 84-85; 
Lincoln, Ephesians, xxxvi. 
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Segment UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB 1995 ESV 
15 6 21-22 6:21-22 6:21-22 6:21-22 6·21-22 6 21-22 
16 6:23-24 6:23-24 6:23-24 6:23-24 6:23-24 6 23-24 

Figure 9. Segmentation ofEphesians by various texts and translations 

While some translations show more of a propensity to segment the text into smaller units 

(NIV), a least common denominator of 16 segments is agreed upon by the various 

committees.2 The first eight segments are found in the doctrinal section of the text 

(chapters 1-3 ), while the final eight segments are found in the ethical section (chapters 4

6). The first half of the book shows relatively few differences concerning the number and 

placement of the textual breaks. They all agree concerning segments 1, 3, 4, 7, and 8. Of 

interest is that all three break Paul's prayer at the conclusion of chapter 3 into 2 parts 

3:14-19 and 3:20-21. 

Only segment 6 reveals considerable disagreement concerning whether the text 

breaks and where it breaks in the middle of the segment. Greater differences exist 

concerning the segmentation of the second half. Only segments 15 and 16, which 

encompass the letter closing, possess unanimity concerning content of each section. 

While this half of the letter reveals more disagreement among the texts and translations, it 

still breaks into noticeable larger chunks of text. 

~ While certain translations may have more paragraph breaks, all of them have paragraphs that begin at 
these segments and end at these segments. For instance, segment 4 in the chart possesses complete 
agreement among the translations and texts concerning a paragraph consisting of 2: 1-10. Segment 5 
(2: 11-22) contains some disagreement concerning the number of paragraphs found in it - 1 paragraph 
(NA27. NRSV. NASB, ESV): 2 paragraphs (UBS 4); or 3 paragraphs (NIV) - yet all agree that a paragraph 
begins at v. 11 and one ends at v. 22. 
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Segmentation by Various Authors 

While the texts and translations produced 16 distinct segments on which the 

editors agreed, the examination of a few commentators3 and authors reveals less 

• 4segmentation. 

Segment O'Brien Hoehner Lincoln Rei eke Roetzel 
I 1.1-2 1:1-2 1.1-2 1:1-2 1:1-2 
2 1:3-14 1.3-14 1:3-14 1:3-23 1'3-14 
3 1:15--23 1:15--23 I 15--23 ]·15--23 

4-5 
2·1-10 
2·11-22 

2·1-10 
2:11-22 

2:1-10 
2:11-22 

2:1-22 2.1-10 
2 11-22 

6-8 
3:1-13 

3 14-21 
3·1-13 

3:14-21 
3:1-13 

3:14-21 
3:1-21 3:1-21 

9 4:1-16 41-16 4.1-16 4.1-16 4:1-16 
4.17-24 4:17-32 4:17-24 4:17-5:20 4:17-5:20 

JO- 13 
4:25--5·2 
5:3-14 

5 1-6 
5.7-14 

4 25--5:2 
5·3-14 

5:15--6.9 5: 15--6.9 5: 15--6'9 5·21-6'9 5:21-6:9 
14 6:10-20 6·10-20 6:10-20 6:10-20 6:10-20 

15--16 6:21-24 6:21-24 6:21-24 6:21-24 6:21-24 

Figure I 0. Segmentation ofEphesians by various authors 

The search for a least common denominator of segments from Figure 10 results in a total 

of nine larger segments. As with the texts and translations, the greatest amount of 

agreement takes place within the first half and closing of the letter. As can be seen from 

the chart, Boehner, O'Brien, and Lincoln agree competely concerning the segmentation 

of the first half of the letter. In fact, O'Brien and Lincoln agree for the entire letter. 

Roetzel only deviates by keeping all of chapter 3 together as one segment. 5 The greatest 

disagreement concerns how to segment 4:17-6:9. Reicke and Roetzel agree throughout 

the second half of the letter, and within this segment of the text, they espouse two 

3 O'Brien, Ephesians, vi-vii; Hoehner, Ephesians, 61-69; Lincoln, Ephesians; Reicke, Re-Examining 
Paul's Letters, 85; Roetzel, Letters, 154-55. 
4 It must be noted that O'Brien and Hoehner divide the text into a number of smaller units within the 
outlines for their commentaries that are not revealed on the chart, but their respective outlines divide the 
text down to the sentence and sometimes, especially in the case of Hoehner, even inter-sentential level. 
The segments reflected in the chart represent the main points within their outlines as discussed in their 
sections on content/genre of Ephesians. See O'Brien, Ephesians, vi-vii, 66--73; Hoehner, Ephesians, 69
77. 

5 Roetzel, Letters, 154. 
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sections 4:17-5:20 and 5:21-6:9. O'Brien and Hoehner segment 4:17-5:15 into three 

distinct sections, but they disagree over the content of each section. However, they agree 

that 5:15-6:9 consists of a distinct unit of text. While some disagreement exists in 

relation to each little section of text, the authors as a whole agree over the major 

movements of the letter. 

As seen from the analysis of a number of texts, translations, and outlines of 

Ephesians, a great deal of agreement exists concerning the segmentation of Ephesians. 

Further, most scholars agree that Ephesians contains a significant shift from more 

doctrinal content in chapters 1-3 to more exhortational content in chapters 4-6. Such 

consensus serves as good comparison/contrast to test whether or not tracing the verbs in 

Ephesians will yield similar results. 

Verbal Analysis of Ephesians 

Analysis ofPrimary Clauses 

While the beginning of Ephesians contains significant material for both this letter 

and Paul's theology, it contains no primary clause verbs. Containing three verbless 

clauses, the prescript ( 1: 1-2) states the sender, recipients and XcXPt~ and c:ip'tjVTJ formula 

typical of the Pauline corpus.6 

The next primary clause occurs in 1 :3, but again this is a verbless clause, 

EUAOYTJ'tO~ 6 Sc:o~ Kat rca'tiiP 'tOU Kupiou l)µ&v 'ITJCTOU Xptcr'tou, consisting of a 

noun phrase and predicate adjective (EUAOYTJ'tO~) stating the fact that God is blessed 

because he is 6 EUAoy'tjcra~ l)µa~ EV rcacrn c:u/...oyi~ 1CV£'UµanK'ft EV 'tOt~ 

"For a discussion of the prescript see O'Brien, Ephesians, 88-93; Hoehner, Ephesians. 133-52. 
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£noupaviot<; £v Xptcr'ttj).7 Verses 4-14 proceed to unpack the information contained 

in verse 3 as is evidenced by the fact that no more primary clauses occur in these verses. 8 

The first explicit primary clause finite verb form occurs in vv. 15-16 with the appearance 

of the first person singular indicative verb, nauoµat. This primary clause is introduced 

in v. 15 with the prepositional phrase, ()ta 't"Oiho. Based on the lengthy praise for all the 

blessings God has granted (vv. 3-14), Paul, having heard of the audience's faith and love, 

cannot stop thanking (ou nauoµat euxaptcr't&v) God for them in his prayers. These 

two verses head another lengthy sentence as the remainder of chapter 1 describes Paul's 

prayers for them. 9 The only primary clause verb found in chapter 1, then, is a first person 

singular present indicative found in v. 16.10 

The next primary clause begins in 2:4, 11 and this clause initiates a string of 

primary clauses. The text of 2:1-3 forms an anacoluthon by stating an object, uµac;, but 

failing to provide an explicit primary clause verb for which it is the object. Thus vv. 1-3 

seem to set background for the actions to follow. In reaction to the audience being 

described as dead vv. 1-3, God auv£sroonoi11aev 'ttj) Xptcr'ttj) (vv. 4-5). In fact, Paul 

goes on to state that not only has God made them alive, he has also auv'tjyEtpEv and 

O"UVEKaStcrEV. These three auv- verbs describe a series of actions that God has done on 

7 For a discussion of the meaning and significance of this clause, including a discussion of the Jewish 

background to the expression, see O'Brien, Ephesians, 93-95. 

8 Commentators recognize this by pointing out that vv. 3-14 consist of only one sentence in Greek. For a 

lengthy discussion of this sentence, including the various proposals put forward for the structure of these 

verses, see Hoehn er, Ephesians, 153-161. 

9 Since O'Brien does not deal with Ephesians in his Introductory Thanksgivings, a more pertinent 

discussion in relation to Ephesians can be found in his commentary (Ephesians, 123-28). 

10 O'Brien (Ephesians, 123) and Hoehner (Ephesians, 247) view 1: 15-23 as a single paragraph segment. 

although both further divide the segment according to clausal units. 

11 The primary clause begins in 2:4 with the statement of the subject, 6 ero<;, although the primary clause 

verb ( cruv£1;wo7roi rim::v) does not appear until v. 5. 
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behalf of the audience and are all connected by Kat. 
12 In between the first two of these 

verbs is the primary clause verb EO"'t£, which further describes the audience in relation to 

God's work in the cruv- verbs. The primary clauses pick up again in verse 8, where a 

second person plural present indicative EO"'tc is introduced by yap to reiterate the truth at 

the end of verse 5 that salvation is by God's grace. The verb of being is broadened to 

include the author and audience with the third person plural primary clause verb £crµ£v 

in v. 10, again introduced by yap. 13 

A marked shift takes place with the presence of the primary clause verb 

µv'llµov£U£'t£ in v. 11. This clause is introduced with the conjunction ()to and represents 

the first imperative in the letter. It sets off another long sentence in which the situation of 

the audience is remedied by the works God and Christ have done on their behalf ( vv. 11

18). The primary clause verbs start again in v. 19 with the presence of the two second 

person plural present indicative verbs EO"'tE which further describe these believers. The 

segment concludes with participial clauses joined to these being verbs. 14 

The next primary clause verb is not found until 3:8. The primary clause seems to 

begin in 3:1 with the statement of the first person subject tyro Ilai>A.rn;, but no primary 

clause verb form accompanies it. The first primary clause verb form is found in v. 8 with 

the third passive indicative £8681'1, describing the grace given to Paul to preach to the 

1 ~ Hoehner (Ephesians, 306) points out that these three serve as the main verbs for the entirety of 2: 1-10 

with everything else being subordinate in some way to them. Inv. 5, £cr'tE serves as a verb to a 

parenthetical statement. In vv. 8 and 10, £cr'tE again and £crµEv are headed by yap, which seems to 

indicate that they are either providing explanation or support to already stated ideas. 

13 O'Brien (Ephesians, 153) and Hoehner (Ephesians, 305-06) view 2: 1-10 as a single paragraph segment. 

While O'Brien further divides the paragraph into sections consisting of vv. 1-3, 4-7, and 8-10 and 

Hoehner, vv. 1-3 and 4-10, they maintain that it must be viewed as a whole since vv. 1-3 lack any finite 

verb forms. 

14 O'Brien (Ephesians, 182-84) and Hoehner (Ephesians, 351) recognize 2:11-22 as a single segment. 

They also divide the paragraph segment into the same smaller units consisting of vv. 11-13, 14-18, and 

19-22. 

http:Ilai>A.rn
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Gentiles. At the end of this lengthy discussion concerning the stewardship (obrnvoµiav) 

that Paul, 6 0£crµt0<; -roi3 Xptcr-roi3, has been given, he asks (ahouµat, first person 

singular present indicative) the readers in v. 13 not to be discouraged at his present state 

for it is for their glory. The last primary clause verb in chapter 3, Kaµrr-rro (first person 

singular present indicative), is found in v. 14 and introduces the prayer that Paul 

commences in v. 14 and continues through v. 21. The last two clauses of the chapter form 

a doxology, but like the blessing formula in chapter 1, there are no finite verbs in the 

. 1 15pnmary c auses. 

In 4:1, Paul urges (rrapaKaA.&) the readers to walk in a worthy manner (a~iro<; 

7tcptrra-rfjcrat) based on their calling. As Figures 13 and 14 point out, interpreters 

maintain that rrapaKaA.&, a first person singular present active indicative verb, combines 

with the conjuction ouv to mark a shift from the doctrinal half to the exhortational half of 

the letter. 16 While not an imperative, rrapmca.A& combines with the infinitive 

rrEptrra-rfjcrat to form an exhortation for the readers to follow. 17 Continuing the topic of 

the unity of the Spirit introduced at the end of v. 3, vv. 4-6 contain a number of primary 

clauses made up of subjects without verbs. Following this discussion of unity in the body, 

v. 7 states that each has been given (£06811, a third person singular aorist passive 

indicative) a measure of grace. This gifting is elaborated in vv. 8-16 by primary clause 

15 O'Brien (Ephesians, 223-24) considers 3: 1-21 as two separate segments. In vv. 1-13, Paul begins his 

prayer (v. 1 ), but interrupts it with a lengthy digression (vv. 2-13) concerning his Gentile ministry and its 

connection to the di vine mystery. This unit is further divided into three separate sentences consisting of vv. 

2-7, 8-12, and 13. The second segment, vv. 14-21, restarts the prayer and consists of two sentences, vv. 

14-19, and the verbless doxology of vv. 20-21. Hoehner (Ephesians, 418-70) recognizes the same two 

main segments (vv. 1-13 and 14-21) as O'Brien. He differs from O'Brien in that he chooses to indicate a 

break after v. 6 rather than at v. 7. He also chooses ( 471-96) to segment vv. 14-21 into three parts, vv. 14
15, 16-19, and 20-21. 

10 BjerkeJund, Parakalo, 13-19 and 179-87. 

17 O'Brien, Ephesians, 27...J.; Hoehner, Ephesians, 499, 502-3. 
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third person singular active indicative verb forms. They describe who did the gifting (vv. 

8-10) and what he gave (vv. 11). 18 

As in 4: 1, the next primary clause verbs, 'A£yro and µap,n)poµat in v. 17, are first 

person singular present indicatives and are introduced by the conjunction ouv. They 

combine with µTJKE'tt uµa~ 1tEpt1t<X'tEtV to tell the readers how they are no longer to 

walk as Gentiles do. 19 After describing the walk of the Gentiles in vv. 18-19, Paul states 

in v. 20 that these readers had not learned (eµaSE'tE) of Christ in this way by using a 

second person plural aorist active indicative verb. While being the initial second person 

verb form of the chapter, this verb seems to set the stage for the string of imperatives that 

follows beginning in v. 25.20 

With the imperative primary clause verb A<XAEt'tE in 4:25, a chain of imperatives 

begins that dominates the primary clauses through 6:20. The chain of imperatives goes 

uninterrupted within the primary clauses from 4:20 to 5:4. In this section a number of 

commands (both second person plural and third person singular) are given concerning 

communication, attitude, and action. Imperatives (vv. 6a, 7, 8b, 11, 15, 17, 18) and 

indicatives (vv. 5,21 6b, 8a, 12, 13, 14) appear within the primary clauses of 5:5-21. All 

18 O'Brien (Ephesians, 271-73) and Hoehner (Ephesians, 501 and 521) agree that 4: 1-16 represents a 
single segment. They also further divide this segment into two parts, vv. 1-6 and 7-16, in line with the shift 
to third person singular indicatives beginning in 4:7. 
19 Hoehner (Ephesians, 62) argues that the use of the verb 1t£puta'teco serves as the most important 
structural marker within this section of Ephesians since it occurs within five of the six sections and carries 
imperatival force. 
20 O'Brien (Ephesians, 317) recognizes 4: 17-24 as a distinct segment. Hoehner (Ephesians, 581) maintains 
that the segment extends beyond v, 24 to v. 32, He then divides this larger segment into two parts: vv. 17
19 and vv. 20-32, which describe how a believer should not walk and should walk, respectively. 
21 The verb here in 5:5, to't£, forms an odd construction with the participle that follows, ytvro<JKOV't£<;, For 
further discussion concerning the meaning of this expression, see Hoehner, Ephesians, 659; O'Brien, 
Ephesians, 362; Porter, "ten£ yivrocrKOV't£<; in Ephesians 5:5," 270-76. Porter's article contains the 
lengthiest discussion of the difficulty in 5:5, and he focuses on the chiastic structuring of 5:3-5 in order to 
show that to't£ and ytvcO<JKOV't£<; can actually be split with tcr't£ belonging to what precedes it and 
ytvrocrKOV't£<; with what follows it, resulting in a translation ofl<J't£ as an indicative:" ... for you know 
this, knowing further that ...." For the purposes of the discussion at hand, the greater concern is whether 
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the indicative verb primary clauses that occur in this section are headed by or are 

connected back to clauses headed by the conjunction yap.22 These indicators seem to 

indicate that 4 :25-5 :21 represents a lengthy segment. 23 

With 5 :22 a shift takes place in the type of commands given because direct 

address is used to give instructions to various groups: <Xl Y1JVCXtK£c; and Ot av8pec; 

(5:22-33), 'ta 'tEKva and oi rra'tEpec; (6:1-4), oi 8ouA.ot and oi Kupiot (6:5-9).24 The 

second person plural present active imperative dominates the primary clauses of this 

section (5:25 and 33, 6:1, 2, 4, 5, and 9). The exception concerns the first group of wives 

and husbands in 5:22-33. In both the NA27 and UBS texts, the statement to the wives 

does not possess an explicit verb.25 The two primary clauses of 5:22 and 24 are verbless, 

but both gamer their verbal idea from the participial form of U7tO'tUCHHO in 5:21. In 5:25, 

the husbands are given the command ayCX7tU't£ 'tac; 'Y'UVCXtKac;, and this command is 

picked up again in 5:28 in a more mitigated form with the third person plural present 

indicative O<petAO'\.lO'tV plus the infinitive ayanav. This last verse actually concludes 

the statement in v. 25b concerning Christ's love: "just as Christ loved the church and 

t<J'tc is an indicative or an imperative. The issue will be addressed in the later chapter dealing with 
conjunctions attached to primary clause verbs, but from what has emerged so far in Ephesians and what 
will emerge throughout this study, it would seem indicative is the better option since the clause begins with 
a yap. No clauses headed by yap have contained imperatives, rather indicatives follow yap. 
22 5:13 consists of a primary clause connected back by the conjunction 8e to the previous yap clause in v. 
12. Similarly, 5: 14 contains two primary clauses containing indicatives. The first is headed by yap. The 
second draws an inference from this clause through the use of the conjunction 8to and the quotation. 
23 Hoehner (Ephesians, 581-667) has the first part of this segment located in his section consisting of 4: 17
32. He also indicates further segments at 5: 1-6, 5:7-14, and 5: 15-21, which is included within his larger 
unit consisting of 5:15-6:9. O'Brien (Ephesians) introduces segments at 4:25-5:2 (334), 5:3-14 (357), and 
5:15-21 (378-79), which like Hoehner, he connects to the larger unit consisting of 5:15-6:9. 
24 O'Brien (Ephesians, 405) labels 5:22-6:9 a paragraph, which her further divides into two segments, 
5:22-33 (409), 6: 1-4 (439), and 6:5-9 (447). While expressing some reservations over separating from 
5: I5-21, Hoehner (Ephesians, 720) also isolates 5:22-6:9 as a distinct unit of text, which her further 
segments (729-816) into the same units as O'Brien. 
25 Hoehner (Ephesians, 730--3 I) actually includes the variant, U1tO'tU<HH::o9E, in his portrayal of the text: 
ai yuvaiKci; lu1tO'taoorn8E] wii; i8ioti; av8pciatv. He states (730), "Although the verb is missing in 
some manuscripts, it is included in the majority of manuscripts from the earliest times, either as a second 
person plural present middle or passive imperative (U1tO'tUO"O"E09E) or as a third person plural present 
hortatory subjunctive (u7to'taooeo8cooav)." · 
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gave himself for her, so also ought husbands to love their wives." Vv. 5:28b-32 represent 

the only primary clauses in this section that contain indicative verbs. They seem to 

explain the beginning of v. 28 as to how a husband should love his wife as his own body 

and further elaborate on how Christ has loved the church.26 With v. 33, second person 

plural imperatives re-emerge within the primary clauses to sum up the commands to the 

husbands and wives and continue through the commands to the children and fathers (6:1

4) and slaves and masters (6:5-9).27 

In 6:10, the list to specific groups comes to an end with a final ('WU AOtTCOU) set 

of general commands for the entire audience. A present passive imperative, 

£v8uvaµoucr8E, begins the section and is followed by four aorist middle and active 

imperatives (£v8ucracr8E, avaAU~E'tE, crtfl'tE, OE~acr8E) describing the use of the 

armor of God, which continues through v. 20.28 

The letter closing (6:21-24) is marked by the conclusion of the imperatives and 

the reemergence of the primary clause indicative verb, yvropicrEt. In contrast to some 

other letters within the corpus, Ephesians' closing contains little in way of personal 

information or greetings. Only the mention of Tychicus' coming and the final statements 

of Eip'tjvri, ayanri, and xapu; to the members conclude the letter. The final two primary 

clauses that close the letter contain no primary clause verbs.29 

26 Hoehner, Ephesians, 765. 

27 The only exception would be if the clause at the end of 6: I, 'tOU'tO yap E<Htv oiKmov, were considered 

a primary clause. It contains an indicative verb form, and the entire clause is headed by a yap. If it is 

added, it would be consistent with the propensity for primary indicative clauses within this section to be 

headed by yap. 

28 This segment is also recognized by O'Brien (Ephesians, 456) and Hoehner (Ephesians. 817). 

29 This letter closing segmentation is agreed upon by O'Brien, (Ephesians, 490) and Hoehner (Ephesians, 

867). 

http:verbs.29
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Segmentation ofEphesians according to Verbal Patterning 

Tracking the shifts in verbal patterns within the primary clauses of Ephesians, a 

number of conclusions emerge. First, in relation to the verbs themselves, segments 

emerge as verbs chain together, especially according to person and mood. This can be 

seen in the third person singular aorist indicatives indicating God's actions in 2:5-6, 

which serve as the center actions of the section running from 2:1-10. In 2:11-22, the only 

primary clause verbs are a second person plural imperative in 2: 11 and second person 

plural indicatives in 2: 19. Following the first person singular verb that calls the readers to 

action in 4: 1, the rest of this section is governed by a chain of third person singular 

present and aorist forms. The lengthiest chain occurs in the second half of the letter with 

the onset of the imperative in 4:25. With the exception of some indicative clauses headed 

by yap and the expansion concerning the instruction to husbands (5:25-32), imperatives 

are found on almost every primary clause throughout the rest of the letter's body. 

Second, also dealing with the verb itself, there is a dearth of primary clause verbs 

at the beginning of this letter. In fact, the first primary clause finite verb form occurs at 

1: 16, and another is not seen until 2:5. Further, the second half of the letter (chapter 4ff.) 

contains about 62 primary clause finite verbs compared to 13 in the first three chapters of 

the letter. The lack of primary clause verbs is also apparent in the letter closing ( 6 :23

24). Thus, two of the traditional parts of the ancient letter, the opening prescript and 

closing, contain no primary clause verbs, while another recognized section, the 

thanksgiving (1: 16-23), contains one primary clause verb. 

Third, certain phrases and conjunctions are located in primary clauses at sections 

where the text shifts. These include 'tOU'W'U xaptv at 3:1and3:14, ouv at 4:1 and 4:17, 
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816 at 2:11and4:25, and ·mu AOt7tOU at 6:10. Another key marker of transition attached 

to these primary clauses is the direct address of various individuals in 5:22-6:9 (ai 

yuvaiKE<; and oi avbpEc; (5:22-33), 'ta 'tEKV<X and oi 7t<X'tEPE<; (6:1-4), oi bOUAOt and 

oi KUptOt (6:5-6:9). Also, the conjunction yap stands at the head of a number of 

indicatives (5:5, 6, 8, 12-13, 14, 29, and 6:1b) that interrupt the imperative chain in 4:25

6:20. 

From the previous section, certain deductions can be made concerning the 

segmentation of Ephesians according to the primary clause verbs. The main shift in the 

text occurs with the onset of imperative verb forms in 4:25, but this shift is introduced 

already back in 4: 1 and 4: 17 with the exhortations napaKaAffi ouv uµa<; Eyro 6 

8£crµwc; EV Kupicp a~iro<; 7tEpt7t<X'tflcrat and 'tOU'tO ouv AEyro Kat µap'tUpoµat EV 

Kupicp, µT)KE'tt uµa<; 7tEpt7t<X'tEtV. While Paul spends significant time at the beginning 

of chapter 4 with further doctrine (marked by the presence of indicative verbs in the 

primary clauses and verbless primary clauses), this teaching springs from the 

exhortational commands to walk in a worthy manner (4:1) and no longer as the Gentiles 

do (4: 17). Therefore, the main shift in the text occurs as indicative forms give way to 

Paul's commands to the readers, begun with indicative forms but eventually moving 

towards imperatives. 

The verb pattern suggests the following fiver-part letter structure for Ephesians: 

I. Letter Opening (1: 1-2) 
II. Blessing and Thanksgiving (1 :3-23) 

III. Letter Body (2:1-3:21) 
IV. Parenesis (4:1-6:20) 
V. Letter Closing (6:21-24) 
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In the first half of the letter, primary verbless clauses are used to carry the opening 

section. The letter opening contains no primary clause verbs and introduces the author 

and audience through noun clauses. The letter commences with a primary adjectival 

clause used to begin a lengthy verbless sentence. The first shift in the text takes place 

with the presence of the first person singular present verb found in 1: 15-16 to introduce 

Paul's thanksgiving. The next takes place at the beginning of chapter 2, opening the body 

of the letter, with the shift to third person singular indicative primary verbs describing 

God's actions toward the believers and second person plural indicatives describing the 

grace by which the readers had been saved. The only imperative occurs in 2:11 calling 

the readers to remember their former way oflife and what Christ's work has done for 

them (culminating in the second person plural indicative verbs ofv. 19). The text shifts 

again in chapter 3 with Paul being the main participant in the action of the primary clause 

verbs.30 

In the second half of the letter, chapter 4 begins the parenesis with the two 

mitigated commands of 4: 1 and 4: 17. These commands are both first person singular 

indicative forms introduced by ouv, and are followed by infinitives describing how the 

audience should and should not walk. The onset of the imperatives begins in 4:25 and 

fluctuates between second person plural and third person singular forms within the vast 

majority of the main clauses throughout the rest of the letter. The only noticeable shift 

takes place with the change of address from the whole community (4:25-5:21) to various 

groups (5:22-6:9) back to the whole community (6: 10-20). The briefletter closing ends 

30 Paul is the stated subject of 3: I. although he won't pick up the verbal action of this clause until 3: 14 with 
the beginning of the prayer. He is the subject of two of the three primary clause verbs in chapter 3 (the ones 
found in 3: 13 and 14). Further. he is the one acted upon by the only other primary clause verb in chapter 3, 
the passive €Meri in 3:8. 

http:verbs.30
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the imperatives primary clause dominance with a final third person singular indicative 

form, followed by two verbless primary clauses. 

Comparison with Other Proposals for Ephesians 

In comparing the verbal analysis segmentation with the various proposals made in 

the texts, translations, and commentaries, a great deal of agreement is recognizable. 

Complete agreement exists concerning the following segments: 1: 1-2; 1 :3-14; 1: 15-23; 

2:1-10; 2:11-22; 6:21-24. The verbal analysis segmentation does not indicate a division 

in 3: 1-21, as is found in the texts, translations, and commentaries. Differences emerge in 

the second half of Ephesians due to the difficulty in trying to segment the various 

exhortations. The verbal analysis reveals a distinction between the indicative exhortations 

in 4:1-24 and the imperatives that follow 4:25, but did not make strong distinctions 

within the imperative section. The segments that are added were due to a change of 

address, but not the verbs forms. Yet, this is also the section of the letter that produces the 

most disagreement among the texts, translations, and commentators/authors studied. This 

may reveal that it becomes more difficult to make strong distinctions when verb shifts are 

not present. Despite these discrepancies, the verbal analysis shows rather strong 

agreement with others that have attempted to segment the text of Ephesians. 

Philippians 

Proposed Outlines to Philippians 

The integrity of the letter to the Philippians has been a hotly debated topic within 

scholarship. In fact, the lines are fairly evenly drawn between those that view this letter 
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as a single letter or a combination of letters (whether two or three). 31 The supposed shifts 

that distinguish different letters occur between 3:1and2 and after 4:9. Following the 

section on travel plans (2: 19-30) and the seeming conclusion intimated by 'tO A.omov, 

aOEA<poi µou, xaipE'tE in 3: 1, a supposed abrupt set of commands occurs in 3 :2. This 

has led to the conclusion that what follows from 3 :2 must be a separate letter. Further, 

4:10-20 with its delayed thanksgiving seems conspicuously late in the letter, so it as well 

must be another letter that has been compiled onto Philippians. Yet, many remain 

unconvinced, and arguments for the unity of the letter abound. The book will be analyzed 

as a single letter, and issues of integrity will be addressed in subsequent chapters. 

Segmentation by Greek Texts and Bible Versions 

As with the other letters examined, the breaks in the text vary among the 

translations. 

Segments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB95 ESV 

I 
1 1-2 1:1-2 I.la 

I: I b 
1·2 

I. la 
I: I b 
1:2 

I: la 
l:lb-2 

I: la 
l:lb 
1:2 

2 
1.3-11 1:3-11 1.3-11 )·3-6 

1:7-8 
1:9-11 

1·3-11 1:3-11 

3 
1:12-14 
1.15-26 

1:12-18a 

1:18b-26 

1·12-14 
1:15-18a 
l.18b-26 

1·12-14 
l.15-18a 
I: 18b-26 

I 12-18a 

l.18b-26 

1:12-14 
1:15-18a 
1:18b-26 

4 )·27-30 1:27-30 I 27-30 1:27-30 1:27-30 1:27-30 

5 
2 1-11 2:1-4 

2 5-11 
2:1-11 2:1-4 

2:5-11 
2:1-11 2:1-11 

6 
2:12-18 2:12-18 2.12-13 

2:14-18 
2:12-13 
2·14-18 

2.12-13 
2:14-18 

2:12-13 
2:14-18 

7 
2.19-24 
2:25-30 

2:19-24 
2.25-30 

2 19-24 
2:25-30 

2:19-24 
2.25-30 

2· 19-30 2·19-30 

8 

3:1 

3:2-11 

3 I 

3·2-11 

3:1a 
3 lb-4a 

3:4b-6 
3·7-11 

3.1 

3:2-4a 
3.4b-6 
3:7-11 

3.1 

3.2-6 

3.7-11 

3:1 

3.2-11 

9 
3:12-16 3:12-16 3 12-16 3:12-14 

3:15-16 
3:12-16 3·12-16 

JO 
3 17-21 

4.1 
3.17-21 

4·1 
3 17-4:1 

4:1 
3· 17-21 

4 I 
3·17-21 

4:1 
3 17-4:1 

11 4:2-7 4 2-3 4 2-3 4:2-3 4 2-3 4·2-3 

31 For further discussion involved in the integrity questions see Fee, Philippians, 21-23; Hawthorne, 
Philippians, xxix-xxxii; O'Brien. Philippians. I0-18; Reed, Discourse Analysis, I 24-52. 
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Segments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB95 ESV 
4:4-7 44-7 44-7 4.4-7 4:4-7 

12 4:8-9 4.8-9 48-9 4·8-9 4:8-9 4·8-9 
4 10-14 4 10-20 4 10-14 4 10-13 4:10-14 4:10-13 

13 4:14-19 4·14-20 
4.15-20 4·15-20 4:20 4 15-20 

14 
4 21-23 4:21-22 

4 23 
4 21-22 

4:23 
4 21-22 

4 23 
4.21-22 

4:23 
4:21-22 

4:23 

Figure 11. Segmentation ofPhilippians by various texts and translations 

Nevertheless, fourteen broad segments are agreed upon by all the translations and texts 

(Figure 11 ). For the most part, all groups agree concerning segments 1, 4, 12, and 14.32 

Many of the other segments show strong agreement as well. The only strong contentions 

concern how to split segments 2, 8, and 13 into their various parts. 33 

Segmentation by Various Authors 

As with the texts, the segmentation by various commentators and authors shows 

strong agreement, especially at the beginning and end of the letter. 34 

S~ents Fee O'brien Hawthorne Guthrie Reed Klauck Watson 
I 1:1-2 1:1-2 1:1-2 J·J-2 I 1-2 1:1-2 1·1-2 

2 
1:3-11 I 3-11 I 3-11 I 3-8 

I 9-11 
13-11 1:3-11 J.3-11 

3 
J:l2-18a 
J·J8b-26 

J·J2-26 1·12-26 1:12-l8a 
l.l8b-26 

1:12-26 J.12-26 1:12-16 

4-6 

1:27-30 
2:1-4 

2:5-11 
2:12-18 

1·27-2:18 J ·27-30 
2 1-4 

2:5-11 
2 12-18 

l 27-30 
2.1-11 

2-12-16 
2 17-18 

1:27-30 
2:1-18 

I 27-2:18 I 27-30 
2:1-11 

2 12-18 

7 
2.19-24 
2:25-30 

2 19-30 2 19-24 
2 25-30 

2 19-24 
2:25-30 

2 19-24 
2:25-30 

2 19-30 2 19-30 

3·J-4a 3:1-21 3 1-3 3 OJ 3·1-4:1 3:1-4.l 3:1-21 
3 2-16 

3:4b-l4 3·4--J l 
3 12-16 

7-12 
3·15-4:3 3 17 

3 18--19 
3.17-21 

3 20-21 
41-9 41-9 4:1-3 4·1-9 

4·2-9 4:2-3 
4:4--9 4 4--9 4:4--9 

13 
4 10-20 4 10-20 4:10-20 410-19 

4.20 
4·10-20 4:10-20 4:10-20 

14 4:21-23 4:21-23 4 21-23 4:21-23 4.21-23 4 21-23 4 21-23 

Figure 12. Segmentation ofPhilippians by various authors 

32 The slight disagreement concerning segments 1 and 14 concerns whether each formal feature in the 

prescript and letter closing should be kept together or separated into their separate parts. 

33 The recognition of a split after 3: I is strongly attested in these texts. 

34 Fee, Philippians, 54-55; Hawthorne. Philippians, 43:xlviii-xlix; O'Brien. Philippians. vii-ix; Guthrie, 

"Cohesion Shifts," 36--59; Reed, "Identifying Theme," 75-101; Klauck, Ancient Letters. 317-20. 
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However, they display areas of disagreement, especially concerning segments 4-6 and 8

12. Most agree that 1:27-30 forms a distinct unit, but vary on what to do with 2:1-18. 

Even more variance is seen in dealing with 3:1-4:9. As will become evident from the 

verb segmentation to follow, this section of Philippians contains the greatest number of 

verb shifts, especially between indicatives and imperatives. 

Verbal Analysis of Philippians 

Analysis ofPrimary Clauses 

Unlike Ephesians, Philippians contains primary clause verbs much earlier in the 

epistle. As in other Pauline epistles, Philippians opens (1: 1-2) with a series of verb less 

primary clauses that introduce the sender of the epistle, the recipients, and a mention of 

xaptc; and dp'tjVTJ to the audience. 35 Following this standard prescript, the first three 

primary clause verbs encountered in Philippians are first person singular present 

indicatives. The first, cuxaptcrt&, begins the thanksgiving section of the letter (1 :3

11),36 while the next primary clause verb, npocrE'\Sxoµat, introduces its climax and 

conclusion by revealing Paul's prayer for these believers ( vv. 9-11). 37 

Inv. 12, the third first person singular primary clause verb, ~ouA.oµat, actually 

transitions from the thanksgiving to the body of the letter.38 This is seen at the verbal 

35 The boundary of the salutation is undisputed in the commentaries: Hawthorne, Philippians, 1-2; O'Brien, 
Philippians, 43; Fee, Philippians, 60; Reed, Discourse Analysis, 1-2. 
36 For a thorough discussion of the Thanksgiving section found in Philippians, see O'Brien, Introductory 
Thanksgivings, 19-46. Like the salutation. commentators agree concerning the boundaries of the 
thanksgiving section: Reed (Discourse Analysis, 387) labels the whole of vv. 3-1 I as the thanksgiving 
section. Hawthorne (Philippians, 13-14). O'Brien (Philippians, 53), and Fee (Philippians, 72) also 
demarcate these verses as a unique section. Hawthorne connects it with vv. 1-2 to form a larger segment 
labeled introduction (I). Fee further divides vv. 3-1 I into two segments consisting of the thanksgiving 
proper (vv. 3-8) and the intercessory prayer (vv. 9-11 ). O'Brien indicates three parts to these verses: a 
thanksgiving report (3-6). an affectionate statement of concern (7-8), and an intercessory prayer (9-1 I). 
37 O'Brien. Introductory Thanksgivings. 29. 
38 So Hawthorne, Philippians. 33; O'Brien. Philippians, 86; Fee. Philippians, I 09-1 O; Reed, Discourse 
Analysis, 388. 
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level by the emergence of third person present plural indicatives that carry the primary 

clauses in 1: 15-17. While the first person, Paul, still participates in actions in this section, 

he is highlighting how others are ministering in light of his imprisonment. He sets up a 

contrast here around the manner in which the two groups are KT\PUCHJOUcrtV (15) and 

Ka-rayyD..A.oucrtv (17) Christ in response to his present situation. Verbless primary 

clauses are found in these verses, but they revolve around the actions of preaching and 

proclaiming Christ. Answering his rhetorical question at the beginning of v. 18, Paul 

concludes that as long as Christ is proclaimed (Ka-rayyeA.A.E't<Xt, third person singular 

present passive indicative) he will rejoice (xaipro, first person singular present active 

indicative) and expects to continue to do so (xap~croµat, future passive indicative). 

These first person indicative verbs restart a chain of first indicatives that continues down 

through v. 26. Verb less primary clauses are also found within this section in v. 21, at the 

beginning ofv. 22, at the end of v. 23, and v. 24. oloa in v. 26 serves as the last primary 

clause verb in this section and ends the run of indicatives in chapter 1.39 

The first major shift in mood takes place in 1 :27 with the imperative 

7tOAt'tEUEcr8E, a second person plural present imperative. Imperatives come to the fore of 

the primary clauses40 from this point down to 2: 18.41 The next two imperatives occur at 

39 The commentators analyzed here are in agreement that 1: 12-26 indicates a unique unit of text. Reed 
(Discourse Analysis, 388-89) discusses these verses as a whole with no further segmentation mentioned. 
Hawthorne (Philippians, 31) includes them within a larger of "news and instruction" that begins in v. 12 
and continues through 2:30. While admitting that. 12-26 serve as a single paragraph (87), O'Brien 
(Philippians, 88-141) breaks this paragraph into five smaller sections: vv. 12-14; I 5- I 8a; l 8b-20; 21-24; 
and 25-26. Fee (Philippians, 106-55) indicates the same five sections as O'Brien but groups them 
according to Paul's view of the "present" in vv.12-18a (108) and the "future" in vv. 18b-26 (126). 
40 Fee (Philippians, 156) and Reed (Discourse Analysis, 389) point to the emergence of the imperative and 
second person verb forms as key indicators for the boundaries of I :27-2: 18. 
41 Hawthorne (Philippians, 53), O'Brien (Philippians, 143), and Fee (Philippians. 155) see I :27-2: 18 
standing as a single unit within the letter. They all, Hawthorne (53-107). O'Brien (14-1--312) and Fee (158
258), further divide this unit into four smaller segments: 1 :27-30; 2: 1-4; 5-11: and 12-18. Reed 
(Discourse Analysis, 389-90) discusses I :27-2: 18 as two segments, "petitions" (I :27-30) and ..petitions 
surrounding narrative (story) about Christ" (2: 1-18). 
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the beginning of chapter 2 in v. 2 (n"/...11pffiaa'tE) and v. 5 ( <ppov£t't£). They call for the 

readers to complete Paul's joy by being unified and to have the same humble mind as 

Christ. Placed between these two imperatives are a number of verb less primary clauses, 

which gain their imperatival force from these stated verbs, especially nA.11pffiaa't£ in v. 

2.42 Significant here is the fact that the most famous section of Philippians, 2:6-11, 

contains no primary clause verb forms. Rather, this highly significant Christological 

passage describes the mind of Christ to be emulated. Paul resumes the imperatives in 

2: 12 by calling the believers to "work out" ( K<X'tc:pyasc:aec:) their salvation. The primary 

clause indicative, eanv, occurs next, as God is introduced as the source of the ability to 

work out one's salvation.43 Another command is given in 2:14 with the imperative 

1tOt£t't£ calling the readers to do everything without grumbling or fighting. As the 

section winds down, Paul uses two more indicatives xaipro and auyxaipro, this time 

first person singular presents, to reveal his attitude in spite of his seemingly desperate 

situation: he rejoices and shares his joy with the readers. He brings the section to a close 

by exhorting the readers through two final imperatives, xaipc:'tc: and auyxaipc:'t£, to 

follow his example: rejoice and share joy. 

In 2: 19, Paul transitions out of the imperatives by picking up with the first person 

singular indicatives, which he began using in 2:17.44 These first person singular 

indicative verb forms are found in the primary clauses of v. 19 (eA.nisro), v. 20 ( £xro), v. 

23 (eA.nisro), v. 24 (n£not8a), v. 25 (~y11aaµ11v), and v. 28 (£nc:µ\jla) and do not 

simply consist of present tense forms, but move from present in vv. 19, 20, and 23 to 

42 O'Brien, Philippians, 273. 
43 2:13 is headed by the conjuntion yap. The significance of this will be discussed in chapter 6 within the 

section dealing with conjunctions. 

44 Reed (Discourse Analysis, 390-91) notes the change from imperative to indicative as a significant 

indicator of a new segment. 
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perfect in v. 24, and aorist in vv. 25 and 28. These verbs express Paul's hope to send 

Timothy (2: 19-24) and his action of already having sent Epaphroditus back to the 

readers. In the middle of the commendation of Timothy, third and second person plural 

indicative forms occur (vv. 21-22), as well as a verbless clause at the end ofv. 21. These 

are connected to the discussion through the use of yap and explain Timothy's concern 

for the readers in contrast with the self-interest of others. In light of the fact that these 

men are on there way to Philippi, Paul commands the readers in 2:29 to receive 

(rcpocr8exccr8E) these men and hold (EXE'tE) as precious similar men. These imperatives 

are connected to the string of indicatives which precede them by the conjunction ouv; 

thus, they complete this recommendation section by anticipating the imperatives to 

follow at the beginning of chapter 3.45 

Ending the previous section with second person plural imperatives, Paul continues 

in 3: 1 the exhortation by commanding the readers to rejoice xaipE'tE, a second person 

plural imperative. This primary clause is headed by 'tO A.0trc6v, which sometimes signals 

shifts in the Pauline corpus at the end of a letter.46 Following two primary clauses without 

finite verb forms in v. 2, the imperatives continue in 3 :2 with a triple command using 

~AE'TCE'tE, warning the readers to beware of false teachers, a theme that is implied from 

what follows and is picked up again at the end of chapter 3. These imperatives give way 

temporarily to a string of first person indicative verbs that control the primary clauses 

from 3:3-14. The string begins in 3:3 with the first person plural ecrµEv connected back 

45 Hawthorne (Philippians, I 07-21) recognizes 2: 19-30 as a single unit signaling the end of a larger section 
begun back in I :12. O'Brien (Philippians. 313-44) and Fee (Philippians, 258-84) treat 2: I9-30 as a single 
section. All three split these verses into two parts concerning the topic shift from Timothy (vv. 19-24) to 
Epaphroditus (vv. 25-29). Reed (Discourse Analysis, 390-92) treats 2: 19-24 and 25-30 as two segments . 
.u, This occurrence of 'tO A.otrcov serves as one of the main arguments for the splitting of Philippians into at 
least two separate letters. For a detailed look at the various approaches and a defense of Philippians as one 
letter, see Reed, Discourse Analysis, 124-152. 
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to the previous imperatives by the conjunction yap. In verse four a primary verbless 

clause with the subject tyro brings Paul back as the main actor for the rest of this section 

running down to v. 14. A long verbless clause listing all of his Jewish qualifications 

culminates in 3:7 with the statement that Paul does not count (iiy11µat, a perfect middle) 

these as gain, but rather as loss for Christ. The counting verbs continue in 3 :8 with two 

more indicative forms of the same verb (i)youµat) as Paul relates that he counts all 

things as loss and refuse in light of gaining a knowledge of Christ. The elaborated 

subordination continues from these verbs down to v. 12. In 3:12, following a first aorist 

indicative £A.a~ov and a first perfect indicative 'tc'tcA.cicoµat, Paul states that he "presses 

on" (8trotcco, another first present indicative). This verb, <5trotcco, is picked up again in 

3: 14, after an intervening first person singular present indicative A.oyisoµat and a 

verbless clause in 3:13. A first person plural subjunctive, <ppovroµcv, ends the chain of 

first person singular indicatives in 3: 15 by Paul calling these readers to have this same 

mindset that he has just displayed, as evidenced by the ouv that starts the verse. A third 

person singular future indicative, an:otcaA.u\j/ct, interrupts Paul's commands by stating 

that God will reveal to those lacking this attitude. The infinitve O"'tOtXciv in 3: 16 seems 

to pick up the imperatival function from the subjunctive in 3: 1547 and serves as a further 

exhortation.48 

47 O'Brien, Ephesians, 441. 

48 Hawthorne (Philippians, 122) and O'Brien (Philippians, 345) maintain that the unit begun in 3: I extends 

down through 3:21. Hawthorne (122-74) indicates further segments consisting of. 1-3,4-11. 12-16, 17, 

18-19, and 20-21. O'Brien (345-472) displays fewer breaks: 1-3; 4-6; 7-11; 12-16; and 17-21. Fee 

(Philippians. 285-398) sees the larger unit as 3:1-4:3, with further segments found in 3:1-4a,..J.b-6, 7-11. 

12-14, 15-16. 17-19, 20-21, and 4: 1-3. Reed (Discourse Analysis, 392-93) indicates one segment 

consisting of 3: 1-4: I. The differences over the division of the larger unit pertain mainly to the trying to 

distinguish a break among imperatives. This is why the choice is made here to mark the break at the 

beginning of the imperative chain in 3: 17. 
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The next section of the letter begins in 3: 17 with a personal address, aOEA<poi, 

combined with the reemergence of second person plural imperatives. This section extends 

through 4:9 and is controlled by imperatives and first person singular indicatives that still 

seek to exhort the readers. In 3:17, Paul calls the readers (yivccr0£) to follow his example 

and to closely watch ( O'K01tti'te) those who follow a similar pattern. He goes into further 

explanation why49 this is important with two present indicative verbs n£pt7t<X'tOUO'tv and 

uncipxct in 3:18 and 3:20. A second person plural imperative O''t~K£'t£ resumes the 

commands in 4:1. Over the next three verses Paul uses four first person singular active 

indicative verbs to call the readers to action: napaKaAro twice in 4:2, 50 the present 

£ponro in 4:3 and the future £pro in 4:4. Along with these indicatives, he includes the 

second person plural imperatives cruA.AaµBavou in 4:3 and xaipE'tE twice in 4:4. 

Verses 5 and 6 contain three more imperatives, a third person singular aorist yvrocrO~'tro 

and present yvropts£crero as well as a second person plural present µ£ptµva't£. 

Announcing the protection by "the peace of God" in 4:7, the third person singular future 

indicative <ppoup~O'Et interrupts the chain of imperatives. The second use of 'tO A.otn6v 

in the letter introduces the last two imperatives found in the body of the letter in 4:8 and 

9. In both verses, the imperatives, the second person plural present imperatives 

A.oyisccr0£ and npcicrcr£'t£, follow lengthy relative clauses. These two lists are followed 

in 4:9 by a third person singular future indicative, EO''t<Xt, relating the truth that the God 

of peace will be with those who do these things. 51 

49 Note that yap begins each of these clauses. Paul sets up the contrast here between the opponents/false 
teachers in vv. 18-19 and those who are citizens of heaven, awaiting eagerly the Lord's return. 
50 The use of napaKaA.w here serves as the reason for Reed's choice (Discourse Analysis. 393) to mark the 
break in 4:2. 
51 While disagreement exists over the beginning of this segment. Hawthorne (Philippians, 175), O'Brien 
(Philippians, 473), and Reed (Discourse Analysis, 393) all indicate the end of a segment at 4:9 as the final 
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The exhortations end in 4:10 with the onset of first person singular indicative 

verbs, and these take over the primary clauses down through v. 20.52 Through a series of 

first person singular indicative verbs which fluctuate between aorists (EXUPT)V in v. 10 

and £µa8ov in v. 11), presents (A.eyro in v. 11 and icrxuro in v. 13), and perfects (oloa 

twice and µEµuriµat in v. 12), Paul relates his reaction to their concern for him and his 

response to the circumstances in which he has found himself. He interrupts the first 

person singulars with two second person plural indicatives - one an aorist (bcot~<Ja't'E), 

the other a perfect (otoa't'E)- in vv. 14 and 15 to praise the readers for their response to 

him. Over the next two verses Paul utilizes again the first person singular indicatives 

within the primary clauses: E7ttsTJ'tcO twice in v. 17 and U1tEXOO, 7tEptcrcrcuro, 

7tE7tA~proµat (a perfect) in v. 18. He concludes this section in v. 19 like previous 

sections with a third person singular speaking of the action of God. In this occurrence it is 

the future active 7tATJPID<JEt. Paul's response to God's action is found in the verbless 

doxology ofv. 20.53 

The letter closing contains a "greetings" and "grace" formula. In 4:21-22, the 

verb 6.cr7tcicracr8E, a second person plural aorist imperative, requests that Paul's 

greetings be made to every saint there, and 6.cr7tcisov1a.t, a third person plural middle 

indicative, sends greetings from those with him. The letter closes with the verbless call 

for Christ's grace Cxcipt~) to be with the readers' spirit in 4:23.54 

petitions are given. Fee (Philippians, 398) continues the unit he sees beginning in 4:4 down through the rest 

of the letter ending in v. 23. He demarcates a smaller segment of 4:4-9 ( 400) within this unit. 

52 Reed (Discourse Analysis, 394) recognizes the change in person and mood as key indicators for 4: 1Off. as 

a unique section. 

53 The commentators are in agreement that 4: I 0-20 represents a unique segment. See Hawthorne, 

Philippians, 193; O'Brien, Philippians, 513; Fee, Philippians, 422-55, who further divides the text into vv. 

10-13, 14, 15-17, and 18-20; and Reed, Discourse Analysis, 394. 

54 For the letter closing as a unique segment, see Hawtho~ne, Philippians, 212; O'Brien, Philippians, 551; 

Fee, Philippians, 456; Reed, Discourse Analysis, 395. 
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Segmentation ofPhilippians according to Verbal Patterning 

Certain features surface in relation to the segmentation of Philippians. First, the 

verbs once again chain together based on patterns ofperson and mood. The first person 

singular indicative verb forms occur in a number of chains throughout the letter: 1 :3-11; 

1:12-25; 2:19-30; 3:3-16; and 4:10-20. These chains are countered by the imperative 

chains in 1:27-2:18 and 3:17-4:10. The first person singular indicative and the second 

person plural imperative combine in 3: 1-16, as Paul moves from command to personal 

testimony. Also concerning the verbs, the prescript and closing are again verb less, while 

the thanksgiving section is controlled exclusively by Euxaptcnro and npocrEuxoµm,. 

Second, certain key conjunctions and expressions are found in primary clauses at 

transitional junctures. In two instances, 2:28-29 and 3:15, ouv occurs at the end of an 

indicative chain to introduce commands. The expression 'tO A.0tnov introduces two 

sections that begin with commands (3:1and4:8). ycip, again, is found at the beginning of 

primary indicative clauses found in imperative chains (2:13; 3:18, 20). 

Finally, one thing that stands out is the fact that no primary clause verbs are found 

in the lengthy Christological section in 2:6-11, which commentators view as the most 

significant passage in the entire epistle.55 Not that this takes away from its importance, 

but it shows that this section does not serve to move the structure of the letter forward. 

With these points in mind, Philippians can now be segmented. While Philippians 

does not break neatly in half like Ephesians, the verbal patterning still leads to noticeable 

segmentation that seems to follow a five-part letter outline: 

I. Letter Opening (1: 1-2) 
II. Thanksgiving ( 1 :3-11) 

III. Letter Body ( 1: 12-26) 

55 Hawthorne, Philippians, 76: Fee, Philippians, 39; 0'Brien, Philippians, 186-87. 
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IV. Parenesis (1 :27-4:20) 
V. Letter Closing (4:21-23) 

Again, main divisions concern primarily the shift in mood between indicatives and 

imperatives and secondarily shifts in person. The letter opens with the typical Pauline 

salutation consisting of verbless primary clauses. The thanksgiving follows and is 

controlled by two first person indicative verbs. Marked by the onset of interplay between 

first and third person indicatives, a shift occurs in 1 : 12, and this pattern holds down 

through 1 :26 as Paul relates circumstances that are occurring in relation to his 

imprisonment. 

The onset of second person plural imperatives causes a break at 1 :27, suggesting 

the beginning of the parenesis of the letter, and imperatives control the primary clauses 

through 2:18, with the exception of the yap clause indicative ecrnv in 2:13. These 

commands exhort the readers to conduct themselves worthily in light ofPaul's present 

situation and to remain unified. 2: 19 begins another indicative segment that displays 

mainly first person singular forms, but second (2:22) and third person (2:21) forms also 

appear. The indicatives extend down through 2:28 and relate the impending arrival of two 

of Paul's colleagues in Philippi. The segment concludes in 2:29 with two imperatives that 

call the readers to accept Epaphroditus and others like him. Another segment begins in 

3: 1 with the continuation of imperatives and the expression 'tO A.omov that starts the 

unit. This segment begins with imperatives calling the readers to rejoice and to beware of 

false teachers (3: 1-2). The imperatives give way to indicatives that mainly detail Paul's 

response as a Jewish believer to the person of Christ (3:3-14). This segment concludes 

with two exhortations in 3: 15-16 that call believers to maintain this same perspective that 

Paul exhibited. Of note is an action performed by God at the end of this section in 3: 15. 
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The next two segments occur in 3:17-4:9. They are controlled by commands, mainly in 

the form of imperatives, and end with actions by God. Taking the form of second person 

plural and third person singular, the imperatives begin in 3: 17 and continue down through 

4:9. The first movement in this section concerns commands related to the false teachers 

(3: 17-21 ), and this gives way to a series of commands related to conduct, both corporate 

and personal ( 4: 1-7). The exhortations in 4: 1-7 take the form of first person singular 

indicative calls to action by Paul and second person plural and third person singular 

imperatives. The first movement concludes with an action by God in 4:7 in the indicative 

mood. Introduced by to A.otnov, the second movement revolves around two second 

person plural imperatives following lengthy relative clauses in 4:8-9 and again ends with 

a third person singular indicative statement concerning God's presence with those who 

perform such actions. After 4:9, the imperatives end and give way to a new segment 

marked by first person singular indicative verbs. There is a slight interplay with second 

person singular indicative verb forms in 4:14-15, with the result that this segment relates 

Paul's contentment in his present circumstances and his provision brought by the gift of 

the Philippians. Again, this segment concludes with an action by God in 4:19, which 

states that he will meet the needs of the readers just as they have met Paul's needs, and a 

doxology to him. 

The letter closes with a series of greetings and a pronouncement of grace. First, 

Paul commands the readers to greet the saints that are near them, and then he relates 

greetings to them from those with him. He then asks for the xapt<; of the Lord Jesus 

Christ to be with their spirit. 
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Comparison with Other Proposals for Philippians 

Comparison between the proposed segmentations done by various scholars and 

the segmentation due to verb patterns shows strong agreement. The verbal analysis does 

not make a discernible break between 1 :30 and 2: 1. Yet, it points to further segmentation 

in the extended exhortation of 3: 1--4:9 between 3: 16 and 3: 17, which a number of the 

commentators and authors do not display in their outlines (O'Brien, Reed, Klauck, and 

Watson). This is due to the shift from indicatives to imperatives with the subjunctive 

exhortation in 3: 15 and the further exhortation introduced by an infinitive in 3: 16, 

concluding 3: 1-16. From this comparison, it appears that verbal patterns contribute to the 

segmentation of the text of Philippians done by interpreters, whether they are aware of it 

or not. 

Colossians 

Proposed Outlines to Colossians 

Like Ephesians, Colossians naturally splits into sections that become apparent 

once exhortations begin in 2:6. The letter also contains discernible opening (1: 1-2) and 

closing sections ( 4:7ff) with their patented formulae that are characteristic of the Pauline 

Corpus: typical prescript (1: 1-2); thanksgiving (1 :3-8); travel plans ( 4:7-9); greetings 

(4: 10-15); and the closing xapt~ statement ( 4: 18). The analysis that follows will attempt 

to find if the verb patterning marks these elements off, as well as any other patterns 

within the body of the letter. 
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Segmentation by Greek Texts and Bible Versions 

As has been done throughout this study, the standard Greek texts of the New 

Testament, as well as some popular translations, have been analyzed to see where they 

segment the text of Colossians. 

Segments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB95 ESV 

I 
1:1-2 1:1-2 1·1 

1:2a 
J·2b 

I. I 
I ·2a 
1:2b 

1:1 
1:2 

I. I 
I ·2a 
1:2b 

2 1:3-8 1:3-8 1:3-8 1:3-8 1:3-8 1:3-8 

3 
1:9-20 1:9-lla 

l:llb-20 
]·9-14 

1:15--20 

1:9-14 

I· 15--20 

I 9-14 

1:15--20 

1:9-14 

I: 15--20 
4 1:21-23 1:21-23 1:21-23 1:21-23 1:21-23 1.21-23 

5 
1:24-29 1.24-29 1:24-29 1.24-27 

1:28-29 
1:24-29 1:24-29 

6 2:1-5 2.1-5 2.1-5 2:1-5 2.1-5 2:1-5 

7 

2.6-15 2:6-15 2:6-7 
2:8-15 

2:6-7 
2:8 

2·9-12 
2 13-15 

2:6-7 
2·8-15 

2.6-7 
2:8-15 

8 2:16-19 2:16-19 2:16-19 2:16-19 2:16-19 2.16-19 
9 2:20-23 2:20-23 2:20-23 2:20-23 2·20-23 2.20-23 
IO 3:1-4 3:1-4 3:1-4 3:1-4 3:1-4 3 1-4 
II 3:5--11 3:5--11 3:5--11 3.5-11 3:5-11 3:5--11 

12 
3:12-17 3.12-17 3:12-17 3:12-14 

3: 15--17 
3·12-17 3:12-17 

13 

3:18-19 

3·20-21 

3:22-25 
4:1 

3:18-21 

3:22-4:1 

3:18-19 

3:20-4.1 

3:18 
3:19 
3·20 
3.21 

3·22-25 
4:1 

3:18-21 

3.22-25 
4:1 

3·18-25 

4.1 

14 
4:2-6 4·2-6 4:2-4 

4:5--6 
4·2-6 4 2-4 

4:5--6 
4:2-4 
4:5--6 

15 4:7-9 4:7-9 4:7-9 4:7-9 4:7-9 4:7-9 

16 

4:10-17 4 10-14 
4.15--17 

4:10-17 4:10-15 

4.16 
4:17 

4:10-17 4.10-17 

17 4:18 4.18 4:18 4·18 4:18 4:18 

Figure 13. Segmentation ofColossians by various texts and translations 

The results are found in Figure 13. The analysis reveals that these texts split Colossians 

into 17 segments. Agreement is strong in relation to where to break the text (especially if 

the NIV is removed from the analysis), with the only noticeable disagreement found 

within segment 13. 
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Segmentation by Various Authors 

Most scholars agree that Colossians falls into two definable sections, centered 

around the doctrinal teaching of the first part of the epistle and the exhortational section 

that follows. 56 

Segments Dunn Harris Moo O'Brien Wright Klauck 
I 1:1-2 1 1-2 1:1-2 1:1-2 1:1-2 1:1-2 

1·3-8 1:3-8 1:3-14 1·3-8 1 3-8 1'3-8 
1:9-14 1.9-14 1:9-14 l.9-12a 1:9-14 

2-4 l.12b--23 
1:15-20 1:15-20 1:15-20 1·15-20 1:15-20 
1:21-23 1:21-23 1:21-23 1:21-23 1.21-23 
1:24--29 1 :24--29 1:24--2 5 1.24--2:5 1.24--29 1.24--2:5 
2·1-5 2:1-3 2:1-5 

2:4--8 

5-9 
2:6-7 

2:8-15 
2:6-7 

2.8-15 
2:6-15 2:6-7 

2.8-15 
2:6-23 

2.9-15 
2:16-19 2:16-19 2:16-23 2: 16-23 2:16-23 
Z.Z0-23 2:20-23 

10 3:1-4 3.1-4 3·1-4 3:1-4 3:1-4 3:1-4 

11-12 
3:5-17 3·5-11 

3:12-17 
3:5-11 

3· 12-17 
3.5-11 
3.12-17 

3.5-11 
3:12-17 

3·5-17 

13 3:18-4:1 3:18-4·1 3:18-4:1 3.18-4:1 3:18-4:1 3·18-4:1 
14a 4:2-6 4.2-6 4:2-6 4:2-6 4:2-6 4:2-6 

4:7-9 4:7-9 4·7-18 4.7-18 4:7-9 4:7-9 

14b--17 
4.10-17 4:10-18 4.10-14 

4:15-17 
4:10-17 

4.18 4:18 4:18 

Figure 14. Segmentation o/Colossians by various authors 

However, there is some disagreement as to exactly where the letter divides into these two 

sections.57 For instance, Wright and Moo argue that 1 :3-2:5 remains its own distinct unit 

that should remain intact, and Moo labels this the "letter opening."58 Dunn seems to 

suggest something similar, although he does not refer to this section as the letter opening; 

rather, he speaks of 1 :9-2:5 as "substantial development" being made to the thanksgiving 

Sb Yet Wright (Colossians & Philemon, 21) points out that this does not mean that the first half is solely 

concerned with teaching and the second half with exhortation. Both doctrine and exhortation work together 

throughout. 

57 Moo, Colossians, vi-vii; O'Brien, Colossians, !iv; Harris, Colossians & Philemon, 5; Wright, Colossians 

& Phi lemon, 44--45; Dunn, Colossians and Philemon; Klauck, Ancient Letters. 321-22. 

5

" Moo, C olossians. -J.8-49; Wright, Colossi ans & Phi lemon, 73-74. 
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found in I :3-8.59 O'Brien maintains that I :9-14 continues the thanksgiving section, but 

this section comes to an end in v. 14 with the onset of the "hymn" in 1:15-20.60 While 

disagreement and nuancing exist with how to handle the beginning of the letter, most are 

in agreement that 2:6 transitions into the exhortational section of the text. 61 

Figure 14 shows that the scholars analyzed unanimously agree on 8 segments of 

text (numbered according to segments found in Figure 19). All agree on segments 1, 10, 

13, and 14. With the exception of one individual in each case, further segments would be 

established with 1:3-14, 1:15-20, 1:21-23, 1:24-2:5, 2:6-15, and 2:16-23. All this 

points to congruency among scholars on where the text splits. The next section will 

examine the verbal patterns within the letter to see if the verbs serve as markers of similar 

segments. 

Verbal Analysis of Colossians 

Analysis ofPrimary Clauses 

As has been the case with the two previous letters analyzed in this chapter, 

Colossians opens with a prescript that contains no primary clause verbs. The prescript 

(1: 1-2) states the sender (IIauA.oc; ... K<Xt Ttµ6Scoc; 6 a8£Aq>oc;), recipients ( 'tOt<; EV 

KoA.ocrcraic; ayiotc; K<Xt 1ttO"'COt<; UOEAq>Ot<; EV Xptcr'C4)) and the xapt<; and dpl\VT\ 

formula typical of the Pauline corpus. These are found in two nominative clauses, which 

contain no finite verb forms.62 

59 Dunn, Colossians and Philemon, 41. 

60 O'Brien, Colossians, 20. 

61 Moo (Colossians, 175) actually labels this section that follows (2:6-4:6) the "body" of the letter. See also 

Wright, Co!ossians & Philemon, 96; Dunn, Colossians and Philemon, 136. 

62 For discussion on the prescript see O'Brien, Colossians. Philemon, 1-6; Wright, Colossians & Philemon, 

46-48: Harris, Colossians & Philemon, 7-13; Moo, Colossians and Philemon, 74-79. Moo (73) 

incorporates the prescript into a larger section he labels "letter opening" which consists of I: 1-2:5. 
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The first finite verb form is encountered in 1 :3 with the opening of the 

thanksgiving section. i::uxaptcr'touµi::v announces thanks to God for the testimony that 

Paul has heard concerning their faith. A number of subordinate clauses follow this first 

primary clause in v. 3, but none of them contain primary clause verb forms since they are 

subordinated by conjunctions and relative pronouns that continue to build off of one 

anther. i::uxaptcr'toi>µEv then serves as a finite verb for a long sentence that is used to 

announce Paul's prayer of thanks for the Colossians.63 

The second primary clause verb, nauoµi::Sa found in v. 9, a first person plural 

indicative, begins the explicit prayer by Paul and his associates on behalf of these 

believers. Paul announces that he and his associates have not ceased praying for these 

believers that they possess a knowledge of God's will in all spiritual wisdom and 

understanding (1'.va nA.11pco8il'tE 'tTJV £niyvcocrtv 'tOU ei::A.'tjµa'tO<; <XU'tOU EV micrn 

aocpiq. Kat cruvecrEt nvi::uµanK'fi).64 The next primary clause verb does not occur until 

1 :22 with the announcement of Christ's reconciling action on behalf of the readers. The 

verb is anoKa't'tjA.A.a~i::v, a third person singular aorist indicative, and it stands as the 

primary clause verb to a sentence started in 1 :21 which runs through v. 23. This section 

actually returns the letter to direct address of the Colossians after a lengthy Christo logical 

discussion concerning God's work through the person and work of Christ (1:13-20).65 

63 Harris, Colossians & Philemon, 14. The commentators are in relative agreement that I :3-8 represents a 
unique segment within the letter. O'Brien (Colossians, Philemon, 7), Wright (Colossians & Philemon, 49), 
and Harris (Colossians & Philemon, 14) all represent it as a unique segment of text. While indicating it as 
its own paragraph, Moo (Colossians and Philemon, 80) still places it within the segment of 1:3-14. He 
does so on the basis that cuxapt<J'tECO, as a finite verb in v. 3 and as a participle in v. 12, frames the entire 
section (81). 
04 Most commentators agree that vv. 9-14 serve as a segment. See O'Brien, Colossians. Philemon, 18; 
Harris, Colossians & Philemon, 28; Moo, Colossians and Philemon, 80, who marks it as a paragraph but 
includes it within his segment of I :3-14. Wright (Colossians & Philemon, 56-86) recognizes the section as 
1:9-23, and divides this into vv. 9-12a (the actual prayer) and 12b-23 (the reason for thanksgiving). 
65 O'Brien, Colossians, Phi lemon, 64. 

http:1:13-20).65
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Significant is the fact that there are no primary clause verbs in this lengthy doctrinal 

section, but rather a series ofrelative and other subordinate clauses. 1 :21-23 seems to 

bring this section to a conclusion by stating in a personal way for the readers that this 

same Christ has reconciled them through his death, even though they were formerly 

enemies to him. 66 

With the first person singular present indicatives xaipro and UV'tCXVCX1tATlPOO 

combined with the opening vuv in 1 :24, a shift takes place from the emphasis on Christ's 

work on behalf of these readers to Paul's attitude and ministry in the midst of his present 

circumstances. These verbs head another lengthy sentence in which Paul digresses into 

teaching concerning his role within the church, the mystery of God bringing salvation to 

even the Gentiles (1 :25-29). In 2: 1, following a ycip the string of first person singular 

present indicatives within primary clauses continues with the occurrence of E>tA.ro in 2: 1, 

A.tyro in 2:4, and eiµt in 2:5. These primary clause verbs combine with those in 1 :24 to 

keep this section intact, as Paul makes the discussion concerning his nae~µacnv in 1 :24 

more personal for the readers as he speaks of his oiKovoµiav on their behalf. In 2:4, he 

gives the rationale for why he is disclosing these things to them: 1'.va µ11odc; uµac; 

napaA.oyisll't<Xt ev ntSavoA.oyi~.67 This then transitions to admonitions beginning in 

2:6.68 

66 So Wright, Colossians & Philemon, 56-86, who argues for one segment here. Having split 1:9-14 off as 
a unique segment, O'Brien (Colossians, Philemon, 31 and 64), Harris (Colossians & Philemon, 41 and 56), 
and Moo (Colossians and Philemon, 107 and 137) maintain that vv. 15-23 can be divided into two 
segments, vv. 15-20, the Christological section, and 21-23, its application to the readers. 
67 The expression 8£/,ro yap uµfo; d8!:'.vat that introduces this section in 2: 1 is actually disclosure 
formula common in epistolary literature. See Moo, Colossians, 163; O'Brien, Co!ossians, 91. 
68 O'Brien (Colossians, Philemon, 73), Wright (Colossians & Philemon, 86), and Moo (Colossians and 
Philemon, 147) agree that 1 :24--2:5 represents a single segment, though they each divide it into smaller 
paragraph units. O'Brien (74) and Wright (87) indicate 1:24--29 and 2:1-5 as distinct paragraphs. Moo 
( 147---48) speaks of the whole as one paragraph but in his translation indicates smaller paragraphs 

http:ntSavoA.oyi~.67
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The verbs shift here in Colossians from indicatives to imperatives, and while 

indicatives continue to appear within primary clauses, the imperatives dominate. From 

2:6-4:6, 34 primary clause finite verbs occur, 24 of which are imperatives.69 

In 2:6 and 2:8, two commands are given in second person plural present active 

form, 7tEpt7ta'tEt'tE and ~AE7tE'tE, which open the next segment of the letter. The first is 

headed by the conjunction ouv, which tends to stand at the head of such transitional 

imperatives, drawing on what has been said so far. 70 Since the readers have already 

received Christ, they need to "walk" in him. The command ~AE7tE'tE in 2:8 exhorts the 

readers to make sure no one captivates them through philosophical deception, a theme 

introduced in 2:4. These commands are followed by another lengthy Christological 

section that speaks of the relationship between the readers and Christ (2:9-15). While the 

beginning of the section does not contain any primary clause verbs, the end does with the 

third person singular indicatives cruvEscoonoiricrcv, ~pKEV, and EOEtyµa:ttcrEv in 2:13

15.71 These verbs again highlight the work Christ has done on behalf of the readers 

through the cross.72 The emphasis on Christ's work for the readers coming to the 

consisting of 1:24-27,28-29, and 2: 1-5. Harris (Colossians & Philemon, 64, and 78) recognizes two 
segments in this stretch of text, 1 :24-29 and 2: 1-3. 
"
9 Wright (Colossians & Philemon, 96--98) and Moo (Colossians and Philemon, 175-76) recognize 2:6-4:6 

as a major unit within the letter. Having argued that 1: 1-2:5 represents the letter opening, Moo maintains 
that this lengthy section serves as the letter body. This seems to extend the opening and thanksgiving 
beyond their normal Pauline usage. It will be argued later that 2:6-4:6 actually represents the paranetic 
section of this letter. 
70 O'Brien, Colossians, Philemon, 105, 
71 O'Brien (Colossians, Philemon, IOI) recognizes 2:6--15 as a single segment divided into smaller 
paragraphs between vv. 6--7 and 8-15. Wright ( Co/ossians & Phi lemon, 98 and 100) and Moo (Colossi ans 
and Philemon, 177 and 183) both indicate vv. 6--7 and 8-15 as distinct segments but place the latter verses 
with 2: 16--23 to form a larger segment. Having ended the previous segment at 2:3, Harris (Colossians & 
Phi lemon, 85 and 97) suggests two segments consisting of vv. 4-8 and 9-15. 
72 It is difficult to ascertain what the heading conjunction Kat in 2: 13 connects with earlier in the text. It 
may just be that at this point in his discussion of Christ's work, Paul interrupts the subordination and 
simply jumps back out into primary clauses to highlight the importance of these actions for the readers. 
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forefront in primary clauses parallels the similar situation found in 1 :21-23 at the end of 

the lengthy Christo logical section in 1:15-20.73 

Paul again utilizes imperatives within primary clauses in 2:16. Introduced by the 

conjunction ouv as in 2:6, the verb KptVE'tro initiates this move back to the imperative. 

This third person singular present imperative is accompanied by another primary clause 

imperative, Kata~pa~E'UEtro, in 2: 18. These imperatival primary clauses are followed in 

2:20 with another indicative, in this instance the second person plural present passive 

ooyµatisEcrSE. Paul is questioning the readers concerning their actions of submitting to 

earthly rules that do not stop real sin (2:22-23), when they have already died with Christ 

to such principles. While the indicative here interrupts the imperatives, it serves as an 

exhortational tool74 to motivate the readers to change a wrong behavior.75 

Following this questioning of submitting to rules that do not really matter, Paul 

moves back to commands in 3: 1. He does so through a series of command sets that start 

again with the conjunction ouv. In vv. 1 and 2, the second person plural present active 

imperatives slltEt'tE and <PPOVEt'tE are used. The imperatives again are stopped by the 

presence of three indicatives ( anE0civEtE, KEKpuntat, and <P<XVEpro0'llcrEcr0E), but 

these are connected to the flow of thought by the conjunction yap. This may signal that 

they are serving as the reason to why the imperatives should be obeyed. Introduced by 

ouv, imperatives emerge again in 3:5 and control the primary clauses down through 4:6. 

73 In both instances Kat uµai; ... OV'tai; initiates a participial clause that precedes the actions of Christ 
on behalf of the readers. See Moo, Colossians and Philemon, 205-6; O'Brien, Colossians, Phi lemon, 121. 
74 Even though these verses do not contain primary clause commands, Moo (Colossians and Philemon, 
232) sees vv. 20-23 as the "hortatory climax" of this section. 
75 O'Brien (Colossians, Philemon, 135) and Wright (Colossians & Philemon, 118) indicate that 2:16-23 
represents one segment. Harris (Colossians & Philemon, 117 and 127) indicates two distinct segments 
consisting of vv. 16-19 and 20-23. Moo (Colossians and Philemon, 216) combines these approaches as he 
indicates that vv. 16-23 represent one segment but are broken into two smaller paragraph units, vv. 16-19 
and 20-23. 
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However, breaks seem to occur in this section. This is due to the presence of ouv in 3: 12. 

The pattern seems to be that commands are given (3:1-2 and 3:5-9a), followed by some 

further explanation (3 :3--4 and 3 :9b-l l ), and then resumed through the use of ouv.76 

Thus, given these factors of shifts in mood and the presence of the conjunction ouv, 3:1

17 consists of three segments: 3: 1--4, 5-11, and 12-17 .77 

While the imperatives continue, the pattern of them being introduced by ouv 

gives way to the various addressees in the household code (3: 18--4: 1).78 As in Ephesians, 

the various members are introduced through their nominative forms: yuvatKe<; (3: 18); 

&v8pe<; (3:19); 'tEKVa (3:20); 7t<X'tEpe<; (3:21); 80-UA.ot (3:22); KUptot (4:1). After the 

group is addressed, second person plural present imperatives follow. Indicatives emerge 

in two places (3 :20b and 3 :25), but in both occasions these clauses are introduced by yap 

to provide reasons for keeping the preceding command.79 A question arises as to whether 

OO'UAeUe'te should be understood as an indicative or imperative. Within this context in 

which the indicatives are preceded by yap (3:3; 3:20; 3:25) and imperative forms 

abound, it seems best to understand 8ouA£UE'tE as an imperative.80 

76 This pattern may actually extend farther back into chapter 2. Initially, the imperatives were introduced in 
2:6 with ouv, followed by a digression (2:9-15). They were resumed in 2: 16, again with ouv, followed by 

another digression (2:20-23). The imperatives introduced in 3: 1 by ouv will continue the chain. 

77 The commentators are in agreement with these three segments. See O'Brien, Colossians, Philemon, 157
213; Wright, Colossians & Philemon, 128-45; Harris, Colossians & Phi lemon, 136-76; and Moo, 

Colossians and Philemon, 243-92. They disagree, though, on the how these are connected to larger units of 

the letter. With 3: I. Wright (l 28) initiates a unit that extends through 4:6. Moo (243) initiates a unit that 

only extends to 4: I. Harris (136) sees 3: 1-4 as the last segment of a unit begun in 2:4 and begins a new unit 

with 3:5, which extends through 4:6 and deals with exhortations to holiness. 

78 The commentators analyzed here agree on the boundaries to this segment. See O'Brien, Colossians. 

Phi lemon, 214; Wright, Colossians & Phi lemon, 145; Harris, Colossians & Plzilemon, 177; and Moo, 

Colossi ans and Phi lemon, 292. 

79 O'Brien. Colossians. Philemon, 22-l and 229. This is a common use of yap in the Pauline corpus that 

will be addressed in chapter 6. 

80 Similarly Moo. Colossians. 313; O'Brien, Colossians, Phi lemon, 229. This contrasts with many Bible 

translations. which take it as an indicative. 
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The nominative addresses end with 4: I and give way to what appear to be general 

commands for everyone in the church in 4:2-6. The first command, npocrKapn:pet'te, 

calls the readers to devote themselves to prayer, and the final imperative in 4:5, 

nc:ptnatet'te, restates the command that started the imperatives back in 2:6. In essence, 

this may form an inclusio with 2:6, in which, as here, contact with outsiders was also a 

primary motivation for the commands. The final primary clause of this section, 4:6, 

serves as a verbless exhortation, 81 calling the readers to proper speech in their dealings 

with others. 82 

A shift to the letter's closing occurs at 4:7 with indicatives taking over the 

primary clauses.83 In 4:7-9, two third person future indicatives, yvropicret (a singular) 

and yvropicroucrtv (a plural) convey that Tychicus and Onesimus are expected to come 

to these believers and can give word concerning circumstances surrounding Paul.84 In 

4:10-14,85 greetings are sent from various individuals, and this takes place through the 

third person singular present indicative acrncisc:tat. The imperative 8£~acr8c: occurs in 

4: 10 giving further instruction concerning the receiving of Mark. The audience is then 

commanded (AcrnacracrSc:) in 4:15 to greet those in Laodicea and in Nympha's house. 86 

The commands continue with notilcratc, calling the believers to pass this letter on to the 

81 O'Brien (Colossians, Philemon, 236) suggests for translation that a third person imperative or cohortative 

should be supplied. 

82 All the commentators recognize 4:2-6 as a single segment. See O'Brien, Colossians, Philemon, 235; 

Wright, Colossians & Philemon, 151; Harris, Colossians & Philemon, 192; Moo, Colossians and 

Philemon, 317. 

83 All the commentators analyzed here view 4:7-18 as a distinct unit, although they divide it differently. 

See O'Brien, Colossians, Philemon, 245; Wright, Colossians & Philemon, 154; Harris, Colossians & 

Philemon, 200; Moo. Colossians and Phi lemon, 332. 

84 O'Brien (Colossians, Philemon, 245) and Moo (Colossians and Philemon, 332) treat vv. 7-9 as a smaller 

paragraph within this last segment. Wright (Colossians & Philemon, 155) and Harris (Colossians & 

Philemon. 200) consider it its own segment within the larger unit of the letter closing. 

85 Wright (Colossians & Philemon, 156) demarcates vv. 10-14 as a unique segment. 

86 Moo (Colossians and Plulemon. 332) indicates a smaller paragraph, vv. I 0-15. consisting of the 

''greetings·· material. 
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believers in Laodicea in v. 16,87 and the command to Archippus (4:17).88 The final 

verbless xapt~ closing is preceded by a verbless clause relating the fact that Paul is 

writing the greeting section himself and the command µvllµOV£U£'tE, calling them to 

remember him in his imprisonment. 89 

Segmentation ofColossians by Verbal Patterning 

Tracking the shifts in verbal patterns within the primary clauses of Colossians, a 

number of conclusions emerge. First, the parts of the verb that contribute the most to text 

segmentation are the shifts in mood and associated shifts in person. A noticeable person 

shift takes place between 1 :23 and 1 :24 from the work of Christ on behalf of the readers 

to Paul as subject. Corroborative shifts in person and mood occur at 2:6, which marks the 

major shift in the book toward explicit exhortation. While occasional shifts occur in 

between, the next major shift in which person and mood stabilize back to indicative 

occurs in 4:7. Here shifts in tense form (the futures in 4:7-9) and mood/person between 

4:14 and 15 set off the letter closing with information concerning those that have been 

sent to the church (4:7-9), greetings (4:10-14), and final closing commands (4:15-18). 

Second, the occurrence of ouv plus the imperative serves as a key marker of shifts 

within the exhortation section (2:6-4:6). These occur at five points within this section 

(2:6; 2:16; 3:1; 3:5; 3:12) to apparently either issue a command based on previous 

material (2:6 and possibly 2: 16 and 3: 1) or bring the imperative mood back to the 

forefront after a digression. Third, also within the exhortational section, the nominative 

87 Moo (Colossians and Philemon, 332) indicates a smaller paragraph in v. 16. 

88 O'Brien (Colossians, Philemon, 245) and Harris (Colossians & Philemon, 205) indicate here the end of a 

paragraph begun in v. IO. Wright (Colossians & Philemon, 159) ends a paragraph begun in v. 15. Moo 

(Colossians and Philemon. 332) displays an independent paragraph consisting solely of v. 17. 

8

" All the commentators analyzed here treat v. 18 as a paragraph. See O'Brien, Colossians, Phi lemon, 245; 

Wright, Colossians & Philemon: 162; Harris, Colossians & Philemon, 205; Moo, Colossians and 

Philemon. 332. · 
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direct address to various groups combined with the second person plural imperative 

serves to set off 3: 18-4: 1 as a distinct unit. 

Fourth, both the introductory section (1:1-2) and the conclusion (4:7-18) consist 

of patterned formulae. The prescript of Colossians again consists of verbless primary 

clauses. The thanksgiving section consists of a primary clause first person plural present 

indicative (i::uxaptcrtouµi::v) expressing thanks and another first person plural present 

indicative nauoµi::Sa (plus npocri::uxoµi::vot) announcing Paul's prayer for the audience. 

The letter ending also consists of the patterned indicative acrnc.isi::tat and imperative 

acrnacracr8£. In addition, concluding commands concerning sundry matters are present. 

Consistent with other letters in the Pauline corpus, the xapt~ conclusion is a verbless 

clause. 

Fifth, primary clauses introduced by the conjuntion yap occur within the 

exhortational section of 2:6-4:6 and interrupt the flow of imperatives. Yet, they do not 

lead to extended occurrences of the indicative. They seem to the provide reason or basis 

for the commands that they follow (3:3; 3:20; 3:25). While not within the exhortational 

section, the occurrence at 2:1 may indicate a similar phenomenon earlier in the epistle. 

This may be a reason certain commentators keep 1 :24-2:5 together as a unit. 90 

From these observations, Colossians can be segmented in accord with a five-part 

letter structure: 

I. Letter Opening (1: 1-2) 
II. Thanksgiving (1 :3-8) 

III. Letter Body (1 :9-2:5) 
IV. Parenesis (2:6-4:6) 
V. Letter Closing (4:7-18) 

'x1 Moo (Colossians, 163) admits as much in his discussion of this section. 
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The letter opens with a prescript found in 1: 1-2, and the two first person plural 

indicatives in 1 :3 and 1 :9 mark off a thanksgiving section (I :3-8) and a prayer for the 

readers that leads into an extended Christological section (1 :9-23). The choice to place 

the beginning of the letter body at 1 :9 stems from the fact that this is the only primary 

clause verb until 1 :22 and it introduces the heavily theological section (1: 15-23). The 

shift to first person singular forms within the primary clauses holds 1 :24-2:5 together as a 

unit. These two sections then compose the body of the letter. The major shift in the letter 

takes place at 2:6 with the onset of the parenesis as imperative verbs emerge within the 

primary clauses (2:6-4:6). Shifts within this section are marked (1) by the combination of 

the conjunction ouv plus the imperative at 2:6-15, 2: 16-23, 3: 1-4, 3:5-11, and 3:12-17 

and (2) the nominative address plus imperative in 3: 18-4: 1. After a final exhortational 

section in 4:2-6, the letter closes with information concerning the future arrival of Paul's 

co-workers (4:7-9), greetings (4:10-14), and final miscellaneous commands (4:15-17) 

before the mention of signature and final xaptc; formula. 

Comparison with Other Proposals for Colossians 

A comparison between the verbal pattern segmentation and the proposals made by 

the various texts, translations, and authors reveals a great deal of agreement. The only 

noticeable disagreement concerns the failure by the verbal pattern segmentation to 

recognize the break between 1 :20 and 1 :21, which the translations and authors indicate 

(with the exception of Wright). While a number of factors contribute to the outlining of 

the text, the shifts in verbs correspond to most of the shifts between segments. 
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1 Thessalonians 

Proposed Outlines to 1 Thessalonians 

Like many of Paul's epistles, scholars agree that the body of 1 Thessalonians 

splits into two main sections. 91 After an opening prescript ( 1: 1) and thanksgiving ( 1 :2

10), the body of the letter comprises 2:1-5:22. This section is divided into two sub

sections 2:1-3:13 and 4:1-5:22. Following the body stands the letter closing in 5:23-28. 

The segmenting of the material within these sections differs. 

Segmentation by Greek Texts and Bible Versions 

The editors of various texts and translations of 1 Thessalonians divide it into 16 

segments. 

S:_g__ments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NJV NASB95 ESV 
1:1 1:1 I·la I: I a I. la l:la 

1 J-lb l:lb l:lb 1: 1 b 
!:le I. le l.lc 

2 
1:2-10 1:2-10 1.2-10 1:2-3 

1:4-10 
1.2-10 1·2-10 

2:1-12 2.1-12 2.1-8 2:1-6a 2:1-8 2:1-8 

3 
2:9-12 

2 6b--9 
2.9-12 2:9-12 

2 10-12 
4 2: 13-16 2:13-16 2.13-16 2 13-16 2:13-16 2:13-16 
5 2:17-20 2:17-20 2.17-20 2:17-20 2·17-20 2:17-20 
6 3:1-5 3:1-5 3 1-5 3·1-5 3:1-5 3:1-5 
7 3:6-10 3:6-10 3:6-10 3·6-10 3 6-10 3.6-10 
8 3:11-13 3:11-13 3.11-13 3:11-13 3·11-13 3:11-13 

9 
4:1-8 4:1-2 

4:3-8 
4.1-8 4:1-2 

4:3-8 
4·1-8 4·1-8 

10 
4:9-12 4:9-12 4:9-12 4·9-10 

411-12 
4:9-12 4:9-12 

II 
4:13-14 
4.15--18 

4:13-18 4.13-18 4:13-18 4:13-18 4:13-18 

12 
5 1-11 5:1-11 5:1-11 5·1-3 

5.4-11 
5.1-11 5·1-11 

5:12-15 5:12-15 5·12-22 5.12-15 5 12-22 5 12-22 
13 5:16-22 5:16-22 5:16-18 

5:19-22 
14 5:23-24 5:23-24 5.23-24 5.23-24 5·23-24 5.23-24 

5·25 5:25 5.25 5:25--27 5:25 5:25 
15 5:26-27 5:26-27 5·26-27 5 26-27 5 26 

5 27 
16 5·28 5:28 5.28 5 28 5:28 5:28 

Figure 15. Segmentation of1 Thessalonians by various texts and translations 

91 Green, letters to the Thessalonians, 75~ KlaucL Ancient letters, 363-72. 
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The prescript ( l: 1) and thanksgiving section ( 1:2-10) find almost unanimous agreement. 

Within the body of the letter, the first major section (2: 1-3: 13) finds complete agreement 

concerning segments 4-8. The only segment that reflects considerable differences of 

opinion is segment 3 that opens the letter's body. In the second half of the letter's body 

(4:1-5:22), certain translations choose to divide the text into smaller units than others, but 

most segments (9-12) reveal substantial agreement. The letter's closing indicates 

differences over what clauses and material to keep together, but most agree that vv. 25, 

26-27, and 28 each represent separate units. 

Segmentation by Various Authors 

As has been the typical pattern with the other letters, the various commentators on 

1 Thessalonians show less agreement than the translations, but definite discernible 

92patterns emerge.

Segments Green Bruce Wanamaker Ellingworth Fee Klauck 
I 1:1 1:1 1:1 I I 1 I ]·] 

1:2-10 1:2-10 1:2-10 1:2-10 1:2-3 1.2-5 

2 
I 4-7 

1.6-10 
1:8-10 

2:1-12 2:1-4 2:1-12 2:1-12 2.l-7b 2:1-8 
3 2· 5--8 

2:9-12 2:7c-12 2:9-12 

4 
2: 13-16 2:13-16 2:13-16 2: 13-16 2:13 

2:14-16 
2:13-16 

2:17-20 2:17-20 2 17-20 2:17-3 13 2:17-20 2:17-20 

5--8 
3·1-5 
3:6-10 

3:1-5 
3:6-10 

3.1-5 
3:6-10 

3·1-5 
3.6-10 

3:1-5 
3:6-10 

3:11-13 3:11-13 3:11-13 3:11-13 3:11-13 

9 
4:1-2 
4.3-8 

4:1-2 
4.3-8 

4:1-2 
43-8 

4.1-2 
4·3-8 

4·1-2 
4:3-8 

4·1-8 

IO 4:9-12 4:9-12 4.9-12 4.9-12 49-12 4:9-12 
II 4:13-18 4:13-18 4:13-18 4·13-18 4.13-18 4:13-18 

12 
5:1-11 5:1-11 51-11 5 1-11 5 1-3 

5.4-11 
5.1-11 

5· 12-13 5·12-13 5·12-22 5 12-22 5:12-13 5:12-13 

13 
5:14 
5 15 

5: 14-22 5·14-15 5.14-15 
5:16-22 

5:16-18 5 16--18 

92 Green, Letters to the Thessalonians, viii; Bruce, I & 2 Thessaloniam, 3; Wanamaker, Thessalonians, 49: 
Ellingworth, Thessalonians: Klauck, Ancient Letters, 355-77; Fee, Thessalonians, v-vi. 
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Segments Green Bruce Wanamaker Elhngworth Fee Klauck 
5: 19-22 5 19-22 
5·23-25 5 23-24 5·23-28 5.23-28 5·23-24 5 23-24 

5:25-28 5:25-28 5:25 
14--16 5:26-27 5:26 

5·27 
5·28 5:28 

Figure 16. Segmentation of1 Thessalonians by various authors 

In the analysis, Green, Fee, and Klauck divide the text into the most subsections, but their 

major headings line up with the others analyzed.93 While some authors give more detailed 

outlines, the main points (lowest common denominator of segments) are accepted by all 

the authors.94 This is especially true in the middle of the letter's body (segments 4-12) 

where the authors segment the text into very similar sections. The end of the letter's body 

(segment 13) shows some difference over whether these imperatives should be kept 

together or divided into individual units. Overall, the analysis shows that commentators 

on 1 Thessalonians interpret the structure of the text in very similar ways. The segments 

proposed here by the various authors, as well as by the texts and translations, will serve 

as a basis for weighing the merits of the verbal analysis to follow. 

Verbal Analysis of 1 Thessalonians 

Analysis ofPrimary Clauses 

Typical of the corpus, 1 Thessalonians begins with a verb less prescript in 1: 1, 

announcing the sender, the addressees, and a xaptc; and c:ip~v11 formula. 95 The 

93 Unlike the other Pauline epistles analyzed in his text, Klauck (Ancient Letters, 355-86) oultines I and 2 
Thessalonians in the greatest detail, as he devotes an entire chapter to them. He provides many more 
subsections than the ones represented in this analysis, but his deeper sub-points were not charted because 
in many cases they went down to the phrase level. 
94 This is an important point in relation to the study of Wanamaker (Thessalonians, 45-52) since he 
provides a rhetorical analysis of these letters to the Thessalonians. While he makes a strong case that 
thematic approaches to outlining and epistolary theories fail in their ability to describe the structure of the 
text, his rhetorical outline lines up with the same sections that everyone else labelled. 
95 Klauck (Ancient Letters, 358) notes that this is the shortest prescription in the Pauline letters. The 
commentaries analyzed here recognize the prescript as consisting of I: I. See Green, Letters to the 
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thanksgiving section follows and is introduced by the first person plural present 

indicative Euxaptcr-rouµ1:w. This verb stands as the primary clause verb over a lengthy 

sentence that seems to run down to 1 :7.96 Two third person verbs, the singular perfect 

passive £~ilx11-rat and the plural active indicative a/TtayyfA.'Aoucrtv in vv. 8-997 serve as 

primary clause verbs that govern vv. 8-10, but they are connected into the train of 

thought through the conjunction yap and serve to explicate information from v. 7.98 

The thanksgiving ends in 2: 1 with the second person plural perfect ol'.8a-rE, 

introduced by the conjunction yap and the address, abEAcpo{, and recalls for the readers 

Paul's ministry among them.99 This second person plural verb in combination with the 

second person plural present active indicative µv11µovEUE'tE in 2:9 binds this section 

(2: 1-12) together. 100 They serve as the first and last primary clause verbs of the section 

and both call the readers to remember something concerning Paul's ministry. In between 

these lie a series of first person plural indicatives that delineate Paul's ministry among 

Thessalonians, 81; Klauck, Ancient Letters, 357, who places it within a larger unit labeled letter opening 

(1:1-10); Fee, 1and2 Thessalonians, 12. 

96 Contra Klauck (Ancient Letters, 362), who argues that the sentence ends after v. 5. Green (Letters to the 

Thessalonians, 97) states that the Kat at the beginning of v. 6 connects this verse back to the actions in v. 

5, but he argues for a new sentence beginning in v. 6 as well, even though the actions in v. 5 start with the 

conjunction O'tt. 

;n These verbs do not appear as primary clause verbs within opentext.org's clause analysis. Yet, both are 

introduced by the conjunction yap, which typically introduces primary clauses within the opentext.org 

scheme. 

"8 Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 86) keeps the whole of 1:2-10 together as a single segment. Klauck 

(Ancient Letters, 361) indicates that these verses represent a larger unit within the letter opening. but he 

splits the unit into two segments, vv. 2-5 and 6-10. Fee (I and 2 Thessalonians, 18-51) indicates two 

distinct sections within these verses, vv. 2-3 which serve as the thanksgiving proper and vv. 4-10 which 

serves to provide the narration of the Thessalonians' conversion. He further divides this last unit into two 

parts, vv. 4-7 and 8-10. 

99 Beginning with 2: 1, both Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 111) and Klauck (Ancient Letters, 363) 

maintain that the body of the Jetter has commenced. Klauck sees the letter body continuing through 5: 11, 

while Green extends it further through 5:22. 

wo Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 111) views 2: 1-12 as a single segment. Klauck (Ancient Letters, 

363) splits it into two segments consisting of vv. 1-8 and 9-12. Fee ( l and 2 Tlzessalonians, 54 and 72) 

divides this unit into vv. l-7b and 7c-l 2, according to Paul's description of what he was not like and was 

like among the Thessalonians. 
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them. These verbs are introduced by yap in 2:3-4, 2:5, and 2:9, which causes the first 

person plural indicatives that follow to explain aspects of Paul's ministry. 101 

In 2: 13, the first person plural i::uxapta'toiJµi::v heads the next section of text as a 

shift occurs from the readers' knowledge of Paul's past ministry among them to another 

thanksgiving concerning the readers' imitation of Paul and his colleagues. This is 

followed by a second person plural aorist passive indicative eyi::vtjerp:e that is connected 

by the use of yap. This section extends down through v. 16 in a lengthy series of 

embedded clauses that specify what these readers' imitation of God's churches leads to 

for them. 102 

The next section is marked by a chain of primary clause first person plural aorist 

indicative verbs that occur at 2:17 (ea7touoaaaµev), 3: 1 (euooKl\aaµev), 3:2 

(e7teµ\jfaµev), 3:5 (E7tEµ\jfa), and 3:7 (7tapEKli:tj011µcv). These verbs relate how Paul 

and his associates responded to the situation concerning these believers by sending 

Timothy to them. The first is introduced by the conjunction OE and the nominative of 

direct address, aocA.cpoi, while the others are introduced by an inferential conjunction 

(Oto) and the prepositional phrase (Ota 't'OU'tO). Interspersed between these first person 

plural aorists are other indicative verbs and verbless primary clauses all connected into 

the section by the conjunction yap (2:18-19; 2:20; 3:3; 3:4; 3:9). 103 

101 This chain of first person plural indicatives is missed in the opentext.org clausal scheme as the chain. 

which is initiated by the yap in 2:3 is not marked as a primary clause. 

102 Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 138) and Klauck (Ancient Letters. 364) designate 2: 13-16 as a 

single segment. For Green, it represents the second unit of the first part (2: 1-3: 13) of the letter body. 

Klauck sees it as the first movement within the "body middle I" (2: 13-3: 13). Fee (1 and 2 Thessalonians. 

85-103) actually splits 2: 13-16 into two segments. v. 13 and vv. 14-16, as further units within the first part 

of the letter (I: 1-3: 13). He sees a similar pattern to that in vv. 2-10, as Paul expresses thanks (v. 13) and 

follows it with narration (vv. 14-16). 

103 Fee (1 and 2 Thessalonians, I 03) recognizes 2: 17-3: 10 as a single unit, narrating the situation since his 

departure. He further divides it into three segments consisting of 2: 17-20, 3: 1-5, and 6-10 (I 04-28). While 
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Following this testimony concerning the encouraging word he has received and 

the thanks and prayers to God on their behalf, Paul breaks into petition and prayer to God 

in the form of three primary clause third person singular optatives in 3: 11-13: 

Kan:ueuvat; rrA.rnvacrat; rrc:ptcrcrc:ucrat. 104 This prayer on behalf of the Thessalonian 

believers closes out a major section of the letter. 105 

In 4: 1, Paul introduces the first explicit exhortational verbs of the letter, the first 

person plural present indicatives epon&µc:v and rrapaKCX.AOUµcV, preceded by the 

strong transitional marker A.otrr6v ouv.106 With these verbs, Paul requests and urges that 

these readers progress even more in their walk with God. While one may expect to find a 

string of imperatives following this call to action, indicatives introduced by yap are used 

instead (4:2, 3, and 7). While these clauses are indicatives in form, they contain an 

exhortatory ring to them by calling the audience to moral purity. The section ends in 4:8 

with the strong compound inferential particle 'tatyapouv attached to another third person 

singular indicative a9c't£t, which wams 107 that the person who rejects this will be 

rejected by God. 108 

not grouping these segments together, Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 150-75) and Klauck (Ancient 

Letters, 364-65) delimit these same three segments as parts within the letter body. 

104 So Green, Letters to the Thessalonians, 175; Klauck, Ancient Letters, 365; Fee, 1 and 2 Thessalonians, 

128. 

105 For Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 175), 3: 11-13 end the first section of the letter body (2: 1-3: 13). 

Klauck (Ancient Letters, 365) sees these verses as ending the first part of the body middle (2: 13-3: 13). Fee 

(1 and 2 Thessalonians, 128-29) maintains that it ends the long narrative which has occupied the first three 

chapters of this letter. 

106 Rather than seeing this as an indicator of announcing the ending of a letter, Green (Letters to the 

Thessalonians. 182) and Fee (1and2 Thessalonians, 139) argue that A.ot1t6v ouv is simply transitioning 

to "what further needs to be said in the letter" (Fee, 139). 

107 Green, Letters to the Thessalonians, 199. 

1
')8 While placing it within a larger unit (4:1-12), Klauck (Ancient Letters, 368) maintains that 4:1-8 


represents one segment. Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 182 and 187) and Fee (1 and 2 Thessalonians. 

138 and 142) split it into two segments, vv. 1-2, which serves as introduction to what follows in 4:3-5: 11, 

and vv. 3-8. 
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Paul recalls the exhortation in 4: 1 by returning to it in 4: 1Ob with the same first 

person plural present active indicative rrapaKaA.ouµcv. This section is set off in 4:9 by 

the introductory rrcpi 8£, 109 which may signal that Paul is addressing questions asked of 

him by these believers either orally or in letter form. 110 While second person plural 

indicatives intervene, they are connected by the conjunction yap again. Paul wants the 

Thessalonians to excel in love more than they have in the past, as well as to live a quiet 

life characterized by hard work ( 4: 11-12). 111 

The second topic addressed by Paul concerns the situation of those who have died 

before the Lord's return (4:13-18), and again it is introduced by a rrcpi 8£ clause and a 

direct address to the a8EA<po{ (ou 0£A.oµEv 8£ uµuc; ayvociv, a8EA<j)Qt, rrEpt 'tOOV 

Koiµcoµevrov). The dominant verbs in the primary clauses throughout this section remain 

indicative forms in 4:13, 4:14, and 4:15, but these give way to the first imperative 

encountered in the letter, the second person plural present active rrapaKaAEt'tE in 

4:18.112 

A final rrcpi 8£ section begins in 5: 1 with the return back to the second person 

plural present indicative ( EXE'tE). This combination of rrcpi 8£ and EXE'tE starts these 

answers back in 4:9 and concludes them with this section in 5:1-11. 113 As in the previous 

section ( 4: 13-18), a string of indicatives (second person plural presents in 5: 1-5) gives 

109 Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 202) indicates 4:9-5: 11 as a distinct unit based, divided according 

to the 1t£pi 0£ expressions found at the beginning of each segment. 

i w Klauck, Ancient Letters, 370; Green, Letters to the Thessalonians, 202. 

111 Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 202), Klauck (Ancient Letters, 368), and Fee (1and2 

Thessalonians, 155) treat 4:9-12 as a single segment. 

112 Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 213) and Fee (1 and 2 Thessalonians, 164) maintain that 4: 13-18 

indicates a single segment, while Klauck (Ancient Letters, 368--69) splits this unit into two segments, vv. 

13-14 and 15-18. 

113 Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 229) displays 5: 1-11 as a single segment. Fee (1 and 2 

Thessa!onians, 182-200) splits these verses into two segments, vv. 1-3, dealing with the "day of the Lord" 

in relation to unbelievers, and 4-11, and the "day of the Lord'' in relation to the Thessalonian believers. 

Klauck (Ancient Letters, 369) indicates a number of further segments within this larger section. 
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way in the end to an imperative (5:11). Yet, in the middle another string of first person 

plural present active subjunctives calls the readers along with Paul to be ready for the day 

of the Lord. This set is begun by the strong inferential particles apex ouv. The indicatives 

that intervene in 5:7 are again headed by the conjunction yap. The section concludes 

with two imperatives, 7tCXpCXKCXAE1:tE and o1xo8oµEt'tE, introduced by another inferential 

conjunction &to. 

In 5: 12, Paul begins a section that concludes this exhortational section of the letter 

with a number of imperatives. This section actually divides into two sections marked by 

the only two indicatives found within the section, epoH&µeV in 5: 12 and 

ncxpcxKcx/i,ouµev in 5:14. 114 In both instances these indicative exhortations are followed 

by ()£ uµa~, a&c:A,cpoi, which further points out that they each introduce separate 

commanding sections (5:12-13 and 5:14-22). The remainder of the primary clause verbs 

in 5:12-22 are second person plural present imperatives, fifteen in all, that command the 

readers concerning a number of issues. 115 

As occurred at the end of chapter 3, Paul again petitions God in 5 :23 on behalf of 

these readers in a prayer with primary third person singular optatives, ciytcicrat and 

't1lP118c:i11. 116 The letter then ends with final requests and the typical xapt~ formula in 

114 These indicatives occur at the beginning of the exhortation in 4: 1. 
115 Klauck (Ancient Letters, 371-72) and Fee (1and2 Thessalonians, 201) agree that 5: 12-22 indicates a 
unit. Klauck further divides this unit into three segments: vv. 12-13; 14-15; and 16-22. Fee (202-25) 
divides it into four segments: vv. 12-13; 14-15; 16-18; and 19-22. Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 
246-66) does not separate 5: 12-22 into a distinct unit, but rather indicates further segments that continue 
the previous sections of exhortation begun with 4:1. These consist of 5:12-13, 14. 15, 16-18, and 19-22. 
116 Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 266) and Klauck (Ancient Letters, 372-73) maintain that 5:23 
introduces a segment that initiates the letter's closing. Fee (1and2 Thessalonians, 200) believes that the 
letter closing was initiated already in 5: 12. Weima (Neglected Endings, 173-74) argues for the closing to 
be initiated at 5:23 with the onset of the "peace benediction" found in v. 23. Further, Klauck (372) and Fee 
(225) recognize 5:23-24 and 5:25 as distinct segments, while Green (266) treats vv. 23-25 as a single 
segment. 
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5:25-28. 117 The first request takes the form of an imperative (rrpocri::uxi::cr6E) and asks 

for prayer. Verses 26-27 contain a simple greeting with the command (acrrracracr6E) to 

greet all the brothers and sisters with a holy kiss and a final appeal ( £vopKisro) to have 

the letter read for everyone. The xapt<; formula finishes the letter. 

Segmentation of1 Thessalonians by Verbal Patterning 

Tracking the shifts in verbal patterns within the primary clauses of Thessalonians, 

a number of conclusions emerge. First, shifts in verbal elements again reveal major 

segments within the letter. With the exception of 3: 11-13, indicatives control the primary 

clauses of 1:2-4:17. Within this section shifts in person, combined with conjunctions and 

phrases at the beginning of these clauses, help divide the section (at 2: 1; 2: 17; 4: 1; 4:9; 

and 4: 13). These indicatives begin to express exhortation in 4: 1, but the imperative will 

not emerge until 4:18. Once it does, commands (imperatives mainly but also subjunctives 

in 5:6 and 8) control the rest of the epistle. Unlike the previous letters analyzed in this 

chapter, another mood other than indicative and imperative plays a key role in 

segmenting the text. The optative mood within two prayer sections (3: 11-13 and 5 :23

24) serves to mark major sections of the letter. These sections of primary clause optatives 

actually frame the exhortational section of the letter (4:1-5:22). Further, they end both of 

the major sections of the letter (1 :2-3:13 and 4:1-5:24). Also, for the first time within 

this chapter, the combination of person and aspect help delimit a section. 2:17-3: 10 is 

marked by the presence of first person plural aorist active verbs, which serve as the 

structural backbone of this section. 

117 Fee (I and 2 Thessalonians, 231) keeps the whole of 5:25-28 together as a single segment. Green 
(Letters to the Thessalonians, 270 and 272) indicates two segments consisting of vv. 26-27 and v. 28. 
Klauck (Ancient Letters, 373) places all these concluding elements in vv. 25-28 under the heading of 
"postscript," and then delimits them into their various parts: prayer request (v. 25), greeting instruction (v. 
26), command for letter to be read (v. 27), and grace wish (v. 28). 
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Second, as has become the norm, the prescript ( 1: 1), thanksgiving (1:2-10) and 

letter closing ( 5 :25-28) consist of patterned formulae. Both the letter opening (1: 1) and 

closing (5:28) are verbless primary clauses. The thanksgiving section is dominated by its 

introductory verb cuxaptcr'tOUµEV, followed by lengthy subordination. A standard 

greeting section (acrrcacracrSE), albeit a shortened one, appears at the end (5:26-27) 

surrounded by other imperatives, which provide closing instructions. 

Third, a number of conjunctions and key phrases appear on primary clauses at key 

moments in the letter. The one that stands out the most from the verbal analysis of 1 

Thessalonians is the address aoEA.<poi. The majority of occurrences of this term in the 

letter are found within primary clauses that begin new sections within the text. These 

include 1 :3, 2: 1, 2: 17, 4: 1, 4: 10 (positioned next to the exhortational indicative 

rcapaKaA.ouµEv that is the dominant verb in 4:9-12), 4:13, 5:1, 5:12, 5:14, and 5:25. 

Another key construct is the combination of TCEpi and OE which serves to mark the 

beginning of sections 4:9-12, 4:13-18, and 5:1-11. Finally, while it only appears once in 

the letter, the expression Aot7t6v ouv stands at a critical juncture (4:1) to shift from the 

indicative to the exhortational sections of the letter. 

Fourth, as has already been noticed in previous letters, the conjunction yap heads 

a number of primary clauses that seem to interrupt the flow of primary clause verbs 

within a given section. Key occurrences that interrupt verbal chains occur at 2:20, 3:3, 

3:4, and 3:9 in the section 2:17-3:10 (subtracting these clauses would leave this section 

headed by only first person plural aorist indicatives), and at 4:2, 4:3, 4:7, 4:9b, 4: 1Oa, 

4:14, 4:15, 5:2, 5:3, and 5:7. In all these occurrences, the yap attaches to indicative verbs 

that seem to further explain or add detail to what is being said by the controlling primary 
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clause verbs. The exception to this may be the yap that begins 2:1, which begins a new 

section after the thanksgiving. 

From these factors, the following five-part letter outline and segmentation of 1 

Thessalonians seems to emerge from the verb patterns: 

I. Letter Opening ( 1 : 1) 
II. Thanksgiving ( 1:2-10) 

III. Letter Body (2:1-3:13) 
IV. Parenesis (4:1-5:22) 
V. Letter Closing (5:23-28) 

The letter opens with a traditional prescript (1: 1) and thanksgiving (1 :2-10). Following 

the thanksgiving concerning the early success of the Thessalonian work, Paul moves into 

the body of the letter as he reminds the believers of the work done by him and his 

colleagues among these believers (2:1-12). This leads into a second thanksgiving section 

(2:13-16). In 2:17-3:10, Paul conveys information in regards to the worry that he had for 

these believers, the sending of Timothy to encourage them, and the subsequent return of 

Timothy with good news concerning their condition. A petition to God for these believers 

(3: 11-13) expressed by optative verbs transitions into the parenesis section of the letter. 

Initial exhortations are given in 4: 1-8 in the form of indicative verbs before Paul 

addresses issues concerning questions the church has, especially concerning the return of 

the Lord and the state of those believers who have died (4:9-12; 4:13-18; and 5:1-11). 

Each of these sections ends in some form of exhortation (4:10-11; 4:18; and 5:6-11). A 

number of imperatives mark the closing of the parenesis (5:12-22), which can be divided 

at 5: 14 due to the combination of E.pro'tffiµEv and a8cA.<poi as discussed above. A second 

combination of optative verbs marks the ending of the parenesis and the beginning of the 

letter closing as Paul introduces another prayer to God on behalf of the Thessalonians in 
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5:23-24. Following this prayer, the letter ends with final requests (5:25 and 27), greetings 

(5:26) and a farewell xapt~ statement (5:28). 

Comparison with Other Proposals for 1 Thessalonians 

A comparison between the verb pattern segmentation and the outlines proposed 

by the various texts, translations, and authors analyzed earlier reveals a good deal of 

agreement as to where the text should be segmented. The only area in which the verb 

pattern did not recognize a break that the authors and translators did is found in 2: 17

3: 10. Tracking verbal patterns within this letter not only discloses a detailed outline of the 

letter, but also points to other features that combined with primary clause verbs to mark 

breaks in the text. The next step will be to see if 2 Thessalonians contains any of the same 

patterns and markers as its predecessor. 

2 Thessalonians 

Proposed Outlines to 2 Thessalonians 

As will become evident from what follows, biblical interpreters show a great deal 

of agreement concerning the structuring of 2 Thessalonians. As has been typical of all the 

letters analyzed in this chapter, 2 Thessalonians begins with indicative verbs controlling 

the primary clauses and moves toward commanding elements displacing them. 

Segmentation by Greek Texts and Bible Versions 

The Greek texts and Bible versions analyzed agree upon 7 identifiable segments 

found in 2 Thessalonians. 
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Segments 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

UBS4 
1 1-2 

1.3-12 

2.1-12 

2·13-17 

3.1-5 
3:6--15 

3:16 

3:17-18 

NA27 
1 1-2 

1 3-12 

2:1-2 
2:3-12 

2·13-14 
2: 15--17 

3:1-5 
3·6-13 

3:14-16 

3:17-18 

NRSV 
l ·la 
1 lb 
1·2 

1:3-4 
]·5--12 

2·1-12 

2.13-15 

2·16--17 
3:1-5 

3·6-13 

3:14-15 
3·16 

3:17-18 

NIV 
I ·la 
I. lb 
l'2 

1:3-4 
1·5-10 

1:11-12 
2:1-4 

2:5-12 
2.13-15 

2: 16--17 
3:1-5 

3.6-10 
3.11-13 

3:14-15 
3·16 
3:17 
3:18 

NASB95 
I: 1 a 

1:1 b--2 

1·3-12 

2 1-12 

2:13-15 

2: 16--17 
3:1-5 

3:6--13 

3:14-15 
3:16 

3:17-18 

ESV 
l·la 
l:lb 
1:2 

1.3-4 
1.5--12 

2:1-12 

2: 13-15 

2·16--17 
3·1-5 

3:6--12 

3:13-15 

3:16 

3:17-18 

Figure 17. Segmentation of2 Thessalonians by various texts and translations 

The least amount of variance is found in segments 1, 5, and 7, while the greatest variance 

is found in segment 6. This disagreement over segment 6 probably stems from the dispute 

of how to relate the imperatives to one another towards the end of 3:6-15. 

Segmentation by Various Authors 

The authors analyzed actually come up with the same number and placement of 

breaks as the various translations and texts. 118 

Segments Green Wanamaker Bruce Elli~vorth Fee Klauck 
1:1-2 1:1-2 1:1-2 1:1-2 1:1-2 !:la 

1 I: lb 
l'2 

1:3-5 1:3-12 1:3-4 1:3-4 1:3-4 1:3-4 

2 
1.6-10 

1 5--10 1:5--10 I :5--10 J ·5--10 

1:11-12 J·ll-12 1:11-12 1:11-12 I 11-12 
2·1-12 2.1-2 2:1-12 2 1-2 2:1-2 2.1 

2:2 
2.3-12 2·3-12 2.3-4 2:3-4 

3 
2:5--7 2.5 

2:6--8a 
2:8-12 

2·8b--10 
2.11-12 

2 13-14 2 13-15 2·13-14 2:13-15 2 13-14 2:13-14 
4 2.15 2.15 2:15 2· 15--17 

2 16--17 2 16--17 2·16--17 2:16--17 2:16--17 

118 Green, Letters to the Thessalonians, ix-x; Bruce, I & 2 Thessalonians, I 39; Wanamaker, Thessalonians, 
5 I: Ellingworth, Thessalonians: Klauck, Ancient Letters. 387-93; Fee, Thessalonians. v-vi. 
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Segments Green 
3.1-2 

Wanamaker 

3:1-5 
Bruce 
3·1-2 

Ellingworth 
3:1-5 

Fee 
3:1-2a 

Klauck 
3:1-5 

5 
3 3-4 3:3-4 

3:2b-5 

3·5 3:5 

6 

3:6 
3·7-10 

3:11-12 
3·13 

3.14-15 

3.6-15 3·6-13 

3:14-15 

3.6-15 36 
3:7-10 

3:11-12 
3:13 

3 14-15 

3:6 
3.7-10 
3·11-12 

3 13 
3:14-15 

3:16 3.16-18 3:16 3:16-18 3 16 3:16 
7 3:17 3.17-18 3:17 3:17 

3 18 3:18 3 18 

Figure 18. Segmentation of2 Thessalonians by various authors 

Klauck's approach segments the text into the largest amount of sections, but Green and 

Fee also show a strong preponderance to segment the text, especially within segment 6, 

where these three authors show complete agreement. These outlines can now serve as a 

basis for comparison with the verbal patterning segmentation that follows. 

Verbal Analysis of 2 Thessalonians 

Analysis ofPrimary Clauses 

As has been evident from each of the letters discussed thus far, 2 Thessalonians 

begins with a verbless prescript in 1: 1-2, announcing the sender (Paul and his 

colleagues), the addressees (church of the Thessalonians), and a xapt<; and Eip'tjVT] 

formula. 119 

The thanksgiving section ( 1 :3-12) follows and is introduced not by the typical 

first person plural present indicative EUXapta'toUµEv, but rather by the combination of 

its infinitive form EUXaptcHEtV plus the first person plural present indicative 

6q>EiAoµEv. The thanksgiving itself actually leads into a long section of embedded 

clauses that moves the thought from the Thessalonians' perseverance (1 :3-4), to their 

119 Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 277) separates the salutation as a distinct segment. Klauck (Ancient 
Letters. 388-89) and Fee (1 and 2 Thessalonians, 243-44) both place 1: 1-2 into the larger unit of 1: 1-12, 
which Klauck labels as letter opening and Fee, thanksgiving and prayer. 
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affliction (1 :4-6), and ultimately to the return of the Lord (1:7-10). Another first person 

plural indicative npocrcux6µE8a closes the thanksgiving section with the contents of 

Paul's prayer on behalf of these believers. 120 

While the verb form itself does not change immediately, the next primary clause 

verb, the first person plural present indicative EpCO'tOOµEv, combined with the address 

a8EA.cpoi leads into a brief exhortation that expands into a series of indicatives 

concerning the timing of the "day of the Lord." The negativeµ~ plus the third person 

singular aorist subjunctive e~anaTtjcrn in 2:3 forms a negative command calling the 

readers not to be deceived by anyone since certain events must happen before Christ's 

coming. A string of indicative forms within the primary clauses runs from here down 

through v. 12. It begins with a question for the readers as evidenced by the second person 

plural ou µvT)µOVEUE'tE and ol'.8a'tE in vv. 5-6. Paul provides greater detail concerning 

these events in the three third person singular indicatives EVEpyEt'tat, 

U7rOK<XAUcp8~crE'tat, and m~µ7rEt found in vv. 7, 8, 11. 121 

The thanksgiving found in 2: 13, iiµEtc; 8£ 6cpdA.oµEv cuxaptcr'tEtV 'ttj) 8£0 

7rUV'tO'tE 7rEpt uµ&v, mirrors the same form found in 1 :3, and in this case it closes out 

ico Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 278) and Klauck (Ancient Letters, 388-89) treat 1 :3-12 as a distinct 
segment, divided into three parts: vv. 3-4, 5-10, and 11-12. Fee (1 and 2 Thessalonians, 246-68) 
recognizes these same three parts, but groups the first two under the heading of "thanksgiving, including 
the first issue" (vv. 3-10), and the last one under a parallel heading of "prayer" (vv. 11-12). 
lei Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 300) recognizes 2:1-12 as a distinct segment, which serves as the 
first of three parts to the larger unit consisting of 2: 1-17, concerning the timing of the day of the Lord. 
Likewise, Fee (I and 2 Thessalonians, 268-310) maintains that 2: 1-17 represents a unit concerning the 
"when'' of the day of the Lord, but he divides it into the following segments: vv. 1-2; 3-12: and 13-17. 
Klauck (Ancient Letters, 389-90) views the letter differently here, as he sees four units within the letter 
body (2:1-3:13): body opening (2:1-2); first main part (2:3-12); second main part (2:13-3:5); and body 
closing (3:6-13). He. then, sees 2: 1-12 as indicating two main text units (each of which he further divides 
into smaller segments). 
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the string of second and third indicatives of 2:5-12 by thanking God for the salvation he 

has provided for these readers. 122 

In response to their calling, Paul commands them in 2: 15 with the first instance of 

imperatives in the letter: cn~KE't£ and KPCX't£t't£, both second person plural actives. 

Verses 13 and 15 contain the address a8cA.cpot, and in v. 15 this is accompanied by the 

particles apex ouv. Paul, then, petitions God on behalf of the audience which is marked 

by two primary clause optatives, the third person singular napaKaA.ecrat and 

CT'tTJpt~CXt.123 

In 3: 1, Paul commands these believers, using another imperative ( npocrcuxccrSc), 

to pray for him and his associates. In vv. 2-4, a couple of indicative verbs appear (Ecrnv 

and 7t£noi8aµEv), headed by the conjunction yap at the beginning of the verbless 

primary clause at the end ofv. 2 (ou yap nciv'tcov Ti nicrn<;). They are connected back 

to this clause in v. 2 through the use of the conjunction 8£ and the words nicrn<; and 

Kupt0<;. As it ended the previous section, a third person singular optative (KCX'tcuSuvat) 

occurs in 3:5, again petitioning God on behalf of the readers. 124 

The optative petition in 3:5 is followed by a section of text controlled by the 

commanding indicative expressions napayyeA.A.oµEv in 3:6 and napayyD..A.oµEv and 

122 Green (Letters to the Thessalonians, 325), Klauck (Ancient Letters, 390), and Fee (1and2 
Thessalonians, 298) describe 2: 13-14 as a distinct segment. Green and Fee keep it with what precedes, 
while Klauck sees it as introducing the second part of the letter body (2: 13-3:5). As Fee warns, though, "In 
a document composed in uncials ... and without breaks between either words or sentences - not to 
mention lacking paragraphs - the Thessalonians would have seen it for what it was almost certainly 
intended to be: a thanksgiving to God for them, standing in stark contrast to the immediately preceding 
gruesome litany of judgment and condemnation on those who are persecuting them" (298). 
123 This segment of 2: l 3-l 7 encompasses three smaller segments within Green (Letters to the 
Thessalonians, 325-33) and Fee (1 and 2 Thessalonians, 298-310): vv. l 3-14; 15; and l 6-l 7. These 
verses serve to close out the larger unit running from 2: l-l 7. Klauck (Ancient Letters, 390) recognizes two 
segments here. vv. l 3-14 and 15-17, which open the second main part of the letter body (2: 13-3:5). 
124 Green (Letters to the Thessa/onians, 334), Klauck (Ancient Letters, 390), and Fee (1and2 
Thessalonians. 311) recognize 3: 1-5 as a distinct unit, although Green and Fee see it as introducing a final 
issue discussed in 3: 1-15 concerning those who are idle, while Klauck sees it as ending the second main 
part of the letter body (vv. 2:13-3:5). 
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napaKaA.ouµEv 3: 12. 125 The section is again introduced by the typical form of address 

in this letter, a8EA.<poi. Sandwiched in between these commands are three other 

indicatives, ot8a-rE in v. 7, napriyy£A.A.oµEv in v. 10, and aKouoµEv in v. 11, which 

each have the conjunction yap initiating them. These indicatives provide information 

concerning the past actions and teaching by Paul on the topic of work that these believers 

knew and the current situation concerning the work ethic of some church members. The 

commands show the readers how to handle this situation. 126 

While 3: 13 could be taken in conjunction with these commands, the address, 

uµEi~ 8£, aDEA(j)Ot,127 and the shift from indicative commands to subjunctive (µ~ 

£yKaK~CTTJ'tE) in 3: 13 and imperative commands ( crlJµEwucrSE, ~yEicrSE, and 

vouSE'tEt'tE) in 3:14-15 seem to distinguish this last unit of3:13-15 from 3:6-12. 128 

As has been seen in two other occurrences (2:17 and 3:5), the optative, this time 

DcQTJ in 3: 16, concludes an exhortational unit of text, while initiating the letter closing. 

The letter concludes in 3: 17 with an indicative verb stating that Paul is writing (ypa<pro) 

this greeting ( acrnacrµ6~) with his own hand. He ends with his usual pronouncement of 

' . 3 18 129xapt~ m : . 

125 So Green, Letters to the Thessalonians, 343. 
126 Fee (1 and 2 Thessalonians, 324-35) agrees that 3:6-12 represents a distinct unit of text, though he 
further segments it into smaller parts: vv. 6, 7-10 and 11-12. Klauck (Ancient Letters, 390-91) extends the 
ending through v. 13, as he suggests that 3:6-13 serves as the last part to the letter body. Green (Letters to 
the Thessalonians, 341-56) extends this larger unit even further, as he takes it through v. 15. He further 
indicates smaller parts at vv. 6, 7-10, 11-12, 13, 14-15. 
127 Fee (1 and 2 Thessalonians, 336) sees the use of the "vocative" here as a key indicator for a new section 
to begin with 3: 13. Klauck (Ancient Letters, 392) suggests that the "vocative" here does not just refer back 
to the earlier use in the chapter at 3:6, but goes all the way back to the first mention in 2: I with which it 
forms an inclusio. Yet, the intervening use in 3:6 would seem to make this untenable. 
128 Fee (1 and 2 Thessalonians. 335-39) views 3: 13-15 as a unit addressed "to the rest" that can be divided 
into two segments, vv. 13 and 14-15. Klauck (Ancient Letters, 392-93) sees vv. 14-15 as the initial 
segment of the letter closing (3: 14-18). 
12

" Green (Letters to the Thessalonians. 357) and Fee (1 and 2 Thessalonians, 340) each treat 3: 16-18 as a 
unit consisting of three segments, vv. 16 (benediction), I 7 (personal greeting). and 18 ("grace" statement). 
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Segmentation of2 Thessalonians by Verbal Patterning 

A number of things can be noticed from the verbal patterns expressed by the 

primary clause verbs of 2 Thessalonians. As has been seen in all the letters covered in 

this chapter, the indicative and imperative moods tend to control certain major 

movements of the letter. The indicative is present within the primary clause of the first 

part of the letter as seen in the thanksgiving and prayer of 1:3-12 and 2:13-14 and the 

explanation concerning the timing of the day of the Lord in 2:1-12. At 2: 15, with the 

exception of the optatives, commanding verbs, consisting of imperatives, a negated 

subjunctive, and indicatives calling for action, take over the primary clauses for the rest 

of the letter. These optatives seem to bring sections of exhortation (2:13-15; 3:1-4; and 

3: 13-15) to an end. The sections controlled by indicative verbs are framed by the double 

thanksgivings (1:3-12 and 2:13-15). 

Second, again as in the other letters discussed in this chapter, certain key phrases 

and conjunctions combine with the primary clauses to help segment the text. The most 

prominent such feature is the address a<5eA.<poi, which also serves to delimit segments in 

1 Thessalonians.13° It occurs within primary clauses that exhibit verb shifts in 2: 1, 2: 13, 

2:15, 3:1, 3:6, and 3:13. The combination of particles apex and ouv is found only once in 

2 Thessalonians but at a crucial shift from indicative control of primary clauses to that of 

command elements. 'tO A.our6v occurs at 3:1 to mark a shift away from the optative and 

back to the imperative. Finally, the conjunction yap stands at the head of primary 

indicative clauses in 3:2b-4 and 3:7-11. These sections disrupt the flow of commanding 

verbs that control the final half of the letter (2: 15-3: 15). 

13°Klauck (Ancient Letters. 391-92) likewise maintains that a8i:::A.q>ot serves as a structural marker 
throughout this section of the epistle. · 

http:Thessalonians.13
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From these observations, 2 Thessalonians can be outlined according to the 

followjng five-part letter structure: 

I. Letter Opening (I: 1-2) 
II. Thanksgjving (1 :3-12) 

III. Letter Body (2:1-14) 
IV. Parenesis (2: 15-3: 16) 
V. Letter Closing (3:17-18) 

The prescript opens the letter at 1: 1-2 and quickly moves into a lengthy thanksgiving and 

prayer for the readers (I :3-12). The letter body opens with the first person plural 

indicative £ponffiµEv, which introduces the discussion concerning the coming of the 

Lord, a section controlled mainly by primary clause indicative verbs (2:1-12), which 

relate to events preceding the day of the Lord. A second thanksgiving occurs at 2:13-14 

and serves to end the letter body. At 2: 15, the letter shifts to explicit parenesis as 

commands take over the primary clauses. The presence of optatives helps end these 

command sections. The first segment runs from 2: 15-17, the second dealing with prayer 

on behalf of Paul and his associates from 3: 1-5, and the third dealing with exhibiting a 

proper work ethic from 3 :6-16. This final segment can be further divided at 3: 13 when 

first person plural indicative commands (3:6-12) give way to a negated subjunctive and 

imperatives (3: 13-16). The letter concludes with a statement concerning Paul's personal 

greeting and a xcipt~ statement (3: 17-18). 

Comparison with Other Proposals for 2 Thessalonians 

As has been the case with the previous letters discussed in this chapter, the 

segmentation stemming from verbal patterns and shifts in the text shows a good deal of 

similarity to the outlines proposed by various texts, translations, and scholars. The 

greatest dissimilarity that seems to surface is how the optatives work on a structural level 
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within 2 Thessalonians. The verbal pattern analysis seems to indicate that they should be 

interpreted as ending elements to command sections, as seen from their tendency to 

follow imperative sections of text and precede clauses that contain another significant 

structural marker, the address a8eA.<poi. The interpretation of the optative in this letter 

affects the further segmentation of 2: 13-17 and 3 :6-16, where the translations and 

authors also display the most disagreement. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter analyzes Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, 1 Thessalonians, and 2 

Thessalonians to see if the verb patterning among the primary clauses of these letters 

serves to segment the text into discernible patterns. The results in each case show strong 

agreement between the segments located from the verb patterns and the paragraphs and 

outlines proposed by the standard Greek texts, Bible translations, and scholarly authors 

for these letters. The strongest indicators of segmentation that emerge from the verbal 

analysis are as follows: (1) chaining of verb forms within segments and shifting of verb 

forms between segments, especially according to person and mood, (2) the absence of 

primary clause verb forms in the opening and closing of letters, (3) the minimal use of 

primary clause verbs within the thanksgiving section, and (4) the presence of 

conjunctions and phrases which combine with primary clause verbs to initiate new 

sections. It is also apparent that the conjunction yap is present in many instances where 

indicative clauses appear in imperative chains. 

The verbal analysis also reveals two other trends. First, primary clause verbs tend 

to increase as each letter progresses. Ephesians represents the most extreme case with 

very few primary clause verbs in the first half of the letter versus the second half. Second, 
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highly significant passages concerning theology proper and Christology contain no 

primary clause verb forms. These include Ephesians 1 :3-14, Philippians 2:6-11, and 

Colossians 1: 15-20. 



CHAPTERS 


1 & 2 TIMOTHY, TITUS, AND PHILEMON 


Introduction 


This chapter concludes the verbal analysis of the primary clauses in the Pauline 

corpus by investigating the Pastoral Epistles and Philemon. The discussion of each letter 

will begin by looking at how other scholars have segmented the text of that particular 

letter. The verbal analysis will then be discussed by looking at the various primary clause 

verbs within the letter, while taking special note of any significant words or phrases that 

appear in these clauses. Once the analysis is completed, the various features of the verb, 

as well as significant words or phrases, that contribute to the segmentation of the letter 

will be presented. Each letter discussion will conclude with a proposed segmentation of 

the letter according to the findings of the verbal analysis and a comparison with the 

outlines found in the various texts, translations, and commentaries that were surveyed. 

1 Timothy 

Proposed Outlines of I Timothy 


In relation to the major movements within the letter of I Timothy, the letter 


basically breaks in half towards the beginning of chapter 4. Debate exists as to where this 
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break actually takes place, whether between 3:16 and 4:1 or between 4:5 and 4:6. 1 What 

follows will analyze how various translations and authors segment the rest of 1 Timothy. 

Segmentation by Various Bible Texts and Translations 

As indicated by Figure 19, various texts and translations have divided I Timothy 

into 20 segments (a least common denominator). 

Segments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NJV NASB95 ESV 
1:1-2 I 1-2 1:1 1:1 l: l 1:01 

l 1:2a 1:2a 1:1 1:2a 
1 2b l.2b l.2b 

2 1:3-7 13-7 1·3-7 1.3-7 1.3-7 1:3-7 
3 1:8-11 1:8-11 I 8-11 1:8-11 1:8-11 1:8-11 

4 
1:12-17 1·12-17 1·12-17 1·12-14 

1:15-17 
1.12-17 1:12-17 

5 1:18-20 1:18-20 1·18-20 1:18-20 1:18-20 I 18-20 
6 2:1-7 2:1-7 2:1-7 2·1-7 2:1-7 2:1-7 

2:8-15 2·8-3. la 2 8-15 2:08 2.8-15 2:8-15 
7 2:9-10 

2:11-15 

8 
3:1a 

3:1b-7 3:1b-7 
3 1-7 3:1-7 3:1-7 3:1-7 

3:8-13 3·8-13 3 8-13 3:8-10 3.8-13 3:8-13 
9 3.11 

3.12-13 
10 3.14-16 3:14-16 3:14-16 3:14-16 3:14-16 3:14-16 
II 4·)-5 41-5 4.1-5 4:1-5 4:1-5 4:1-5 

12 
4:6-10 4:6-10 4:6-10 4:6-8 

4:9-10 
4:6-10 4:6-10 

13 
4:11-16 4·11-16 4 11-16 4:11-14 

4:15-16 
4:11-16 4.11-16 

14 5 1-2 5 1-2 5 1-2 5:1-2 5:1-2 5:1-2 
5:3-16 5:3-8 5:3-8 5.3-8 5:3-8 5:3-8 

15 
5 9-16 5·9-16 5.9-10 

5:11-15 
5.9-16 5.9-16 

5:16 
5: 17-23 5: 17-22 5·17-22 5:17-20 5:17-22 5:17-25 

5.21 
16 5:22 

5:23-25 5·23 5:23 5:23 
5.24-25 5 24-25 5:24-25 5·24-25 
6 1-2a 6:1-2a 6 l-2a 6 1-2 6:1-2 6.l-2a 

6:2b-IO 6:2b-5 6 2b-IO 6-2b-IO 
17 6-3-5 6·3-10 

6.6-16 6:6-10 
6-11-16 6:11-16 6:11-16 6 11-16 6 11-16 

18 6:17-19 6·17-19 6-17-19 6:17-19 6:17-19 6:17-19 
19 6.20-2la 6:20-21a 6 20-2Ja 6:20-2la 6:20-2la 6:20-2Ja 
20 6.2lb 6 2lb 6 21b 6.2Jb 6:21b 6:21b 

Figure I 9. Segmentation of I Timothy by various texts and translations 

1 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles. 31) and Towner (Letters, 72) place the break at 4: I. Mounce (Pastoral 
Epistles, 233) suggests that the break occurs at 4:6. 
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Very little disagreement exists concerning segments 1-6, 9-14, and 18-20, with the NIV 

adding in more breaks than others. One noticeable observation from segments 7 and 8 is 

the disagreement by the Greek texts over what to do with 3:la (7ttcn6~ 6 A.oyo~). UBS4 

leaves it on its own, while NA27 keeps it with what precedes it. The various translations 

all place it with what follows. A similar instance occurs in segment 1 7 with the final 

clause of 6:2 ('taiha 8i8mn:e Kat napaKaAn). The NIV and NASB keep it with 

what precedes it, while the others place it with what follows. Finally, only segments 15

17 show considerable variety in how the various texts and translations divide the text. 

Segmentation by Various Authors 

Like the segmentation done by the translations, great congruency exists among 

authors over where the text of 1 Timothy segments.2 

Segments Mounce Towner Dibelius/Conzelmann Van Neste Kmght Marshall 
I 1:1-2 1:1-2 J·J-2 J·I-2 1:1-2 J·I-2 
2 1:3-7 1:3-7 1:3-7 1·3-7 1·3-7 1.3-7 
3 1:8-11 1:8-11 I 8-12 I 8-11 1:8-11 1.8-11 
4 1:12-17 1:12-17 I: 13-17 I 12-17 1:12-17 J·\2-17 

12-14 1.18-20 1:18-20 1:18-20 1:18-20 I 18-20 1·18-20 

6--7 
2:1-7 

2:8-15 
2:1-7 
2:8-15 

2.1-7 
2.8-15 

2·1-7 
2.8-15 

2:1-8 
2:9-15 

2 1-7 
2.8-15 

8 3:1-7 3:1-7 3:1-7 3:1-7 3:1-7 3:1-7 
9 3:8-13 3:8-13 3:8-13 3:8-13 3 8-13 3·8-13 
10 3:14-16 3:14-16 3·14-16 3 14-16 3 14-16 3:14-16 
II 4:1-5 4:1-5 4:1-5 4:1-5 4.1-5 4.1-5 

4.6--16 4:6--10 4:6--10 4.6--10 4 6--16 4:6-10 
12-14 4:11-16 4:11-5:2 4:11-16 4.11-16 

5:1-2 5:1-2 5:1-2 5·1-2 5.1-2 
15 5·3-16 5:3-16 5:3-16 5.3-16 5:3-16 5.3-16 

16 
5:17-25 5:17-25 5:17-20 

5:21-25 
5:17-25 5 17-25 5.17-25 

6:1-2a 6:1-2a 6 l-2a 6:1-2 6·1-2 6.l-2a 
6.2b-IO 6:2b-IO 6:2b-5 6"2b-IO 

17a 6:3-10 6:3-5 
6·6--10 6.6-8 

6:9-10 
17b 6:11-16 6:11-16 6:11-16 6·11-16 6"11-16 6:11-16 
18 6:17-19 6 17-19 6:17-19 6:17-19 6·17-19 6:17-19 

19-20 
6.20-21 6:20-2la 

6·2Ib 
6·20-21 6:20-21 6 20-21 6"20-2la 

6 2lb 

Figure 20. Segmentation of1 Timothy by various authors 

"The authors used for the analysis of 1 Timothy were Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, cxxxv; Towner. Letters, 
70-74; Dibelius and Conzelmann, Pastoral Epistles, 12; Van Neste, Cohesion and Structure in the Pastoral 
Epistles, 18-76; Marshall. Pastoral Epistles, 30; Knight, The Pastoral Epistles. viii-ix. 
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Marshall notes that in all the Pastoral Epistles the problem is not so much where the text 

divides, but how these texts fit together and relate to one another. In fact, he says that 

there is close to unanimity over the location of the text breaks. 3 This can be seen from 

Figure 29. For the most part, the authors agree with each other on just about every 

segment except for 17a, in which variance occurs over how to handle the end of 6:2. 

Dibelius and Conzelmann also keep 5:1-2 with what precedes, rather than as a separate 

unit. In relation to the major sections of the book, both Marshall and Towner divide the 

main body of the letter in half at 4: 1, thus creating a letter opening (1 :1-2), a two-part 

letter body (1 :3-3:16 and 4:1-6:21a) and letter closing.4 Mounce, on the other hand, 

segments the text into five parts: 1:1-2;1:3-20; 2:1-4:5; 4:6-16; 5:1-6:2a; and 6:2b-21.5 

It is now time to see whether a segmentation from a verbal analysis of the letter will 

agree with these segments and outlines. 

Verbal Segmentation of 1 Timothy 

Analysis ofPrimary Clause Verbs 

As with the other letters in the Pauline corpus, 1 Timothy begins with a prescript 

announcing the author, addressee, and a xapt~ wish. This opening again contains no 

primary clause verb forms. It states that the sender Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ by 

God's commandment ( 1 : 1 ), has written this letter to Timothy, his true child ( 'tEKV<t)) in 

the faith (1 :2a). It also provides a three-part salutation to God and Christ for Timothy 

3 Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, 11. 

4 Towner, Letters, 70-74: Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, 30-31. 

5 Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, cxxxv. 
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(1 :2b: xaptc; EAcoc; cip'tjvri area 8cOU rca'tpoc; Kat XptCHOU 'IT]<JOU 'tOU KUpiou 

l)µ&v).6 

The letter begins with a rather lengthy section of text that is controlled by 

indicative forms, mainly first person singular forms. In 1 :3, Paul opens with a first person 

singular aorist verb rcapcKUAccra, which is found within a subordinate clause introduced 

by the conjunction Ka8roc;. The problem encountered is that it is difficult to ascertain 

what independent clause connects with this subordinate clause. It seems to be an 

anacoluthon, whereby Paul began the sentence, but never truly finishes it.7 The 

information in the sentence recalls for Timothy Paul's exhortation to remain in Ephesus 

to stop men from teaching false doctrine (vv. 3-4). The next primary clause verb, the 

third person singular E<J'ttV in 1 :5, states what the goal ofright instruction should be, 

namely love, from pure and right motives and sincere faith. 8 While the false teachers 

have gotten preoccupied with empty discussions in their attempt to be teachers of the 

Law, Paul reminds Timothy that "we know" the true intent of the Law in vv. 8-11 by 

using the primary clause verb, ol'.8aµcv (a first person plural perfect indicative). 9 

Paul reverts back to the first person singular in 1: 12 when he thanks Jesus Christ 

for the strength he has given him to carry out his ministry. Rather than the typical 

cupicrKro, Paul uses the first person singular present indicative £xro preceded by xaptv 

6 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 353), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 4), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 
18), and Towner (Letters, 93) all agree on the salutation representing a unique segment of text. 
7 Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 16. Towner (Letters, 106) maintains that Paul probably got caught up in what 
he was saying that he forgot to finish his thought. Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 362-63) maintains that Paul 
actually rectifies the situation by what he states in I: 18, by explicitly giving the exhortation/charge. 
8 The commentators analyzed here agree that I :3-7 constitutes a segment of text, dealing with the handling 
of false teachers. See Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, 361; Mounce, Pastoral Epistles. 13; Van Neste, 
Cohesion and Structure, 18-19; Towner, Letters, 105. 
9 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 373), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles. 29), Towner (letters, 122). and Van Neste 
(Cohesion and Structure, 21) recognize I :8-11 as a segment of text. Van Neste (77-78) argues that there 
are fairly strong lexical connections between I :3-7 and 8-11, including "law ... "knowing." and 
teaching/doctrine ideas. 
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to express his thanks. 10 The thanksgiving in this section does not focus on Timothy, but 

rather on the xapt<; that has been shown to Paul by God in bringing about his salvation. 

This is evidenced by the aorist primary clause verbs: the first person singular passive 

ilA.i::'tjeriv (1: 13 and 1: 16) and the third person singular active U7tEpE7tAE6vacri::v (1: 14). 

In 1: 15, a verbless primary clause, introduced by the expression mcr16<; 6 A.6yo<;, serves 

to reiterate that Christ has saved Paul, the foremost sinner. This testimonial concerning 

his salvation causes Paul to praise God through a verb less doxology found in 1: 17.11 By 

combining the first person singular present indicative verb napa1{8i::µa{ with the 

vocative in 1: 18, Paul explicitly "entrusts" Timothy with this command ( 't<XU'trtV 't~V 

napayyi::A.{av), which seems to recall the command of fighting false doctrine, initially 

addressed in 1 :3-5, but also summarizes all that has preceded so far. This final segment 

may actually serve either to end the thanksgiving section12 or to introduce the letter body 

that follows. 13 

The first chapter of 1 Timothy, then, is controlled by first person singular 

indicative verb forms, but may be segmented into smaller units based on a few factors. 

The shift at 1 :8 to the first person plural may reveal a shift from the recollection of Paul's 

earlier urging and introduction of false teaching to his and Timothy's proper 

understanding of the Law. In 1 :12, Paul reverts back to first person singular verbs along 

10 Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 50) argues this expression either highlights the theme of xapt~ that is 

prevalent in this section or reflects Paul's use of Latin as his ministry moves toward the West or the Roman 

world. 

11 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 385), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 44), Yan Neste (Cohesion and Structure. 

23-24), and Towner (Letters, 133) display 1: 12-17 as a distinct segment. 

12 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 406), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 63), Van Neste (Coheston and Structure, 

29). and Towner (Letters, 154) agree that I: 18-20 connotes a segment of text. 

13 It will be argued later (chapter 6) that the combination of vocative (tiKvov Ttµo8£E) and the disclosure 

formula (mu-rriv -r~v rrapayycA.iav rrapm{8Eµa{ aoi . .. \:va a-rpmcun £v a\rmii; -r~v KaA.~v 

a-rpa-rdav) found in I: 18 actually marks the opening of the letter body. rather than closes the 

thanksgiving section. 


http:thanks.10
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with a shift to aorist forms that testify concerning Paul's salvation, which ends in 

doxology. Finally, with the move back to the present tense form and the vocative in 1: 18, 

Paul seems to come back to his initial topic concerning Timothy's approach in contrast to 

that of the false teachers. 14 

At 2:1, a shift takes place with the move from the expositional use of the 

indicative to the exhortative use. Using the first person singular present indicative 

napaKaAro, Paul urges Timothy to make sure that prayers are being made for all people. 

This exhortation is connected to the preceding section by use of the conjunction ouv. It is 

followed by verbless primary clauses in 2:3 and 2:5. The clauses in 2:2-7 contain no 

primary clause verbs and seem to expound the importance of praying for all. 15 Another 

indicative exhortation is made in 2:8 with the first person singular primary clause verb, 

~ouA,oµat, taking the theme of prayer and applying it to the churches in which Timothy 

ministers. ~ouA,oµat indicates Paul's desire for how he wants to see the men pray (v. 8), 

as well as (rocrau'tro<;) how he wants the women to appear (vv. 9-10). In 2:11-15, Paul 

continues to address women by commanding them to quietly learn (µav8av1hro the first 

imperative of the letter), and by exhorting Timothy again through his own example in this 

situation, expressed by the first person singular E1tt'tp£nro in 2:12 and the following 

verbless clauses. He explains his rationale by appealing back to the creation account in 

2:13-14 and drawing a conclusion in v. 15.16 This is all accomplished through the use of 

14 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 360), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 13), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 

123), and Towner (Letters, I 04) agree that I :3-20 represents a larger unit. Further, they have each divided 

it into four agreed-upon segments consisting of vv. 3-7, 8-11, 12-17, and 18-20. 

15 Each of the commentators indicate that 2: 1-7 is a segment: Marshall, Pastoral Epistles. 416: Mounce, 

Pastoral Epistles, 74; Towner, Letters, 162; Van Neste, Cohesion and Structure, 30. Marshall (415-18). 

sees prayers as the theme that binds the whole of chapter 2 together. 

16 The commentators agree that 2:8-15 stands as a single unit of text: Marshall. Pastoral Epistles, 436: 

Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 94; Van Neste, Cohesion and Structure, 36; Towner. Letters. 190. In their 
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third person singular indicative verb forms (two aorists, enA.aaeri and Tjrrat~Srt, a 

perfect, y£yove,v, and a future, crroe~crEtat), which are introduced into the discussion by 

the conjunction yap in v. 13. 

Chapter 3 opens with another occurrence of the verbless expression, rrtcrt6c; 6 

A.oyoc;, followed by the content of this statement, which is controlled by the third person 

singular indicative E1tt8uµEi. 17 Verse 2 opens with the conjunction ouv and introduces 

the list of characteristics of the church overseer ( tov errimrnrrov) through the third 

person singular present indicative ()e,t. This sets off a chain of third person verbs that 

continues through 3:13. In 3:2-7, the verbs are third person singular indicatives and focus 

on the characteristics of the overseer. 18 

This shifts in 3:8 with the verbless clause 8tmcovouc; fficrautroc; cre,µvouc;, 

which introduces the characteristics of the 8tmcovouc;. While the verbs remain third 

person forms, they shift from singulars to plurals. 19 The verbs used in this section (3: 8

13) are imperative in 3:10-12 and an indicative introduced by yap in 3:13.20 The use of 

fficrautroc; again in 3:11 with a verbless clause provides further information concerning 

either a deacon's wife or female deacons.21 

translations of the text, both Mounce (102) and Towner (200--01) split this unit into smaller paragraphs 
consisting of vv. 8-10 and 11-15. 
17 There is debate over whether Jttc:n:6c; 6 A.oroc; links back to the previous discussion (2: 15) or whether it 
looks forward to the rest of v. 1. All the commentators analyzed here place it with what follows. See 
Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, 475; Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 167; Towner, Letters, 248. Mounce indicates 
that while the other uses of the clause may indicate the presence of traditional material, the use here does 
not but probably adds solemnity or reinforcement to the statement about to be made. 
18 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles,473), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 149), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 
41), and Towner (Letters, 247-48) display 3: 1-7 as a single segment, focused on the qualifications of an 
overseer. 
19 Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 42) mentions this shift from singular to plural as his only verbal 
category shift between 3:1-7 and 8-15. 
20 Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 44) discusses the use of these imperatives as indicators of cohesion 
within the section but does not see them as indicators of a break between 3: 1-7 and 8-13. 
21 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles,485), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 193), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure. 
42), and Towner (Letters, 260) indicate 3:8-13 as a single unit of text 

http:deacons.21
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The chain of third person verb forms ends in 3: 14 when the text shifts back to first 

person singular with the verb ypa<pro, introducing Paul's purpose in writing these things 

to Timothy (3: 14-16). This section closes with a digression into a confession or hymn at 

the end of v. 16 focused on the person of Christ.22 

In 4: 1, Paul starts a lengthy sentence ( 4: 1-5)23 with another third person singular 

indicative verb form, A.£yEt, introduced by the conjunction 8£. In this sentence, Paul 

reiterates the Spirit's saying concerning the apostasy that will take place in the last days. 

The indicative mood's control of the primary clauses ends with this section (4:1-5).24 

The verbs in 1 Timothy 2: 1-4:5 consist mainly of third person forms, interspersed 

with first person singular indicatives. While most of the verbs in this section are 

indicatives, a number of the first person singular ones serve as calls to action by Paul. 

These occur at 2: 1, 2:8, and 2: 12. The ones at 2: 1 and 2:8 are accompanied by the 

conjunction ouv to set off what follows as distinct sections of instruction. Combining 

these with the imperatives found in 2: 11 and 3: 10-12, this section of text from 2: 1-4:5 

contains a well-balanced mix of indicatives and imperatives. Further, the use of OEi in 

3:2 and 3:7 implies that the teachings concerning the overseer are not optional but 

22 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 497), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 212), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 
45), and Towner (Letters, 270) recognize 3: 14-16 as a distinct segment. Van Neste highlights the shift from 
third person plural in 3:8-13 to the first person singular in 3:14. 
23 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 531), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 232), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 
46), and Towner (Letters, 287) maintain that 4: 1-5 coheres as a single segment. 
24 The commentators disagree over where to place 4: 1-5 in relation to the larger movements of the letter. 
Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 30) and Towner (Letters, 70--74) see at 4: 1 a major shift from the first half of 
the letter body ( 1:3-3:16) to the second half ( 4: 1-6:21 a). Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, cxxxv) does not 
follow such a neat two-part split of the letter at 4: 1. He argues that 4: 1-6 serves as the last segment of a unit 
begun in 2: 1 that deals with improper conduct in the Ephesian church. Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 
131-44) goes into a great deal of discussion over what to do with 3: 14-4:5. He presents two approaches for 
handling these two segments, 3: 14-16 and 4: 1-5. One places 3: 14-16 as the last segment of the first half of 
the letter body (Marshall and Towner's view). The other sees 3: 14-4: 16 as a unit of text. He views both as 
viable and shows how each reveals different patterns of cohesion within the letter. From the perspective of 
the verbal pattern analysis, I do not think that any of these approaches account for the significant shift to 
primary clause second person singular verb forms, especially imperatives, that commences with 4:6-7. 
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something that must be followed. The section then seems to shift a number of times in 

regards to the pattern of verbs combined with other features contained in the primary 

clauses. 2: 1-7 begins the section with the first person singular urging by Paul concerning 

prayer for all. 2:8-10 begins another section with the conjunction ouv accompanied by a 

first person singular verb expressing Paul's desire concerning the worship of men and 

women in the church. The topic shifts to commands and their bases concerning the 

leadership role of women in the church in 2: 11-15. The characteristics of overseers (3: 1

7), marked by ouv in 3:2 and the third person singular indicatives OEt in 3:2 and 7, and 

deacons 3:8-13, indicated by the presence of the third person plural imperative, occupy 

the next sections of text. 3:14-16 reintroduces the first person singular indicative as the 

primary clause verb in 3: 14. Finally, 4: 1-5 ends this section with a lengthy sentence 

concerning the apostasy of the last days. 

Starting in 4:6, 1 Timothy moves from indicative control of the primary clauses to 

imperative control. While the first verb found in 4:6, £crn, is still indicative, the person 

has shifted to second person singular and much of what follows consists of commands for 

Timothy. Eleven of the next seventeen primary clause verbs ( 4:7-16) are second person 

singular imperatives.25 The third person singular lCU'ta<ppovdtro in 4:12 is another 

imperative. A further characteristic of these imperatives is that most of the clauses in 

which they are found do not begin with conjunctions. The examples of asyndeton in this 

section can be seen in 4: 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 (2x), and 16 (2x). The remaining five 

indicatives, EO"'ttV twice in 4:8, 1C01ttroµEv and ayrovts6µE0a in 4:10 and crrocrEt~ in 

:
5 rrapanou, yuµva/;;E, 11:apayy£AAE, 8{8aaK£, y{vou, 7tpoaq£, aµ£A.ct, µ£/cf-m, fo8t, En£X£, 

E7ttµEVE. 
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4: 16c, are all headed by the conjunction yap. This section is dominated by commands 

from Paul to Timothy concerning various aspects of his life and ministry .26 

While the verbs do not radically shift to indicatives in 5: 1, the commands begin 

addressing the handling of various groups within the church (1tpEcr~'UtEpq>; VErot£pou~ 

1tpEcr~ut£pa~; and VErot£pa~).27 In 5:3-16, the text focuses specifically on the situation 

concerning widows, and this appears to be marked within the primary clause verbs. 

Rather than the straight continuation of imperatives, the text begins to fluctuate between 

indicatives and imperatives within this section.28 The imperatives consist of both second 

and third person singular forms, while the indicatives are third person singular and plural. 

The only exception for the indicatives is found in 5: 14 with the first person singular 

~ouA.oµat expressing Paul's final wishes (an exhortation introduced by ouv) and 

commands (5: 16) concerning this topic. Thus, the back-and-forth movement between 

third person indicatives and second and third imperatives distinguishes this section in the 

midst of sections controlled predominantly by imperatives.29 

Beginning in 5: 17, imperatives again comprise the majority of primary clause 

verbs. These imperatives, which are all present tense forms, include a~wucrSrocrav in 

26 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 547 and 557) and Towner (Letters, 301 and 312) both indicate two segments 
within 4:6-16, vv. 6-10 and 11-16. Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 244-45) and Van Neste (Cohesion and 
Structure, 46-48 and 125) recognize that 4:6-16 connotes a single unit, but they also indicate two segments 
consisting of vv. 6-10 and 11-16. 
27 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 572), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 268), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 
54), and Towner (Letters, 329) each view 5: 1-2 as a distinct segment of text that is closely connected with 
what precedes and what follows. Its similarity with what precedes is due to the continuation of second 
person singular imperatives. Yet, in 5: 1, Paul also starts Timothy concerning various groups which 
continues through 6:2a. This has led Van Neste (125-26) and Mounce (268-69) to view this section as a 
transitional passage. 
28 The imperatives found in 5:3-16 are 1iµa (3), µaveav1hcocmv (4), napciyyEA.A.E (7), KmaA.cyfoSco 
(9), napm1ou (11), €n:apKci'tco (16), and ~apcicreco (16). The indicatives are fonv (4), ~A.n:tKEV (5), 
n:pocrµevct (5), 1e8V'l1KEV (6), ~pvri1m (8), fonv (8), SeA.oucrw (11 ), µavecivoucrtv (13), ~ouA.oµm 
(14), and €~npcin:ricrav (15). 
29 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 574), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 271), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 
54), and Towner (Letters, 332) maintain that 5:3-16 represents a segment of text concerning instructions 
for widows. 
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5: 17' rrapa8exou in 5: 19' fA.tyXE in 5:20, E7tt'tt0£t and KOtvroVE\, in 5:22, u8p07tO'tf,\, 

and XPOO in 5:23, ~y£icr0rocrav in 6: 1, and Ka'ta<ppove,i'trocrav, bO'UAE'Ue'trocrav, 

8i8acrKE, and rrapaKaA.n in 6:2. Further, the first person singular present indicative 

8taµap'tupoµat in 5:21 also serves as exhortation to Timothy. Two indicatives that are 

found in 5: 18 are introduced by yap. The other two indicatives Eicrtv and 8uvav'tat in 

5:24-25 seem to bring the discussion of 5: 17-25 to a conclusion by providing reasons for 

the commands.30 This conclusion is strengthened by the pattern of third person plural 

imperatives addressing a situation being followed by second person plural imperatives 

concerning Timothy's actions in dealing with that situation. 5: 17-25 begins with a third 

person plural command concerning elders and only second person singular imperatives 

follow until 6: 1 where another third person plural set of commands is followed by second 

person singular imperatives. 5:17-6:2, then, seems to be concerned both with the 

handling of elders (5: 17-25)31 and with slave/owner relations (6: 1-6:2).32 As was seen 

earlier in the commands of 4:6-16, this section contains a number of instances of 

asyndeton. With the imperatives, the only exceptions to this are found at 5:23b and 6:2. 

A shift in the verb pattern occurs at 6:3 with the onset again of primary clause 

indicatives. The majority of these indicatives are third person and focus on the teachings 

30 Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 319; Towner, Letters, 376. Contra Dibelius and Conzelmann, Pastoral 
Epistles, 81, who do not see this connected to what precedes concerning elders but rather its own set of 
unique commands just to Timothy (5:21-25). 
31 Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, 607; Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 302; Van Neste, Cohesion and Structure, 
60; Towner, Letters, 360, 
32 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 626), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 324), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 
66-67), and Towner (Letters. 379), indicate that this final segment actually consists of 6: l-2a. They 
separate the imperatives in the second part of 6:2 from the instructions concerning slaves since the 
imperatives are more general and extend further back to include the instructions contained in 5: l-6:2a. 
They, except for Van Neste, then place the imperatives in the next segment of text, which extends to 6: 10. 
The verb pattern would not suggest such a placement. If one wanted to show the summary effect of these 
imperatives for the whole of 5: l-6:2a, it would be better to treat them as a distinct segment at the end of a 
larger unit consisting of 5:1-6:2 (Van Neste, Cohesion and Structure, 127) than to connect them with 6:3

. l 0 since no imperative nor second person singular primary clause verbs occur within this segment. 
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and lifestyle of false teachers, who are preoccupied with controversy (6:3-5) and wealth 

(6:9-10). In the middle of the section, a third person singular and two first person plural 

indicatives contrast this false teaching with a correct understanding of contentment (6:6

8). These are set off by OE in v. 6 to begin the contrast, and the OE in vv. 7-8 provides 

further explanation .33 

The second person singular imperative re-emerges and comprises all but one of 

the remaining primary clauses. The first two of these found in 6: 11, q>EUYE and OicoKE, 

are accompanied by the use of the vocative ffi av8po:m£. After two more imperatives in 

6:12 (aycovisou and entA.a~ou), Paul interrupts the imperative chain with a first person 

singular indicative napayyEA.A.ro, by which he urges Timothy to keep the commands that 

he has presented in this letter (6:14-15) until the appearing of Jesus Christ. This 

statement on Christ causes Paul to again break out into praise as seen in the doxology 

found in 6:15b-16.34 A further imperative napayyEAAE instructs the rich to remain 

focused on the things of God (6: 17-19).35 The final command calls Timothy explicitly 

again, through the use of the vocative (oo Ttµo8££), to guard (q>uA.a~ov) what has been 

entrusted to him by avoiding the meaningless things of life that can lead to apostasy 

(6:20-21a). The letter closes with a xaptc; statement (6:2lb).36 

33 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 635), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 333), and Towner (Letters, 392) connect 
the imperatives from the end of 6:2 with this segment and indicate 6:2b-10 as a distinct unit of text. Van 
Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 68) rightly maintains the segment as consisting of 6:3-10, as he notes the 
shift away from imperatives in this stretch of text. 
34 The commentators view 6: 11-16 as a segment, which concludes with a doxology. See Marshall, Pastoral 
Epistles, 653; Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 350; Van Neste, Cohesion and Structure, 72; Towner, Letters, 
405. 

35 The commentators recognize 6: 17-19 as a distinct segment concerning Timothy's handling or the rich. 

See Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, 668; Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 364; Van Neste, Cohesion and Structure, 

74; Towner, Letters, 423. 

36 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 674--80) and Towner (Letters, 429-35) indicate two segments in 6:20-21, 

vv. 20-21 a and 21 b. Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 369) displays it as one segment within his outline, but 

splits 21 b off as a separate paragraph in his translation. Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 75-76) views 

the two verses together as a segment without distinguishing the grace formula. 
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Segmentation of1 Timothy according to its Verbal Patterns 

After analyzing the verb patterns, a number of features emerge that contribute to 

the segmentation of 1 Timothy. First, the features of the verb that contribute the most to 

the segmentation are once again related to the chaining and shifting of person and mood. 

The major break occurs at 4:6 with the onset of second person singular imperative verbs. 

Preceding 4:6, 1 Timothy contains no second person imperative or indicative finite verbs 

within the primary clauses. Following 4:6, 29 out of 69 primary clause verbs are second 

person singular imperatives. In this second half of the letter, another nine third person 

imperatives are found, along with three first person singular indicatives which serve as 

mitigated commands (5:14; 5:21; and 6:13) and a negated subjunctive serving as a 

command (5: 1). Thus, 42 of the 69 primary clause finite verbs following 4:6 are serving 

as some form of command/exhortation. 

Within the first half of the letter, the shifting of the verb according to the verbal 

category of person sets chapter 1 :3-20 off as a unique section of text. First person 

singular and plural forms control these verses, and shifts in these verbs mark smaller 

segments at 1:3-7, 1: 8-11, and 1: 12-17. First person singular verbs (also preceded by 

ouv) calling for action by Timothy serve to differentiate 2:1-7 and 2:8-15 as well. The 

shift to third person verbs at 2: 11 seems to separate the instructions concerning women in 

half between 2:9-10 and 2: 11-15. The dominance of third person verbs binds 3: 1-13 

together, and it also separates the two sections as 3:2-7 are singular, while 3:8-13 are 

plural forms. Two final shifts in person at 3: 14 to first person singular and 4: 1 back to 

third person singular seem to differentiate the final two sections of the first half of the 

letter. Some of these same shifts also reveal shifts in mood. The most prominent that 
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seem to segment the text are the occurrence of the third person singular imperative at 

2: 11 (2: 11-15), and the three third person plural imperatives in 3: 10-12 that bind 3:8-13 

together. 

Analyzing the verb patterns also reveals some patterns in relation to conjunctions. 

The conjunction ouv is found at the beginning of segments 2: 1-7 and 2:8-15. ~£ is 

found at the beginning of 1: 8, 4: 1, and 6: 11. Of greater interest, though, than the 

conjunctions found at the beginning of segments is the occurrence of asyndeton, which 

heads many sections. Asyndeton begins sections at 1: 18, 2: 11, and 3: 14 in the first half of 

the letter. In the second half, 29 of the 69 primary clauses containing finite verbs lack a 

conjunction at the beginning of the clause. Further, asyndeton marks the beginning of 

sections 4:6-16, 5:1-16, 5:17-25, 6:1-2, 6:3-10, and 6:17-19. The only other two 

segments in the second half of the letter, 6:11-16 and 6:20-21, begin with the vocative in 

order to address Timothy directly. One further conjunction, rocrau't(l)(;, stands out in the 

analysis as binding sections together. In three verbless primary clauses (2:9, 3:8, and 

3: 11), this conjunction binds what follows to what precedes it. Thus, Paul's wish 

concerning men in 2:8 CPouA.oµat ouv npocrc.uxc.cr8at 't:OU<; &.vopa<;) carries over to 

the women in 2:9 (rocrau'tro<; [Kat] yuvaiKa<; ... Kocrµc.iv eau't<i<;); the necessity for 

overseers to possess certain characteristics in 3:7 (Oet OE Kat µap'tupiav KaA.Tiv £xeiv 

...) extends over to deacons in 3:8 (~taK6vou<; fficrau'tro<; ...); and this same 

necessity of deacons to exemplify certain characters tics in 3: 8-10 extends to their 

wives/female deacons as well in 3: 11 (yuvaiKa<; fficrau'tro<;). 

From these features, the segmentation of 1 Timothy can be described according to 

the following outline: 

http:Kocr�c.iv
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I. Letter Opening (1: 1-2) 
II. Letter Body ( 1 :3-4:5)37 

III. Parenesis (4:6-6:2la) 
IV. Letter Closing (6:2lb) 

Following a letter prescript mentioning the author, sender, and salutation (1:1-2), Paul 

opens the letter with a call for Timothy to combat the false teaching he faces in Ephesus 

( 1:3-20). This section is marked by the preponderance of first person indicative verbs. 

Further segmentation of this section occurs as the first person verbs shift from a first 

person singular beginning 1:3-7, to a first person plural at the head of 1:8-11, and back 

to a first person singular at 1: 12-17. The final smaller segment begins in 1: 18 with the 

use of the vocative attaching to the first person singular verb, napa'tt9£µai. 

In 2: 1, Paul has finished his initial remarks and begins to instruct Timothy 

concerning various matters in the church. This section, 2: 1-4:5, is marked by the 

interplay between (1) first person singular verbs that give instructions to follow (2: 1, 2:8, 

2: 12), as well as third person imperatives (2: 11, 3: 10 twice, and 3: 12) and (2) third person 

singular and plural indicative verbs. This section segments into five smaller sub-sections 

(2: 1-7; 2:8-15; 3: 1-13, 3: 14-16, and 4: 1-5), with two of these further segmenting (2:8

10 and 11-15; 3: 1-7 and 8-13). The segment consisting of 2: 1-7 is set off from what 

precedes it by the conjunction ouv combining with the first person singular verb 

napaKaAm, which calls Timothy to urge prayer for all. Similarly, 2:8 also begins with 

ouv combined with a first person singular verb, this time ~ouA.oµat, which gives Paul's 

desire for actions concerning men and women. The shift to third person verbs and the 

imperative in 2: 11 divides the instruction to women. After a general statement concerning 

37 As has already been discussed, the thanksgiving section (I: 12-17) does not follow the usual Pauline 
form, which normally places the thanksgiving immediately after the prescript. As it is treated here, it seems 
best at this point not to separate this section from the letter body, since the verbal pattern does not suggest 
it. 
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the desire to be an overseer (3: 1), the text provides details concerning the characteristics 

of overseers and deacons (3:1-13). This section is divided into the groups, overseers and 

deacons, by the shift from third person singular indicative in 3: 1-7 to third person plural 

imperative in 3:8-13. 3:14-16 is marked by the shift back to the first person singular and 

deals with the circumstances that led to the writing of the letter. 4: 1-5 concludes the first 

half of the letter with another third person singular indicative verb form.38 

The letter shifts at 4:6 with second person singular imperatives controlling the 

primary clauses, and this pattern holds for the most part down through 6:21a. The shifts 

in verb patterns are more subtle in this half of the letter, but the combination of verb 

chains along with the explicit mention of groups (marked by asyndeton and fronted 

nouns) helps segment the text. 4:6-16 begins with instructions concerning Timothy's 

ministry. After the indicative in 4:6, this section contains thirteen second person singular 

imperatives and a few indicatives attached to some of them by yap (4:8, 4: 10, and 

4:16c). 5:1-16 concerns the treatment of various groups in the church (vv. 1-2) but 

focuses on the widows (X'tjpa~) in vv. 3-16. This section is marked by a back-and-forth 

between imperatives and indicatives. 5: 17-25 shifts back to mainly imperatival forms and 

concerns the topic of elders (npc:crJ)un:pot) introduced in v. 17. While 6: 1-2 still 

continues the imperative chain, the topic shifts to slaves and their masters (C>ouA.ot and 

C>c:crno'ta~). 6:3-10 is marked by a shift to indicative verb forms and concerns the topic 

of false teaching focused on financial gain. In 6: 11, the text shifts back to imperative 

38 There is some debate as to whether 4: 1-5 should be kept with what precedes or what follows. Mounce 
(Pastoral Epistles, 233) places it with what precedes, while Towner (Letters, 72) shifts it to what follows. 
Both place it at a major break in the text, with Towner having it divide the body of the letter into two main 
sections. While the opening conjunction()£ can introduce a new section (see 1 :8), it just as easily could be 
adding this onto what preceded it, especially linking back to the mention of the Spirit in 3: 16 and 4: 1. 
Either way, it stands at the major shifting point in the letter, at least as far as the verb patterns are 
concerned. 
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verbs, with the exception of 6: 13, for the remainder of the letter. While not much is 

noticeable from the consistent use of second person singular imperatives, the doxology 

that finishes v. 16,39 along with the introduction of the topic of the 7tAOuaiot<; in v. 17, 

seems to begin a new section (6:17-19). The use of the vocative, ro Ttµo8EE, in 6:20 also 

seems to end the section on the wealthy and give Timothy one final summary command, 

cpu/...a~ov (6:20-21). The letter ends with a verbless xapt<; statement. 

Comparison with Other Proposals for 1 Timothy 

A comparison of the verb pattern segmentation and the outlines proposed by the 

various translators and authors reveals almost complete agreement over where the text 

breaks, with the exception of another break at 2: 11 introduced by the verb pattern. This 

suggests that the text divides in conjunction with the verbal patterns analyzed. The 

structural outline from the verbal analysis most closely resembles the suggestion by 

Mounce that the letter splits at 4:6, rather than earlier at 4: 1,40 but it splits the text into 

four parts, which is in line with the outlines of Towner and Marshall.41 

2 Timothy 

Proposed Outlines of 2 Timothy 

Trying to explain the structure of 2 Timothy has proven difficult. This does not 

apply so much to the location of the segments themselves, but rather to showing how the 

various segments relate to one another. The immediate move into verbs of command 

already in I :6 and I :8, which continue throughout the text, seems to diminish the impact 

39 A do:•..ology was found in 1: 17 at the end of another section of text (I: 12-17) . 

..\('Mounce. Pastoral Epistles. 233. 

41 Towner. Letters. 70-74; Marshall. Pastoral Epistles. 25-30. 
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of mood on the division of the letter. Yet, definable segments can be found in the epistle, 

which will be addressed after a discussion of how others have outlined it. 

Segmentation by Various Bible Texts and Translations 

As is evident from Figure 21, the translations show agreement in dividing the text 

into a minimum of 12 segments. 

Segments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB ESV 
I 1-2 1:1-2 1:1 I. I l·I 1:1 

I J.2a 1:2a 1:2 1:2a 
1:2b 1:2b 1:2b 

1·3-14 13-5 1:3-7 1:3-7 1:3-7 1:3-7 
2 I 6-14 1:8-12 

1:8-14 1:13-14 1:8-14 1.8-14 

3 
I 15-18 1·15-18 1:15-18 1:15 

1:16-18 
1·15-18 1 15-18 

4 2.1-7 2:1-7 2:1-7 2:1-7 2·1-7 2:1-7 

5 
2.8-13 2·8-13 2:8-13 2:8-10 

2.11-13 
2·8-13 2·8-13 

2· 14-26 2.14-21 2:14-19 2:14-19 2.14-19 2.14-19 
6 2·20-26 2:20-21 2:20-26 2:20-21 

2:22-26 4:22-26 4:22-26 

7 
3:1-9 3:1-9 3:1-9 3:1-5 

3:6-9 
3:1-9 3·1-9 

8 3:10-17 3:10-17 3:10-17 3:10-17 3:10-17 3.10-17 
9 4:1-5 4:1-5 4:1-5 4:1-5 4.1-5 4:1-5 
JO 4:6-8 4:6-8 4:6-8 4:6-8 4:6-8 4·6-8 

4.9-15 4:9-18 4:9-15 4·9-13 4:9-15 4·9-18 
II 4:14-15 

4:16-18 4·16-18 4:16-18 4:16-18 

12 
4 19-22 4·19-21 

4:22 
4:19-21 

4:22 
4·19-21 

4:22 
4:19-21 

4.22 
4:19-21 

4:22 

Figure 21. Segmentation of2 Timothy by various texts and translations 

While an occasional deviation takes place within the segmentation of a section, for the 

most part the translations show strong agreement in their handling of segments 1, 3, 4, 5, 

7, 8, 9, 10, and 12. In contrast to a number of the other letters within the corpus, 

disagreement occurs early in this letter, specifically in how to handle segment 2. NA27 

splits the thanksgiving section (1 :3-5) from the section of exhortation (1 :6-14). The 

various English translations keep the thanksgiving and mitigated command of 1:6-7 

together. The NIV goes even farther by splitting the first direct commands found in 1 :8 

from the later ones found in 1: 13-14. The UBS4 keeps the entire section together as one 
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unit ( 1 :3-14 ). Segment 6 also contains a number of differences concerning how to handle 

the shift from imperatives (2: l 4-l 6a) to indicatives (2: l 6b-2 l) back to imperatives 

(2:22-24). These are two examples revealing the difficulty in segmenting 2 Timothy, just 

in relation to its smaller units, without any discussion of how these units relate to one 

another. 

Segmentation by Various Authors 

The various authors surveyed also agree at times, yet disagree at others, over 

segments found in the text.42 These authors do not disagree as much as the various 

translations do concerning the segmentation of segment 2. Most break the text at the 

thanksgiving section (1 :3-5) and keep together the exhortations that follow (1 :6-14). 

Also, segment 6 displays less disagreement since most of the authors keep this section 

together as a single unit (the exception being Knight). 

S~ments Mounce Towner D1belius/Conzelmann Van Neste Marshall Knight 
I 1:1-2 I 1-2 1:1-2 1:1-2 1·1-2 1·1-2 

2 

1·3-5 
I 6-14 

1:3-5 
1·6-14 

1:3-14 1:3-5 
1:6-14 

1·3-5 
1:6-7 

I :8--12 
1:13-14 

1:3-5 
1:6-14 

3 I: 15--18 I· 15--18 1:15--18 1:15--18 1:15--18 1.15--18 

4-5 
2.1-13 2:1-7 

2:8--13 

2:1-13 2:1-13 2:1-7 

2:8-13 

2:1-2 
2'3-7 

2 8-13 

6 
2:14-26 2.14-26 2:14-26 2·14-26 2.14-26 2.14-19 

2:20--21 
2:22-26 

7 
3·1-9 3:1-9 3·1-5 

3:6-9 
3:1-9 3.1-9 3.1-9 

8-10 
3: I 0--4:8 3:10--17 

4:1-8 
3:10--4:8 3: 10--17 

4:1-8 
3:10--17 

4·1-8 
3:10--17 

4·1-5 
46-8 

11-12 

4.9-22 49-18 

4·19-22 

4:9-12 
4:13-15 

4·16-18 
4 19-21 

4-22 

4:9-13 

4.14-15 
4·16-18 
4:19-22 

4:9-18 

4: 19-22 

4:9-13 

4•14-15 
4 16-18 
4:19-22 

Figure 22. Segmentation of2 Timothy by various authors 

42 The authors used for the analysis of 2 Timothy were Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, cxxxvi; Towner, Letters. 
79-83; Dibelius, Pastoral Epistles, 96; Van Neste. Cohesion, 146-93; Marshall. Pastoral Epistles, 38; 
Knight. Pastoral Epistles, x-xi. 
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Yet, segments 8-10 and 11 show strong disagreement by the authors. While the majority 

breaks the text into two segments between 3:17 and 4:1, Mounce and 

Dibelius/Conzelmann keep these units together as one.43 The disagreements concerning 

segment 11 seem to stem from whether or not one should keep Paul's discussions of 

various individuals (4:9-15) and circumstances surrounding his trial (4:16-18) together 

or divide them. What follows will test to see if the verbs show similar structural patterns 

as those proposed here by the various translators and authors. 

Verbal Analysis of 2 Timothy 

Analysis ofPrimary Clauses 

Second Timothy opens, as usually happens in the Pauline corpus, with a verbless 

prescript ( 1: 1-2). Again, the author states his name, IIauA.oc;, and a description of 

himself as an apostle of Christ Jesus ( arr6cr-t0A.oc; Xptc:nou Tr1crou). This is followed 

by the addressee, Ttµo0eq:> ayamrr0 'tEKVC\), and a statement of "grace, mercy, peace" 

(xaptc; £A.coc; dp~VTJ arro Scou). Introduced by a single first person singular primary 

clause verb, £xro (xaptv £xro 'ttj'> Sccp),44 a thanksgiving section (1 :3-5)45 follows the 

. 46prescnpt. 

43 Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 555. He argues that this whole section comprises a single unit. However, he 
maintains that it is made up of smaller paragraph units, consisting of 3: 10-13, 3: 14-17, 4: 1-4, and 4:5-8. 
<JU 8£ initiates new paragraphs at 1, 2, and 4, while the first person singular charge begins the third 
paragraph at 4: I . 
44 The commentators analyzed here recognize I: 1-2 as a unique segment consisting of the salutation. See 
Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, 683; Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 464; Van Neste, Cohesion and Structure, 146; 
Towner, letters, 1:1-2. 
45 This form, xaptv EXffi 'ttj) St:ffi, of the thanksgiving is not typical within the thanksgiving section of the 
Pauline corpus. except for in the Pastorals (here and in I Tim 1: 12). While i::uxapt<J'tEffi is the typical word 
used within the corpus to express thanks, xaptc; plus the dative for "God" to express thanks is found in 
other sections of the Pauline corpus: Rom 6: 17; 7:25; I Cor 15:57; 2 Cor 2: 14; 8: 16; 9: 15 (see Marshall. 
Pastoral Epistles. 387). 
46 The segment of I :3-5 is undisputed in the commentaries. See Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, 688; Mounce, 
Pastoral Epistles . ...J.66; Van Neste. Cohesion and Structure, 146; Towner, letters, 4...J.5. Yet, they differ over 
how they connect these verses with what follows. Both Marshall (688) and Towner (...J.4...J.) indicate that the 

http:arr6cr-t0A.oc
http:IIauA.oc
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With 1 :6, the first appearance of mitigated commands occurs in which Paul calls 

Timothy to action. Here it is introduced by the expression, ot' ilv ahiav, which looks 

back to 1 :3-5 and Timothy's faith that has been passed down to him for the basis of the 

statement.47 The verb is a first person singular present indicative, avaµtµvncrKW, 

followed by the infinitive ava~wnupEiV, and this verbal phrase calls Timothy to 

"rekindle" the gift of God that is in him. The negated third person singular aorist 

indicative, EOWKEV, in 1 :7 is connected here through the conjunction ycip, providing 

basis for the commanding statement. This mitigated command gives way to second 

person singular aorist imperatives in 1 :8, £natcrxuv8'fj~ and cruyKaKonciSricrov, which 

are introduced by the conjunctions ouv and aJ.Jix respectively in order to command an 

action to be avoided ("do not be ashamed") and one to practice ("join in suffering for the 

gospel"). The next primary clause verbs are first person singular indicatives found in 1:12 

and are introduced by the same expression, 8t' ilv al:tiav, as found in 1 :6. The first two 

are present tense forms, m:icrxw and £natcrxuvoµat, stating the truth that Paul suffers 

because of the work and call of Christ (I :9-11 ), but he is not ashamed. The last two 

primary clause verbs of I: 12 are perfect tense forms, otC>a and 7tE7tEtcrµat, providing 

the basis or reason (connected by yap) why he can have such an attitude: he knows and 

is convinced that Christ can bring him through to that day .48 Following these four 

indicatives are two more imperatives in vv. 13-14, the second person singular present 

EXE and the second person singular aorist q>uA.a~ov, which again call Timothy to action. 

letter body opens with 1 :3. Mounce (466) treats 1 :3-5 as a distinct segment before moving into the first 
major section of the letter, I :6-2: 13. Westfall ("A Moral Dilemma," 231-34) sees 1 :3-5 as part of the letter 
opening of 1: 1-5. which precedes the body of the letter beginning in 1 :6. The formulaic aspects of 1: 1-2 
and 3-5 as prescript/salutation and thanksgiving would seem to support seeing I: 1-5 as separate from the 
I etter body . 
47 Towner. Letters. 457. 
48 Mounce. Pastoral Epistles. 486: Towner, Letters, 475. 

http:statement.47
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The second person singular indicative in 1:15 moves the discussion to matters that 

Timothy is aware of (olBa~) concerning other individuals. This causes Paul to make a 

petition on behalf of the house of Onesiphorus because of his perseverance with Paul 

through his imprisonment. This petition utilizes the third person singular optative, DQll], 

twice, once in 1: 16 and once in 1: 18. The chapter ends in 1: 18 with the second person 

singular present indicative, ytvfficrKEt~, reminding Timothy again of the work by 

Onesiphorus in Ephesus. 

After the letter opening and thanksgiving, the first chapter of 2 Timothy appears 

to consist of a large unit ( 1 :6-18),49 as will become evident from the break at 2: 1. It 

seems to break into smaller segments around the person and mood of the verbs. 1: 1-2 

contains no primary clause verb forms, which sets them off as prescript. 1 :3-7 contains 

indicatives, but the specialized thanksgiving section of 1 :3-5 stands out as it ends with 

the mitigated command in 1 :6. Overt commands take over in 1 :8 with the second person 

singular aorist negated subjunctive and imperative. Sandwiched in between two 

imperatives in 1: 13 and 14 is a string of first person singular indicatives. One could break 

1:6-7 off from this imperative section, but since 1 :6 contains mitigated commands, it 

could also just as easily be kept together as a single unit ( 1 :6-14).50 The chapter ends 

49 So Westfall, "A Moral Dilemma," 235. who identifies this as the "body opening." Marshall (Pastoral 
Epistles, 688) and Towner (Letters. 444) indicate a larger unit break at 1: 18 as well, but they initiate the 
unit at 1 :3, by including the thanksgiving with the body of the letter. Both Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 273) 
and Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 225-29) maintain that the larger unit extends from 1 :6 through 
2:13. 

50 Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 473), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 148-49). and Towner (Letters, 

456) recognize I :6-14 as a unit of text. Mounce and Van Neste provide no further segmentation. Towner 

(456-80) further divides it into three segments: vv. 6-8; 9-IO; and 11-14. Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 

695-721) takes a different approach as he indicates five parallel segments within the larger unit of 1:3-18: 

vv.3-5;6-7;8-12; 13-14;and 15-18. 
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with a distinct unit marked by the second person singular indicative in 1: 15 and 18,51 

accompanied by the optative petition for the house of Onesiphorus in v. 16. Thus, this 

chapter seems to segment into three parts: 1:3-5, 6-14, and 15-18. 

The text shifts at 2: 1 with the move back to second person singular imperatives in 

2:1-3, £v8uvaµoi3, napci8ou, and cruyKaKon<iST)crnv, combined with the nominative 

of address, 'tEKVOV µou, as well as the conjunction ouv placed after the fronted pronoun 

cru, 52 at the beginning ofv. 1. Building off the concept of cr'tpanro'tTJ~ at the end of2:3, 

metaphors concerning soldiers, athletes, and farmers are used in 2:4-6 and are marked by 

the use of the third person singular indicative: £µnA.eK£'tat, O''t£<pavoi3'tat, and OEi plus 

the infinitive µ£'taA.aµ~<iv£tV. These are followed by two more imperatives in 2:7-8, 

v6£t and µvriµov£u£, with a third person singular future indicative, 8rocr£t, connected to 

the first imperative by yap. From the call to "remember" Jesus Christ in 2:8, Paul shifts 

to first person singular indicative to state that it is for Christ that he endures ( unoµevro) 

so that others can obtain salvation (2:8-10). From this he chains together more primary 

clause indicatives, the first person plural future crusr\croµEv and cruµ~acrtAEUcroµEv, 

the third person singular future apvi1cr£'tat, and the third person singular present µ£vet, 

followed by the third person singular present ouva'tat attached by ycip.53 This string of 

51 So Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 491: Van Neste, Cohesion and Structure, 158-59; Towner, Letters, 480. 
Although she does not indicate so in her outline, Westfall ("A Moral Dilemma," 238) refers to l: 15-18 as a 
paragraph that brings the larger unit ( l :6-18) to a close. 
52 Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 160) and Westfall CA Moral Dilemma," 239) see this phrase, cru 
ouv, 'tEKVOV µou, as a key indicator of a higher level shift at 2: I. 
53 Towner (Letters, 506-07) argues, that this is most likely traditional material which Paul has utilized, and 
possibly changed, for his own purposes. This is evidenced by its following the clause 1tt<J't6<; oA.oyo<;. If 
so, this section probably serves as further exhortational material to carry out the command to remember 
Christ in 2:8 by following Paul's example of enduring suffering (2:9-10). 
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five primary clause first and third person indicatives seems to draw this segment to a 

conclusion, as second person forms occur again in 2:14.54 

After the string of indicatives in 2:9-13, second person singular imperatives occur 

in 2: 14-16 and call Timothy to make sure that he is presenting a consistently Christ-

centered, truthful presentation of the word. He is commanded to remind (second person 

singular imperative U7tOµtµvncncE) his audience of these things, pointing back at least to 

2:8-13. 55 Further, he must do his best (second person singular aorist imperative 

crnou8a.crov) to present himself as an approved workman of God in handling the word. 

The third imperative, 7tE.pttcr'ta.cro (second person singular present middle imperative), 

calls him to avoid vile foolish talk. From this topic, Paul goes into a lengthy discussion 

concerning the outcome of such talk (vv. 16b-21), and this is marked in the verbs by a 

shift to the third person indicative taking over the primary clauses. Verbs here focus on 

the outcome of the talk (7tpOKO\jlO'Ucrtv) and the impact of the talk (E~Et) in v. 17a, 

before digressing into examples of individuals who have gone astray in this manner (vv. 

17b-18). The third person singular indicatives continue in v. 19 when Paul switches to 

discuss the fact that God's foundation stands (EO''tTJKEV). Paul follows this in vv. 20-21 

with a contrast between honorable vessels and dishonorable ones, and the truth that a 

person who cleanses himself of such things (vv. 16b-18) will be (Ecr'ta.t) a useful 

honorable vessel for God. The indicative chain ends in 2:22-23 with the presence again 

of three second person singular present imperatives. The first two, <pEUYE and 8iroKE, call 

54 Van Neste, Cohesion and Structure. 160-61. Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 499) and Westfall ("A Moral 
Dilemma," 240) also consider 2: 1-13 to be one segment of text, but Mounce breaks it into two paragraphs 
in his translation (499-500) and Westfall speaks of 2:8-13 as a sub-unit (241 ). Marshall (Pastoral Epistles. 
721-42) and Towner (Letters, 487-514) recognize 2: 1-13 as a larger unit. but both segment it into two 
parts, vv. 1-7 and 8-13. 
55 Towner (Letters, 518) states that it points back to 2:8-13. Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 523) believes that 
it points back to 2:11-13. Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 745) agrees with Mounce that it most likely points to 
2: 11-13, but he suggests that it could possibly extend back to the apostolic teaching mentioned in 2:2. 

http:2:8-13.55
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Timothy to flee from youthful lusts and pursue righteousness, faith, love, and peace. 

Further, in 2:23 he is to refuse to pay attention (rrapat'tou) to foolish talk, which links 

back to the command in 2:16. This is followed in 2:24 by the third person singular 

indicative verb, bc:t, serving as a mitigated command by providing the necessary 

characteristics of God's servants. 56 

The primary clause verbs of chapter 2 segment it into two sections, 2: 1-13 and 

2:14-26. While the main verbs remain commands to Timothy throughout this section, 

these commands pertain to two different topics. The first is his endurance of suffering, 

which can be seen (1) in the commands of2:1, 3, and 8 and (2) in the indicatives of 10

13 that testify to Paul's endurance and reiterate the promises found in the "faithful 

saying." The second is his speech and actions in relation to others, especially those 

preoccupied with foolish talk, which is marked by (1) commands concerning his actions 

toward others in 2:14, 15, 16, and 23, (2) the digression into foolish speech (commencing 

in 2:16), and (3) the necessary qualifications of God's servant in vv. 24-26, which deal 

with relationships to others. 

In 3:1, a new segment begins in which second person singular imperatives are 

followed by extensive sections of indicatives introduced by yap. The first of these occurs 

with the imperative yivfficrKc: in 3:1, introduced by the demonstrative pronoun and 

conjunction 'tOU'tO (){ The command calls Timothy to know that difficult times will 

characterize the last days. As evidence of this, yap heads a clause with the primary 

56 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 742-43), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 521), Van Neste (Cohesion and 
Structure, 166--67), and Towner (Letters, 514) all recognize 2: 14-26 as a single unit of text without any 
further large level segmentation within it. Mounce indicates further paragraph breaks within his translation. 
which results in paragraphs consisting of vv. 14-19, 20-21, and 22-26. Westfall ("A Moral Dilemma," 
242-45) splits this into two units consisting of 2: 14-21 and 22-26, due to the occurrence of three closely 
related commands in vv. 14-16 and 22-23. She maintains that her segmentation is not due to a "break," 
but rather to the close cohesion created by the discourse spans surrounding these imperatives. 
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clause verb EO"OV't<Xt, which is the only primary clause verb until 3:5b. 3:2-5a 

characterizes the people of these last days by listing a number of vices. In 3:5b, Timothy 

is commanded to avoid such people (second person singular imperative ano1penou). 

This command is again followed by an extensive section of indicatives from 3 :6-13, 

introduced by the conjunction yap. This series of indicatives begins with three third 

person indicatives describing again the actions (3 :6-8) and outcome (3 :9) of those to be 

avoided. 57 In 3: 10, Timothy's actions are contrasted with these individuals by the shift to 

second person (au) and the conjunction 8£ in combination with the second person 

singular indicative nap11Kol..ou811cra<;. The indicative chain ends with two more third 

person plural future indicatives, 8icox81\crov1at and npolCO'lfOUcrtv, again contrasting 

the suffering of Christ's followers with the proliferation of evil. In light of these 

inevitabilities, Paul commands Timothy in 3: 14 through the second person singular 

present imperative µEVE to continue in what he has been taught and knows to be true. 

The section ends with a verbless primary clause delineating the divine origin and 

profitability of scripture (3:16-17).58 

Another section seems to begin in 4: 1 with the first person singular present verb 

8taµap1upoµat, the first occurrence of the first person singular since 2:10.59 This verb 

announces the imperatives, thereby commissioning Timothy before God to do these 

57 The indicatives are the third person plural presents Eicnv and av0fo1av1m describing these people and 
the third future plural 7tpOKO\jfOUCHV and ecnm singular revealing the outcome of their actions. 
58 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 768 and 780), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 541 and 552), Van Neste 
(Cohesion and Structure, 174--75 and 178-79). and Towner (Letters, 552 and 569), recognize a segment 
split between 3:9 and 10. For Marshall, Van Neste, and Towner, this produces two segments consisting of 
vv. 1-9 and 10-17. Mounce extends 3: 10 through 4:8 to create a lengthy segment that he divides within his 
translation into paragraphs consisting of 3: I0-13. 14--17, 4: 1-4, and 4:5-8. In contrast to these 
commentators, Westfall ("A Moral Dilemma," 245) keeps the whole of 3: 1-17 together as a unit, as she 
notes," ... there is not a comparable high level shift at 3: 10. Furthermore, the two sub-units offer a 
contrast between the false teachers and Paul as a model, and so form a single section based on an extended 
comparison." 
59 Westfall ("A Moral Dilemma," 246-47) sees Otaµap1upoµm as introducing a "projection clause" that 
serves to mark the shift initiated at 4: l and to highlight the dense concentration of imperatives that follow. 

http:3:16-17).58
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actions. Five second person singular aorist active imperatives (Kilpu~ov; £nicr-rri0t; 

EAEy~ov; £nt-riµricrov; and £m-riµricrov) follow in v. 2, all of which are connected by 

asyndeton. Introduced by yap, a third person singular indicative ecr-rat announces a time 

when people will no longer want to hear the sound doctrine but will tum from the truth 

( 4:3--4). Beginning with cru ()£,Timothy is commanded again to continue in the work to 

which he has been called by four second person singular imperatives, the present vf\<pE 

and three aorists, KaKonaericrov, noiricrov, and nA.ripo<popricrov.60 The verbs shift in 

4:6 to indicatives, with the first person singular playing a prominent role. Introduced by 

the conjunction yap, these verbs point out that Paul has come to the end of his life (the 

first person singular present crn£vooµat and the third person singular perfect 

E<pEcr'tTJKEV). Three first person singular perfect indicatives speak of the good fight he 

has fought (iJyc&vtcrµat), the course he has completed ('tE'tEAEKa), and the faith he has 

kept ('tE'tllPTJKa). The third person singular present indicative anoKEt'ta{ ends this 

section by declaring that a crown of righteousness awaits him and all those who love 

' . 61Ch .nst s appeanng. 

Following the indicatives of 4:6-8, imperatives resume in 4:9 and start a section 

of final instructions and information for Timothy. 62 Paul calls Timothy to try his best to 

come to him through the use of the second person singular aorist crnou8acrov. 

60 Westfall ("A Moral Dilemma," 247--48) argues that the density of these nine imperatives coupled with 
the opening projection clause creates the climax for the discourse, as well as summarizes the preceding 
commands of the letter. 
hl Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 796), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 183), Towner (Letters. 594), and 
Westfall ("A Moral Dilemma," 246 !although she mistakenly labels it as 4: 1-6 on p. 246 but corrects this 
on 251]). maintain that 4: 1-8 represents a single segment. 
"~ Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 811 ), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 585), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure. 
229-30), Towner (Letters, 618), and Westfall ("A Moral Dilemma,'' 249-50) label 4:9-22 as the closing 
unit to the letter. Marshall (811 and 827) and Towner (618 and 649) break it into two segments consisting 
of vv. 9-18 and 19-22, while Van Neste (189-93) indicates four segments: vv. 9-13; 14-15; 16-18; and 
19-22. Mounce indicates vv. 9-13. 14-18, and 19-22 as paragraphs within his translation. 

http:nA.ripo<popricrov.60
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Following this Paul explains why (introduced by yap) he wants Timothy to come: 

Demas has deserted (EyKCX.'tEAt7tEV) him and gone (£rropEU0Tt) to Thessalonica. The last 

of these third person singular aorists serves as the verb for the next two verb less clauses, 

which speak of Crescens' and Titus' departures.63 In 4:11 Paul announces that Luke 

(third person indicative £cntv) is still with him and commands Timothy to pick up Mark 

(second person singular imperative avaA.a~rov) because he is (£crnv) useful to Paul. 

Further information is given concerning Paul sending (first person singular indicative 

U7tECJ'tEtAa) Tychicus to Ephesus in 4:12. In 4:13, Paul again commands (second person 

singular imperative cp£pE) Timothy to bring his cloak and the books/parchments. He then 

goes into information concerning Alexander and the harm he has caused him 

(EVE8Ei~a'to), but leaves this in the Lord's hands to repay (arro8fficrn) him for his 

actions. He commands Timothy ( cpuA.acrcrou) to be on guard concerning Alexander 

because he has opposed their teaching ( UV'tECJ'tTt). 

In 4: 16, Paul stops the imperative requests for a brief interlude in order to convey 

information concerning his trial. This section ( 4: 16-18) is marked by the absence of 

second person forms, which have given way to third person aorist indicatives in vv. 16

17 (the plurals napEyEVE'tO and £yKa'tEAt7tOV in v. 16 and the singulars rrapEcr'tTt and 

EVE8uvaµrocr£v in v. 17) and third person singular futures (pucrnai and crrocrEt) in v. 

18.64 It contrasts those who failed to support Paul at his defense (v. 16) with the Lord's 

stand with him (v. 17). Paul concludes that he expects the Lord will continue to deliver 

him and bring him safely to his heavenly kingdom (v. 18). At the end ofv. 16, Paul 

63 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 816) states that this is not desertion on Crescens and Titus' part. but rather a 

departure for mission work. See also Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 590. 

64 Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 192) sees the verb shift from imperatives and second person singular 

forms to indicatives as a key indicator of a distinct segment. 
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makes a petition for his deserters in the form of a third person singular aorist optative 

(A.oytcrSEi11). He ends this section with a doxology in the form of a verbless clause (18b). 

The letter concludes with greetings, further travel information, a final command, 

and a xapt<; wish. Paul asks Timothy to greet (second person singular aorist imperative 

acrnacrat) Priscilla, Aquilla, and the house of Onesiphorus for him ( 4: 19). He lets 

Timothy know that Erastus remained (third person singular aorist indicative £µetVEV) at 

Corinth and that he (Paul) left (first person singular aorist indicative U7tEAt7tov) 

Trophimus at Miletus. Paul makes one more appeal with the second person singular aorist 

active imperative crnouoacrov for Timothy to come before winter (v. 21 ). He sends 

greetings (third person singular indicative U0"7tcXSE"tat) from those with him, and closes 

with two verbless clauses, a well-wish from the Lord ( 6 KUpt0<; µE-ra -rou 7tVEUµa-r6c; 

, 65 
O"O'U) and the xapt<; statement. 

Segmentation of2 Timothy by Verbal Patterning 

Second Timothy proves more difficult to segment according to verb patterns 

because of two factors. First, the letter contains no third person imperatives, which in 

other letters (such as Ephesians and 2 Timothy), along with the nominatives of address, 

help segment the text into definable units. Second, the second person singular, even in its 

imperatival form, is prevalent throughout the letter.66 

Yet, certain factors related to primary clause verbs still play key roles in helping 

segment the text. First, the verbal category of person helps define certain text segments. 

While the second person singular occurs throughout the letter, the emergence of first 

65 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles. 827). Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 193), and Towner (Letters, 649). 

indicate 4: 19-22 as a distinct segment. 

""Marshall. Pastoral Epistles, 39. 
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person singular helps define sections, since it stands in contrast to the second person 

singular. As usual, the first person singular serves as the primary clause verb for the 

thanksgiving section (1 :3-5). Its re-emergence at 4: 1 to call Timothy to certain actions 

separates 4:1-6 from what precedes. The first person singular controls 4:6-8 and seems 

to mark this section off as a distinct unit, serving as motivation (introduced by yap) for 

Timothy to keep the commands given to him in 4:1-5. The third person singular plays a 

similar role as the first person singular, but rather than standing out from the second 

person singular, the third person singular serves as its counterpart in order to hold 

sections together. This occurs in 3: 1-16 with the movement back-and-forth between 

those characterizing the evil last days (3:2-5a; 3:6-9) and Timothy (3:5b; 3:10-11). To a 

lesser degree it also can be seen in 2: 14---26. 

Second, verbal mood also helps differentiate segments. Second person singular 

imperatives head sections at 2:1, 2:14, 3:1, 4:9, and 4:19. Mitigated commands in the 

form of first person singular indicatives began sections at 1 :6 and 4: 1. The indicative 

again characterizes the thanksgiving of the letter. It also plays a prominent role in 

marking 4: 16-18 off as a unique section in the letter's closing. 

Third, the aspectual system contributes by combining with other features to chain 

sections together. This can clearly be seen in the perfective aspect (aorist tense form) 

controlling the list of commands in 4:2 and 4:5. Along with the indicative and closing 

future tense form, the perfective aspect helps hold the section together concerning Paul's 

trial ( 4: 16-18). 

Fourth, other features connected to the verbs in the primary clauses play an 

occasional role in segmenting the text. The most obvious one is the combination of ouv 
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plus the nominative of address in 2: 1 ( cru ouv, 'tEKVOV µou,), that sets off what follows 

in 2:1 from the beginning of the letter. Asyndeton is prominent from 1:13-2:15, but after 

these opening commands for the section begun in 2: 14, it does not occur again until 

chapter 4. The conjunctions()£, Kat, and yap introduce almost every primary clause 

between 2: 15--4: 1. Once asyndeton reoccurs in 4: 1, it again characterizes the primary 

clauses from 4:1-9 (especially the list of imperatives in 4:2, 5 and Paul's famous dictum 

in 4:7), as well as in the letter closing of 4:9-21. 

With the verbal patterning and features noted, the following outline according to 

the verbs of 2 Timothy can be proposed. 

I. Prescript(l:l-2) 
II. Thanksgiving (1 :3-5) 

III. Parenetic Letter Body (1 :6--4:8) 
IV. Letter Closing (4:9-22). 

Second Timothy opens with a verbless prescript in 1: 1-2 and moves into a thanksgiving 

section in 1:3-5. Command verbs set off the next section of text which runs from 1 :6-14, 

in which Paul gives Timothy initial commands exhorting him not to be ashamed of the 

Lord's testimony, but rather to hold onto sound teaching and guard what has been 

entrusted to him. 1: 15-18 focuses on Paul's treatment in Asia and his petition for mercy 

on Onesiphorus' house for his encouragement of Paul. At 2:1, the text shifts into more 

commands to Timothy concerning the enduring of hardship in 2:1-13 and a proper focus 

on God's word and right living, rather than the foolish words that ensnare many (2: 14

26). 3:1-17 is marked by the contrast between Timothy's actions and the actions of those 

who practice evil in the last days. In 4: 1, the text shifts back again to Paul's "charging" of 

Timothy that is followed by a number of imperatives that dominate the section down to 

4:5. In 4:6-8, Paul closes the letter body by relating to Timothy that his time on this earth 
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is over, but he has kept the faith and now only awaits his heavenly reward. Paul begins 

the letter closing in 4 :9-15 with a number of instructions for Timothy, as well as details 

concerning various individuals. In 4: 16-18, he relays to Timothy the situation 

surrounding his trial and closes this with a doxology to the Lord for his strength and 

deliverance. Finally, Paul concludes the letter in 4:19-21with final greetings, updates 

concerning the travel of others, and a final appeal for Timothy to come before winter. 

The letter ends with two verbless benedictions for Timothy (4:22). 

Comparison with Other Proposals for 2 Timothy 

Comparing the outlines produced by the various translators and authors with the 

verb pattern segmentation reveals much similarity with a few areas of divergence. The 

verbal segmentation recognizes the thanksgiving segment as a distinct unit due to the 

shift to exhortation brought on in 1 :6 (a break not found in a number of the translations). 

Further, in regards to 2:14-26, the verbal outline does not clearly distinguish smaller 

sub-units as many of the translations found. The same is true in 3: 1-17, where the 

translators and authors unanimously split the text between v. 9 and v. 10, but the verbal 

patterns do not reveal this, as the chain of indicatives runs from 3 :6 down to 3: 13. 

Tracing verbal patterns reveals a break between 4:5 and 4:6 with the shift from 

imperatives to first person singular indicatives (a break distinguished in the translations 

but not in most commentary outlines). It could be argued here that the ycip that begins 

4:6-8 ties this back to 4: 1-5.67 While there may be substance to such a position, the shift 

in both person and mood that is initiated in 4:6 suggests that the ycip is working to 

67 Towner, Letters, 608-09; Van Neste, Cohesion, 183. 
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connect two segments, rather than holding one together.68 Finally, the verb patterns 

reveal segmentation in the letter closing between the unit dealing with various individuals 

and commands (4:9-15) and Paul's trial (4:16-18).69 Even with some difficulties, the 

verbal patterns in 2 Timothy seem to contribute strongly to the segmentation of the letter. 

Titus 

Proposed Outlines to Titus 

Like 1 and 2 Timothy, the letter to Titus is concerned with the exhortations given 

mainly through the use of second person singular imperatives. The absence/presence of 

these verbs helps segment the text, which will become obvious in the verbal analysis. 

First, a discussion of how translators and authors have outlined the letter will be 

presented. 

Segmentation by Greek Texts and Bible Versions 

The various texts and translations of the New Testament divide Titus into eight 

segments as can be seen from Figure 23. They agree for the most part concerning 

segments 1, 2, 3, 7, and 8. 

Segments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB95 ESV 

1 
1:1-4 1:1-4 1 1-3 

l 4a 
l.4b 

1:1-3 
1:4a 
1:4b 

1:1-3 
1-4 

1:1-3 
l.4a 
1:4b 

2 1:5--9 I :5--9 1.5--9 1:5-9 1:5--9 I ·5--9 
3 1:10-16 1:10-16 1:10-16 1·10-16 1:10-16 1:10-16 

4 

2:1-10 2:1-5 

2·6-8 
2:9-10 

2:1-2 
2 3-5 
2.6-8 

2 9-10 

2:1-2 
2:3-5 
2:6-8 

2:9-10 

2·1-2 
2.3-5 
2:6-8 
2:9-10 

2:1-10 

5 
2.11-15 2.11-15 2·11-14 

2-15 
2:11-14 

2-15 
2:11-14 

2-15 
2.11-14 

2-15 

6 
3:1-7 3 1-7 3 l-8a 

3 8b-ll 

3:1-2 
3:3-8 

3:1-11 3 1-11 

68 Although Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 577) maintains that 3: I0-4:8 is one large unit, he breaks it into 

smaller paragraphs. 4: 1-5 and 4:6-8 are two of these smaller paragraphs. 

69 Van Neste (Cohesion. 190) argues for these breaks with the addition of another unit consisting of 4: 14
15, as "travel talk" disappears after v. 13. 


http:4:16-18).69
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Segments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB95 ESV 
3.8-11 3·8-11 

3.9-11 
7 3.12-14 3·12-14 3.12-14 3:12-14 3:12-14 3·12-14 

8 
3-15 3-15 3:15a 

3.15b 
3.15a 
3:15b 

3:15a 
3:15b 

3.15a 
3:15b 

Figure 23. Segmentation ofTitus by various texts and translations 

The differences in segment 4 are probably the result of the decision whether or not to 

keep the instructions to various individuals together as a single unit or split them up into 

separate categories based on who is being addressed. In segment 5, while it may not 

appear to be much of a difference, the decision concerning the handling of 2:15 is 

important. Does it go with what precedes, or does it stand on its own as individual 

commands? Segment 6 concerns the threefold dilemma to keep all the material together 

as a unified whole (NASB and ESV), to keep the 1ttcn6c; 6 A.oyoc; connected to what 

precedes and break the text between 3:8a and 3:8b, or to keep ntcrt6c; 6 A.oyoc; with 

what follows and split the text into two sections between 3:7 and 3:8. These issues will be 

addressed in the conclusions concerning the letter after a look at how various authors 

have handled the text and the verbal analysis. 

Segmentation by Various Authors 

With the exception of separating off the postscript, the authors analyzed here 

show strong agreement with the sections labeled by the various texts and translations of 

Titus.70 

Segments Mounce Towner Dibelius/Conzelmann Van Neste Marshall Knight 

1.1-4 1:1-3 1.1-4 1·1-4 1:1-4 1.1-4 

I 1:4a 

1 :4b 

2 
1 5--9 1:5 

1:6-9 
1 5-6 

I 7-9 

l ·5--9 1 :5--9 1·5-9 

7°For the comparison concerning the segmentation of Titus, The following authors were used: Mounce, 
Pastoral Epistles. cxxxvi; Towner, Letters, 75-79: Dibelius, Pastoral Epistles, 130; Van Neste, Cohesion, 
234-51: Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, 24; Knight, Pastoral Epistles, x. 

http:Titus.70
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7-8 

l·I0-16 

2 1-10 

2.11-15 

3 1-11 

3:12-15 

1·10-16 

2·1-10 

2.11-14 

2:15 

3 1-2 
3·3-7 

3:8 
3 9-1 I 

3:12-14 

3:15 

1.10-16 

2:1-10 

2:11-15 

3:1-2 

3:3-7 

3:8-11 

3:12-15 

1:10-16 

2.1-10 

2:11-14 

2:15 

3:1-2 

3:3-7 

3:8 
3:9-11 

3:12-14 

1.10-16 

2 I 
2·2 

2:3-5 

2:6--8 

2.9-10 

2:11-14 

2:15 

3:1-2 

3:3-7 

3:8-11 

3:12-14 

3:15 

1.10-16 

2.1-10 

2.11-15 

3·1-2 

3'3-8 

3.9-11 

3·12-15 

Figure 24. Segmentation ofTitus by various authors 

As noticed in the previous section, the placement of 2: 15 in segment 6 again proves 

problematic.71 While segment 6 appears to show dissimilarity, the smaller segments 

discussed in this section appear fairly straightforward. The real question here concerns 

the commands toward the end of the section. Should 3:8 be kept with 3:9-11 or not?72 

The commentators also disagree on how these sections relate to one another. For 

instance, while Mounce, Towner, and Marshall all maintain that 2:1-3:11 serves as a unit 

of instruction, they disagree over what clusters together. Mounce proposes a scheme of 

2:1-10, 2:11-15 and 3:1-11, Towner suggests 2:1-15, 3:1-8, and 3:9-11, and Marshall 

argues for 2: 1-15 and 3: 1-11.73 While there are differences of opinion concerning the 

placement of some verses within the structural outline of Titus, commentators display a 

substantial amount of agreement as to where the text segments. 

71 Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 432) argues that this is a summary command that looks both forward and 
backward; thus, it could go with either what precedes or what follows. While it appears that Marshall 
(Pastoral Epistles, 24) splits it off in his outline, he argues that it recapitulates the commands given earlier 
and should be kept with what precedes it (21-23). This is similar to Towner's approach as well (Pastoral 
Epistles, 766). 
nTowner (Pastoral Epistles) argues that 3:8 provides a command that points back to the information given 
in 3:3-7 (789). while 3:9-11 mark a new paragraph based on the content of what they address (794). 
Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, maintains that 3:8-11 should be seen as a unified series of commands looking 
back to what preceded in 3:3-7 (23 and 325). 
73 See the discussions in Mounce, Pastoral Epistles. cxxxvi and 420-21; Towner, Pastoral Epistles, 75-79; 
Marshall. Pastoral Epistles, 21-24. 

http:problematic.71
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Verbal Analysis of Titus 

Analysis ofPrimary Clauses 

The first four verses of Titus contain no primary clause verbs. As is typical in the 

Pauline corpus, these verses serve as the prescript/salutation to this letter and introduce 

both the sender and the recipient. 74 They also provide a lengthy description of the 

purpose for the letter following the prepositional phrase Kata nicrnv EKAEK'tWV 8EOU 

The first primary clause verb, anEAtnov, occurs in 1 :5. It is a first person 

singular second aorist indicative verb and reveals that Paul has left Titus in Crete to 

accomplish (1'.va) two tasks, as introduced by the subjunctive verbs E7tt8t0p8rocrn and 

Katacrtilcrnc;. The next primary clause verb, 8Et, third person singular indicative, is 

found in 1 :7 and continues 76 the list of qualifications of the elder/overseer that begins in 

v. 6 and extends down through v. 9 .77 The list of qualifications connects back to the 

action of v. 5 by means of the conditional clause, el'. tic; ... avunotaK'ta, which 

begins v. 6.78 

74 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 111), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 377), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 

234), and Towner (Letters, 662) designate 1:1-4 as a distinct segment. 

75 See the discussion of purpose in Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 379 and 382. 

76 Here ycip probably introduces support or basis for the conditional qualifications found in v. 6. See 

Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 389-90; Towner, Letters, 684. 

77 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 145), Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 384), and Van Neste (Cohesion and 

Structure, 236) indicate that 1 :5-9 represents a single segment of text. Mounce isolates it as the second 

main section of the letter in his overall outline. Marshall places it within the larger unit consisting of I :5
16. Similar to Marshall, Towner (Letters, 676--77) sees a larger unit consisting of 1:5-16, but he breaks this 
into three segments, two of which are found in vv. 5-9, v. 5, the actual instruction, and 6--9, the appointing 
of church leaders. 
78 el "Cti; ECJ""CtV aveyKATJ"COi; at the outset of verse 6 anticipates a main clause then never occurs. It is best 
to understand this as indicating the list of qualifications for the elders mentioned at the end of v. 5. So 
Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 388; Towner, Letters, 681-82. Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 236--37) 
suggests that this maybe a direct quotation or summary of a quotation that Paul had told Titus when he left 
him in Crete. Having restated the command in v. 5 to appoint elders he may have just entered into the list of 
qualifications \Vithout thinking it necessary to state the apodosis. 
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In l: 10, third person plural indicative verbs come to the forefront by beginning 

and ending this section of the epistle. The third person plural form of the verb of being, 

Eicriv, introduces the 7tOAAOt UVU7tO'tUK'tot in v. 10. These same individuals serve as 

the subject Of the third person pJuraJ indicative verbs found in V. 16, OµOAOYOUC>tv and 

apVOUV't(X.t. Giving support to his description of the rebellious false teachers, Paul cites 

in 1: 12 an outside source, Epimenides,79 to support his claim. He does so with the third 

person singular indicative, drcev. After attesting to the truthfulness of this statement 

with another third person singular indicative form, ECT'ttV, Paul commands Titus to 

rebuke (EA£YX£) such individuals. This second person singular present active imperative 

is the first use of the second person and the imperative mood in the letter. 1: 15 contains 

one more third person singular indicative form, this time a perfect passive, µ£µiav'tat, 

by which Paul states that both the mind and conscience of the µ£µtaµµ£vot~ and 

U1ttcr't0t~ are polluted.80 

To sum up the verb patterns in chapter 1 of Titus, Paul uses the indicative to 

describe his leaving Titus in Crete to accomplish the work of setting things in order and 

appointing elders in various towns (1 :5). He continues with the indicative mood to list the 

qualifications for eldership (1 :6-9) and to introduce the teaching and beliefs of the false 

teachers (1: 10-16). Within this discussion of false teachers, he gives Titus one 

command: rebuke them (1: 13). Although the imperative in 1: 13 stands out as an 

exception, Paul begins this letter to Titus by conveying information concerning his role, 

79 As Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 398) points out, the saying is only known to be attributed to Epimenides 
by outside sources (Clement of Alexandria, Miscellanies, 1.59.2; Callimachus, Hymn to Zeus 8). 
Ho Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 191 ), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 239), and Towner (Letters, 694) 
recognize 1: I0-16 as a segment. Marshall and Towner connect it with l :5-9 to form a larger unit. Mounce 
(Pastoral Epistles. 394) also sees vv. I 0-16 as a segment, but he does not place it in a larger unit, but rather 
indicates it as the third major movement with the fetter (after I: 1-4 and 5-9). 

http:polluted.80
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qualifications of elders, and the handling of false teachers through the use of indicative 

statements. 

In 2: 1 and following, the verb patterns dramatically shift from the use of 

predominantly indicative forms to imperatival ones. In contrast to the false teachers, Paul 

commands Titus to speak (A.ciA.et, second person singular present active imperative) 

things which line up with sound doctrine. The next primary clause verb surfaces in 2:6 

with the second person singular imperative, 7t<Xp<XKUAEt. These two commands serve as 

the only primary clause verbs from 2: 1-10, and they call Titus to make sure that he 

teaches the various groups in this section (older men in 2:2, older women in 2:3-5, young 

men in 2:6-8, and slaves in 2:9-10) how to live. In 2: 11, E1tE(j)UVTJ (third person singular 

aorist passive indicative) interrupts the chain of commands by providing the basis or 

motivation for carrying out these commands.81 The commands resume in 2: 15 with a 

series of four imperatives directed to Titus: A.ciA.ei, 7tapaKciA.Et, EAEYXe, 

7tEptcppovei'tCo. The first three of these commands restate the three commands given so 

far in 1: 13, 2: 1, 2:6. They serve as a summation of what Paul is calling Titus to do to this 

point in the letter.82 The opening word of 2: 15, 't<Xiha, serves as the object of these three 

commands and points back to the previous material and commands .f/3 

81 2: 11-14 are governed by E1t£<pcivri and yap serves as the conjunction that heads this section. The section 
actually consists of one long sentence. See Mounce, Pastoral Epistles, 421. 
82 Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 432) understands 'tUU'ta as linking back to l :5 so that it includes all the 
exhortations to Titus so far in the letter; contra Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 297) and Towner (Letters, 766) 
who argue for an inclusio, bracketed by A.ciA.ei here and in 2: I so that Titus is to teach the things prescribed 
in this section. 
83 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles. 230). Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 274), and Towner (Letters, 717) 
all consider2:1-15 a larger unit. Van Neste (241-46) and Towner (717-68) both divide this unit into 
smaller segments consisting of vv. 1-10, 11-14, and 15. Marshall (237-98) divides it into these units and 
then each unit of the household code found in vv. 1-10 (l; 2; 3-5; 6-8; 9-10; 11-14; 15). Mounce 
(Pastoral Epistles, 405-34) splits 2: 1-15 into two segments consisting of vv. 1-10 and 11-15. He indicates 
further paragraphs at vv. I. 2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-10. 11-14, and 15 within his translation. 

http:A.ciA.ei
http:letter.82
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Chapter 3 begins with an imperative command unoµ{µvncrKc, calling Titus to 

remind the believers to whom he is ministering to submit to the authorities over them. As 

with 2: 11-14, Paul interrupts the imperatives with a couple of indicatives (~µi::v and 

ecrrocri::v), introduced by the conjunction yap, which serve as a reminder of what even 

Paul and Titus were apart from God's work of salvation and how God changed that 

through the saving work found in Christ Jesus (3:3-7). Using the first person singular 

present middle indicative ~ouA.oµa.i, Paul expresses his desire for Titus to speak of these 

things (ni::pi 'tOU'trov) again, as in 2: 15. The verb of wishing/wanting, ~ouA.oµa.i, plus 

the infinitive to speak confidently, 3ia.pi::pa.wucr0a.t, carries mild commanding force 

here.84 Paul is calling Titus to a certain action through the expression of his wish. In 3:9

10, Paul gives two more imperatives addressed to Titus, 7t£pttcr'ta.<Jo and na.pa.t'tOU, 

and provides the basis for the first command with the combination of yap and the 

indicative £t<JtV.85 

Chapter 2 and 3: 1-11 contain sections of material that are dominated by 

imperatival verb forms, mainly second person singular forms, that call Titus to a number 

actions that he is to perform in relation to his present ministry.86 At times, indicative verb 

forms interrupt the imperatives (especially in 2:11-14 and 3:3-7), but they seem to 

84 Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 452) maintains that the verb j3ouA.oµa{ is not forceful but the infinitive 
8taj3£j3moucrem is. In contrast, Towner (Letters, 790) sees j3ouA.oµa{ as commanding in a similar way to 
an official edict. 
85 Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 298) and Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 434) recognize 3: 1-11 as a distinct 
unit. Within this unit, Marshall (298-339) indicates further segments at vv. 1-2, 3-7, and 8-11. While not 
breaking them out into individual segments, Mounce (435) indicates paragraph breaks within his translation 
at the same places as Marshall indicates further segmentation. Towner (Letters, 768 and 794) divides this 
same unit into two parts, vv. 1-8 and 9-11. each of which is a main part of the second half of the Jetter. He 
sees v. 8 as referencing back to the teaching in 3: 1-2, and chooses to split vv. 9-11 into its own segment 
based on content (a change in focus to the opponents) rather than discourse markers (794). This is similar to 
Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure, 274-82) who views 2: 1-3:8 as consisting of two parallel units, 2: 1-15 
and 3: 1-8. enclosed by segments 1: I0-16 and 3:9-11, which deal with the problem of the opponents. 
8n Both Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 22-23) and Mounce (Pastoral Epistles, 406) recognize the close 
connection in 2: 1-3: 11. Mounce even admits, "a division between chap. 2 and chap. 3 is somewhat 
arbitrary since Paul continues many of the same topics and moves smoothly into chap. 3" (406). 

http:ministry.86
http:t<JtV.85
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provide the basis for the performance of the action found in the imperatives that precede 

them (2: l 0 and 3: 1-2). This is evident from the use of the indicative combined with the 

conjunction yap. 

The Jetter closes in typical Pauline fashion with travel plans, instructions for 

individuals' greetings, and a xaptc; statement.87 3: 12-14 contains three more imperative 

primary clause verbs: crnou8acrov (followed by the combination of yap and the perfect 

indicative KEKpuca) and npom~µ'lfOV, giving Titus instructions concerning his future 

travel plans, and µaveave'tcocrav, reminding those present to engage in good deeds. 

The letter concludes with both the indicative and imperatival forms of acrnasoµat, by 

which Titus is greeted by Paul's companions and is to greet the believers with him. The 

letter closes with a xaptc; statement. 

Segmentation of Titus according to Verbal Patterning 

While there is strong similarity in verb patterns toward the end of the letter, 

certain features contribute to its segmentation. First, the combination of person and mood 

mark the major shift in the letter. 1 :5-16 consists mainly of third person verb forms (eight 

out of the ten primary clause verbs), but these give way to second imperatives that 

dominate the primary clauses of the rest of the letter. This shift is further marked by the 

opening words, cru 8e, in 2: 1. Thirteen of the last twenty-one primary clause verbs are 

imperatives (eleven of which are second person singular). Further, of the eight primary 

clause indicative verbs in this section of the letter, five are found within yap clauses 

(2:11; 3:3; 3:5 connected to yap in v. 3 by 0£ in v. 4; 3:9; 3:12) and another, ~ouA.oµai, 

87 Mounce (Pastoral Epzstles, 456) recognizes this as a single unit and indicates no further divisions. 
Marshall (Pastoral Epistles, 340-t.7), Van Neste (Cohesion and Structure. 250-5 l), and Towner (Letters, 
799-805) divide it into two segments. vv. 12-14 (personal instructions) and 15 (final greeting and grace 
statement). · 
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actually serves as part of a mitigated command in 3:8. Within the first section of the 

letter, the category of person seems to help establish the first subsection, as the only first 

person singular verb found in the body of the letter, arc£A.trcov in 1 :5, introduces the 

section on Paul's leaving Titus in Crete to appoint elders O :5-9). 

Second, the two doctrinal units (2: 11-14 and 3:3-7) in the second half of the book 

(2: 1-3: 11) both contain indicative verb forms and are connected into the context of the 

imperatives by way of the conjunction yap. In both cases, these sections follow 

imperatival sections (2:1-10 and 3:1-2) and are themselves followed by summary 

commands (the four imperatives headed by rcapaKaAEt in 2: 15 and the mitigated 

command pouA.oµai crE 8taPcPawucr0at in 3:8) introduced by the statement "these 

things" ('tafrta in 2:15 and 7tEpi 'tOU'tOJV in 3:8). Thus, while the second person 

imperatives seem to dominate 2: 1-3: 11, this pattern, consisting of shifts from commands 

to doctrinal indicatives back to summary commands concerning "these things," marks 

2: 1-15 and 3: 1-11 as parallel units.88 

With these considerations in mind, the segmentation of Titus can be described 

according to the following outline: 

I. Prescript (1: 1-4) 
II. Letter Body ( 1 : 5-16) 

III. Parenesis (2:1-3:11) 
IV. Letter Closing (3: 12-15) 

The major break in Titus occurs between chapters 1 and 2 with the shift from 

predominantly indicative primary clause verb forms to imperatival forms. Within chapter 

1, VY. 5-9 seem to form a unit around Paul having left ( a7tEAt7tOV) Titus in Crete to set 

things in order by appointing elders and the subsequent listing of characteristics of such 

~See Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, 23, for a similar conclusion in which he labels this an inclusio consisting 
of commands - doctrinal section - recapitulated commands. 
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elders. The shift to third person plural verb forms in describing the false teachers, in 

contrast to qualified elders, marks 1: 10-16 off as a separate unit. While thematic and 

subject changes could be used to further delineate breaks, 2:1-3:14 are bound by the 

consistent use of imperatival forms to instruct Titus on how he should deal with various 

groups within the church. The marked pattern of commands+ doctrinal excursus+ 

summary commands splits this section into two parts, 2: 1-15 and 3: 1-11. The letter 

concludes in 3: 12-15 with travel plans and closing instructions for Titus, a greetings 

section, and a final xapu; statement. 

Comparison with Other Proposals for Titus 

A comparison between the outlines proposed by the various translators and 

authors surveyed and the verb pattern segmentation reveals strong similarities. The verbal 

patterns reveal the distinct sections of 1:5-9 and 2: 1-10. The major disagreement 

between both the various translations and interpreters of these letters centers around the 

verses ending chapter 2 and 3:8-11. The analysis of the verbs in Titus shows a pattern of 

commands + doctrinal section + summary commands that divides this section into two 

parts, 2:1-15 and 3:1-11. This pattern keeps 2:15 with what precedes so that it serves as a 

series of commands summarizing what is said at least as far back as 2: I. Also, it argues 

that 3:8 should be connected with 3 :9-11, rather than this last section split off as its own 

distinct set of commands.89 Thus, Marshall's suggestion concerning the segmentation of 

this text seems to line up best with the pattern expressed by the verbs.90 

8"Contra Towner, Letters, 789 and 794. 
9() Marshall, Pastoral Epistles, 21-24. 
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Philemon 

While Paul's letter to Phi lemon is the shortest letter in the Pauline corpus, it may 

in some senses best represent the typical letters found in the Hellenistic world of the time. 

Although short by Pauline standards, this letter is longer than most of the letters of the 

Greco-Roman world of its day. In this particular letter Paul uses a number of literary 

devices found in his other letters. The thanksgiving section is clearly seen ( 4-7) as well 

as a message of greetings from those with Paul (23-24 ). Paul even provides travel plans 

concerning an anticipated future trip (22). While shorter than the other letters, Philemon 

still serves as a good test case to see if verbal patterns contribute to its structure. 

Proposed Outlines to Philemon 

As will become evident from what follows, Philemon falls into noticeable 

segments. This occurs because Paul still utilizes set formulae at the beginning and end of 

his letter to Phi lemon. The smaller size of the letter in comparison to the other letters 

found in the corpus seems to stem from the personal matters addressed in the body of the 

letter that focus on one main theme, Paul's relationship to Philemon, which he uses to 

plead for the return of Onesimus.91 

Segmentation by Greek Texts and Bible Versions 

As has been the case with the other letters analyzed, the broad movements and 

segments of the letter are recognized by the various texts, yet disagreement occurs over 

how to further divide these segments, if at all. From Figure 25, one can see that strong 

91 In his corpus linguistic analysis of this letter, O'Donnell (Corpus Linguistics, 482-84) shows that the 
main characters of this story are Paul and Phi lemon with Onesimus as something of a background 
character. The main point. then. of the letter is found in the relationship of Paul and Philemon and Paul's 
pressure on Philemon to release Onesimus for spiritual service. 
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agreement occurs over the opening and closing parts of the letter. Other than the various 

differences concerning whether or not to subdivide the prescript and postscript into its 

constituent parts, there really is no noticeable difference in how the translations choose to 

divide the text. 

Segments UBS4 NA27 NRSV NIV NASB95 ESV 

J·J-3 J·l-3 \·la 1: la I: la !:la 

I ]·Jb-2 l:lb-2 l:lb-3 l:lb-2 
]·3 1:3 1:3 

2 \·4-7 ]·4-7 1:4-7 1:4-7 1:4-7 1.4-7 

3 

1:8-16 

I 17-20 

1.21-22 

I 8-14 

1.15-20 

I 21-22 

1.8-16 

I 17-21 

1:22 

I 8-11 
]·12-16 

1:17-21 

1·22 

1:8-16 

1.17-20 

1:21 
1:22 

1:8-16 

1:17-20 

1:21-22 

4 
1:23-25 I ·23-24 

1:25 

1:23-24 

1.25 

1:23-24 

1:25 

1:23-24 

1·25 

1:23-24 

1.25 

Figure 25. Segmentation ofPhilemon by various texts and translations 

As representing the prescript, thanksgiving, and postscript, segments 1, 2, and 4 are in 

agreement. The difference among the translations concerns how to divide the body of the 

letter. Most of the texts agree that a break occurs after verse 16 (although NA27 

disagrees), yet there is significant difference concerning what to do from there. UBS4, 

NA27, and the ESV all decide to break the text after v. 20, while the NRSV and NIV 

break the text after v. 21. The NASB95 chooses to break the text at both locations. Some 

of this may have to do with the difficulty of how to handle the mention of the letter 

signature in v. 19, which usually belongs to the postscript of the letter, and the 

resumption of what appears to be the appeal in v. 20.92 

92 For a discussion of this instance in Philemon where the signature is placed at the end of the letter body 
rather than in the postcript. see Schnider and Stenger. Briejfonnular, 136-37. 
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Segmentation by Various Authors 

The authors analyzed here show similar patterns to that of the translations and 

texts. Strong agreement exists for the segmentation of the letter opening and 

thanksgiving, but disagreement occurs over the letter body and even the letter ending. 

Segments Dunn Harris Moo O'Bnen Wright Klauck O'Donnell 

I 1·1-3 1.1-3 1:1-3 1.1-3 1:1-3 1.1-3 J·!-3 

2 1.4-7 I 4-7 ]·4-7 1:4-7 1:4-7 1:4-7 1:4-7 

3-4 

I 8-20 

1·21-25 

1·8-16 

I 17-20 

1:21-25 

1:8-20 

1:21-25 

1:8-20 

1•21-25 

1:8-22 

1:23-25 

1:8-9 

1:10-16 

1:17-20 

1:21-22 

1:23-24 

1:25 

1·8-16 

1:17-22 

1:23-25 

Figure 26. Segmentation ofPhilemon by various authors 

As with the translations, some notice a break at v. 16 (Harris, Klauck, and O'Donnell), 

while others see a continuous section down through v. 20. While they agree on the break 

after v. 16, Harris and Klauck segment the text again after v. 20, while O'Donnell 

continues the section begun in v. 17 down through v. 22. 93 Wright also agrees with this 

break at v. 22, but this has more to do with his following the traditional epistolary letter 

structure than features prominent from linguistic analysis. 94 

Figures 25 and 26 reveal strong agreement concerning the segmentation of 

Phil em on as it relates to the beginning of the letter. Where these texts, translations, and 

authors disagree is found at the closing of the letter body and beginning of the letter's 

postscript.95 Besides the differences discussed above, of interest is the fact that all of the 

texts and translations make a break between vv. 22 and 23, but a number of the 

93 O'Donnell (Corpus L111guistics, ·-176) continues the paragraph down through v. 22 based on the cohesion 

created by the semantic chain concerning words dealing with 'Transfer, Exchange" and the four second 

person singular imperatives that span this unit. 

94 Wright, Colossians & Philemon. 170-71. 

95 Weima (Neglected Endings. 230) makes the claim that Philemon is possibly the most difficult of the 

letters for determining the boundary between where the letter body ends and the letter closing begins. 
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commentators do not make a strong break at this point in the letter. It is obvious that the 

translations and scholars indicate an ending to the letter, but they do not agree on where 

this section begins. These issues concerning the segment breaks at the end of the letter 

body will need to be discussed in the verbal analysis to follow. 

Verbal Analysis of Philemon 

Analysis ofPrimary Clauses 

The letter begins with Paul's typical prescript in vv. 1-3, which contains no 

primary clause finite verb forms. The letter opening states the senders (Paul and 

Timothy), the recipients (Philemon; Apphia; and Archippus), and Paul's "grace and 

" • 96peace greetmg. 

The first finite verb form, c:uxaptcr-r& (first person singular present indicative), is 

found in v. 4 and introduces Paul's thanks to God and prayer for Philemon. This is 

followed by the verb £crxov (first person singular aorist indicative) in v. 7 which is linked 

to the content of the previous verses by the conjunction y<ip.97 

Although the verb forms do not change, the conjunction 8t6 and the double use of 

the verb rrapaKaA& in vv. 9 and 10 seem to mark a shift to the main theme of the letter, 

Paul's appeal to Philemon for Onesimus. These two verbs, both first person singular 

present active indicatives, serve as the only primary clause verbs until v. 15. While the 

content of this section focuses on Onesimus, Paul's act of appeal carries the theme of the 

section. The description of Onesimus ties into the appealing through the use of the 

96 The commentators agree that vv. 1-3 connotes a single segment. See O'Brien, Colossians, Philemon, 

271; Wright, Colosswns and Phi lemon. 172; Harris, Colossians and Phi lemon, 244; Moo, Colossians and 

Philemon. 379. 

97 O'Brien (Colossians. Philemon. 275), Wright (Colossians and Philemon, 174), Harris (Colossians and 

Philemon. 248), and Moo (Colossians and Philemon, 384) recognize vv. 4-7 as a single segment relating 

Paul's thanksgiving. 
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pronoun ov found in vv. lOb, 12, and 13. The first non-first person singular primary 

clause verb form occurs in v. 15 with the third person singular aorist passive indicative 

verb, £xropicr0T), which describes Onesimus' being parted from Philemon. This verb is 

found in a yap clause, 98 which introduces a basis or reason for Paul's appealing on 

behalf of Onesimus.99 

In v. 17, the reader encounters the first non-indicative primary clause finite verb 

form, the imperative npocrA.a~ou (second person singular aorist imperative). The appeal 

found in the indicative has shifted to outright command. The verb occurs in the apodosis 

following a first class conditional protasis. The verse itself is introduced by the 

conjunction ouv. Verse 18 adds a further command, £A.A.6ya (second person singular 

present imperative), through the use of the conjunction OE and a similar first class 

conditional statement. While the commands will continue in v. 20, they are briefly 

interrupted by two first person singular active indicative verbs, £ypa\jla (aorist) and 

anotforo (future). Here Paul interrupts his commands to state that he is writing/signing 

this with his own hand and Philemon can be assured that he will repay anything owed.'00 

98 O'Brien (Colossians, Philemon, 295) links the ycip back to the verb ~0EAT]CTU in v. 14, which suggests 
that what follows in vv. 15-16 is an additional reason why Paul did not want to do anything with 
Philemon's consent. In contrast, Moo (Letters, 418) opts to connect the ycip back to "your good deed" ( 'tO 
aya0ov CTOU) in V. 14. with the idea that VV. 15-16 explain the outcome of the good deed, as well as 
explains why what Paul appeals to Philemon to do is considered a "good" deed. It may still be best to take 
this ycip back to the whole of vv. 10-15 and see the clause as serving as the reason/explanation why Paul is 
making the appeal. 
99 While the commentators agree that a unit begins in v. 8, they disagree over where it ends. O'Brien 
(Colossians, Philemon, 284) and Moo (Colossians and Philemon, 397) recognize a major unit consisting of 
vv. 8-20 (Paul's plea/appeal for Onesimus). 0 'Brien further indicates a paragraph break in his translation 
at v. 17. Moo also includes this paragraph break in his translation but further adds another at v. 12. Harris 
(Colossians and Philemon, 257 and 271) indicates two major units consisting of vv. 8-16 (Paul's appeal for 
Onesimus) and 17-20 (Paul's specific requests regarding Onesimus). Wright (Colossians and Philemon, 
178-86) sees a larger unit that extends from v. 8 through v. 22. He further breaks this into two segments 
(vv. 8-16, Onesimus and Paul, and vv. 17-22. Onesimus and Philemon). 
mi For this particular section in Phi lemon, see Schnider and Stenger. Briefformular, 136-37. In their 
discussion of the statement of name and handwritten signature ( 135-65), they conclude that when these 
occur together within the Pauline corpus. a quasi-legal statement is being made. While their theological 
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He resumes his commands in v. 20, first with an optative101 6vaiµ11v (first person 

singular aorist middle) and then another imperative avarraucrov (second person singular 

aorist acitve). These build on the previous imperatives found in vv. 17 and 18, by calling 

on Philemon to not only fulfill this appeal in a physical temporal way towards Onesimus, 

but also in a spiritual way towards Paul.102 

Verse 21 shifts back to indicative with the mainline verb £ypmva (first person 

singular aorist active indicative) and begins Paul's conclusion to the letter. He gives a 

further command in v. 22, etoiµase (second person singular present active imperative), 

concerning the preparation of a place for him to stay when he is released from prison, and 

he supports this with an indicative verb tA.rrisco (first person singular present acitive) 

introduced by the conjunction yap. He closes the letter with a statement of greeting, 

'Acrrrcisetai (third person singular present middle indicative), from his companions to 

Philemon. The final grace statement in v. 25 contains no mainline verbs. 103 

conclusions may be questioned in the handling of 1 Cor 16:21 and Gal 6: 11, Phlm 19 seems to support a 
legal context, especially since Paul brings up remuneration. For such a conclusion see especially Kraus, Ad 
F antes, 209-14. Kraus concludes that, rather than indicating the illiteracy of the writer, the statement in 
Phlm 19 adds legal validity to Paul's statement concerning repayment to Philemon, and this is so not only 
because of the signature statement but also the juridical language, such as a1to'tivro and n:pocro<j>eiA.ro, of 
the surrounding context (see 214-16). For a similar conclusion that Paul is making a commitment here with 
the signature, see Moo, letters, 429; Dunn, Colossi ans and Philemon, 339-40. 
101 Porter states that the optative mood "grammaticalizes the semantic feature of projection but with an 
element of contingency." It is used at times, like here in Philemon, to express volition, such as 
commanding. See Stanley E. Porter, Idioms ofthe Greek New Testament, 59-60. 
w2 O'Brien (Colossians, Philemon, 284), Harris (Colossians and Philemon, 271), and Moo (Colossians and 
Philemon, 397) recognize a unit ending after v. 20. 
' 
03 O'Brien (Colossians. Philemon, 304). Harris (Colossians and Philemon, 277), and Moo (Colossians and 

Philemon, 433) consider vv. 21-25 to connote the letter closing. Wright (Colossians and Phi lemon, 191) 
maintains that the closing is found in vv. 23-25. Wei ma (Neglected Endings. 231-32) argues for the 
conclusion to begin in . 19, based on the signature formula. The verb pattern, with the following commands 
v. 20, suggests that it extends down to v. 20. 
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Segmentation ofPhilemon according to Verbal Patterning 

From the above analysis of the verbal patterns, a few conclusions can be drawn 

concerning the features of the primary clause verbs that contribute to the segmentation of 

Philemon. First, the verbal category of person plays a significant role throughout the 

letter. The key movements within the letter are marked by use of first or second person 

singular verbs. The first person singular verbs control the first four primary clauses, 

which are found in vv. 4, 7, 9, and 10. They resume towards the end of the letter at vv. 

19, 20, 21, and 22. The second person singular verbs do not appear within primary 

clauses until v. 17, but they then appear in vv. 18, 20b, and 22. There are only two third 

person verbs found within the primary clauses of the letter. One is located in the final 

greeting (v. 23), by which Paul greets Philemon for Epaphras and others. The second is 

found in v. 15, exropicr0TJ, and speaks of Onesimus being parted from Philemon. Of 

interest is that this verb is found in a yap initiated clause, which most likely either 

further explains or provides reason for ideas and actions that precede it. From this the 

conclusion can be drawn that the primary actions concern, as indicated by the primary 

clauses, the relationship between Paul and Philemon. 104 

Second, the verb category of mood also plays a significant role within the verbal 

pattern of Phi lemon. A marked shift occurs in the change of mood beginning with v. 17. 

All the verbs within the primary clauses preceding v. 17 are in the indicative mood. At v. 

17, the mood shifts to the imperative, with the result being that, of the remaining primary 

clause verbs, five are indicative, four imperative, and one optative, which seems to be 

expressing a mitigated command or request. When combined with the category of person, 

the only second person singular primary clause verbs in the entire letter are imperatives. 

10
4 This concurs with the conclusions of O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 482-84. 
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Third, within the primary clauses, the verbal category of aspect fluctuates more in 

Phil em on than in some of the other letters already discussed. While in most of the letters 

the imperfective aspect has dominated the primary clauses due to the overwhelming 

number of present tense verb forms, the letter to Philemon contains a fairly even split 

between imperfective (7 present tense form verbs) and perfective (7 aorist tense form 

verbs) aspects. The perfective aspect is especially noticeable in the middle of the letter, in 

which six of its seven occurrences are found in vv. 15-21. 

Fourth, from a macro look at the verb occurrences throughout the letter, Philemon 

begins with fewer primary clause verbs towards the beginning of the letter, but with the 

onset of the imperative at v. 17, primary clause verbs occur with more frequency. The 

letter only contains five primary clause verbs in the first 16 verses of the letter, but ten 

primary clause verbs in the last seven verses of the letter. It appears that once the letter 

moves into more overt commands, the verb occurrences increase. The letter itself also 

displays a general movement of indicative statements ( vv. 4-7) to more mitigated 

exhortations in the form of indicative statements (vv. 8-16), to, finally, imperatival 

commands as the letter progresses (vv. 17-22). 

Fifth, certain conjunctions are found again within the primary clauses at crucial 

junctures in the letter. At the movement from thanksgiving section to the appeal that 

occupies much of the letter, the first primary clause (v. 9) concerning the appeal is 

headed by the conjunction (ho (at the beginning of v. 8). 105 The conjunction ouv initiates 

the beginning of the imperatives in verse 17. Also of significance in relation to 

conjunctions is the absence of them ( asyndeton) at the beginning of five consecutive 

105 Moo, Colossians and Phi lemon, 400-01; O'Brien, Colossians, Phi lemon, 284. 287. 
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primary clauses in vv. 19-21. This may contribute to some of the difficulty in attempting 

to decide where the body of the letter concludes and the letter closing begins. 

With these observations in mind, a general segmentation and outline of Philemon 

can be presented as follows: 

I. Prescript (1-3) 
II. Thanksgiving ( 4-7) 

III. Letter Body (8-16) 
IV. Parenesis (17-20, 22) 
V. Letter Closing (21 or 23-25) 

The letter begins with a typical Pauline prescript that consists of no primary clause verbs 

(vv. 1-3). The thanksgiving section (vv. 4-7) follows and is headed by the typical 

primary clause first person singular present indicative cuxaptcn& to which a primary 

yap clause is added in v. 7. The body of the letter follows, being introduced by the 

conjunction Oto and the double napm(aA.& first person singular indicative primary 

clause verbs in vv. 9-10. A shift takes place from the indicative verb forms to imperative 

verb forms in v. 17. This begins a series of second person singular commands (plus a 

mitigated optative command) to Philemon, with interspersed indicatives, that continues 

down through v. 22. 106 The next marked shift in verb forms occurs in v. 23 with the 

sending of greetings from Epaphras and others. Thus the main segments of text that are 

marked by verb patterns and changes are vv. 1-3, 4-7, 8-22, and 23-25. 

Comparison with Other Proposals for Philemon 

The verb pattern segmentation shows some consistency, as well as disagreement, 

with the outlines produced by the various translators and scholars. Strong agreement 

106 Whether the end of this section can be further split into smaller sections cannot clearly be shown from 
the verb patterns within the primary clauses alone. Once all the letters are addressed as a whole in the 
following chapters. additional demarcations may become evident. 
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exists concerning the letter prescript (1-3) and the thanksgiving (4-7). The verbal pattern 

segmentation agrees with translations and authors who signal a new segment beginning in 

v. 17, where the verbal pattern reveals a marked shift in the verb forms, away from 

indicatives towards imperatives. The imperatives continue through v. 22, which would 

seem to indicate a break between v. 22 and v. 23. 

The question of where the letter ending begins remains undecided. The verb 

patterns themselves do not reveal a significant change before v. 23, but elements that 

normally fall within the letter conclusion have seeped back into the letter body 

(handwritten signature). This seems to mark vv. 19-22 as a transitional unit from letter 

body to letter conclusion, in which elements of both the body (imperatival commands and 

appeal in v. 20) and letter conclusion (handwritten signature, purpose of writing 

statement, and travel plans) are found. 107 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter analyzes the Pastoral Epistles and Philemon to see if the verb 

patterning among the primary clauses of these letters serves to segment the text into 

discernible patterns. As was seen in previous chapters, the verbal analysis locates many 

of the same section breaks in the letters found by the various texts and commentaries 

surveyed. The features connected to the primary clause verbs that contribute the most to 

the location of text segments are ( 1) the chaining and shifting in the verbal category of 

person, (2) the major shifts between segments marked by the change in mood from 

indicative to imperative, (3) the absence of primary clause verbs in the letter prescript and 

107 In his detailed discussion of the legal context of Phlm 17-20, Kraus (Ad Fontes, 207-26) seems to imply 
that 17-20 stands as its own unique section of text, which would argue for a break to take place at the end 
of 20, with 21-25 containing the letter closing. 
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the xapu; statement to close the letter, ( 4) the presence of certain conjunctions 

(especially ouv, but also 8to and 8£) combined with primary clause verbs to begin 

segments, as well as the absence of conjunctions within segments (asyndeton), and (5) at 

times, the clustering of verbs with the same aspect. 

Two further observations also emerge from the analysis. First, in relation to the 

verbal category of person, Philemon is composed almost exclusively around the 

interchange between first and second person singular verbs. While 2 Timothy had third 

person primary clause verbs throughout the letter, the only imperatives found are in the 

second person singular, which seems to suggest, again, that Paul had Timothy almost 

exclusively in mind when he wrote the letter. First Timothy and Titus certainly focus on 

the interplay between the first and second person, but the presence of third person verbs, 

including imperatives, seems to suggest that the material concerns a wider audience as 

well. Second, the number of primary clause verbs increases as each letter progresses. 



CHAPTER6 

CONJUNCTIONS, FORMULAIC VERBS, AND MARKERS OF ADDRESS 

Introduction 

This chapter analyzes certain features beyond just the verbal categories that 

appear in relation to the primary clauses of the Pauline corpus. Various studies have 

argued that conjunctions, formulaic verbs, and vocatives and nominatives of address 

mark segment and structure boundaries within Koine Greek. This chapter will briefly 

introduce each of these categories and discuss how scholars have utilized them to 

segment sections of the New Testament letters. Next, the various letters will then be 

analyzed to see if these features occur at the suggested structural breaks proposed for 

these letters within chapters 3-5. Following this analysis of the larger segments of the 

letters, the chapter will then discuss the occurrence of these categories at the 

segment/paragraph boundaries established by the verb pattern analysis conducted in 

chapters 3-5. Concluding this chapter, each letter will then be outlined according to the 

patterns revealed by the various verbal categories, with special mention made of where 

and when various verbal categories and other features appear within the letters. 

The Contribution of Conjunctions, Formulaic Verbs, and Markers of Address to 
Discourse Structure in Koine Greek 

In the discussion of chapters 3-5 concerning the various primary clause verbs, 

other features appeared with regularity within the primary clauses. This section will 
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discuss three such features (conjunctions, formulaic verbs, and markers of address) in 

turn. Each feature will be briefly introduced by discussing how other scholars have 

understood these features. 

Use of Conjunctions 

Due to their high frequency at the beginning of clauses and sentences, 

conjunctions play a determining role in following the information flow of Kaine Greek 

discourse. While conjunctions can occur at the lower levels of discourse in order to 

connect words, phrases, and clauses, their occurrence at the higher level of discourse 

cannot be overlooked in relation to the primary clauses and the connections between 

various larger segments of the text. At the higher levels of discourse, authors use 

conjunctions to indicate the logical relationships between sentences and larger segments. 1 

These logical relationships contribute to the overall cohesion of the discourse, as the 

author uses elements, such as conjunctions, to explicitly state how various levels of 

discourse, whether clauses, sentences, or paragraphs, relate to one another.2 

Understanding these relationships is especially important in analyzing Koine Greek texts 

since Greek explicitly uses conjunctions to express these relationships with much more 

regularity than English.3 Recently, scholars have sought to explain the various 

relationships established by the Greek conjunctive system.4 

1 Westfall, Discourse Analysis, 46. 
2 Reed, Discourse Analysis, 89. 
3 Runge, Discourse Gr~mmar, 16-17. 
4 The standard explication of conjunctions with numerous citations from classical Greek is Denniston, 
Greek Particles. To this can be added Margaret Thrall, Greek Particles, who furthers the discussion in 
relation to certain specific particles. More recently, Stephanie Black, Sentence Conjunctions, and Steven 
Levinsohn, Textual Connections, have analyzed the use of conjunctions within Matthew and Acts 
respectively. Reed (Discourse Analysis, 89-93) provides a taxonomy of conjunctions according to 
Hallidayan model of functional grammar, while Westfall (Discourse Analysis, 63-66) uses a similar 
method but highlights the markedness accomplished by the conjunctive system. Runge (Discourse 
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Although they explicate the logical relations between various levels of discourse, 

conjunctions also help locate the boundaries of certain levels of discourse. They do so in 

order to demarcate thematic units or paragraphs within a discourse so that the reader can 

know how far back in the text to look for interpretation.5 Further, they help break the 

whole of a discourse into smaller chunks of text so that the text can be more easily 

processed.6 Within her discussion of prominent conjunctive markers, Westfall states that 

more prominent markers, such as ouv and 8to, tend to occur at either the beginning or 

end of discourse units.7 

In what follows, the various conjunctions that appear at the beginning of both the 

structural letter parts and the smaller text segments will be analyzed. This will 

demonstrate which particular conjunctions are most commonly used to mark letter 

structure and unit boundaries within the letters of the Pauline corpus. 

Epistolary Verbal Formulae 

From the analysis of the primary clauses, certain formulaic verbs seemed to 

reoccur. These expressions have been regarded by a number of individuals as important 

formulaic markers within ancient letters.8 While a number of features are labeled as 

epistolary formulae,9 only expressions that occur as primary clause verbs will be 

discussed in what follows. 

Grammar, 17-57) seeks to explain the unique contribution that each conjunction contributes to the 

connection of propositions. 

5 Reed, Discourse Analysis, 93. 

6 Runge, Discourse Grammar, 28-29. He states that the most common conjunctions used to mark 

development in this manner are 0£ and ouv. 

7 Westfall, Discourse Analysis, 47. 

8 White. "Introductory Formulae;" Aune, New Testament, 188-9; Richards, Paul, 130; Porter, Handbook, 

547. 

9 See Aune. New Testament, 183-92 for a brief explanation of the various formulae recognized as 

belonging to the ancient letter form. 
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From the study of both the letters found in the New Testament and those found 

within the non-literary papyri, it is evident that authors utilized certain formulaic verbal 

expressions to introduce sections of text or to indicate a shift in their presentation.10 

Bjerklund' s study of the first person indicative of napmcaA.£co was one of the first 

studies to recognize a fixed epistolary formula that served to mark off a new section of 

text. 11 In his initial study of such formulae, John White describes six formulae that are 

found to introduce the body of letters: 

1) 	 The Disclosure Formula: usually a two-membered unit consisting of a verb of 
desiring (SEA.co or ~ouA.oµat) in the first person indicative plus an infinitival 
form of a verb of knowing (ytvrocrKco); 

2) The Request Formula: an expression containing a verb of request 
( 7t apaKaAECO); 

3) Joy Expression: marked by the use of xaipco or the accusative of xapt~ 
introduced by the verb £xco; 

4) Expression of Astonishment: introduced by the verb of astonishment, 
eauµasco; 

5) Statement of Compliance: an introductory adverb ( ro~ or KaSc:O~) followed by 
a verb of instruction (evr£A.A.oµat); 

6) Formulaic Use of Hearing or Learning Verb: the verbs A.un£co or aycovtdco 
followed by the verb aKouco or entytvrocrKco, usually in participial form. 12 

In this initial study, White discusses these terms in relation to the opening of the Pauline 

letter body, but goes on to show in a subsequent study that some of these same formulae 

can also mark shifts within the body of a letter.13 Other authors have followed their lead 

in recognizing the significance of such set formulae to introduce new sections of text.14 

Porter sums up this sentiment well when he writes, 

10 O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 190. 
11 Bjerklund, Parakalo. 
12 White, "Introductory Formulae," 93-97. 
13 White, "The Greek Documentary Letter Tradition," I 00. 
14 Aune, New Testament. I88-89; Porter. "Exegesis of the Pauline Letters," 546-47; Reed, Discourse 
Analysis, I I 9 and 388; Richards, Paul, 130: O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 190. In his discussion of such 
forms, Runge (Discourse Grammar, 105) points out that such verbs actually belong to a larger category of 
linguistic analysis, the metacomment. The primary force of such metacomments is to highlight what is to 
immediately follow. Such metacomments are used to create a mitigated form of a command, by stating the 

http:letter.13
http:presentation.10
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Paul relies upon a number of formulas to mark the beginnings and endings of 
various portions of the body and to draw attention to the significance of various 
ideas that he introduces. For exegetical purposes, these formulas can serve as 
important markers to indicate logical shifts in the argument and in terms of the 
conclusion and introduction of new ideas.15 

Yet, the appearance of one of these verbal features does not necessitate that a major shift 

or section must be marked. This is due to the fact that these forms are found at other 

places than just at the seams of the discourse .16 

In what follows, the use of formulaic verbs will be discussed in relation to where 

they stand within the discourse. The more prominent examples will be analyzed to see if 

they occur at major junctions within the discourse, as well as lower level segment breaks. 

From such an analysis, conclusions can then be drawn concerning the importance of such 

formulaic expressions for understanding the structure of Paul's letters. 

Nominatives of Address and Vocatives 

In addition to conjunctions and formulaic verb forms, nominatives of address and 

vocatives represent a third feature commonly found within the primary clauses of the 

Pauline corpus. The overlap between the nominative of address and the vocative stems 

from the identical forms of the nominative and vocative plural, as well as neuter singular, 

within the writings of the New Testament.17 These vocatives and nominatives of address 

exhortation with indicative rather than imperatival force (107). As highlighters of what follows, such verbs 

can stand at segment boundaries within a text in order to point out that what follows marks a new and 

important unit of text (110-11). Runge's relegation of these features to metacomments seems to highlight 

the importance of the feature at the clause and sentence level, but miss their importance at larger levels, 

such as the paragraph or discourse. 

15 Porter. "Exegesis of the Pauline Letters." 546-47. 

16 Examples will be provided in the discussion to follow. 

17 BDF, 81 (§ 147): Wallace, Greek Grammar. 56: Porter (Idioms, 86-87), following the lead of Louw 

("Linguistic Theory:· 80), seems to suggest that the nominative is the less marked case of address in 

comparison to the vocative." 


http:Testament.17
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identify to whom the author is addressing his or her comments.18 In addition, the use of 

the vocative and the nominative of address can stand at boundaries within discourse. 19 

The most commonly used expression of address found in the Pauline corpus is the plural, 

a<lcA.<poi, occurring 64 times in the Pauline corpus.20 The usage of this term in its 

singular vocative form, aD£A<pE, commonly occurs within the papyri letters of the first 

century Hellenistic world.21 Instances of it, along with other vocative and nominatives of 

address, will be tracked to see how they contribute to the overall structuring of the letters 

within the Pauline corpus. 

Occurrence of Conjunctions, Formulaic Verbs, and Vocatives/Nominatives of 
Address at Letter Structure Breaks 

Based on the proposed five-part letter structures for each of the letters within the 

Pauline corpus in chapters 3-5, this section will discuss the occurrence of various 

conjunctions, formulaic verbs, and vocatives and nominatives of address at the opening 

boundaries of these letter parts. 

Representing the longest example within the corpus, the prescript in Romans 

possesses none of the features being analyzed here but consists of an extended 

description of the sender (1: 1-6) and the addressees (1 :7a), and an extended xaptc; and 

cip'tjvri formula (1:7b). The thanksgiving section (1:8-12) lacks an introductory 

18 Runge (Discourse Grammar, 117-18) argues that nominative of address and the vocative can be used (1) 
to signal a switch in addressees, (2) to signal thematic address, or (3) to establish ties with the audience by 
utilizing familial expressions. 
19 Levinsohn, Discourse Features, 278; Longacre, "Towards an Exegesis," 272-76; Van Neste, Cohesion 
and Structure, 10 and 72; Westfall, Discourse Analysis, 55, who also goes on to elaborate that the use of a 
close grouping of the same form of direct address can signal a span of text as well. 
20 This search was conducted on occurrences of the inflected form aocA.<po{ as a vocative in Accordance 
Bible Software. Stirewalt (Paul the Letter Writer. 15) states that Paul uses the term over 60 times within his 
letters. 
21 Dickey, "The Greek Address System," 514. She goes on to demonstrate (523) that the use of the term in 
the New Testament stems fro"m the usage of papyri, rather than Semitic influence. 

http:world.21
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conjunction but contains an adverb, np&'tOV, followed by the formulaic verb 

cuxaptcr't&. Paul introduces the opening unit of the body of the letter (1: 13-17) with the 

conjunction 8£, the nominative of address a8EA.<poi, and the formulaic verbal expression 

OU 8£A.ro ()£ uµac; ayvoEtv.22 The parenesis (12:1-15:13) opens with the postpositive 

conjunction ouv introducing the formulaic verb napaKaA.&, followed by the nominative 

of address, a8EA.<poi. The letter closing (15: 14-16:27) is introduced by the conjunction 

8£, the nominative of address, a8EA.<poi µou, and the first person singular perfect verb 

form 7rE7rEtcrµat. 

In 1 Corinthians, the prescript of 1: 1-3 contains a short expansion of the sender 

with the addition of a co-sender, :Lrocr8£vr1c; (1: 1), an extended description of the 

addressees in 1:2, and the typical xaptc; and Eip'tjv11 salutation. As in Romans, the 

thanksgiving section (1 :4-9) lacks an introductory conjunction and is introduced by the 

verb Euxaptcr't&. The body of the letter (1:10-4:21) opens with the conjunction()£ 

introducing the formulaic verb napaKaA.& plus a 1'.va clause, accompanied by the 

nominative of address, a8EA.<poi. The parenesis (5: 1-16: 12) of the letter is introduced by 

asyndeton and the verb aKOUE'tat. The shift to the letter closing (16: 13-24) reflects no 

specific occurrence of conjunction, formulaic verb expression, or specific address. 

Second Corinthians begins with the stereotypical prescript consisting of sender 

(1: 1 a), addressees (1: 1 b ), and a xaptc; and Eip'tjv11 formula (1 :2). The thanksgiving 

section diverges from more common Pauline style as it lacks the typical verb of 

thanksgiving (Euxaptcr't&), but instead contains a blessing expression marked by the 

22 The occurrence of all three of these features serves as the basis for why 1: 13 is chosen as the opening to 
the letter body in Romans. Both 1:16 and !:18 are introduced by the conjunction yap, which seems to tie 
what follows rather closely with what precedes it. 

http:ayvoEtv.22
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adjective £UAO"fTJ't6<;.23 The letter body (1:8-5:21) begins with the postpositive 

conjunction yap, the formulaic expression consisting of the first person plural SC:A.oµc:v 

plus the infinitive a:yvociv, and the nominative of address, a8cA.<poi. The parenesis of 

the letter (6: 1-13: 10) opens with the combination conjunctions 8£ Kat plus the first 

person plural formulaic verb napaKaA.ouµc:v. The letter closing is initiated by the 

adverb AOt1tOV plus the nominative of address, a8cA.<poi. 

Galatians, like Romans, contains a lengthy prescript (1: 1-5) consisting of sender 

(1:1) and co-senders (1:2a), the addressee (1:2b), and the XcXPt<; and ctp'tjVTJ formula, 

which is distinctly expanded throughout the rest of the prescript. The letter lacks a formal 

thanksgiving section that characterizes most of the other letters within the corpus (Titus 

being the exception).24 Rather, it immediately moves into the body of the letter (1:6--4:31) 

by means of just the formulaic verb, Sauµcisro in 1 :6. The parenesis of the letter (5: 1

6: 10) contains no formal markers that delineate a strong shift. Rather, the verse is simply 

connected to what precedes it by asyndeton. The letter closing (6: 11-18), again, contains 

no introductory conjunction, formulaic verbs, or nominatives of address. 

Ephesians remains consistent with the other letters in displaying a formulaic 

prescript of sender ( 1: 1a)' addressee (1: lb)' and xapt<; and cip-tjv11 expression (1 :2)' 

which is expanded throughout the rest of the verse. The thanksgiving section (1 :3-23) is 

reminiscent of 2 Corinthians, as it begins with the expression of blessing (EUAO"fTJ'tO<;) to 

God. The thanksgiving does not formally appear until 1: 15 and is introduced by 8ta 

'tofrrn plus the participial form of c:uxaptcnro being added to the negated verb 

23 This is similar to Eph 1 :3-14, although in the case of Ephesians, a thanksgiving section (I: 15-23) 

follows the EUAOYll'tO~ section. 

24 For a recent work on the significance of this omission, highlighting the notion that the Galatians probably 

would not have even expected such a thanksgiving section, see Van Voorst, "Why Is There No 

Thanksgiving Period,'' 153-72. 
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rca:uoµcn. The body of the letter begins in 2: 1 and is introduced by the conjunction KaL 

The parenesis (4: 1-6:20) begins with postpositive conjunction ouv introducing the 

formulaic expression rcapaKaA.ro plus the infinitive m~ptna'tf}crat. The letter closing 

(6:21-24) is formally introduced by the conjunction OE. 

In Philippians, the prescript that opens the letter follows the standard form for the 

corpus as senders (1: la), addressee (1: 1 b ), and xapt~ and dpr}vT) salutation (1 :2) are all 

present. The thanksgiving contains no introductory conjunction, but rather is 

distinguished by the characteristic first person singular verb form euxaptcr'tro in 1 :3. The 

body of the letter is introduced with the formulaic expression 'YtvOOCiKEtv OE uµa~ 

~ouA.oµat, aoc:A.cpoi containing the conjunction OE and the nominative of address, 

aoEA<.poi. The parenesis (1 :27-4:20) begins only with the adverb µovov introducing a 

clause containing a second person plural imperative (noAt't'EUEcrSE). The letter closing 

(4:21-23) is connected through asyndeton to what precedes it and begins with the 

command to greet (acrrcacracrSc:). 

Colossians begins in typical Pauline fashion as the prescript contains senders 

(1: 1), addressee (1:2a), and xapt~ and etprJVTJ salutation (1:2b). The thanksgiving section 

contains no introductory conjunction, but is marked by the first person plural 

euxaptcr'tOUµEV. The body of Colossians (1:9-2:5) begins with the connective phrase, 

Ota 'tOU'tO, and is introduced by the verb phrase OU rcau6µeea urc£p uµrov 

rcpocrc:uxoµevot Kat ahouµc:vot.2 5 The conjunction ouv opens the parenesis of the 

cs As was stated in the previous chapter, the decision to start the body of the letter at this point seems to 
interrupt the usual inclusion of the prayer (I :9-12) with the thanksgiving section (I :3-8). Yet, verses 9-12 
introduce the independent clause upon which I: 13-20 are dependent. Since verse 13-20 seem to be 
included in the body of the letter (see McDonald and Porter, Early Christianity, 479) the primary clause 
verbs on which they depend in I :9 are included as the opening of the letter body. 

http:ahou�c:vot.25
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letter (2:6-4:6). The letter closing begins in 4:7 with asyndeton as Paul moves into 

discussion of the circumstances surrounding the letter carrier. 

First Thessalonians opens with the patterned prescript formulae consisting of 

senders (1: la), addressee (1: 1 b ), and xapt<; and dp'tjVTJ salutation (1: le). As in 

Colossians, the thanksgiving section begins solely with the first person plural usage of 

cuxaptcr'toilµEv. The letter body is initiated by a standard disclosure formula, au'tot 

yap 01'.<ia'tE, a8EA<j)Ot ... on ... , which consists of the conjunction yap, the 

nominative of address, a8EA<j)Ot, and the verb of disclosure, 01'.<ia'tE.26 The parenesis 

(4: 1-5:22) begins with another formulaic expression consisting of the third person plural 

verbs £pc:.nwµEv and napm<:aA.ouµEv .27 This formulaic expression begins with the 

conjunction ouv, connected to the adverb A.otn6v, and also contains a nominative of 

address, a8EA.cpoi. The letter closing (5:23-28) begins with the conjunction 8£, which 

introduces requests to God, consisting of optative verb forms, on behalf of the addressees. 

Second Thessalonians begins with a typical prescript containing the senders 

(l:la), addressee (l:lb), and extended xapt<; and dp'tjv11 salutation (1:2). The 

thanksgiving of the letter (1:3-12) begins with a slight variation as the typical verb, 

cuxaptO"'tcO, is found as an infinitive in the verb phrase EUX<XPt<HEtV 6cpEiA.oµEV. The 

body of the letter (2: 1-14) opens with a request formula consisting of the verb of request, 

EpuHroµEv, the postpositive introductory conjunction 8£, and the nominative of address, 

a8EA<j)Oi.28 The combination conjunction apa ouv and the nominative of address, 

aOEAcpoi, are found at the beginning of the parenesis section (2: 15-3: 15). The closing of 

the letter (3: 16-18) follows the pattern found in 1 Thessalonians as the conjunction 8£ 

26 White, "Introductory Formulae," 93-94. 

27 White. "Introductory Formulae," 93-94; Aune, New Testament, 188. 

28 Aune.New Testament, 188. · 
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introduces the section, which opens with requests to God on behalf of the addressees 

marked by the optative verb form. 

First Timothy opens with a slight variation in the prescript. The sender (I: I) and 

addressee (I :2) remain consistent with the other letter prescripts as they expand on each 

of these forms, but the salutation changes slightly as the term EAEO<; is added to the 

standard xapt<; and Eip'tjvTj. First Timothy also possesses significant difference in its 

thanksgiving section ( 1 :3-20). Rather than the typical introduction of the section with a 

form of the verb, the section begins with a reminder of past exhortation given by Paul to 

Timothy (I :3-4), which possesses no introductory conjunction. This lengthy section 

possesses a different formulaic expression of thanks or rejoicing in vv. 12-17, beginning 

with the expression xaptv £xro.29 The body of the letter (2: 1-4:6) is introduced by the 

conjunction ouv and the formulaic verb na.pa.Ka.A.ffi. The beginning of the parenesis 

(4:7-6:19) contains only the conjunction OE. The letter closing (6:20-21) lacks many of 

the characteristic formulae with the exception of the postscript, i] xapt<; µEe' uµffiv. The 

section seems to begin in 6:20 with the vocative of address, ffi Ttµ60EE, initiating a few 

final commands. 

Second Timothy possesses a similar prescript to that of 1 Timothy as the sender 

(1:1), addressee (1:2a), and xaptc; EAEO<; Eip'tjVTJ salutation (1:2b) are all present. 

Similarly, the thanksgiving expression (I :3-5) xcipiv £xro also parallels the one found in 

1Tim1:12-17. The body of the letter (1:6-4:8) opens with the prepositional phrase ot' 

29 Aune (New Testament, 185) states that this is a completely different idiom than is typical within the 
Pauline corpus. Of interest is the fact that this phrase contains two of the elements that White 
("Introductory Formulae,'' 95-96) recognizes as distinctive for the "joy expression." This formulaic 
expression consists of either the verb xaipro or the combination of the accusative form of xapt<; with the 
verb £xro. as is the case here. Missing from the formula in this case are adverbial expressions of magnitude 
and the mention of the arrival of a letter or hearing of a statement concerning the addressees. 
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~v ai-tiav and the first person singular verb avaµtµvncrx:ro plus the infinitive 

avasrorcupciv .30 Since the letter possesses parenesis throughout, the letter is not 

analyzed here for a parenetic section. The letter closing (4:9-22) possesses no 

introductory conjunction, nor vocative or formulaic verbs. 

Titus begins with a prescript similar to the majority of the letters within the 

Pauline corpus in which it expresses sender (1: 1-3 - in this case a rather lengthy 

expression), addressee (1 :4a), and xapt<; and Eip~Vl'J salutation (1 :4b). The letter lacks a 

formal thanksgiving section and moves right into the body of the letter (1:5-16), which is 

introduced by the expression 'toU'tOU xcipt v. The parenesis of the letter (2: 1-3: 11) 

begins with the emphatic use of the second person singular pronoun cru and the 

conjunction 8£. The letter closing (3:12-15) begins with a temporal clause introduced by 

the conjunction O'tav. 

Philemon opens with a typical expanded prescript introducing the senders (1: la), 

addressees (1: 1b-2), and xapt<; and Eip~Vl'J salutation (1:3). The thanksgiving section 

(1 :4-7) begins with the typical first person singular verb cuxaptcr't&. The body of the 

letter (1:8-16) is introduced by the conjunction 8t6 as well as the double use of the 

formulaic verb rcapaKaA.& in vv. 9 and 10.31 The parenesis (1: 17-20) is introduced by 

the conjunction ouv. The letter closing (1 :21-25) begins with asyndeton and is marked 

by the statement of first person singular expression of writing, eypa\jfa O'Ot, d8ro<; O'tt. 

Analyzing the use of the categories of conjunctions, formulaic verbs, and 

vocatives and nominatives of address at the beginning of the various letter parts reveals 

30 While not specifically mentioned as an introductory formula in his treatment, the use of the first person 

singular verb of cognition plus an infinitive parallels other formula addressed by White in "Introductory 

Formulae." 

31 White, "Introductory Formulae," 93-94. 
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that certain parts are more apt to possess these categories than other parts. The letter 

openings possess none of the features analyzed since nothing precedes them and they do 

not contain any primary clause finite verb forms. The thanksgiving section possesses the 

most consistent pattern of these categories as it normally lacks an introductory 

conjunction and is initiated and controlled by the formulaic verb Euxaptcr'tro in most of 

the letters and xaptv exro in 1 and 2 Timothy. The body and parenesis of the letters 

contain the most variety in how they are introduced, yet in many cases both parts possess 

these categories at their initiation. Formulaic introductory statements occur at the opening 

of the body, and the verb rrapaK:aAEffi tends to initiate a number of the parenetic 

sections. The beginning of the letter closing at times possesses one of the categories 

discussed here, but there does not seem to be a set pattern that initiates the closing with 

any regularity. The findings from these select segments must now be placed within the 

discussion of all the individual segments located within the letters. 

Occurrences of Conjunctions, Formulaic Verbs, and Vocatives and Nominatives of 
Address at Segment Breaks within the Pauline Corpus 

This section will analyze each category individually to see how conjunctions, 

formulaic verbs, and vocatives and nominatives of address contribute to the various 

segments discovered through the verbal pattern analysis of chapters 3-5. Following the 

identification and discussion of the various occurrences of these categories, conclusions 

will be drawn concerning the importance of these categories for the segmentation of the 

letters. 
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Conj!lnctions 

While a number of conjunctions occur at the beginning of the various segments of 

these letters, certain ones appear with more regularity, especially in relation to their 

overall usage within the Pauline corpus. The order in which these conjunctions are 

discussed follows, for the most part, an ordering from highest to lowest number of 

occurrences. Other prepositional phrases and expressions that serve a similar role as the 

conjunctions do and appear at the beginning of segments are discussed towards the end of 

this section. 

The conjunction 8£ is the most common conjunction found at the beginning of the 

various segment breaks produced from the verbal pattern analysis. This conjunction 

serves as the initiating conjunction to 55 segments found with the Pauline corpus.32 It 

introduces segments in most of the letters, with Colossians and Philemon representing the 

only letters that do not have a segment initiated by it. Though it initiates a number of 

segments, 8£ more commonly does not mark a new segment; therefore, factors such as 

shifts in verb pattern and the presence of other features must also be present for a new 

segment to commence. 

Some interesting patterns emerge from analyzing the segments in which 8£ stands 

at the beginning. First, although the body of Romans ( 1: 13-11 :36) represents the largest 

body section in the entire corpus, 8£ only initiates two segments, 1:13-17 and 3:21-26, in 

this section. Yet, in the letter closing (15: 14-16:27), the conjunction initiates 5 of the 7 

unique segments (15: 14-29; 15:30-33; 16: 1-2; 16: 17-20; 16:25-27). Also, of the other 4 

letters analyzed that have a conjunction introducing the letter closing (Ephesians, 1 

32 A search of the conjunction on Accordance Bible Software reveals that the conjunction itself occurs 636 
times within the Pauline corpus. The 55 segments represent the segments discovered through the verbal 
analysis conducted in chapters 3-5. 
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Thessalonians, 2 Thessalonians, and Titus), 3 of the 4 also begin with 6£, the exception 

being Titus.33 Further, the conjunction occurs at letter structure boundaries in the 

following instances: (1) letter body-Rom 1:18; 1Cor1:10; Phil 1:12; 2 Thess 2:1; (2) 

parenesis - 2 Cor 6: 1 (with Kat); I Tim 4:7; Titus 2: 1; (3) letter closing - Rom 15: 14;34 

Eph 6:21; 1 Thess 5:23; 2 Thess 3: 16. Finally, the most common collocation to introduce 

segments with 8£ is the expression 7tEpi 8£. In the 8 instances of this expression within 

the Pauline corpus, 7 introduce segments, with the majority occurring within 1 

Corinthians (7: I; 7 :25; 8: 1; 12: 1; 16: 1) and the other two found in 1 Thessalonians ( 4:9; 

5: 1).35 The rather rare occurrence of this expression and its placement within 1 

Corinthians lends support to the notion that 7tEpi ()£ serves as a structural marker within 

this letter.36 Other than 7tEpi 8£, the only other collocations with 8£ that occur at the 

beginning of segments are vuvi ()£in Rom 3:21 and 1 Cor 15:20 and 8£ Kat in 2 Cor 

6: 1, which is the beginning of the parenesis of the letter. 

While not as common as 8£ in overall occurrences at the beginning of new 

segments, the conjunction ouv still accounts for a large number of the occurrences of 

conjunctions at the beginning of text segments. Of the 111 occurrences of the conjunction 

within the corpus, 35 of its uses are found at the head of segments created by the verbal 

pattern analysis. Of these 35 occurrences, 7 are found at the beginning of structural 

breaks within the five-part letter structure analysis. The majority of these occur at the 

33 However, in the case of Titus, the O'tav that is found at the beginning of the unit (3: 12) serves as a 
subordinating conjunction marking a temporal relationship between the clause it introduces and the clause 
which follows. 
34 If 16: 1 actually represents the beginning of the letter closing, Di still would introduce the letter closing 
since it occurs here as well. 
35 The only occurrence of the term that does not seem to introduce a larger text segment is the occurrence in 
1 Cor 16: 12, where the discussion concerning Apollos follows the discussion of the church's reception of 
Timothy in 16: 10-11. 
36 For a similar conclusion, see Mitchell. "Concerning nEPI ~E." 229-56. Her article also cautions one 
concerning the implications that can be drawn from Paul's use of the phrase in 1 Corinthians. 

http:letter.36
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beginning of the parenesis (Rom 12: 1; Eph 4: 1; Col 2:6; 1 Thess 4: 1; 2 Thess 2: 15 (plus 

&pa); and Phlm 1: 17). Further, ouv is found once at the initiation of the body of a letter 

(1 Tim 2: 1).37 It combines with the interrogative particle 'tt~ to mark a unique usage 

within Romans. Of the 17 occurrences of the expression 'tt ouv within the Pauline 

corpus, 11 occur within Romans, and 8 of the 11 stand at segment breaks within the text 

(3:1; 3:9; 4:1; 6:1; 6:15; 8:31; 9:14; 9:30) while only 3 seem to not begin new segments 

(6:21; 9:19; and 11:7), as delineated by the verbal pattern analysis. However, of the 6 

occurrences outside of Romans (1Cor3:5; 9:18; 10:19; 14:15; 14:26; and Gal 3:19) only 

1 Cor 3:5 seems to introduce a major section break. This seems to substantiate the notion 

that this expression (in a number of instances in combination with the optative response 

µi] yevot'to) seems to introduce new segments, similar to the diatribe style, within the 

letter body of Romans. 

The conjunction yap represents the next most commonly occurring conjunction 

in relation to the segments discovered by the verbal pattern analysis of the Pauline 

corpus. Of the 13 occurrences of yap at the beginning of new segments, 3 are found at 

the beginning of major shifts in the five-part letter structure of the corpus (2 Cor 1 :8; Gal 

1: 11; 1 Thess 2: 1). In each case, yap plus the use of a formulaic verb (80..oµcv in 2 Cor 

1 :8; yvropisro in Gal 1: 11; and ol'.8a'tc in 1 Thess 2: 1) combines to introduce the letter 

body .38 Other than these three occurrences, the other places in which yap introduces the 

beginning of new segments (Rom 1: 18; 8: 18; 10:5; 11 :25; 1 Cor 1: 18; 1 :26; 10: 1; Gal 

5: 13; 2 Tim 4:6; Tit 1: 10) mark smaller discourse shifts which contribute to the 

37 This may actually argue for a parenetic body to the letter of 1 Timothy, with no distinct parenetic section, 

similar to 2 Timothy, since this would be the only occurrence of ouv plus 7tapaKaA.& as introducing 

specifically the body of the Jetter within the Pauline corpus. Though. 8£ occurs with 7tapaKaA(J) to 

introduce the body in I Cor 1:10 and 8i6 does so in Phlm 8-10. 

38 White, "Introductory Formulae." 93-97. 
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segmentation of individual letter parts.39 While representing the third most occurrences of 

any conjunctions at these points in the letter, yap seems to be less significant a marker of 

transition than either ouv or 8£ due to the percentage of its occurrence at these junctures 

compared to its use throughout the rest of the corpus. In relation to their overall 

occurrences throughout the corpus, the appearance of (1) ouv at segment breaks 

represents 32% (35/111) of its occurrences, (2) 8£ at segment breaks represents 9% 

(55/636) of its occurrences, while (3) yap at segment breaks represents 3% (13/456) of 

its occurrences. These statistics seem to indicate that yap is not as significant an 

indicator of major letter shifts as either ouv or 8£. 

Although with less regularity than the previous three conjunctions, other 

conjunctions also stand at the opening of segments within the Pauline corpus. Jn 5 of its 

27 occurrences within the Pauline corpus, 8to stands at the initiation of a new segment 

(Rom 2: 1; 15:7; Eph 2: 11; 4:25; Phlm 8). The instance in Phlm 8 serves to open the letter 

body, as it is followed by the double occurrence of the formulaic verb napaKaA.& in 9 

and 10.40 The conjunction &pa introduces a segment in Rom 8: 1, while it combines twice 

with ouv to mark segments in Rom 8: 12 and 2 Thess 2: 15, the latter representing the 

opening of the parenesis of the letter. Finally, Kai appears 5 times within the corpus at 

the beginning of new segments. In only one occurrence, Eph 2: 1, it stands alone as 

marking a new segment, here marking the opening of the letter body. In both 1 Cor 2: 1 

and 3: 1, Kai combines with the first person singular personal pronoun, appearing as 

39 The possible exception to this is Rom I: 18, where some have understood this to be the introduction to the 
letter body. The letter body seems to start in I: 13 with the conjunction 8£ and the formulaic verbal clause 
OU ee./...(t) . .. uµa<; ayvociv (see White, "Introductory Formulae," 93-94). Further, this beginning also 
allows for the inclusion of the thematic statement of I: 16-17 to be included within the letter body, rather 
than preceding it. 
40 White, "Introductory Formulae." 93-94. 

http:parts.39
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Kayro. In 1Thess.2:13 it combines with 8ta 'tOU'tO to mark a new segment, while in 2 

Cor 6: 1 it combines with()£, where it stands at the beginning of the parenesis. Thus, only 

3 of the 1570 full occurrences of Kat (less than .2%) stand at the beginning of segments 

within the corpus, which suggests that it does not serve as a significant marker of breaks 

within the structure of the letter.41 

Besides the use of conjunctions, a few other expressions occur at the beginning of 

text segments and require mention. In 6 occurrences the preposition btei plus an 

accusative serves to introduce segments (with 'tOU'tO - Rom 5: 12; 2 Cor 4: 1; Eph 1: 15; 

Col 1:9; and 2 Thess 2:13; with ilv ahiav -in 2 Tim 1:6). The occurrence in Eph 1:15 

stands at the beginning of the thanksgiving section, while 1 Thess 2: 13 indicates a 

secondary thanksgiving section that occurs later in the body. Both Col 1:9 and 2 Tim 1 :6 

represent the opening of the letter body in their respective letters. In 6 of the 8 

occurrences of clause initial A.mno<; within the Pauline corpus, it stands at the beginning 

of a new segment (2 Cor 13: 11; Gal 6: 17; Eph 6: 10; Phil 3: 1; 1 Thess 4: 1; 2 Thess 3: 1). 

In 2 Cor 13: 11, it introduces the letter closing, while in Gal 6: 17 it is found within the 

Jetter closing. In 1 Thess 4: 1, it combines with ouv as well as the formulaic verbs 

tpon&µcv and napaKaA.ouµEv to introduce the parenesis section of the Jetter. In Eph 

6: 10 and 2 Thess 3: 1, it seems to signal concluding commands within the parenesis.42 

Finally, the expression 'tOU'tOU xaptv stands at the beginning of two segments (Eph 3: 1 

and Tit 1 :5), the latter of these uses marks the beginning of the letter body in Titus. 

41 Even these occurrences are called into question by . He argues that each of these uses can be explained as 
adverbial uses of Ka{, rather than as conjunctive uses. Whether or not these may be dismissed by appeal to 
adverbial Ka{, the form itself still occurs in these instances, and thus suggests that it can occur at these 
places, albeit rather infrequently. 
42 To these could be added the non-segment initial uses in Phil 4:8 and 2 Tim 4:8, which represent the other 
2 clause initial uses of AOt1tO~ within the corpus. 

http:parenesis.42
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In conclusion, the previous analysis of the conjunctions and other similar 

expressions shows that certain conjunctions occur with regularity at the beginning of new 

segments, while others do not. The two most prominent conjunctions that initiate new 

segments are oe and ouv. This should not be unexpected as scholars have recognized that 

these conjunctions seem to indicate either transition or development in relation to their 

semantic meaning.43 In contrast, while it occurs at the beginning of a few segments, Kat 

seems to more naturally connect lower levels of discourse than the higher levels of 

paragraphs and letter parts. Expressions such as A.otnoc;, when placed at the beginning of 

clauses, tend to most naturally occur at the initiation of segments. Finally, certain 

formulaic expressions, such as 'tt ouv and 7tepi oe, while occurring within a limited 

number of the letters, also seem to serve as structural indicators in the places that they are 

used. 

Formulaic Verbs 

Although, in many cases, they can be found at the beginning of the major sections 

of the five-part letter structure, formulaic verbs also appear at other segment breaks as 

well. Within the thanksgiving section of the letter, euxaptcr't& serves as the most 

common formulaic primary clause verb. It introduces the thanksgiving section in its full 

finite verb form in Rom 1:8, 1Cor1:4,Phil 1:3,Colossians 1:3, 1Thess1:2,and Phlm4. 

Further, it still serves to introduce the thanksgiving section as a participle in Eph 1: 15-16 

(introduced by OU nauoµat) and as an infinitive in 2 Thess 1 :3 (connected to 

O<j)etA.oµEv). Outside of the thanksgiving section, it also introduces later thanksgiving 

sections that serve as segments in 1 Thess 2: 13 and 2 Thess 2: 13. The formulaic pattern 

43 Levinsohn, Discourse Features, 112-131; Runge, Discourse Grammar. 28-36 and 43--1-8. 

http:meaning.43
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of xciptv £xro serves as the only other primary clause verb phrase that introduces 

thanksgiving sections within the Pauline corpus. Both occurrences are found in the letters 

addressed to Timothy (1Tim1:12 and 2 Tim 1:3). As with c:uxapHnro, the noun xapti:; 

without the verb iixro is found at the beginning of two segments, which again announce 

thanksgiving sections later in the letter (2 Cor 2: 14 and 8: 16). 

Within the body and parenesis sections of the letter, a number of formulaic verb 

forms appear at the beginning of segments. As already noted due to its occurrences at the 

beginning of the parenesis section, a first person form of napaKaA.£ro introduces 

segments on a number of occasions, including sections not necessarily serving to 

introduce one of the five parts of the letter. In fact, 12 of its 20 first person occurrences 

are found at the beginning of segments, including the beginning of the letter parenesis 

(Rom 12: 1; 2 Cor 6: 1; Eph 4: 1; 1 Thess 4: 1; and Phlm 9-10) and the letter body (1 Cor 

1:10 and 1Tim2:1), as well as segments within these parts (Rom 15:30; 16:17; 1 Cor 

16: 15; and 2 Cor 10: 1). A.tyro is a second verb that occurs in the first person singular at 

the beginning of a number of segments (Rom 9: 1; 11: 1; 11: 11; 2 Cor 11: 16; Gal 3: 15; 

4:1; 5:2; 5:16; and Eph 4:17). In none of these occurrences does this verb stand at the 

beginning of a major structural section. E>£A.ro occurs four times at the beginning of 

segments in its first person singular form (Rom 1: 13; 11:25; 1 Cor 10: 1; and 12: 1) and 

two times in its first person plural form (2 Cor 1 :8 and 1 Thess 4: 13). In each of these 

occasions, the verb is part of the formulaic expression OU e£A.ro/8£A.oµc:v uµac; 

ayvoc:iv, with the occurrences in Rom 1:13 and in 2 Cor 1:8 marking the beginning of 

the letter's body. yvropisro in its first person singular form is found at the beginning of 
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two segments (I Cor 15: 1 and Gal 1: 11),44 and in its first person plural form introduces 

one segment (2 Cor 8: 1).45 The formulaic expression in Gal 1: 11 serves to help introduce 

the body of the letter .46 BouA.oµat appears at the beginning of two segments (Phil 1: 12 

and 1 Tim 2:8), with the occurrence in Phil 1: 12 appearing in the disclosure formula that 

introduces the body of the letter. In 3 of the 4 appearances of the verb £proniro within the 

corpus, it is found in its first person plural form and introduces segments in all three 

occurrences (I Thess 4: 1; 5: 12; and 2 Thess 2: 1). In 1 Thess 4: 1, it introduces the 

parenesis of the letter, while in 2 Thess 2: 1 it introduces the body of the letter.47 Cieoµat 

is found at the beginning of a segment in Gal 4: 12. 

The formulaic verb that dominates the letter ending is the second person 

imperative and third person indicative forms of acrncisoµat. 48 Commands for the 

reader(s) to greet someone, &mracrat and acrnciaacrec, are found in Rom 16:3-16, 1 

Cor 16:20, 2 Cor 13:12, Phil 4:21, Col 4:15, 1Thess5:26, 2 Tim 4:19, and Tit 3:15. The 

sending of greetings on behalf of someone else, UCT7tcXS£'t<Xt and UCT7tcXsOV't<Xt, is found 

in Rom 16: 16, 21, and 23, 1 Cor 16: 19-20, 2 Cor 13: 12, Phil 4:21-22, Col 4: 10, 12, and 

14, 2 Tim 4:21, Tit 3: 15, and Phlm 23. 

44 These two represent half of all the first person singular occurrences of yvrop{l;ro in the corpus (the others 

being 1 Cor 12:3 and Phil 1 :22). 

45 This occurrence represents the only first person plural use of yvropil;ro within the corpus. 

46 White, "Introductory Formulae," 94-95, points out three different formulae, occurring in Gal 1 :6, I :9, 

and I: 11 . as all marking the beginning of this letter. 

47 The occurrence in l Thess 5: 12 serves to initiate the lengthy chain of imperative commands that mark 

this highly parenetic section. 

48 Aune (New Testament, 187) lists another letter closing formula that pertains to the primary clause verbs. 

the request for prayer, but this form does not contain a set verb formula and only occurs within the letter 

closing in Rom 15:30-33 and 1 Thess 5:25. Two of the other occurrences (2 Thess 3: 1 and Col 4:3) 

precede the letter closing and Eph 6: 18-20 stands at the end of the letter body. immediately preceding the 

letter closing. 
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Vocatives and Nominatives of Address 

Nominatives of address and, to a lesser extent, clearly delineated vocatives are 

frequently found at the beginning of discourse segments. The nominative plural a<5cA.cpoi 

dominates the overall occurrences of nominatives of address and vocatives within clauses 

that begin segments within the Pauline corpus. In the following listing of occurrences, 

unless otherwise noted, this form is the one that appears in the given verse. 

In Romans, the nominative of address and the vocative are found in the following 

verses which initiate a new segment: 1:13,2:1 (ro &v8pomc), 7:1, 8:12, 11:25, 12:1, 

15:14, 15:30, and 16:17. The beginning clause of the letter body (1:13), parenesis (12:1), 

and closing (15: 14) each contain an occurrence of the nominative of address (a<5cA.cpoi). 

In 1 Corinthians, the nominative of address is found in the following verses which 

begin segments: 1:10, 1:26, 2:1, 3:1,4:6, 10:1, 12:1, 14:20, 15:1, 15:50, and 16:15. As in 

Romans, the letter body (1:10) opens with a clause containing a nominative of address. In 

2 Corinthians, the segments with initial clause vocatives or nominatives of address are as 

follows: 1:8,6:11(KopivStot),8:1,13:11. 

While 2 Corinthians possesses fewer segments which begin with nominatives of 

address or vocatives, the occurrences at 1 :8 and 13: 11 initiate the letter body and closing 

respectively. 

In Galatians, nominatives of address and a vocative occur in the following verses 

at the beginning of segments: 1: 11, 3: 1 (ro av6T)tat faA.atat), 3: 15, 4: 12, 5: 13, and 

6: 1. As in all the letters discussed so far, the letter opening ( 1: 11) contains a vocative at 

its beginning. 
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Ephesians contrasts with the other letters discussed so far in its use of nominatives 

of address. The usual expression, aOEA<po{, does not occur within the letter. Nominatives 

of address occur, however, in order to distinguish the various segments within the 

household code (5:15-6:9). They are found in the following verses: 5:22 (ai yuvaiKEc;), 

5:25 (oi avOpcc;), 6:1 ('ta 'tEKVa), 6:4 (oi rca-r£pcc;), 6:5 (oi OOUAOt), and 6:9 (oi 

KUptOt). 

Philippians reverts back to the typical pattern of the letters preceding Ephesians as 

aOEA<po{ is exclusively used within the occurrences of nominatives of address: 1: 12, 3: 1, 

and 3: 17. Also, the use of the nominative of address at the initiation of the letter's body 

(1:12) aligns with the pattern in the previous letters. 

As in Ephesians, the nominative of address, a8EA.<po{, disappears in Colossians, 

and the only occurrences of nominatives of address are found within the household code 

(3: 18-4: 1). These occur at 3:18 (ai yuvaiKEc;), 3: 19 (oi av8pcc;), 3:20 ('ta 'tEKVa), 

3:21 (oi rca-r£pEc;), 3:22 (oi 8oi3A.ot), and 4:1 (oi KUptOt) in the exact order and form as 

in Ephesians. 

First Thessalonians possesses an especially high occurrence of nominatives of 

address that initiate segments (7 of the 12 distinct segments possess initiating clauses 

containing aOEA<po{). These are found in 2: 1, 2: 17, 4: 1, 4: 13, 5: 1, 5: 12, and 5:25. Both 

the letter's body (2: I) and parenesis ( 4: 1) are initiated by nominatives of address. 

As in I Thessalonians, 2 Thessalonians possesses a high concentration of 

segment-initiating nominatives of address (six of the eight distinct segments). The letter's 

body (2: I) and parenesis (2: 15) are each initiated by a nominative of address. In fact, 

http:8oi3A.ot
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each of the distinct segments contained in the body and parenesis is initiated by a 

nominative of address: 2: 13, 3: 1, 3:6, and 3: 13. 

The Pastoral Epistles display a unique trend in their use of nominatives of address 

and vocatives. In fact, vocatives occur with more frequency than nominatives of address, 

and the typical a8c:A.<poi is completely absent from all three letters. The vocative occurs 

three times in 1 Timothy at 1:18 ('tEKVOV Ttµ60EE), 6:11 (ro av0pro7tE ec:ou), and 6:20 

(ro Ttµ60c:E), with each occurrence found at the beginning of a new segment - the last in 

6:20 initiating the Jetter closing. The nominative of address is only found once in 2 

Timothy when it initiates a new segment at 2: 1 ('tEKVOV µou). Titus contains no uses of 

either vocatives or the nominative of address, the only letter in the corpus not to do so. 

Philemon contains two uses of the vocative a8c:A<pE in 7 and 20, but neither of 

these occurs at the initiating of a new segment. 

From this analysis of the use of vocatives and nominatives of address within the 

Pauline corpus, the following conclusions can be drawn. First, it is evident that the 

presence of either a vocative or nominative of address contributes to the identification of 

segment breaks within the letters. All the letters, with the exception of Titus and 

Philemon, contain vocatives or nominatives of address that appear at the beginning of 

new segments. Second, similarities among the Pastoral Epistles, between Ephesians and 

Colossians, and between the Thessalonian correspondence carry over to the use of the 

vocative and nominative of address. The Pastoral Epistles contain very few occurrences 

of these, with most being vocative forms and none consisting of the typical a8c:A.<poi. 

Ephesians and Colossians only display nominatives of address within the delineation of 

the household code. 1 and 2 Thessalonians each possess a high percentage of segments 
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that are introduced by a8cA.<.poi. Third, the nominatives of address occur with regularity 

at the beginning of the major parts of the letter, including the opening of the letter's body 

and parenesis. 

Proposed Outlines Derived from the Various Analyses 

Drawing from the findings of the various analyses of chapters 3-5 and the 

beginning of this chapter, this section will seek to propose outlines for each of the letters. 

The outlines will show each of the various parts as well as the smaller segments within 

them. Rather than trying to depict thematic outlines for these various letters, these 

proposed outlines will label the distinguishing elements in relation to the primary clause 

verbs that introduce the segment as well as bind it together. The outline display adheres 

to a five-part outline structure for the various letters. Each structural part and segment is 

labeled for introductory conjunctions (IC), nominatives of address (NOA) and vocatives 

(V), and formulaic verbs (FY), as well as the key verbal features found within each 

section. 

Proposed Outline of Romans 

I. 	 Letter Opening (1: 1-7) - No primary clause verb forms; extended 
formulaic prescript and salutation 

II. 	 Thanksgiving (1 :8-12) - IC: asyndeton; formulaic verb: cuxaptcrt& 

III. 	 Letter Body (1:13-11:36)- IC: 8£, NOA: a8cA.<.poi, FY: ou 0eA.ro 8e 
uµa~ ayvociv; High concentration of indicative mood verbs 

a. 	 1:13-17 -IC: 8£, NOA: aocA.<.poi, FY: ou 0£A.co 8£ uµfo; ayvoEiv; 
I si singular indicative verbs 

b. 	 I: 18-32 - IC: yap; primarily 3rd singular indicatives 
c. 	 2: 1-29 - IC: 8to; NOA: ro av0prorrc; 2nd singular indicatives 
d. 	 3: 1-8 - IC: 'tt ouv; series of questions; re-emergence 1SI person verb 

forms 
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e. 	 3:9-20 - IC: 1:t ouv; 1St plural verb forms; series of OT quotations 
f. 	 3:21-26 - IC: vuvi ()£,3rd person verb forms 
g. 	 3:27-31 - IC: rcou ouv; l st plural verb forms 
h. 	 4: 1-4:4:25 - IC: 1:t ouv; FY: tpouµEv; 3rd singular verb forms 
1. 	 5: 1-11 - IC: ouv; shift to 1st plural verbs forms 
J. 	 5: 12-21 - IC: 8ta 1:0U1:0; 3rd person (mainly singular) verb forms 
k. 	 6:1-14-IC: -ri ouv; FY: f:pouµEv; first appearance of imperative 

verbs 
1. 	 6: 15-23 - IC: -ri ouv; 2nd plural imperative and indicative 
m. 	7:1-6- IC:~; NOA: aoEA.cpoi; 3rd singular verbs 
n. 	 7:7-12 -IC: 1:t ouv; FY: epouµcv; pt and 3rd person verbs; 

preponderance of perfective aspect 
o. 	 7:13-25 - IC: -ri ouv; 1st singular present indicatives 
p. 	 8: 1-11 - IC: &pa vuv; 3'd person verb forms 
q. 	 8: 12-17 - IC: &pa ouv; NOA: a8cA.cpoi; 2nd plural verb forms 
r. 	 8: 18-30- IC: yap; I5t plural and 3rd singular verb forms 
s. 	 8:31-39- IC: -ri ouv; FY: tpouµcv; series of questions; future tense 

form verbs 
t. 	 9:1-13 - IC: asyndeton; FY: A.tyro; pt singular verb forms 
u. 	 9: 14-29 - IC: -ri ouv; FY: tpo'OµEv; series of OT quotations 

introduced by 3rd singular verbs 
V. 	 9:30-10:4- 'tt ouv; FY: epouµcv; pt and 3rd person verb forms 
w. 	10:5-13 - IC: yap; 3rd singular verb forms 
x. 	 10:14-21 - IC: rc&<; ouv; 3rd plural perfective subjunctives; series of 

questions 
y. 	 11:1-10-IC: ouv; FY: A.eyro 
z. 	 11: 11-24 - IC: ouv; FY: A.tyro; 2nd singular verb forms, including 

imperatives 
aa. 	11:25-36- IC: yap, NOA: aocA.cpoi, FY: ou etA.ro ... uµd<; 

ayvociv; return to indicative verbs; concluding doxology 

IV. 	 Parenesis (12:1-15:13)-IC: ouv; NOA: a8cA.<poi, FY: napaKaA& ouv 
uµd<;, aocA.cpoi, ... rcapacr-rf\crat; higher percentage of imperative 
mood verbs 

a. 	 12: 1-21 - IC: ouv; NOA: a8cA.cpoi, FY: napaKaA& ouv uµd<;, 
a8cA.cpoi, ... 7tapacr'tf\crat; 2nd person imperative verb forms 

b. 	 13: 1-14 - IC: asyndeton; 3rd singular imperative, more 2"d person 
imperatives, and 1 sr person hortatory subjunctives. 

c. 	 14: 1-12- IC: 8t; 3rd singular imperatives; preponderance of 3rd 
singular indicatives 

d. 	 14: 13-15:6 - IC: ouv; high concentration of imperatives and hortatory 
subjunctives; closes with optative 

e. 	 15:7-15:13 - IC: Oio; imperative verb begins section; closes with 
optative 
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V. Letter Closing (15: 14-16:27) - IC: 8£, NOA: a8cA.cpoi, Formulaic 
expressions which comprise letter closing 

a. 

b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

g. 

15: 14-29  IC: 8£, NOA: a8cA.cpoi; disappearance of imperative; 
preponderance of I st singular indicatives 
15:30-33 - IC: 8£; NOA: a8eA.cpoi, FY: napaKaA.w 
16: 1-2  IC: 8e; FY: CT'UVtcr'tTjµt 
16-316 - IC: asyndeton; FY: acrmicracr0e; greetings list 
16:17-20-IC: 8e; NOA: a8eA.cpoi, FY: napaKaA.ro; final commands 
16:21-23 - IC: asyndeton; FY: acrncise-rat; sending of greetings on 
behalf of others 
16:25-27 - IC: 8e; verbless doxology 

Proposed Outline of 1 Corinthians 

I. Letter Opening ( 1: 1-3)  No primary clause verb forms; extended 
formulaic prescript and salutation 

II. Thanksgiving (I :4-9)  IC: asyndeton; formulaic verb: euxaptcr-r& 

III. Letter Body (1:10-4:21)- IC: 8£, NOA: a8c:A.cpoi, FY: napaKaA.& ouv 
uµfo;, a8c:A.cpoi; High concentration of indicative verb forms 

a. 1:10-17 - IC: 8£, NOA: a8t::A.cpoi, FY: napaKaA.& ouv uµac;, 
a8c:A.cpoi; 1st person verb forms 

b. 1: 18-25  IC: ycip; shift to 3rd person verb forms 
c. 1 :26-31 - IC: ycip; NOA: a8c:A.cpoi; 2nd plural verb forms; triple use 

of t~c:A.i~a-ro 
d. 2:1-5 -IC: Kayro; NOA: a8eA.cpoi; 1st singular verb forms 
e. 2:6-16- IC: 8£; lst plural and 3rd singular verb forms 
f. 3: 1-4 - IC: Kayro; NOA: a8eA.cpoi; 2nd plural verb forms 
g. 3:5-17  IC: -ri ouv; mainly 3rd singular verb forms 
h. 3: 18-4:5 - IC: asyndeton; emergence of imperative forms both 3rd 

singular and 2nd plural 
1. 4:6-13  IC: 8£, NOA: a8c:A.cpoi; P1 and 2nd person indicative verb 

forms 
J. 4:14-21 - IC: asyndeton; FY: ypcicpro; pt singular verb forms with a 

2nd plural imperative 

IV. Parenesis (5:1-16:12)-IC: asyndeton; FY: aKOUe'tat; Increase in 
imperative verb forms; somewhat structured around the placement of nepi 
8£ ... 

a. 5: 1-13 - IC: asyndeton; FY: UKOUC'tat; I st singular and 2nd plural 
verb forms; pt plural hortatory subjunctive and 2"d plural imperative 
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b. 	 6: 1-11 - IC: asyndeton; opening series of questions followed by FY, 
/...£ym; mainly 2nd plural verbs with imperative at the end 

c. 	 6: 12-20 - IC: asyndeton; indicative verbs begin section with 
imperative near end 

d. 	 7:1-24- IC: 1rnpi 8£; indicative and imperative forms throughout 
e. 	 7:25-40 - IC: 7tcpi 8£; initial imperative gives way to chain of 

indicatives before concluding with imperatives 
f. 	 8: 1-13 - IC: 1tcpi 8£; indicative chain gives way to imperative near 

end 
g. 	 9: 1-27 - IC: asyndeton; lengthy section of indicatives leads to 

imperative towards the end of section 
h. 	 10: 1-11: I - IC: yap; NOA: a8c/...cpoi, FY: Ou 0E'Am yap uµfo; 

ayvoctV, UOEA<j)Ot; shifting back and forth between indicative and 
imperative 

1. 	 11:2-16- IC: 8£; FY: E7tatv&; 3rd singular forms with intervening 
imperatives 

J. 	 11: 17-34 - IC: 8£; FY: E7tatvro; indicatives at the beginning lead to 
imperatives at the end of section 

k. 	 12:1-31 -IC: rccpi 8£; NOA: a8c'Acpoi, FY: Ou 0£/...m uµfrc; 
ayvoctV, a8cA<j)Ot; lengthy chain of 3rd person indicatives ends with 
imperative 

I. 	 13: 1-13 - IC: asyndeton; exclusive use of indicative verb forms 
m. 	 14: 1-19- IC: asyndeton; shifting back and forth between indicative 

and imperative 
n. 	 14:20-40 IC: asyndeton; NOA: a8c'Acpoi; shifting back and forth 

between indicative and imperative forms; high concentration of 3rd 
plural imperative verbs 

o. 	 15: 1-11 - IC: 8£; NOA: a8cA.cpoi, FY: yvmpism; 1st singular verb 
forms 

p. 	 15: 12-19 - IC: 8E; fluctuation between 1'1, 2nd, and 3rd person 
indicative forms 

q. 	 15:20-28 - IC: vuvi 0£; 3rd person singular forms 
r. 	 15:29-34 - IC: £red 'tt; imperative verb forms 
s. 	 15:35-49 - IC: a/.../...ci; 3rct singular indicative forms 
t. 	 15:50-58 - IC: oE; NOA: a8c/...cpoi, FY: cp11µt; begins with 1'1 

singular forms; imperative at end 
u. 	 16: 1-2- IC: rccpi 8£; imperatives 
v. 	 16:3-9 - IC: 0£; I st singular indicatives 
w. 	 16:10-12-IC: 8£; imperatives and indicatives related to companions 

V. 	 Letter Closing (16: 13-24) - IC: asyndeton; formulaic letter closing 
elements 
a. 	 16: 13-14- IC: asyndeton; concluding imperatives 
b. 	 16: 15-18 - IC: OE, NOA: a8c/...cpoi, FY: rca:pa:Ka:/...ro; 1st singular 

forms 
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c. 	 16: 19-20 - IC: asyndeton; FY: acrmisovtat and acrmicracrSE; 
greetings section 

d. 	 16:21-24- IC: asyndeton; signature statement, curse formula; 
postscript 

Proposed Outline of 2 Corinthians 

I. 	 Letter Opening ( 1: 1-2) - No primary clause verb forms; extended 
formulaic prescript and salutation 

II. 	 Blessing Statement (1:3-7)-IC: asyndeton; formulaic expression: 
EUAOYTJ'tO':; 

III. 	 Letter Body (1:8-5:21) - IC: yap, NOA: aoEA.<poi, FY: Ou yap 
eeA.oµcv uµfl':; ayvoctV, ao£A.<poi; High concentration of indicative 
verb forms 

a. 	 1:8-2:13 - IC: yap, NOA: aocA.<poi, FV: Ou yap 8£A.oµcv uµfl':; 
U)'VOctV, UOEA<j)Ot; high occurrence of 1st singular and plural verb 
forms 

b. 	 2: 14-3: 11 - IC: OE; I st plural indicatives give way to 3rd singular 
indicatives 

c. 	 3:12-3:18-IC: ouv; 1st plural forms giving way to 3rd singular forms 
d. 	 4:1-5:10- IC: ota tofrto; preponderance of pt plural forms 
e. 	 5:11-21-IC: ouv; 1st plural forms culminating in imperative 

IV. 	 Parenesis (6: 1-13: 10) - IC: OE Kat; FV: napaKaA.o'Uµcv; increase in the 
occurrences of imperatives 

a. 	 6: 1-10- IC: OE Kat; FV: napaKaA.o'Uµcv; lack of primary clause 
verbs following introductory formulae. 

b. 	 6: 11-7:3 - IC: asyndeton; V: KopivSiot; 2nd plural imperatives 
c. 	 7:4-16- IC: asyndeton; 1st person verb forms indicatives 
d. 	 8: 1-15 - IC: oE, NOA: aocA.<poi, FY: yvropisoµcv oe uµiv, 

aocA.<poi; 1st singular and imperative forms along with commands 
e. 	 8: 16-9:5 - IC: 0£; pt person and 3rd singular verb forms 
f. 	 9:6-15 - IC: 0£; 3rd singular, mainly future tense form 
g. 	 10: 1-18 - IC: OE; FY: napaKaA.&; 1st singular indicatives and 3rd 

person imperatives 
h. 	 11: 1-15 - IC: asyndeton; 1st singular verb forms 
1. 	 11: 16-12: 10 - IC: naA.tv; FY: A.tyro; presence of 2nct plural 

imperatives 
J. 	 12:11-13:10-IC: asyndeton; 1st singular indicatives and 2nd plural 

imperatives 
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V. 	 Letter Closing ( 13: 11-14) - IC: A.mnoc;; NOA: aoEA.cpo{; formulaic 
elements within the letter ending 

a. 	 13: 11 - IC: A.omoc;; NOA: aOEA<po{; 2nd plural imperative chain 
b. 	 13: 12-13 - IC: asyndeton; FY: acrmicracrOE and acrnasov'tat; 

greetings formulae 
c. 	 13:14- postscript 

Proposed Outline of Galatians 

I. 	 Letter Opening (1:1-5)-No primary clause verb forms; extended 
formulaic prescript and salutation 

II. 	 Letter Body (1:6--4:31)- IC: asyndeton; FY: Oauµasco; high 
concentration of indicative verb forms 

a. 	 1:6-10- IC: asyndeton; FY: Oauµasco; 1st singular indicative and 3rd 
singular imperatives 

b. 	 1: 11-24 - IC: yap, NOA: aocA.cpoi, FY: yvropisro yap uµiv, 
aoEA.cpo{; perfective aspect; mainly 1st singular indicative verb forms 

c. 	 2: 1-21 - IC: E7tEt'ta; mainly 15t singular and 3rd person verb forms in 
the indicative 

d. 	 3:1-14-IC: asyndeton; Y: ro aVOT)'tOt f'a/...a'tat; 2nd plural string 
and 3rd singular string of verbs 

e. 	 3: 15-22- IC: asyndeton; NOA: aoEA.cpoi; FY: A.£yro; interplay 
between 1st singular and 3rd singular 

f. 	 3:23-39 - IC: OE; 1st plural and 2nd plural verb forms 
g. 	 4: 1-11 - IC: OE; FY: A.£yco; interplay between all three person 

categories 
h. 	 4: 12-20- IC: asyndeton; NOA: aoEA.cpo{; FY: o£oµat; imperative 

command located at head of segment followed by indicatives 
1. 	 4:21-31- IC: asyndeton; imperative command located at head of 

segment followed by indicatives 

III. 	 Parenesis (5:1-6:10)-IC: asyndeton; increase in percentage of imperative 
use 

a. 	 5: 1 - IC: asyndeton; presence of two imperatives 
b. 	 5:2-12- IC: asyndeton; FY: "IOE ... A.eyro; stretch of indicative 

verbs 
c. 	 5:13-15 - IC: yap; NOA: aoEA.cpoi; presence of imperatives 
d. 	 5: 16-26 - IC: oe; FY: A.eyro; 3rd singular chain ending with 2 

concluding hortatory subjunctives 
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e. 6: 1-10  IC: asyndeton; NOA: a8EA.cpoi; controlled by imperative 
commands throughout 

IV. Letter Closing (6: 11-18) - IC: asyndeton; formulaic elements within the 
letter ending 
a. 6:11-16-IC: asyndeton; presence of indicatives recalling letter 

themes 
b. 6: 17  IC: 'tOU A.0trrou; final imperative 
c. 6: 18  IC: asyndeton; postscript 

Proposed Outline of Ephesians 

I. Letter Opening (1: 1-2)  No primary clause verb forms; extended 
formulaic prescript and salutation 

II. Blessing Statement and Thanksgiving (1:3-23) - IC: asyndeton; formulaic 
expression: EUAOYTJ'tO<;; FV: OU rrauoµat cuxaptO''tWV; Only one 
primary clause verb in an entire section (nauoµat) 

III. Letter Body (2: 1-3:21) - IC: Kat; High concentration of indicative verb 
forms 

a. 
b. 
c. 

2: 10  IC: Kat; 3rd singular cruv- verbs 
2:11-22- IC: 8t6; 2nd plural verbs, including an imperative 
3:1-21-IC: 'tOU'tOU xaptv; 1sc singular verb forms 

IV. Parenesis (4: 1-6:20) - IC: ouv FV: rrapaKaA.&; Control of primary 
clause verbs shifts to imperatives 

a. 
b. 

c. 
d. 

e. 

4:1-16-IC: ouv FY: rrapaKaA.&; 3rd singular indicative verb forms 
4: 17-24  IC: ouv FV: A.£yoo and µap'tupoµat; 1sc singular and 2nd 
plural verb forms 
4:25-5:21 - IC: Oto; 2nd plural and 3rd singular imperatives 
5:22-6:9- IC: asyndeton; NOA: ai yuvaiKE<; (5:22), oi avopc<; 
(5:25), 'ta 'tEKva (6: 1), oi rra'tEPE<; (6:3), oi oouA.oi (6:5), oi 
Kupwt (6:9); formulaic household code; 2nd plural imperatives 
6:10-20- IC: 'tOU A.oirrou; 2nct plural imperatives 

V. Letter Closing (6:21-24) - IC: OE; formulaic expression introducing letter 
carrier; postscript 
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Proposed Outline of Philippians 

I. Letter Opening (1: 1-2)  No primary clause verb forms; extended 
formulaic prescript and salutation 

II. Thanksgiving (1:3-11)- IC: asyndeton; FY: i::uxaptcn&; 1st singular 
indicatives 

III. Letter Body (1: 12-26)  IC: 8£; NOA: a8i::A.cpoi; FY: ytvrocn:nv 8£ 
uµti~ j)ouA.oµat, aoi::A.cpoi, on; 1st singular and 3rd person indicative 
verb forms 

IV. Parenesis (1 :27-4:20) - IC: asyndeton; emergence of imperative verb 
forms 

a. 
b. 
c. 

d. 

e. 

1:27-2:18 - IC: asyndeton; 2nd plural imperative verb forms 
2: 19-30  IC: 8£; 1st singular indicative verb forms 
3: 1-16- IC: 'tO A.mnov; NOA: &.8i::A.cpo{ µou; 2nd plural imperatives 
at beginning and 1st singular indicatives throughout section 
3: 17-4:9  IC: asyndeton; NOA: &.<5i::A.cpoi; 2nd plural imperatives and 
1st singular indicatives 
4:10-20-IC: 8£; FY: exapriv 8£ EV K'Upt<Q µi::yaA.oo~ on; pt 
singular indicatives 

V. Letter Closing (4:21-23) - IC: asyndeton; FY: acrnacracr8i:: and 
&.crncisov'tat; greetings formulae; postscript 

Proposed Outline of Colossians 

I. Letter Opening (1:1-2)-No primary clause verb forms; extended 
formulaic prescript and salutation 

II. Thanksgiving (1:3-8)  IC: asyndeton; FY: i::uxaptcr'touµi::v 

III. Letter Body (1 :9-2:5) 
forms 

IC: 8ta 'tOU'tO; only contains indicative verb 

a. 

b. 

1:9-23  IC: 8ta 'tOU'tO; a 1st and a 3rd indicative verb; lengthy 
embedded section 
I :24-2:5 - IC: vuv; l st singular indicatives 

IV. Parenesis (2:6-4:6) - IC: ouv; emergence of imperative verb forms 

a. 
b. 

2:6-15  IC: ouv; 2nd plural imperatives and 3rd singular indicatives 
2: 16-23 - IC: ouv; 3rd singular imperatives 
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c. 
d. 
e. 
a. 

f. 

3: 1-4- IC: ouv; znct plural imperatives 
3:5-11 - IC: ouv; 2°d plural imperatives 
3:12-17 -IC: ouv; znct plural and 3rd singular imperatives 
3: 18-4: 1 - IC: asyndeton; NOA: al yuvatKEc; (3: 18), oi av8p£c; 
(3: 19), 'ta 'tEKva (3:20), oi n:a'tep£c; (3:21), oi 8ouA.ot (3:22), oi 
KUptot (4: 1); formulaic household code; znd plural imperatives 
4:2-6  IC: asyndeton; general exhortations introduced by znd plural 
imperatives 

V. Letter Closing ( 4:7-18)  IC: asyndeton; formulaic expression introducing 
letter carrier; greetings formulae; concluding exhortations 

a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 

4:7-9  IC: asyndeton; formulaic expression introducing letter carriers 
4: 10-14- IC: asyndeton; FV: acrmxsc'tat; sending of greetings from 
various individuals 
4:15-17  IC: asyndeton; FV: acrmxcracr8£; final commands 
including greetings command 
4:18-IC: asyndeton; postscript 

Proposed Outline of 1 Thessalonians 

I. Letter Opening (1: 1) - No primary clause verb forms; extended formulaic 
prescript and salutation 

II. Thanksgiving (1:2-10) - IC: asyndeton; FY: £uxaptcr'toi3µ£v; only 
indicative verb forms 

III. Letter Body (2:1-3:13)- IC: yap; NOA: a8£A.<poi; FV: au'tot yap 
ot8a'tE, a8EA<p0t, ... O'tt; high concentration of indicative verb forms 

a. 

b. 

c. 
d. 

2: 1-12- IC: yap; NOA: ao£/...cpoi; FV: au'tot yap otoa'tE, 
cXOEA<pOt, ... on; 1st plural indicative verb forms 
2: 13-16- IC: Kat 8ta 'tOU'tO; FV: £uxaptcnouµ£v; thanksgiving 
section 
2:17-3:10-IC: 8£; NOA: cXOEA<poi; 1st plural indicatives 
3: 11-13  IC: 8£; 3rd singular optatives 

IV. Parenesis (4:1-5:22)- IC: A.otn:6v ouv; NOA: a8£A.cpoi; FV: £pon&µ£v 
uµ&.c; Kat n:apaKCX.AOUµEv; emergence of imperative forms 

a. 

b. 

4:1-8-IC: A.om6v ouv; NOA: cXOEA<poi; FV: £pon&µ£v uµfrc; Kat 
n:apaKCX.AOUµEv; initial l st plural indicates give way to 3rct singular 
indicatives 
4:9-12  IC: n:Epi 8£; embedded request formula: n:apaKaA.ouµEv 
8£ uµ&.c;, a8EA.<pot +.infinitive string 
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c. 

d. 

e. 

4:13-18-IC: 8£ ... 7t£pi; NOA: a8£A.<poi; FV: OU 8£A.oµ£V 8£ 
uµfo; a:yvodv, a8£A<po{; 1st plural indicatives culminating in 2nd 
plural imperative 
5:1-1l-IC:7t£pt 8£; NOA: aOEA<po{; 2nd plural indicatives and 1st 
plural hortatory subjunctives and concluding 2nd plural imperatives 
5:12-22-IC: 8£; NOA: a8cA.<po{; FV: £pro1&µcv 8£ uµfo;, 
a8cA.cpoi,: lengthy string of 2nd plural imperatives 

V. Letter Closing (5:23-28) - IC; 8£; optative prayer, closing formulae 

a. 
b. 

5:23-24  IC: 8£; optative prayer 
5:25-28  IC: asyndeton; NOA: a8cA.cpo{; FV: acrrrcicracr8c; 
concluding commands, greeting formula; postscript 

Proposed Outline of 2 Thessalonians 

I. Letter Opening (1: 1-2)  No primary clause verb forms; extended 
formulaic prescript and salutation 

II. Thanksgiving (1:3-12)- IC: asyndeton; FY: cuxaptcr'tctV ocpciA.oµcv; 
only indicative verb forms 

Ill. Letter Body (2: 1-14) - IC: 8£; NOA: a8cA.cpo{; FV: £pro1&µcv 8£ 
uµa<;, a8cA<po{; high concentration of indicative forms 

a. 

b. 

2: 1-12  IC: 8£; NOA: a8cA.cpo{; FY: epffi'troµcv 8£ uµa<;, 
a8cA.cpoi; indicative verb forms 
2:13-14- IC: 8£; NOA: a8£A<po{; FY: ocpciA.oµEv cuxaptcr'tctv; 
thanksgiving section 

IV. Parenesis (2: 15-3: 15) - IC: &pa ouv; NOA: a8cA.<po{; emergence of 
imperative forms 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

2:15-17-IC: &pa ouv; NOA: a8cA.<poi; 2nd plural imperatives and 
closing optative 
3: 1-5  IC: 'to A.otrr6v; NOA: a8eA.cpoi; FY: rrpocrcuxccr8£; request 
for prayer 
3:6--12- IC: 8£; NOA: a8£A.<poi; FY: rrapayy£A.A.oµcv 8£ uµiv, 
a8cA<poi,; pt plural indicatives 
3: 13-15  IC: 8£; NOA: a8cA.<poi; 2nd plural imperatives and a 
subjunctive 

V. Letter Closing (3: 16--18)- IC: 8£; letter closing formulae and postscript 
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Proposed Outline of 1 Timothy 

I. Letter Opening ( 1: 1-2)  No primary clause verb forms; extended 
formulaic prescript and salutation 

II. Thanksgiving (1 :3-17)  IC: asyndeton; FY: xaptv £xm in 1: 12; mainly 
1sr singular indicative forms 

III. Letter Body (1: 18-4:6) - IC: asyndeton; V: 'tEKvov Ttµo8££; FV: 
'tUU'tl'JV 'tTJV napayycA.iav napa'ti8£µai crot, 'teKvov Ttµo8££; high 
concentration of indicative forms with occasional imperatives 

a. 

b. 

c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 

h. 

1: 18-20  IC: asyndeton; V: 'tEKVOV Ttµo8££; FV: 'tUU'tl'JV 'tTjv 
rrapayycA.iav rrapa'tiecµa{ crot, 'tEKvov Ttµo8££ 
2:1-7-IC: ouv; FV: rrapaKaA.&; lengthy primary clause verbless 
section 
2:8-10-IC: ouv; FV: BouA.oµat 
2: 11-15  IC: asyndeton; 3rd singular imperative; 3rd singular chain 
3:1-7  IC: asyndeton; 3rd singular indicatives 
3:8-13  IC: asyndeton; 3rd plural imperatives 
3:14--16-IC: asyndeton; FV: 'tai}ra crm ypa<pm; 1st singular verb 
form 
4: 1-5  IC: 8£; 3rd singular indicative; lengthy primary clause verbless 
section 

IV. Parenesis (4:6-6: 19) - IC: 8e; preponderance of 2nd singular imperatives 

a. 
b. 
c. 

d. 

e. 
f. 
g. 

h. 

4:6-16  IC: asyndeton; 2nd singular imperatives 
5: 1-2  IC: asyndeton; 2nd singular subjunctive and imperatives 
5:3-16- IC: asyndeton; 3rd singular and plural indicatives and 
imperatives; 2nd singular imperatives 
5: 17-25  IC: asyndeton; 2nd singular imperatives; 3rd plural imperative 
and indicatives 
6: 1-2  IC: asyndeton; 3rd plural imperatives; 2nct plural imperatives 
6:3-10  IC: asyndeton; 3rd singular and 1st plural indicatives 
6:11-16-IC: 8e; V: ro av8prorr£ 0cou; 2nd singular imperatives; 1st 
singular exhortation (napayyeA.A.m); closing doxology 
6: 17-19  IC: asyndeton; 2nd singular imperative 

V. Letter Closing (6:20-21) 
command and postscript 

IC: asyndeton; V: ro Ttµo0££; closing 
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Proposed Outline of 2 Timothy 

I. Letter Opening (1: 1-2)  No primary clause verb forms; extended 
formulaic prescript and salutation 

II. Thanksgiving (1 :3-5)  IC: asyndeton; FY: xaptv £xro 

Ill. Parenetic Letter Body (1:6--4:8)- IC: 8t' i]v; FY: avaµtµvncrKro; 
indicatives and imperatives throughout the entire body 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 
f. 

g. 

1:6-14-IC: 8t' i]v; FY: avaµtµvncrKro; 2nd subjunctive and 
imperatives; l 't singular chain in middle 
1:15-18-IC: asyndeton; FY: ol8ac; 'tOU'rn, on; 2nd singular 
indicatives and 3'd singular optatives 
2: 1-13 - IC: ouv; NOA: 'tEKVOV µou; 2nd singular imperatives and 3rd 
singular indicatives 
2: 14--26- IC: asyndeton: 2nd singular imperatives and 3rd singular 
indicatives 
3:1-17  IC: 8£; 3rd plural indicatives and 2nd singular imperatives 
4: 1-5  IC: asyndeton; 2 chains of 2nd singular imperatives linked by 
asyndeton 
4:6-8  IC: yap; 1st singular stative (perfect tense form) chain 

IV. Letter Closing (4:9-22) - IC: asyndeton; request of visit, situation of 
companions, final commands, greetings, postscript 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

4:9-15  IC: asyndeton; situation surrounding various companions; 3rd 
singular indicatives and 2nd singular imperatives 
4:16-18-IC: asyndeton; chain of 3rd singular aorists; concludes with 
3rd singular future tense forms 
4:19-21 -IC: asyndeton; FY: acrnacrat and acrnasctat; greetings 
formulae; concluding commands 
4:22 - IC: asyndeton; postscript 

Proposed Outline of Titus 

I. Letter Opening ( 1: 1-4)  No primary clause verb forms; extended 
formulaic prescript and salutation 

II. Letter Body (1 :5-16) 
verb forms 

IC: 'tOU'tO'U xaptv; preponderance of indicative 

a. 1:5-9  IC: 'tOU'rnu xaptv; 1st and 3'd singular indicative 
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b. 	 I: 10-16 IC: yap; 3rd singular and plural indicatives; a 2nd singular 
imperative 

III. 	 Parenesis (2: 1-3: 11) - IC: 8£; majority of verbs are 2nd singular 
imperatives 

a. 	 2: 1-15 - IC: 8£; 2nd singular present imperatives; summary list of 
imperatives at end 

b. 	 3: 1-11 - IC: asyndeton; 2nd imperatives; pt and 3rd indicatives 

IV. 	 Letter Closing (3: 12-15) - IC: asyndeton; final commands; closing 
formulae 

a. 	 3:12-14- IC: asyndeton; final commands in 2nd singular imperatives 
and a 3rd plural imperative 

b. 	 3: 15 - IC: asyndeton; FV: acrna~ov1at and acrnacrat; greeting 
formulae and postscript 

Proposed Outline of Philemon 

I. 	 Letter Opening (I: 1-3) - No primary clause verb forms; extended 
formulaic prescript and salutation 

II. 	 Thanksgiving (I :4-7) - IC: asyndeton; formulaic verb: cuxaptcr1&; l't 
indicative verb forms 

III. 	 Letter Body (1:8-16) - IC: 8t6; FV: 8w ... napmcaA.ro; indicative verb 
forms 

IV. 	 Parenesis ( 1: 17-20) - IC: ouv; emergence of 2nd singular imperatives; 1st 
singular indicatives 

V. 	 Letter Closing (1:21-25)- IC: asyndeton; FV: £ypmva cro't; 
acrnasnm; concluding commands; greetings formula, postscript 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter discusses the contribution of conjunctions, formulaic verbs, and 

markers of address, found within primary clauses, to the structuring of the Pauline 

corpus. A number of the findings should be highlighted. In relation to conjunctions, 

certain conjunctions such as ouv and 8£ commonly occur at the beginning of both major 

http:napmcaA.ro
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structural parts of the letter, as well as at the beginning of smaller segment breaks. Other, 

more commonly occurring conjunctions such as yap are less likely to occur at these 

places, while the most common conjunction in the New Testament, Kai, rarely is found 

at the beginning of either structural breaks or segment breaks. Certain collocations such 

as 'tt ouv and 7tEpi OE, while relatively rare forms, significantly contribute to the 

understanding of individual letters. These findings seem to lend support to the notion that 

certain conjunctions contribute to the overall development of a discourse (ouv and()£), 

while others (Kai) seem to be relegated to functions primarily within the lower levels of 

discourse. 

Verbal formulae also contribute to the structure of these letters. With the 

exception of the prescript, each of the other four letter parts manifests certain formulaic 

expressions. The verb cuxapt<J'tEW opens most of the Pauline thanksgiving sections. 

The letter body exhibits a wide variety of formulaic expressions. The verb rrapaKaA.ero 

introduces the parenetic section of a number of the letters. Finally, the letter endings 

normally contain some form of acrrrasoµat to introduce greeting formulae. 

The nominative and vocative of address also occur with regularity at the 

beginning of both smaller segments and larger structural parts. Some letters, like the 

Thessalonian letters, possess a higher number of occurrences at these places, while other 

letters, such as Titus, do not. 

While none of the features on their own can ultimately determine structural 

markers, the combination of them with the verbal patterns seems to produce empirically 

based outlines of the various letters in the Pauline corpus. 



CHAPTER 7 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF VERB PATTERNS WITHIN PAUL'S LETTERS 

Introduction 

This chapter analyzes the importance of the various verbal categories in 

segmenting the letters of the Pauline corpus by looking at the statistical totals of these 

verbal categories within the structural parts of each of the letters of the Pauline corpus. 

As evidenced by the previous chapters, the categories chosen for analysis, mood, person

number, and aspect, have contributed in some way to the segmentation of various letters. 

Each of these will be discussed in turn with a brief introduction concerning the 

importance of the category, the overall contribution of the category to text segmentation, 

and the contribution of individual members within each category. From this discussion, 

conclusions will be drawn concerning the relative importance of the verbal categories for 

segmenting the text of the Pauline corpus at rnacrostructural levels. 

Mood 

Importance of Mood to Text Segmentation 

Since every finite verb form in Koine Greek possesses it, the verbal category of 

mood makes for a natural candidate for this analysis. As was evidenced in the previous 

chapters, a number of the letters within the Pauline corpus possessed chaining and 

shifting within the category of mood that seemed to mark significant text segments. This 

section will attempt to trace the occurrences of the various moods within each letter of 
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Paul's epistles. In order to facilitate a comparison, the analysis will count the occurrences 

within the various sections of the traditional five-part letter structure - letter opening 

(prescript, salutation), thanksgiving, body, parenesis, and letter closing. 

While it may not intuitively seem so, the verbal category of mood has proven 

important within the segmentation of the Pauline letter. The reason it may not initially 

seem to be the case comes from a simple count of the occurrences of the various moods. 

Of the 19,167 finite verb forms found in the New Testament, there are 15,619 indicatives, 

1,866 subjunctives, 1,634 imperatives, and 68 optatives. The total number of verbs within 

the Pauline corpus is 3 ,780, consisting of 2,835 indicatives, 495 subjunctives, 422 

imperatives, and 31 optatives.1 From these statistics, it would seem that indicatives would 

dominate almost any stretch of text so that the category of mood would seem to matter 

little in way of text segmentation. In fact, this is the premise and conclusion that a recent 

work on verbal aspect in the non-indicative moods came to in relation to the category of 

mood. Constantine Campbell states, 

The indicative mood is associated with the discourse strands of narrative, but non
indicative verbs function on a different level to this. Non-indicative verbs operate 
primarily on the level of the clause. Indicative verbs operate on the clausal level 
too, usually found within independent clauses, but they also operate on the 
structural, discourse-strand level, whereas non-indicatives operate only on the 
level of the clause. Thus, while indicative verbs perform a wider, macro function 
within narrative, non-indicative verbs do not. The shape of a narrative is 
delineated by indicatives, while non-indicatives find their place within this shape. 
This point is most clearly illustrated by the dependency inherent to many non
indicative verbal functions.2 

Thus, Campbell maintains that only the indicative mood possesses any discourse-level 

function, while non-indicatives are relegated to clausal functions. While such discourse 

1 These figures came from a simple search of each form within the Greek New Testament NA27 performed 
by utilizing the Accordance search engine. I would guess that the reason the total of the individual moods 
outnumbers the total occurrences is due to certain questionable verbs receiving more than one tag for mood. 
2 Campbell, Non-Indicative Verbs. 5. 
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functions may hold true for narrative discourses, Campbell moves beyond drawing this 

conclusion for just narrative texts. In his conclusion to the book, he states, 

The indicative mood must be regarded as the heart of the Greek verbal system. It 
is not only the most fully developed mood, in terms of its various formal 
oppositions, but it has the widest-ranging function within narrative texts. It 
delineates the strands of discourse by which narrative is structured, and dominates 
the terrain of independent clauses. The non-indicative verbs simply fall into line. 
These verbs will not shape narrative structure - or epistolary structure for that 
matter - nor will they ever dominate independent clauses.3 

As previously stated, such conclusions may prove true within the confines of narrative 

texts as such texts are marked by indicative forms which serve as their skeletal structure; 

however, text types other than narrative may possess other verb forms that contribute to 

their structure.4 This analysis will seek to analyze the category of mood to see whether or 

not other non-indicative moods function at levels beyond the clause and contribute to the 

overall structure of letters. 

A number of works recognize the significance that changes in the category of 

mood play in the segmentation of a text. In their analyses of the structure of Hebrews, 

both Guthrie and Westfall mention the grouping and shifting of mood as a signal for 

paragraph and section units.5 Those dealing with Paul as a letter writer normally focus on 

the unique section of parenesis, which is marked by the presence of command forms, 

within the structure of his letters.6 Discussing mood, Reed goes on to say, 

3 Campbell, Non-Indicative Verbs, 123-24. 

4 In fact, this conclusion serves as the basis for Robert Longacre's notion of discourse types (see Grammar, 

7-16). Like Campbell, he concludes that the mainline of narrative texts is characterized by past tense verbs, 

which would mainly be equivalent to the indicative of the independent clauses found within narratives. 

Unlike Campbell, Longacre argues that each discourse type has its own unique characteristic verb that 

surfaces within the mainline of the text. For hortatory/exhortational texts. the imperative represents this 

mainline verb (21). 

5 Guthrie, Structure, 50, where he places mood under the heading of genre; Westfall, Discourse Analysis, 

41-42. 

6 Aune, New Testament, 191, 194-97; Porter, "Exegesis of the Pauline Letters," 546-50; Richards. Paul. 

136. 
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Modality may be used to distinguish between background and thematic 
prominence. Under normal circumstances, a speaker might expect an audience to 
be more interested in what is asserted as real or factual (indicative mood). What 
someone asserts as actually happening is more likely to be the centre of attention 
in discourse than what is merely projected or purported to happen (i.e. what 
might, may, could occur).7 

Reed further observes that subjunctive and optative moods concern background material, 

as they are non-assertive and are used to indicate projection, while in non-narrative texts 

"the imperative mood is also used in thematic material, due to its semantic attribute of 

direction (i.e. the speaker directs or commands others to do something)."8 The shifting, 

then, of these moods can contribute to the overall information flow and prominence of a 

particular letter and even contribute to the overall structure of the letter.9 

In what follows, the verbal category of mood will be analyzed within the primary 

clauses of each of the letters by summarizing the findings of the analysis conducted in the 

previous chapters and by performing frequency counts for each of the moods within a 

basic five-part structure of each letter. 10 Conclusions can then be drawn as to the impact 

of mood on the overa11 structure of the letters, as well as on further segmentation of 

smaller units, such as paragraphs. 

7 Reed, Discourse Analysis, 115. 
8 Reed, Discourse Analysis, 115. 
9 Interestingly, Reed (Discourse Analysis, 290-91) discovered that the shifting from indicative verb forms 
to imperative verb forms within much of the body of the letter to the Philippians contributed to the structure 
of the letter. From this he concluded that Philippians was a personal, hortatory letter. 
10 The parts will be analyzed as long as the particular letter displays that part. For instance, the thanksgiving 
section of Galatians cannot be analyzed since it does not contain such a section. The various parts follow 
the segmentation analysis of the past three chapters as well as interact with both Klauck, Ancient Letters. 
and McDonald and Porter, Early Christianity. who outline the letters according to a five-part letter 
structure. Burge. Cohick, and Green, New Testament, represents a recent survey that utilizes epistolary 
structural outlines at times. but does not apply it rigorously to each of the letters. 

http:letter.10
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Contribution of Mood to Letter Segmentation 

As stated in the previous section, one would anticipate that the verbal category of 

mood would significantly contribute to the segmentation of the text. The evidence from 

the verbal analysis of each individual letter shows this to be true. Each of the moods 

contributes to text segmentation, with the greatest impact made by the indicative and 

imperative moods. 

In Romans ,11 mood contributes greatly to the overall movement of the letter, as 

well as segmenting the letter into smaller units. The major shift in the letter is marked by 

the movement from indicative forms in the body of the letter (chapters 1-11) to the 

interplay between indicative and imperative forms in the parenesis (in 12-15:13). Within 

chapters 1-11, the indicative mood controls the primary clause verbs in the vast majority 

of cases. The imperative form is only found in 3:3, in 6:11-13, 19, and in 11:18, 20, 22. 12 

This shifts in chapter 12 with the onset of the imperative within the primary clauses in 

chapter 12. While the indicative re-emerges in 13:1-15:13, the imperative is still found 

giving practical instruction concerning the exposition presented in the indicative forms. 

These moods further delineate the various parts of the letter closing: Paul's travel plans 

are controlled by indicative forms (15: 14-33), the request for greetings by the imperative 

(16:3-16), and final instructions and greetings by both forms (16: 17-23). 

11 Klauck (Ancient Letters, 301-02) and McDonald and Porter (Early Christianity, 461) place the supposed 
thesis statement of 1: 16-17 with the thanksgiving section of the letter. The only difference between the two 
outline proposals concerns the shift from parenesis to letter closing. Klauck (302) places the travel plans 
(15:14-29) and the prayer and peace wish (15:30-33) within the letter closing, while McDonald and Porter 
(461) place these two items with at the end of the parenesis. 
1 ~ With the exception of the 3:3, which is a reference to God. the occurrences of the imperative in chapters 
6 and 11 seem to draw out practical applications for the readers in response to the ex positional material 
presented by the indicative forms. For a discussion of the imperatives in Romans 6, see Reed. "Indicative 
and Imperative," 244-57. 
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While the shifts in mood between indicative and imperative demarcate the major 

shifts of the letter, the optative mood contributes to the segmentation within the letter's 

body (1: 13-11 :36). This is evidenced by the expression µii y£v01:to in 3:3 and 5, 3:31, 

6:2, 6: 15, 7:7, 7: 13, 9: 14, 11: 1, and 11: 11. Each of these occurrences responds to a 

question that Paul poses at the beginning of a new segment.13 Further, the optative mood 

stands at the end of smaller segments in 15:5 and 13. The latter actually occurs at the end 

of the parenesis (12:1-15:13) before the discussion of Paul's travel plans, which seems to 

begin the letter closing. 

Within the primary clauses, the subjunctive does not seem to contribute to the 

structure of the letter as much as the other moods do. The relatively few instances of 

primary clause subjunctives in chapters 1-11 are found in questions at 6: 1, 6: 15, 10: 14 (4 

occurrences) and a quotation in 10:6. They occur as first person plural exhortations 

within the parenetic section of 12: 1-15: 14 at 13: 12-13, 14: 13, and 14: 19. 14 

In conclusion, for Romans mood plays an important role (1) by dividing the letter 

into its two main sections of body (1: 13-11:36) and parenesis (12: 1-15: 13), as evidenced 

by the shift from indicative to imperative-indicative forms within the primary clause 

verbs, (2) by contributing to the further segmentation of the first section through the use 

of the optative, and (3) by segmenting the letter closing into travel plans (15:14-33), 

greetings (16:3-16), and final instructions and greetings (16: 17-25). 

13 The only one that seems controversial is 3:31, which is either the last statement of the previous section 
(3:21-30) or serves to introduce what follows in chapter 4. Given the preponderance of the other 
occurrences to introduce segments, it could very well introduce the discussion of Abraham in chapter 4. 
14 In this regard, the)' could be combined with imperatives to show an even greater occurrence of command 
forms within this section of the letter. If so, 34 of the 94 (36%) primary clause verbs in this section of the 
letter are in some sensing commanding the readers. 

http:segment.13
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15:14--16:27l:l-7 1:13-11:36 12:1-15:13Overall 1:8-12Mood 

28 62%58 62%Indicative 3 100% 253 90%342 81% 0 

17 38%29 31%Imperative 56 13% 0 0 10 4%0 

8 3% 5 5% 0 0%Subjunctive 0 0 013 3% 

2 2% 0 0%Optative 0 0 0 10 4%12 3% 

45281 94423 0 8 

Figure 27: Tracking ofMood in Primary Clause Verbs in Romans 

First Corinthians15 seems to display a much more even spread of different mood 

occurrences throughout the letter, yet mood shifts still serve to highlight the overall 

contours of the letter, as well as mark key shifts within smaller units of the letter. As in 

Romans, 1 Corinthians begins with a long string of indicative verb forms that control the 

primary clause verbs throughout much of 1: 10-4:21. The first occurrence of the 

imperative is found in 3: 10 and command forms appear at times throughout the rest of the 

section (3: 18, 19, 21; 4: 1, 5, 16) in relation to Paul's teaching in a similar way to the 

occurrences of the imperatives in Romans 6. In 5:1-16:12, the shifting between indicative 

and imperative forms occurs more regularly, but noticeable patterns still seem to emerge. 

Certain sections begin with a lengthy string of indicative forms that gradually give way to 

imperatives at the end of the section. These include 6:1-11, 6: 12-20, 8: 1-13, 9: 1-27, 

11: 17-34, and 12: 1-31. Other sections, chapters 5, 7, and 10, contain a freer exchange 

between indicative and imperative forms throughout the section. Again, such movement 

within this section mirrors the parenetic section of Romans (12:1-15:13), and thus 5:1

16:12 could be labeled as the parenesis of 1 Corinthians.16 

15 The five-part letter outline presented here agrees with McDonald and Porter (Early Christianity, 440--41). 
Klauck (Ancient Letters, 306-07) outlines the body thematically, without distinguishing unique body and 
parenetic sections. 
16 Porter, "Exegesis of the Pauline Letters," 549-50. 

http:Corinthians.16
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In relation to overall occurrences, the indicative forms dominate the number of 

primary clause verbs, but the percentage by which they do so shifts in relation to the 

various sections. Figure 41 reveals the distribution of verb occurrences within the 

primary clause verbs of a traditional five-part Jetter structure (prescript, thanksgiving, 

body, parenesis, and letter closing) for 1 Corinthians. The indicative verb controls over 

80% of the primary clause verbs throughout the letter, but the percentages reveal a 

marked shift within the concentration of occurrences within the body (1: 1~:21), the 

parenesis (5: 1-16: 12), and the Jetter closing (16: 13-24). The highest concentration of 

indicative verbs occurs in the body, with the imperative making only a small 

contribution. The percentages rise for all other moods within the parenetic section, except 

for the indicative mood, which drops below its overall percentage. The letter closing 

reveals a significant shift in relation to the overall percentage of occurrences. While no 

optative and subjunctive forms are found, the imperative form actually occurs more 

frequently than even the indicative within this section. While the differences in 

percentages for the indicative and imperative from the body to the parenetic section are 

not drastic, they reveal higher concentrations of indicative forms within I: 1 ~:21 than in 

5: 1-16: 12, while just the opposite holds true for the imperative. Like Romans, the 

subjunctive hardly figures within the overall occurrences of primary clause verbs in 1 

Corinthians, but unlike Romans, the optative seems to play no role in the overall structure 

of the letter. 
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Mood 

Indicative 

Imperative 

Subjunctive 

Optative 

Overall 

530 82.3% 

96 14.9% 

17 2.6% 

1 .2% 

644 

1:1-3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1:4-9 

100% 

1:1~:21 

109 93.2% 

7 6% 

l .8% 

1 .2% 

118 

5:1-16:12 

413 81.0% 

80 15.7% 

16 3.1 % 

0 

509 

16:13-24 

7 43.75% 

9 56.25% 

0 

0 

16 

Figure 28: Tracking ofMood in Primary Clause Verbs in 1 Corinthians 

In 2 Corinthians17 the verbal category of mood reveals a marked pattern in relation 

to where occurrences of particular moods are found. Within the first five chapters of 2 

Corinthians, indicative verb forms represent 76 of the 77 primary clause verbs. The only 

exception is found at the end of chapter 5 with an imperative in verse 20. In 6: 1-13: 10, 

verbs expressing commands/exhortation account for roughly 10% of the primary clause 

verb forms (15 imperatives and all three subjunctives). While this section of text is not 

characteristic of other Pauline parenetic sections in which he gives a number of general 

exhortations, it contains explicit exhortations, spread throughout the section, in contrast 

to 1:8-5:21. The letter closing contains only eight primary clause verbs, but, like 1 

Corinthians, the majority of occurrences are imperative forms. Thus, the indicative verb 

form accounts for the vast majority of actual primary clause verb forms throughout the 

letter, but command forms emerge with greater frequency from 6: lff. The imperative 

makes up the majority of these commanding verbs, with a small amount of subjunctives 

providing exhortation. 2 Corinthians contains no optative forms. 

17 Both Klauck (Ancient Letters. 309- I0) and McDonald and Porter (Early Christianity, 449) disagree with 
the presented outline given here in relation to the break between the body and the parenetic section. As in l 
Corinthians, Klauck seems to follow more of a thematic outline in relation to the body (I: I 2-13: I 0), while 
McDonald and Porter begin the body of the letter earlier (I :8-9: 15) and locate the parenesis later in the 
letter (10:1-13:10). 
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Mood 

Indicative 

Imperative 

Subjunctive 

Overall 

238 90.5% 

22 8.4% 

3 1.1% 

263 

l: 1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:3-7 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:8-5:21 

73 98.6% 

I 1.4% 

0 

74 

6:1-13:10 

163 90.1% 

15 8.3% 

3 1.7% 

181 

13:11-14 

2 25% 

6 75% 

0 

8 

Figure 29: Tracking ofMood in Primary Clause Verbs in 2 Corinthians 

Galatians18 represents the first of the letters within the Pauline corpus discussed 

thus far that possesses imperative forms at the beginning of the letter ( 1:8, 9). Yet, after 

these rare occurrences of initial imperative forms, the rest of the letter follows the pattern 

of indicative domination of the primary clauses within the body of the letter, followed by 

a rise in the percentage of commanding forms in the parenetic material. As is evident 

from Figure 43, the percentage of indicative primary clause forms in the body of the letter 

follows typical patterns seen thus far. The percentage of command forms within the 

parenetic section actually is higher in Galatians than in either 1 or 2 Corinthians.19 While 

the letter closing contains indicatives, imperatives, and an optative, the percentage of 

indicatives in comparison to imperatives is considerably higher than in the letters 

analyzed to this point. For the entire letter, the percentages of indicatives, imperatives, 

18 Klauck (Ancient Letters, 314) and Porter and McDonald (Early Christianity, 415) disagree over the 
beginning of the body. Klauck places the proem in 1:6-10 with the letter opening, while Porter and 
McDonald have it beginning the body of the letter. Both, though, agree concerning the location of the 
parenesis (5: 13-6: l 0). While they agree, there is a good deal of disagreement over where the parenetic 
section begins in Galatians. In contrast to Klauck and McDonald/Porter, Witherington (Grace in Galatia, 
360 and 363) and Nanos (Galatians, 71-72) both begin the parenetic section at 5:2, while Aune (New 
Testament, 191) begins the parenetic section at 5:1 but notes that the entire letter possesses a parenetic 
style. In his argument for viewing chapters 5 and 6 as the culmination of Paul's argument rather than a 
disconnected separate section, Matera ('The Culmination," 81) states, "I suggest that the search for a 
starting point of a purely paraenetic section is ill-advised, as the variety of scholarly opinion suggests. I am 
not asserting that there is no moral exhortation in these chapters. As I will argue below, Paul employs the 
paraenetic material of this section in his argument to persuade the Galatians not to accept circumcision. But 
I am cautioning against viewing any section of these chapters as purely paraenetic in nature." Thus, he 
keeps the entire section together as a unified whole. In looking at all the evidence and considering Matera's 
assertion, the whole of this section will be labeled as parenesis, since 5: I contains imperatives that serve as 
transition to introduce what follows. 
19 To the imperatives. four of the five subjunctive occurrences (5:25, 26 and 6:9, 10) can be added as 
exhortations as they represent first person plural hortatory subjunctives. 

http:Corinthians.19
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and subjunctive primary clause verbs is typical in comparison to the other letters 

discussed. The optative occurs in three places (within the expressionµ~ yevovw in 2: 17, 

3:21, and 6: 14), but it does not seem to serve as a transitional device to introduce sections 

of the letter. 

Mood 

Indicative 

Imperative 

Subjunctive 

Optative 

Overall 

145 85% 

18 11% 

5 3% 

3 2% 

171 

1:1-5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:6-4:31 

106 93% 

6 5% 

0 0% 

2 2% 

114 

5:1-6:10 

33 69% 

IO 21% 

5 10% 

0 0% 

48 

6: 11-18 

6 67% 

2 22% 

0 0% 

1 11 % 

9 

Figure 30: Tracking ofMood in Primary Clauses in Galatians 

Ephesians20 follows the pattern seen so far whereby the category of mood 

delineates certain macrostructural segments as distinct. The indicative forms in the body 

of the letter (1:15-3:21) give way to imperatives in the parenetic material (4:1-6:20). 

While this may be typical in comparison to the other letters analyzed thus far, the 

percentages of indicatives and imperatives within the parenetic section differ greatly. 

While the body of the letter (1: 15-3:21) maintains consistent percentages of primary 

clause indicative and imperative verb forms, the parenetic section possesses a 

considerably higher percentage (roughly 60%) of imperatives in contrast to the previous 

four letters discussed. This percentage even outnumbers the presence of indicatives 

within this section. The letter closing of Ephesians contains the fewest number of primary 

clause verb forms encountered thus far, with the only occurrence being an indicative verb 

form. 

20 The outline presented here agrees with Klauck (Ancient Letters, 316) who places the intercessory prayer 
in 1: 15-23 with the letter body, rather than in the thanksgiving section, as McDonald and Porter (Early 
Christianity, 488) do. 
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Overall 

Indicative 

Mood 

41 51% 

Imperative 39 49% 

Subjunctive 0 0% 

Optative 0 0% 

80 

1: 1-2 


0 


0 


0 


0 


0 


1:3-23 2:1-3:21 4:1-6:20 6:21 

l 100% J J 92% 28 42% 6 75% 

0 0% 1 8% 38 58% 2 25% 

0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 

0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 

1 12 66 8 

Figure 31: Tracking ofPrimary Clause Verbs in Ephesians 

While the other letters contain at least a minimal representation of subjunctive and even 

optative forms (2 Corinthians possesses no optatives), Ephesians lacks both moods within 

its primary clause verb forms. 

Philippians21 continues in the pattern of letters that start with a high percentage of 

indicatives and gradually incorporate imperative forms within a parenetic section. The 

inclusion of imperative forms, however, begins much earlier within the whole of the 

letter. The letter opens with a verbless letter opening and follows with a thanksgiving 

section, containing two indicative verb forms. The body opens with a string of indicative 

verbs in 1:12-26, which is not interrupted by any other verb forms. This changes in 1:27 

as imperatives emerge within the primary clauses. It becomes difficult to locate a specific 

parenetic section within 1 :27--4:20, since imperatives are found with frequency 

throughout the entire section. Thus, in this analysis 1:27--4:20 shall be treated as a whole 

section containing representative parenetic material. Within this section, indicative verb 

forms outnumber imperative forms two to one, which is in line more with what occurs in 

1 and 2 Corinthians and Galatians than in Ephesians within the parenetic section. Of 

~ 1 Klauck (Ancient Letters, 319-20) does not make a formal distinction within 1: 12-4:20 between body and 
parenesis, but rather he labels the whole as the letter's body. McDonald and Porter (Early Christianity, 
470) label the body of the letter as 1: 12-2:30 and the parenesis as 3: 1-4:20. For a similar segmentation, 
along with further discussion supporting it, see Russell, "Pauline Letter Structure;· 299-305. The analysis 
proposed here notices the presence of imperative/command forms in I :27-2: 18 as representing a shift to 
parenetic concerns (see Alexander, "Hellenistic Letter-form," 94, who also recognizes these commands as 
representing parenetic concerns within this section of the letter). 
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interest in relation to the moods within this section is that the indicative verbs form 

certain chains that help to subdivide the text. These occur within the sections of 2: 19-30, 

3:3-16, and 4:10-20. 2:19-30 concludes with imperatives and 3:1-16 contains initial 

imperatives and concludes with a hortatory subjunctive near the end of the section, but 

they are marked by lengthy indicative chains. The brief letter conclusion contains two 

indicative forms and a single imperative. Of note again is the lack of subjunctives and 

absence of optative forms within Philippians .22 

Overall 

Indicative 

Mood 

65 

Imperative 25 

Subjunctive 1 

Optative 0 

91 

71% 

27% 

1% 

0% 

1: 1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 :3-11 

2 100% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

2 

1: 12-26 

IO 100% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

10 

1:27-4:20 

51 67% 

24 32% 

1 1% 

0 0% 

76 

4:21-23 

2 67% 

1 33% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

3 

Figure 32: Tracking ofPrimary Clause Verbs in Philippians 

As discussed in chapter four, Colossians23 displays significant patterns in line with 

segmentation of the letter into the five-part letter structure utilized in Figure 46. The letter 

opening contains a prescript with no primary clause verbs. The thanksgiving section is 

marked by the occurrence of the typical indicative verb EUXaptcr'tOUµEv as the only 

primary clause verb within the section. The indicative mood dominates the body of the 

letter (1 :9-2:5) as one lengthy indicative chain persists within the primary clauses. 2:6 

marks a shift from expositional material to parenetic material as exhortations, consisting 

22 The only primary clause subjunctive is found in 3: 15 and serves as a first person plural exhortation. 
23 The presentation here sees the intercession begun in 1 :9 as the opening of the letter body as it contains 
the primary clause verb and serves as the independent clause that introduces the discussion of Christ in 
1: l 3ff. The parenetic section begins in 2:6, as the imperative verb forms begin to appear. Klauck (Ancient 
letters, 321) keeps I :3-23 together as a lengthy proem used to open fill the slot of the thanksgiving 
section. According to Klauck's analysis, the letter, then, contains no formal parenetic section, as 1 :24-4:6 
serve as the letter body (broken up into further subsections. McDonald and Porter (Early Christianity, 479) 
begin the body of the letter in 1: 13, after the prayer in 1:9-12. Further, they begin the parenesis in 2: 16 and 
end it in 4:9, after the.travelogue of Tychicus. 
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mainly of imperatives, occur with high frequency. The letter closing levels the occurrence 

of indicative and imperative forms as the section begins with indicatives and ends with 

closing commands. The frequency counts for the various sections align well with these 

segments as indicatives control the primary clauses within the body of the letter (1 :9-2:5) 

and exhortations, taking the form of imperatives and a cluster of subjunctives, control the 

parenetic section (2:6--4:6). As is proving typical, both indicatives and imperatives appear 

within the letter closing. Colossians contains very few subjunctives and possesses no 

optatives within the primary clauses of the letter. 

Mood 

Indicative 

Imperative 

Subjunctive 

Overall 

24 

30 

3 

57 

1: 1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1:3-8 

100% 7 

0 

0 

7 

1:9-2:5 

100% 

2:6--4:6 

10 27% 

24 64.9% 

3 8.1% 

37 

4:7-18 

6 50% 

6 50% 

0 

12 

Figure 33: Tracking ofPrimary Clause Verbs in Colossians 

As many of the other letters analyzed thus far have also shown, 1 Thessalonians24 

opens with very few verbal forms, but this shifts once the body of the letter begins. No 

primary clause verbs appear in the letter opening (1: 1), although three indicative forms 

are present within the thanksgiving section (1 :2-10). As is typical, the body of the letter 

contains a high number of indicative verb forms, especially within the first half of the 

body. The initial indicative string of verbs beginning at 2: 1 goes uninterrupted until three 

optative forms occur in 3: 11-13. With the indicative verbs tpcotffiµEv and 

n:apaKaA.ouµEv appearing in 4: 1, it would appear that the letter is about to transition 

24 The outline of the letter presented here agrees with McDonald and Porter (Early Christianity, 421-22), 
who begin the parenetic section at 4: 1. Klauck (Ancient Letters, 357-74) has the body continuing through 
chapter four and the beginning of five. He does not start the parenesis until 5: I 2. While this section 
definitely contains a high percentage of imperative forms, the presence of both imperatives in chapters four 
and five and the hortatory subjunctives in 5:6 and 8 seems to indicate that the main exhortational section 
begins earlier in l Thessalonians than 5: 12. 
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into commands, but the letter does not shift to explicit commands until the first 

appearance of the imperative in 4:18. Indicatives re-emerge through the initial verses of 

chapter 5 until hortatory subjunctives (three forms in 5:6 and one in 5:8) and imperatives 

bring the body of the letter to a close (5: 11). The next movement of the letter represents 

strong parenesis as the imperative mood occurs numerous times within a short strand of 

text (5: 12-22). While containing both an indicative and two imperative forms, the letter 

closing also possesses two optatives that stand at the beginning of the section.25 First 

Thessalonians, then, possesses distinct sections marked by the occurrence of strong 

dominant forms - the indicative controlling the body and the imperative controlling the 

parenetic section. Hortatory subjunctives appear in a significant cluster in 5:6 and 8 (4 

verb forms), yet this is the only appearance of the subjunctive within the primary clauses 

of the letter. The optative also appears in two distinct places within the letter - at the end 

of the body (3: 11-13), preceding the parenetic section, and at the beginning of the letter 

closing (5:23-24), in effect closing the parenetic section. 

Mood Overall 1: 1 1:2-10 2:1-3:13 4:1-5:22 5:23-28 

Indicative 43 60% 0 3 100% 17 85% 22 50% 1 20% 

Imperative 20 28% 0 0 0% 0 0% 18 41% 2 40% 

Subjunctive 4 6% 0 0 0% 0 0% 4 9% 0 0% 

Optative 5 7% 0 0 0% 3 15% 0 0% 2 40% 

72 0 3 20 44 5 

Figure 34: Tracking ofPrimary Clause Verbs in 1 Thessalonians 

While exhibiting many of the same patterns that have been noticed in relation to 

previous letters, 2 Thessalonians26 deviates from the normal form as well. The similarity 

25 The decision to place 5:23-24 within the letter closing follows the outline of the letter proposed by 
Klauck (Ancient Letters, 372-74). 
26 The discussion here more closely follows McDonald and Porter (Early Christianity, 429), who locate the 
beginning of the parenesis at 2: I 3. Klauck (Ancient Letters, 388--406) maintains that the body of the letter 

http:section.25
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with previous letters includes the verbless letter opening (1:1-2) and a small number of 

indicative forms within the thanksgiving section (1:3-12). With the exception of the 

subjunctive in 2:3, the body of the letter opens with the typical pattern of indicative 

forms. Imperatives emerge in 2:15, 3:1, and 3:14-15. In each case, an optative primary 

clause verb occurs within the context following these verb forms (2: 17; 3:5; and 3: 16). 

While parenesis is typically chosen as the label for 3: 14-15 ,27 this pattern of imperative 

exhortations followed by optatives may suggest that parenesis extends further back into 

the letter, at least as far back as the beginning of the imperatives at the end of chapter 2.28 

Regardless of the decision on the parenetic section, the frequency of mood occurrences 

reflects what has been typical in relation to the other letters. Relatively few verbs are 

found within the initial movements of the letter, but verb frequency increases as the letter 

moves into the body of the letter. The body consists mainly of indicative verbs, which 

give way to imperatives in the parenetic section. The letter closing of 2 Thessalonians 

contains only one primary clause verb, an indicative. 

Mood Overall l:l-2 1:3-12 2:1-14 2:15-3:15 3:16-18 

Indicative 18 60% 0 2 100% 7 88% 8 44% l 50% 

Imperative 6 20% 0 0 0% 0 0% 6 33% 0 0% 

Subjunctive 2 7% 0 0 0% l 13% l 6% 0 0% 

Optative 4 13% 0 0 0% 0 0% 3 17% l 50% 

30 0 2 8 18 2 

Figure 35: Tracking Mood in Primary Clause Verbs in 2 Thessalonians 

goes from 2: l-3: 13, leaving an extremely small section of parenesis. As in l Thessalonians. the presence of 
command forms (mainly imperatives with one subjunctive) beginning in 2: 15 seems to mark this shift to 
parenetic material at this point in the letter. 
D Klauck. Ancient Letters, 388--406. 
2~ This would substantiate the structural outline of McDonald and Porter (Early Christlanity, 429). In their 
scheme the parenesis covers 2: 13-3: 15. If the pattern with the optatives is correct. that would seem to 
indicate that 3: 16 be included within this section. 
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First Timothy29 again reflects many of the patterns that have previously emerged. 

No primary clauses verbs are found in the Jetter opening (1: 1-2), and eight indicatives 

occur within the rather lengthy thanksgiving section (1 :3-20). The body of the letter 

(2: 1-4:6) consists of a high percentage of indicative forms, while the parenetic section 

contains a higher percentage of imperatives than the indicative forms within the section.30 

The letter closing possesses a single primary clause verb, using the imperative mood. 

Other than one subjunctive, the subjunctive and optative play no role within the primary 

clause verbs. 

Mood 

Indicative 

Imperative 

Subjunctive 

Optative 

Overall 

51 54.3% 

42 44.7% 

l 1.1% 

0 

94 

1:1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7 

0 

0 

0 

7 

1:3-17 

100% 

1: 18-4:6 

17 81% 

4 19% 

0 

0 

21 

4:7-6:19 

27 41.5% 

37 57% 

1 1.5% 

0 

65 

0 

l 

0 

0 

l 

6:20-21 

100% 

Figure 36: Tracking Mood in Primary Clause Verbs in 1 Timothy 

Although 2 Timothy31 lacks a distinct parenetic section, it actually possesses 

parenetic elements throughout the letter. The only verb found within both the letter 

opening (1: 1-2) and thanksgiving (1 :3-5) is an indicative form in 1 :3. The body of the 

letter contains a greater percentage of indicatives than imperatives, but the numbers are 

not that far apart. It becomes rather tedious to justify where to break the end of the body, 

29 Both Klauck (Ancient Letters, 325-26) and McDonald and Porter (Early Christianity.497) are hesitant to 
identify a distinctly parenetic section within the letter. Klauck makes no mention of it, while McDonald and 
Porter place a question mark after the section (5: 1-6: 19) in their outline of the letter. The decision here of 
4:7 to mark parenesis is made on the preponderance of imperative forms that begins with this verse. 
30 The analysis here locates different boundaries than the ones established by Klauck (Ancient Letters, 325). 
He marks the boundary for the letter body at 6:2, with the parenesis consisting of 6:3-19. These boundaries 
lead to an equal number of indicative and imperative forms (36) within the letter body, as well as produce a 
parenetic section consisting of 7 indicatives and 5 imperatives. 
31 Both Klauck (Ancient Letters, 326-27) and McDonald and Porter (Early Christianity, ...J.98) recognize the 
absence of a distinct parenetic section. The outline presented here aligns more closely with Klauck in 
identif)'ing the letter closing with 4:9-22, as opposed to McDonald and Porter who consider 3: 10-l: 18 as a 
singular unit at the end of the Jetter body and 4: 19-22 as the letter closing. 

http:section.30
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but since imperatives occur with regular frequency throughout the section, it makes the 

most sense to keep the entire unit together as one. The result of this segmentation leaves 

the letter without a unique parenetic section, but this seems justified as imperatives are 

prevalent throughout the whole of the text. The letter closing appears to be rather lengthy, 

but this may be due to the circumstances conveyed within this section as Paul gives 

Timothy some of his last instructions and exhortations before he dies. 

Mood 

Indicative 

Imperative 

Subjunctive 

Optative 

Overall 

61 62.2% 

33 33.7% 

I 1% 

3 3.1 % 

98 

1:1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:3-5 

I 100% 

0 

0 

0 

I 

1:6-4:8 

42 58.3% 

27 37.5% 

1 I .4% 

2 2.8% 

72 

4:9-22 

18 

6 

0 

I 

25 

72% 

24% 

4% 

Figure 37: Tracking Mood in Primary Clause Verbs in 2 Timothy 

Like 2 Timothy, the letter to Titus32 lacks one of the parts to the typical five-part 

letter structure. The letter opens with a rather lengthy prescript, which does not contain 

any finite verb forms, but it lacks the customary thanksgiving section that would 

normally precede the body of the letter. While some would maintain that we cannot 

clearly differentiate between body and parenesis, the movement from mainly indicative 

forms within the body of the letter to exhortations in the parenesis seems to occur at the 

shift point of 2:1. Preceding this section, only one imperative occurs within 1:5-16, as 

contrasted with the 8 primary clause indicatives within this section. Further, imperative 

forms occur with more regularity within the section of 2: 1-3: 11. The letter closing 

3 
::> The letter structure represented here agrees with McDonald and Porter (Early Christianity, 498) 

concerning the split between the body and the parenesis at 2: I. Klauck (Ancient Letters, 327) fails to make 
any distinction at this point within the body of the letter. The letter closing, though, aligns more with 
Klauck's assessment. · 
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contains twice the number of imperatives as it does indicatives. In the case of Titus, no 

primary clause subjunctives or optatives are found. 

Mood 

Indicative 

Imperative 

Subjunctive 

Overall 

16 53.3% 

14 46.7% 

0 

30 

I: 1-4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:5-1:16 

8 88.9% 

I 11.1% 

0 

9 

2:1-3:11 

6 40% 

9 60% 

0 

15 

3:12-15 

2 33.3% 

4 66.7% 

0 

6 

Figure 38: Tracking Mood in Primary Clause Verbs in Titus 

Although it represents the shortest of the letters, Philemon33 distinguishes each 

member of the five-part letter structure. It also falls in line with the other letters analyzed 

as far as the occurrence of mood within certain parts of the letter. The letter opening 

contains no primary clause verbs. Both the thanksgiving section (1 :4-7) and body (1 :8

16) of the letter only contain indicative verb forms. This changes with the onset of the 

exhortations given in the parenetic section. Here, the three imperatives outnumber the 

two indicatives and the single occurrence of the optative. The letter closing possesses 

both indicatives and imperatives, with the three indicatives outnumbering the single 

imperative utilized within this section. Again, the subjunctive is completely absent from 

the primary clauses, while the optative occurs only once. 

Mood 

Indicative 

Imperative 

Optative 

Overall 

10 66.7% 

4 26.7% 

I 6.7% 

15 

1:1-3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

2 

1:4-7 

100% 3 

0 

0 

3 

1:8-16 

100% 2 

3 

1 

6 

1:17-20 

33.3% 

50% 

16.7% 

3 

1 

0 

4 

1:21-25 

75% 

25% 

Figure 39: Tracking Mood in Primary Clause Verbs in Philemon 

33 The outline used here most closely aligns with Klauck (Ancient Letters. 447). McDonald and Porter 
(Early Christianity, 480 and 482) maintain that Philemon contains no parenetic section, probably due to it 
being a personal letter. However, the commands in vv. 17-20 seem to mark this unit off as distinct within 
the letter. as it serves a similar purpose within this personal letter to parenetic sections in the other Pauline 
letters. 
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Conclusions regarding the Importance of Mood 

The findings in the analysis of each mood according to the five-part structure of 

these letters suggest that the category plays a significant role within the overall discourse 

movements of the letters. The indicative and imperative moods are the greatest 

contributors as their presence and absence within various parts of the letters help 

delineate one major section from another. In almost every letter, the increase of the 

percentage of imperative forms indicates the presence of a parenetic section. The greatest 

examples of this are Ephesians, Colossians, 1 Thessalonians, 2 Thessalonians, I Timothy, 

Titus, and Philemon, where imperative primary clause forms either rival or actually 

outnumber indicative primary clause forms within the parenesis. In the cases of Romans, 

Galatians, and Philippians, the imperative contains a relatively high percentage of 

occurrences within the parenesis, which it lacks in the body of these letters. I and 2 

Corinthians each contain a high percentage of indicative forms within the parenesis, but 

the presence of the imperative forms at least seems to indicate a parenetic section. The 

only strong exception to this is 2 Timothy, which contains a concentration of imperative 

forms throughout the letter. 

In order to verify that indicative and imperative occurrences changed between the 

letter body and parenesis, a X2 test,34 which compares counts of categorical responses 

from two or more independent groups,35 was used to show the significance36 of counts 

between the occurrences of indicatives and imperatives within the body and parenesis 

34 For a textbook discussion of this test, see Ron Larson and Betsy Farber, Elementary Statistics, 55 I - 77. 

35 See http://math.hws.edu/javamath/ryan/ChiSquare.html. This website further indicates that a X2 test can 

only be used on actual numbers, not on percentages. proportions, or means. 

36 Statistical significance is defined as "A test for determining the probability that a given result could not 

have occurred by chance (its significance)." Quoted from Weisstein, Eric W., "Significance Test," from 

Math World--A Wolfram Web Resource.http://mathworld.wolfrain.com/SignificanceTest.html. 
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sections of the letters. Tests run for both the indicative occurrences and imperative 

occurrences within these two parts showed significant differences in the occurrence of 

both moods between the body and parenetic parts of the letter.37 

At times the optative mood also helps contribute to the segmentation of the text, 

although it mainly reveals sectional boundaries, rather than reoccurring with any 

frequency. In 1 Thessalonians, the presence of the optative frames the parenetic section 

of the Jetter. In 2 Thessalonians, optatives seem to demarcate smaller sections within the 

parenesis. In Romans, the optative helps delineate smaller units within the larger body of 

the Jetter. The optative also is found in Galatians, 2 Timothy, and Philemon, but does not 

seem to contribute to the segmentation of these letters. It makes either scant (1 

Corinthians) or no appearance (1 Corinthians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, 1 

Timothy, and Titus) in the rest of the letters. 

Aside from an occasional hortatory use, the subjunctive form remains noticeably 

absent in almost every letter. It does not even occur within the primary clauses of 

Ephesians, Titus, and Philemon, and it accounts for 3% or less of the overall primary 

clause verb occurrences within Romans, 1 Corinthians, 2 Corinthians, Galatians, 

Philippians, 1 Timothy, and 2 Timothy. From a structural standpoint, the subjunctive 

seems to be mainly relegated to subordinate clauses within the Pauline corpus. 

In regards to Campbell's statement that indicative forms serve as the singular 

mood that carries along the mainline of even epistolary literature, the evidence from the 

Pauline letter corpus would seem to disagree. Certain letters such as Ephesians, 1 

37 Comparing all the letters of Paul and looking at the indicative verb for the body versus parenesis of the 
letters, a X, 2 test shows the test statistic X, 2 is 390.71 with a p-value of 5 .73 X I 0·77 

• For significance, the p
val ue needs to be less than .05. Comparing all the letters of Paul and looking at the imperative verb for the 
body versus the parenesis of the letters, ax" test shows the test statistic x" is 37 .62 with a p-value of 9.08 x 
10·5. 

http:letter.37
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Timothy, and Titus possess nearly as many imperatives as indicatives within the primary 

clauses of the letters, and Colossians actually possesses more imperatives than 

indicatives. In the other letters, while the indicative forms may have outnumbered the 

imperative in overall occurrence, the absence of the imperative seems to epitomize the 

body of the letter, while its presence significantly contributes to the location of the 

parenesis. The conclusion, then, seems to be that the Pauline letter corpus distinctly 

marks certain letter parts by means of the use of the imperative mood. This seems 

obvious as these letters contain, if they are not completely concerned with, exhortation, 

which requires some form of command. This corpus normally accomplishes this through 

the use of the imperative verb form. 

Person and Number 

Importance of Person-Number to Text Segmentation 

The verbal categories of person and number combine to play an important role 

within locating text segments. This intuitively seems right since person and number in a 

verb normally agree with the grammatical subject of a sentence.38 If a particular 

grammatical subject or group of related subjects extend over a stretch of text, the shift 

toward a different subject could be marked with a change in the person and number of the 

corresponding sentences.39 

38 Porter, Idioms, 76; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 391. 
39 In his analysis of Hebrews, Guthrie (Structure, 50) seems to employ such an understanding as he 
discusses topic shifts. He maintains that the topic is the primary message communicated through the 
various cola within a given section of text. As a topic or related topics are discussed within a unit of text, a 
semantic matrix forms, and this unit coheres. Brown and Yule (Discourse Analysis, 70) agree that this 
seems intuitively right to speak of a topic being the ""unifying principle which makes one stretch of 
discourse 'about' something and the next stretch 'about' something else." Yet, they resist such a simplistic 
approach to topic because they caution that such an intuitive approach does not always formalize as such 
within the actual discourse. 

http:sentences.39
http:sentence.38
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Numerous studies have employed the shifts found in grammatical person and 

number to mark shifts within a discourse. In his brief discussion of discourse boundaries, 

Porter lists such shifts in grammatical person as one of two important indicators that mark 

"the closing of one discourse unit and the beginning of another."40 Guthrie includes 

theses categories as helping to maintain cohesion within a discourse unit.41 In her 

inclusion of the grouping of person and number to mark discourse units, Westfall states, 

"In the New Testament epistles, each letter displays distinct patterns in the choices of 

person and number. Clusters of clauses are often characterized by consistency of person 

and number."42 O'Donnell ties the significance of person and number to the interpersonal 

functions within a discourse since it explicates the participants within the text. He 

maintains that grammatical person should reinforce the structure of the letter, as one 

would expect to find second person forms within the parenetic section of a New 

Testament letter. Further, grammatical person and number also help establish prominence 

within discourse, as normal and expected verb forms give way to unexpected forms.43 In 

Reed's analysis, person-number serve as one of the primary expressions of "person 

deixis" within Koine Greek. "Person deixis" serves as one means to accomplish 

"componential ties" within a text that further contributes to the cohesion of units within a 

text or within the overall discourse.44 

Building on the previous section dealing with mood, the verbal category of 

person-number will be analyzed by summarizing the findings of chapters 3-5 in relation 

40 Porter, Idioms, 301. 

41 Guthrie, Structure, 51-52. 

42 Westfall. Discourse Analysis, +4. 

43 O'Donnell, Corpus linguistics, 409. Porter and O'Donnell ("Semantics," 180-81) provide an application 

of tracking person and number within the book of Romans. 

44 Reed. Discourse Analysis, 95-96. For the broader discussion of cohesion ties within his analysis, see 89
101. 

http:discourse.44
http:forms.43
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to the clustering and shifting of these verbal categories in the various letters of the 

Pauline corpus. The occurrence of these forms will also be tracked within the parts of the 

typical five-part letter segmentation in order to see how person and number contribute to 

such segmentation. Conclusions will then be drawn as to the significance of these 

categories in relation to the overall structure of the letters, as well as smaller paragraph 

units. 

Contribution of Person and Number to Letter Segmentation 

Beginning this discussion with Romans, overall the letter maintains a fairly 

balanced representation of person-number with the exception of a high concentration of 

third person singular forms. These third person singulars account for nearly half of the 

primary clause verbs within the letter and are prevalent in all the parts of the letter with 

the exception of the letter opening. As to the letter parts, the thanksgiving section 

contains the highest percentage of first person singular forms of any of the parts. In the 

body of the letter, all forms are represented near their overall percentage distributions as a 

whole throughout the letter. The parenesis section of 12:1-15:13 sees a noticeable decline 

in the first person singular forms, as well as a rise in second person singular and plural 

forms. In the letter closing, the first person singular returns with a high percentage of 

occurrences, while the second person plural reveals its highest levels within the letter, 

due mainly to the extensive greetings list marked by the second person plural imperative 

acr7tacracr0E. Noticeable as well within this closing is the significant drop in third 

person singular forms. Two further conclusions can be drawn from these occurrences. 

First, the heavy appearance of first person singular forms in the letter opening and closing 

correspond to the fact that these are the sections within the letter that most clearly deal 
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with Paul's situation and occasion for writing. Second, these sections also contain the 

smaller percentages of third person forms which tend to dominate the more ex positional 

parts of the letter.45 

From the discussion in chapter 3 concerning the shifts in person-number within 

the letter, Romans contains a significant number of smaller sections dominated by 

particular forms. Besides the first person singular forms in 1 :8-17 and the second person 

plurals in 16:3-16, the following verses also reveal clusters of particular person-number 

forms: 2: 1-29 (second person singulars), 3:9-20 (first person plurals), 6: 15-23 (second 

person plural), 7: 13-25 (first person singulars), 12: 1-21 (second person singular and 

plural), and 14:1-12 (third person singular). These clusters of consistent person-number 

forms seem to mark smaller sections within the larger parts of the letter. 

Person/Number 

1'' Singular 

l'' Plural 

2"d Singular 

2"d Plural 

3rd Singular 

3rd Plural 

Overall 

68 16.1 % 

46 10.9% 

39 9.2% 

51 12.l % 

182 43% 

37 8.7% 

423 

1:1-7 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

I 

0 

3 

1:8-12 

66.7% 

33.3% 

1:13-11:36 

45 16% 

37 13.2% 

23 8.2% 

19 6.8% 

131 46.6% 

26 9.3% 

281 

12:1-15:13 

6 6.4% 

9 9.6% 

16 17% 

15 16% 

44 46.8% 

4 4.3% 

94 

15:14-16:27 

15 33.3% 

0 

0 

17 37.8% 

6 13.3% 

7 15.6% 

45 

Figure 40: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in Romans 

First Corinthians possesses many of the same overall percentages in relation to the 

category of person-number as Romans. Almost one half of the verbs are third person 

singular forms, with the next highest number being represented by first person singulars. 

In slight contrast, the thanksgiving section only contains one primary clause verb form, a 

first person singular announcing Paul's thanks. The other parts of the letter show fairly 

45 While 12: 1-15: 13 is labeled parenesis. it also contains stretches of ex positional material marked by the 
third person forms. 

http:letter.45
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consistent percentages for many of the categories in line with their overall percentages 

for the entire letter. The exception to this is found in the letter closing where first person 

singular, first person plural, and third person singular primary clause verbs decline, while 

second person plural and third person plural forms display their highest percentages, 

which is due mainly to the concluding commands (16: 13) and sending of greetings 

(16: 19-20). As discussed in chapter 3, certain smaller sections of text possess clustering 

in relation to the category of person-number: 1: 10-17 (first person singular), 3 :5-17 

(third person singular), 15:20-28 (third person singular), and 15:35-49 (third person 

singular). While less signigicant than in Romans, these clusters seem to indicate that 

person-number contributes to some extent in the segmenting of smaller sections of text. 

16:13-24Overall (644) 1:4-9 1:10--4:21 5:1-16:12Person/Number 1:1-3 

100 19.6% 2 12.5%1" Singular 129 20% 0 1 100% 26 22.2% 

36 7.1%l'' Plural 52 8.1% 16 13.7%0 0 0 

znd Singular 12 2.4% I 6.3%15 2.3% 2 l.7%0 0 

znd Plural 107 16.6% 18 15.4% 82 16.1% 7 43.8%0 0 

3rd Singular 243 47.6% 3 18.8%296 46% 0 50 42.7%0 

3rd Plural 37 7.3% 3 18.8%45 7% 5 4.3%0 0 

16644 0 1 117 510 

Figure 41: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in 1 
Corinthians 

Second Corinthians contrasts with both Romans and 1 Corinthians in relation to 

the category of person-number. The key distinction is found in the increase in percentage 

of first person singular and plural verb forms. The first person plural verb forms represent 

the dominant form within 1 :8-5:21, while the trend reverses with the first person singular 

coming to the fore in 6: 1-13: IO. These high percentages of first person singular forms are 

expected since Paul is defending the ministries of himself and his associates. Of further 

interest is the complete lack of second person singular primary clause verbs. While 
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neither Romans nor especially 1 Corinthians contains a large number of them, the second 

person singular is at least represented, which is not the case in 2 Corinthians. Third 

person singulars still appear with regularity, albeit in a diminished role compared to the 

previous two letters, but they decrease in percentage as the letter parts progress. 

Consistent with the previous letters, second person plural forms increase as the letter 

unfolds, with the highest percentage represented in the Jetter closing. 

As was noted in the preceding analysis of the letter, the stable first person verb 

forms shift at times and combine with other forms which results in further segmentation. 

The shift from first person singular forms in 1: 12-2: 13 to first person plural forms in 

2: 14-3: 18 represents an example of switching within the first person itself to denote 

smaller sections of text. The first person also combines with other person-number forms 

to denote smaller units, as evidenced by the following sections: 2: 14-3: 11 (first person 

plural plus third person singular), 10:1-18 (first person singular plus third person forms), 

11:1-15 (first person singular plus second person plural), 11: 16-12: 10 (first person 

singular plus third person plural), 12: 11-13: 10 (first person singular plus second person 

plural). Again, these evidence that the category of person-number shifts and produces 

clusters to establish sub-units within the larger stretches of text. 

Person/Number Overall 

I'' Singular 96 36% 

1st Plural 59 22.1% 

2nd Singular 0 

2nd Plural 36 13.5% 

3rd Singular 69 25.8% 

3rd Plural 7 2.6% 

267 

1:1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:3-7 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I :8-5:21 

14 18.9% 

32 43.2% 

0 

4 5.4% 

24 32.4% 

0 

74 

6:1-13:10 13:11-14 

82 44.3% 0 

27 14.6% 0 

0 0 

26 14.1% 6 75% 

44 23.8% I 12.5% 

6 3.2% I 12.5% 

185 8 

Figure 42: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in 2 
Corinthians 
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While 2 Corinthians exhibits a propensity for first person verb forms, Galatians 

falls in line with Romans and 1 Corinthians as third person singular forms represent the 

highest percentage of person-number forms within its primary clauses. Although third 

person forms are dominant throughout the letter, first person singular forms emerge 

within the body of the letter (1 :6-4:31) while second person plural forms do so in the 

parenetic portion (5: 1-6: 10) to rival the third person singular occurrences. Somewhat 

surprisingly, second person plural forms do not display a high percentage of occurrences 

within the letter closing. Rather, first person singular and third person singular and plural 

forms represent the higher percentages. 

Person/Number 

I'' Singular 

I" Plural 

2nd Singular 

2nd Plural 

3rd Singular 

3rct Plural 

Overall 

44 25.7% 

11 6.4% 

3 1.8% 

35 20.5% 

63 36.8% 

15 8.8% 

171 

1:1-5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:6-4:31 

37 32.5% 

5 4.4% 

3 2.6% 

19 16.7% 

40 35.l % 

10 8.8% 

114 

5:1-6:10 

5 10.4% 

6 12.5% 

0 

15 31.25% 

20 41.7% 

2 4.2% 

48 

2 

0 

0 

I 

3 

3 

9 

6:11-18 

22.2% 

11.1% 

33.3% 

33.3% 

Figure 43: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in Galatians 

In contrast to the previous letters, Ephesians displays a heavy dependence upon 

second person plural and third person singular to the exclusion of most of the other 

person-number forms. These two forms each represent around 40% of the occurrences, 

with the first person singular at 9% representing the next closest person-number form. 

Neither of these forms, however, really dominates one section more so than the other as 

both are well represented within the body (1:15-3:21) and parenesis (4:1-6:20) of the 

letter. One interesting observation from the following chart is the high occurrence of 
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verbs within the parenesis with 66 of the 80 verbs occurring within this part of the letter. 

Certain person-number forms also cluster in parts of the letter to form smaller units. 

Second person plurals are the only verb forms found in 2: 11-22. Third person singulars 

form a chain after the initial singular in 4: 1. 

Person/Number 

l" Singular 

1'1 Plural 

2nd Singular 

2nd Plural 

3'd Singular 

3rd Plural 

Overall (80) 

7 9% 

1 1% 

3 4% 

35 44% 

32 40% 

2 3% 

80 

1:1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1:3-23 

100% 

2:1-3:21 

2 17% 

1 8% 

0 

5 42% 

4 33% 

0 

12 

4:1--6:20 

4 6% 

0 

3 5% 

30 45% 

27 41% 

2 3% 

66 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

6:21-24 

100% 

Figure 44: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in Ephesians 

Philippians represents the letter with the least occurrences of third person singular 

forms so far discussed, while first person singular and second person plural forms possess 

the highest reoccurrence. Within this abbreviated letter body (1: 12-26), first person 

singular forms have a high occurrence in comparison to other forms and continue to have 

the most occurrences even within the parenesis (1 :27-4:20). Second person plurals are 

found almost exclusively within the parenesis as their percentage of occurrence rivals that 

of the first person singular. Third person singular forms also occur here with their highest 

occurrence rate within this letter, but these occurrences are still well below what is found 

in the letters discussed above. Verb forms cluster according to person-number at points in 

the letter. In 1: 12-26, first person singular forms occur with high frequency to relate 

Paul's imprisonment. Also, the first person singular serves as the primary verb within 

4:10-20. 
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Person/Number 

1'1 Singluar 

l" Plural 

2nd Singular 

2nd Plural 

3rd Singular 

3rd Plural 

Overall 

39 46% 

3 4% 

1 1% 

25 30% 

JO 12% 

6 7% 

84 

1:1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 :3-11 

2 100% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

2 

1:12-26 

7 70% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

I 10% 

2 20% 

10 

1:27-4:20 

30 43% 

3 4% 

I 1% 

24 35% 

9 13% 

2 3% 

69 

4:21-23 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

I 33% 

0 0% 

2 67% 

3 

Figure 45: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in 
Philippians 

Much like Ephesians with its high number of commands, Colossians displays a 

high percentage of second person plural verb forms. They do not emerge until the 

parenetic portion of the letter (2:6-4:6), but once they appear, they control the primary 

clauses as they represent over 60% of the verb occurrences within the parenesis. Two 

other forms display a high percentage of person-number occurrences. First, the first 

person singular appears as the primary clause verb five out of seven times within 1 :9-2:5. 

Second, third person singular forms manifest high percentages within the parenesis and 

the letter closing (4:7-18). 

Person/Number Overall 

l" Singular 6 11% 

l" Plural 2 4% 

2nd Singular 4 7% 

2nd Plural 28 49% 

3rd Singular 16 28% 

3rd Plural 1 2% 

57 

1:1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:3-8 

0 

I 100% 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1:9-2:5 

5 71% 

1 14% 

0 

0 

1 14% 

0 

7 

2:6-4:6 4:7-18 

0 l 8% 

0 0 

3 8% l 8% 

23 62% 5 42% 

1 l 30% 4 33% 

0 I 8% 

37 12 

Figure 46: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in 
Colossians 

First Thessalonians possesses a few unique features that have not yet been 

encountered in relation to the display of person-number within a Pauline letter. First 
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person singular forms are rare in this letter, but first person plural forms are not. They 

actually represent one-third of the verb occurrences within the letter. Second person 

plural forms possess a higher percentage of occurrences, but no other combinations of 

person and number come close to these two forms, even third person singular forms. The 

first person plurals manifest themselves with the greatest regularity in the body of the 

letter (2:1-5:11), and second person plurals also possess a relatively high occurrence 

within this part of the text. The parenesis (5: 12-22) distinguishes itself as the trend 

reverses with second person plural forms and first person plural forms switching 

percentage domination of this section of the letter. Of further interest in relation to this 

section is the actual number of verb occurrences, as this section accounts for nearly two-

thirds of the verb occurrences of the letter. Within this section, the short stretch of text, 

5: 12-22, contains seventeen primary clause verbs as Paul presents a number of short 

commands to his readers. 

Person/Number Overall 1:2-10 4:1-5:22 5:23-28I: I 2:1-3:13 

1st Singluar 2 3% 0 0% 1 20%0 1 5% 0 0% 

Is' Plural 0 0%24 33% 0 1 33% 11 55% 12 27% 

2nd Singular 0 0%0 0% 0 0% 0 0%0 0 0% 

2nd Plural 33 46% 0 0% 2 40%0 5 25% 26 59% 

3ru Singular 10 14% 0 1 33% 3 15% 4 9% 2 40% 

3rd Plural 3 4% 1 33% 0 0%0 0 0% 2 5% 

72 3 20 44 5 

Figure 47: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in 1 
Thessalonians 

Second Thessalonians displays a fairly even split of person-number occurrences 

between first person plural, second person singular, and third person singular verb forms. 

Like 1 Thessalonians, first person plural verbs are used rather than first person singular 

forms. Within the body of the letter (2: 1-14), again, each of the three main person
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number combinations occurs, but the third person singular occurs twice as often as the 

other two forms. In the parenesis (2: 15-3: 16), all three forms occur with regularity, but 

the second person plural takes over the prominent role. One noticeable cluster of verbs 

emerges with the frequent use of first person plural forms in 3:4-3: 12. 

Person/Number 

l" Singluar 

l'' Plural 

2nd Singular 

znd Plural 

3rd Singular 

3rd Plural 

Overall 

1 3% 

JO 33% 

0 0% 

IO 33% 

9 30% 

0 0% 

30 

I: l-2 


0 


0 


0 


0 


0 


0 


1:3-12 

0 0% 

2 100% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

2 

2:1-14 

0 0% 

2 25% 

0 0% 

2 25% 

4 50% 

0 0% 

8 

2:15-3:15 

0 0% 

6 33% 

0 0% 

8 44% 

4 22% 

0 0% 

18 

3:16-18 

l 50% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

1 50% 

0 0% 

2 

Figure 48: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in 2 
Thessalonians 

First Timothy represents the first letter encountered that is addressed to a specific 

individual and this is marked in the person-number occurrences within the letter. Second 

person singular and third person singular forms occur regularly at comparable 

percentages throughout the letter. While occurring less frequently, first person singular 

and third person plural forms still are fairly well represented. First person plural forms 

occur infrequently, and second person plurals are completely absent as primary clause 

verb forms within the letter. The thanksgiving section of the letter contains a high 

percentage of first person singular forms, which drop off considerably in frequency in the 

other parts of the letter. Third person singular forms maintain a consistent frequency 

throughout the thanksgiving, body, and parenetic sections. The occurrences of the second 

person singular stand out as their frequency is almost nil within the thanksgiving and 

body sections, but they represent the dominant form within the parenetic section of 4:7
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6: 19 .46 As the letter addresses Timothy, it should not be surprising that Paul specifically 

exhorts him during this section, and the person-number occurrences meet such 

expectations. As has been the case with other letters, the person-number category reveals 

clustering within certain smaller segments of the text. A good example of this is the third 

person singular clusters that bind 2:9-15 and 3:1-7 together, as well as the third person 

plural cluster found in 3:8-13. 

Person/Number 

l st Singluar 

1st Plural 

2nd Singular 

2nd Plural 

3rd Singular 

3rct Plural 

Overall 

12 13% 

5 5% 

33 35% 

0 0% 

29 31% 

15 16% 

94 

1:1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:3-17 

4 57% 

1 14% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

2 29% 

0 0% 

7 

1:18-4:6 

5 24% 

0 0% 

I 5% 

0 0% 

11 52% 

4 19% 

21 

4:7-6:19 

3 5% 

4 6% 

31 48% 

0 0% 

16 25% 

11 17% 

65 

6:20-21 

0 0% 

0 0% 

I 100% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

1 

Figure 49: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in 1 Timothy 

Second Timothy possesses many of the same person-number patterns that are 

found in 1 Timothy. The overall percentages of first person singular, second person 

singular, and third person singular primary clause verbs correspond to those found in 1 

Timothy. The Jack of distinct body and parenetic sections distinguishes this letter from 

the first. This is partly due to the occurrence of second person singular verb forms 

throughout the entire section of 1 :6--4:8. The closing of this Jetter (4:9-22) makes it 

unique in that third person singular forms recur with high frequency as Paul informs 

Timothy of circumstances concerning certain individuals and his own trial. Within the 

relatively lengthy body of the letter the interplay between second and third person 

singular forms further contributes to the text segmentation. In 3:1-16, the third person 

46 This shift in second person singular percentage probably serves as the strongest indicator that a major 
shift in the letter occurs here from ex.positional material to parenetic. 
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singular serves as counterpart to the second person singular as the forms switch back and 

forth. This also occurs in 2: 14-26. 

Person/Number 

l" Singluar 

l" Plural 

2nd Singular 

2nd Plural 

3rd Singular 

3rd Plural 

Overall 

15 15% 

2 2% 

37 38% 

0 0% 

36 37% 

8 8% 

98 

1: 1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 

1:3-5 

100% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

1:6-4:8 

11 15% 

2 3% 

31 43% 

0 0% 

21 29% 

7 10% 

72 

4:9-22 

3 12% 

0 0% 

6 24% 

0 0% 

15 60% 

l 4% 

25 

Figure 50: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in 2 Timothy 

In relation to the verbal category of person-number, the letter to Titus shares 

similarity with, yet remains distinct from, the Timothy correspondence. Like the two 

letters addressed to Timothy, this letter contains a high percentage of second person 

singular and third person singular forms. Unlike its two predecessors within the Pauline 

corpus, Titus possesses few first person singular forms but a great percentage of third 

person plural forms. This manifests itself within the letter body (1:5-1:16) as third person 

singular and plural forms control the majority of the primary clauses within this section 

of the text. While they are noticeably absent within the body, second person singular 

forms emerge in the parenetic section of 2: 1-3: 11. Further, these second person singular 

forms continue to be the most frequently used verbs within the letter closing (3: 12-15). 

As in the Timothy letters, second person plural verb forms are completely absent in this 

letter. 
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Pers/Num 

l st sing 

I st pl 

2nd sing 

2nd pl 

3rd sing 

3rd pl 

Overall 

3 10% 

I 3% 

12 40% 

0 0% 

8 27% 

6 20% 

30 

1:1-4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:5-1:16 2: 1-3: 11 

I I I% I 7% I 

0 0% 1 7% 0 

l 11 % 8 53% 3 

0 0% 0 0% 0 

4 44% 4 27% 0 

3 33% I 7% 2 

9 I5 6 

3:12-15 

17% 

0% 

50% 

0% 

0% 

33% 

Figure 51: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in Titus 

Although it contains the least amount of verb forms, the letter to Philemon still 

reveals all five distinct letter parts and manifests unique person-number patterns within 

them. The overall distribution of person-number forms reveals the highest percentage of 

primary clause first person singular verb forms within the Pauline corpus. Further, the 

only other person-number forms in the letter are second person singular and third person 

singular forms. The thanksgiving section consists only of first person singular forms. In 

the body of the letter (I :8-16), as Paul reveals the situation concerning Onesimus, first 

person singular verbs still occur with greater frequency than third person singular forms. 

In the rather brief parenetic section, as appeal is made to Philemon, first person singular 

and second person singular forms occur with equal frequency. The letter closes with uses 

of all three forms, with the first person singular being used twice to only one occurrence 

for second and third person singular. All of this would seem to point out that the 

emphasis within this letter focuses on Paul's appeal to Philemon. The verbs reveal his 

actions and point out the response he wants Philemon to make.47 

47 This same conclusion is reached by O'Donnell (Corpus Linguistics, 444-84). who performs a much more 
detailed analysis of Phi lemon. 
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Pers/Num 

I st sing 

1st pl 

2nd sing 

2nd pl 

3rd sing 

3rd pl 

Overall 

9 60% 

0 0% 

4 27% 

0 0% 

2 13% 

0 0% 

15 

I: 1-3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

1:4-7 

100% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

1:8-16 

2 67% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

1 33% 

0 0% 

3 

1:17-20 

3 50% 

0 0% 

3 50% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

6 

1:21-25 

2 50% 

0 0% 

1 25% 

0 0% 

1 25% 

0 0% 

4 

Figure 52: Tracking Person-Number Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in Philemon 

Conclusions regarding the Contribution of Person-Number 

The specific person-number occurrences within the various letters definitely 

contribute to the overall structure of both large units and smaller sections within these 

larger parts. However, unlike the findings in relation to mood, the specific person-number 

combination that contributes to the segmentation of the text varies from letter to letter 

depending upon the situation of the writing.48 For instance, letters such as Romans and 1 

Corinthians consist of a high percentage of third person singular verb forms, 2 

Corinthians, Philippians, and Philemon utilize a higher percentage of first person singular 

forms, and the Pastoral Epistles possess higher frequencies of second person singular 

forms. These percentages seem to indicate something about the content of these letters. 

Romans and 1 Corinthians contain lengthy sections dealing with either doctrinal 

(Romans) or ecclesiological (1 Corinthians) concerns, and this is manifest in the 

preponderance of third person forms. Second Corinthians and Philemon possess a high 

percentage of first person forms as Paul defends his ministry in 2 Corinthians and makes 

an appeal based on his past actions and reputation in Philemon. The second person 

48 The same could be said for mood occurrence, whether a particular letter is more expositional or 
exhortational. but the imperative and indicative moods still occur with regularity in all the texts of this 
corpus, no matter the emphasis. 

http:writing.48
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singular dominance in the Pastoral Epistles would seem to indicate a concentration on the 

ministries of the two individuals addressed. 

Ephesians, Colossians, and 1 and 2 Thessalonians contain high occurrences of 

second person plural forms, as they are addressed to churches, while the Pastoral Epistles 

contain no second person plural primary clause forms. This would seem to stem from the 

instructions being given to the individuals addressed. 

In contrast to the second person singulars or the Pastoral Epistles, 2 Corinthians, 

amazingly, contains no second person singular primary clause verb forms. This would 

seem to indicate that this correspondence with the Corinthians addresses the church as 

whole. Paul is defending his ministry before the entirety of the church and confronts them 

as a group. 

This person-number analysis also contributes to the discussion of how involved 

Paul's associates were in the composition of these letters. Six of the letters, Romans, 1 

Corinthians, Ephesians, and the Pastoral Epistles, only mention Paul as the sender of the 

letters. While these letters still contain first person plural verb forms, these verbs do not 

seem to indicate multiple senders but rather Paul's inclusion of himself with the audience 

as these verbs subject. Seven of the letters, 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Philippians, 

Colossians, 1 Thessalonians, 2 Thessalonians, and Philemon, contain a plurality of 

senders, Paul and at least one other associate. These letters, however, differ on the 

significance of these other senders. In three of the letters, 2 Corinthians, 1 Thessalonians, 

and 2 Thessalonians, the other co-senders seem to play a role in the actual content of the 

letters. This is evidenced by the inclusion of first person plural forms within the letter that 

actually contribute to the exposition or exhortation being given. In 2 Corinthians 5:20, for 
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instance, the first person plural, <5i::6µd)a, is used to call the readers to action, and in 6: 1, 

appeal is made through the use of the first person plural, napaKaA.ouµi::v. The same 

holds true in 1 Thessalonians and 2 Thessalonians. The thanksgiving is presented with a 

first person plural form, cuxaptcr'to'Gµi::v, as are exhortations, Epro't&µEv and 

napaKaA.o'GµEv in 4: 1 and £pro't&µi::v in 5: 12. The same holds true in 2 Thessalonians 

as first person plurals are used to address the senders: Oq>ci/...oµEV in 1 :3, 

npocrcuxoµESa in 1: 11, £pro't&µEv in 2: 1, and napayy£A.A.oµEv in 3:6. Yet, in the 

other four letters in which associates are mentioned as co-senders, they play little if no 

role in the actual presentation of the letter. In Galatians all eleven occurrences of first 

person plural forms include more than just the co-senders, with most occurrences 

referring to the recipients as well (3:23, 25; 4:3, 31; 5:5, 25, 26; 6:9, 10). Philippians and 

Colossians also mention co-senders, but they do not factor into the presentation of the 

letters, at least as evidenced by first person plural verb forms, which in Philippians refer 

to the writer(s) and recipients and in Philemon do not even occur. Colossians contains 

first person plural forms that refer to the co-senders in 1 :3 and 9, but after their inclusion 

in the thanksgiving (i::uxaptcr'to'GµEv) and prayer (nau6µE8a), they do not make 

another appearance within the letter, especially in relation to the exhortation (note the 

significance of first person singulars xaipro in 1 :24 and e£A.ro yap uµ&.c; Eio£vat in 

2: 1). These findings seem to indicate that, at times, the co-senders factor into the 

composition of the letter (1 and 2 Thessalonians), while at other times they seem only to 

be mentioned as companions of Paul with little if any contribution to the composition of 

the letter (Galatians, Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon). 
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Since the indicative and imperative moods indicated a significant difference in 

occurrence between the Jetter body and parenesis, the same test was run on the category 

of person and number. In order to test whether or not there was a difference in occurrence 

between the letter body and parenesis in relation to the category of person-number, 

another x2 test was performed between the occurrences of first, second, and third person 

singular and plural verb forms within these letter parts. This test again showed significant 

differences in the occurrence of the category of person-number between the body and 

parenetic parts of the letter.49 

These findings seem to highlight the situational nature of these letters, as Paul 

utilizes forms that the context demands. Further, sections of text seem to cluster and shift 

significantly in relation to the category of person-number throughout each of the letters. 

These shifts and chains seem to contribute to the cohesion of segments within the letter 

corpus, and thus are key indicators in locating smaller segments within the five-part 

structure of the letters. 

Aspect 

The Importance of Aspect to Text Segmentation 

In recent years, the verbal category of aspect has become the most contentious 

and discussed category of the Greek verbal system.50 Porter defines verbal aspect as "a 

morphologically-based semantic category which grammaticalizes the author/speaker's 

49 A x" test was run to see if there is a statistically significant difference in the occurences 
of person/number between the body and the command portions of the letters. The test found chi-squared to 
be 59.34 and the p-value to be 1.67 x 10·11 

• Again, anything with a p-value below .05 is considered 
significant. 
50 Note the following monographs published over recent decades that are devoted solely to the description 
and application of this category just within New Testament studies: Porter, Verbal Aspect; Fanning, Verbal 
Aspect; McKay, A New Syntax; Decker, Temporal Deixis; Campbell, Verbal Aspect, the Indicative Mood 
and Verbal Aspect and Non-Indicative Verbs. 

http:system.50
http:letter.49
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reasoned subjective choice of conception of a process."s1 The contention over the 

category exists in three main areas: (1) whether or not the tense forms refer to real 

temporal relations in the indicative mood, (2) how much, if any, pragmatic weight can be 

placed on the occurrence of particular tense forms, and (3) the categorization of the tense 

forms within the aspectual system. While not wanting to ignore these issues, the 

following discussion can proceed apart from them since it is concerned with the actual 

grouping and shifting of verbal aspect, not the system itself. 

Again, it intuitively seems correct that the aspectual system would contribute to 

the segmentation of discourse. Given the variety of choices within the aspectual system, 

the grouping and shifting of aspect should signal significant breaks with the text itself. 

Studies have recognized the significance of aspectual choice to the structuring of 

discourse. Porter considers aspectual choice the most important semantic choice made by 

a speaker within the Greek verbal system.s2 He includes it, along with person and 

number, as one of the two key features that mark discourse boundaries within a text.s3 

O'Donnell includes the verbal category of aspect prominently within his discourse 

analysis of Jude.54 Reed sees verbal aspect as a key indicator of prominence within the 

information flow of a larger paragraph or discourse. In non-narrative texts, information is 

backgrounded through the use of the perfective aspect, it serves a thematic purpose by 

use of imperfective aspect, and it is brought into focus through the use of stative aspect.ss 

51 Porter, Verbal Aspect, l. 

52 Porter, Idioms, 50. 

53 Porter, Idioms, 301. He goes on to also include it as an important feature in locating prominence within 

(302-03) as well as providing cohesion to a discourse (304-05). 

54 O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 406-25. 

55 Reed, Discourse Analysis. 113-15. 


http:aspect.ss
http:system.s2
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In what follows, attempts will be made, in correspondence to each letter, to 

analyze the significance of aspect for the structuring of the Pauline letters. The analysis 

performed here counts the tense form of each of the primary clause verbs within the 

proposed five-part letter structure of the letters within the Pauline corpus. From these 

counts, conclusions can be made concerning the contribution of aspect to the 

segmentation of these letters. 

Contribution of Aspect to Letter Segmentation 

In Romans, the aspectual distribution leans heavily towards imperfective aspect. 

The present and imperfect tense forms combine to account for half of the verbs within the 

book, with the present tense form accounting for nearly the totality of the imperfective 

aspectual occurrences. The perfective aspect (aorist tense form) accounts for just over a 

quarter of the verb forms, while stative aspect (perfect and pluperfect tense forms) is 

found less than 10% of the time. The non-aspectual future tense form is well-attested, 

representing over 10% of all verb occurrences. In relation to the letter parts, the 

thanksgiving section contains only imperfective aspect verb forms (exclusively present 

tense forms). The body of the letter ( 1: 18-11 :36) possesses slightly higher percentages of 

perfective and stative aspect verbs, as well as future forms, while at the same time 

containing slightly lower occurrences of imperfective verbs. This trend shifts within the 

parenetic section (12: 1-15: 13) as imperfective forms reach their highest percentages 

within the letter, while the other tense forms decline below their norms. The letter closing 

possesses a relatively high percentage of perfective forms due to the lengthy string of 

greeting commands marked by the aorist imperative acmcicracr0c. 
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In relation to grouping and clustering, aspect plays a role in certain text segments. 

With the preponderance of imperfective aspect throughout the letter, shifts away from it 

mark off certain sections as distinct units. Perfective aspect accomplishes this in 1: 18-32, 

5:21, 7:7-12, and 16:3-16a. In contrast, the uninterrupted string of first person singular 

present tense forms denoting imperfective aspect produces a unique cluster in 7: 14-25. 

Tense Form 

Present 

Imperfect 

Aorist 

Perfect 

Pluperfect 

Future 

Overall 

208 48% 

7 2% 

121 28% 

36 8% 

I 0% 

56 13% 

429 

1:1-7 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:8-12 

3 100% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

3 

1:13-11:36 

122 43% 

6 2% 

86 30% 

27 9% 

1 0% 

45 16% 

287 

12:1-15:13 

65 69% 

0 0% 

14 15% 

7 7% 

0 0% 

8 9% 

94 

15:14-16:27 

18 40% 

1 2% 

21 47% 

2 4% 

0 0% 

3 7% 

45 

Figure 53: Tracking ofTense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in Romans 

In 1 Corinthians, similar to Romans, the imperfective aspect accounts for the most 

occurrences, this time outnumbering the other tense form occurrences by a two to one 

margin. Of interest is the almost uniform distribution of the majority of the tense forms 

across the various letter parts. The most noticeable discrepancy to this pattern occurs with 

the slightly lower occurrence of imperfective aspect and corresponding higher occurrence 

of perfective aspect in the body of the letter ( 1: 10-4:2 I). This pattern reverses itself in the 

parenetic section (5: 1-16: 12). The letter closing also displays slightly higher occurrences 

of both imperfective and perfective aspect verbs. 
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Tense Form 

Present 

Imperfect 

Aorist 

Perfect 

Pluperfect 

Future 

Overall 

418 65% 

9 1% 

104 16% 

48 7% 

0 0% 

65 10% 

644 

1: 1-3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:4-9 

1 100% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

1 

1:10--4:21 

63 54% 

2 2% 

32 27% 

8 7% 

0 0% 

12 10% 

117 

5:1-16:12 

342 67% 

7 1% 

69 14% 

39 8% 

0 0% 

53 10% 

510 

16:13-24 

12 75% 

0 0% 

3 19% 

1 6% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

16 

Figure 54: Tracking Tense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in I Corinthians 

Second Corinthians again displays similar results to what has been seen in 

Romans and 1 Corinthians. The majority of verb forms display imperfective aspect, while 

perfective, stative, and future tense form verbs each makeup a significantly smaller yet 

discernible number of forms. One pattern that is slightly different than what has been 

noticed in the other letters is the higher occurrence of imperfective aspect verbs and 

corresponding lower occurrence of perfective aspect and future tense form verbs in the 

body of the letter (1 :8-5:21). This pattern reverses in the parenetic section (6: 1-13: 10) 

with imperfective forms decreasing in percentage, while perfective and future tense forms 

increase. As in I Corinthians, the brief letter closing is made up of mainly imperfective 

verbs. 

Tense Form Overall 

Present 143 54% 

Imperfect 4 1% 

Aorist 63 24% 

Perfect 29 11% 

Pluperfect 0 0% 

Future 28 10% 

267 

1:1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:3-7 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 :8-5:21 

49 66% 

1 1% 

13 18% 

10 14% 

0 0% 

I 1% 

74 

13:11-146:1-13:10 

6 75%88 48% 

3 2% 0 0% 

1 13%49 26% 

0 0%19 10% 

0 0%0 0% 

26 14% 1 13% 

185 8 

Figure 55: Tracking ofTense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in 2 
Corinthians 
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Relating to aspectual distribution, Galatians falls in line with the other letters 

examined so far. The imperfective aspect accounts for nearly 60% of all verb 

occurrences, while the perfective aspect is slightly elevated in relation to the other letters. 

The difference in verb occurrence between the body of the letter ( 1 :6-4:31) and the 

parenetic section (5: 1-6: 10) is greater in Galatians than in the other letters. There is a 

relatively high occurrence of the imperfect tense form and lower occurrence of future 

tense form verbs in the letter body, as well as an elevated percentage of perfective aspect 

verbs. This is most likely due to the embedded narrative in 1:11-2:21 that possesses a 

large number of aorist and imperfect tense form verbs. 

Tense Form 

Present 

Imperfect 

Aorist 

Perfect 

Pluperfect 

Future 

Overall 

87 51% 

12 7% 

50 29% 

11 6% 

0 0% 

11 6% 

171 

1: 1-5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:6-4:31 

52 46% 

11 10% 

40 35% 

8 7% 

0 0% 

3 3% 

114 

5:1-6:10 

29 60% 

1 2% 

7 15% 

3 6% 

0 0% 

8 17% 

48 

6:11-18 

6 67% 

0 0% 

3 33% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

9 

Figure 56: Tracking a/Tense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in Galatians 

This reverses in the parenesis as perfective verb forms drop and imperfective (present 

tense form) verbs and future forms rise. In the letter closing, imperfective verbs 

outnumber perfective ones by a two to one margin. 

From the perspective of verbal aspect, the letter to the Ephesians appears to be 

relatively straightforward. There is a paucity of verb forms other than the present and 

aorist within the primary clauses of the letter. The present tense occurs with great 

regularity throughout the body and parenesis of the letter. The aorist is used sparingly 

alongside it in both segments. The only other verb form of any consequence within the 
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letter is the non-aspectual future form which occurs a few times throughout the parenesis 

(two of which are inside an Old Testament quotation) and serves as the only verb form 

within the letter closing (6:21-24). While the present and aorist are the only tense forms 

which occur with any regularity, Ephesians is unique in that not only the letter opening, 

but also its lengthy eulogy (substitute for thanksgiving section) and letter closing are 

bereft of either verb form. Also, the second half of the letter, the parenesis, possesses 66 

of the 80 verb forms within the letter. In relation to prominence, the characteristic present 

tense form of epistolary literature coupled with the backgrounded perfective aspect would 

seem to leave the mainline of the text relatively flat. 

Tense Fonn Overall 1: 1-2 1:3-23 2:1-3:21 4:1-6:20 6:21-24 

Present 59 74% 0 0%0 0 100% 8 67% 50 76% 

Imperfect 1 1% 0 0 0% 0 0% 1 2% 0 0% 

Aorist 15 19% 0 0%0 4 33% 11 17% 0 0% 

Perfect 1 1% 0 0% 0 0%0 0 0% 1 2% 

Pluperfect 0 0% 0 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%0 0% 

Future 4 5% 0 0% 0 0%0 3 5% 1 100% 

80 0 0%0 12 66 1 

Figure 57: Tracking ofTense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in Ephesians 

While present tense forms dominate the landscape of it as well, Philippians 

contains more variance in aspectual choice than Ephesians. This is due to the presence of 

stative forms in both the letter body (1: 12-26) and the parenesis (1 :27-4:20). The most 

aspectually "active" section of the letter is found in 4: 10-20, which contains only 

indicative mood verbs, but presents them with great aspectual diversity. Three perfective 

aspect verbs are found toward the beginning of the section, while six imperfective aspect 

verbs (all present tense form) and five stative aspect verbs (perfect tense form) occur 
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throughout the section.56 The non-aspectual future tense form serves as the last primary 

clause verb of the section and announces the promise that God will supply their needs as 

the readers follow Paul's lead in finding contentment in any circumstance. Aspectual 

choice, then, seems to provide prominence within sections of the letter ,57 but does not 

seem to serve as a strong indicator of structural boundaries within the whole of the text. 

Tense Form Overall 

Present 59 70% 

Imperfect I 1% 

Aorist 9 10% 

Perfect 9 10% 

Pluperfect 0 0% 

Future 6 7% 

84 

1:1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 :3-11 

2 100% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

2 

1: 12-26 

7 70% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

2 20% 

0 0% 

I !0% 

IO 

4:21-231:27-4:20 

48 70% 2 67% 

I 1% 0 0% 

8 12% 1 33% 

7 10% 0 0% 

0 0% 0 0% 

5 7% 0 0% 

69 3 

Figure 58: Tracking ofTense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in Philippians 

Like Ephesians, Colossians represents a relatively flat presentation of aspectual 

choice. While a higher percentage of perfective aspect occurs in Colossians, they still 

vastly trail the typical imperfective aspect represented exclusively by the present tense 

form in primary clause verbs. The stative makes a token appearance with two perfect 

tense form verbs within the parenetic section of the letter, although these occurrences 

occur at places in the letter where Paul seems to be making important points as to how 

Christ's work applies to the lives of these readers (2: 14 and 3:3). These are the only 

occurrences (with the exception of the non-aspectual future) of tense forms other than the 

present and aorist within the lengthy parenetic material. The letter closing contains a 

56 In 4: 12, a concentration of three stative aspect verbs occurs which seems to front Paul's teaching 
concerning how to be content in any state. 
57 For a discussion of how aspectual choice marks prominence in a text, see Porter, Idioms, 23-24 and 302
03. 

http:section.56
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fairly even split between peifective and impeifective aspect, after the section begins with 

two future tense forms in 4:7 and 9. 

Tense Form 

Present 

ImpeJfect 

Aorist 

PeJfect 

PlupeJfect 

Future 

Ov

37 

0 

14 

2 

0 

4 

57 

erall 

65% 

0% 

25% 

4% 

0% 

7% 

1:1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:3-8 

I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 

100% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

1:

6 

0 

I 

0 

0 

0 

7 

9-2:5 

86% 

0% 

14% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

2:6

24 

0 

9 

2 

0 

2 

37 

--4:6 

65% 

0% 

24% 

5% 

0% 

5% 

4:7-18 

6 50% 

0 0% 

4 33% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

2 17% 

12 

Figure 59: Tracking ofTense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in Colossians 

Like the previous letters, 1 Thessalonians is carried along by impeifective aspect 

realized mainly through the present tense form, with some variety provided by the 

presence of peifective forms. Within the letter body much of the variance in aspectual 

choice occurs within imbedded narrative as Paul recalls for these readers their initial 

ministry among them in chapter 2 and the circumstances concerning the sending of this 

letter in chapter 3. Both impeifect tense forms are found in these sections as are 8 of the 

12 aorist tense form verbs.58 In addition the stative aspect consists exclusively of the verb 

ot8a1c, two of which occur at the beginning of these narrative sections to remind the 

readers of what they know concerning Paul's ministry. The parenetic section consists 

only of impeifective aspectual primary clause verbs, represented almost exclusively by 

imperatives. The letter closing possesses a mix of both peifective and impeifective aspect 

verbs realized in present and aorist tense forms. It would seem, then, in I Thessalonians 

that aspectual variety is used to call the readers to remember (the stative verb ot8a1E) 

certain past events and teachings that Paul peiformed on behalf of these readers, as well 

58 Three of the other four aorist tense forms within this section occur as optative mood verbs within the 
prayer/benediction given in 3:11-13. 

http:verbs.58
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as describe these events (the perfective aorist tense forms and imperfective narrative 

forms realized by the two imperfect tense forms). The commands within the body and 

parenesis are presented exclusively with the imperfective present tense form. 

Tense Form 

Present 

Imperfect 

Aorist 

Perfect 

Pluperfect 

Future 

O

50 

2 

15 

4 

0 

I 

72 

verall 

69% 

3% 

21% 

6% 

0% 

1% 

1:01 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:2-10 

2 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

3 

67% 

0% 

0% 

33% 

0% 

0% 

2:1

29 

2 

12 

3 

0 

I 

47 

-5:11 

62% 

4% 

26% 

6% 

0% 

2% 

5:1

17 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

17 

2-22 

100% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

5:2

2 

0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

5 

3-28 

40% 

0% 

60% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

Figure 60: Tracking ofTense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in I 
Thessalonians 

Second Thessalonians follows the typical pattern of imperfective aspect carrying 

the letter along. Some variety appears in the body of the letter (2: 1-3: 13) with the 

appearance of three stative aspect verbs. Two are the verb ot8ate by which Paul 

challenges the readers with truths they already know (2:7 and 3:4). The third stative, 

7t£ttoi0aµev, relates Paul's confidence that the readers will do the commands given 

(3:4). The brief parenetic section is marked by three imperfective commands and two 

perfective verbs, an aorist subjunctive in 3: 13 and an aorist optative announcing a request 

of God in 3:16. 

Tense Form 

Present 

Imperfect 

Aorist 

Perfect 

Pluperfect 

Future 

Overall 

19 63% 

I 3% 

6 20% 

3 10% 

0 0% 

1 3% 

30 

1:1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:3-12 

2 100% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

2 

2:1-14 

13 59% 

I 5% 

4 18% 

3 14% 

0 0% 

I 5% 

22 

2:15-3:15 

3 75% 

0 0% 

I 25% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

4 

3:16-18 

l 50% 

0 0% 

1 50% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

2 

Figure 61: Tracking o_fTense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in 2 
Thessalonians 
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First Timothy displays a high occurrence of imperfective aspect verbs, yet this 

pattern is in keeping with the rest of the Pauline corpus. The lengthy thanksgiving section 

(1:3-20) opens with Paul recalling events from both his past with Timothy and events 

that brought about his conversion. These are presented with perfective aspect verbs in 1 :3 

and 1: 13-16 (the deictic marker np6tepov signaling the past reference in relation to this 

string of aorist tense forms). The use of the stative aspect within the body and parenesis 

proves interesting. In each case, the perfect tense form seems to provide the climactic 

action in relation to the surrounding verbs (2: 14) or the reality of the situation being 

described (5:5, 6, 8 and 6:4). In 5:5 the true widow is devoted to God (~A7ttK:EV E7tt 

ec.ov), while in 5:6 the widow given to the pleasures of this life is already dead(~ oe 

crnataA.&cHx. ~&cra tE0VllKEV). In 5:8, the one who does not provide for his family 

denies the faith (tiiv 7ttcr'ttv ~PVll'tUt). In 6:4, the reality of the false teacher (6:3) is 

that he is proud ('tEtucprotat). Not only do these occurrences seem to break up the 

monotony of the imperfective aspectual forms, but they also are utilized to point out what 

truly motivates the actions of these individuals. 

Tense Form 

Present 

Imperfect 

Aorist 

Perfect 

Pluperfect 

Future 

Overall 

71 76% 

0 0% 

I I 12% 

6 6% 

0 0% 

6 6% 

94 

1:1-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

l :3-17 

2 29% 

0 0% 

4 57% 

1 14% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

7 

1:18-4:6 

15 71% 

0 0% 

2 10% 

I 5% 

0 0% 

3 14% 

21 

4:7--6:19 

54 83% 

0 0% 

4 6% 

.+ 6% 

0 0% 

3 5% 

65 

6:20-21 

0 0% 

0 0% 

1 100% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

I 

Figure 62: Tracking ofTense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in 1 Timothy 

Second Timothy stand outs in relation to the other letters of the corpus as the 

percentage of imperfective aspect diminishes to the point that it is equaled by perfective 
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forms. Also, the non-aspectual future tense form makes a significant appearance within 

the letter. The emergence of the aorist is especially evident within the closing of the letter 

(4:9-22) as it carries the recollection of Paul's trial and circumstances surrounding his 

companions. The parenetic body of the letter (1 :6--4:8) contains more expected 

percentages of imperfective forms, but the non-aspectual future and stative aspect also 

reoccur quite often. The stative aspect occurs in a significant chain in 4:6-8, as Paul 

conveys his recognition that he has come to the end of his life, yet has remained faithful. 

4:9-22Tense Form Overall 1:1-2 1:3-5 1:6-4:8 

30 42% 6 24%Present 37 38% 1 100%0 

0 0%0 0% 0 0% 0 0%Imperfect 0 

16 64%37 38% 0 0% 21 29%Aorist 0 

0 0%0 0% 8 11 %Perfect 8 8% 0 

0 0%Pluperfect 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%0 

3 12%Future 16 16% 0 0% 13 18%0 

1 72 2598 0 

Figure 63: Tracking ofTense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in 2 Timothy 

In relation to the aspectual contours of the text, Titus remains relatively flat with 

very little variance in aspectual choice. The imperfective remains the dominant aspectual 

choice in the body (1:5-1:16) and parenesis (2:1-3:11) of the letter. It is slightly 

outnumbered within the letter closing (3: 12-15). The aorist tense form only occurs with 

regularity within this closing section. While the stative occurrences may stand out within 

their surrounding context, they do not seem to add much to the overall structure of the 

letter. 
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Tense Form Overall 

Present 20 67% 

Imperfect 1 3% 

Aorist 7 23% 

Perfect 2 7% 

Pluperfect 0 0% 

Future 0 0% 

30 

1:1-4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:5-1:16 

6 67% 

0 0% 

2 22% 

1 11 % 

0 0% 

0 0% 

9 

3:12-152:1-3:11 

2 33%12 80% 

1 7% 0 0% 

2 13% 3 50% 

0 0% I 17% 

0 0% 0 0% 

0 0% 0 0% 

615 

Figure 64: Tracking ofTense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in Titus 

While Philemon possesses a well developed five-part letter structure, aspectual 

choice contributes little to this structure, even as it deviates from the norms of the corpus. 

The imperfective and perfective aspect are equally represented within the letter, which 

contrasts with the pattern in most of the other letters. The imperfective aspect serves as 

the primary aspectual verb choice for every part of the letter, with the exception of the 

parenesis in 1: 17-20. Here four perfective forms are found in the climactic charge and 

appeal to Philemon. The stative aspect is completely absent from the letter within the 

primary clause verb forms, thus producing a relatively flat presentation from the 

perspective of aspect.59 

Tense Form Overall 

Present 7 47% 

Imperfect 0 0% 

Aorist 7 47% 

Perfect 0 0% 

Pluperfect 0 0% 

Future I 7% 

15 

1:1-3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1:4-7 

1 50% 

0 0% 

1 50% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

2 

1:8-16 

2 67% 

0 0% 

1 33% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

3 

1:17-20 1:21-25 

1 17% 3 75% 

0 0% 0 0% 

4 67% 1 25% 

0 0% 0 0% 

0 0% 0 0% 

I 17% 0 0% 

6 4 

Figure 65: Tracking ofTense Form Occurrences in Primary Clause Verbs in Philemon 

59 While one may argue that shifting of imperfective and perfective aspect is significant, this would seem to 
be the case more in a narrative text. where perfective forms would be expected to control the mainline 
movements of the storyline. As this study has discovered. the primary clauses in this corpus are carried 
along by imperfective aspect with further backgrounding accomplished through the presence of the 
perfective aspect. 

http:aspect.59
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Conclusions regarding the Contribution of Aspect 

The findings concerning the category of aspect in relation to each of the letters 

within the Pauline corpus would seem to suggest that this category does not contribute 

significantly to the structuring of the letter in line with a five-part letter structure. In most 

cases, the letters reveal relatively flat textual contours in regards to the aspectual make-up 

of the primary clause verbs. By far, imperfective aspect realized by the present tense form 

dominates most of the letters within the corpus. Even this is slightly misleading since 

present tense forms are the sole contributor to this dominance. Imperfect tense forms 

appear to contribute very little within the Pauline letter corpus since they occur very 

infrequently _w In a few cases, the only other aspect that rivals the imperfective is 

perfective aspect. Yet, even in places where aspectual choices seem significant, they do 

not really contribute to structural clues. Rather, they seem to highlight significant action 

in relation to the immediate surrounding context. One further note, the future tense form 

occurs with noticeable frequency within these letters, at least in comparison to the stative 

aspect.61 

Since X2 tests run on the categories of mood and person-number reveal significant 

differences in occurrence between the letter body and parenesis sections, the same test 

was run on the category of aspect. The occurrences of each tense form were compared 

between their occurrence count in the body and in the parenesis section of the letters as a 

60 Just rehearsing the numbers of present tense form vs. imperfect tense form verbs reveals this as true: 
Rom - 208 (present)/7 (imperfect); l Cor -418/9; 2 Cor - 143/4; Gal - 87/12 (where most occur in the 
embedded narrative of l:l l-2:21); Eph-5911; Phil 5911; Col -37/0; 1 Thess -50/2; 2 Thess -19/!; l Tim 
- 71/0; 2 Tim - 37/0; Titus - 20/l; Phlm - 7/0. 
61 Occurrences of the future tense form either are greater than or are equal to that of the perfect tense form 
in a number of the letters: Rom - 56 (future)/36 (perfect); l Cor- 65/48; 2 Cor - 28/29: Gal - 11/11: Eph
4/1: Phil - 619; Col -4/2: l Thess - 1/4; 2 Thess - 1/3; l Tim - 6/6: 2 Tim - 16/8: Titus - 0/2: Phlm - 110. 

http:aspect.61
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whole. This test again showed significant differences in the occurrence of the category of 

aspect between the body and parenetic parts of the letter .62 

While some may infer a diminishment of aspect as a category within the Pauline 

corpus because of these findings, this seems premature. It seems that aspectual choice, at 

least related to primary clause verbs within this corpus, serves to background certain 

information and foreground other information within immediate contexts.63 Thus, it may 

not move the argument, exposition, or exhortation along the structural outline of the 

letter, but it seems to add detail and contour to the primary structural line.64 

Chapter Conclusion 

In bringing the findings of this chapter together, a better understanding of the 

contours of the Pauline letters has emerged in relation to these three categories of the 

verbal system. First, the verbal category of mood contributes significantly to the location 

of the macrostructural units within the letters themselves. This occurs almost exclusively 

in relation to the presence of the imperative in relation to the indicative. The body of the 

letters is marked by significantly low percentages of imperative mood verbs. This 

changes drastically with the onset of the parenesis. When tested for significance, these 

findings concerning the difference in indicative and imperative occurrences within the 

62 A x2 test was run to see if there is a statistically significant difference in the occurences of aspect 
between the body and the command portions of the letters. The test found x2 to be 53.04 and the p-value to 
be 3.3 x 1 o-'°. Again, anything with a p-value below .05 is consider significant. 
63 Reed (Discourse Analysis, 113-15) draws a similar conclusion as he states, in relation to information 
flow, that perfective aspect seems to signal background prominence, imperfective aspect indicates thematic 
prominence, and stative aspect indicates focal prominence. 
64 Much more work would have to be done, especially within the subordinate clauses, to see if this 
conclusion is justified, but from an initial look at the primary clauses, this seems to be what aspectual 
choice is contributing within the Pauline corpus. Porter and O'Donnell ("Greek Verbal Network,'' 3-41) 
have demonstrated, through a statistical analysis of frequency counts applied to the systemic verbal 
network introduced in Porter's Verbal Aspect, that the choice of aspect is determined independently of the 
choice of other categories such as mood and voice. For this claim, see especially pp. 27 and 38ff. 

http:contexts.63
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body and parenesis sections proved significant. Also, letters that contain high percentages 

of imperatives throughout could not be segmented into five-parts as the body and 

parenesis combined to make one unit (2 Timothy). 

Second, the verbal category of person-number also contributes to the 

macrostructure of the letters. The person-number differences that exist from letter to 

letter seem to reflect the situational nature of these letters. Romans and 1 Corinthians 

contain a high frequency of third person forms, which seems to highlight their 

expositional nature. Second Corinthians displays the confrontation of Paul and his 

companions' ministry with its reception by the Corinthian church by means of first 

person singular and plural forms, as well as the exclusive use of second person plural 

forms. The use of first person plural forms seems to indicate that 1 and 2 Thessalonians 

contain exhortations from both Paul and his associates. The Pastoral Epistles reflect a 

correspondence between Paul and one of his associates, as the use of first person and 

exclusively second person singular verb forms indicate. Finally, the nature of Philemon 

as an appeal by Paul to Philemon is seen through the use of first person singular and 

second person singular verb forms. When tested for significance, the difference in 

person-number occurrences between the letter body and parenesis proved significant. 

Person-number chains and shifts also seem to indicate smaller segments within the large 

movements of the letter structure. 

Third, the category of aspect, although it does not seem to contribute in a 

noticeable way to the location of either macrostructural units or smaller segments within 

the Pauline letter corpus, still proved successful when tested for significance in showing a 

significant difference in occurrence between the letter body and parenesis. Yet, some of 
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the aspectual distinctions seem to disappear within the epistolary genre, such as 

present/imperfect tense form. 

These findings then in relation to the Pauline corpus can be described as follows. 

Paul's choice of mood seems to be constrained by structural issues related to discourse 

level concerns. While related to his choice of mood, Paul's choice of person-number 

seems constrained by structural issues related to both discourse and segment (paragraph) 

level concerns. His aspectual choice does not seem to be constrained by discourse or 

paragraph level concerns, but rather is made based on how he wants to portray the action 

in relation to its immediate context.65 

65 O'Donnell (Corpus Linguistics, 193-94) makes such a connection in relation to primary and secondary 
clauses within discourse. I am maintaining here that this applies as well to these categories of the verb. The 
categories of mood and to some extent person-number seem to indicate movement along the flow of the 
discourse, while aspect seems to add background (perfective aspect) and further prominence (stative 
aspect) to this flow of information (carried along by the imperfective aspect). 

http:context.65


CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation I have sought to address the question of whether emperical 

data could reveal structure within the Pauline letter corpus. In the first chapter, I began by 

defining and describing the ancient Greek letter. In the rest of the chapter, I focused (1) 

on ancient and recent attempts to classify the letters and (2) on recent attempts to describe 

the structure of the letter form. In both areas of classification and structure, scholars differ 

on how to handle the ancient letter, but the problem becomes more acute in relation to the 

New Testament letters. Further, even when attempts are made to describe the New 

Testament letters according to a specific pattern (3, 4, or 5 parts), scholars still are unable 

to reach a consensus. This lack of consensus led me to test the thesis that tracing verb 

patterns in the Pauline letter corpus helps reveal the structure of the letters. 

In chapter two, I discussed the model that was used to analyze the verbs in Paul's 

letters. I began by defining and describing terminology necessary for an understanding of 

corpus linguistics. I briefly traced the history of corpus studies that have led to the 

emergence of corpus linguistics and showed recent attempts at utilizing the discipline 

within New Testament studies. At the end of the chapter, I presented an application of 

corpus linguistics that Douglas Biber utilized to show verb patterning within a corpus of 

texts, scientific research papers. I then set out a plan to use a similar approach to the 

Pauline corpus. One difficulty that surfaces with such an approach to the Pauline corpus 

is that unlike the paper's in Biber's study, Paul's letters do not possess explicit 
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indications of section breaks. I suggested that this would require a formal and semantic 

approach to tracing the primary clause verbal patterns within the letters to discover 

noticeable segmentation in order to establish the various parts of the Pauline letters. 

In chapters three through five, I presented the verbal analysis of the primary 

clauses within the Pauline corpus. In these chapters, I discussed each book in the 

following ways: (1) a brief discussion of how various Greek texts, translations, and 

commentators reveal the segmentation of the text, (2) a description/discussion of the 

primary clause verbs found in the particular letters, and (3) conclusions that can be drawn 

concerning verb patterns, verbal categories, and other syntactical features that contribute 

to the letter's segmentation. 

In chapter six, I sought to analyze three key features that appeared within the 

primary clauses of the Pauline letter corpus: conjunctions, formulaic verbs, and 

vocatives/nominatives of address. After briefly introducing each feature, I analyzed the 

various letters for where these features occurred at the segment breaks and major parts 

discussed in chapters three through five. I concluded the chapter by proposing structural 

outlines according to the verb patterns and these key features found within the primary 

clauses for each of the letters within the Pauline corpus. These outlines display a fairly 

consistent five-part pattern (with the exceptions of Galatians and Titus, which lack a 

thanksgiving section, and 2 Timothy, which does not differentiate between letter body 

and parenesis). 

In chapter seven, I counted the occurrences of the verbal categories of mood, 

person-number, and aspect within the parts of each letter, as suggested by the structural 

outlines from chapter six. This showed that from occurrence counts and a statistical 
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analysis, utilizing a x2 test, that there exists significant difference in the way that mood 

(indicative and imperative), person-number, and aspect occur within the letter body and 

parenesis within a five-part letter structure. 

These findings seem to indicate that the thesis proves true: tracing verb patterns in 

the Pauline letter corpus helps reveal the structure of the letters. Further, this analysis of 

the verb patterns in Paul's letters shows that (1) the co-occurrence of verbs according to 

certain verbal categories serves as a cohesive device within certain segments of text; (2) 

at times, shifts in the occurrence of verbal categories, in combination with other features, 

help delineate breaks between segments of text; and (3) the number of occurrences of 

certain verbal categories (including the differences in their distribution) help distinguish 

letter parts (especially the letter body and parenesis). Two weaknesses of this study 

emerge, however. First, since structural indicators are not explicitly marked within the 

actual letters, empirical data had to be supplemented with semantic features in order to 

establish structural parts to the letters. Second, certain letter parts (letter opening, 

thanksgiving, and letter closing) did not possess enough occurrences of primary clause 

verbs in order to test the significance of their occurrences within these letter parts.Yet, 

this is where formulaic features help isolate letter parts such as letter opening and letter 

closing. At the same time, the formulaic verb (cuxapunero or the expression xaptv 

£xro) helps locate the thanksgiving section, which is marked by very few primary clause 

verb occurrences other than this formulaic verb. 

While some may still have anticipated more from this study concerning the 

further movements and structure within the letter body and parenesis, such an analysis 

goes beyond merely looking at verbal categories and other primary clause features. A 
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full-blown discourse analysis would have to be conducted for each letter.Yet, I believe 

that I have shown the importance of primary clause verbal patterns for such a discourse 

analysis. Also, I have suggested letter parts along a five-part letter structure for the letters 

within the Pauline corpus and located further segmentation within these parts according 

to verb patterns and key features associated with primary clause verbs. 

Scholars have been studying ancient letters and especially Paul's letters all the 

way back to the time of Paul. They will continue to debate whether or not there truly 

exists a defined letter structure to these ancient letters. I hope that this study of the verb 

patterns within the Pauline corpus at least demonstrates to some the usefulness of 

empirical data, such as primary clause verbs, for a better understanding of Paul's letter 

structure. 



APPENDIX 1 


PRIMARY CLAUSE FINITE VERB FORMS OF THE PAULINE CORPUSl 

Romans Primary Clause Verb List 

Rom 1.8 EUXCXptcn& !st smgular present acltve md1cative 


Rom 19 £crnv 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 


Rom l.J I fittito0& !st singular present active indicative 


Rom J·J3 0£1..w !st singular present active indicative 


Rom 1:14 Eiµi Ist singular present active mdicative 


Rom 1:16 £nmcrxuvoµm !st singular present middle indicative 

£crttv 3rd smgular present active mdicative 


Rom 1:17 UJtOKCXA U1t1:Etext 3rd singular present passive indicative 


Rom 1·18 'AitOKCXA UlttEtCXt 3rd smgular present passive indicative 


Rom 1:24 itcxpEOC!lKEV 3rd singular aorist active indicative 


Rom 1:26 itcxpEOC!lKEV 3rd smgular aorist active md1cat1ve 

µEtTjA.A.cx~cxv 3rd plural aorist acltve indicative 


Rom 1·27 E~EKcxuericrcxv 3rd plural aorist passive md1cative 


Rom 1:28 itapEOC!lKEV 3rd smgular aorist active mdicative 


Rom2:1 El' 2nd singular present active indicative 

KCXtCXKpivns 2nd smgular present active indicative 

irpacrcrns 2nd smgular present active indicative 


Rom2.2 otliaµEv !st plural perfect acltve mdicative 


Rom 2:3 A.oyit;n 2nd singular present middle md1caltve 


Rom 2:4 Kai:mppovi:is 2nd singular present active mdicative 


Rom2 5 ericrmipit;ns 2nd smgular present acuve indicative 


Rom2.Jl ecrnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

Rom 2:12 aitOAOUV'tCXl 3rd plural future middle mdicative 
Kpt0Tjcrov•ext 3rd plural future passive indicative 

1 These verb forms were discovered by pertorming a search utilizing Logos Bible Software's search engine 
for Opentext.org's syntactically tagged text. Performing the search, I sought to find all primary clause finite 
verb forms within each letter of the Pauline corpus. These results were then checked against Opentext.org's 
clausal analysis on their website. Finally, the parsings were further verified by comparing the results with 
those marked by Accordance Software's parsings of the same verbs. Any variance is discussed within the 
body of the dissertation (especially I Thessalonians I and 2). 
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Rom2 14 dcnv 3rd plural present active indicative 

Rom 2 21 OtOUCJK£l<; 2nd singular present active indicative 

KA.€iri:eti; 2nd smgular present active mdicatlve 

Rom 2·22 µoqEuni; 2nd smgular present active md1callve 
lEpOC!'lJAEt<; 2nd singular present ac!lve md1cative 

Rom 2·23 anµai;ni; 2nd smgular present active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 2·24 ~A.acrqi11µEii:at 3rd singular present passive indicative 

Rom 2 25 cO(jlEAEi 3rd smgular present active indicative 
y€yovev 3rd singular perfect acllve mdicative 

Rom 2 26 A.oytcr6Tjcrnm 3rd singular future passive ind1cat1ve 

Rom 2·27 KptvEi 3rd singular future active md1cative 

Rom 2 28 Ecrnv 3rd smgular present active indicative 

Rom 3:3 Kai:apytjcrEL 3rd singular future active mdicative 

Rom 3 4 y€voti:o 3rd singular aonst middle optative 
yivlicreoo 3rd singular present middle imperative 

Rom 3 5 EpOUµEV !st plural future active indicallve 

Rom3 6 YEVOLtO 3rd singular aorist middle optat1ve 

Rom 3 7 Kpivoµm !st singular present passive indicative 

Rom3 9 irpoqoµeea !st plural present middle indicative 
irponnacraµeea !st plural aonst middle mdicative 

Rom 3:19 o[OaµEv l st plural perfect active indicative 

Rom 3.21 1tE(jlUVEpooi:m 3rd singular perfect passive mdicative 

Rom 3 22 Ecr'ttv 3rd singular present active mdicative 

Rom 3 23 ijµapi:ov 3rd plural aonst active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 3:27 £~EKA.ioicre11 3rd singular aorist passive md1cative 

Rom 3:28 A.oyil;oµeea !st plural present middle indicative 

Rom 3 31 Ka'tapyoiiµEv !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 
y€von:o 3rd singular aonst middle optative 
icri:civoµev !st plural present active indicative 

Rom4·1 rpoiiµev !st plural future active mdicative 

Rom 4.2 fXEI 3rd smgular present active ind1catJve 

Rom 4 3 A.€yn 3rd singular present actrve mdicative 
£iricri:nicrev 3rd singular aonst active ind1cat1ve 

£A.oyicre11 3rd smgular aorist passive mdicative 

Rom4 4 A.oyii;ei:m 3rd singular present passive mdicat1ve 

Rom 4 5 A.oyii;ei:m 3rd singular present passive indicative 
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Rom4 9 A.£yoµEv !st plural present acl!ve indicative 

Rom4 10 £1..oyiaeri 3rd singular aonst passive indicative 

Rom4 11 EAa~EV 3rd singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 4.14 KEKEvro'tat 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

Kmtjpnwi 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

Rom4·J5 Ka1£pyal;E'tm 3rd singular present middle indicative 
E'crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

Rom 4.22 £1..oyfoeri 3rd singular aonst passive indicative 

Rom 4 23 eypchpri 3rd singular aorist passive ind1cat1ve 

Rom 5'1 (l';oµEv !st plural present active indicative 

Rom 5:2 JCauxroµESa 1st plural present middle ind1cat1ve 

Rom 5:3 JCauxroµESa !st plural present middle indicative 

Rom 5:6 a7tE8avEv 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

Rom 5'7 a7to8av£iHn 3rd singular future middle ind1cat1ve 

i:ol..µ~ 3rd singular present active indicative 

Rom 5 8 auvia'tricrtv 3rd singular present active indica!Ive 

Rom 5·9 aro811aoµ£8cx 1st plural future passive indicative 

Rom 5:10 aro811aoµ£8cx !st plural future passive indicative 

Rom 5·13 >
riv 3rd singular imperf active indicative 
£1..A.oyfrtm 3rd singular present passive ind1callve 

Rom 5.14 £~cxaiAEUCTEV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

Rom 5'15 E7t£picrcr£U<rEv 3rd singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 5.17 ~cxcrtA.niaouatv 3rd plural future active indica!Ive 

Rom 5 19 JCcx1acr'ta8tjaov1m 3rd plural future passive indicative 

Rom 5:20 rrapncrijl..8£v 3rd singular aorist ac!Ive indicative 
U7tEPE7t£picra£ua£v 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

Rom6:1 EpoilµEV !st plural future active indicative 
£1t1µ£vroµ£v 1st plural present active subjunchve 

Rom 6:2 YEV0\1:0 3rd singular aorist middle opta!Ive 
t;tjaoµ£v 1st plural future achve indicative 

Rom 6·3 ayVOEl'l:E 2nd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 6 4 O"UVE'l:cl<jJTlµEV I st plural aonst passive indicative 
l)y£p81] 3rd singular aorist passive indicative 
it£pt7tanjcrroµEv !st plural aorist active subjunctive 

Rom 6 5 fooµ£8a I st plural future middle ind1ca!Ive 
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Rom 6·7 8ElhKaio:nm 3rd singular perfect passive ind1ca!Ive 

Rom 6:8 rrtcri:i::uoµi::v !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 6 10 am:eavi::v 3rd singular aonst active ind1cat1ve 

sn 3rd singular present active indica!Ive 

Rom6:11 1.oyil;rn0£ 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Rom 6 12 ~acril.i::u£i:w 3rd singular present active 1mperat1ve 

Rom 6 13 rrapicri:civi::i:E 2nd plural present active imperative 

n:apacri:tjcrai:i:: 2nd plural aonst ac!Ive imperative 

Rom 6 14 Kupii::ucrn 3rd singular future active indicative 

£cri:i:: 2nd plural present active indicative 

Rom 6:15 ciµapi:tjcrwµi::v !st plural aonst active subjunctive 

y£vono 3rd singular aonst middle optative 

Rom6 16 o\'.8ai:£ 2nd plural perfect active indicative 

Rom 6.19 n:apacri:tjcrai:i:: 2nd plural aorist active imperative 

Rom 6.20 ~i:e 2nd plural imperf active indica!Ive 

Rom 6·21 etX£1:E 2nd plural imperf active indicative 

Rom 6:22 EX£1:E 2nd plural present active indicative 

Rom 7:1 ayvo£t1:€ 2nd plural present active indicative 

Rom 7 2 8£8i::i:m 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

Kai:tjpy11rni 3rd singular perfect passive indica!Ive 

Rom 7:3 XPl]µai:icrn 3'd singular future active indicative 
Ecr1:tV 3'd singular present active indicative 

Rom 7:4 £eavai:c001111:: 2nd plural aonst passive indicative 

Rom 7 5 EV1]py£t1:0 3'd singular imperf middle indica!Ive 

Rom 7 6 KU1:1]pytj01]µ£V !'' plural aorist passive indica!Ive 

Rom 7·7 £po\iµi::v I" plural future active indicative 

YEVOt1:0 3'd singular aorist middle optative 
E'yvwv !'' singular aonst active indicative 

1\8nv I'' singular pluperf active indicative 

Rom 7.8 Kai:Etpycicrai:o 3'd singular aonst middle indicative 

Rom 7:9 €1;wv I'' singular imperf active indica!Ive 

av£1;11cri::v 3'" singular aonst active indicative 

Rom 7:10 arr£0avov l'' singular aorist active indicative 
EUpE01] 3'" singular aonst passive indicative 

Rom7 11 E~1]7tcX1:1]0EV 3'" singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 
U7tEK1:€tvEV 3•d singular aonst active indicative 

Rom 7 13 EYEV£1:0 3'" singular aorist middle indicative 
y€vo11:0 3'" singular aorist middle optat1ve 
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Rom 71..\ OlfoµEV l'' plural perfect active indicative 

Rom 7·15 ytvrocrKro l'' singular present active indicative 
00,ro l'' singular present active ind1cat1ve 

irpacrcrro l'' singular present active indicative 

µtcr& I'' singular present active indicative 

irot& I'' singular present active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 7 16 cruµ<(JTJµt I'' singular present active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 7 17 Km:rpyal;oµm I'' singular present middle indicative 

Rom 7 18 oioa I'' singular perfect active indicative 

irapanttai 3'd singular present middle indicative 

Rom 7 19 itot& I'' singular present active indicative 

0EAOJ I'' singular present active indicative 

irpacrcrco I" singular present active indicative 

Rom 7 20 Katrpyal;oµm l'' singular present middle indicative 

Rom 7:21 EtlptCTK!O I'' singular present active indicative 

Rom 7·22 cruvtjlioµm I" singular present middle indicative 

Rom 7.23 PAErr(J) I'' singular present active indicative 

Rom 7.24 pucrrtm 3'd singular future middle indicative 

Rom 7.25 1iouA£UOJ I'' singular present active indicative 

Rom 8·2 lJAEU0eprocrev 3'd singular aorist active indicative 

Rom 8.3 KUtEKptVEV 3'd singular aorist active indicative 

Rom 8.5 <ppovo'iicrtv 3'd plural present active indicative 

Rom 8.9 foti: 2nd plural present active indicative 

ecrnv 3'd singular present active indicative 

Rom8·11 /;(\l07tOtJlO'Et 3'd singular future active indicative 

Rom 8 12 foµi:v I" plural present active indicative 

Rom 8·13 µEAAEtE 2nd plural present active indicative 

1;rjcrrn0E 2nd plural future middle indicative 

Rom 8 14 ayovtm 3'" plural present passive indicative 

ioicrtv 3'" plural present active indicative 

Rom 8.15 €Aapnr 2nd plural aorist active indicative 

€Aaprn: 2nd plural aorist active indicative 

Rom 8. 16 cruµµaptupri 3'" singular present active indicative 

Rom 8 18 Aoyil;oµm l'' singular present middle indicative 

Rom 8 19 ait€KOEXEtat yd singular present middle ind1cat1ve 

Rom 8 20 uirrtaYTJ 3'" singular aonst passive indicative 
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Rom 8 22 o!liaµEv I'' plural perfect actJve indicative 

Rom 8 23 cr<EvcisoµEv !'' plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 8 24 foc0811µEV 
EO"'t\V 
£;!.irisEi 

I'' 
3'd 
31d 

plural 
singular 
singular 

aonst 
present 
present 

passive 
acllve 
active 

indicative 
ind1ca11ve 
indicative 

Rom 8.25 cX1tEK1iqoµE8a I'' plural present middle indicative 

Rom 8.26 crvvavn;l.aµ~ciVE'tat 

olliaµEv 
uirEpEv<vyxcivn 

3'" 
I'' 
31d 

singular 
plural 
singular 

present 
perfect 
present 

middle 
active 
active 

indicative 
indicative 
ind1cat1ve 

Rom 8.27 OlOEV 31d singular perfect active indicative 

Rom 8 28 otliaµEv I'' plural perfect active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 8 31 £poiiµEv I'' plural future active indicative 

Rom 8 33 EYKUAEcrEt 3'" singular future active indicative 

Rom 8 35 xoopicrn 31d singular future active indicative 

Rom 8 37 uirEpVtK<iiµEv I'' plural present active indicative 

Rom 8 38 ireirncrµm I'' singular perfect passive indicative 

Rom9 I }.f.yw 
\j/EUlioµm 

I'' 
I'' 

singular 
singular 

present 
present 

active 
middle 

indicative 
indicative 

Rom 9 3 11uxoµ11v ]st singular imperf middle indicative 

Rom 9 9 £).e:ucroµm 
£cr<m 

I'' 
31d 

singular 
singular 

future 
future 

middle 
middle 

indicative 
indicative 

Rom 9.12 eppf.011 31d singular aonst passive indicative 

Rom 9:14 £poiiµEv 
yf.vot<o 

I'' 
3'" 

plural 
singular 

future 
aorist 

active 
middle 

indicative 
optat1ve 

Rom 9·15 AF.yet 
£AE-rjcroo 
oiKnpTjcroo 

3'" 
I'' 
1~ 

singular 
singular 
singular 

present 
future 
future 

active 
active 
active 

ind1ca11ve 
indicative 
ind1cat1ve 

Rom 9 17 AE')'Et 
e~ilyetpci 

31d 

I'' 
singular 
singular 

present 
aorist 

active 
active 

indicative 
indicative 

Rom 9 18 EAEEl 
CJKAllPUVEt 

31d 

3'" 
singular 
singular 

present 
present 

active 
active 

indicative 
indicative 

Rom 9·19 'EpEir; 
µf.µ<j>E'tat 
av8ECJ't11KEV 

2"" 
3'" 
3'" 

singular 
singular 
singular 

future 
present 
perfect 

active 
middle 
active 

indicative 
indicative 
indicative 

Rom 9·20 El 
EpEt 
£iroi11crar; 

2"" 
3'" 
2"" 

singular 
singular 
singular 

present 
future 
aonst 

active 
active 
active 

indicative 
indicative 
indicative 

Rom 9 21 EXEL 3'" singular present active indicative 

Rom 9 30 £poiiµEv I'' plural future a·ctive ind1cat1ve 
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KU'tEAa~EV 3'd singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 9.31 EqJ0U<JEV 3'd singular aorist active indicative 

Rom 10 2 µapi:upiii 1'' singular present active indicative 

E'xoucrtv 3'd plural present active indicative 

Rom 10 3 unnciyljcrav 3'd plural aorist passive ind1cat1ve 

Rom 10 5 ypaqJEt 3'd singular present active indicative 

~ljcrnm J'd singular future middle indicative 

Rom 10.6 A.€yn 3'd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

dnni; 2"d singular aorist active subjunctive 

civa~ljcrEmt J'd singular future middle indicative 

Rom 10 7 Kai:a~ljcrE'tat 31d singular future middle indicative 

Rom 10 8 A.€yn 3rd singular present active indicallve 

E<J'ttV 3rd singular present active indicative 

E'cri:tv 3rd singular present active indicative 

Rom 10 9 crroeljcrn 2nd singular future passive ind1cat1ve 

Rom 10:10 7tt<J'tEUE'tat 3rd singular present passive indicative 

OµOAOYEt'tat 3rd singular present passive indicative 

Rom 10·11 A.€yn 3rd singular present acllve indicative 

Kai:atcrxuveljcrEi:at 3rd singular future passive indicative 

Rom 10:12 £cri:tv 3rd singular present active indicative 

Rom1013 crro01jcrnm 3rd singular future passive indicative 

Rom 10:14 E7ttKUAf(JO)V'tat 3rd plural aorist middle subjunctive 

ntcri:i:ucrrocrtv 3rd plural aorist active subjunctive 

cXKOU<Jrocrtv 3rd plural aorist active subjunctive 

Rom 10:15 KlJpu~rocrtv 3rd plural aorist active subjunctive 

Rom 10.16 U7tljKO'IJ<JUV 3rd plural aorist active ind1ca11ve 

A.€yn 3rd singular present active indicative 

E7tt<J'tE'IJ<JEV 3rd singular aorist active indicative 

Rom IO 18 A.€yro lst singular present active indicative 

fjKoucrav 3rd plural aorist active indicative 

E~ijA.0Ev 3rd singular aorist active indicative 

Rom 10 19 A.€yro 1st singular present active indicative 

E'yvro 3rd singular aorist active indicative 

A.€yn 3rd singular present active indicative 

napa~ l]AcOcrro I st singular future active indicative 

napopytiii 1st singular future active indicative 

Rom 10.20 cinoi:oA.µq. 3rd singular present acllve indicative 
EUpE0l]V I st singular aorist passive indicative 

EYEVOµl]V I st singular aorist middle md1cative 

Rom 10 21 A.€yn 3rd singular present active indicative 

E~En€mcra I st singular aorist active indicative 

Rom II I /\€yw I st singular present active indicauve 
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cimocraw 3rd singular aorist middle mdicative 
YEVOL'!O 3rd singular aorist middle optallve 
Eiµi 1st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 112 ci moom:0 3rd singular aorist middle ind1cat1ve 
ot8a1E 2nd plural perfect active indicative 

Rom 11.5 YEYOVEV 3rd singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 

Rom II 7 en:t/;T]1Ei 3rd singular present active md1cative 
E1tE1UXEV 3rd singular aonst active md1cative 
f1tE1UXEV 3rd singular aorist active indicative 
emopw011crav 3rd plural aorist passive indicative 

Rom 11 11 AEyw !st singular present active indicative 
ett1mcrav 3rd plural aorist active ind1cat1ve 
YEVOL'!O 3rd singular aonst middle optative 

Rom 11.18 Ka1aKauxw 2nd singular present middle imperative 
~acrnil;n~ 2nd singular present active indicative 

Rom 11:19 EPEL~ 2nd singular future active md1cat1ve 
e~EKA.cicre11crav 3rd plural aorist passive mdicative 

Rom 11:20 e~EKA.cicr811crav 3rd plural aonst passive mdicative 
ECJ'tT]KU~ 2nd singular perfect active mdicative 
<ppovn 2nd singular present active imperative 
<po~o\i 2nd smgular present passive imperative 

Rom 11.21 <j>EtCJE'tat 3rd smgular future middle mdicative 

Rom II 22 t15E 2nd smgular aorist active imperative 

Rom 11 23 EYKEY'tptcr0ljcrOV'tat 3rd plural future passive indicative 
ecrnv 3rd smgular present active indicative 

Rom II 24 EYKEV'tptcr0ljCJOV'tat 3rd plural future passive md1cative 

Rom 11.25 8£A.w !st singular present active indicative 

Rom 11.30 rJAErJ8T]1E 2nd plural aorist passive ind1cat1ve 

Rom 11·31 r\ttd811crav 3rd plural aonst active indicative 

Rom 11:32 CJUVEKAEtCJEV 3rd smgular aorist active indicative 

Rom 11.34 f.yvw 3rd singular aorist active mdicative 
eyEVE'tO 3rd singular aonst middle md1cat1ve 

RomII·35 1tpOE15COKEV 3rd singular aonst active md1cative 
civ-ratto15o0rjcrnm 3rd singular future passive mdicat1ve 

Rom 12 I CTapaKaA.& I st smgular present active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 12 2 CJUCJXT]µa1i/;ECJ8E 2nd plural present passive imperative 
µnaµop<po\icr8E 2nd plural present passive imperative 

Rom 12 3 AEyco Ist smgular present active md1cat1ve 

Rom 12 5 ECJµEv I st plural present active md1cat1ve 

Rom 12 14 EUAOYEl1£ 2nd plural present active imperative 
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EUAOYEl'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 
Kai:apacr9E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Rom 12 16 ytVECT9E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Rom 12:19 OO'tE 2nd plural aonst active imperative 

Rom 12·20 lj!Wµt/;;E 2nd singular present active 1mperat1ve 
iron/;;£ 2nd singular present active imperative 
crwpEucrELC; 2nd singular future active indicative 

Rom 12 21 VtKOO 2nd singular present passive imperative 
viKa 2nd singular present active imperative 

Rom 13:1 uiroi:acrm:aew 3rd singular present passive imperative 
E'crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 
Eicriv 3rd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 13 2 UV9ECT'tTJKEV 3rd singular perfect active indicative 
f..Tjµlj!OV'tal 3rd plural future middle indicative 

Rom 13:3 Eicr'tv 3rd plural present active indicative 
9£1,Ete; 2nd singular present active indicative 
7t0tEt 2nd singular present active imperative 

E~ELS 2nd singular future active indicative 

Rom 13:4 ECT'ttv 3rd singular present active indicative 
qJopou 2nd singular present passive imperative 
<j)OpEt 3rd singular present active indicative 
€crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

Rom 13 6 'tEAEl'tE 2nd plural present active indicative 
Eicrtv 3rd plural present active indicative 

Rom 13 7 U7tOOO'tE 2nd plural aorist active imperative 

Rom 13 8 O<j)ElAE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 
7tE1tATjpWKEV 3rd singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 13:9 avaKEqJaA.moili:m 3rd singular present passive indicative 

Rom 13 10 tpyal;E•m 3rd singular present middle indicative 

Rom 13.12 itpOEKOljlEV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 
TjyytKEV 3rd singular perfect active indicative 
U7t09ooµE9a !st plural aonst middle subjunctive 
€voucrwµE9a 1st plural aonst middle subjunctive 

Rom J3·13 7tEpt7tai:TjcrwµEv 1st plural aonst active subjunctive 

Rom 13·14 €voucracr9E 2nd plural aonst middle imperative 
7t0lEtCT9E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Rom 14:1 irpocrA.aµpavrn9E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Rom 14 2 1tlCT'tEUEl 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
fo9iEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

Rom 14 3 E~OU8EVEl 't(J) 3rd singular present active imperative 
KptVE'tW 3rd singular present active imperative 
rrpocrEA.aPE1o 3rd singular aonst middle indicative 
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Rom 14 4 d 2nd singular present active indicative 

O"'trJKEl 3rd singular present active indicative 
1tt1t'tEl 3rd singular present active indicative 
crta9rjcrnm 3rd singular future passive indicative 
OUVU'tEi 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 14 5 KptvEt 3rd singular present active indicative 
KptVEl 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

irA.TJPOq>opEicr9w 3rd singular present passive imperative 

Rom 14:6 q>pOvEi 3rd singular present active indicative 
fo9iEt 3rd singular present active indicative 
Eu;.::apicrtEi 3rd singular present active indicative 
fo9iEt 3rd singular present active indicative 
Eu;.::aptcrtEi 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 14 7 I;ft 3rd singular present active indicative 

cX1t09v!\crKEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

Rom 14 8 foµ£v !st plural present active indicative 

Rom 14:9 cX1tE9UVEV 3rd singular aorist active indicative 
E/;T]O"EV 3rd singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 

Rom 14.IO KptvEtc; 2nd singular present active indicative 
E~OU9EVEic; 2nd singular present active indicative 
irapacrtl]croµE9a I st plural future middle indicative 

Rom 1411 y£ypairtm 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 
l;ffi I st singular present active indicative 
A.£yEt 3rd singular present active indicative 
Kaµlj/Et 3rd singular future active indicative 
£~oµoA.oyrjcrnm 3rd singular future middle indicative 

Rom 14:12 OolO"Et 3rd singular future active indicative 

Rom 14:13 KpivwµEv I st plural present active subjunctive 
Kpivan: 2nd plural aorist active imperative 

Rom 14 14 oioa !st singular perfect active indicative 
itEirEtcrµm 1st singular perfect passive indicative 

Rom 14.15 1tEpt1tU'tEic; 2nd singular present active indicative 
airoUuE 2nd singular present active imperative 

Rom 14·16 ~A.acrq>l]µEicr9w 3rd singular present passive imperative 

Rom 14·17 £crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

Rom 14·19 OtolKffiµEv I st plural present active subjunctive 

Rom 14·20 Kata!..1.>€ 2nd singular present active imperative 

Rom 14·22 fx.€ 2nd singular present active imperative 

Rom 14·23 KU'tUKEKpt'tat 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

Rom 15·1 'Oqi1:iA.0µ1:v I st plural present active indicative 

Rom 15·2 apEcrKE'tW 3rd singular present active imperative 

Rom 15 3 ~pEcrEV 3rd singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 
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Rom 15 5 15011 3rd singular aorist active optatlve 

Rom 15:7 n:pocrA.aµpci vrn0E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Rom 15.8 A.l"yro !st singular present active md1cat1ve 

Rom 15 13 n:A.!]pfficrm 3rd singular aonst active optat1ve 

Rom 15.14 Tll"n:ncrµm I st smgular perfect passive indicative 

Rom 15:15 £ypa1J1a !st singular aorist active indicative 

Rom 15 17 E-xw Ist smgular present active indicative 

Rom 15:18 wA.µtjcrro I st singular future active indicative 

Rom 15:22 EVEKOTC'tOµl]V !st smgular imperf passive indicative 

Rom 15 24 €1..n:it;ro 1st singular present active md1cat1ve 

Rom 15·25 n:opEuoµm 1st smgular present middle indicative 

Rom \5·26 EUl56Kl]<JUV 3rd plural aorist active indicative 

Rom 15·27 EUl56K!]<JUV 3rd plural aorist active indicative 
Eicrl.v 3rd plural present active indicative 
O<pEtAO'\J<Jtv 3rd plural present active mdicative 

Rom 15·28 an:EA.Eucroµm !st singular future middle indicative 

Rom 15:29 otl5a !st singular perfect active indicative 

Rom 15 30 TlapaKaAcii I st singular present active indicative 

Rom 161 :Euvicr'tl]µt !st smgular present active indicative 

Rom 16·2 eyEvtj01] 3rd singular aonst passive indicative 

Rom 16:3 'Acrn:cicracr0E 2nd plural aonst middle 1mperat1ve 

Rom 16 5 acrn:cicracr0E 2nd plural aorist middle imperative 

Rom 16.6 acrn:cicracr0E 2nd plural aorist middle imperative 

Rom 16:7 cl<JTCU<JU<J0E 2nd plural aorist middle 1mperat1ve 

Rom 16:8 acrn:cicracr0E 2nd plural aonst middle imperative 

Rom 16.9 acrn:cicracr0E 2nd plural aonst middle imperative 

Rom 16.10 acrn:cicracr0E 2nd plural aonst middle imperative 
acrn:cicracr0E 2nd plural aonst middle imperative 

Rom 16.11 acrn:cicracr0E 2nd plural aonst middle imperative 
acrn:cicracr0E 2nd plural aonst middle 1mperat1ve 

Rom 16.12 acrn:cicracr0E 2nd plural aonst middle 1mperat1ve 
acrn:cicracr0E 2nd plural aonst middle imperative 

Rom 16 13 acrn:cicracr0E 2nd plural aonst middle imperative 
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Rom 16:14 cicr7tc:icracre£ 2nd plural aorist middle imperative 

Rom 16 15 cicr7tc:icracr9£ 2nd plural aonst middle 1mperat1ve 

Rom 16 16 cicr7tc:icracre£ 2nd plural aorist middle imperative 
cicr7tc:il;ovmt 3rd plural present middle indicative 

Rom 16 17 TI apmmA.ro Ist singular present active indicative 
EKKAtVE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Rom 16:18 OoUAEUOU<Jtv 3rd plural present active indicative 
E~CX7tCX't00<JtV 3rd plural present active indicative 

Rom 16 19 U<ptKE'tO 3rd singular aorist middle indicative 
xaipro 1st singular present active indicative 
ei!A.ro !st singular present active indicative 

Rom 16 20 <JUV'tptlJIEl 3rd singular future active indicative 

Rom 16:21 'Acr7tc:il;nm 3rd singular present middle indicative 

Rom 16 22 cicr7tc:il;oµm I st singular present middle indicative 

Rom 16:23 cicr7tc:il;nm 3rd singular present middle indicative 
U<J7ta/;E'tat 3rd singular present middle indicative 
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1 Corinthians Primary Clause Verb List 

!Cor 1.4 Euxapicmo I st singular present active indicative 

ICor 1.10 TIapex Kai..& !st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 1:11 ellriA.ooeri 3rd singular aonst passive indicative 

!Cor 1.12 A.£yco !st singular present active md1callve 

!Cor 1:13 foi:aupooeri 3rd singular aonst passive indicative 
rpairticr0T]tE 2nd plural aorist passive indicative 

!Cor J·J4 ru;i:apicrt<'ii !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor J·J6 rpciirncra !st singular aonst active ind1cat1ve 

otoa !st singular perfect active indicative 

!Cor J·J7 aitfotnA.£v 3rd singular aorist active indicative 

!Cor 1:18 fotiv 3rd singular present active indicative 
fClttv 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 1:19 yeypairtm 3rd smgular perfect passive indicative 
aitoA.& !st singular future active indicative 

aer·tt\crco !st singular future active indicative 

ICor 1.20 £µo)pavrv 3rd singular aorist active mdicallve 

!Cor 1:21 EUOOKT]O'EV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

!Cor 1:22 cdtoilcriv 3rd plural present active indicative 

ST\tOUO'tv 3rd plural present active indicative 

!Cor 1.23 KT]p'llcrcroµrv !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 1:26 BA.eirrtr 2nd plural present active indicative 

!Cor 1:27 ESEAfSatO 3rd singular aorist middle indicative 
ESEAES<XtO 3rd singular aonst middle indicative 

!Cor 1:28 ESEAESatO 3rd singular aorist middle indicative 

!Cor 1.30 EO'tE 2nd plural present active indicative 

!Cor 2 I ~Aeov !st singular aonst active indicative 

!Cor2:2 frpivci !st singular aonst active indicative 

!Cor2:3 eyrvoµriv !st singular aonst middle indicative 

!Cor2.6 A.aA.oilµrv !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor2·7 A.aA.oilµrv !st plural present active md1cat1ve 

!Cor2:8 ecrta'llpcocrav 3rd plural aonst active mdicauve 

!Cor 2: JO U1tEKcXA'IJ\j!EV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 
epauv~ 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 2 11 oiorv 3rd singular perfect active 111d1cat1ve 
f.yvcoKEV 3rd singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 
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!Cor2:12 ef..cipoµEv 1st plural aorist active ind1cat1ve 

ICor 2:14 OEXEtm 3rd singular present middle indicallve 

€crnv 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

ouvatm 3rd singular present passive indicative 

ICor 2 15 UVUKptVEl 3rd singular present active indicative 

UVUKptVE'tat 3rd singular present passive ind1cative 

!Cor2.16 €yvro 3rd singular aorist active ind1cative 

€xoµEv 1st plural present active indicative 

!Cor3 I i]ouvl\8TJv I st singular aonst passive indicative 

!Cor3·2 erroncra 1st singular aonst active indicative 

eouvacr8E 2nd plural imperfect passive ind1cat1ve 

Ouvacr8E 2nd plural present passive indicative 

!Cor3·3 ECf'tE 2nd plural present active indicative 

ECf'tE 2nd plural present active md1cative 

7tEpt7tU'tELtE 2nd plural present active indicative 

!Cor3:4 ecrtE 2nd plural present active indicative 

!Cor3:5 Ecrnv 3rd singular present active md1cative 

Ecrnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor3:6 E(j)UtEucra !st singular aonst active md1cat1ve 

erronerEv 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

l]USUVEV 3rd singular imperfect active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor3:7 fotiv 3rd singular present active indicative 

1Cor3:8 Eicrw 3rd plural present active indicative 

J..'fiµ\j/Etm 3rd singular future middle indicative 

1Cor3.9 ecrµEV !st plural present active ind1cative 
EcrtE 2nd plural present active md1cat1ve 

!Cor3:!0 €0T]Ka !st singular aorist active md1cat1ve 
E7tOtKOOOµEi 3rd smgular present active ind1cative 
PA.rn[tro 3rd singular present active 1mperat1ve 

!Cor3:11 ouvatm 3rd singular present passive ind1cat1ve 

!Cor3:!3 yEvljcrEtm 3rd singular future middle indicative 
Ol]AolCTEl 3rd singular future active indicative 

JCor3:!4 J..'fiµlj/E'tal 3rd singular future middle md1cative 

!Cor3:!5 ~ l]µtroO'ljcrnm 3rd singular future passive indicative 

crroSl\crEtm 3rd singular future passive indicative 

!Cor3:16 OlOU'tE 2nd plural perfect active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor3:17 (jl8EpEi 3rd singular future active md1cat1ve 
Ecrnv 3rd singular present active md1cat1ve 

!Cor3·18 £sarratcitro 3rd singular present active imperative 
yev[cr8ro 3rd singular aonst middle 1mperat1ve 

JCor3:19 ecrnv 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
y£ypaittm 3rd singular perfect passive ind1cat1ve 
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!Cor3·20 yLVcO<JKEt 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

1Cor3.21 Kauxacrero 3rd singular present middle 1mperat1ve 

tcr1tv 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

1Cor4.l A.oyt\;foSro 3rd singular present middle imperative 

!Cor4:2 Sfl'tEt'tat 3rd singular present passive indicative 

1Cor43 E<J'ttV 3rd singular present active indicative 

avaKpivro Isl singular present active ind1cat1ve 

1Cor4·4 crvvotoa !st singular perfect active indicauve 

OEOtKairoµm I st singular perfect passive ind1cat1ve 

ECJ'ttV 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor4:5 KptVE'tE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

yEVl\CJE'tat 3rd singular future middle indicative 

1Cor4:6 µE1Ecrxriµancra 1st singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 

1Cor4·7 OtaKptVEt 3rd singular present active ind1ca11ve 

exrn; 2nd singular present active indicative 

Kauxacrm 2nd singular present middle indicative 

1Cor4·8 foti 2nd plural present active indicative 

tnA.omljcra'tE 2nd plural aonst acllve ind1cat1ve 

£f3acrtAEV<JCX'tE 2nd plural aorist active ind1cat1ve 

£f3acrtAEVCJCX'tE 2nd plural aonst active indicative 

1Cor4.9 OoKW !st singular present active indicative 

1Cor4:!1 7tEtVOOµEv !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

OtlJIOOµEv !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

yuµVt'tEVOµEv lst plural present active indicative 

KOAUlpt\;oµ£8a lst plural present passive ind1cat1ve 

acrtatoiiµEV Isl plural present active ind1cat1ve 

1Cor4:12 K07ttOOµEv !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

EuA.oyouµev I st plural present active indicative 

avq6µe8a Isl plural present middle indicative 

1Cor4:13 napaKaA.oiiµEv !st plural present active indicative 

EyEvl]Sriµev !st plural aonst passive ind1cat1ve 

1Cor4:14 ypatpro !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor4:15 tyivvricra Isl singular aorist active indicallve 

1Cor4:16 TiapCXKCXAOO Isl singular present active ind1cat1ve 

yivi::crSE 2nd plural present middle 1mperat1ve 

1Cor4.17 E'itEµlj/CX !st singular aonst active indicative 

1Cor4:18 i\:tpucrtci>Sricrav 3rd plural aorist passive indicative 

1Cor4.19 £A.evcroµm !st singular future middle ind1cat1ve 

yvwcroµm I st singular future middle md1cat1ve 

1Cor4 21 8£A.nE 2nd plural present active md1cat1ve 

i':'A.Sro Isl singular aonst active subJunctl\e 

1Cor5·J aKOVEtm 3rd singular present passive md1cat1ve 
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JCor 5.2 tcnE: 
E7tEV0tjcra'tE 

2nd 
2nd 

plural 
plural 

present 
aorist 

active 
active 

indicative 
indicative 

!Cor 5 3 KEKpuca !st singular perfect active indicative 

ICor 5:6 OlO!X'tE 2nd plural perfect active indicative 

lCor 5 7 EKKa0cipmE 
t•u0TJ 

2nd 
3rd 

plural 
singular 

aonst 
aonst 

active 
passive 

imperative 
indicative 

ICor 5 8 fop'tci~ooµEv !st plural present active subjunctive 

ICor 5:9 "Eypmva !st singular aonst active indicative 

1Cor5:1 l £ypaljla !st singular aonst active ind1cat1ve 

ICor 5·12 KpiVE'tE 2nd plural present active indicative 

ICor 5· 13 KptvEi 
E~Up!X'tE 

3rd 
2nd 

singular 
plural 

future 
aorist 

active 
active 

indicative 
imperative 

1Cor6:1 ToA.µ~ 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

1Cor6:2 OlO!X'tE 
ECT'tE 

2nd 
2nd 

plural 
plural 

perfect 
present 

active 
active 

md1cat1ve 
md1cat1ve 

ICor 6 3 OlO!X'tE 2nd plural perfect active md1cative 

1Cor6:4 Kaeil;nE 2nd plural present active indicative 

!Cor 6:5 A.tyro 
EVl 

!st 
3rd 

singular 
singular 

present 
present 

active 
active 

md1cative 
indicative 

1Cor6·6 KptVE'tat 3rd singular present middle indicative 

JCor6:7 £crnv 
cXOtKEicr0E 
cX7tOCT'tl:'.pEicr0E 

3rd 
2nd 
2nd 

singular 
plural 
plural 

present 
present 
present 

active 
passive 
passive 

ind1cat1ve 
ind1cat1ve 
ind1cat1ve 

1Cor6:8 aOtKEi'tE 
cX7tOCT'tEpEi'tE 

2nd 
2nd 

plural 
plural 

present 
present 

active 
active 

ind1cat1ve 
md1cat1ve 

!Cor 6·9 OlO!X'tE 
7tA.avdcr0E 

2nd 
2nd 

plural 
plural 

perfect 
present 

active 
passive 

md1cative 
imperative 

1Cor6:!0 KA.TJpovoµtjcroucriv 3rd plural future active indicative 

1Cor6.II ~'tE 
cX7tEAOUcracr0E 
~ytcicr0TJ'tE 
EOlKatc00TJ'tE 

2nd 
2nd 
2nd 
2nd 

plural 
plural 
plural 
plural 

imperfect 
aonst 
aorist 
aorist 

active 
middle 
passive 
passive 

md1cat1ve 
md1cat1ve 
indicative 
md1cative 

ICor 6.12 E~ECT'tlV 

cruµqi£pn 
E~ECT'tlV 

t~oucrtacr0tjcroµm 

3rd 
3rd 
3rd 
lst 

singular 
singular 
singular 
singular 

present 
present 
present 
future 

active 
active 
active 
passive 

mdicat1ve 
indicative 
md1cat1ve 
md1ca1tve 

1Cor6:13 Ka'tapytjcrn 3rd singular future ac!Jve md1cative 

1Cor6:14 ijyEtpEV 
E~EY£PEL 

3rd 
3rd 

singular 
singular 

aonst 
future 

active 
active 

ind1cat1ve 
ind1cat1ve 

1Cor6·J5 OlO!X'tE 
7tOttjcrw 

2nd 
I st 

plural 
singular 

perfect 
aonst 

ac!Jve 
active 

ind1cat1ve 
subjunctive 
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yrvono 3rd smgular aonst middle optahve 

1Cor6·16 OlOU'tE 2nd plural perfect active md1cat1ve 
E<JOV'tUt 3rd plural future middle md1cat1ve 

<p11criv 3rd smgular present active mdicat1ve 

1Cor6:17 £crnv 3rd smgular present active ind1cat1ve 

1Cor6.!8 <l>E'IJYE'tE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 
£crnv 3rd singular present active mdicative 
ciµap'tavEt 3rd singular present active mdicat1ve 

!Cor 6:19 OtOU'tE 2nd plural perfect active indicative 

1Cor6.20 T]yopci cr91]'tE 2nd plural aonst passive ind1cat1ve 

OOSU<JU'tE 2nd plural aorist active imperative 

1Cor7:1 £ypalj/U'tE 2nd plural aorist active mdicative 

1Cor7·2 £x£,w 3rd singular present active imperative 
£x£,w 3rd singular present active imperative 

!Cor7.3 arroOioo'tW 3rd singular present active imperative 

1Cor7:4 £soucr1cisn 3rd smgular present active indicative 

£soucr1cisn 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor7·5 U7tO<J't£pEi'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

1Cor7.6 'Aiyw !st smgular present active indicative 

!Cor7:7 ei'Aw !st smgular present active indicative 
EXEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

1Cor7 8 Myw !st singular present active mdicative 

1Cor7·9 yaµ!]<JU'tW<JUV 3rd plural aorist active imperative 
E<J'ttV 3rd singular present active indicative 

1Cor7:10 rrapayy£Hw !st smgular present active indicative 

1Cor7·J J µEVE'tW 3rd singular present active imperative 
KU'taHaytj't(J} 3rd singular aonst passive imperative 

1Cor7·J2 'Aiyw I st singular present active indicative 
a<p1hw 3rd singular present active imperative 

1Cor7:13 a<pihw 3rd singular present active imperative 

1Cor7:14 Tjyiacrmt 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 
Tjyiacr'tm 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

!Cor 7.15 xwpisfoeco 3rd smgular present passive imperative 
OEOOUA(J)'tat 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 
KEKAllKEV 3rd singular perfect active indicative 

JCor7:J6 oioac; 2nd singular perfect active rndicat1ve 
OtOa<; 2nd singular perfect active indicative 

!Cor7 17 rrEptrra'tci'tw 3rd singular present active 1mperat1ve 
8ta'tacrcroµm l st singular present middle indicative 

!Cor7.l8 £K'Atje11 3rd singular aorist passive ind1cat1ve 
to'rrtcrrrcicrew 3rd singular present middle imperative 
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KEKAl]'tUt 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 
m:pnrµ vfoew 3rd singular present passive imperative 

1Cor7.19 EO't\V 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
£anv 3rd singular present active indicative 

1Cor7:20 µEVE'tW 3rd singular present active imperative 

1Cor7.21 EKAl\0l]c; 2nd singular aonst passive indicative 

xpijam 2nd singular aonst middle imperative 

!Cor7·22 Ea'ttV 3rd singular present active indicative 
£anv 3rd singular present active indicative 

1Cor7.23 Tjyopcia0l]<E 2nd plural aorist passive indicative 
yivrn0E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

1Cor7.24 EKAl\0l] 3rd singular aorist passive indicative 
µEVE't<O 3rd singular present active imperative 

!Cor7.25 €xco !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 
Oiocoµt !st singular present active indicative 

!Cor7:26 Noµit;co !st singular present active indicative 

1Cor7.27 o£1)rnm 2nd singular perfect passive indicative 

t;l\<Et 2nd singular present active imperative 
1..£/...uam 2nd singular perfect passive indicative 

t;l\i:Et 2nd singular present active imperative 

!Cor7:28 ijµapm; 2nd singular aorist active indicative 
ijµap'tEV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 
e~ouatv 3rd plural future active indicative 
qiriooµm !st singular present middle indicative 

1Cor7.29 <pl]µt !st singular present active indicative 
Ea'ttV 3rd singular present active indicative 

1Cor7:31 irapciyEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

1Cor7:32 8£/...co !st singular present active indicative 
µEptµv{!. 3rd singular present active indicative 
cipfon 3rd singular aorist active subjunctive 

!Cor 7.33 µEptµvq_ 3rd singular present active indicative 
cipfon 3rd singular aorist active subjunctive 

1Cor7:34 µ<µEptcri:m 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 
µfptµvq. 3rd singular present active indicative 
µi:ptµvq. 3rd singular present active indicative 
cipfon 3rd singular aonst active subjunctive 

1Cor7:35 AEYCO 1st singular present active indicative 

1Cor7:36 1t0tfl't<O 3rd singular present active imperative 
ciµap'tcXVft 3rd singular present active indicative 
yaµEi1coaav 3rd plural present active imperative 

1Cor7:37 irotl\crEt 3rd singular future active indicative 

1Cor7:38 1t0tfl 3rd singular present active indicative 
irotl\cra 3rd singular future active indicative 
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1Cor7 39 oEonm 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

foi:tv 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor7 40 ecrnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

OOKW !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

1Cor8:1 oi'.OaµEv !st plural perfect active indicative 

qrncrwi 3rd singular present active indicative 
OtKOOOµEi 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 8·2 €yvoo 3rd singular aorist active indicative 

!Cor 8.3 €yvoocri:m 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

1Cor8:4 oi'.OaµEv !st plural perfect active indicative 

!Cor8:7 ecreioucrt v 3rd plural present active indicative 
µoA.uvEi:m 3rd singular present passive indicative 

1Cor8.8 1mpacri:TjcrEt 3rd singular future active ind1cat1ve 
ucri:EpouµE0a !st plural present passive indicative 
JtEptC!C!EUOµEV !st plural present active indicative 

1Cor8.9 PA.E1tE1:E 2nd plural present active imperative 

!Cor 8 10 OtKOOOµl]0TjcrEi:m 3rd singular future passive indicative 

1Cor8:1 l cm6A.A.ui:m 3rd singular present middle indicative 

1Cor8:12 ciµapi:civEi:E 2nd plural present active indicative 

1Cor8.13 tpciyoo I st singular aorist active subjunctive 

!Cor9:1 Eiµt !st singular present active indicative 

Eiµt !st singular present active indicative 
eDpaKa !st singular perfect active indicative 
ECT1:E 2nd plural present active indicative 

!Cor 9 2 Eiµt I st singular present active indicative 
ECT1:E 2nd plural present active indicative 

!Cor 9:3 £crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 9'4 £xoµEv !st plural present active indicative 

!Cor 9:5 £xoµEv !st plural present active indicative 

!Cor9·6 £xoµEv !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

1Cor9:7 cri:pai:EuEi:m 3rd singular present middle indicative 
<jl'U1:EUEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

fo0in 3rd singular present active indicative 
n:otµaivEt 3rd singular present active indicative 
fo0iEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 9:8 A.aA.cii I st singular present active indicative 
A.EyEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 9 9 yEypan:i:m 3rd singular perfect passive ind1cat1ve 
Kl]µwcrrn; 2nd singular future active ind1cat1ve 
µEAEl Verb 3rd singular present active indicative 

1Cor9.IO AE"(El 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
£ypcitpl] 3rd singular aorist passive ind1cat1ve 
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!Cor 9· 12 txpTJcraµE0a I st plural aorist middle md1cat1ve 
cri:£yoµEv I st plural present active mdicat1ve 

!Cor9.13 otliai:E 2nd plural perfect actlve ind1cattve 

1Cor9.14 Strrn~Ev 3rd singular aorist active indicative 

1Cor9:15 KEXPT]µm !st singular perfect middle ind1catlve 
€ypmva !st singular aonst active indicative 
KEVolOEt 3rd singular future active indicative 

!Cor 9:16 €crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 
f1ttKEt1:at 3rd singular present middle indicative 
tcrnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

1Cor9:17 €xw !st singular present active indicative 
1tE1tlcr1:EUµm !st singular perfect passive indicative 

1Cor9:18 tanv 3rd singular present active indicative 

1Cor9·19 tliouA.oocra !st singular aorist active indicative 

!Cor 9:20 EYEVOµl]V !st singular aonst middle indicative 

!Cor 9 22 tyevc\µT]V !st singular aorist middle md1cative 
y£yova !st singular perfect active indicative 

!Cor 9:23 1t0t00 !st singular present active indicative 

1Cor9·24 otliai:E 2nd plural perfect active indicative 

1:PEXE1:E 2nd plural present active imperative 

lCor 9:25 £yKpU1:EUE1:at 3rd singular present middle indicative 

!Cor 9:26 i:p£xoo !st singular present active indicative 
1tUK1:EUW !st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 9:27 uiroomai;w 1st singular present active md1cattve 
SouA.ayooyoo !st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 10:1 0£A.oo !st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 10:6 tyevtj0l]crav 3rd plural aorist passive indicative 

!Cor 10.7 yivEcr0E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

!Cor 10:8 iropveuooµev !st plural present active subjunctive 

!Cor 10·9 fK1tEtpa1;ooµEV !st plural present active subjunctive 

!Cor 10:10 yoyyu1;ne 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

!Cor 10:11 OUVE~atVEV 3rd singular imperfect active indicative 
typaq>TJ 3rd singular aonst passive ind1cattve 

!Cor 10:12 ~A.rn£i:oo 3rd singular present active 1mperat1ve 

!Cor 10 13 ELAl]q>EV 3rd singular perfect acllve indicative 
ir0ttjcrEt 3rd singular future active ind1cat1ve 

1Corl014 q>EUYE'l:E 2nd plural present active imperative 

!Cor 10·15 A.£yw I st singular present active ind1cat1ve 
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Kpiva'tE 2nd plural aonst active 1mperat1ve 

1Corl0·16 ECHtV 3rd smgular present active mdicative 
€crnv 3rd singular present active mdicat1ve 

lCor 10.17 µEn'.xoµEv !st plural present active indicative 

!Cor 10 18 PA.ErrE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 
dcriv 3rd plural present active md1cative 

!Cor 10.19 <jJT]µt !st smgular present active mdicat1ve 
ECJ'tlV 3rd singular present active indicative 
rcrnv 3rd singular present active mdicat1ve 

ICor 10:20 e'lioucrtv 3rd plural present active indicative 
00..ro !st smgular present active indicative 

!Cor 10:21 ouvacr0E 2nd plural present passive mdicative 
ouvacr0E 2nd plural present passive indicative 

lCor 10:22 rrapat;,TJAoiiµEv !st plural present active indicative 
ECJµEV 1st plural present active indicative 

!Cor 10:23 E'~rnnv 3rd singular present active indicative 
cruµ<pEpEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

E'~rnnv 3rd smgular present active indicative 
oiKOOOµEi 3rd singular present active indicative 

ICor 10·24 STJ'tEl't(l) 3rd singular present active imperative 

!Cor 10·25 Ecr0tE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

!Cor 10.27 Ecr0tE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

!Cor 10·28 Ecr0tE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

!Cor 10:29 A.Eyro !st singular present active indicative 
KptVE'tat 3rd singular present passive indicative 

!Cor 10.30 PA.acr<pT]µoiiµm !st singular present passive indicative 

!Cor 10 31 1t:OtEi'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

!Cor 10·32 yivrn0E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

!Cor 11:1 yivEcr0E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

1Corll·2 'Errmvro !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 11 3 ei:t..ro !st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 11.4 Ka-raicrx'livn 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 11·5 Ka1a1crxuvn 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
€crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

ICor 11:6 Knpcicrero 3rd singular aorist middle 1mperat1ve 
Ka-raKaA. urr-ri:crero 3rd singular present middle imperative 

!Cor 11:7 O<jJEtAEt 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
rcrnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

lCor 11:8 €crnv 3rd singular present active mdicat1ve 
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!Corll.9 EK'tt09TJ 3rd singular aorist passive indicative 

!Cor 11:10 O<j)EtAEl 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor11:13 KpivcnE 2nd plural aonst active imperative 
Ecr'ttV 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 11:14 01oacrKet 3rd singular present active indicative 

ICor 11.16 EXOµEV !st plural present acllve ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 11.17 brmvro !st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 11:18 UKOUCO I st singular present active indicative 
1tlO'tEUCO !st singular present active indicative 

ICor 11:19 OEt 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 11:20 ecrnv 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 11:21 rrpoAcxµ~avet 3rd singular present active indicative 
ltE\V~ 3rd singular present active indicative 
µE9uet 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 11:22 EXE'tE 2nd plural present active indicative 
KCX'tCX<jlpOVEt'tE 2nd plural present active indicative 
KCX't<XlO):'.UVE'tE 2nd plural present active ind1cat1ve 
ElltCO Isl singular aonst active subjunctive 
Elt<XlVEOCO I st singular aonst active subjunctive 
trrmvro !st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 11:23 rmpEACX~OV !st singular aorist active indicative 

!Cor J l ·26 KCX'tCXYYEAAE'tE 2nd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 11.27 EO't<Xl 3rd singular future middle indicative 

!Cor 11:28 ooK1µcxt;E'tCO 3rd singular present active imperative 
fo9tE'tCO 3rd singular present active imperative 
rrtvE'tCO 3rd singular present active imperative 

fo9iet 3rd singular present active indicative 
!Cor 11:29 lttVEl 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 11:30 KOlµcOV't<Xl 3rd plural present passive ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 11:31 eKptvoµEBcx I st plural imperfect passive indicative 

!Cor 11:32 1t<XlOEUOµE9CX 1st plural present passive indicative 

!Cor 11:33 fKOE):'.Ecr9E 2nd plural present middle 1mperat1ve 

ICor 11.34 fo9tE'tCO 3rd singular present active imperative 
om'ta~oµm 1st singular future middle indicative 

ICor 12·1 9EACO !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 12 2 OlomE 2nd plural perfect active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 12 3 yvcopit;co 1st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 12:4 dcriv 3rd plural present acuve indicative 

!Cor 12 5 Eicrtv 3rd plural present active md1cat1ve 
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!Cor 12·6 daiv 3rd plural present active indicative 

!Cor 12:7 liiOo·mt 3rd singular present passive indicallve 

!Cor 12:8 liioo<m 3rd singular present passive indicative 

1Cor12·11 EVl'pyEi 3rd singular present acllve indicallve 

!Cor 12:13 E~CX7t'ttCT0T]µEV !st plural aorist passive ind1cat1ve 
E7to'tia0T]µEv !st plural aorist passive indicative 

!Cor 12:14 E'anv 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 12.15 E'anv 3rd singular present acllve indicative 

!Cor 12:16 E'anv 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 12 18 €0tw 3rd singular aonst middle indicative 

!Cor 12:21 liuvcnm 3rd singular present passive indicallve 

E'xro !st singular present active indicative 

E'xro !st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 12:22 £anv 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 12.23 DolCoiJµEv !st plural present active indicative 
7tEpt 'tt0EµEV !st plural present active indicative 

EXEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 12:24 EXEL 3rd singular present active indicative 

a'\lVEKEpaaEV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

!Cor 12:26 auµ7t<iaxn 3rd singular present active indicative 

auyxaipEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 12:27 ECT'tE 2nd plural present active indicative 

!Cor 12.28 €0tw 3rd singular aonst middle indicative 

!Cor 12 30 E'xouatv 3rd plural present active indicative 
A.aA.oilatv 3rd plural present active indicative 
DtEpµT]VEUO'\latv 3rd plural present active indicative 

!Cor 12:31 /;TJAOU'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 
DElKV'\lµt !st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 13:1 y£yova !st singular perfect active indicative 

!Cor 13·2 dµt I st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 13:3 diqieA.ouµm !st singular present passive ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 13:4 µaKp00'\lµEi 3rd singular present active indicative 

XPTJCT'tEUE'tm 3rd singular present middle indicative 
/;TJA.Oi 3rd singular present active indicative 
7tEp7tEpEVf'tat 3rd singular present middle indicative 
<puaiou<m 3rd singular present passive indicative 

!Cor 13 5 UCTXTJµOVl't 3rd singular present active indicallve 

STJ'tEl 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
rrapo~uvE'tm 3rd singular present passive indicative 
A.oyit;E'tat 3rd singular present middle indicative 
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!Cor 13:6 xaipEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

cruyxaipEt 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!CorLl.7 cr1:1:yEt 3rd singular present active ind1callve 

n:tcr'tEUEt 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

tt..iri(,Et 3rd singular present active indicative 

uiroµEVEt 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 13:8 1tl1t'tEt 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

Kai:apyT]9tjcrovi:m 3rd plural future passive indicative 

n:aucrovi:at 3rd plural future middle indicative 

Kai:apyT]9tjcrEi:at 3rd singular future passive indicative 

!Cor 13:9 ytvcOOKOµEV !st plural present active indicative 

1tpO<j>T]'tEUoµEV I st plural present active indicative 

!Cor 13:10 Kai:apyT]9tjcrEi:m 3rd singular future passive indicative 

!Cor 13:11 tt..cit..ouv !st singular imperfect active indicative 

r<ppovouv !st singular imperfect acllve indicative 

£1..oyt(,oµT]V !st singular imperfect middle indicallve 

Kai:tjpyT]KU \st singular perfect active indicative 

!Cor 13·!2 ~t..iin:oµEv !st plural present active indicative 

ytvcOOKffi !st singular present active indicative 

tmyvrocroµm !st singular future middle indicative 

!Corl3·J3 µEVEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 14:1 L'l.tWKE'tE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

/;,T]AOU'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

itpO<jlT]'tEUT]'tE 2nd plural present active subjunctive 

!Cor 14 2 AUAEt 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

UKOUEt 3rd singular present active indicallve 

AUAEt 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

JCor 14 3 f..af..Et 3rd singular present active indicative 

JCor\4.4 oiKoOoµEi 3rd singular present active indicative 

oiKo8oµE\ 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 14:5 9£1..ro !st singular present active indicative 

itpO<j>T]'tEUT]'tE 2nd plural present active subjunctive 

!Cor 14:6 ro<pEAtjcrro Isl singular future active indicative 

JCor 14:7 yvrocr9tjcrE'tat 3rd singular future passive indicative 

!Cor 14:8 n:apacrKEUUOE'tat 3rd singular future middle indicative 

JCor 14:9 yvrocretjcrE'tm 3rd singular future passive indicative 

EOE09E 2nd plural future middle ind1cat1ve 

JCor 14.10 ficrtV 3rd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

JCor 14.11 £croµm !st singular future middle ind1cat1ve 

JCor14.12 /;,T]'tEt'tE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

!Cor 1-U3 irpocrEuxlicrero 3rd singular present middle imperative 

!Cor 14 14 irpoCTEU;(E'tat 3rd singular present middle ind1cat1ve 
tanv 3rd singular present active indicative 
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1Corl4·J5 £crnv 3rd singular present acllve ind1cat1ve 
11:pocrn)~oµm !st singular future middle ind1cat1ve 

rrpocrru~oµm !st singular future middle indicative 

'l'aA.w !st singular future active ind1cat1ve 
\j/aA.w !st singular future active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 14:16 EpEt 3rd singular future active indicative 

!Cor 14:17 EU;(aptcr'tEtc; 2nd singular present active indicative 

oiKoooµEi'tm 3rd singular present passive ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 14:18 Eu;captcr't& !st singular present active indicallve 
A.aA.w 1st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 14:19 8£A.oo !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 14:20 yivrner 2nd plural present middle imperative 

VTJ1ttcX/;E'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 
yivrcrer 2nd plural present middle imperative 

!Cor 14·21 y£yparrwt 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 
A.aA.i]croo !st singular future active indicative 

dcraKOU<rOV'tai 3rd plural future middle indicative 

AEYEt 3rd singular present active indicallve 

!Cor 14.22 dcrtv 3rd plural present active indicative 

!Cor 14:23 £poiicrtv 3rd plural future active indicative 
µaivrcr8E 2nd plural present middle indicative 

!Cor 14.24 EAEY;(Etat 3rd singular present passive indicative 
avaKptVE'tat 3rd singular present passive indicative 

!Cor 14:25 YtVE'tat 3rd singular present middle indicative 
rrpocrKuvi]crEt 3rd singular future active ind1cat1ve 

ecr'ttv 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 14.26 £crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 
€;ctt 3rd singular present active indicative 
E;(Et 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
€;ctt 3rd singular present acllve indicative 

€;ctt 3rd singular present active indicative 

€;ctt 3rd singular present active indicative 
ytv£creoo 3rd singular present middle 1mpera1Ive 

!Cor 14:27 OtEpµTJVEUE'tOO 3rd singular present active imperative 

!Cor 14:28 crtyci'too 3rd singular present active imperative 
A.aA.Ei'too 3rd singular present active imperative 

!Cor 14·29 A.aA.Ei 'tOOcrav 3rd plural present active imperative 
OtaKptvE'toocrav 3rd plural present active imperative 

!Cor 14.30 crtyci'too 3rd singular present active 1mpera11ve 

!Cor 14 31 ouvacrer 2nd plural present passive indicative 

ICor 1432 urro'tcicrcrE'tat 3rd singular present passive indicative 

!Cor 14 33 £crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 14 34 myci'toocrav 3rd plural present active imperative 
£rrnp£rrnm 3rd singular present passive indicative 
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unoi:acmecr9cocrav 3rd plural present passive imperative 

!Cor 14:35 f7tEPCO'tU'tCOCJUV 3rd plural present active 1mperat1ve 
fCJ'ttV 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

JCor 14.36 £~ijA.9rv 3rd singular aonst active indicative 
KCX'ttjV'tl]CJEV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

!Cor 14:37 emytvcocrKE'tCO 3rd singular present active 1mperat1ve 

!Cor 14.38 ayvorii:m 3rd singular present passive indicative 

!Cor 14:39 /;;l]AOU'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

KCOAUE'tE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

!Cor 14.40 ytvfo9co 3rd singular present middle imperative 

!Cor 15:1 fvcopil;co !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 15.2 rumyrA.icrciµl]v !st singular aori5t middle indicative 

!Cor 15:3 itapeOcoKa !st singular aonst active indicative 

!Cor 15·9 riµt !st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 15:10 riµt !st singular present active indicative 
£yrvtj9l] 3rd singular aonst passive ind1cat1ve 
eKonicxcra !st singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 15: 11 Kl]p'llcrcroµEv !st plural present active indicative 
E7tlCJ'tEUCJU'tE 2nd plural aonst active indicative 

!Cor 15.12 A.eyoucriv 3rd plural present active ind1cat1ve 
E'crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 15:13 eytjyrpi:m 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

!Cor 15.15 c'llptcrKoµrea !st plural present passive indicative 

!Cor 15:16 eytjyrpi:m 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

!Cor 15.17 foi:i: 2nd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

lCor 15:18 aitciiA.ov1:0 3rd plural aonst middle indicative 

ICor 15:19 foµev !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 15:20 eyrjyrpi:m 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

!Cor 15:22 /;;(\)07tOtl]9tjcrovi:m 3rd plural future passive indicative 

!Cor 15:25 ari 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 15:26 Kai:apyrii:m 3rd singular present passive ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 15·27 U7tE'tU~EV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

ICor 15:28 tl7tO'taytjcrri:m 3rd singular future passive ind1cat1ve 

I Cor 15.29 j3ani:il;ovi:m 3rd plural present passive ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 15 30 KlVO\JVEUOµEV !st plural present active indicative 

ICor 15·31 cX7t09vtjcrKCO I st singular present active ind1cat1ve 
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!Cor 15 32 <paycoµEv !st plural aorist active subjunctive 
1rICOµEV lst plural aorist active subjunctive 

a:n:oOviJaKOµEV I st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

ICor 15.33 :n:A.avaaOE 2nd plural present passive imperative 
<pOEipouaw 3rd plural present active ind1cattve 

ICor 15:34 flcVrlljla'tE 2nd plural aorist active imperative 

ciµapi:UVHE 2nd plural present active imperative 

f'xouaiv 3rd plural present active ind1cat1ve 
A.aA.iii !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

ICor 15 35 EPEL 3rd singular future active indicative 
£yEipovi:m 3rd plural present passive indicative 

€pxovmt 3rd plural present middle indicative 

lCor 15:36 /;CJ,Joirotdi:at 3rd singular present passive ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 15·37 a:n:Eipn~ 2nd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

ICor 15 38 oiOcoatV 3rd singular present active indicative 

lCor 15 41 Oia<pfPEI 3rd singular present active indicative 

lCor 15:42 cr:n:EipE1:at 3rd singular present passive indicative 
£yEipnm 3rd singular present passive indicattve 

!Cor 15.43 a:n:EipE1:at 3rd singular present passive indicative 

EYEipE1:at 3rd singular present passive ind1cat1ve 
a:n:EipE1:at 3rd singular present passive ind1cat1ve 

EYEtpE1:at 3rd singular present passive indicative 

ICor 15:44 a:n:EipHm 3rd singular present passive indicattve 
£yEipnm 3rd singular present passive indicative 
€anv 3rd singular present active indicattve 

!Cor 15.45 yeypairnn 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 
£yevno 3rd singular aorist middle indicative 

lCor 15-49 <popfooµi::v !st plural future acttve ind1cat1ve 

lCor 15:50 <pl]µt I st singular present active indicative 
ouvai:m 3rd singular present passive indicative 
KAT]povoµEi 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Cor 15.51 A.f.yco !st singular present active indicative 
Katµ l]Ol]aoµEOa Jst plural future passive ind1cat1ve 
aA.Aay11aoµEOa 1st plural future passive indicative 

!Cor 15 52 aaA.iriaEt 3rd singular future active indicative 
EyEpOrjaovi:m 3rd plural future passive indicative 
aA.AanaoµEOa !st plural future passive indicative 

!Cor 15:53 i'.i::i 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Cor 15 54 yi::vrjanm 3rd singular future middle ind1ca11ve 
Kai:rn6011 3rd singular aorist passive indicative 

!Cor 15 58 yivrnOi:: 2nd plural present middle 1mpera11ve 

!Cor 16 I iroirjaai:E 2nd plural aonst active imperative 

ICor 16 2 n0£i:co 3rd singular present active imperative 
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!Cor 16.3 l:i0Ktµcicn11e 2nd plural aonst active subjunctive 

nl"µljfw !st singular future active indicative 

!Cor 16 4 nopeucrov1m 3rd plural future middle indicative 

!Cor 16.5 'EA.Eucroµm !st singular future middle indicative 

l:iu:'pxoµm !st singular present middle indicative 

!Cor 16:6 napaµEv& !st singular future active indicative 
napaxnµcicrw 1st singular future active indicative 

!Cor 16 7 0£1..w I st singular present active indicative 

€A.ni1;w !st singular present active indicative 

!Corl68 emµEVW !st singular future active indicative 

!Cor 16'9 UVE(\lyEv 3rd singular perfect active indicative 

!Cor 16 JO ~AEnE1E 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 
£pycit;nm 3rd singular present middle indicative 

!Cor 16:11 r~ou0Evljcrn 3rd singular aorist active subjunctive 
7rp07rfµlj!U1E 2nd plural aorist active 1mperat1ve 

EKl:il"xoµm !st singular present middle indicative 

ICor 16.12 rrapEKUAEcra Ist singular aorist active indicative 

~v 3rd singular imperfect active indicative 
EAEUCTE1at 3rd singular future middle indicative 

!Cor 16.13 fpT)yopEi1E 2nd plural present active imperative 
crtljKEtE 2nd plural present active imperative 
Uvl:ipit;Ecr0E 2nd plural present middle imperative 
Kpatmoilcr0E 2nd plural present passive imperative 

!Cor 16 14 ytvl"crew 3rd singular present middle imperative 

!Cor 16·15 TiapaKaA.& I st singular present active ind1cat1ve 
otl:iatE 2nd plural perfect active indicative 

!Cor 16 17 xaipw !st singular present active indicative 

!Cor 16.18 avl"naucrav 3rd plural aorist active indicative 
£mywoocrKHE 2nd plural present active imperative 

ICor 16·19 'A crrrcil,;ovtm 3rd plural present middle indicative 

acrmit;Etat 3rd singular present middle indicative 

!Cor 16.20 acrnat;ovtat 3rd plural present middle indicative 
'Acrrrcicracr0E 2nd plural aonst middle imperative 

ICor 16:22 ~tOJ 3rd singular present active imperative 
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2 Corinthians Primary Clause Verb List 

2 Cor I 8 9£Aoµrv I st plural present active indicative 

2 Cor I 12 Ecr'ttV 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

2Corl 13 ypa<jJOµEV 1st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

£A7cisw I st singular present active indicative 

2 Cor I 15 £pouA0µ11v !st singular imperfect middle indicative 

2 Cor I 17 £xp11craµ11v !st singular aonst middle ind1cat1ve 

PouAruoµm I st singular present middle indicallve 

2Corl.19 EYEV€'t0 3rd singular aorist middle indicative 
y£yovrv 3rd singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor I 23 bnKaAoiiµm !st singular present middle ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor I 24 Ecr'tijKa'tE 2nd plural perfect active ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 2 I "EKpiva !st singular aorist acllve indicative 

2 Cor 2 3 €ypmva I st singular aonst active indicative 

2 Cor 2 4 €ypmva !st singular aonst active indicallve 

2 Cor 2·5 AEAU7r11KEV 3rd singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 2.8 rrapaKaAffi 1st singular present active indicative 

2 Cor 2.9 €ypmva !st singular aorist active indicative 

2 Cor 2.10 xapisrner 2nd plural present middle ind1cat1ve 
Kqciptcrµm I st singular perfect middle indicative 

2 Cor 2 11 ayvooiiµEV !st plural present active indicative 

2Cor2·J3 fox11Ka !st singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 
E~fjA9ov 1st singular aorist active indicative 

2 Cor 2 17 £crµEv !st plural present active indicative 
AaAoiiµi:v !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

2Cor3·J 'Apxoµrea I st plural present middle ind1cat1ve 

xPnsoµi:v I st plural present active indicative 

2 Cor 3 2 EO"'tE 2nd plural present active indicative 

2 Cor 3 4 €xoµrv !st plural present active indicative 

2 Cor 3 5 £crµi:v I st plural present active indicative 

2 Cor 3 6 cirroK'tEVVEt 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
sC\>orroti:i 3rd singular present acl!ve indicative 

2 Cor 3·7 £yrvije11 3rd singular aorist passive indicative 

2 Cor 3 8 E'cr'tm 3rd singular future middle ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 3 9 rrEptcrO"EUEt 3rd singular present acllve md1cat1ve 

2 Cor 3 10 oro6~acrm1 3rd singular perfect passive md1cat1ve 
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2 Cor 3.12 xpwµE0a !st plural present middle indicative 

2 Cor 3 14 £rrwpwe11 3rd singular aonst passive ind1cat1ve 
µEYE\ 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

2Cor315 KEtlat 3rd singular present middle ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 3 16 7rEptatpEt1at 3rd singular present passive ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 3 17 tcrnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

2 Cor 3 18 µE1aµop<pouµE0a !st plural present passive indicative 

2 Cor 4 I tyKaKoiiµEv !st plural present active indicative 

2 Cor 4 2 U7rEtmiµE0a !st plural aonst middle indicative 

2 Cor 4 3 €crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

2 Cor 4 5 K1JpucrcroµEv I st plural present active indicative 

2 Cor 4:7 "ExoµEv !st plural present active mdicatlve 

2 Cor4.11 rrapaot06µE0a I st plural present passive indicative 

2 Cor 4.12 EYEpyEilat 3rd singular present middle indicative 

2Cor4:13 rrtcr1EUOµEv !st plural present active indicative 
A.aA.oiiµEv !st plural present active indicative 

2Cor4·J6 tyKaKoiiµEv !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 
avaKatvoii1at 3rd singular present passive ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor4:17 Ka1Epya/;E1at 3rd singular present middle ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 5:1 OtoaµEv !st plural perfect active ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 5:2 cr1Evcil;oµEv !st plural present active indicative 

2 Cor 5:4 cr1Evcil;oµEv !st plural present active md1cat1ve 

2 Cor 5:8 0appoiiµEY !st plural present active indicative 
EUOOKOiiµEv !st plural present active indicative 

2 Cor 5:9 <ptA.onµouµE0a !st plural present middle ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 5·10 OEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

2 Cor 5.11 rrEi0oµEv !st plural present active md1cative 
rrE<pavEpwµE0a 1st plural perfect passive indicative 

£A.rril;w !st singular present active indicative 

2 Cor 5 12 cruvtcr1civoµEv !st plural present active indicative 

2 Cor 5 14 cruv£xn 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 5 16 otoaµEv I st plural perfect active ind1cat1ve 
ywwcrKoµEv I st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

2Cor5:17 rrapijA.0Ev 3rd singular aonst active ind1cat1ve 
YEYOVEV 3rd singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 
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2 Cor 5:20 rrpEcr~EuOµEV Ist plural present active ind1cat1ve 
OECJµESa. !st plural present passive ind1cat1ve 
KCJ.'tCJ.AAcXYTJ1:E 2nd plural aorist passive imperallve 

2Cor5·21 fITOlT]O"EV 3rd smgular aorist active md1cat1ve 

2 Cor 6 I rra.pa.Ka.A.oiiµEV !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 6 2 A.i!yn 3rd smgular present active md1cat1ve 
fITrJKO'UO"cX !st smgular aorist active ind1cat1ve 
e~or]ST]crci !st smgular aorist active ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 6 9 sciiµEv Isl plural present active ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 6 11 UVE(\JYEV 3rd smgular perfect active ind1cat1ve 
rrrnA.cii:uvi:m 3rd smgular perfect passive ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor6 12 cri:EvoxropEtcrSE 2nd plural present passive ind1cat1ve 
O"'tEVOXOlPEtcrSE 2nd plural present passive ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor6 13 A.i!yro !st smgular present active mdicat1ve 
rrA.a.i:uvSTJi:E 2nd plural aorist passive 1mperat1ve 

2Cor6·J4 yivrnSE 2nd plural present middle 1mperat1ve 

2 Cor 6 16 fcrµEV 1st plural present active indicative 

2 Cor6 17 £~£A.Sm£ 2nd plural aonst active imperative 
aq>opicrST]'tE 2nd plural aonst passive imperative 
A.£yn 3rd singular present active mdicative 
&rri:rnSE 2nd plural present middle imperative 
Eicroi!~oµm !st singular future middle mdicative 

2Cor618 €croµm I st singular future middle indicative 
forne£ 2nd plural future middle md1cative 
A.i!yn 3rd singular present active indicative 

2Cor7.l Ka.Sa.picrroµi:v !st plural aorist active subjunctive 

2Cor7.2 Xroprjcra.i:E 2nd plural aorist active imperative 
Ti8tKrjcra.µi:v !st plural aorist active ind1callve 
Eq>SEipa.µEV !st plural aorist active ind1callve 
ErrAEOVEKi:rjcra.µEv !st plural aorist active indicallve 

2 Cor 7 3 A.i!yro !st smgular present active md1cative 
rrpoEipT]Ka. !st singular perfect active indicative 
fO"'tE 2nd plural present active mdicat1ve 

2 Cor 7 4 rri:rrA.rjproµm !st singular perfect passive indicative 
UrrEprrEptcrcrEUOµm I st singular present passive mdicat1ve 

2 Cor 7 5 EO"XTJKEV 3rd smgular perfect active md1cative 

2 Cor 7:6 rra.pEKcXAEO"EV 3rd smgular aorist active md1cative 

2Cor713 rra.pa.KEKArjµi:ea. !st plural perfect passive mdicat1ve 
excipTJµi:v !st plural aorist passive indicative 

2Cor716 xaipro lst smgular present active indicative 

2 Cor 8 I fvropisoµEV Ist plural present active md1cat1ve 

2 Cor 8 7 rrEptcrO"EUT]'tE 2nd plural present acllve subjunctive 
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2 Cor 8·8 "A.f.yro !st smgular present active md1cat1ve 

2 Cor 8 9 ywrocrKnE 2nd plural present active indicative 

2 Cor 8 IO oioroµ1 !st singular present active indicative 

cruµqJf.pn 3rd smgular present active indicative 

2Cor8.ll em'tEAEcrU'tE 2nd plural aonst active imperative 

2 Cor 8.18 cruvEnf.µ11mµEv I st plural aonst active indicative 

2 Cor 8·20 µroµrjcr11i:m 3rd singular aonst middle subjunctive 

2 Cor 8:21 npovooiiµEv !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 8:22 cruvrnf.µljlaµEv !st plural aorist active indicative 

2 Cor 9:1 €crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

2 Cor 9:2 oioa !st singular perfect active mdicat1ve 

rjpf.0t<JEV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

2 Cor 9 3 E7rEµljla !st singular aonst active indicative 

2 Cor 9:5 rjy11craµ11v I st smgular aonst middle indicative 

2 Cor 9:6 0EptcrEl 3rd singular future active indicative 

0Epicrn 3rd singular future active indicative 

2 Cor 9 8 OUVU'tEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

2 Cor9 10 xop11yrjcrn 3rd singular future active indicative 

7rA1]0UVEt 3rd singular future active ind1cat1ve 

mi~rjcrn 3rd singular future active ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor JO.I napaKa"A.& !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 
0app& I st singular present active indicative 

2Corl02 of.oµm I st singular present passive indicative 

2 Cor 10:3 cri:pai:EUoµE0a !st plural present middle indicative 

2 Cor 10:7 ~AE7rE'tE 2nd plural present active indicative 

"A.oytl;fo0ro 3rd singular present middle imperative 

2 Cor 10·8 aicrxuv0rjcroµm !st singular future passive indicative 

2 Cor 10 10 (j)l]Ot V 3rd singular present active indicative 

2 Cor 10·11 "A.oy1t;fo0ro 3rd singular present middle 1mperat1ve 

2 Cor 10:12 i:o"A.µroµEv !st plural present active indicative 
cruvu'i crtv 3rd plural present active indicative 

2Corl0:13 Ka UXTJOOµE0a !st plural future middle ind1cat1ve 

2Corl014 U7rEpEKi:EivoµEv !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

€qJ0acraµEv I st plural aonst active ind1cat1ve 

2Corl017 Kauxacr0ro 3rd smgular present middle 1mperat1ve 

2Corl018 €cri:tv 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

2Corll.l UVEtXEcr0f. 2nd plural imperfect middle ind1cat1ve 
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cXVE;(Ecr8r 2nd plural present middle ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor I I 2 sriA.ro !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

ilpµocrciµ riv I st singular aonst middle ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor I I 3 <po~oiiµm !st singular present passive indicative 

2CorI1:4 civrxecree 2nd plural present middle indicative 

2 Cor I I 5 Aoyi1;oµm !st singular present middle ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor I I ·7 broiricra !st singular aonst active indicallve 

2 Cor I I :8 fouA.ricra !st singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 

2CorI1:9 1mi:EvcipKr]cra !st singular aorist active indicative 
7tpocravrnA.ljprocrav 3rd plural aorist active indicative 

£i:l\pricra I st singular aonst active indicative 

i:ripl\crro !st singular future active indicative 

2 Cor I I ·JO €crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

2 Cor I I 12 7t0t ljcrro !st singular future active indicative 

2 Cor I 1.14 µEi:acrxriµai:il;Etm 3rd singular present middle ind1ca11ve 

2Corll.16 A.tyro 1st singular present active indicative 

oo~n 3rd singular aonst acllve subjuncllve 

o€~acr8€ 2nd plural aonst middle 1mperat1ve 

2Cor11:17 A.aA.ro !st singular present active indicallve 

2CorI1:18 Kauxl]croµm !st singular future middle indicative 

2CorI1:19 civ€xecree 2nd plural present middle indicative 

2CorI1·20 civ€xecree 2nd plural present middle indicative 

2 Cor I I ·21 A.€yro !st singular present active indicative 

i:oA.µ~ 3rd singular present active subjuncllve 
i:oA.µro !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

2CorI1:22 Eicrtv 3rd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Eicrtv 3rd plural present active ind1ca11ve 
Eicrtv 3rd plural present acllve indicative 

2 Cor I I 23 ELcrtV 3rd plural present acllve indicative 

2 Cor I I 24 EACX~OV !st singular aorist active indicative 

2CorI1:25 £ppa~oicreriv !st singular aorist passive indicative 
£A.t0cicreriv I st singular aonst passive indicative 
£vauciyricra I st singular aorist acllve md1cat1ve 
1tE1t0tr]KCX I st singular perfect acllve ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor I I 29 cicr0evEi 3rd singular present acuve indicative 
acr8EVOO !st singular present acuve ind1cat1ve 
crKavoaA.i1;Ei:m 3rd singular present passive ind1cat1ve 
rrupoiiµm !st singular present passive ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 11 30 Kauxl\croµm I st singular future middle ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor I I 32 £<ppoupEt 3rd singular imperfect active ind1cat1ve 
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2 Cor 11 33 txal.cicrSTJv I st singular aonst passive indicative 
r~£cpuyov I st singular aonst active indicative 

2 Cor 12 I OEi 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
EAEucroµm !st singular future middle ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 12:2 oifo Ist singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 
oioa Ist singular perfect active indicative 
oioa !st singular perfect active indicative 
oiOEV 3rd singular perfect active indicative 

2 Cor 12 3 oioa !st singular perfect active indicative 
oioa !st singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 
oiOEV 3rd singular perfect active indicative 

2 Cor 12:5 1muxl]croµm Ist singular future middle ind1cat1ve 
Kauxl\croµm 1st singular future middle indicative 

2 Cor 12 6 €croµm !st singular future middle indicative 
€pc0 !st singular future active indicative 
cpEiooµm 1st singular present middle indicative 

2 Cor 12.7 €068TJ 3rd singular aorist passive ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 12:8 7tCXpEKcXAEO"CX I st singular aonst active indicative 

2 Cor 12:9 EtpTJKEV 3rd singular perfect active indicative 
apKEl 3rd singular present active indicative 
'tEAEt'tm 3rd singular present passive indicative 
Kauxl]croµm !st singular future middle indicative 

2 Cor 12:10 EUOoKcO !st singular present active indicative 
dµt 1st singular present active indicative 

2 Cor 12:11 r£yova 1st singular perfect active indicative 
itvayKcicra'tE 2nd plural aonst active indicative 
oocpEtAOV I st singular imperfect active indicative 
ucr'tEpTJcrCX I st singular aonst active indicative 

2 Cor 12:12 KCX'tEtpycicrSTJ 3rd singular aonst passive indicative 

2 Cor 12 13 €cr'ttv 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
xapicracr8£ 2nd plural aorist middle imperative 

2 Cor 12 14 €xro !st singular present active ind1cat1ve 
KCX'tCXVCXpKljcroo !st singular future active indicative 
/;TJ'tcO !st singular present active indicative 
6cpEil.n 3rd singular present active indicative 

2Cor 1215 Oa7tavljcroo !st singular future active indicative 
EKOCX7tUVTJ8l\croµm Ist singular future passive indicative 
aya7tooµm Ist singular present passive indicative 

2Cor1216 "Ecr'too 3rd singular present active imperative 
KCX'tEPcipTJO"CX Ist singular aonst active indicative 
€1.apov Ist singular aonst active ind1cat1ve 

2Cor1217 an:Ecr'tCXAKCX Ist singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 
ErrAEOVEK'tTJO"CX 1st singular aorist achve ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 12 18 7tCXpEKcXAEO"CX I st singular aonst acllve ind1cat1ve 
O"'\JVCX7tE0"1ElACX Ist singular aorist acllve ind1cat1ve 
E1tAEOVEK1TJO"EV 3rd singular aonst active ind1cat1ve 
7tEplE7ta1ljcraµEv Ist plural aonst active ind1cat1ve 
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2Corl219 OOKEttE 2nd plural present active indicative 

A.aA.oiiµi:v 1st plural present acllve ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 12 20 <po~oiiµm first singular present passive indicative 

E'lipi:ew first singular aorist passive subJuncllve 

2 Cor 13:1 E'pxoµm first singular present middle indicative 

cna9tjcri:tm third singular future passive indicative 

2 Cor 13:2 7tpOELpl]KCX first singular perfect acllve ind1cat1ve 
n:poA.[yco first singular present active indicative 

<pi:icroµm first singular future middle indicative 

2 Cor 13:4 fo1auproe11 third singular aorist passive md1cat1ve 

\;ft third singular present active indicative 

acrei:voiiµi:v first plural present active indicative 

1;tjcroµi:v first plural future active ind1cat1ve 

2 Cor 13:5 7tEtpct/;Etl:' second plural present active imperative 

OOKtµcil;EtE second plural present active imperative 

E7ttytVoJOKEtE second plural present active indicative 

2 Cor 13:6 EA.7ti1;co first singular present active indicative 

2 Cor 13:7 i:uxoµi:ea first plural present middle indicative 
cbµi:v first plural present active subjunctive 

2 Cor 13.8 ouvciµi:9a first plural present passive indicative 

2 Cor 13-9 xaipoµi:v first plural present acllve indicative 

i:uxoµi:ea first plural present middle indicative 

2 Cor 13:10 ypa<pco first singular present active indicative 

2 Cor 13 11 XUtpEtE second plural present active imperative 
Kataptil;ecr91:' second plural present passive imperative 
n:apaKaA.i:icr9i: second plural present passive imperative 

<ppOVEttE second plural present active 1mperat1ve 
ELpl]VEUEtE second plural present active imperative 

E'crtm third singular future middle indicative 

2 Cor 13:12 'Acrn:acracrei: second plural aorist middle imperative 
'Acrnal;ovtm third plural present middle ind1cat1ve 
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Galatians Primary Clause Verb List 

Gal I 6 0auµci1;ro I st smgular present active md1cat1ve 

Gal I 8 €cri:ro 3rd smgular present active imperative 

Gal I 9 A.£yro !st singular present active 111d1cat1ve 
€cri:ro 3rd smgular present active 1mperat1ve 

Gal 1:10 ni::iero I st singular present active ind1cat1ve 
l;rii:ro I st singular present acllve ind1callve 
Tjµriv I st singular imperfect middle ind1cat1ve 

Gal 1 ·11 rvropil;ro !st singular present active indicative 

Gal I 12 nap£A.a~ov !st singular aonst acllve indicative 
£8tMxeriv !st singular aonst passive 111d1cat1ve 

Gal 1:13 'HKoucrai:i:: 2nd plural aonst active indicative 

Gal 1:16 itpocravi::9£µriv I st singular aonst middle indicative 

Gal 1:17 avf\A.9ov l st singular aorist active indicative 
aitfiA.9ov !st smgular aorist acllve indicallve 
tmfoi:pEIJIU !st singular aorist active indicative 

Gal 1.18 avfiA.9ov I st singular aonst active ind1callve 
EitEµnva I st smgular aonst acllve 111d1cat1ve 

Gal 1:19 d8ov I st singular aonst active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 1:21 ~Aeov I st singular aonst active indicative 

Gal I 22 Tjµriv !st singular imperfect middle indicative 

Gal 1.23 ~crav 3rd plural imperfect active indicative 

Gal 1:24 £80~a1;ov 3rd plural imperfect active indicative 

Gal 2·1 UVE~TJV I st singular aonst active ind1ca11ve 

Gal 2·2 UVE~TJV !st singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 
UVE9EµTJV !st singular aorist middle indicative 

Gal 2:3 TjvayKcicreri 3rd smgular aonst passive indicative 

Gal 2.9 EO(J)KUV 3rd plural aonst active indicative 

Gal 2: 11 UV1:E01:TJV I st singular aonst acllve md1cat1ve 

Gal 2:12 cruv~cr9ti::v 3rd smgular imperfect active ind1cat1ve 
{mfoi:df..i::v 3rd singular imperfect active ind1ca11ve 
aqiroptl;i::v 3rd singular imperfect active indicative 

Gal 2 13 cruvuiti::Kpiericra v 3rd plural aonst passive indicative 
cruvan~xeri 3rd singular aonst passive md1cat1ve 

Gal 2·14 dnov !st singular aonst active ind1cat1ve 
avayKa/;rn; 2nd singular present active ind1ca11ve 

Gal 2.16 £mcri:i::ucraµi::v I st plural aonst acllve ind1cat1ve 

Gal 2.17 YEVOl'tO 3rd singular aonst middle optat1ve 

Gal 2 18 cruvtcr'tcivro I st smgular present active ind1ca11ve 

Gal 2 19 an£9avov I st singular aonst active ind1cat1ve 
cruvi::cr'tauproµm I st smgular perfect passive md1cat1ve 
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Gal 2 20 I;& 
l;jj 
I;& 

I st 
3rd 
!st 

singular 
singular 
singular 

present 
present 
present 

active 
active 
active 

ind1ca1Ive 
ind1ca1Ive 
md1cat1ve 

Gal 2·21 U0E't0> 
am!0UVEV 

I st 
3rd 

singular 
singular 

present 
aonst 

active 
active 

ind1cat1ve 
ind1ca1Ive 

Gal 3:1 £pcicrKUVEV 3rd singular aonst active md1cat1ve 

Gal 3 2 eD..ro 
eA.ciPE'tE 

I st 
2nd 

singular 
plural 

present 
aonst 

active 
active 

md1ca1Ive 
md1cative 

Gal 3 3 E<r'tE 
E-7tt'tEAEtfi.cr0E 

2nd 
2nd 

plural 
plural 

present 
present 

active 
middle 

md1cat1ve 
ind1cat1ve 

Gal 3.4 Eitci0E'tE 2nd plural aonst active mdicat1ve 

Gal 3 7 ywrocrlCE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Gal 3.8 1tpOEUl]YYEA.icra'tO 
£vrnA.oy1101\crov'tm 

3rd 
3rd 

singular 
plural 

aonst 
future 

middle 
passive 

md1cative 
ind1cative 

Gal 3:9 E'llA.oyo\iv'tm 3rd plural present passive ind1ca1Ive 

Gal 3·10 dcriv 
yeypait'tm 

3rd 
3rd 

plural 
singular 

present 
perfect 

active 
passive 

indicative 
md1ca1Ive 

Gal 3 12 1fonv 
l;l\crE'tm 

3rd 
3rd 

singular 
singular 

present 
future 

active 
middle 

md1cative 
indicative 

Gal 3.13 £~11yopacrEv 3rd singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 3 15 A.eyro 
a0E'tEt 
EmOta'tcicrcrE'tm 

I st 
3rd 
3rd 

singular 
singular 
singular 

present 
present 
present 

active 
active 
middle 

ind1cative 
md1cative 
ind1ca1Ive 

Gal 3 16 £ppe011crav 
A.eyn 

3rd 
3rd 

plural 
singular 

aorist 
present 

passive 
active 

ind1cat1ve 
indicative 

Gal 3:17 A.eyro 
lXKUpOt 

lst 
3rd 

singular 
singular 

present 
present 

active 
active 

ind1ca1Ive 
md1cative 

Gal 3 18 Kqciptcr'tm 3rd singular perfect middle ind1ca1Ive 

Gal 3:19 1tpO<rE'tE0l] 3rd singular aonst passive ind1cat1ve 

Gal 3 20 E'crnv 
rcrnv 

3rd 
3rd 

singular 
singular 

present 
present 

active 
active 

indicative 
ind1cat1ve 

Gal 3:21 YEVOt'tO 
~v 

3rd 
3rd 

singular 
singular 

aonst 
imperfect 

middle 
active 

optat1ve 
md1cat1ve 

Gal 3 22 <rUVEKAEt<rEV 3rd singular aorist active indicative 

Gal 3 23 r<ppoupouµE0a I st plural imperfect passive md1cative 

Gal 3:24 yeyovev 3rd singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 3 25 foµEV lst plural present active indicative 

Gal 3 26 EO'tE 2nd plural present active md1cat1ve 

Gal 3 27 EVEOucracr0E 2nd plural aorist middle md1cat1ve 

Gal 3'28 Evl 
EVl 
EVl 
Ecr'tE 

3rd 
3rd 
3rd 
2nd 

singular 
singular 
smgular 
plural 

present 
present 
present 
present 

active 
active 
active 
active 

ind1cative 
ind1cative 
ind1cative 
md1cat1ve 
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Gal 3.29 fotE 2nd plural present active md1cat1ve 

Gal 4 I AEyro I st singular present active md1cat1ve 

lltalflEPEl 3rd singular present active md1cat1ve 

Gal 4 2 fotl.v 3rd singular present active indicative 

Gal 4 3 ijµE0a !st plural imperfect middle md1cat1ve 

Gal 4 4 E~U7tEC:rtElAEV 3rd singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 4 6 E~a7tE<HEtA.Ev 3rd singular aonst acllve ind1cat1ve 

Gal 4 7 El 2nd singular present active indicative 

Gal 4:8 £8ouA.EucratE 2nd plural aonst active indicative 

Gal 4 9 £mcrtpElflE'tE 2nd plural present active indicative 

Gal 4 10 napat11peicr0E 2nd plural present middle indicative 

Gal 4:11 lflO~o\iµm !st singular present passive indicative 

Gal 4.12 rivEcr0E 2nd plural present middle 1mperat1ve 
8foµm I st singular present passive indicative 
Tj8tKlj<JatE 2nd plural aorist active md1cat1ve 

Gal 4·13 olllan: 2nd plural perfect active indicative 

Gal 4.15 µapi:up& !st singular present active indicative 

Gal 4·16 yEyova !st singular perfect active indicative 

Gal 4 17 /;T]A.o\icrtv 3rd plural present active ind1cat1ve 
0EA.oucrtv 3rd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 4 20 ij0EAOV I st singular imperfect active indicative 

Gal 4:21 AEyrn~ 2nd plural present active imperative 
UKOUEtE 2nd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 4:22 y£ypantm 3rd singular perfect passive ind1cat1ve 
EcrXEV 3rd singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 4.23 YEYEVVT]'tat 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

Gal 4 28 fotE 2nd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 4:30 A.£yn 3rd singular present active indicative 
fr~af..E 2nd singular aonst acllve 1mperat1ve 
KA.ripovoµ ljcrn 3rd singular future active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 4:31 foµev !st plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 5 I i]AE'IJ0EprocrEV 3rd singular aorist active indicative 
crtljKE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 
EVEXE00E 2nd plural present passive 1mperat1ve 

Gal 5 2 A.£yro I st singular present active indicative 
7tEpttEµv11cr0E 2nd plural present passive subjunctive 
WlflEAljC!Et 3rd singular future active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 5 3 µapi:upoµm !st singular present middle md1cat1ve 

Gal 5 4 KU't'lpylj0TjtE 2nd plural aonst passive ind1cat1ve 
E~E7tEcratE 2nd plural aonst active indicative 

Gal 5 5 cinEK8q6µE0a I st plural present middle ind1cat1ve 
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Gal 5 6 icrxuei 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 5 7 'Ei:p£xne 2nd plural imperfect active ind1cat1ve 
EVEKO'l'EV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

Gal 5 9 suµot 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 5 10 :nhrm9a !st singular perfect active indicative 
~acrTcicrn 3rd singular future active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 5·11 OiroKoµm 1st singular present passive indicative 

KatilPYTJtaL 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

Gal 5 12 U1tOKO'l'0VtaL 3rd plural future middle ind1cat1ve 

Gal 5 13 EKAll9T]tE 2nd plural aorist passive md1cat1ve 
lioUAEUE'tE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

Gal 5:14 itE1tAJ1pcotm 3rd singular perfect passive md1cat1ve 

Gal 5·15 ~Af1tE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Gal 5 16 Afyco !st singular present active indicative 
1t€pL1tU'tEl'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 
tEAE<Jl]'tE 2nd plural aonst active subjunctive 

Gal 5 17 E1tL9UµEt 3rd singular present active indicative 
UVtiKEL'taL 3rd singular present middle ind1cat1ve 

Gal 5:18 fotf: 2nd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 5:19 £crttv 3rd singular present active mdicat1ve 

Gal 5.22 Ecrnv 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 5.23 €crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

Gal 5·24 £cri:aupcocrav 3rd plural aorist active indicative 

Gal 5:25 <JtOLXffiµEv !st plural present active subjunctive 

Gal 5:26 ywroµeea 1st plural present middle subjunctive 

Gal 6:1 Katapti~nE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Gal 6·2 ~acri:cisne 2nd plural present active imperative 
UVU1tAl]pcOcrE't€ 2nd plural future active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 6.3 <JlPEVaitat~ 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 6 4 lioKtµasEtCO 3rd singular present active 1mperat1ve 
E~EL 3rd singular future active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 6.5 ~acri:cicrn 3rd singular future active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 6.6 Kowcoveii:co 3rd singular present active imperative 

Gal 6 7 itA.avacr9E 2nd plural present passive 1mperat1ve 
µuKtTJPisei:m 3rd singular present passive ind1cat1ve 
criteipn 3rd singular present active subjunctive 
9epicrn 3rd singular future active indicative 

Gal 6.9 EyKaKffiµev I st plural present active subjunctive 
9Epicroµev I st plural future active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 6 10 £pyasffiµeea I st plural present middle subjunctive 

Gal 6.11 "JOE'tE 2nd plural aonst active imperative 
€ypawa I st singular aonst active ind1cat1vc 
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Gal 6 12 0€1..0U<JtV 3rd plural present ac!Jve md1cat1ve 
clVayKa/;OU<JtV 3rd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Gal 6.13 cput..<iooouow 3rd plural present active indicative 
0Ef..OU<JtV 3rd plural present ac!Jve indicative 

Gal 6·14 yEVOt1:0 3rd singular aorist middle optat1ve 

Gal 6·15 f<J'ttV 3rd singular present active md1ca11ve 

Gal 6:16 <Jl:Ot)(tj<JOU<JtV 3rd plural future active md1cat1ve 

Gal 6·17 1tapE)(E'tro 3rd singular present active 1mperat1ve 
~ao'tai;ro !st singular present achve indicative 
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Ephesians Primary Clause Verb List 

Eph 1:16 nauoµm 1st singular present middle ind1cat1ve 

Eph 2 5 cr'\JVE~C001t0ll]crEV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 
Ecri:E 2nd plural present active indicauve 

Eph 2.6 cr'\JVTJYEtpEV 3rd singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 
cr'\JVEK<i0tcrEV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

Eph 2 8 Ecr<E 2nd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Eph 2.10 EcrµEV 1st plural present active indicative 

Eph 2 11 µvljµOVEUE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Eph2·19 E<HE 2nd plural present active ind1cat1ve 
foi:f: 2nd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Eph 3 8 E000TJ 3rd singular aorist passive indicallve 

Eph 3·13 aii:ouµm 1st singular present middle ind1cat1ve 

Eph 3 14 Kci.µni:co 1st singular present active mdicative 

Eph 4·1 rrapaKC!AW 1st singular present active mdicatlve 

Eph4 7 E8o0TJ 3rd singular aorist passive indicative 

Eph 4·8 A.Eyn 3rd singular present active indicative 
TIXµC!AOO'tEUcrEV 3rd singular aorist active indicative 
EOCOKEV 3rd singular aorist active indicative 

Eph 4:9 Ecrnv 3rd singular present active mdicatlve 

Eph 4 10 Ecrnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

Eph 4.11 EOCOKEV 3rd singular aorist active indicative 

Eph 4 17 A.£yco 1st singular present active indicative 
µapi:upoµm !st singular present middle indicative 

Eph 4.20 Eµci.0E'tE 2nd plural aorist active indicative 

Eph 4·25 AUAEL'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Eph 4.26 opyt~Ecr0E 2nd plural present passive imperative 
ci.µapi:ci.vE'tE 2nd plural present ac11ve 1mpera11ve 
E1tt0'\JE'tCO 3rd singular present active imperative 

Eph 4 27 liiooi:E 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

Eph 4:28 KAE1t'tf'tCO 3rd singular present active imperative 
Kom<ii:co 3rd singular present active imperative 

Eph 4 29 frrropE'l.lfo0co 3rd singular present middle 1mperat1ve 

Eph 4·30 A\l1tEL'tE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

Eph 4 3 I apal]-rco 3rd singular aonst passive 1mperat1ve 
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Eph 4 32 yiv£cr0£ 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Eph 5 1 fiv£cr0£ 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Eph 5 2 1t£pt1tU'tfrt£ 2nd plural present active imperative 

Eph 5:3 ovoµa~foeco 3rd singular present passive 1mperat1ve 

Eph 5.5 tcr'tE 2nd plural perfect active indicative 

Eph 5 6 U1tU'tcX't(l) 
EPXE'tat 

3rd 
3rd 

singular 
singular 

present 
present 

active 
middle 

imperative 
indicative 

Eph 5·7 yivecr0£ 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Eph 5 8 ~1:£ 
1t£pt1tU1:£l1:£ 

2nd 
2nd 

plural 
plural 

imprfct 
present 

active 
active 

indicative 
imperative 

Eph 5: II cruyKOtvCOVEl'tE 
EAEY;\'.E'tE 

2nd 
2nd 

plural 
plural 

present 
present 

active 
active 

imperative 
imperative 

Eph 5:12 £crnv 3rd smgular present active md1cat1ve 

Eph 5 13 <jlUVEpoiii:m 3rd singular present passive indicative 

Eph 5:14 £crnv 
AEYEL 
£ynpE 
<ivacri:a 
E1tt<j)UUCT£t 

3rd 
3rd 
2nd 
2nd 
3rd 

smgular 
smgular 
singular 
singular 
singular 

present 
present 
present 
aonst 
future 

active 
active 
active 
active 
active 

indicative 
indicative 
imperative 
imperative 
mdicat1ve 

Eph 5:15 B'1.E1t£1:E 2nd plural present active imperative 

Eph 5:17 yiv£cr0E 
cruviEi:E 

2nd 
2nd 

plural 
plural 

present 
present 

middle 
active 

imperative 
imperative 

Eph 5:18 µ£0UcrKEcr0£ 
7rAT]poiicr0£ 

2nd 
2nd 

plural 
plural 

present 
present 

passive 
passive 

imperative 
1mperat1ve 

Eph 5.25 <iya7rai:£ 2nd plural present active imperative 

Eph 5 28 O<jl£t'1.oucrtv 
<iyam'~ 

3rd 
3rd 

plural 
singular 

present 
present 

active 
active 

indicative 
indicative 

Eph 5:29 £µicrT]cr£v 
EK'tpE<j)Et 
0a'1.1tn 

3rd 
3rd 
3rd 

singular 
singular 
singular 

aonst 
present 
present 

active 
active 
active 

md1cat1ve 
indicative 
indicative 

Eph 5 31 K<X't<XAElllfEL 
1tpOcrKOAATj0~crE't<Xt 

E'crovi:m 

3rd 
3rd 
3rd 

singular 
singular 
plural 

future 
future 
future 

active 
passive 
middle 

ind1cat1ve 
md1cat1ve 
md1cat1ve 

Eph 5 32 ECT'ttV 
'1.£yco 

3rd 
!st 

singular 
singular 

present 
present 

active 
active 

mdicat1ve 
indicative 

Eph 5:33 UY<X1tcX1:CO 3rd singular present active imperative 

Eph 6 1 U1t<XKOUE't£ 2nd plural present active imperative 

Eph 6.2 i:iµa 2nd singular present active imperative 
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Eph 6:4 rrapopyil;r-u: 2nd plural present active imperative 

EK'tpE(j)E'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Eph 6 5 urraKOUE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Eph 6 9 1tOlEL'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Eph 6·10 £v8uvaµoiicr0E 2nd plural present passive 1mperat1ve 

Eph 6·11 £vliucracr0E 2nd plural aorist middle imperative 

Eph 6 13 avaf..ci~E'tE 2nd plural aorist active imperative 

Eph 6:14 cr'tfj'tE 2nd plural aorist active imperative 

Eph 6 21 yvropicrn 3rd singular future active indicative 
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Philippians Primary Clause Verb List 

Phil I 3 Euxapicnffi I st singular present active indicative 

Phil 1.9 rrpocrEuxoµm I st singular present middle indicative 

Phil 1:12 ~ouf.oµm 1st singular present middle ind1cat1ve 

Phil I 15 Kl]pUCJCJ01JCJlv 3rd plural present active indicative 

Phil 1.17 Km:ayyEAA01JCHV 3rd plural present active indicative 

Ph1l l:l8 Km:ayyEAAE'tat 3rd singular present passive indicative 

xaipco I st singular present active ind1cat1ve 
xaprjcroµm 1st singular future passive indicative 

Phil 1.19 oloa 1st singular perfect active indicative 

Phil 1:22 yvcopil;,co I st singular present active indicative 

Phil 1:23 cruvrxoµm 1st singular present passive indicative 

Phil I 25 oloa 1st singular perfect active indicative 

Phil 1:27 7t0Al'tEUECJ0E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Phil 2 2 7tAl]poocrmf 2nd plural aorist active imperative 

Phil 2·5 <jlpOVEt'tE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

Phil 2:12 KU'tEpya(,E<J0E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Phil 2·13 ECJ'tlV 3rd singular present active indicative 

Phil 2 14 7t0tEt'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Phil 2:17 xaipco lst singular present active indicative 
cruyxaipco !st singular present active indicative 

Phil 2:18 xaipE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 
cruyxaipE'tf 2nd plural present active imperative 

Phil 2·19 'Ef.7ti/;,co I st singular present active indicative 

Phil 2 20 EXCO 1st singular present active indicative 

Phil 2:21 /;, l]'tOucrt v 3rd plural present active indicative 

Phil 2 22 ytVcOCJKE'tE 2nd plural present active indicative 

Ph112 23 i':hil;,co 1st singular present active indicative 

Phil 2'24 7tf7tOt0a I st singular perfect active indicative 

Ph112 25 ~Yl]cr<iµl]V 1st singular aonst middle indicative 

Ph112 28 €rrEµ\j/a I st singular aonst active indicative 

Phil 2 29 rrpocrOEXE<JSE 2nd plural present middle 1mperat1ve 
EXE'tE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 
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Ph1J 3·J ;(UtpE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Phil 3-2 BJ..f1tE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 
pA.eirE"ti: 2nd plural present active imperative 

PA.E1tE'tE 2nd plural present acllve imperallve 

Phil 3 3 £crµEv I st plural present active indicative 

Ph113.7 ~v 3rd singular imperfect active indicative 

11 Cy11µm I st singular perfect middle indicative 

Phil 3 8 r)youµm !st singular present middle indicative 
r)youµm Isl singular present middle indicative 

Phil 3.12 lho'ncw !st singular present active indicative 

Phil 3 13 A.oyi1;oµm !st singular present middle indicative 

Phil 3:14 OtcOIC(l) I st singular present active indicative 

Ph113 15 <ppovroµi:v Isl plural present active subjunctive 
airoKaA.Ulj!Et 3rd singular future active indicative 

Phil 3:16 E<p0cicraµi:v I st plural aorist active indicative 

Ph113 17 yivrn0E 2nd plural present middle imperative 
OK01tEt1:€ 2nd plural present active imperative 

Phil 3:18 iri:ptirai:oucrtv 3rd plural present active indicative 

Phil 3 20 U1tcXp;(Et 3rd singular present active indicative 

Phil 4:1 O'tJllCE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Phil 4:2 irapaKaA.ro !st singular present active indicative 
irapaKaA.ro !st singular present active indicative 

Phil 4.3 £pwi:ro !st singular present active indicative 
cruA.A.aµpcivou 2nd singular present middle imperative 

Phil 4:4 Xaipi:i:E 2nd plural present active imperative 
£pro !st singular future active indicative 
;(UtpE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Ph114 5 yvwcr0J1i:w 3rd singular aorist passive imperative 

Phil 4:6 µi:ptµviii:i: 2nd plural present active imperative 
yvwpt1;fo0w 3rd singular present passive imperative 

Ph114 7 <ppoupilcrEt 3rd singular future active indicative 

Ph114 8 A.oyi1;rn0i: 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Phil 4.9 irpcicrcri:i:i: 2nd plural present active 1mperahve 
E'cri:m 3rd singular future middle indicative 

Phil 4.10 'Excipl]V 1st singular aonst passive ind1cat1ve 

Ph114 11 A.eyw I st singular present active md1cat1ve 
E'µa0ov !st singular aonst acllve md1cat1ve 
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Ph114 12 oioa I st singular perfect active indicative 
olfo !st singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 
µrµfrriµm I st singular perfect passive indicative 

Phil 4:13 icrxuro !st singular present active indicative 

Ph114 14 tiroujcmn: 2nd plural aorist active indicative 

Phil 4.15 otlla•E 2nd plural perfect active indicative 

Phil 4:17 tm\;TJ•w I st singular present active indicative 

tm\;TJ•w 1st singular present active indicative 

Phil 4:18 &.irexro I st singular present active indicative 
7rEplOCJEUOO I st singular present active indicative 
n:rnA.tjproµm 1st singular perfect passive indicative 

Ph114 19 n:A.TJPcOCJEl 3rd singular future active indicative 

Phil 4·21 'Acrmicracr8E 2nd plural aonst middle imperative 
acrmi\;ovtm 3rd plural present middle indicative 

Phll 4·22 acrmi\;OV'tm 3rd plural present middle indicative 
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Colossians Primary Clause Verb List 

Col I 3 Euxaptcr1oi.iµev 1st plural present active indicative 

Col 1.9 n:auoµeaa 1st plural present middle indicative 

Col J·22 an:oKmrjUasEv 3rd singular aorist active 1nd1cative 

Col I 24 xaipro 1st singular present active indicative 

avrnvan:/. l'Jp& 1st singular present active indicative 

Co12·1 0£1.ro 1st singular present active indicative 

Col 2:4 t.iyro 1st singular present active indicative 

Col 2 5 dµt 1st singular present active indicative 

Col 2.6 n:Ept11:a'tEt'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Col 2:8 B/.[n:ne 2nd plural present active imperative 

Col 2'13 CYUVEsW011:0tl'JO'EV 3rd singular aorist active indicative 

Col 2:14 ~PKEV 3rd singular perfect active indicative 

Col 2 15 £onyµawJev 3rd singular aorist active indicative 

Col 2:16 KptvE't(l) 3rd singular present active imperative 

Col 2 18 Ka1appapeu£1ro 3rd singular present active imperative 

Col 2.20 ooyµmi~rnae 2nd plural present passive indicative 

Col 2:21 Ci1Vn 2nd singular aorist middle subiunctive 

yn5crn 2nd singular aorist middle subjunctive 

aim; 2nd singular aorist active subjunctive 

Col 3:1 sl]'tfrre 2nd plural present active imperative 

Col 3.2 lflPOVEt'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Col 3:3 cl11:E0UVE'tf 2nd plural aorist active indicative 
KEKpUn:'tat 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

Col 3:4 lfl<XvepcoOrjcrecree 2nd plural future passive indicative 

CoI J·s VEKpcOcra'tE 2nd plural aorist active imperative 

Col 3:8 an:60rn0e 2nd plural aorist middle imperative 

Col 3 9 'VE'llOl:'.cr0e 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Col 3·12 'E voucracr0E 2nd plural aorist passive imperative 

Col 3.15 ppapeu1hco 3rd singular present active imperative 
yivecr0E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Col 3 16 £votKei'tco 3rd singular present active imperative 

Col 3 18 U11:0'tUCYCYECY0E 2nd plural present passive imperative 

Col 3 19 aya11:U'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 
11:tKpa(VECY0E 2nd plural present passive imperative 
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Col 3 20 U7tUKOUE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 
ecrnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

Col 3·21 
epE9H~E1E 2nd plural present active imperative 

Col 3 22 U1tUKOUE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Col 3:23 epycil;rn9e 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Col 3 24 OOUAEUE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Col 3 25 KoµicrEtm 3rd singular future middle indicative 
€crnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

Col 4.1 naprxecr9E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

Col 4:2 npocrKaptEpEttE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Col 4:5 7tEpt7tU'tEl'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

Col 4·7 yv(J)ptcrEt 3rd singular future active indicative 

Col 4·9 yv(J)picroucrt v 3rd plural future active indicative 

Col 4·JO 'Acrncil;nm 3rd singular present middle indicative 
or~acree 2nd plural aorist middle imperative 

Col 4:12 acrncil;Etm 3rd singular present middle indicative 

Col 4:13 µaptup& 1st singular present active indicative 

Col 4:14 acr7ta/;Etat 3rd singular present middle indicative 

Col 4:15 'Aanciaaaee 2nd plural aorist middle imperative 

Col 4·16 notljcratE 2nd plural aorist active imperative 

Col 4:17 EL1tU'tE 2nd plural aorist active imperative 
l3'1.E1tE 2nd singular present active imperative 

Col 4.18 µvl]µOVEUE'tf 2nd plural present active imperative 
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1 Thessalonians Primary Clause Verb List2 

I Thess J·2 EuxapICnoiiµEv Jst plural present active indicative 

lThess I ·8 e~iu:rrtm 3rd singular perfect pass indicative 

lThess 1:9 a1t'ayyiA.i..011crtv 3rd plural present active indicative 

lThess 2: l OLOU'tE 2nd plural perfect active ind1ca1Ive 

!Thess 2 4 A.aA.ouµev I st plural pres active md1cative 

lThess 2·5 eyev1\9rrµev 1st plural aonst pass ind1cat1ve 

I Thess 2 7 eyev1\911µev !st plural aorist pass mdicat1ve 

IThess 2·8 e'lil>oKouµev 1st plural imperfect active indicative 

I Thess 2 9 Mv11µoveue-ce 2nd plural pres active indicative 

lThess 2:13 Euxap1cr'toiiµEv !st plural present active indicative 

!Thess 2 14 £yi;vtj0lj'tE 2nd plural aonst passive md1cative 

I Thess 2 I 7 E:crrrov<'iO:craµi;v !st plural aonst active indicative 

!Thess 2.20 EO'tE 2nd plural present acl!ve indicative 

I Thess 3 I EUOoKtjcraµEv I st plural aonst active md1cative 

lThess 3:2 £11:£µ11mµEv 1st plural aorist ac11ve ind1cat1ve 

IThess 3 3 otlia'tE 2nd plural perfect active ind1cat1ve 

lThess 3.4 rrpoEAEyoµEV !st plural imperfect active indicative 

lThess 3 5 ErrEµIJla 1st singular aorist active indicative 

I Thess 3 7 rrapeKA tj0l]µEv !st plural aonst passive indicative 

1Thess3.9 OVVaµE0a !st plural present passive indicative 

IThess J·J J KC!TEV0uvm 3rd singular aonst active optatrve 

lThess 3 12 rrA.rnvO:crm 3rd singular aonst active optative 

rrEptcrO'EUO'at 3rd singular aorist active optative 

lThess 4: I E:pconiiµEv 1st plural present active indicative 

rrapaKal.oiiµEv 1st plural present active indicative 

I Thess 4 2 OlOC!'tE 2nd plural perfect active indicative 

I Thess 4 3 tanv 3rd singular present active md1cat1ve 

2 The bolded entries represent verb occurrences that are primary clause verbs, which Opentext.org did not 
label as such. 

http:Opentext.org
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!Thess 4 7 EKcXAECJ"EV 3rd singular aonst active ind1cat1ve 

I Thess 4 8 a9E<Ei 3rd singular present active mdicat1ve 

I Thess 4 9 E;(EtE 2nd plural present active indicative 

ECJ"'tE 2nd plural present ind1cat1ve 

!Thess 4: IO 1t0tEi'tE 2nd plural present active mdicat1ve 

ITapaKaA.oiiµEv !st plural present active mdicat1ve 

!Thess 4.13 9EA.oµEv !st plural present active indicative 

!Thess 4 14 a~n 3rd singular future active md1cative 

1The5s 4:15 AEyoµEv !st plural present active indicative 

!Thess 4: 18 irapaKUAEi'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

!Thess 5 I E;(E'tE 2nd plural present active md1cat1ve 

I Thess 5·2 oi'l5a<E 2nd plural perfect active indicative 

I Thess 5.4 fo<£ 2nd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

!Thess 5:5 ECJ"'tE 2nd plural present active mdicat1ve 

£crµ£v !st plural present active mdicat1ve 

!Thess 5 6 KU9EUOffiµEv !st plural present active subjunctive 

YPTJYOpciiµEV !st plural present active subjunctive 

V~(j)ffiµEV !st plural present active subjunctive 

I Thess 5 7 KU9EUOO\Jcrtv 3rd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

µE9uoucrtv 3rd plural present active indicative 

IThess 5·8 V~(j)ffiµEV !st plural present active subjunctive 

!Thess 5 11 irapaKUAEt'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

OtKOOOµEi'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

I Thess 5 12 'Epffi<ciiµEv !st plural present active indicative 

I Thess 5 13 EipT]VEUE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

IThess 5 14 ITapaKaAoiiµEv I st plural present active mdicat1ve 

VO\J9EtEt'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

irapaµ u9Eicr9E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

cXV'tE;(Ecr9E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

µaKpoeuµEi<E 2nd plural present active imperative 

!Thess 5 15 opatE 2nd plural present active imperative 

OlcOKE'tE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

I Thess 5 16 ;(UtpEtE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

I Thess 5 17 itpOO"EU;(Ecr9E 2nd plural present middle 1mperat1ve 

IThess 5 18 EU;(apicrtEitE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 
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IThess 5 19 cr~EVVU'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

I Thess 5 20 €sou9EVEi'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

IThess 5 21 001nµal;E•E 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

KU'tEXE'tE 2nd plural present active 1mperat1ve 

IThess 5 22 ciitEXECT9E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

IThess 5 23 aytacrm 3rd singular aonst active optative 

'tljplj9EtTJ 3rd singular aonst passive optative 

!Thess 5:25 1tpOCTEUXECT9E 2nd plural present middle imperative 

I Thess 5:26 'Acriracracr9E 2nd plural aonst middle imperative 

I Thess 5:27 'EvopKtl;ro 1st smgular present active md1cat1ve 
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2 Thessalonians Primary Clause Verb Forms 

2 Thess I 3 oqJEiA.ow·v I st plural present active ind1ca1Ive 

2 Thess I 11 11:pocrrnxoµE8a 1st plural present middle ind1cat1ve 

2 Thess 2 I 'EponciiµEv I st plural present active indicative 

2 Thess 2.3 £~a11:mtjcrn 3rd singular aorist active subjuncllve 

2 Thess 2·5 µvl]µOVEUE'tE 2nd plural present active indicative 

2 Thess 2·6 OlOa-tE 2nd plural perfect active mdicat1ve 

2 Thess 2 7 EVEpyEt'tat 3rd singular present middle indical!ve 

2 Thess 2.8 cl1TOKUAU(j)0tjcrE'tat 3rd singular future passive indicallve 

2 Thess 2 11 11:£µ11:Et 3rd singular present active indicative 

2 Thess 2.13 O(j)EtA.oµEv I st plural present active indicative 

2 Thess 2.15 CJ'ttjKE'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 
KpU'tEl'tE 2nd plural present active imperative 

2 Thess 2 17 11:apaKaA.£crm 3rd singular aorist active optat1ve 
cri:l]pi~m 3rd singular aonst active optative 

2 Thess 3.1 7rpOcrEUXECJ0E 2nd plural present middle imperallve 

2 Thess 3:3 ecri:w 3rd singular present active indicative 

2 Thess 3-4 11:rnoieaµEv !st plural perfect active indicallve 

2 Thess 3·5 Ka1rneuvm 3rd singular aonst active optative 

2 Thess 3·6 f1apayy£UoµEv !st plural present active mdicat1ve 

2 Thess 3 7 OlOU'tE 2nd plural perfect acl!ve indicallve 

2 Thess 3·10 11:ap11yy£UoµEv !st plural 1mprfct active indicative 

2 Thess 3· l I 'AKOUOµEV !st plural present active indicative 

2 Thess 3·12 11:apayy£UoµEv !st plural present active ind1ca1Ive 
11:apaKaA.oiiµEv I st plural present active indicative 

2 Thess 3 13 £yKaKtjcr111E 2nd plural aonst active subjunctive 

2 Thess 3 14 cr11µnoucr8E 2nd plural present middle 1mpera1Ive 

2 Thess 3 15 TtYEicr0E 2nd plural present middle 1mperat1ve 
VOU0E1Et1E 2nd plural present active imperative 

2 Thess 3 16 0(!)11 3rd singular aorist active optat1ve 

2 Thess 3 17 ypct(j)OJ !st singular present active indicative 
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1 Timothy Primary Clause Verb Forms 

!Tim I 3 7tUpEKUAE<Ja !st singular aonst active ind1cat1ve 

1T1m. 1:5 EcrttV 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Tim. 1:8 Qt/)aµEV !st plural perfect active indicative 

!Tim. 1:12 f.xro I st singular present active indicative 

!Tim. l.13 tjAE1\0TJV !st singular aorist passive indicative 

!T1m.1:14 U7tEpE7tAEovacrEv 3rd singular aonst active md1cative 

!Tim l 16 tjl.ttj0T]V l st singular aonst passive indicative 

!Tim I 18 7tapm:i0Eµai !st singular present middle indicative 

!Tim 2 I TiapaKaA& lst singular present active indicative 

!Tim 2 8 Boul.oµm !st singular present middle indicative 

!Tim 2:11 µav0avE-tro 3rd singular present active imperative 

!Tim. 2:12 E7tttpr7tro !st singular present active indicative 

!Tim. 2:13 E7tAacr0TJ 3rd singular aorist passive indicative 

!Tim. 2 14 tj7tm:tj0Tj 3rd singular aorist passive md1cative 

YEYOVEV 3rd singular perfect active indicative 

!Tim. 2:15 crro0tjcrEtm 3rd singular future passive indicative 

!Tim. 3·J E7tt0uµEi 3rd singular present active indicative 

lTim 3 2 oEi 3rd singular present active md1cative 

!Tim. 3 5 £mµEA tjcrEtat 3rd singular future passive md1cattve 

!Tim. 3·7 OEi 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Tim. 3.10 OOKtµa~fo0rocrav 3rd plural present passive 1mperat1ve 
OtaKOVEitrocrav 3rd plural present active imperative 

!Tim. 3:12 f.crtrocrav 3rd plural present active imperative 

!Tim. 3.13 7tEpt7tOtoUVtat 3rd plural present middle indicative 

!Tim 3 14 ypa<pw l st smgular present active mdicative 

!Tim 3 16 EcrttV 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Tim. 4 l AEYEt 3rd singular present active indicative 

IT1m 46 fon 2nd singular future middle indicative 

lTim 47 7tapmrou 2nd singular present middle imperative 
f'\Jµva~E 2nd singular present active imperative 

IT1m 4:8 EcrttV 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
ECTttV 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

!Tim 4 JO Kom&µEv I st plural present active ind1cat1ve 
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ciyrovi~oµcea !st plural present middle md1cat1ve 

!Tim 4·11 CTapayycAAE 2nd singular present active imperative 

oioacrKE 2nd singular present active 1mpera1tve 

IT1m.4 12 Ka1a<ppovEi100 3rd singular present active imperattve 

yivov 2nd singular present middle imperative 

!Tim 4 13 1tpO<JE;(E 2nd singular present active imperative 

!Tim. 4 14 aµE/,u 2nd singular present active imperative 

!Tim 4 15 µ£A£rn 2nd singular present active imperative 
fo0t 2nd singular present active imperative 

!Tim. 4·16 EJtE;(E 2nd singular present active imperative 

EJtiµEvE 2nd smgular present active imperative 
<JcO<JElt; 2nd singular future active indicative 

!Tim 5·] E:mJtA.~~nr; 2nd singular aonst active subjunctive 

1tapaKUAEt 2nd singular present active imperative 

!Tim. 5:3 'tiµa 2nd singular present active imperative 

!Tim. 5:4 µaveav£1oocrav 3rd plural present active imperative 
E:crn v 3rd smgular present active indicative 

!Tim 5 5 Tjf..JttKEV 3rd smgular perfect active md1cative 
7tpocrµ£vn 3rd singular present active indicative 

!Tim 5-6 'tE0Vl]KEV 3rd singular perfect active indicative 

!Tim. 5.7 1tapayydt..E 2nd singular present active imperative 

!Tim 5 8 TjpVl]'tUl 3rd singular perfect middle indicative 
E'crn v 3rd smgular present active indicative 

JT1m 5·9 KU't<XA£YE<J0(l) 3rd smgular present passive imperative 

!Tim. 5.11 1tapmw\J 2nd smgular present middle imperative 
0£A.oucrt v 3rd plural present active indicative 

JTim 5 13 µav0avoucnv 3rd plural present active indicative 

!Tim 5 14 BouA.oµm 1st singular present middle indicative 

JT1m 5:15 E~E'tpU1tl]<JUV 3rd plural aonst passive indicative 

JT1m 5:16 E1tUPKEl't(l) 3rd smgular present active imperative 
papEicrero 3rd singular present passive imperative 

!Tim. 5 17 a~wucr0oocrav 3rd plural present passive imperative 

JT1m 5 18 AEYEl 3rd singular present active indicative 
<piµoocrnr; 2nd singular future active mdicative 

!Tim 5 19 Jtapao£xou 2nd singular present middle 1mperat1ve 

!Tim 5:20 EAEY;(E 2nd singular present active 1mperat1ve 

!Tim 5 21 lhaµap1upoµm !st smgular present middle indicative 

IT1m 5 22 £m1ien 2nd smgular present active 1mperat1ve 
KO\VcOVEl 2nd singular present active 1mpera1tve. 
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IT1m 5 23 ulipom)'l:Et 2nd singular present acl!ve imperative 

XPffi 2nd smgular present middle 1mpera1Ive 

IT1m. 5.24 El<HV 3rd plural present active indicative 

IT1m. 5.25 liuvaV'l:m 3rd plural present passive indicative 

IT1m.6 I ~yricreoocrav 3rd plural present middle 1mperat1ve 

ITim.6 2 Ka•aqipovfi 'l:oocrav 3rd plural present acl!ve imperative 

liouA.rnlo'toocrav 3rd plural present active imperallve 
liiliacrKE 2nd smgular present active imperative 
itapaKaA.n 2nd smgular present active imperative 

ITrm. 6.4 tftU<pOOtat 3rd singular perfect passive indicative 

IT1m. 6 6 "Ecrttv 3rd singular present acl!ve indicative 

ITim 67 EtCTTJVEYKUµEV 1st plural aonst active mdical!ve 

!Tim 68 apn:crericroµ£0a 1st plural future passive mdicative 

ITim 6:9 EµitiittO\Jatv 3rd plural present active mdicative 

IT1m. 6.10 Eanv 3rd singular present active indicallve 

IT1m 611 <pEiiyf 2nd singular present active imperative 
litOOKf 2nd smgular present active imperative 

IT1m. 6.12 ayoovi~O\J 2nd singular present middle imperative 
£mA.a~oii 2nd smgular aorist middle imperative 

IT1m. 6:13 irapayylo'Uoo I st smgular present active indicative 

!Tim 6 17 itapciyyEUE 2nd smgular present active imperative 

!Tim 6 20 <puA.a~ov 2nd singular aonst acllve imperative 
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2 Timothy Primary Clause Verb Forms 

2T1m. J·3 exro 1st singular present active ind1cat1ve 

2T1m. I 6 &vaµiµvtjcrKro I st singular present active md1cative 

2Tim 1.7 EOWKEV 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

2Tim 1:8 eirmcrxuvens 2nd singular aorist passive subjunctive 

cruyKaKoirci811crov 2nd singular aonst active imperative 

2T1m. 1:12 ircicrxro 1st singular present active indicative 
eirmcrxuvoµm Isl singular present passive indicative 
otSa I st singular perfect active indicative 

ir£irncrµm 1st singular perfect passive indicative 

2T1m. I 13 exr 2nd singular present active imperative 

2T1m. 1:14 <pUAa~ov 2nd singular aorist active imperative 

2T1m.1:15 otsas 2nd singular perfect active mdicative 

2T1m. l:l6 Sc{:i11 3rd singular aorist active optative 

2T1m.1·1s l5c{:i11 3rd smgular aorist active optative 
ytvcOCTKflS 2nd smgular present active md1cat1ve 

2Tim.2:1 €v8uvaµoii 2nd smgular present passive imperative 

2Tim. 2:2 ijKoucras 2nd smgular aorist active mdicative 
irapcieou 2nd singular aonst middle imperative 

2T1m 2.3 Luy1mKoirci811crov 2nd singular aonst active imperative 

2Tim. 2:4 eµitAEKE'tm 3rd smgular present passive mdicative 

2T1m. 2:5 CT'tflj)UVOU'tUI 3rd singular present passive indicative 

2Tim. 2 6 Sri 3rd smgular present active indicative 

2T1m 2 7 VOE! 2nd singular present active imperative 
Swcrn 3rd smgular future active indicative 

2Tim 2:8 Mv11µovi::ur 2nd smgular present active imperative 

2T1m. 2 10 uiroµ(vro 1st singular present active indicative 

2T1m 2 11 cru1;Tjcroµrv 1st plural future active indicative 

2T1m. 2 12 cruµpacrtAEUcroµrv 1st plural future active indicative 

&pvljcrnm 3rd singular future middle indicative 

2T1m 2 13 µivn 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 
Suva1m 3rd singular present passive indicative 

2Trm 2 14 uitoµiµvncrKE 2nd singular present active 1mperat1ve 

2T1m 2·15 crirouSacrov 2nd singular aorist active 1mperat1ve 

2T1m. 2 16 irrp1icr'tacro 2nd singular present middle 1mperat1ve 
itpOKOlj!O\Jcrtv 3rd plural future active ind1cat1ve 
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2Tim 2.17 E'sn 3rd s111gular future active md1cat1ve 

2T1m 2·19 ECr-tT]lCEV 3rd singular perfect active indicative 

€yvw 3rd s111gular aonst active indicative 

an:oatiltro 3rd singular aonst active imperative 

2Tim. 2:20 €anv 3rd s111gular present active indicative 

2Tim. 2:21 E'atm 3rd smgular future middle ind1cat1ve 

2T1m. 2 22 q>EU"(E 2nd singular present active imperative 

OtWKE 2nd singular present active 1mperat1ve 

2T1m 2 23 n:apmwu 2nd s111gular present middle 1mperat1ve 

2Tim. 2:24 OEt 3rd smgular present active md1cative 

2Tim. 3:1 yivwaKE 2nd smgular present active rmperatrve 

2T1m 3 2 EOOV'tat 3rd plural future middle md1cat1ve 

2Tim. 3.5 an:otpen:ou 2nd singular present middle imperative 

2Tim. 3:6 daiv 3rd plural present active indicative 

2T1m. 3 8 av9iatavtm 3rd plural present middle ind1cattve 

2Tim. 3 9 n:pOKO\jlO'UOtV 3rd plural future active ind1cat1ve 

ECJ'tat 3rd singular future middle indrcatrve 

2T1m. 3·10 n:ap1]KOAOU91]aa<; 2nd singular aorist active md1cat1ve 

2T1m 3·12 Oiroxeilaovtm 3rd plural future passive ind1cattve 

2Tim. 3.13 n:poKO\jlO'UOtv 3rd plural future active indicative 

2Tim. 3.14 µevE 2nd singular present active imperative 

2Tim.4:1 t.iaµaptupoµm !st singular present middle ind1cattve 

2Tim 4·2 KJlP'USOV 2nd singular aonst active 1mperat1ve 

en:iatTJ9t 2nd smgular aonst active 1mperatrve 

£A.qsov 2nd singular aonst active imperative 

E:mtiµT)aov 2nd singular aorist active imperative 

n:apaKaAEOOV 2nd singular aonst active imperative 

2Tim 4:3 "Eatm 3rd singular future middle ind1cat1ve 

2Tim. 4·5 vi;qie 2nd singular present active 1mperat1ve 

KaKOn:a91]aOV 2nd singular aonst active imperative 

n:oi11aov 2nd singular aorist active rmperatrve 

n:A.TJPOq>Op1JaOV 2nd singular aonst active rmperatrve 

2Tim 4 6 an:£vooµm I st singular present passive md1cat1ve 

Eq>EotT)lCEV 3rd singular perfect active indicative 

2Tim. 4 7 Tjyroviaµm !st singular perfect middle ind1cat1ve 

tE'tEAEKa I st singular perfect active md1cat1ve 

'tEtJlpT)K<X !st singular perfect active indrcatrve 

2Tim 4 8 an:o1<rn:a( 3rd singular present middle md1cat1ve 
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2Tim 4.9 In:ouoacrov 2nd singular aonst active 1mperat1ve 

2Tim 4 10 EYK<X'tEAtn:fV 3rd singular aorist active ind1cat1ve 

en:oprueri 3rd singular aonst passive indicative 

2Tim.4:11 ecrnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

iiye 2nd singular present active imperative 

ecrnv 3rd singular present active indicative 

2T1m. 4:12 un:£cri:nA.a !st singular aonst active indicative 

2T1m. 4:13 q>epr 2nd smgular present active 1mperat1ve 

2T1m. 4:14 evroti~ai:o 3rd smgular aonst middle mdicat1ve 

un:ooc.Ocrn 3rd singular future active ind1cat1ve 

2Tim. 4 15 q>vA.cicrcrov 2nd singular present middle imperative 

UV'tEcr'tl] 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

2Tim. 4.16 n:aptyEVHO 3rd singular aonst middle md1cat1ve 
eyKa"tEA11l:OV 3rd plural aonst active indicative 

A.oyicr0eiT] 3rd smgular aorist passive optatlve 

2Tim.4.17 n:apecr•TJ 3rd smgular aorist active md1cat1ve 

evrovvciµrocr£v 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

Epp'\Jcr8T]V I st singular aorist passive indicative 

2Tim 4:18 pucrtmi 3rd singular future middle ind1cat1ve 

crc.Ocrn 3rd smgular future active indicative 

2T1m. 4:19 "Acr1tacrat 2nd singular aonst middle imperative 

2Tim. 4.20 EµEtVfV 3rd smgular aonst active indicative 
Un:EA.tn:OV !st singular aonst active indicative 

2Tim.4:21 In:ouoacrov 2nd singular aonst active imperative 

'Acrn:ci~Emi 3rd singular present middle ind1cat1ve 
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Titus Primary Clause Verb Pattern 

Titus l ·5 U1tEAL1tOV l st singular aonst active indicative 

Titus 1:7 IiEt 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

Titus I 10 Eial.v 3rd plural present active indicallve 

Titus l 12 drrev 3rd singular 2aonst active indicative 

Titus 1 13 Ea'ttV 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

f.Aqxe 2nd singular present active 1mperat1ve 

Titus 1.15 µeµiav'tm 3rd singular perfect passive ind1cat1ve 

Titus I 16 oµoJ.,oyoilatv 3rd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

apvoilv'tm 3rd plural present middle ind1catJve 

Titus 2:1 AaAEt 2nd singular present active imperative 

Titus 2:6 rrapm::aAEt 2nd singular present active 1mperat1ve 

Titus 2:11 'E1tE<paVTJ 3rd singular aonst passive indicative 

Titus 2.15 AaAEt 2nd singular present active 1mperat1ve 

rrapaKUAEL 2nd singular present active imperative 

EA£YXE 2nd singular present active imperative 

rrepi<ppovEi'tro 3rd singular present active imperative 

Titus 3 1 'YnoµiµvnaKE 2nd singular present active imperative 

Titus 3·3 'HµEV 1st plural imperfect active ind1cat1ve 

Titus 3:5 f.awa<.v 3rd singular aonst active indicative 

Titus 3 8 ~ouAoµai 1st singular present middle indicative 

EO"'t!V 3rd singular present active ind1cat1ve 

Titus 3.9 rrepttO"'tacro 2nd singular present middle imperative 

dal.v 3rd plural present active ind1cat1ve 

Titus 3:10 rrcxpmwil 2nd singular present middle imperative 

Titus 3 12 arrouliaaov 2nd singular aonst active imperative 
KEKptKa 1st singular perfect active ind1cat1ve 

Titus 3.13 nporrEµ\j/ov 2nd singular aorist active imperative 

Titus 3:14 µcxv0CXVf't(J)(J{lV 3rd plural present active imperative 

Titus 3.15 'Aarrcit;ovwi 3rd plural present middle ind1cat1ve 

aarrexam 2nd singular aonst middle 1mperat1ve 
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Philemon Primary Clause Verb Forms 

Phlm4 Euxapw--r& 

Phlm7 foxov 

Phlm 9 irapaKaA.ro 

Phlm 10 impaKaA.cil 

Phlm 15 Exropicr01J 

Phlm 17 itpocrA.aj3ou 

Phlm 18 e!..Aoycx 

Phlm 19 f'.ypmva 
U'/tO'tt<J(J) 

Phlm 20 6vaiµ11v 
avciitaucrov 

Phlm21 f'.ypmva 

Phlm 22 E'toiµat;,£ 
EA.itit;,ro 

Phlm 23 'Acrmit;,E'tai 

1st 

lst 

!st 

l st 

3rd 

2nd 

2nd 

lst 
lst 

lst 
2nd 

I st 

2nd 
lst 

3rd 

singular 

singular 

singular 

singular 

singular 

singular 

singular 

singular 
singular 

singular 
singular 

singular 

singular 
singular 

singular 

present 

2aorist 

present 

present 

aorist 

2aonst 

present 

aonst 
future 

aonst 
aorist 

aonst 

present 
present 

present 

active 

active 

active 

active 

passive 

middle 

active 

active 
active 

middle 
active 

active 

active 
active 

middle 

indicative 

ind1cat1ve 

indicative 

indicative 

indicative 

imperative 

1mperat1ve 

indicative 
indicative 

optative 
1mperat1ve 

indicative 

imperative 
indicative 

indicative 



APPENDIX2 


TRACING VERB FORMS IN THE LETTERS OF IGNATIUS 


Introduction 


It seems that the church has always had a use for letters. Today, missionaries still 

write letters back to their sending churches in order to inform them of life and ministry in 

their particular part of the world. At the beginning of the church age, apostles and 

bishops used letters in order to relay personal information about themselves and others 

and to give instructions on how to conduct ministry to particular pastors and churches. 

Examples of these letters are found in the New Testament epistles as well as the writings 

known as the Apostolic Fathers. One example is the writings of Ignatius of Antioch. 

From what is known from church history and reported in his letters, Ignatius was 

an important figure in the early church, who composed his letters within the context of a 

very distressing situation. He was the second bishop of the church at Antioch early in the 

second century. 1 While being taken to Rome under arrest in order to be thrown to the 

beasts, he composed his letters, with the exception of the one to the Romans, as responses 

to delegates that were sent to greet him from various churches in Asia Minor.2 Thus, he 

wrote all seven letters in a short amount of time while knowing full well that his life was 

quickly coming to a close for the cause of Christ.3 It appears from information in his 

letters that he left the church at Antioch at a time of great stress and turmoil in that 

church. The first four of his letters, the ones to Ephesus, Magnesia, Tralles, and Rome 

request prayer for the situation in Syria, while the final three to Philadelphia, Smyrna, 

1 William R. SchoedeL "'Polycarp of Smyrna and Ignatius of Antioch." 273. 

2 Andreas Lindemann, '"Paul in the Writings of the Apostolic Fathers," 36. 

3 Virginia Corwin. St. Ignatius and Christianity in Antioch. 20. She argues that the similarity in the letters 

is due in part to how closely together they were written. 
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and Polycarp make mention that peace had come to this church. Coming from a 

prominent church leader about to die, these writings serve as testimony and instruction to 

the churches and individuals to whom they were written in order to motivate them to 

obedience and unity in the face of opposition.4 It can be assumed that following these 

writings, Ignatius made it to Rome where he was martyred for his beliefs and teachings 

sometime before the end of Trajan's reign in 117 C.E.5 

Ignatius' letters have received a great deal of attention due mainly to how later 

theologians and denominations have interpreted him. Within Ignatian studies three 

distinct areas have been covered, namely, the problem of authenticity, Ignatius' role in 

the history of doctrine, and Ignatius and the history of religions.6 While scholars have 

debated heavily over which recension (the long, the middle, or the short) of Ignatius' 

letters is authentic, most modern scholars have followed the lead of Zahn7 and Lightfoot8 

by accepting the middle recension.9 Scholars throughout church history have found in 

Ignatius proof for a variety of doctrines as well as support for different ecclesiastical 

structures.10 Those interested in the history of religions have read Ignatius' writings 

against the backdrop of the Hellenistic mystery religions as well as have found in his 

writings Gnostic tendencies .11 

4 As an example of one who highlights this aspect and compares Ignatius to Paul, see Albert 0. Mellink. 

"Ignatius' Road to Rome," 127-65. 

5 Schoedel, "Polycarp of Smyrna and Ignatius of Antioch," 274. 

6 Schoedel, "Polycarp of Smyrna and Ignatius of Antioch," 285-86. 

7 Theodor Zahn, Ignatius Von Antiochien. 

8 J.B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, Part II: S. Ignatius and S. Polycarp. 

9 For discussion see Schoedel, "Polycarp of Smyrna and Ignatius of Antioch." 286-92: "Are the Letters of 

Ignatius of Antioch Authentic," 196-201. 

10 See Schoedel. "Polycarp of Smyrna and Ignatius of Antioch," 292-8. A recent work on the use of 

"gospel" and what that meant for Ignatius can be found in Brown, The Gospel and Ignatius ofAntioch. In 

regards to Ignatius role as a minister within early Christianity and his impact on the social settings 

surrounding the churches to which he wrote. see Maier, The Social Setting oft/ze Ministry as Reflected in 

the Writings ofHennas. Clement and Ignatius. 147-97. 

11 See Schoedel. ''Polycarp of Smyrna and Ignatius of Antioch," 292-304. 
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While debate still takes place in these fields and others related to Ignatius, very 

little has been done in relation to the structure of Ignatius' letters. With the exception of 

a couple of book chapters focusing on a section of the Ignatian letter12 and a rhetorical 

analysis of his letter to the Philadelphians,13 one is hard-pressed to find discussion of 

Ignatian letter structure outside the token mention within books focused mainly on 

Pauline letter structure .14 

Method for the Study of Ignatius' Letters 

This study looks at the structure of Ignatius' letters by applying a verb pattern 

analysis of the primary clause verbs found within his letters in order to show how 

sections emerge within each letter based on verb patterns. The analysis tracks the shifts 

in verbs within the primary clauses of Ignatius' letters. To begin with, each letter was 

diagrammed so that the primary clauses were differentiated from the secondary clauses of 

the text. The finite verbs within the primary clauses were then charted according to their 

aspect, mood, and person. From this basis, discussion can take place concerning the 

impact of the verb to display sections within the letters. The verb charts of the primary 

clause verbs are provided at the beginning of the discussion for each letter. The 

discussion following the charts tracks the grouping and shifts of the verbs within the 

letter and concludes with a segmentation of the text according to the verb patterns as well 

as other features. Finally, some general conclusions concerning Ignatian letter structure 

are drawn. 

12 Carruth. "Praise for the Churches," 295-310. 

13 Patrick, "Autobiography and Rhetoric: Anger in Ignatius of Antioch," 348-75. 

14 For example, see Doty, Letters in Primitive Christianity, 73. 
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Tracking of Verbs in Ignatius' Letters 
The Letter to the Tralleans 

Verse Word Im_Qf 
Aspect 

Perf Stat Ind 
Mood 

Iffi_!)_ Other first 
1.1 £yvwv v v v 
1.2 €80~acra v v v 
2.1 <paivecre£ v v 
2.2 fotiv 

U11:01:UO"O"E0"0E 

v 
v 

v' 
v subJ 

2.3 oct 

Eicrw 

v 
v 

v 
v 

3.1 £v•pErr£cr0wcrav 

Kal..eitm 

v 
v v 

v 

3.2 rrErrncrµm 

et..apov 

EXW v 
v 

v v 
v' 
v 

v 

v 
3.3 <pEiooµm 

c\n\0l]V 

v 
v 

v 
v 

v 
v 

4.1 <ppovcii 

µnpcii 

oct 

µacrnyoiicri v 

v' 
v 
v 
v 

v' 
v 
v 
v' 

v' 
v 

4.2 aymrcii 

oioa 

XPTISW 

v 

v 
v 

v 
v 
v 

v 
v 
v 

5.1 ouvaµm 

<popouµm 

cruyyvwµovEi'!:E 

v' 
v 
v 

v' 
v 
v 

v' 
v 

5.2 Eiµt 

A.Eirrn 

v 
v 

v 
v 

v 

6.1 OapaKaf..cii 

XPfi0"0E 

arr£xecr0E 

v 

v 
v 

v 
vsubj 

v 

v 

6.2 irapeµrrA.EKO'Ucrt v v v 
7.1 <l>uA.cii:tEcr0e 

£cri:m 

v 
v 

v 

7.2 €crnv 

€crnv 

i:'crnv 

€crnv 

v 
v 
v 
v 

v' 
v 
v 
v 

8.1 rrpo<puA.cicrcrw 

avantjcracree 

v 
v 

v 
y 

v 

8.2 £x£i:w 

oiOotE 

pt..acr<pl]µeimt 

v 
y 

v v 

v 
y 

9.1 Kw<pro0T)te v y 
10.1 o£oeµm 

euxoµm v 
v v 

v 
v 
v 

Person 
second third 

v 
v' 
v 

v 
v 
v 
v 

v 

v 
v 

v 

v 

v 
v 

v 
v 

y 
y 

v 
y 

v 

y 
y 

y 

v 
y 
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aito8vr\crKOO 

KUl:U\lfEUOoµm 

v' 
v' 

v' 
v' 

v' 
v' 

11.1 <l>EUyEi:E 

EiatV 

v' 
y v' 

v' 
y 

11.2 £qmivovrn 

~v 
o'llvai:m 

v' 
y 
y 

v' 
v' 
v' 

y 

v' 
y 

12.l 'Acr1t1:i[,oµm y y 
12.2 irapaKaA.Ei 

OtaµEVEi:E 

irp£irEi 

v' 
y 

v' 

v' 

y 
v' 

y 

y 
12.3 ruxoµm 

irpocriouxrcrer 

v' 
v' 

y 

v' v' 
13.1 'Acrmi[,ioi:m 

µvl]µOVEUEi:f 

v' 
y 

v' 
v' y 

13.2 €pprocr8E 

ayaitiil:E 

v' 
v' 

v' 
v' 

y 

v' 
13.3 a yvil;;nm 

Eil:!_i 

v' 
y 

y 
y 

Ignatius begins his letter to the Tralleans in his typical style by following the 

epistolary convention of salutation. He starts with his name, 'Iyvanrn;, includes the 

mention of the audience, eKKATJO"L~ a yi~ TU oucru ev TpcXAA£0"lV TJl~ 'Aaia~, and 

concludes with the standard greeting, xaipEtv. In addition to this information, he 

elaborates extensively on this church through the use of participial phrases and 

adjectives. He also goes into a lengthy description of Jesus Christ, the hope of the 

church. 

In relation to the shifts in aspect in the primary clauses, Ignatius maintains a 

consistent pattern of imperfective usage. While there are a few places that he shifts from 

imperfective to either perfective or stative, he does not string together a chain of either 

perfective or stative aspect. Thus, the imperfective aspect carries along the mainline 

material of the letter. 
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The only place that the imperfective aspect does not carry the mainline along is 

following the salutation. The two primary clause finite verbs in 1:1or1:2 are both aorist. 

These verbs are also first person verbs in which Ignatius expresses praise for the 

audience. He admits that he knows (eyvrov) of their blameless and unwavering 

disposition in patient endurance because of the testimony of their bishop Polybius. 

Having heard of their goodwill, Ignatius praised (e86~acra) God that the Tralleans were 

in fact imitators of God. Thus, this initial section of praise that begins the letter contains 

aorist verb forms that carry along the main thought of the section. 

The indicative mood dominates the primary clauses from 1: 1-6: 1. Within this 

entire portion of text, this sustained chain of indicatives is only interrupted by a 

subjunctive in 2:2 and an imperative in 3: 1. Both verbs serve as commands: the first 

calling the audience to be subject (e86~acra) to the presbytery in 2:2; the second 

requesting that they respect (ev-rp£necr9rocrav) the deacons, bishops, and the presbyters 

in 3: 1. 

While this section (2: 1-6: 1) is controlled by the indicative mood, the subject of 

the verbs shifts at 3:2 and 3:3. Between 2: 1-3:2, the majority of verbs are either second 

or third person verbs. The emphasis is on the actions of the audience and of the deacons. 

Following 3:3, the emphasis shifts to the actions of the author, which is evidenced by the 

high concentration of first person verb forms. The first person verb forms carry the 

primary clauses along until 6: 1. 

In 6: 1 a couple of shifts take place in relation to the verbs. The indicative mood 

no longer dominates the primary clauses. Rather, Ignatius switches back and forth 

between the indicative and the imperative for the rest of the letter with each imperative or 
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string of imperatives being introduced by the conjunction ouv. Following the indicative 

call to exhortation in 6: 1, Ignatius challenges the Tralleans to partake (XpflcrSE 

subjunctive) of only Christian food and stay away (a7tEXECT8E - imperative) from the 

strange plant of heresy. In 6:2 he further describes individuals to avoid as those that mix 

(na.pEµ7tAEKO'Ucrtv- indicative) Jesus with poison. He warns them to be on their guard 

against such individuals ( q>UAU't'tECTSE - imperative) in 7: 1. In 7:2, he presents a 

contrast between the one who is cJean in the one who is not through a string of indicative 

verbs. After admitting that he does not believe this is already happening in the church 

but rather wants to prevent such things from happening, Ignatius again commands the 

church to arm (ava.K't~cra.crSE - imperative) themselves with gentleness in 8: 1. The 

chain of imperatives continues in 8:2 through commands not to hold a grudge against a 

neighbor and not to give any opportunity to pagans. The switching back and forth 

between indicative and imperative within the primary clauses continues down through 

11 :2. In each of these cases, the indicative leads into the imperative that follows or gives 

further support for the commands (i.e., 11:2). 

The other major shift that occurs with 6: 1 is that the first person verb forms of 

3:3-5:2 are interrupted. The verbs shift back and forth between second person (mainly 

on imperative forms) and the third person (mainly on the indicatives). The second and 

third person forms carry the primary clauses down to 10: 1, when the first person form 

emerges again in a series of rhetorical questions. The second and third person form come 

to the fore again in 11:1-11:2. 

In 12: l-13:3, a number of shifts occur between both the indicative and imperative 

moods and first, second, and third person verb forms. These verses are the conclusion 
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and farewell of the letter as evidenced by the verbs of greeting ( acrrrai;;oµcn and 

acrrra/;;E'tat) in 12:1and13:1 and the farewell (£ppcocr0E) in 13:2. 

From this evidence of the verbs in the primary clauses, Ignatius' letter to the 

Tralleans can be structured as follows. 1 :0 represents the salutation of the letter in which 

Ignatius greets the church at Trail es. 1: 1-1 :2 contains a praise to God for the testimony 

of this church. 2: 1-5:2 conveys information for the church in which they are encouraged 

to continue in their imitation of God by their actions toward the church leadership (2: 1

3:2) and they are told of Ignatius present state (3:3-5:2). 6:1-11:2 is a series of 

exhortations (imperatives) with evidence and support (indicatives) for these believers to 

follow. In 12: 1-13:3, he concludes the letter with greetings, final admonitions, and a 

farewell. 

The Letter to the Philadelphians 

Verse Word 
Aspect 

Im_Qf Perf Stat 
Mood 

Ind Il'l'lQ. Other 
Person 

first second third 
1.1 eyvcov v' v' v 
1.2 µm:api~Et v v v' 
2.1 <pniyne 

UKOAO'U0Et'tE 
v 
v' 

v 
v 

v 
v' 

2.2 e~oucrw v v' 
3.1 'Am:xi:-crei:

i:-upov 
v 

v' 
v 

v' 
v' 

v' 
3.2 i:-icrw 

dcriv 
eA.0cocrtv 
ECTOV'tat 

v 
v 

v' 

v' 
v 

vsubj 
v 

v' 
v 
v' 
v' 

3.3 rrA.cxvacr0E 
KAT]povoµei 
cruyKCX'tCX'ti0€'tat 

v' 
v' 
v 

v 
v 
v 

v 
v 
v 

4.1 :Errouoacrm:e v' v' v 
5.1 EKKE;('Uµat 

acr<paA.i~oµm 

v' 
v 

v' 
v 

v 
v 

5.2 ayarrtilµev v' vsubj v 
6.1 cXKOUE'tE 

£crnv 
dcrtv 

v' 
v 
v 

v' 
v 
v 

v' 
v 
v 

6.2 <pEUYE'tE 
yivecrei: 

v 
v 

v 
v 

v' 
v 

6.3 i:uxaptcr-roo 
i:uxoµm 

v 
v' 

v 
v' 

v' 
v 

7.1 nA.ava-rm v v v 
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o{OEV 

EAE)'XEt 
EKpcxuycxcrcx 
EAUAOUV 

v 
v 

v 

v 
v 
v 
v 

v 
v 

v 
v 

7.2 oeoEµm 
EKl]pucrcrEv 

v 
v 

v 
v 

v 
v 

8.1 eiroiouv 
KCX'totKEt 
acpiEl 
1ttO"'tEUro 

v 
v 
v 
v 

v 
v 
v 
v 

v 
v 
v 

v 
8.2 itCXpCXKCXAW 

~Koucrci 

U1tEKpt0T]O"UV 
EO"'ttV 

v 
v 
v 

v 

v 
v 
v 
v 

v 
v 

v 
v 

9.1 1tE1tlO"'tEU'tCXt v v v 
9.2 EXEi 

KCX'tijyyEtACXV 
EO"'ttV 
£cr1iv 

v 

v 
v 

v 
v 
v 
v 

v 
v 
v 
v 

10.1 Ecr'ttV v v v 
10.2 KCX'tCX~tro01\crE'tm 

OO~CXcr0ijcrE0"0E 

0£1'.oucrtv 
EO"'ttV 

v 
v 

v 
v 
v 
v 

v 

v 
v 

11.1 EUXCXptO"'tcO 
Ampro0Eil]O"CXV 

v v 
>/opt 

v 
v 

11.2 'Acrira~EWt 

'ttµl\crEl 
if.ee_rocr0E 

v v 
v 

v 

v 
v 

In this letter, Ignatius again begins with a rather lengthy salutation in which he 

introduces himself, addresses the audience, and giving them a greeting (aamisoµat), 

although he does not use the standard word for greeting, xaipEtv. The length of the 

section is due to his detailed description of the church as well as Jesus Christ. 

In 1: 1 he moves into the body of the Jetter with a blessing for the bishop of the 

church. The knowledge of the bishop's actions is stated in an aorist verb form (£yvwv) 

with the details coming in secondary clauses. Ignatius announces his blessing through 

the use of a present verb form (µa.Kapiset) which controls most of the primary clause 

verbs throughout the letter. These two primary clause verbs are also in the indicative 

mood. 
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With 2: 1, the mood changes from the indicative to the imperative, and the verb 

forms shift back and forth between these two moods down through 6:2.15 This is the only 

section of the entire Jetter that has imperative mood verbs. The imperatives call these 

believers to flee and stay away from those who teach false doctrine and cause divisions 

within the congregations, whether they be schismatics or Judaizers. Ultimately, they are 

fleeing from the ruler of this age, who stands in contrast to the unity that they must 

maintain (6:2). The indicative verbs of this section provide background and support for 

the imperatives, as well as give details about Ignatius' present condition. 

Second and third person verbs carry this section of text along. This is due to the 

shifting back and forth between imperative (second person) and indicative (third person) 

moods. The only exception to these verb forms is the use of first person verbs again in 

5: 1-5:2. In these verses, Ignatius interjects his expression of love and joy for this 

congregation while at the same time informing them of his present state as a prisoner 

about to die. 

At 6:3, Ignatius switches from exhorting the Philadelphians to speaking of his 

experience with them as a minister who promoted unity. The shift is marked by the 

introduction of a string of indicative mood verbs that continue uninterrupted within the 

primary clauses down into 11: 1. The first person and third person verb forms switch 

back and forth from 6:3-8:2 to mark the interplay between the actions of Ignatius, those 

who opposed him, and God. In 9: 1-9:2, Ignatius builds onto his mentioning of the 

"gospel" and the "archives" in 8:2. These verses further explain the relation of the 

1
' The only two verbs that are found within the primary clauses that are not either indicatives or imperatives 

are the subjunctives in EA.ewcnv 3:2 and in ayarr&µcv 5:2. 
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"archives" (Old Testament) to the "gospel" with the coming of Christ. They are marked 

off through third person verb forms controlling the primary clauses. 

Verses 10: 1-11:2 serve as the conclusion to this letter. While the verb forms do 

not noticeably shift until 10:2 with the presence of two future verb forms, the verbs of 

10:2 continue the information contained in 10: 1 concerning the answered prayer for the 

church at Antioch. In 11: 1 and 11 :2 final details are given concerning certain individuals 

as well as information about Ignatius' present location. He concludes the letter with the 

expected farewell. 

From the above discussion, this letter can be segmented as follows. In 1:0, 

Ignatius addresses the Philadelphians with a lengthy and elaborate salutation. In 1:1-1:2 

He acknowledges and blesses the ministry of the bishop. With 2: 1-6:2, Ignatius provides 

a number of exhortations to these readers to avoid the false teachers and ruler of this age. 

In 6:3-9:2, he recollects and defends his own ministry with the Philadelphians. In 10: 1

11:2 he concludes the letter with final remarks and a farewell. From the shift in verbs, 

further minor breaks could be seen at 5: 1 and 9: 1 within their respective sections. 

The Letter to Polycarp 

Verse Word 

Aspect 

impf perf stat ind 

Mood 

impv other 1 

Person 

2 3 

1.1 uirepfo~cisco v v v 
1.2 Dapmcaf..co v v v 

EKCltK!Ot v v y 

<ppovnse y v y 

pcicHase y y y 

avexou v v y 

1.3 crxot..ase y y y 
ai-roii v v y 
yp11yopn v v y 
f..cif..n v y y 
pcicr-rase v v v 

2.1 £crnv y v y 



2.2 

2.3 

3.1 

3.2 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

5.1 

5.2 

6.1 

U7C01Cl<J<JE 

9fpa7tEUfHXl 

rra\iE 

yivou 

d 

at1Et 

cirro:m:i 

Vij<pE 

Ka1a7tATJO'O'hrocrav 

cri:ij0t 

Ea1tV 

OEi 

yivou 

Kai:aµciveavf 

npocrOOKa 

aµ£'1.ficr0oocrav 

E<JO 

ywi:creoo 

rrpcicrcri: 

i::ucri:ci0n 

ywEcr0roaav 

/;tji:Ei 

U7tEpT]<pUVEl 

qrnawucreoocro:v 

8ou'1.EuE1oocrav 

£pcii:roaav 

<pEUYE 

11:ot0\i 

rrpocrA.ciA.Et 

rrapciyyEAAE 

µEVE1:W 

ci11:c0'1.no 

E<p0api:m 

itpErrEl 

ywfo0w 

trpocr£x_nE 

YEVOti:O 

cruyK07CUXlE 

cruva0'1.Eii:E 

cruv1plix_nf 

cruµrrcicrx_nf 

cruy1Cotµacr8i:: 

<J1JVfYElpf<J0£ 

cipEcrKEi:E 

EUp€0T] 

µi::v£i:ro 

y y 

y 
y y 
y y 

y y 
y y 
y y 
y y 
y ...; 

y' 

...; y' 

...; ...; 
y y' 

...; y' 

y' y' 

y' 

y' y' 

y y 
y y' 

y' y' 

y y' 

...; y' 

y y 

...; v 
y' y' 

y' 

y' y' 

y y' 

v y' 

y y 
y y' 

y' 

y' 

y' y' 

y' y 
y y 

y'opt 

y ...; 
y' y' 

y y' 

y v 
y y' 

y y 
y' y' 

y ../subj 

y y 

y 

y 
y 
y 
y 

...; 
y' 

y 
y 

...; 

...; 
y' 

y 
y' 

...; 
y' 

...; 
y' 

y' 

y 

y' 

v 
y' 

y' 

y' 

y 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y 

v 
y' 

y' 

y' 

...; 
v 
...; 
y 

y' 

...; 
y 

y 
y 
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6.2 

http:cruva0'1.Ei
http:ci11:c0'1.no
http:rrpocrA.ciA.Et
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7.1 

7.2 

7.3 

8.1 

8.2 

8.3 

µaicpo0uµ tjcrmE 

6vaiµ11v 

EyEvOµT]v 

irp6rn 

EXEL 

crxo).cil;n 

E<J'ttV 

lt\O""tEUCO 

irapEX:aAEO"U 

ypci\j/nc; 

'Acrircii;oµm 

acrircil;oµm 

cicrirai;oµm 

rcr1at 

Ei5xoµm 

cicrm:il;oµm 

rppcocr0E 

v 
v 
v 

v 
v 
v 
...; 
...; 

v 
....; 

....; 

....; 

....; 

v 
vopt 

v 
...; 
...; 
...; 
...; 
v 
v 
...; 

v 
....; 

....; 

....; 

v 
....; 

v 
v 
v 

v 
v 
v 
v 

v 
...; 

...; 
....; 
....; 
...; 

v 
...; 

In the salutation of this letter ( 1:0), Ignatius begins with the standard form of 

introduction by naming himself as sender and his recipient, Polycarp, and stating the 

formal greeting, xaipetv. In comparison to the previous two letters discussed, this 

salutation appears rather short, yet it still elaborates on who Polycarp is as a bishop. 

Ignatius transitions to the body of the letter with a short section of praise (1: I) 

based on Polycarp's mind in God. The only primary clause verb in this section is a 

present indicative verb form in the first person. With the exception of only the following 

verb, napaK:aA.&, in I :2, the first person verb form is absent until the conclusion of the 

Jetter. 

In I :2, following the indicative verb napaKa.Aro initiating the exhortation, the 

verb forms in the primary clauses shift to imperative second person verb forms through 

I :3. This chain of second person imperatives reveals that this section is focused on the 

responsibilities of Polycarp as bishop. Very little mention is made of any action other 

than that of the one being commanded, in this case Polycarp. 
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At 2: 1, a change takes place with the imperative verb forms in the primary clauses 

allowing for the inclusion of indicative forms. These indicatives are paralleled with the 

appearance of the third person form as well. Thus, from 2: 1-3: 1 there is an interplay 

between indicative and imperative forms in relation to the primary clauses of this section. 

It appears that indicatives are providing further support and evidence, on which the 

imperatives are built. 

Another shift occurs at 3:2 with the imperative mood taking over the primary 

clauses. The only exception to this is found in 5:2 where Ignatius breaks the chain with 

the introduction of a few indicatives. These verses are still directed at Polycarp and his 

responsibilities as a bishop. Yet, the fact that a number of these imperatives are also third 

person forms shows that these actions involve others. In fact, a number of these 

commands are given to Polycarp to show him how to respond to different individuals in 

various situations. 

At 6: 1, a shift takes place in relation to verb number. While the imperatives up 

until this point have been singular verbs, the commands of 6: 1-6:2 are second person 

plural imperatives. Thus, Ignatius is no longer addressing Polycarp directly, but rather he 

wants the congregation to make sure that they are conducting themselves properly in 

relation to their bishop. This section is further set off with two optative verb forms found 

near the beginning (yevoii-o) and end of the section (6vaiµ11v). 

The closing remarks and farewell occur in 7: 1-8:3. This section is marked off by 

the shift back to the indicative mood, which is the mood of every primary clause of this 

section with the exception of the actual word for farewell, i::pprocr0£. Also, first person 

verb forms are reintroduced at this point for the first time since the opening of the letter. 
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From the above discussion, this letter of Ignatius to Polycarp can be displayed 

accordingly. 1 :0 serves as the salutation in which Ignatius greets Polycarp, whom he 

quickly rejoices over based on his role in God's ministry (1:1). 1:2-1:3 relate 

instructions to Polycarp concerning his responsibility as a bishop. The instructions 

concern mainly him and his role as bishop with little mention of others. In contrast, 2: 1

5:2 present Polycarp with a number of exhortations concerning his involvement and 

ministry to others. Jn 6: 1-6:2, Ignatius addresses the church by giving them commands 

for how they should treat and respond to their bishop. In 7: 1-8:3, he brings the letter to a 

close with some final remarks, a list of greetings, and a farewell. 

The Letter to the Ephesians 

Verse Word 
Aspect 

Im_Q_f Perf Stat 
Mood 

Ind Im..£ Other 
Person 

first second third 
1:1 a'ltTJP'ticro:'te y v' y 
1:2 icr'lto'llli<icro:'te v' v' v' 
2:1 e1lxoµo:t y v' y 
2:2 ovaiµ11v 

icrnv 

v' v' opt 

v' 
v' 

v' 
3:1 liio:'tlicrcroµo:t 

am1p'ticrµo:t 

exro 

1tpocrA.o:A.ro 

eliei 

v' 
v' 

v' 
v' 
v' 

y 
v' 
v' 
v' 
y 

v' 
v' 
v' 
v' 

v' 
4:1 1tpe1tei 

cr'llvqpµocr'to:t 

~li£to:t 

y 

v' 
v' 

v' 
v' 
v' 

v' 
v' 
v' 

4:2 yivecr0e 

iotiv 

v' v' 
v' 

v' 
v' 

5:1 µo:ic:api~ro v' v' v' 
5:2 1tA.avacr0ro 

'lionp£\'to:t 

v' 
v' 

v' 
v' 

v' 
v' 

5:3 'li'ltep1Jq>av£\ 

liiiic:pivev 

o'lto'llliaoroµev 

v' 
v' 

v' 

v' 
y 

v'subj 

v' 
v' 

v' 
6:1 q>o~eio0ro 

lie\ 

lie\ 

v' 
v' 
v' 

v' 
v' 
v' 

v' 
v' 
v' 

6:2 imepe1taive\ v' v' v' 
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7:1 

7:2 
8:1 

8:2 

9:1 
9:2 

10:1 

10:3 

11:1 

11:2 
12:1 
12:2 
13:1 

13:2 
14: 1 
14:2 

15: 1 

15:2 
15:3 

16:1 

16:2 

17: 1 

17:2 

18:2 

19: 1 

Eiro0acrtv 

eicrl.v 

ea't\V 

e~mmi:ai;ro 

~fj'tE 

a yvi~oµm 

11'6vavi:m 

itpacrcrEi:e 

ecrnv 

"Eyvrov 

'Ecri:i:: 

npocr£'6xea0£ 

ecri:tv 

en1i:p1h11ai:e 

e'lipe0ciiµev 

anoulla~roµev 

aiaxuv0ciiµev 

q>Oj}t]0ciiµ£V 

q>OjJt]9ciiµEV 

ci.yam\crroµev 

7tp£7tll't(l) 

Oilla 

ean 

J:noull<i~E't£ 

Ka0mpo1lvi:m 

AUE'tat 

eai:w 

A.av0avei 

a µapi;avet 

µ1cret 

npacraoucnv 

oqi01\aovi:m 

ea't\V 

7t£'1tOit]1C£V 

eai;w 

l>uvai;m 

A.av9ave1 

eai:w 

noi&µEv 

itA.avfi.cr0£ 

KAripovoµi\aouatv 

ecri;aupm971 

;cropl\aE\ 

eA.ajJev 

ci.A.eiq>ea9£ 

aitoA.A.uµe9a 

eKuoq>opl\ ari 

£A.a0£V 

...; 

...; 

...; 

...; 

...; 

...; 
v 

v 
v 

v 
v 

v 
v 
v 
v 

v 
v 

v' 
v 
v 
v 

v 
v' 
v 
v 
v 

v 

v 
v 

v' 

v 

v 
v 
v 

v 
v' 

...; 

...; 

...; 
v 

...; 

...; 
v 
...; 
v 
v 
v 

v 
v 

v 
-./subj 

-./subj 

-./subj 

-./subj 

-./subj 

-./subj 

v 
v 
v 

v 
v 
v' 
v 
v 
v' 
v' 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v' 
v 
v 
v' 

-./subj 

v 
v 
v 
v 
v 

v 
v' 

v 
v 

...; 

...; 
v 
...; 

...; 

...; 

v 

v 
v 

v 
...; 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v' 

v' 
v 
v 

...; 
v 
v 
v 
v' 
v 
v' 
v 
v' 
v 
v' 
v 
v 
v 

v 

v 
v 
v 
v' 

v 
v' 

19:2 eqiavepro0ri v vv 
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19:3 

20:1 

20:2 

21: 1 

21:2 

£1..aµvev y y 

~v y y 

itapei:xev y y y 

ertve'fo y y 

~v y y 

~v y y 
i\A,'\)e'fO y y y 

iiipavi~t'fO y y y 

1Ca6upe\'fo y y y 

lheip9e\pe'fo y y v 
eA.<Xµf}avev y y y 
O'\lVE1C\V£l'f 0 y y y 

itpoal>rrA.roaro y y 

a'llvipxeaee y y y 
µvrrµove'lle'fe y y y 

itpoae'llxea9e v v y 
8pproa9e y v y 

Again, Ignatius begins this letter to the Ephesians with a standard formula that he 

expands and elaborates on. The beginning sections of the letter body begin with some 

background testimonial of how the recipients responded when they heard of Ignatius' 

predicament. This section is carried along by two perfective verbs on the mainline of the 

discourse (I: I and 2). Ignatius then moves into a section of praise and prayer concerning 

the fact that he has been blessed by the presence of the messengers that were sent to him 

from the church in Ephesus (2: 1-3: 1 ). This section is marked by first person verb forms 

with the last verse of this section (3: 1) actually serving as a transition into a long 

instruction section which follows. 

The lengthy instruction section runs from 3: 1 down to 7:2. In it Ignatius speaks to 

these church members in relation to their bishop as well as introduces the theme of false 

teachers. The section is marked by third person present indicative verb forms. Following 

these instructions, Ignatius has specific orders he wants these Christians to follow in 
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relation to the threats they face from the false teachers and the times in which they live. 

This section goes from 8: 1-12:2 and is set off by second person indicative verbs relating 

the testimony of the addressees' living in the face of false teaching (8: 1-9:2). In the 

second half of the section the presence of command elements, either in the second person 

imperative or first person plural subjunctive, give the specific instructions to follow 

(10:1-11:2). 

The next few verses (12: 1-13: 1) seem to serve as transition into another lengthy 

instruction section (13:2-19:3). The transition is marked by the instability of verb forms 

until 13:2 when the verbs settle into a consistent pattern of third person imperfective 

indicative forms. This lengthy section contains a number of admonitions on various topic 

sincluding, faith, love, Christian works, false teachers, unbelief, the suffering of Christ, 

and a cosmic explanation of the work of Christ. It is interesting to note that when this 

cosmic perspective is discussed, perfective verbs and verbs of "being" are used (18:2

19:2). 

The letter concludes with Ignatius telling the Ephesians that he will write them 

again, asking them to remember him, and pleading with them to keep the church in Syria 

in their prayers. The section is set off from what preceded by a marked transition in the 

verbs from third person indicative to first and second person forms and imperatives. 

From this discussion this letter of Ignatius to the church at Ephesus can be 

outlined as follows. In 1 :0, Ignatius begins with a lengthy salutation for this church. He 

then offers praise and prayer for their work, especially in sending aid and comfort to him 

in his last hours (I: 1-3: 1). Ignatius then provides instruction on the relationship of these 

believers to their bishop, as well as introduces the topic of false teachers (3:1-7:2). He 
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gives them a series of commands to motivate them in the face of these false teachers, as 

well as provides them with a series of moral exhortations (8: 1-12:2). The letter then 

moves into a number of teachings on various topics (13:1-19:3). Ignatius concludes the 

letter by relating that he will write again and requests that they keep him and the church 

of Syria in their prayers (20: 1-21 :2). 


The Letter to the Magnesians 


PersonMoodAspect 
Ind Img Other first second thirdIm_l)f Perf StatVerse Word 

n: poei).aµ11v1:1 v vv 
1:2 v vv~0© 

v'n:pin:e\3:1 vv 
vfo'ti.V v3:2 v 
vecnl.v4:1 v' 
v'q>a\VOV'ta\ vv' 
vitp01C£\'tll\5:1 vv 
vµiA.A.£\ v'v 

n:apa:wc»6:1 v'vv 
<JltO'lllia~£'t£ v'v v' 

6:2 EV'tptlt£<J9£ v vv 
v'p).en:i'tro vv 

vara:n:a.u v v' 
vEa'tro vv 

£vc0811-ie v' v v' 
7:1 n:paaae'te v'v v' 

v'subjn:e\paa11'te vv 
7:2 v'a'llv-ipixne vv 

n:A.a:v&.a9e;8:1 v'vv 
oµoA.orouµev v' vv 

v'8:2 E~1]<JO:V vv' 
vveli\cO:X91\<JO:V v 

9:2 o'Uv11a6µeaa: v v 
ij-yeipev v'vv' 

10:1 avma91\'tcDµ£v v'subJ vv 
foµiv v v 

vsubjµa9roµev v v 
vEa'tw v v 

1in:ip9e;a9e10:2 v' vv 
µe'ta:paA.eaae v v v' 
a A.ia91\'t£ v v v 
ea'tw v10:3 v' 
Eltl<Jt£'\l(J£V vv' v 
'Ova:iµ11v vopt12:1 vv 
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13:1 

13:2 

14: 1 

15: 1 

eiµi v' v' 
oillo: v' v' v' 
oillo: v' v' v' 
:Eito'Ulla~ei;e v' v' v' 
1inoi;ayrii: e v' v' v' 
1to:pt:1CaA.ecso: v' v' v' 
µ vriµove'llei; i v' v' v' 
eiti1>£oµo:i v' v' v' 
'Acsita~ovi:o:i v' v' v' 
acsna~ono:i v' v' v' 
epprocs9e v' v' 

Ignatius begins with a lengthy salutation (actually short by his standards) in 1:0 

and moves quickly into an explanation of the circumstances that caused him to write this 

letter (1: 1-3). He begins with a perfective verb, which immediately gives way to a string 

of imperfective indicative verbs. Following the mention of their bishop and presbyters 

(2: 1 ), Ignatius addresses the relationship of this church to their young bishop (3: 1-5: 1), 

which contains a series of third person imperfective indicative verbs. 

The first major break in the verb chain occurs in 6: 1 following an indicative verb 

of exhortation (napatvffi). Ignatius then utilizes a series of second person imperatives to 

exhort these believers to stay unified in Jesus Christ to the bishop and presbyters. These 

commands continue until 8: 1 when Ignatius moves onto a discussion of the relationship 

of the prophets of old to Judaism (8: 1-9: 1). In 10: 1-3 he commands them concerning 

their own need not to Judaize. In 11: 1-13:2, based on Christ's work and Ignatius' 

present state as a prisoner, he appeals to them that they remain faithful to Jesus through 

their actions towards the bishop. Throughout these passages, the verb forms within the 

primary clauses, move back and forth between indicative and imperative with the 

perfective aspect dominating over imperfective forms. 
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The letter concludes in 14: 1-15: 1 with Ignatius requesting prayer for himself and 

the church in Syria, relaying to them some of the circumstances surrounding his present 

situation, and concluding with a farewell and benediction. 

The outline for this letter is as follows: 1) salutation ( 1 :O)~ 2) introductory praise 

and remarks concerning their relationship to the bishop (1:1-5:1); 3) exhortation (6:1

13:2) concerning unity (6:1-7:2),Judaizing (8:1-10:3) and the need to remain faithful 

(11: 1-13:3); 4) Concluding remarks (14: 1-15: 1). 

The Letter to the Romans 

Verse Word Im_Q_f 

Aspect 

Perf Stat Ind 

Mood 

Imp Other first 

Person 

second third 

1:1 iAni~ro ...; v v 
1:2 ea'ttv 

q>O~OUJU%t 

£cri;tv 

£0-ctv 

...; 
v 
v 
...; 
v 

v 
v 

v 
v 

2:1 9£Aro 

£xeu 

£ooµm 

v 
v 

v 
...; 
v 

y 

y 
v 

2:2 napaox11a9e v VSUb) v 
3:1 i~aaicavai;e 

e(hlial;a'te 

9£Aro y 

v 
...; 

...; 

...; 

...; ...; 

v' 
...; 

3:2 ai'teia9e 

liuvaµm 

y 
...; y 

...; 
y 

...; 

3:3 cpaivei;m 

ECJ'tl.V 

...; y 
...; 

...; 

...; 
4:1 ypacpro 

£v'tiAAOµm 

napaicaAro 

revriaee 

cicpe-ce 

eiµt 

aA1\9oµm 

...; 

...; 

...; 

...; 

...; 
y 

...; 

...; 

...; 

y 
y 

.../subj 

...; 

y 

...; 

...; 

...; 

...; 

...; 

...; 

4:2 ICOAC£1C£UCJC£'t£ 

£aoµm 

A.ti;aveuaai:e 

...; 

...; 
...; 

...; 

...; 
y 

y 

y 

4:3 liunaoooµm y ...; ...; 



5:1 

5:2 

5:3 

6:1 

6:2 

6:3 

7:1 

7:2 

7:3 

8:1 

8:2 

avaa'tilcrnµat 

µav9avro 

011ptoµo:x& 

µa9T)'t£'1loµa.i 

lieli\lc:o:iroµm 

ovo:iµ11v 

euxoµm 

npoafhaaoµo:t 

tXE'tE 

a'IJµq>ep£t 

ywroax:ro 

apxoµo:t 

epxfo0roao:v 

mq>£A.ila£t 

~TJ't& 

9£A.ro 

ElttX:Et'tO:t 

a'llyyvco'ti 

eµitolitaTJ'tE 

9eJ..iJaTJ'te 

xo:piaT)<J9£ 

«X:ol..o:x:evaTJ'tE» 

aq>E'tE 

eaoµo:t 

Eltt'tpE'ljlU'tt 

VOTJ<1ll'tID 

a'IJµito:9£inl 

jJo'\JAE'to:t 

IJOTJ0Et'tID 

yivea9£ 

J..o:J..£i't£ 

eitt0'1Jµ£i't£ 

X:U'tO\X:Ei'tO> 

neia91J'tE 

itta't£UOO:'t£ 

ypaq>ro 

ea'to:upro'to:t 

tO"'t\V 

1)1ioµo:t 

9£1..co 

0£1..ro 

9£1..ro 

t<J'tO:t 

9£1..ilc:JO:'tE 

o:i'to'ilµm 

itt<n£uoo:'te 

..; 
v' 
..; 

v' 

v' 
y 
y 
y 
y 

y 
y 
y 

v 
v 
v 
v 
v' 

v' 

v' 

v' 

v' 

v' 

v' 

v 
v' 
v 
v 
v 
v 

v 
v 
v 

v' 

v 

v' 

v' 

v 

v' 
v' 
..; 
..; 
..; 

v' 
v' 

y 
y 
y 

y 
y 

v 
y 

y 
y 

v 

v' 

v' 
v' 

v 
v' 

v' 

v' 
v 

v 

y 

y 

v 

v 

v 
v 

v 
v 
v 
v' 

v' 

v' 

v' 

v' 

v'opt 

vsubj 
VSUbJ 
VSUbJ 
VSUbJ 

vsubj 

..; 

..; 

..; 

..; 

..; 

..; 
v' 
..; 

y 
y 

y 
y 

v 

v' 

v' 
v 
v' 
v' 

v 

y 
y 

y 

v 
v 
v 
v' 
v 
v 

v 
v 
v' 
v 
v 

v 
v' 

v' 

v 
v' 

v' 

v' 

..; 

y 
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8:3 

9:1 

9:2 

9:3 

10:1 

10:2 

10:3 

q>a.vepmoei v' 

a.i'tiioa.aee v' v' v' 

eypa.iva. v' v' 

i)0eAi)aa.'te v' v' v' 


iµiaitaa.u v' v' v' 


Mvriµove'lle'te v' v' v' 


ilttOICOitJioe\ v' 


a.iox'llvoµm v' v' v' 


eiµi v' v' 


TJAiriµa.i v' v' v' 


aana~nm v' v' v' 


npoijyov v' v' v' 


rpaipco v' v' v' 


EO't\V v' v' v' 


:n:ta'te'llco v' v' v' 


SriAmacne v' v' v' 


eiaw v' v' 


typO:ljfO: v' v' 

eppcoaee v' v' 


After his long salutation (1:0), Ignatius starts the letter with a string of indicative 

verb forms that runs with an occasional break at least down to 4: 1. Yet, in this section 

the subject shifts back and forth between first, second, and third person forms. With the 

onset of 4: I, things get more chaotic in relation to the verb forms. While there is a long 

string of first person imperfective indicatives found from 4:3-6: 1, the verbs in 4: 1-2 are 

in constant flux back and forth between various forms of first and second person verbs. 

The verses that follow 6: 1 contain the only sustained chain of commands in the entire 

letter (6:2-7:2). Following 7:2 the indicative verb form dominates, but both the aspect 

and especially the person of the verbs vacillates back and forth. 

The conclusion of the Jetter is found following 8: 1 with a summary of the letters 

contents, requests for prayer, and mention of Ignatius' personal circumstances that would 

have bearing on the church. 
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The difficulty in trying to outline this book according to verb patterns is probably 

due to the nature of the material found in this letter. Ignatius is basically pleading with 

the Romans, not to do anything that would prevent his martyrdom. This request stands 

behind the content of the entire letter, and so there is no sustained teaching on a certain 

topic or general exhortations given on how to address certain issues within the recipients' 

church. Rather Ignatius defends his desire for martyrdom and requests that the Roman 

church not attempt anything that would delay it. Thus, in this letter, it seems best to 

describe the structure according to the one factor that displays some consistency, the 

mood of the verbs. The outline is as follows: 1 :0 - Salutation; 1: 1-3:3 - Expression of 

desire for martyrdom; 4: 1-2 - initial request for the Romans to allow him to face 

martydom; 4:3-6: 1 - Discussion of his present state, facing and fighting numerous 

enemies; 6:2-7:2- Specific commands to not prevent his death; 7:3 - Ignatius' reasoning 

for such a request; 8: 1-10:3 - Repetition of request and concluding remarks. 

The Letter to the Smyrnaeans 

Verse Word Im.Qf 

Aspect 

Perf Stat 
Mood 

Ind Im_Q_ Other 

Person 

first second third 

1:1 Aol;a~m v v v 
EVOTJ<Hl v v v 

2:1 £ira9ev v v v 
£ira9ev v v v 
iiyo'llcnv v v v 
qipovoiicnv v v v 
crnµ~tiaei:m v v 

3:1 otlia v v v 
1nai:eu0> v v v 

3:2 Eq:>TJ v v v 
iiivavi:o v v v 
Eit\<J'l:£'\l(JIXV v v v 
1mi:eq:>pOVT)<JIXV v v v 
T)Upe9T)aav v v v 

3:3 a'\lveq:>ayev v v v 
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4:1 

4:2 

5:1 

5:2 

5:3 

6:1 

6:2 

7:1 

7:2 

8:1 

8:2 

9:1 

9:2 

10:1 

10:2 

11:1 

C'UVE7n£V 

ita.pa.woo 

itpocp'UA.accro 

itpoaeilxec9e 

exe1 

oioeµm 

aiarox:a. 

iiitoµivro 

ixpvoilv'tm 

i1pv'lj911aav 

E'lt£\CCX.V 

ippovoilcw 

cilipeA.e\ 

aitilPVTl't<ll 

£1)o~iv 

yeVO\'tO 

n A.a.vac9ro 

fo'ttV 

xrope\'tro 

ip'llC\OU't ro 

icni.v 

Ka.'ta.µa9e'te 

µiA.£1 

ixitEXOV't<l\ 

c'mo9v1]cx:o'Uc\V 

crnveipepev 

icni.v 

cpeuye'te 

ixx:oA.o'll0e\n 

iv'tpiitec9e 

itpa.aae'tro 

1\rdaaro 

i!a'tro 

i~ov 

EO''t\V 

ia'tw 

exei 

U'tijLTJ't<ll 

A.a-i;peilei 

n epia a e'Ue-i;ro 

aveita.uaa't£ 

iiran'ljaa-i;e 

E'JtOltJC1<l't£ 

a:rtoA.e\'tm 

iitma:;t'llv91)ae-i;m 

aitt1A.9ev 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

v'opt 
y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 

y' 
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11:2 

11 :3 

12: 1 

12:2 

13:1 

13:2 

acnta~oµat ...; ...; ...; 
Km11l;iro011v ...; ...; ...; 
irp£iret ...; ...; ...; 
Eq>UVlJ ...; ...; ...; 
q>povei-ie ...; ...; 
0£1..o'l>CJ\V ...; ...; ...; 
"Acrirate-im ...; ...; ...; 
oq>el..ov ...; ...; ...; 
eµtµo-Ov-io ...; ...; ...; 
aµeivei: at ...; ...; 
aamxtoµat ...; ...; ...; 
"Aairatoµai ...; ...; ...; 
epprocr0£ ...; ...; ...; 
aanate-tat ...; ...; 
acrnatoµat ...; ...; ...; 
aanatoµm ...; v' ...; 
epproa0e ...; ...; 

After beginning with a salutation (1:0), Ignatius expresses praise to Jesus Christ 

due to the faith that he remembered these Smyrnaeans had. The prayer quickly diverges 

into a theological reflection on the person and work of Christ (1: 1 b-2a), what his death 

accomplished (2:2b), and a story concerning the truth of his resurrection (3: 1-3). The 

verbs in the primary clauses throughout this section are all in the indicative mood with 

most of them being third person perfective aspect. 

In 4: 1, Ignatius shifts the discussion to those who hold to a false doctrine 

concerning Christ. He begins by relating the basis for his exhortation, the empowering 

work of Christ ( 4: 1-2). This section is set off by the presence of first person verb forms. 

He lays the background of the doctrine that these individuals hold to in 5: 1-3 through 

indicative third person verbs in both the imperfective and perfective aspect (the presence 

of the perfective helps distinguish this section from its surroundings). Ignatius then 

issues a series of commands on how to deal with such individuals (6: l-2a) through 
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imperative mood verbs, followed by a discussion of their teaching (6:2b-7:2) with third 

person indicatives, and concluded by some final commands (both second and third person 

imperatives) and teachings (third person indicatives), calling for faithfulness in following 

Christ and the bishop (8:1-9:1). 

The letter closes with a lengthy section containing praise for the congregation 

(9:2-10: 1), a testimonial on the answered prayer in relation to the church in Syria (11: 1

3), both these sections are marked off by the presence of the perfect aspect, and an 

extensive greetings section and farewell (12: 1-13:2). 

The letter to the Smyrnaeans unfolds along the following outline: salutation (1 :O); 

prayer and praise for Christ's work (1: 1-3:3); The fight against false doctrine (4:1-9:1); 

and closing remarks and greetings (9:2-13:2). 

Conclusions to this Analysis 

While this study only represents a limited corpus by Ignatius, it provides some 

interesting conclusions and raise some further questions. 

First and foremost, it appears from this preliminary research that the analysis of 

the grouping and shifts of verbs segments the letters of Ignatius into discernible sections. 

I purposefully avoided looking at Schoedel 's commentary16 in relation to how he 

segments the text in order to not bias my own conclusions about the sections of the 

letters. In the following chart, I have placed Schoedel's basic outline for each letter 

beside my own outline based on the verb structure of the letters. While at times, the two 

outlines significantly differ, at other times they show similarity (Letters to the Trallians, 

Philadelphians, and Polycarp). 

16 Schoedel. Ignatius ofAntioch. 
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Comparison of Verb Analysis with Schoedel's Outlines 

Schoedel 's Commentary 

Ephesians 

Salutation (1 :0) 
Expression of Praise (1: 1-3) 
Unity with the Bishop (2: 1-6: 1) 
The Ephesians and Outsiders (6:2-10:3) 
Eschatological Warnings 

and Exhortations (l 1: 1-19:3) 
Closing and Farewell (20: 1-21 :2) 

Magnesians 


Salutation (1 :0) 

Expression of Joy; 

Reason for Writing (1: 1-3) 

Authority and Unity in Magnesia (2:1-7:2) 

On Living Jewishly (8: 1-10:3) 

Closing and Farewell (11:1-15:1) 


Trallians 


Salutation (1 :0) 

Expression of Praise (1: 1-2) 

The Trallian Bishop (2: 1-3:2) 

Ignatius' Authority ... (3:3-5:2) 

Avoid False Teachers (6: 1-7:2) 

Reason for Writing (8: 1-2) 

Against Docetism (9: 1-11 :2) 

Closing Formulae and Farewell (12:1-13:3) 


Romans 


Salutation (l:O) 
Opening Request ( 1: 1-2) 
Word and Deed (2: 1-3:3) 
Ignatius, the Wheat of God (4:1-3) 
The Victor (5: 1-3) 
Ignatius' Birth Pangs (6: 1-8: 1) 

Proposed Outline 

Salutation (1 :0) 

Praise and Prayer (1:1-3:1) 

Instruction (3: 1-7:2) 

Exhortation (8: 1-12:2) 

Various Teachings (13: 1-19:3) 

Conclusion (20: 1-21 :2) 


Salutation (l:O) 

Introductory Praise and Remarks 

concerning the Bishop (1:1-5:1) 

Exhortation (6:1-13:2) 

Unity (6:1-7:2 

Judaizing (8: 1-10:3) 

Faithfulness (11:1-13:3) 

Closing Remarks (14:1-15:1) 


Salutation (1:0) 

Praise to God (1: 1-2) 

Informing of Church (2: 1-5:2) 

Encouragment (2: 1-3:2) 

Ignatius' Condition (3:3-5:2) 

Exhortation (6: 1-11 :2) 

Closing (12:1-13:3) 


Salutation (1 :0) 

Desire for Martyrdom (1:1-3:3) 

Request not to stop death ( 4: 1-2) 

Fighting Enemies (4:3-6: 1) 

Commands not 

to stop death (6:2-7:3) 
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Closing (8:2-10:3) 

Philadelphians 

Salutation ( 1 :0) 

Expression of Blessing ( 1: 1-2) 

Unity (2: 1-4: 1) 

The Judaizers (5:1-9:2) 

Closing and Farewell ( 10: 1-11 :2) 


Smyrnaeans 

Salutation (1 :0) 

Expression of Praise (1: 1-2) 

Christ's Passion and Ress. (2: 1-3:3) 

Warning against Docetic Doctrine ( 4: 1-6: 1) 

Warning Against Docetic Practice (6:2-8:2) 

Closing and Farewell (10:1-13:2) 


Poly carp 


Salutation (1 :0) 

Expression of Praise ( 1: 1) 

Exhortation to Polycarp (1:2-5:2) 

Exhortation to the Smymaeans (6: 1-2) 

Conclusion and Farewell (7:1-8:3) 


Repeated request 
and Conclusion (8: 1-10:3) 

Salutation ( 1 :0) 
Blessing (1: 1-2) 
Exhortation against 

false teachers (2:1-6:2) 
Defense of Ministry (6:3-9:2) 
Conclusion ( 10: 1-11 :2) 

Salutation (1:0) 
Prayer and Praise 

for Christ's work (1:1-3:3) 
Fighting False Doctrine ( 4: 1-9: 1) 
Closing (9:2-13:2) 

Salutation (1:0) 

Rejoicing over Poly carp ( 1: 1) 

Instruction to Polycarp 


as Bishop (1:2-3) 
Exhortation for Polycarp 

In relation to others (2: 1-5:2) 
Commands to Church (6:1-2) 
Closing (7:1-8:3) 

Second, certain features of the verb were stronger indicators of discourse 

segmentation than others. It appeared that mood shifts between imperative and indicative 

served as the strongest indicators in segmenting the sections. At times entire sections 

were dominated by either one of these two moods 17 or evidenced a consistent shifting 

17 Note the lengthy strings of indicatives within the first half of Trail. and the second half of Phld., as well 
as the length) stretches of imperatives in Pol. 
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back and forth between the two. Person also contributed to the segmentation - many 

times consistent with the shifts in mood, but occasionally serving to highlight additional 

segments when mood did not.18 The aspect system contributed the least of the three verb 

features analyzed, yet at times it marked off sections, especially when the perfective 

aspect emerged in a lengthier sequence.19 While the imperfective aspect dominated 

throughout most of the letters, tracking aspect significantly helped in segmenting off the 

blessing/praise section that bridged from the salutation to the body of the letter. 

Third, there was overlap at times between features as one section transitioned into 

another section. For instance, in the letter to the Philadelphians first and second person 

overlap in 5: 1-6:2 in the transition from the strongly exhortational 2: 1-6:2 to the more 

expositional 6:3-9:2. Finally, at times certain words work as well to highlight transitions. 

Two key ones noticed so far are the use of the particle ouv and the verb napaKaAro. 

In the final analysis of this look at the letters of Ignatius, it is doubtful that the 

verbal system alone could account for the entire structuring of the text. Yet, it cannot be 

denied that the verbal system significantly contributes to the segmentation of the text. I 

believe this analysis contributes to the outlining of an entire letter along a more 

formalistic category, the verbal system, than just haphazardly breaking up the text 

according to certain topics. 

Comparison with Paul's Letters 

This analysis of Ignatius focused almost solely on the formal and semantic 

relations indicated by verb occurrence. An attempt was not made here to factor in other 

18 Lengthy sections of third person forms are found in Eph. and Smyrn. A long stretch of second person 

forms is found in Pol. as Ignatius focuses his attention on this church leader. A long stretch of first person 

forms appears in Rom. as Ignatius pleas for these believers not to try and stop his martyrdom. 

19 This is especially apparent for stretches in of Magn. and Rom. 
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key features within primary clauses, such as formulaic verbs, conjunctions, and 

nominatives of address/vocatives.Yet, in relation to verb patterns alone, the letters of 

Ignatius seem to shift at points where segments begin and end. In this regard they show 

similarity with Paul's letters. 

Yet, these same patterns also reveal significant differences between Ignatius' and 

Paul's letters. Most notably the move from indicative to imperative in the overall scheme 

of the letter that typifies Paul does not occur with regularity in Ignatius (with the 

exception of Trall. and possibly Smyrn.). In fact the pattern is actually reversed in Pild. 

and imperatives dominate throughout the letter of Pol.2° Further, while imperfective 

aspect still controls a large number of the primary clauses, the perfective aspect occurs 

with much more frequency in some of Polycarps letters (Magn, Rom, and Smyrn.) than it 

ever seems to in Paul. 

These findings seem to indicate that, letter structure, especially the structure of the 

main parts of the letter apart from the conventional openings and closings, may be 

idiosyncratic to the Jetter writer: Paul's letter structure differs from that of Ignatius. Yet, 

verb patterns serve as key indicators for each one's structuring of a particular letter. 

These findings should further caution one from describing the whole of the ancient Jetter 

writing tradition according to a set structural pattern that one or two authors manifest.21 

"
0 Pol. proves extreme even in comparison to the one letter in which Paul uses imperatives throughout, 2 


Timothy. 

"' From these findings, I would hesitate trying to squeeze the ancient Jetter writing tradition into a five-part 

structure that Paul's letters seem to indicate. 


http:manifest.21
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